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Chapter B: Preface

B.1 Abstract

Graphical information has become a critical method for portraying information for edu-

cation, work and personal tasks and decisions. Unfortunately there are currently limited

means of providing this information to individuals who are blind or visually impaired: alter-

nate text is frequently missing, and accessible tactile diagrams tend to be time consuming

to make and require expertise in order for them to be interpretable (which may be costly

to the user and/or impossible to get). The aim of this project is to provide an accessible

system to automatically generate tactile graphics for those who need to interpret informa-

tion contained in visual images. Previous automatic conversion methods have not been

especially successful and are not used in normal practice, possibly because they have

not taken advantage of current advances in the field of image processing. In the pre-

liminary work, we systematically look at the myriad of image segmentation methods that

exist as part of the conversion process. For those techniques, previous researchers have

often compared the results to the “gold standard” of human segmentation to evaluate

their success. However, there are important difference between this “gold standard” and

what is needed for tactile graphics.

Key steps by professionals who create tactile diagrams are simplification so that the

information is manageable to extract through the tactile sense, elimination of perspective

as it is difficult to interpret tactually, and possible spreading of information across multiple

diagrams. Planned work is to examine more closely the underlying themes to the myriad

of algorithm are relevant for tactile diagrams. Future work, will also involve taking the

initially segmented image, simplifying it further by removing “unimportant” detail so that

it is manageable by the tactile system and removing perspective based on geometric

information found in the image.

B-01
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B.2 Project Overview

Objectives

1. To explore/modify/develop a variety of automated techniques to segment an image/drawing into a

set of non-fragmented lines/curves that are effective for tactile information processing. Effective will

be defined as the ability to convey information about the shape(s) of objects and their parts and/or

the identification of objects and their parts, as well as identification of the main spatial relationships

between objects and/or object parts in the graphic.

2. To quantitatively compare, for users who are blind or visually impaired and determining by touch

alone (those with residual vision will be blindfolded), the effectiveness and ease of use of the

two best automated visual-to-tactile conversion methods developed to visual-to-tactile conversions

made “by hand” by expert tactile graphic makers. Effectiveness is defined as above and will be

assessed by asking questions to the user about the diagram. Ease of use will be defined by the use

of the System Usability Scale.

3. To explore/modify/develop a variety of automated techniques to simplify an image/drawing into a

set of non-fragmented lines/curves that are effective for tactile information processing. Effective will

be defined as the ability to convey information about the shape(s) of objects and their parts and/or

the identification of objects and their parts, as well as identification of the main spatial relationships

between objects and/or object parts in the graphic.

4. To quantitatively compare, for users who are blind or visually impaired and determining by touch

alone (those with residual vision will be blindfolded), the effectiveness and ease of use of the

two best automated visual-to-tactile conversion methods developed to visual-to-tactile conversions

made “by hand” by expert tactile graphic makers. Effectiveness is defined as above and will be

assessed by asking questions to the user about the diagram. Ease of use will be defined by the use

of the System Usability Scale.

Problem Images and diagrams are becoming the sole means for conveying informa-

tion: approximately 70% of textbooks convey information solely in diagram form with no

text explanations [1]. To use these diagrams people who are blind require sighted indi-

viduals to convert visual images to tactile diagrams. The diagram conversion process is

quite costly and can take hours to complete, that is to say, when a professional is lucky
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enough to be available.

Goal This research focuses on the development of an algorithm that can automatically

convert visual diagrams and photographs of objects and object scence into tactile di-

agrams for people who are blind without any intervention by people who are sighted.

This will allow individuals who are blind or visually impaired true independence in access

tactile diagrams. The focus is on providing information that is difficult to obtain by text

descriptions such as shape of objects and their part, and spatial relationships between

them. The algorithm will need to work with images found in everyday life such as text

book diagrams and store catalogs.

Hypothesis The image processing algorithm designed here to generate tactile dia-

grams from input images will show statistical non-inferiority to images created by pro-

fessional diagram makers when assessed in terms of their effectiveness in shape inter-

pretation/identification of objects and their basic subparts, and of relationships between

objects.

Deliverables

1. Image processing algorithm that generates tactile diagrams from input images with similar user

effectiveness and ease of use to using images generated by professional diagram makers.

2. Quantitative results assessing their performance to questions involving shape interpretation/identi-

fication of objects and their basic subparts, and of relationships between objects.

3. Set of standard training and testing tactile diagrams for future research.

Design Path
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Figure B.1: Flow of information in the design process. The process is informed by professional experi-
ence and tested with algorithm results against similar diagrams made by professionals.



Chapter C: Introduction

C.1 Problem

About 285 million people worldwide are blind or visually impaired (BVI) [2]. These in-

dividuals often rely heavily on alternatives to visual information for their daily lives. Within

the 2012 US population of people who are BVI only about 12% have a bachelors degree

or higher, about 38% are employed, and about 32% live below the poverty line [3]. This

means less costly methods for developing visual alternatives must be explored. While

the written word is relatively easy to convert and print to braille using computers, graph-

ical information is much more difficult to supply the user with because it requires the

intervention of a sighted professional. Though the visual information such as graphs,

pictures, diagrams, etc. could simply be described in words, only about 9% of people

who are BVI are able to read braille [3]. The individuals who create the descriptions may

not always interpret the information as appropriately and prevents the user from learning

as much because they are not forced to make their own conclusions. This is especially

important for school children as they need to be able to comprehend and retain class ma-

terial. While many schools have access to a teacher for people who are blind or visually

impaired (TVI) who can assist with converting visual information to tactile diagrams and

written descriptions, this service is limited because of the time it takes to make the graph-

ics. Most adults do not have access to such costly support in their daily lives at work or at

home often hindering their abilities to complete assigned tasks. The severe lack of visual

information accessible by people who are BVI may also explain why fewer students who

are BVI are attracted to science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) fields, as

these fields heavily involve graphical representations.

Currently, for an individual who is blind or visually impaired to access a tactile diagram,

they must rely on a sighted, professional diagram maker to convert the visual diagram to

C-01
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tactile diagrams. A wide variety of methods/materials can be used including: drawing

boards, buildup displays, embossed paper, vacuum forming, micro-capsule paper, silk

screening, etc [4]. Regardless of method, the conversion process is time consuming

and often costly. The translating professional generally requires training to ensure they

follow specific design principals such as: accounting for proportion/scale, perspective,

inclusion/exclusion, simplification, etc [4]. The choices made during the design are often

guided by specific information including: what are the necessary components, who uses

the information conveyed by the diagram, how will the diagram be used, what materials

should be used, what materials are available, etc [4].

C.2 Motivation

When tactile graphics are constructed manually by these professionals, they can take

considerable amounts of time. From self-reports by some professionals, a single diagram

can take from one to several hours to complete. This has decreased some with the use

of regular computer aided graphic manipulation software (such as Adobe Photoshop or

Gimp coupled with instructions and texture sets developed in [5]), however the time taken

is still relatively long. The long development time causes there to be generally fewer

graphics available to tactile readers and unless the diagrams are used repeatedly, such

as in class, by different users over the years, they are generally not available immediately

upon request. School areas that require large amounts of diagrams such as STEM are

often not provided adequately due to the lack of feasibility. For adults, it is even worse,

both in work and in everyday living environments, as they do not have the full time support

that children K-12 do (at least in our state of Virginia). In addition these graphics are often

cost prohibitive because many adults with visual impairments live below the poverty line.

Automated graphic conversion application would greatly decrease processing and de-

velopment time while increasing the availability of tactile graphics for all ages. In addi-
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tion, such an application could still be used as a starting place for further diagrammatic

changes if a teacher wants to have more control over the resulting image. Some at-

tempts have been made by researchers and private companies but they all need more

work. Firebird Graphics Editor by Enabling Technologies, TactileView by Irie AT, and

QuickTac by Duxbury Systems are commercially available applications for helping TVIs

make computer generated tactile graphics; however, they are each limited by lack of func-

tionality and compatibility which has lead to them not receiving widespread use. Ladner

et al. looked at converting mathematical plots/graphs into tactile graphics but not dia-

grams and natural images [6]. Barner et al. looked into the foundation of automatic

tactile graphics creation with image processing algorithms that were available at the time

(1997 to 2007) but Lacked stronger modern algorithms combined with image simplifica-

tion and perspective correction as well as user testing and comparison with professional

work [7–11].

Though image segmentation is at the core of the conversion process because it gath-

ers like information together and defines initial boundaries, it is not the most important.

The tactile system transmits significantly less information than the visual system. This

means that extraneous or unimportant information in the diagram can add noise to the

tactile system, impairing the user’s ability to interpret the important parts of the diagram.

Many of the more accurate segmentation algorithms begin the simplification process by

removing noise (additional small regions/boundaries) but further simplification is required.

Besides removing information acting as noise, perspective/depth information needs to be

removed. The end user will often perceive perspective lines as a change in shape or

structure as opposed to depth information. When a professional designs a tactile graphic,

they reduce an image to its core components and remove perspective by either reshaping

the object or splitting the diagram into multiple images for each face of the object.

Further simplification will also be needed to remove clutter that might overwhelm the

user with too much relevant information. This will likely be achieved through implemen-
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tation of a hierarchical segmentation scheme that will allow for dynamic zooming as well

as the addition and subtraction of information presented. Part of the simplification will

be ensuring that any line that should be continuous remain so in the end product as a

tactile user cannot perceive imaginary line completion or subjective boundaries in the

same way a visual user can. This will also be where region textures are added to provide

continuity for the user and help the user distinguish regions/objects. Once the algorithm

has been shown to work correctly for a wide range of situations and applications, it will

be combined with tactile computer peripherals to offer real time access such as during

web surfing or data manipulation

C.3 Core Process

Regardless if the diagram author is a person or computer, the primary steps in image

conversion are to segment the image into continuous regions (i.e., object parts) and then

simplify the image by removing extraneous information and viewing perspective. The ini-

tial segmentation must attempt to find the most important parts of the image that need

to be conveyed to the user in the same manner the human visual system would focus

on important aspects of the image. Next, the system must attempt to locate and remove

any extraneous information. Such information could simply be noise that has carried

through or even other large objects that add too much to the diagram to be understood.

Due to the orders of magnitude lower temporal bandwidth that the tactile system has

available compared to the visual system, any extra information poses a comprehension

threat to the user interpreting the data; this bandwidth discrepancy can be seen in Ta-

ble C.1 [7,12]. Even though the temporal bandwidth of the auditory system is better than

the tactile system it falls short of being an optimal candidate for conveying information

because of its low spatial bandwidth [13]. The tactile system is also limited by primarily

processing information serially as compared to the visual system’s parallel processing;
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this causes a dramatic increase in time spent interpreting tactile diagrams. Another im-

portant consideration in tactile diagrams is the removal of perspective. In addition, there

is greater limitation of the top-down processing that is used to disambiguate objects. An

image such as a building fading into the distance is generally understood by the tactile

reader as a change in size or shape not as the intended perspective. At this point it is not

clear in which phase of the automatic conversion process perspective should be removed

because there is no current research on the topic but it is clear that perspective needs to

be accounted for.

Table C.1: Bandwidth of three senses [7,12]

Sense Modality Limit bits/sec
Skin 102

Ear 104

Eye 106

C.4 Manual Implementation

Many books, web tutorials, and teaching courses exist to help train teachers for individ-

uals who are visually impaired (TVIs) how to develop tactile graphics [4,5,14–18]. These

sources teach methods ranging in their development methods from the use of craft sup-

plies, to image manipulation software; some of the hand- made graphics can be viewed

in Figure I.1.1. More teachers are looking towards technology in order to produce con-

sistent results and to reduce the time it takes to make tactile graphics. Figure C.2 shows

two of the most common types of computer aided tactile graphics printing methods. The

first shows micro capsule paper which works by small capsules expanding due to heat

resulting in raised lines or textures. The second is a braille embosser which works by

creating small bumps in paper in an attempt to resemble lines and textures. Figure C.3

shows textures that were determined to be salient and distinguishable for use in tactical

graphics and line drawings. The use of texture is important in helping the tactile reader
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mentally separate different regains or group like regains together that would otherwise

have no distinguishable relation [4,6,18].

Figure C.1: Example hand made tactile graphics [4,19])
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(a) Micro capsule paper by American
Thermoform Corporation

(b) Braille embosser by ViewPlus
Emprint SpotDot

Figure C.2: Example computer aided tactile graphics machines

Figure C.3: Example computer aided tactile graphics textures (not to scale) [18]
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C.4.1 Modeling

This project began with observing professionals converting graphics to tactile dia-

grams in order to model an automated system after their work such as the images in

Figure C.4. The observed procedure is similar to previous observations by other re-

searchers [6]. Working with the professionals led to a procedure for using image manip-

ulation software in order to develop tactile graphics with textures [5]. The professionals,

using this procedure, converted a set of images to tactile graphics allowing for a basis of

comparison for further work. Though the resulting images often look similar there are nat-

urally small visual differences that may be perceived tactically as wide variations. These

differences result in the “human” point in the validation metrics discussed later.

Professional work flow based on observations by Ladner [6] and modified to fit recent

protocols for using Image manipulation software [5]:

1. Planning

2. Scanning (if needed)

3. Perspective Correction

4. Image Outline & Simplification

5. Applying Texture

6. Add Braille Text

7. Add Key/Legend

8. Proofing and Touch up

9. Printing
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(a) Original (b) Pro #1 (c) Pro #2

Figure C.4: Example tactile graphics from professionals (not to scale).

C.5 Automatic Implementation

Current commercially available software attempts to allow users to develop their own

tactile graphics but often requires that the image author make the graphs manually. The

top 3 commercially available applications include: Firebird Graphics Editor by Enabling

Technologies, TactileView by Irie AT, and QuickTac by Duxbury Systems. Each of these

allow the user to manually draw and edit diagrams and to export to a braille embosser.

Only TactileView allows the user to export to micro capsule paper however it is limited

to importing vector images which are specialized to diagrams and not intended for nat-

ural images. Only Firebird Graphics Editor allows arbitrary images to be imported while

attempting to convert the images automatically. Firebird Graphics Editor by default uses

a 2 segment clustering method to convert the graphic but also supports edge detection.

When the software separates foreground and background it arbitrarily adds its default

texture to one of them but does not leave an outline between regions (as recommended

by TVIs). FireBird Graphics Editor is also the only editor that allows the image author
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to use predefined textures to help distinguish regions. I.1.2 shows examples of FireBird

Graphics Editor’s automatic image outputs. None of the commercially available applica-

tion do an adequate job of converting the graphics for a wide range of uses nor do they

have enough options or features for most uses, such as: import arbitrary images, outline

important components, multiple textures for regions of interest, and the inclusion of an-

cillary lines to accentuate structures of interest. They also do not attempt to simplify the

diagram or remove perspective.

Figure C.5: Firebird Graphics Editor in action

For several years researchers (Ladner et al. & Barner et al.) have looked at the pro-

cess of converting visual images to tactile graphics and attempted to devise an automatic

conversion algorithm [6–11, 20, 21]. In 1997 Barner developed a program to automati-

cally convert images [7, 9]. Unfortunately, while a great foundation, development of this

application stopped in 1998 and is no longer compatible with current operating systems.

Documentation for this software indicates that it used sobel edge detection and kMean

clustering based solely in red/greed/blue (RGB) color space. The comparison in this

research and later attempts to use watershed based segmentation [11] are limited to al-
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gorithms that were available at the time and lacks stronger modern techniques. They also

appear to lack identification comparison to diagrams made by professionals. Barner has

also worked with automatic conversion of vector images focusing on edge detection [8].

This was at a time when raster images tended to be small with poor resolution and vec-

tor images were thought to become more common due to smaller storage requirements.

Since then space has become less of a problem and better loss-less compression algo-

rithms have became more popular resulting in the decline of vector images. Because

vector images do not lose information when they are scaled, they perform better with

diagram type images; however, they are not equipped to handle real life photographs.

Though they performed user validation testing, based on the information available in their

publications, it seems as though they never compared the user’s ability to identify their

processed images with images made by professionals [8,9].

In 2005 Ladner worked on an automatic image conversion application modeled after

professional work flow focusing on science, technology, engineering and math (STEM)

text book graphs [6]. This early work was based on using segmentation and optical

character recognition (OCR) to find and temporarily remove text, simplify, and add texture,

followed by adding the text back in braille form. In 2007 Ladner in collaboration with others

developed a software assistant that works with an OCR program and Adobe Photoshop

or Illustrator to help convert STEM graphs [10]. This work is limited to mathematical

plots/graphs and is not intended for use with natural images. Based on the information

available in their publications it seems as though they never performed user validation

testing.

Recent work, in 2014, also mentioned the process of converting images to haptic form

but their work focused on the implementation of a display device [22]. They accepted

an already implemented segmentation algorithm based on graphing [23]. They mention

that that algorithm is greedy and not intended for real time as their work focuses on the

display of haptic information. Their user testing focused on inclusion/exclusion of texture
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and inclusion/exclusion of multiple levels of detail with no comparison to images created

by professionals.



Chapter D: Segmentation

D.1 Introduction

Segmentation in the process of splitting an image into its constituent components or

segments. A segment does not necessarily have to be a contiguous area it can be broken

into closed bounded regions separated by some distance. Segments are one or more

regions that schematically relate between and within the area of the region(s) in some

context. For example the American flag may be split so that each star and each stripe

are split into individual regions but all the red strips are grouped into one segment, all the

white stripes are grouped into one segment, and all the stars are one segment.

Though past researchers considered edge detection and segmentation this was re-

visited to determine if newer methods could be applied. One focus of this project was to

model the algorithm after the way professionals see and process tactile diagrams. To that

end a segmentation model is needed to account for the initial steps taken by professional

diagram makers.

D.2 Design Decisions

There are a wide variety of existing image segmentation algorithms designed for other

applications such as object tracking, industrial manufacturing inspection, microscopic cell

labeling, and medical imaging. All of these algorithms use a combination of the degree

of similarity between pixels and/or more feature dimensions to determine the segmen-

tation. The different algorithm classes considered here represent significantly different

approaches to segmentation: edge detection, clustering, graphs, contour detection and

differential equations. Of these classes, only edge detection and clustering have been

previously examined for this automatic creation of tactile graphics.

D-01
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D.2.1 Features

Images features are any low level easily extracted pieces of information about an im-

age including: color, energy, and texture. Color space is a way of storing the color data

for each pixel. Gray scale and red/green/blue (RGB) are often known as the ways TV and

camera systems work. Cyan/Yellow/Magenta/Black (CYMK) is how color printers encode

information because they are depositing layers of pigment. Hue/saturation/level (HSL) is

often seen as the honeycomb color picker in many word processors and other desktop

applications. Often a measure of distance between two pixels’ colors is needed to de-

termine how different they are. Energy can be seen as slightly higher level information

because it requires a change in color. The rate of change in color represents the energy

magnitude in any local area of an image. Energy not only has a magnitude but also has

an orientation (direction of change) and phase (shift in frequency components). Texture

(patterns of energy) can also be extracted from an image in 2 ways as a gradient (change

from low-high textured area) or as a classified texture (giving each texture occurrence a

label). A more extensive view of the features described below including calculations can

be found in Appendix J.1.

Color Space Logically it makes sense to model as much of the system as possible after

human vision and perception since it effectively segments images into regions easily un-

derstandable by human cognition. One area that has been particularly considered in this

regard are the color spaces. Gray and red/green/blue (RGB) are obvious options to con-

sider for representing color because of their ubiquity in many types of media. However,

they are not necessarily based on human perception. Lab/Luv color spaces (brightness,

red-green, blue-yellow) were originally designed to best fit human perception with each

increment matching to the same unit step in human visual perception [24]. Throughout

the thesis work four color spaces were explored: gray/RGB for their ubiquity and Luv/Lab

for their base in human perception in an effort to model segmentation after the human
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visual system.

Distance Metrics Various distance metrics can be considered both in image space and

in feature space when the feature is found on a continuum. The most commonly used

distance metric is simple euclidean distance; it is used primary because of its simplicity

and speed. The next most commonly used metric is normalized Euclidean distance. In

this case the distance is normalized by the standard deviation of all points in a group/-

cluster. The normalization becomes useful when comparing distance within and between

clusters of data points where each cluster has its own standard deviation. Mahalanobis

distance is the next logical progression because it not only accounts for standard de-

viation in general but the deviation and correlation between different dimensions [25].

Mahalanobis distance does not provide much added benefit when variances are small

because of the extra calculation time needed especially when it needs to be run many

times [26]. Several other less commonly used distance metrics exist including: city block

(taxi cab), minkowski, chebychev, cosine, spearman, hamming, and jaccard. Some cor-

relation metrics are also referred to as distance metrics such as: chi squared distance

and earth movers distance, but these are generally intended to quantify the difference in

histograms.

Energy is a measure of how different spatially adjacent pixels are. At its most basic

this builds on the concept of using distance metrics in color space to form a derivative

through convolution kernels such as central difference, prewitt, and sobel. These kernels

can also be made directional such as with the kirsch operator, or even include the second

derivative with the laplacian operator. All of the energy operators work to find areas of

rapid change between the pixels usually relating to their color. Some energy operations

become even more complex in an attempt to capture many of the nuances related to

finding changes between pixels such as the monogenic signal, phase congruence, SU-

SAN filter, etc. In summary, many of the energy operations not only give a measure of
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pixel change but also the orientation or direction in which the change happens and the

predominant phase among frequency components.

Texture in an image is representative of repeated patterns of energy. This can sim-

ply be extracted from an image using measures of how textured a region is (entropy,

third moment) or it can be extracted using classifiers (textons) to represent which texture

is present in a given area. Local entropy is the simplest method for determining how

textured a given region is, as a representation of the chaos. The third moment is also

relatively simple to extract and represents the amount of repetition in a local area. [27,28]

Human Equivalent The human visual system is theorized to not only convert the color

systems but also split frequency bands. Within these bands the human visual system

then searches for edges at different directions (energy) or repeated patterns (texture)

[29, 30]. This is similar to computational image processing algorithms: filtering, local

energy, oriented energies, edge detection, and texture extraction. An aim of this project

is to model the algorithm on how a professional diagram maker would approach the

situation consciously and innately. Therefore the algorithm must account for human visual

perception that drives the way they would segment images.

D.2.2 Classes

Building on previous work in visual to tactile image conversion [8–11], this research

seeks to further consider new automatic image conversion and segmentation methods

developed in the computational vision field not previously applied to visual to tactile

image conversion. Several classes exist for image segmentation such as contour de-

tection, graphical representations, clustering and even differential equation based ap-

proaches [31–36].We explored the algorithm space of these methods to determine the

best algorithm for our application to ensure similarity to segmentation performed by TVIs

and speed.
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Edge Detection Edge detection is the process of examining image energy to find areas

of rapid change in color or texture indicating the occurrence of an edge. Basic edge

detection was not considered as a core algorithm because it is too susceptible to noise

and it does not produce continuous contours for region boundaries that can later be

filled with tactile textures. Edge detection could still, in subsequent steps of visual to

tactile diagram conversion, be useful for adding ancillary information back to images after

regions are found. However, we will not consider it for the segmentation step. For details

on the several edge detection methods already developed see Appendix J.2.1.

Clustering Clustering is the process of grouping like pixels with each other to signify

regions. These algorithms require data to be represented on a continuum, such as col-

ors from dark to light or textures from low to high textured areas. There are a variety of

different clustering algorithms. Two core clustering algorithms were examined, for visual

to tactile diagram conversion, namely Mean Shift [32] (grouping pixels based on a den-

sity gradient in a feature space) and k-means [37] (grouping pixels based on distance to

a cluster center in feature space). Previous work normally considered these algorithms

solely in color space, as in the two aforementioned papers; although others have included

texture [38]. Though mean shift does not require knowing the exact number of segments

to be formed before running (as with k-means), it was quickly pushed aside because

it tends to be computationally expensive and results in an over-segmented image. K-

means requires knowing the exact number of segments before running but tends to run

rapidly compared to other algorithms and still produces viable results. K-means requires

that several parameters need to be set before it is used, specifically: the color space,

the inclusion of other dimensions such as texture, the number of clusters, the initializa-

tion type, and the distance measure. K-mean’s parameter space is further explored in

Section D.5.
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Graphing Graphing is the process of segregating pixels into groups based on dissimi-

larities. Graphing based methods [34,35,39] gained popularity for a time because, unlike

clustering methods, they easily incorporated more low level feature information that did

not necessary have to be on a continuum. This is achieved by treating pixels as nodes in

a graph with edges between neighboring nodes. The algorithm then progressively cuts

edges between dissimilar nodes until it has split the graph into smaller sections or seg-

ments. Unfortunately, though the algorithms may produce usable results, they tend to

be computationally expensive, taking more than 10 minutes, and more often up to hours

for modern image sizes, to run on a home computer [39, 40]. This would be problematic

for out envisioned goal of having real-time conversion of visual to tactile diagrams for dy-

namic tactile computer interfaces. We therefore, will not consider graphing methods for

out applications.

Contour Detection Contour detection is the attempt at locating parts of an image that

represent a boundary between regions. This is similar to edge detection but requires

closed contours as an output. The closed contoured regions can then be grouped to-

gether based on similar color to create segments that can be textured (an essential com-

ponent of tactile diagrams). The current dominating contour detection algorithm uses

the global probability of a boundary with an oriented watershed transform (gPb-owt) [41].

This algorithm allows for the incorporation of several features via linear combination,

specifically multi-scale gradients and spectral information that help to find edges and

boundaries between regions. Watershed transforms use gradient information as a topol-

ogy showing where water would flow to if dropped at any point in order to form closed

boundaries from edges. For the gPb-owt algorithm, they are used similar to previous

work by Hernandez in image segmentation for the intent of making tactile graphics [42].

Arbelaez’s work however, adds some extra fine-tuning with specific gradient filters and

the addition of an orientation parameter to remove noise and over-segmentation. The

gPb-owt algorithm has already been optimized for general image segmentation using
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Lab color space, component weights, texture classification, and a range of smoothing

filter with specific sizes and shapes. gPb-owt-ucm expands the method further by adding

a single parameter that determines the amount of detail that is included.

Differential Equations Differential equation based segmentation works on the prin-

cipal of an initial contour propagating over an image to split regions based on what is

inside versus outside the contour. These algorithms often have complicated differential

equations associated with them that need to be solved to determine how the contour will

propagate. The concepts behind graphing methods (comparing nearby pixels) and active

contours (propagating contours) come together with the idea of embedding a problem in

higher dimensional space to create the level set method [36, 43]. This method moves

each pixel up/down past a zero set plane in a third dimension based on a feature set.

In the cited papers, the feature set was pixel color, image space proximity to an intense

gradient, and contour stiffness, with the zero plane crossing producing the contour line.

Any feature can simply be added to the calculation by determining whether or not the

pixel should move up or down in the new space based on the feature’s values. This algo-

rithm has become popular in medical image processing but has also shown promise with

natural images and diagrams. The major problem with this algorithm is the vast number

of parameters that need to be set: color space, inclusion/exclusion of texture, weighting

of components, number of phases, color space distance measure, image space distance

measure, gradient type, and initialization type.

D.3 Design Implementation

While the base algorithms used already existed, several additions/modifications were

incorporated to potentially improve performance for K-means and level set algorithms.

The additions were later tested with a wide variety of user inputs to find the best param-

eter set for visual to tactile diagram conversion (Section D.5).
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D.3.1 K-Means

K-Means works predominantly by iteratively updating cluster means by regrouping

points in feature space by their distance to the closest current cluster mean. K-means

allows many features to be used if they represent a difference or similarity that pixels can

be grouped from such as color. However, features that represent a boundary between

clusters, are uniformly distributed, or labels, such as gradient, image space location, or

textons cannot be used. Though more features can always be added this has diminishing

returns and introduces noise, therefore measured used within the algorithm was the tar-

get for improvement. The effectiveness of current color distance metrics in segmenting

an image are limited by assuming variance in each dimension are equal and assuming

change in brightness is equally important as change in color. As such, the research fo-

cus was on improving k-means by considering color distance metrics that address these

limitations. Initially, many standard metrics that are widely used were explored, such as

euclidean distance, city block, cosine, and hamming distance. As Euclidean distance

produced the most effective segmentation for visual to tactile diagram conversion in pre-

liminary testing, it was used as the starting point for developing new metrics and the

others were not tested further.

When considering images that have a color tint throughout, brightness/dullness through-

out, or only small variation within a particular color dimension we noticed Euclidean dis-

tance did not perform as well. The first alternative considered was based on the ob-

servation that each cluster may have different standard deviations that might help deter-

mine if a point should belong to it or not: Theoretically a broader cluster should be more

likely to accept a distant point than a tighter cluster. This led to to a distance metric in

which the Euclidean distance to the closest current cluster sphere center was normalized

by the cluster’s standard deviation independently for each dimension (Eq. (J.1.5)). The

second alternative considered was to maintain the idea of variation in tolerance of ac-

ceptance based on variations in standard deviation but allow it to be difference not only
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in each feature dimension but also have an orientation to it. This was achieved using

the Mahalanobis distance which standardizes the deviations along principle components

(Eq. (J.1.6)).

Another possible issues when considering a color distance metric is the problem of

varying light sources and shadows in the scene. For example, a person standing beside

a tree may have part of their face and cloths in sunlight and part in shadow of the tree.

In terms of RGB color space, the pixel values between the face/jacket in sunlight and

in shadow vary significantly. However, the perceived color (and the part of the object)

remains the same.

We then sought to determine if points that are collinear with respect to the origin

might likely be better grouped together. In terms of RGB color space this means points

that have roughly the same color but different brightnesses may still belong together.

The angle between two points with respect to the origin is the arc angle or dihedral

angle (Eq. (J.1.7)). Combinations of dihedral angle and each of euclidean distance and

normalized euclidean distance were implemented. To do this only the first 3 dimensions

of the dihedral angle were considered in cases where texture added higher dimensions.

Traditionally only max iterations are considered with k-mean but we also created a max

time parameter because thousands of operations were going to be tested and needed

to be run in a timely manor. The relationship between the pixel of the same object in

light and shadow can be captured mathematically by assuming that pixel location that

are collinear with respect to the origin might be better grouped together. The degree to

which this occurs can be determined by the arc angle (dihedral angle), which is the angle

between tow points with respect to the origin (Eq. (J.1.7)).

Based on the above considerations, Mahalanobis distance, Euclidean distance, and

dihedral angle were each tested alone, as well as, combinations of dihedral angle and

each of euclidean distance and normalized euclidean distance were implemented. To

do this only the first 3 dimensions of the dihedral angle were considered in cases where
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texture added higher dimensions. In addition, traditionally the k-means algorithm run-time

is limited by the maximum iterations that can occur. However, as time taken is significant

concern in allowing real-time interaction with media (such as on the internet), a maximum

time parameter was also assigned. Normally k-means requires the number of clusters

to be known before run-time but each tactile graphic often has a different number of

segments depending on image complexity and content. To allow for a dynamic cluster

count we implemented a way for k-means to try several cluster counts in a row then select

the segmentation results based on the inter cluster distance (Appendix J.2.3) [44].

D.3.2 Level Set

The level set method is a way of taking an image segmentation problem as a prop-

agating boundary (Ψ) in differential equation form (Eq. (J.2.14)) and simplifying it to an

iterative linear multiple polynomial form (φn) by embedding the problem in one higher

dimensional space. It combines image features in different forms to force pixels of the

extra dimensional object up or down. This is accomplished by grouping features into four

sets/components: image space plus extra dimension (φ), grouping space (ω(φ)), cutting

space (λ), and damping space (γ(Ψ)). Image space consists of pixel location relative to

other pixels, and the extra dimension. Image space provides the base for other spaces

to influence the extra dimension upward or downward. Grouping space consists of color

and color cluster distance which push the extra dimensional shape away from zero. Cut-

ting features consist of gradients which push the extra dimensional shape towards zero.

Damping features consist of contour curvatures which reduce the effects of the other

components. With each additional extra dimensional layer, called a phase, the number

of potential segments doubles because each segment is based on the high/low value of

each phase together.

Level set alone is often used with simple images without much detail in order to find

an object, such as a car in traffic camera footage or a box on a conveyer belt, even when
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there is noise or poorly defined edges (Figure D.1). It is also used with simple but noisy

images applied to medical research, such as some medical images of the body to locate

different tissues or in images of cell cultures to locate individual cells (Figure D.2). Level

set has not been abundantly used with photographs and diagrams and, when it has,

was not shown to score well in past research seen latter in Figure D.8. This is because

it is specifically designed to ignore highly detailed areas as it assumes the details are

noise. However, highly detailed areas are not able to be perceived in tactile diagrams.

Therefore, level set may not show the same limitations for our applications. We sought

to explore this additional use for level set by expanding its functionality and implementing

more features because of level set’s ability to incorporate many types of features where

other algorithms are limited to improve efficacy for tactile graphics.

Figure D.1: Level set example showing the results and propagation of 3 phases producing 6 segments
[36].
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Figure D.2: Level set example showing the results of a single phase on a noisy image with poorly defined
edges [45]. Shows the image with the contour (Ψ) and the level set (image space with extra dimension, φ)
with the same contour. Double click to open animation.

Figure D.3: Level set flow diagram version developed. Double click to open animation.

D.3.2.1 Image Space

Image space represents the (x,y) coordinates of the image along with the extra di-

mensional object as a z dimension or phase (φ). The high values of the phase represent

pixels within a segment and low values represent pixels outside of the segment. The

segment boundary is the zero crossing contour on the z dimension of the phase known

as the zero set. Two or more phases can be used where each is above and below zero.

Pixels low in either phase represent segment 0, pixels high in one or the other phase but

not both represent segment 1 and 2, while pixels high in both phases represents segment

4.

Within image space, the propagation of the phases are not only influenced by the other

components up/down force but also by the distance between pixels from the phase’s zero
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set both within and outside the zero set. Ideally pixels closer to the zero set should be

allowed to change between upper/lower halves more easily, whereas pixels further from

the zero set should resist transitioning.

Heaviside The simplest method for marking pixels in and outside of the phases would

be as purely binary. When applying the up/down force from components, an almost purely

binary extra dimensional space (Heaviside function) would make any pixel just as likely or

just as unlikely to move from one segment to the other [46,47]. Allowing pixels anywhere

to move with the same likelihood, prevents the inclusion of pixels’ proximity to each other

as a feature, and allows any pixels to jump segments due to noise more easily.

Linear The second easiest method for modeling pixel distance is to mark each pixel

distance from the phase boundary in a linear fashion. This method benefits from allows

for pixels near the segment boundaries to transition more easily between segments as

the contour propagates. However, it also makes it nearly impossible for pixels far from

the contour to transition to the other segment even with tremendous force from the other

components. Unfortunately, it also adds to computational complexity by having many

more values compared to Heaviside.

Plateau A trivial method for correcting the weaknesses of the last method would be

to plateau the linear distance before the ends are reached, creating a ceiling and floor.

This allows pixels near the contour to move like linear but not preventing movement at

the extremes of linear. It also keeps computational complexity lower with fewer values.

Computational complexity and ultimately run-time is reduced because repeated values in

the phase and other components during calculations are rapidly pulled from CPU cache.

ERF To further improve the smoothness of the transition between phases and the like-

lihood a pixel should transition a sigmoidal shaped function was used in the form of

the error function (erf) [48]. The erf was selected for this application as it represents
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the cumulative sum of a normal distribution which, by itself, should balance calculations

for normally distributed likelihood data of pixel movement up/down. We implemented a

parameter for later tuning that scaled the erf allowing it to exist between a linear and

Heaviside function to find the best model for our image set. Figure D.4 shows examples

of each distance representation possible in image space.

(a) Full Linear (b) Plateau Linear

(c) Heaviside (d) Error Function

Figure D.4: Various methods for describing distance from a boundary in image space (φ) shown as
calculated from a segmented image with only a square in the middle. The black contour represents the
segmentation boundary (phase zero set), with pixels above zero inside the segment and pixels below zero
outside the segment.

D.3.2.2 Grouping Space

Grouping space works similarly to the k-means algorithm in that colors and textures

are clustered in grouping/color space. In this case grouping is a function of φ such that
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pixels marked as being in a phase are marked as being in the same cluster in grouping

space. Then each pixel’s distance to each cluster’s center is measured to determine

which cluster the pixel should belong to in the next iteration [48]. When texture is included

it must use a measurement of texture that is a continuous representation of how much or

how little texture is in an area; this is similar to how the RGB color measurement is how

much or how little of a color is present. At its core, distances between clusters in color

space are needed to determine the likelihood a pixel belongs to each cluster. Some of the

more appropriate distance metrics were explored for the developed algorithm. The use

of the traditional euclidean distance was improved upon with a standardized euclidean

distance (SED). The SED accounts for not only the pixel’s color distance from the cluster

center but also how compact the cluster is. The dihedral angle, the arc angle between

the pixel and cluster center, was considered because, in RGB space, colors could be

far away but represent only a change in brightness (all colors) not just a single color. A

more modulated approach was also considered through a distance measure based on

the combined use of the euclidean distance with the dihedral angle. This was to take into

account that a change in brightness is not necessarily unimportant but it is not expected

to be as important as a change in a single color. Finally, the use of the mahalanobis

distance was explored to account for non-spherical clusters. Each of these were tested

in later optimization phase.

The likelihood a pixel belongs to each cluster based on a distance measure then

needed to be converted to a force to push the extra dimensional object either up or

down, depending on which segment in more likely. Other researchers kept each phase’s

force calculation separate from each other. However, we wanted to allow the number of

phases and dimensions why? To change based on the image, so an adaptive method

was needed. Since a pixel may equally seem to not belong to the segments represented

by each phase alone and also likely belonging to the segment represented by the over-

lap of both phases, we needed to modify the calculation of the extra dimensional force
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to capture this. If left along it would attempt to push both phases down but in reality

they both need to be pushed up so the pixel can belong to the segment represented

by the two phases together. The extra dimensional force needed to correctly influence

both phases, while also balancing the possibility of a pixel equally likely to belong to two

different phases not only pushing one up but both up. This was achieved with Matlab,

by adding vectorization and sign multipliers to each phase before incorporating the like-

lihood of belonging to each cluster. This allowed the small and large probabilities for or

against inclusion to influence the extra dimensional shape. This also allowed for near ties

to be kept here an settled by other components outside of grouping when all components

are brought together. To ensure grouping features did not over power other components

with large values the pixel forces were capped and floored with erf.

D.3.2.3 Cutting Space

Traditionally, level set cutting is based on intensity changes or gradients. However, the

gradient method must be selected and, to deal with the resulting noise, a noise reduction

technique must also be selected. To reduce energy noise from dithering, a Gaussian

blur was implemented before gradient calculations. Four gradient calculations were then

explored: the basic central difference derivative estimation, the monogenic signal as a

smoother more accurate gradient, and Berkeley’s multi-scale probability of boundaries

and global probability of boundaries [41]. Value ranges were altered to fit with our sum

of weighted components. Texture gradients, such as susan, were not used because

they were too abrupt, having almost binary representations. That type of representation

would be too harsh and controlling when balancing level set components. Smoothing

parameters for kernel size and sigma along with gradient weights from each color layer

were later optimized along with the gradient method. Dynamic weights of each color layer

based on the image’s standard deviation were also implemented.
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D.3.2.4 Damping Space

Traditional damping, calculates the curvature of the segment boundary contour (Ψ)

so that noise creating high curvature or sharp points do not overly influence the end

segmentation. This was altered to fit into our weighted sum as opposed to traditional

multiplication.

D.3.2.5 Weighted Sum

Each component (i.e. grouping, cutting and damping) needs to be combined to shift

pixels in the extra dimensional space (φ). The way these are combined will influence

how well the level set technique works for different images types. Typically the grouping

components (ω) are weighted and added to weighted values of cutting the components

(λ) multiplied by the damping components (γ) and the previous image space with ex-

tra dimension (φ) plus a small push to prevent falling in local extrema (ε) [36]. Other

implementations also add a speed increase (c) added to the damping components [48].

The way damping and cutting components are traditionally combined using multipli-

cation, although prevents noise from taking over, limits critical details needed for tactile

graphics. After trying several different component combinations, we decided to split cut-

ting and damping into their own weighted sum components while still multiplying each

with φ. This allowed for damping effects with high noise but still allowing for added details.

Such changes required altering the number range each component worked in compared

to other research methods in order for each to apply force in their desired direction for

each phase. Comparatively, other work uses the reciprocal of cutting ( 1
λ
) so that large

gradients push φ towards 0. We invert the normalized cutting range (−λ + 1) again so

large gradients are 0 but also accounting for the overall min/max gradient in the image.

Eq. (D.1) shows the two common methods plus the method developed here. To further

improve the method we implemented a weight change over time allowing for different

components to take control at different phases of the convergence process. Component
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weights and weight changes rate were optimized in Section D.5.

φ′ =w1 · ω(φ) + w2 · γ(Ψ) · λ · φ+ ε [36]

φ′ =w1 · ω(φ) + w2 · (c+ γ(Ψ)) · λ · φ+ ε [48]

φ′ =w1 · ω(φ) + w2 · λ · φ+ w3 · γ(Ψ) · φ+ ε [This work]

(D.1)

D.3.2.6 Initialization

Typically level set is initialized by user input. However, for automatically generated

tactile graphics, initialization needs to be automated. Some researchers implement a

series of circles for each phase or many circles per phase as shown in Figure D.5. We

found that the exact size and placement of these circles influenced how well level set

performed. We improved on the standard of selecting a single circle size and placement

for all images by developing methods so that optimizable parameters were available for

circle size, padding space between each circle within a phase, and circle placement shift

between each phase. We went further by developing two new initialization techniques.

The first was to use the output of k-means as an initial state since k-mean is already

a well researched algorithm. The second was to automatically estimate the pixels rep-

resenting the background using histograms. In this method, the five largest peaks that

were no further than 3 bins away from the absolute largest, representing more than 10%

of the image each, were placed in the background segment at the start of level set. The

parameter values were selected after an initial round of testing that found these values to

best select background content not important to tactile diagrams.
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Figure D.5: Level set example showing the results and propagation of various initial conditions with 2-3
phases. [36].

D.3.2.7 Clean

Two alternatives were considered to reduce noise. In the first method, small segments

were removed and the corresponding pixels were labeled as background. In the second

method, small regions had the potential to be absorbed into the background or neighbor

regions. Each of these were tested in later optimization phase.

D.3.2.8 Phase Count

The maximum potential number of segments or clusters is doubled for every additional

phase as segments are all logical possibilities of each phase being high or low. If a logi-

cal combination is not present then the constituent segment is also not present. Testing

different number of phases and ultimately different number of potential segments is es-

sential to see which converges better to professionally made tactile graphics. In the past,

the number of phases must be selected prior to run time and maintains the same number

throughout. We developed a method that repeats level set segmentation with 1-3 phases
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then selects the best based on inter cluster color distance (Appendix J.2.3). This metric

measures how well clustered the pixels are in grouping space.

D.3.2.9 Reduce Complexity

To reduce computational complexity and boost speed for future real time tactile graph-

ics, periodic checks during run time clean out unnecessary calculations. Since over-

lapped high phases take more time to calculate, larger segments are moved to non-

overlapped phases and smaller segments are moved to overlapped phases. This is

performed by simply relabeling pixels in smaller segment to belong to higher numbered

segments. This also required that segment labels always corresponded to the same

phases and phase overlaps. Plus higher segment labels always represented overlapped

phases similar to the way most people always write truth tables as if they are counting

in binary. If an entire phase was no longer needed, due to reduced segment count, then

the extra phase was removed to reduce computation time. This also prevented small new

segments from emerging and creating noise.

D.3.2.10 Merge

To further reduce noise, segment color (grouping space) clusters with overly specific,

small standard deviations, that reject the inclusion of similar colors needed to be avoided.

This will both reduce the complexity of the resulting diagram and the chance of falling into

local extrema. Two possibilities for merging groups are to merge clusters if the clusters’

color standard deviation overlap or to merge clusters if the clusters’ color means are close

together. Each of these methods was tested in later optimization phase.

D.3.2.11 Split

In the event a segment is made up of colors with a large standard deviation, the algo-

rithm can force the segment cluster to split into smaller clusters. This could be needed
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is a segment and its grouping cluster grow to take over too much of the images reducing

details. We thus, added the ability to split segments to the algorithm. Three possible

methods were considered for splitting segments: histogram peaks, k-means with only

the subset in question to make 2 new segments, or k-means iteratively trying different

number of new segments to find the most likely best number of new segments. Each of

these were tested in later optimization phase.

D.3.2.12 Stop

Traditionally level set it run for a predetermined number of iterations. In order to re-

duce computation time for future real-time applications with tactile graphics a stopping

function was created to prematurely stop iterative processing. This function measured

the normalized mutual information (NMI) to determine if the current and previous itera-

tion segmentation results stayed relatively the same (NMI(segst1,segst2). It checks to see

if the NMI is above a threshold indicating there was little change and the segmentation

is not likely to change significantly if allowed to run longer. Unfortunately, sometimes the

NMI does not reach ideal values even when the contour propagation has reached steady

state. This happens if there are a large number of small regions within the segments that

reduce the NMI. As a backup measure, if the mutual information (MI) between iterations

does not change then the algorithm stops (∆ MI(segst1,segst2),MI(segst2,segst3).

D.3.3 Texture Application

Texturing the segments of tactile diagrams significantly improves performance over the

use of raised line drawings [18,49]. Segments were textured according to the size of the

area covered. The largest area, assumed to be background, received no texture and the

following 6 largest areas received preselected textures (Appendix L.2). The algorithm

used the same texture set as that used by the TVIs.
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D.4 Optimization Preparation

D.4.1 Image selection

The images used for digital training were selected from topic areas that individuals who

are blind or visually impaired encounter in everyday life and school. The images included

photographs and diagrams used in teaching science, geography, history, everyday ob-

jects, places, and product advertisements. The images primarily contained a single type

of object, although some were images of scenes. The images also include common

image processing challenges such as: dithering, low print quality, solid color ranges, sim-

ilar intensities across boundaries, single object with multiple colors, and small gradients.

TVIs were involved in picking out the images based on their familiarity to their students.

The image training set of 37 images can be viewed in Appendix L.1.

Image preparation The image resolution was standardized at 6 pixels per mm with

each image maximized for printing on 8.5 x 11 inch micro-capsule paper with 0.5 inch

margins. The stated resolution was chosen because it allows for each of the desired

tactile textures (Appendix L.2) to be presentable.

D.4.2 Professional Diagrams

To determine the ground truth of what the resulting tactile diagrams should look like,

first a pair of TVIs were asked to separately make tactile diagrams from the images

selected. They were introduced to use of Photoshop to create outlines and apply textures

to regions. They both received training on the use of Photoshop to make tactile diagrams

by being introduced to how Photoshop could be used to create to create outlines and

apply textures to segments [5]. They were provided with a standard set of textures to use

in Photoshop based on previous work and seen in Figure C.3 reduced by TVI selection to

only 6 shown in Appendix L.2. The TVIs were instructed to design graphics as they would
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for their BVI students: This involved creating line diagrams with textures while selectively

removing content as they normally would to make the images understandable to their

students. They were encouraged to apply textures to the image in a meaningful way

in accordance with their TVI training to help students better understand the diagrams.

Throughout the process the professionals were encouraged to share their methods and

insights to better develop a working model of the process to help design the inevitable

computer algorithms.

Then, the professionally made electronic drawings needed to be converted into seg-

ments, regions, and boundaries for assessment purposes: comparison to each other, to

novices, and to the computer algorithm generated diagrams. In order to do this, a labo-

ratory research assistant converted the line drawings with textures to segment drawings

with colors marking unique segments and acting as labels. Then, Matlab code was de-

veloped for converting segments to regions and boundaries. A blurring filter was also

used to visually simulate the lower resolution of the tactile system, it was expected that

boundaries did not need to be as precise for tactile diagrams as for visual diagrams. The

blurring filter was based on the filter equation describing this lower resolution given by

Loomis (Eq. (J.4.4)) [50]. The decomposition process along with assessment metrics

which can be determined in each phase of decomposition are shown in Figure D.6. A

segmented image under evaluation is scored against each professional then combined

by either mean or maximum depending on what the metric requires. Figure I.3.1 shows

an example conversion to labeled regions.
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(a) Pro #1

(b) Pro #2

Figure D.7: Example tactile graphics from professionals converted to region labels (not to scale).
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D.4.3 Novice Diagrams

In order to get a better understanding of the decisions professional tactile diagram illus-

trators make and to help formulate better discussion with the professionals to understand

their decisions, we looked at how novices segment images. Five novices were asked

only to use Photoshop to draw outlines on the images to segment them into their most

important objects/components. They were not asked to add textures. The novices only

segmented the 37 training images not the later testing images (professionals illustrated

both). The novice made diagrams were prepared the same as the professionally made

diagrams for processing and assessment. Same decomposition was used for novices

images and in ground truth image preparation (Figure D.6).

D.4.4 Professional Rater Reliability

Before assessing performance of the computer segmentation algorithms further anal-

ysis of the human generated segmentation was needed to ensure rater reliability and

thereby, meaningfulness of ground truth. Checking for reliability was also expected to

help generate better discussion with professional in understanding their methods. In this

experiment the professional diagrams were compared to each other for consistency and

to a group of novice diagram makers as a benchmark.

D.4.4.1 Methods

In this experiment, the professional diagrams were compared to each other for consis-

tency and to a group of novice diagram makers. Of the many assessment methods for

segmentation accuracy explored in Appendix J.4.2 only a select few are used in this sec-

tion to determine professional segmentation consistency, as well as novice segmentation

boundary validity: precisions-recall, F-score, distance to professionals, Loomis distance,

and probabilistic rand index.
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Each segmentation image being assessed is scored against each professional seg-

mentation image then combined by averaging between the professionals then between

the images. Internal constancy in professionals (professional point in figures) is mea-

sured by scoring the professional segmentation images pairwise against each other treat-

ing one then the other as ground truth. Scores are combined by finding the mean be-

tween professionals for each image then the mean between images. The same pairwise

internal consistency was performed for novices. Other researchers have used the me-

dian between images but here we consider each image selected for training was equally

important to parameter tuning.

Boundary Metrics

Pixel Correspondence Figure J.4.2 For the creation of tactile diagrams, unlike in

recent visual image segmentation (Figure D.8) one does not necessarily care about exact

pixel correspondence, one-to-one match between boundary pixels (Figure J.4.2). The

human tactile sense will not notice the few extra or few missing edge pixels from slight

path differences. However, without accounting for pixel correspondence some algorithms

may seem to perform better than other studies have shown because extra noise pixels

near ground truth boundaries that were not excluded would boost the correct pixel count.

Precision Recall The common way of representing segmentation accuracy is with

precision-recall (PR) plots. Precision and recall come from the confusion matrix formed

by comparing predicted and actual boundaries. PR plots are parametric in nature where

all the parameter sets represent the independent variable and the axes, precision and

recall, are the dependent variables. When assessing the results of computer segmenta-

tion, the absolute truth for the boundaries is unknown, they are compared against human

made boundaries. Traditionally the best performance is at 1-1 representing perfectly cor-

rect segmentation, however, comparing to multiple ground truths this becomes unattain-
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able. PR is used over traditional measures of sensitivity and specificity because, in an im-

age, the number of true negatives, labeled non-boundaries, from the blank non-boundary

background would far overshadow all other data [51].

After comparing each ground truth segmentation against each other the mean score,

is represented as a single professional point representing the target. Figure D.8 shows

an example of a cloud of human illustrated images reduced to a single human point and

example PR plots from various segmentation algorithms. The Berkeley human point was

projected to the new F-score in our results by viewing the F-score as a topology as seen

in Figure D.9. This allows us to estimate what their F-score might have been without pixel

correspondence.

F-Score The F-score is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. This non-linear

form is chosen to express the increased difficulty of an incremental jump in score when

scores are higher. For example, a student would find it more difficult on an exam to

achieve a jump from 80-90% compared to a jump from 20-30%. The adjusted F-score

accounts for random chance and scales the PR plane so that 0 is random while 1 is

perfect. This involves knowing the anticipated random chance F-score. For assessments

with two choices, such as ours where a pixel can either be a boundary or is not, one

might assume 50% is random. However, since there is a much larger chance the pixel is

background (i.e. non-boundary) the random chance score is actually close to zero. Most

researchers, as well as us, report only F-score for boundaries. Unlike the other metrics F-

score cannot be combined between images and professionals with an average because

of its non-linear nature. To handle this the mean PR scores are used to re-calculate the

mean F-score.

Distance to Pro One concern with using the RP values as a method of assessment

is that when multiple ground truths exist the 1-1 PR score is not longer attainable and

there is often unequal balance between PR, unless the ground truths match each other
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perfectly. This gave way to the potential for a new metric that does not look solely at

the placement of the score on a PR plot but also the distance to the internal consistency

between ground truths (human point), which we call Distance to Professional (D2P). This

metric potentially captures the balance in the human point to be higher in one of either

precision or recall as opposed to just looking towards unattainable perfect PR together.

This means that if the professionals prefer precision with less noise and so do the pre-

dicted boundaries then they will better match together than general PR scores.

Loomis Distance Based on an understanding of the differences between tactile and

visual perception, a new metric was used here, which we refer to as the Loomis distance

(LD). The motivation for this metric was to account for an important difference between

feeling and seeing images: namely that tactile spatial resolution is significantly poorer

than visual spatial resolution. On the fingertip, touch has spatially often been described

as a blurred version of vision. Assessment of this new metric consists of blurring the

boundary image to represent the equivalent tactile sensation in a visual form (Eq. (J.4.4))

then calculating the difference between the images (Eq. (J.4.5)) [50]. This also allows for

small differences in line placement to be ignored since they would not impact interpreta-

tion of the diagrams.

Region Metric

Probabilistic Rand Index The next most common modern metric is probabilistic

rand index (PRI), founded in information theory [52]. Multiple versions of the PRI exist

in the literature but the one used here is simply the mean rand index from evaluating the

predicted region/segment labels compared to the actual labels [51]. PRI is chosen over

most label comparison metrics because those based in information theory do not require

a match between labels (I.E., that the same label is used for corresponding regions/seg-

ments in each image). In segmentation, the areas may match but can have different
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labels as labeling is arbitrary.

(a) 2009 [53]

(b) 2011 [51]

Figure D.8: Precision-Recall (PR) curves based on region boundaries comparing Berkeley’s bench-
marks. Previous work used the larger Berkeley image segmentation database and accounted for pixel
correspondence resulting in lower curves [54]. Multiple human points represent the mean between illus-
trators for each image which are then combined by a median to get a single human point. Level set point
located in bottom right figure as a purple dot labeled as ChanVese.
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Figure D.9: F score viewed as a topology with flow lines indicated. This is used to help project human
points from other research to an equivalent point laying along a new F score.

D.4.4.2 Results

Table D.1 and Figure D.10 show results from professional and novice internal consis-

tency and comparing novices to professionals with professionals treated a ground truth.

Figure D.10 includes data from previous human segmentation from a group interested

in visual segmentation. This data represents the median results for 30 illustrators [55].

Berkeley human point was projected to the new f-score in our results by viewing the F

score as a topology as seen in Figure D.9. This allows us to estimate what their f-score

might have been without pixel correspondence. The figure shows their original value and

the new higher projected value. Results showed that novices had higher internal consis-

tency among each other than professionals did when considering f-score but were nearly

equal for the PRI and Loomis distance.

Figure D.11 shows a typical example revealing key locations of an image where both

professional and novice illustrators differed. Overall it was observed that, in many cases,

the professionals took extra time to simplify the diagrams whereas the novices did not.
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The professionals also often completed/filled-in incomplete/missing data such as parts of

the aqueduct hiding behind trees or rocks.

To verify that there was no learning effect that might make the novices data internally

inconsistent, their resulting scores over time were analyzed to determine if there was

improvement over time. Figure D.12 shows that there was not significant trend in the

data indicative of a learning curve; this data revealed only a 0.1% slop in improvement

which is overshadowed by the general variability.

Table D.1: Experiment Results: “Professional” and “Novice” represent internal consistency whereas
N2P (Novice to Professional) is how well the novices matched the professional segmentation. Time for all
methods represents how long the method took to complete (in minutes). The professionals self-reported
>1 hour more time than shown here for their planning phase before beginning the segmentation, as well
as spending additional time for applying texture to the graphics. Measures comparing professionals are
based on a mean consistency because all illustrators are expected to have the same level of expertise,
whereas the measures comparing novices based on the median to account for potential extremes. Stan-
dard deviation is represented with ± .

Metric Perfect Professional Novice N2P
F 1.0 0.85 ± 0.09 0.92 ± 0.08 0.93
D2P 0.0 0.01
PRI 1.0 0.93 ± 0.06 0.92 ± 0.06 0.93
Loomis 0.0 45.4 ± 22 47.3 ± 17 45.5
Time <1 Min 30 Min * 15 Min 15 Min

Figure D.10: PR space showing internal consistency for professionals and novices, and scores from
novice treating professionals as ground truth. This plot also shows previously found human segmentation
consistency projected forward to match f-score of professional segmentation consistency along side their
original [55].
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Figure D.11: Comparison of 3 novice segmentation to professional, highlighting key areas of difference.

Figure D.12: Comparison of internal consistency for professionals and novices and scores from novice
treating professionals as ground truth throughout the image set as a function of image number. Most
participants completed the images in order and there is no significant trend in improvement over time.
Examples of the most inconsistent images are placed next to their corresponding drops in f-score.

D.4.4.3 Discussion

The analysis showed that the professionals were consistent with each other which

allows us to use their diagrams for algorithm optimization/training. Figure D.10 shows

initially startling results with the novices generating more consistent results with each

other and better scores when scored against the professionals. This actually makes
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sense when considering that the professionals spend more time simplifying the images to

remove clutter and anything that could hinder the end user from interpreting the graphic.

Since each professional removes or adds a considerable amount data (boundary lines)

in their own way based on past experience their images differ more than the novices. The

novices also tend to have more technical experience likely resulting in more consistent

lines.

The novices scoring higher when using the professionals as ground truth could have

indicated that the novice generated graphics were either nearly half way between the

professionals or novices matched one or the other of the professionals more closely for

different images. However, by examining the data the latter seemed the most likely to

have occurred. For example, for the box turtle, one professional wanted to focus on the

shape and one wanted to accent the markings to help convey the more specific species.

In contrast, most of the novices only focused on the shape. This led to further discussion

with the professionals to discover the degree of influence the context in which an image

is presented in has over the diagram’s creation. If the students have never seen a turtle

and are first learning about, them then the overall shape is the most important. If they

have learned about a turtle and then need to learn about the different kinds and their

distinguishing marks then more detail is required. This poses an interesting dilemma

for segmentation and visual to tactile diagram conversion: How should an unsupervised

algorithm should balance detail with overall concept? For this thesis we will focus on

the student’s initial contact with a new image where overall shape will be most impor-

tant. In subsequent work the use of multiple diagrams, some having more details, will be

considered to convey more information about an image.

In comparing to previously collected data, our human professional internal constancy

point seems considerably higher than for human segmentation data published by a re-

search groups at Berkeley’s. They seem to care more about precision at the expense of

recall. However, this is not inconsistent as their are several differences between the two
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studies. The most likely reason for this is difference is the absence of pixel correspon-

dence in scoring for our results (as compared to previous human segmentation data).

The secondary reason is the motivation/direction given to the raters. Our profession-

als were focused on conveying information to people who are blind or visually impaired,

calling upon their similar training to influence how they segmented the images. Two addi-

tional reasons are the fact that out study only used two professional raters as compared

to 30 raters with varied experience and the images came from a more focused genre of

pictures and diagrams.

D.5 Algorithm Optimization

This experiment was designed to explore the parameter space for each of the three

chosen segmentation algorithms (k-mean, level set, and gpb-owt-ucm) to determine the

best performing parameter set for each. Further optimization was needed to that done in

the literature for visual segmentation due to: 1) the significant modifications made to k-

mean and level set, 2) the difference of the previous images selected to ones commonly

needed by individuals who are BVI, and 3) the outcomes needed to be focused on what

is best for making tactile graphics, including the differences between tactile and visual

perception.

The first step involved traditional parameter optimization in regards to six assessment

metrics, including one that was specific to tactile diagrams (namely the Loomis distance).

The next step was to evaluate the internal consistency of an algorithm with each of the re-

sultant parameter sets (i.e. that repeated use of the algorithm with a given parameter set

produced the same results). Internal consistency is an important component to consider

for tactile diagrams because, with touch, users can primarily only explore the diagram

serially. This is a time and memory intensive process. It is greatly aided by users form-

ing hypothesis from local information to drive overall exploration. This is particularly true
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if, based on local information, the user believes they have explored the diagram before.

This will only be true if the real-time use of the algorithm produces a consistent output

for a given diagram. A third step was used, based on a human comparison of similarity

between the professionally created diagrams and the automated algorithms with the re-

sultant parameter sets from the previous steps, as it was felt that the assessment metrics

were not entirely effective in capturing what the key differences were for tactile graphics.

The human comparison looked at how well the computer generated algorithms matched

professional diagrams by considering how well line/boundary locations matched and if all

the major components necessary to understanding the images were present.

Figure D.13: Segmentation optimization flow

D.5.1 Parameter Tuning

Parameter tuning, based on assessment metrics that could be automatically calcu-

lated, was used to extensively explore the parameter space for the three different algo-

rithms. This enabled steps 2 and 3 of the parameter optimization to be more tractable.

For each of the different segmentation algorithms, a different group of parameters needed

to be explored Table I.3.1. Segmentation performance, in this section, was determined

through a combination of boundary and region assessment metrics, including one spe-

cific to tactile perception.
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D.5.1.1 Method

Image Selection Images were the same 37 training images as those used during rater

reliability testing.

Algorithms

K-means K-mean segmentation is restricted to feature sets that exist on a contin-

uum leaving fewer feature options than for other algorithms, specifically color & texture.

The color sets explored were gray scale, RGB, Lab, and Luv. The texture extraction

methods considered were local entropy or no method. Local energy was used over other

texture extractions because it represents how much texture is in an area where as the

others match more closely to a gradient of textures. While running, the algorithm matches

each pixel to the closest cluster center in multidimensional feature space. The different

calculations for determining the closest cluster were: euclidean distance, standardized

euclidean distance (normalized by the cluster’s standard deviation), dihedral angle, ma-

halanobis distance, and combinations of euclidean, standardized euclidean, and dihedral

angle. This algorithm is particularity dependent on initialization state, so three initializa-

tion states were examined: uniform distribution, random sampling, and sub-sampling (run

on 10% of the data to create initialization). Since k-mean requires knowing the number

of clusters (k) at run time a range of values from 2 to 8 was selected. A minimum value of

2 was selected because any less would no longer be segmentation and a maximum of 8

was selected as double the typical segments identified by professional diagram makers.

This segmentation method was written in Matlab based on a built-in general k-means

clustering algorithm and expanded for image segmentation and to handle additional dis-

tance metrics.

Level Set Level set has a great advantage over the other algorithms in the way it

can include almost any type of feature set. Each feature can influence the 3D shape,
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where features that represent a boundary push the shape towards zero and features that

mark pixels that belong together push the shape away from zero together in an area.

The specific features it can use to find segments are: spatial distance, color & texture,

gradient (energy), and contour (boundary) stiffness based on previous work [36]. These

additional features are included here because unlike k-mean that is restricted to features

represented on a continuum, level set can accept more abstract feature concepts. Like

k-mean, level set attempts to determine pixel groupings based on likelihood they belong

together (color space distance). All of the same color space distance metrics used to

test k-mean were used with level set to help determine the likelihood a pixel belonged

to a group. A weighting of each component and change in component weighting over

time parameters were added to help fine tune how much preference was put on each of

the fundamental components. Additional features explored were image space distance

scaling, split/merge/cleaning parameters, and gradient parameters. Preliminary testing

throughout the design process found parameter value ranges that produced usable im-

ages. These values were used with reasonable added higher/lower values included for

final testing to capture the full range and account for interactions that may occur even at

the extremes. Full parameter value ranges tested are listed in Appendix H.1.1.1.

Level set is also susceptible to inconsistencies due to initialization. The initialization

states tested were: the solution to the optimized k mean algorithm, uniform distribution

of circles, and a histogram based background detection with uniform circles. Specifically,

parameters were adjusted based on how the uniformly distributed circles initial condition

would perform given the circle’s radius, padding between adjacent circles, and the shift

between each phase’s circles. Level set also requires knowing the number of phases (n)

at run time, so a range of 1 to 3 phases were examined (k = 2n) to match the number of

segments testing in k-means.

This segmentation method was written in Matlab based on the algorithm provided

in [36] and expanded significantly to handle other color space distance metrics, other
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color spaces, component weights, change in weights over time, gradient kernel sizes,

gradient metrics, image distance scaling, and initialization states, as well as, a stopping

function to determine when the solution has reached convergence (Section D.3.2). The

weighted component and change in component weighting over time parameters were

added to help fine tune how much preference was put on each of the fundamental com-

ponents. Parameters dealing with how the algorithm was initialized were added to deter-

mine how well it would converge given different initialization and what is the best initial-

ization configuration.

gPb-OWT-UCM The dominating contour detection algorithm uses global probability

of a boundary with an oriented watershed transform (gpb-owt), created by Malik et al.

At Berkeley [31]. This algorithm incorporates local gradients on each color dimension

(energy), texture wavelets, and spectral analysis (eigenvalue analysis) to form a proba-

bility of a boundary. It is capable of accepting features in a form that predicts boundaries

but not those that predict areas that belong together as a region/segment. This weak-

ens its appropriateness for tactile diagrams, as it is the general region/segment shape

that matters rather than precise boundaries. In addition, the region boundary informa-

tion produced needs to be grouped into segments for future tactile texture application.

Fortunately, the boundaries naturally always formed closed regions. Segments were es-

timated from regions based on similar color and texture within regions. Each region was

assigned the mean color of the pixels contained within then the images were converted

to indexed images allowing for a max of 6 indices/segments.

The gPb-owt-ucm algorithm has already been studied extensively and optimized by

Malik and his colleagues with a large database of images, albeit for visual segmentation.

It has become a standard to compare against as is. Therefore, rather than re-exploring

the parameter space, we chose to use their optimized parameters with only the ability to

set one high level parameter that represents how many boundaries and how complicated

the output image is visually. Their optimized parameter set used: lab color space, textons
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(a texture classifier), and gradients (multi-scale gradients on each color dimension and

spectral analysis). We looked at varying the ucm high level parameter, k, between 0 and

1 to test the full range. This algorithm unlike the others does not require an initial number

of segments. This algorithm does not iteratively reduce to convergence and does not

require initial conditions. It was already optimized and it made sense to use as is rather

than recreate and re-explore what was already explored.

Parameter sets explored Full list of each parameter values and level set break out test

groups can be seen in Appendix H.1.1.1 with condensed list shown in Table I.3.1

Table D.2: Experimental constraints

Data Set 37 Common Images
Algorithms K-Mean Level Set gPb-owt-ucm
Parameters Color Space Color Space UCM Threshold

Texture Texture Preset Parameters:
Color Distance Metric Color Distance Metrics Color Space
Init Method Num of Phases Color Scales
Num of Clusters Component Wt Number of Scales

∆ Component Wt / t Color Wt
Init Method Num of Spectra
Init Circle Size Spectral Wt
Init Circle Padding Smooth Filter Coefs
Init Circle Shift Texture Classifier
Merging Params
Splitting Params
Cleaning Params
Gradient Kernel
Params
Image Distance Scale

Assessment Metrics Same region/boundary decomposition used in ground truth im-

age preparation (Figure D.6) is used here to prepare segmented images for assessment.

To begin with, PR plot curves were formed by altering a single parameter at a time, rep-

resenting the effect of each change. Each point in Figure D.14a, indicates the result of

a different parameter set for the corresponding algorithm. gPb-owt-ucm has the smallest

number of points as it had only one parameter that was tuned. When multiple parame-
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ters are altered together, the point cloud of all PR points from each parameter set can

be condensed into a front (Figure D.14b). The front does not simply represent a single

parameter change as with the points, instead it represents a potential best for that the cur-

rent parameters being manipulated could achieve. Much like an ROC curve represents a

tradeoff between either more sensitivity or more specificity this represents a tradeoff front

between either more precision or more recall. In order to go from a parameter effect point

cloud to a trade-off curve a front, the front was determined as the furthest points from the

origin along the rays from the origin. Such tuning curves are shown in Figure D.8.

Each algorithm/parameter set combination was scored based on boundary and re-

gion metrics with the current most commonly used metrics being F-score and proba-

bilistic rand index (PRI) [41]. The other assessment metrics that were used (As in Sec-

tion D.4.4.1) were: distance to professionals (D2P), Loomis distance (Loomis), and time.

In addition, due to the large number of parameters explored with level set, the risk of over

fitting by selecting only the single best parameter set over all images was high. To reduce

this risk and anticipate a large more diverse image pool a regression analysis was per-

formed to estimate the best parameter set. Such a regression accounts for image outliers

and parameter outliers to find their unique interactions and predict the best set overall.

Through a general regression model and polynomial regression, statistical information

can be gathered to find and predict the best parameter options. The effects of each pa-

rameter change on PRI scores were evaluated and the parameters that produced the

highest PRI scores were selected. Raw regression plots are shown in Appendix H.1.1.2.

In this scheme each parameter value and each image was used as an input and PRI

score from each image and each parameter value as a target predicted output. The re-

sulting metric is refereed to here as Reg-PRI meaning the PRI value for the parameter

set combination selected by regression. In figures, measurements from regression are

referred to as relative best. The regression method only focused on PRI because it had

less noise and better predictive power.
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(a) Point clouds (b) Curves and point cloud fronts

Figure D.14: PR points: How well initial unaltered/unrefined algorithms and parameter sets match the
professionals. Human point comes from professional diagram makers. Curves were not at the absolute
front of the cloud at this early stage of evaluation they considered the mean of the furthest 10% of values
from the origin.

Exploration Method Because of the large number of parameters that needed to be

explored for level set, exploration of its parameter space was broken into smaller parts.

Each part or group of parameters focused on specific subsets: base algorithm with

color space metrics, component weights, initialization states, forced merge/split/stop, and

noise reduction with image space and gradient methods. The parameters and values ex-

plored in each group are listed in Appendix H.1.1.1. Each successive level set test used

the best parameters from the previous set based on D2P. Tests were run on multiple

computers simultaneously, with each computer running up to 4 parallel concurrent tests

in batch mode to complete testing in two months. To improve run time efficiency, each

image size was reduced by 1/3 in size, which is still normal printing resolution. Without

splitting level set into smaller components testing every combination of parameters would

have taken years to simulate on the same hardware. These smaller groups reasonably

capture the most important configurations of the full test and are not expected to have

any reduced value compared to testing all combinations. Each group was maintained

through to the next phase of algorithm optimization because it was not yet known if D2P
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was the best metric for basing each level of development on. K-means and gPb-owt-ucm

were explored with the same hardware and with the same parallel processing, however,

since they had far fewer parameters they did not need to be split into parts.

D.5.1.2 Results

The comparison of the different algorithms in terms of time taken and the other scoring

metrics is shown in Table I.3.2. Figure D.15 shows the results of using PR curves to

compare the three segmentation algorithms (gPb-owt-ucm, k-mean, level set). The figure

also shows the points in the trade-off cloud that represent parameters that achieved the

best score depending on the metric and algorithm used. The same score values can be

seen in Table I.3.2.

Table D.3: Experiment Results: Best performance on each score metric from each algorithm, where the
best parameter set could be different for each performance metric. “Professional” represents the internal
consistency between the diagram made by the two professionals whereas each algorithm is how well it
matches the professional segmentation. Time for all methods represents how long the method took to
complete; it should be noted that gPb-owt-ucm was implemented mostly though C, which provides a speed
boost over the other algorithms. The professionals self reported >1 hour more time than shown here for
their planning phase before beginning the segmentation and additional time for applying texture to the
graphics. Professional measures are based on a mean consistency because all illustrators are expected
to have the same level of expertise.

Metric Perfect Professional K-Means Level Set gPb-owt
F 1.0 0.85 0.80 0.81 0.82
D2P 0.0 0.007 0.003 0.007
PRI 1.0 0.93 0.80 0.82 0.81
Loomis 0.0 45.4 68.3 66.7 62.3
Reg-PRI 1.0 0.93 0.77 0.79 0.81
Time <1 Min 30 Min * 0.2 Sec 20 Sec 40 Sec
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Figure D.15: PR points: How close each algorithm and parameter set comes to matching the profes-
sionals and accounting for the inter-professional variability. Plot also includes markers for other points of
interest. (PRI=Rand Index)

Figure D.16: PR curves: How close each algorithm and parameter set comes to matching the profes-
sionals and accounting for the inter-professional variability. Plot also includes markers for other points of
interest. The curves more clearly show the precision/recall tradeoff of parameter change and the cross
over between algorithms. (PRI=Rand Index)

We have included the results of the regression on PRI because it may provide a better

parameter set for new images not presented. Sometimes the predicted best scores are

slightly less than the scores found in PR space. Appendices H.1.1.2 to H.1.1.4 show the

individual results of regression, the best parameter values based on each assessment

metric, and example segmented images based on each assessment metric. Figure D.17
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shows how the parameter sets selected based on these additional inspection methods

performed.

Figure D.17: PR points: How close each algorithm and parameter set comes to matching the pro-
fessionals and accounting for the inter-professional variability. This includes the indication of where the
parameter sets lie when not picking absolute global. (PRI=Rand Index, Relative=Reg-PRI)

D.5.1.3 Discussion

Best Parameter Sets Each assessment metric identified a different best parameter set

of values for each algorithm, and in the case of level set, each training group. Initial bests

based on each metric are listed in Appendix H.1.1.3. With this reduced list of parameter

sets we can not further refine and select the best parameters for tactile graphics in the

following sections to continue optimization.

Feature Sets Perceptually based color was anticipated to perform better with all seg-

mentation algorithms than other color spaces and they turned out to be the best. This

makes sense because the human visual system processes images in this way on a reg-

ular basis so using these color spaces will help a computer see the same thing a person

would. However, it should be noted that they were only marginally better than RGB (for

k-means and level set, where they were compared to other color spaces) and there were

a few select parameter combinations where gray scale performed better. Change in gra-
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dient/energy parameters in level set seem to interact with other parameters making it

unclear which parameters improve or hinder the algorithm’s performance.

The addition of texture to the images feature space hindered k-means’ and level set’s

ability to segment the images. Past research has shown that the inclusion of texture

marginally helps, while other research focused on the removal of texture before segmen-

tation [37, 43, 56, 57]. Their added benefit comes from attempting to identify a single

simple shape around an object with a near uniform texture. Attempting to use a similar

method with this research, interested in more detailed segmentation, results in signifi-

cantly higher noise being introduced.

In terms of color distance metrics, Mahalanobis distance failed to produce the ex-

pected improvement. Mahalanobis should theoretically produce better results because

of its unique ability to account for the interaction and non-independent nature of the color

space dimensions. However, it ended up producing poorer results by over complicating

the data and severely slowed the algorithm because of the system resources required to

calculate the co-variance matrix on every iteration. Mahalanobis ends up locking on to

much finer details multiplying the noise by capturing local extrema.

Assessment Metrics It was found that the boundary metrics, specifically those used

to generate the PR points/curves, could be misleading. This is because these scores are

based on how close the segmented boundaries match those generated by the profes-

sionals with an allowable margin of error and also allow pixels to be counted more than

once. Some images may have noise adjacent to the actual boundary that get counted

as extra correct pixels. The margin cannot be shrunk because it would count against

boundary lines that are correct but might be too many pixels away from the professional

lines. Other researchers have attempted to ensure each pixel is only accounted for once,

but this leads to a unique set of problems. Luckily this noise is not too important because

of the way the images are perceived tactually as seen with the Loomis filter.

It should be acknowledged that k-mean and level set are currently entirely imple-
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mented in Matlab, which contains a known overhead: the time they take is expected

to reduce even more if implemented in c/c++. gPb-owt-ucm has several components

that were already implemented outside of Matlab, and so the time taken is not expected

to change as much. For the given implementations, the fastest algorithm was k-means

followed closely by level set and then gPb-owt, even though gpb-owt has components

optimized outside of Matlab. The time taken by k-mean and level set would already be

acceptable for generation and printing of tactile graphics and would also be acceptable

for refreshable displays once they are implemented outside of Matlab to remove the over-

head. The time taken for gPb-owt-ucm was not only much slower than the other two

algorithms, it took a lot more computer resources (RAM and CPU cores) while requir-

ing Linux. If we would assume the performance of a typical computer, as opposed to

the one used in the experiment, the algorithm would take even more time. This would

be acceptable for generation and printing of graphics but not for real-time refreshable

displays.

This also shows how gPb-owt-ucm behaves differently from the other algorithms. It

was also optimized by Malik and his colleagues using the Berkeley image database.

Their optimization seems to reach for their human point, which has a higher percent of

precision than recall. This also explains why the trade-off front curves for this algorithm

crosses over each other as those algorithms reach for the professional point. This also

indicates that potentially altering some of the lower level parameters in the algorithm may

enhance how it performs with this our new set of images and intended use, particularly in

that, because touch is less precise than vision, less of an emphasis on precision. Though

such changes may refine the diagrams made by this algorithm they are not expected to

significantly change the performance.
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D.5.2 Parameter Selection

Each image generated by the “best” parameters based on 5 assessment metrics has

been visually inspected to determine the final parameters used to represent the algorithm

group.

D.5.2.1 Methods

As human cognition is still significantly better than any of the assessment metrics in

determining how effective an algorithm/parameter set combination is in matching the re-

sults of the professionals, this step of optimization was performed by a human rater. For

each image in the image set, visual comparison was made between the images gener-

ated by the algorithm/parameter set combination and the professionally created diagrams

by a non-biased laboratory intern that was not aware of algorithm or the parameter set

used. The rater was trained to follow three basic criteria: boundary lines should be in sim-

ilar locations, boundary lines should split regions in a similar manor, and small amounts

of noise near a boundary should be ignored. The intern rated an image for all parameter

combinations (5) for each algorithm at a time until all algorithms (7) and images (37) were

exhausted. For each image, the rater assigned 1 for the best match to the professionals

and 5 as the worst. In the event of a tie because the images produced were exactly the

same, they would both receive the same value and the subsequent number would be

skipped. To put a heavier penalty on mismatch images if there was a tie for last place

they would all receive 5. The best parameter set for an algorithm was determined by talk-

ing the median score across images for each parameter set of an algorithm and choosing

the lowest median. In the event of a tied median the lowest mean was then selected. All

five level set groups were combined together when calculating the mean and median to

determine the best metric for overall level set. Each level set group was also considered

alone to ensure simpson’s paradox was not active when combining them together.
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D.5.2.2 Results

This step found that the parameter sets determined by the statistical regression and

probabilistic rand index metrics were the best methods for determining accurate segmen-

tation and boundary lines. Results of the visual inspection can be seen in Table D.4.

Table D.4: Shows which metrics performed the best when visually inspecting segmented boundary lines.
Image were scored 1 (best) to 5 (Worst). All 5 level set groups are combined here. Values represent Mean
:: Median.

Metric Overall K-Means Level Sets gPb
Probabilistic Rand Index (PRI) 1.93 :: 1.57 2.73 :: 2.00 1.79 :: 1.40 1.81 :: 2.00
Regression (Reg-PRI, RG) 2.08 :: 1.71 2.54 :: 2.00 2.15 :: 1.80 1.32 :: 1.00
F-Score 2.16 :: 2.14 3.00 :: 3.00 2.15 :: 2.20 1.35 :: 1.00
Loomis Distance 2.23 :: 2.14 3.59 :: 4.00 2.14 :: 2.00 1.32 :: 1.00
Distance to Pro 2.43 :: 2.57 3.57 :: 4.00 2.22 :: 2.20 2.38 :: 3.00

D.5.2.3 Discussion

The potential best automatically produced images as determined from the parameter

sets associated with the PRI and Reg-PRI metrics were rated the best and closely scored

when looking at all algorithms. This required further investigation that revealed that the

parameter set based on the PRI metric was significantly better for level set, while the

parameter sets based on the Reg-PRI metrics were was better for k-means and gPb.

Reg-PRI was likely better for k-means and gPb because it rejected outliers that negatively

influenced PRI alone. There were likely fewer outliers with high leverage in level set

regression analysis and over all a smaller score deviation per parameter set. The level

set images based on the parameters from the PRI metric also had fewer missing lines

that were deemed important to user understanding by our professional diagram makers

compared to those based on parameters determined by the Reg-PRI metric.

Ideally it would have been desirable to find that only one metric produced the best

parameter set for all algorithms. This would simplify the future exploration of new seg-

mentation algorithms as they develop as we would have identified an appropriate and

easily computable metric that correlated to the desired properties of the segmented im-
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age for tactile diagrams. This was somewhat obtained as the regressed PRI metric does

have some relation to the PRI metric which produced some consistency across algo-

rithms. Ultimately, visual inspection will still ne needed to determine the most appropriate

parameter set for making tactile diagrams, although this could be restricted to just the

PRI metric and the Reg-PRI metric.

D.5.3 Internal Consistency

An important evaluation metric came from determining if the methods resulted in the

same segmentation every time. This was used to check if any algorithms did not con-

verge to the same results every time which may require reevaluating the best parameters

selected. In the event two parameter sets rank almost the same and one does not con-

verge then the more stable alternative would be selected.

D.5.3.1 Methods

Internal consistency was measured with F score, PRI, and time, for each algorithm’s

best absolute and relative parameters. Each parameter set was run 5 times sequentially

on the same machine. Results were scored the same way as novices were scored based

on pairwise internal consistency.

D.5.3.2 Results

kMean was the most inconsistent with F-score ranging from 0.86-0.99 with a median

of 0.99, PRI ranging from 0.72-0.98 with a median of 0.93, and time difference under 1

second up to 11 seconds with a median under 1 second. LevelSet was fairly consistent

with F-score ranging from 0.76-1 with a median of 1, PRI ranging from 0.96-1 with a

median of 1, and time difference under 1 second. Berkeley’s gPb-owt-ucm was the most

consistent with F-scores and PRI of 1 and time difference under 1 second.
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D.5.3.3 Discussion

K-means inconsistencies were due to parameters causing random initialization, when

these parameters were not considered k-mean was almost as consistent as LevelSet.

The inconsistencies in level set were due to k-mean initialization with a random compo-

nent otherwise it performed as consistent as gPb-owt-ucm. Berkeley’s gPb-owt-ucm was

the most consistent because there is no random initialization. Any time difference under

1 second can likely be attributed to OS task scheduling. Based on these results unless a

parameter set had outstanding results any that used a random initialization would not be

used any further.

D.5.4 Algorithm Selection

Previous studies in the lab have found that participants find difficulty in participating in

experiments that are more than 3-4 hours for 3 days in a row. We therefore had to reduce

the number of algorithms tested to two plus professional made diagrams. Ultimately only

two algorithms will move on to user testing and need to be selected. These were again

selected based on visual comparison.

D.5.4.1 Methods

As human cognition is still significantly better than any of the assessment metrics

in determining how effective an algorithm/parameter set combination is in matching the

results of the professionals, this step of optimization was performed by a human rater.

For each image in the image set, visual comparison was made between the images

generated by each algorithm and the professionally created diagrams by a non-biased

laboratory intern that was not aware of algorithm or the parameter set used. The rater

was trained to follow three basic criteria: boundary lines should be in similar locations,

boundary lines should split regions in a similar manor, and small amounts of noise near
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a boundary should be ignored. The intern rated each image (37) from each algorithm

grouping (7), with each image produced from the parameters identified in Section D.5.2

until all images were exhausted. The rater assigned 1 as the best match to professionals

and 7 as the worst. In the event of a tie because the images produced were the exact

same they would both receive the same value and the subsequent number would be

skipped. To put a heavier penalty on mismatch images if there was a tie for last place

they would all receive 7. In the event multiple level set training groups were the best only

one level set group would be selected for human testing and the next highest performing

algorithm would be selected. The best parameter set for an algorithm was determined

by talking the median score across images for each algorithm group and choosing the

lowest median. In the event of a tied median the lowest mean was then selected.

D.5.4.2 Results

Results of the visual comparison between the algorithms is shown in Table D.5. The

level set algorithm group focused on determining initial conditions/state and gPb-owt-ucm

were rated the highest.

Table D.5: Shows which algorithms performed the best when run based on their best parameter set
found from PRI/Reg-PRI and visually inspecting segmented boundary lines. Images were scored 1 (best)
to 7 (Worst). Confidence interval (95%) in parentheses.

Algorithm Set Mean Median
gPb-owt-ucm 3.1 (0.73) 2.0
Level set Init 3.3 (0.71) 2.0
Level set Noise 3.2 (0.68) 3.0
kMean Base 3.2 (0.64) 3.0
Level set MS 4.4 (0.82) 5.0
Level set Base 5.1 (0.52) 5.0
Level set Weight 5.2 (0.68) 6.0

D.5.4.3 Discussion

Contour detection with gPb-owt-ucm produced great results. Its limiting factors are:

must be run in Linux and it does not produce segments it only find boundaries. Though
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gPb-owt can also only be run in Linux and its time is acceptable for many uses, it is still far

from real time especially when considering it has already been optimized to avoid Matlab

overhead that the other algorithms are still currently bound by. It also out-performed

the other algorithms based on several scoring metrics for segmentation accuracy and

consistency, which means the slight increase in run time may be worth the improved

performance.

Level set performs well enough so far but visually seems to need continued work to

remove noise. Given that kMean and level set pixel probabilities (color distance) are

similar, the increased noise in level set over kMean is likely due to level set’s spatial

components specifically from the gradient.

kMeans is too inconsistent and susceptible to noise. If the noise cannot be silenced

with some basic techniques it will not be used in the remaining work.

Even with relatively good scores (within 15% of Pros) the images turn out under par

which indicates that at this point the segmentation algorithm is less important and it is

time to move to user testing to find the best segmentation then move onto simplification.

Berkeley’s gPb-owt-ucm algorithm seems to produce outstanding results but it requires

Linux, abundant ram, and further processing to create segments.

After digital training, digital testing set was not performed. Observing that the metrics

for scoring digital training are not compatible to user interpretation of results. Digital

testing was skipped to make way for user testing.

Selected Algorithms and Parameters

• gPb-owt-ucm

– Threshold - 0.2

• Level Set

– Color Space: Lab

– Number of Phases (n): 2 (2n = k number of clusters)

– Distance Measure: Squared Euclidean
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– Initialization Mask: Uniform Circles

* Circle Pixel Radius: 5

* Inter-Circle Pixel Padding: 17

* Pixel Shift Between Phases: 13

– Weighted Summation

* Combination Weighting: Gradient [1.5], Contour Stiffness [1.5], Pixel Color

[1]

* Change in Weighting over iterations:Gradient [0.8], Contour Stiffness [0.8],

Pixel Color [0.8]

– Gradient

* Spatial distance plateau scale: 1

* Gradient: Central difference

* Gradient color weight: [1, 1, 1]

* Gradient Gaussian Smoothing: kernel size 3x3, sigma 0.4

– Cleanup

* Clean: None

* Merge: None

* Split: None

* Determine Init number of segments: Static (set at start)

D.6 Usability Testing

D.6.1 User Testing

User testing was performed to determine the effectiveness of the best of the mod-

ern segmentation techniques investigated, alone, in relaying information about computer

generated graphics in tactile form. User performance in answering questions with the

two best algorithms with optimized parameters were compared to performance with the
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professionally generated diagrams. Performance was used for the most demanding user

case: when a user is alone and is presented with a diagram to convey unfamiliar informa-

tion that cannot be adequately expressed in words. This is the long-term goal of our work

in providing independent access to diagrams for individuals who are BVI. This means

that a teacher was not present to explain the diagram, as is typical in school for children

who are BVI. It also means that labels, descriptions or specific questions that significantly

cued the content of the images was also not included, as even if present, would not be

informative for unfamiliar information.

D.6.1.1 Method

Image Selection Images were selected for this study within two classes, photos and

diagrams. Within each class, several groups were included such as: turtles, flowers,

fruits, buildings, art, etc. Within each group were 3 variants (e.g. 3 different photos of

turtles, 3 different diagrams of flowers, etc.). The variants in each group were selected

by two TVIs to be of similar commonality and difficulty. A different variant within a given

group was used for each algorithm being tested. To reduce learning effects in user testing

while keeping the question difficulty similar. The image testing set can be viewed in

Appendix L.2: this totaled 24 groups with 3 variants each, 12 groups from diagrams and

12 groups from photos. In addition, 3 training groups were used for gaining familiarity

and fundamental awareness with each algorithm’s presentation before testing of that

algorithm commenced: 1 from diagrams and 2 from photos.

In the subsequent description of the study and results, algorithm 0 represents the

professionally made diagrams. For parameter optimization, both professionals diagram

were used for modeling; however, for user testing only a single version of each diagram

was selected. The most representative diagram was selected as the “ground truth” by the

professionals, together with the study staff. Algorithm 1 images were created using the

gPb-owt-ucm algorithm with the optimized parameter set given in [41] and the high-level
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parameter selected during our parameter optimization procedure. Algorithm 2 images

were created from the developed level set segmentation algorithm described in this thesis

based on the best parameters/setting found during parameter optimization. A different

image set than that used in the parameter optimization was used in user testing to ensure

model fit worked across common images not just the training set.

Participants Ten subjects participated. Participants were recruited through the Virginia

Department for the Blind and Visually Impaired (DBVI) and the Columbia Lighthouse for

the Blind (CLB). Participants were over the age of 18 and blind or visually impaired.

Blindness ranged from congenitally blind to adventitiously blind, and from totally blind

to low vision. Participants did not have multiple disabilities. Three subjects’ data were

unusable due to subjects not completing the required tasks. Subjects indicated that they

did not use tactile diagrams in their lives and few used braille in their past with only one

still using braille.

Environment Subjects were sat in a small quiet room with a desk between them and

the researcher. Each participant was blindfolded to ensure no residual vision was used

when interpreting the graphics. Subjects were encouraged to take a five minute break be-

tween each class of images and required to take a ten minute break between algorithms

to reduce fatigue. Diagrams were presented in front of subjects on a metal plate and held

in position with magnetic strips at the top and bottom of the page to prevent them from

shifting position, ensuring each diagram was in the same location for each trial.

Trial Sequence Before any testing trials, subjects were allowed a familiarization period

with one diagram made from the first algorithm they would encounter and a texture sam-

ple sheet. Before each testing algorithm block subjects were allowed two training images

to practice with and discuss with the researcher. As with testing, the training images

were from a group of variant triplets to prevent the same exact image from reappearing
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in training and affecting learning.

Trials were blocked by algorithm and presented in a counterbalanced order across

subjects. Within each of the three algorithm blocks, the image class (photo and diagram)

was also presented in counterbalanced order across subjects. Within each group, the

12 images were presented in random order, and were selected in a counterbalanced

manner from the variants within each image group. Image variants were used to reduce

learning effects over blocks. For example, the food image group had 3 variants: apples,

bananas, and ice cream. The variants were distributed randomly among the algorithms

so that a subject was never presented with the same variant but still received images

from all groups for each algorithm. Figure D.18 shows a flow chart example of the testing

setup. Users were give 2 example diagrams per algorithm where they were told what the

image is.
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Figure D.18: Shows how the experiment was designed with rectangles as variables, the line on the side
of a block represents a between variable, the other blocks represent within variables.

Questions Subjects were asked to describe the shapes they were perceiving when

feeling diagrams and after some time also asked to provide a category and name label

for the image presented. This allowed use to assess the ability for participants to interpret

unfamiliar information presented in diagrams, since this is the primary benefit for individ-

uals who are BVI. More focused questions from previous studies of tactile diagram use

(e.g. [9]) were not replicated here due to the potential for providing leading information

and achieving ceiling effects. Real world use of the diagrams would also include braille

labeling, descriptions, and, often, teacher involvement. Those were not included here

to ensure the image processing algorithms were the only source of information being

tested.
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Subjects were encouraged to describe not only geometric shapes (circles, triangles,

squares) but also curves, curve directions, smooth/jagged edges, points, plateaus, re-

cesses, matching areas, etc. Subjects were asked to give each image a categorical label

because visual studies found categories were important in building a schema for images

to better interpret their content [58–62]. Professionals determined the name and suitable

category labels for each image, which are shown in Appendix L.2. Subjects were asked

to give the name label as it is the most precise, unambiguous description of the image.

After each algorithm block, subjects were also asked to complete a systems usability sur-

vey (sus) to evaluate the usability of the diagrams in that set [63] to assess the usability

of the algorithm method.

Prompts Before any testing trials, subjects were allowed some familiarization time with

the type of tactile diagrams to be used. They received one diagram made from the first al-

gorithm they would encounter to explore: during which the researcher discussed with the

subject how to use tactile diagrams, what is depicted in the image and the questions that

would be asked. Subjects were also encouraged to use multiple hands (the most effec-

tive method of using tactile diagrams) and were explained the importance of exploring the

whole page. In addition, the researcher explained the line types and the textures used,

the latter with the help of a sheet showing an example of each texture. They were told

the textures were used to help distinguish parts from each other. Subjects were further

told the images were of items commonly encountered by children at home and school,

including in magazines, catalogs, science, geology, geography, and art textbooks.

Before each testing algorithm block, subjects were allowed two training images that

used that algorithm to practice with and discuss with the researcher. The researcher

allowed the subject to explore the image. They then reminded the subject of the questions

to be answered and to explore the whole image. The subjects were then giving time to

answer the questions when they were ready. Then the researcher told the subject what

was depicted in the diagram.
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Testing trials within each algorithm block were conducted so that the researcher only

reminded the subject of the questions; they did not divulge the object in the image nor

remind the subject to feel the whole image. If subjects requested a hint, the researcher

would provide a short description indicating if the image was a single object, multiple

objects, or a scene. The predetermined hints can be seen in Appendix L.2. Throughout

testing subjects were not informs if the diagrams came from professionals or computer

algorithms.

Scoring The correct answers for the category and name for each image was more

easily determined than shape and were established before testing, with answers shown

in Appendix L.2. Subjects received a 0 for incorrect answers and 1 for correct answers.

Describing the shape of components of the image is more subjective, as parts do not

necessarily have standard shapes. In order to ensure reliable ratings, two professionals

(1 TVI, 1 researcher). Were asked to score the shape answers provided by the subjects

as compared to the original visual image. The professionals were not aware of which

algorithm was being scored, only the answers provided by the subject and the original

image. They were asked to score each image based on how well the subject described

the fundamental shapes required to understand the image. Subjects received a 0 if they

did not describe any of the fundamental components required to understand an image

and a 1 if they described them all, with increments of 0.25 for partial descriptions. The

scores between raters were averaged.

Analysis SPSS was used to analyze the data via Generalized Estimating Equations

(GEE). Algorithm, image class, algorithm order, and interactions between these main

effects were included in the model. If they were found not to be significant, they were

removed from the final model. The model was then used to determine the mean correct

rate for each algorithm including the images prepared by the TVIs), mean correct rate

95% confidence interval, relative risk between algorithms and professionals, and non-
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inferiority between algorithms and professionals. The SUS was analyzed by converting

the ratings to scores and calculating the mean with confidence interval between subjects.

Scores below < 68 are considered below average with a maximum score of 100 [63].

Both user understanding scores and sus scores were checked for rater reliability with

Intraclass Correlation(icc).

D.6.1.2 Results

Testing showed that 9 of the 24 image groups were outliers based on the wide dis-

parity in the correct rate between variants for the professionally made diagrams. See

image list Appendix L.2 for grayed images representing excluded images. Table D.6

and Figures D.19 to D.21 show results from the user testing with the different segmenta-

tion algorithms, excluding the outliers. These show that users were able to interpret the

professionally made diagrams the best, with the level set algorithm second, and the gPb-

owt-ucm algorithm last. Overall, however, both computer algorithms were determined

to be non-inferior to the professionally made diagrams. Relative risk was almost the

same between algorithms except for category naming which level set performed better

for. Results from the SUS did not yield any significant difference between the automated

algorithms and the professionals, but all scored below average. Table D.7 shows which

variables GEE found to be significant when modeling these systems.

Table D.6: Segmentation summary test results. This table shows how users performed when naming
shapes perceived, categories interpreted, and object name between algorithms. It also shows how users
rate each algorithm with system’s usability survey. Relative risk indicates how many times more likely a
user is to answer incorrectly for a particular algorithm compared to the professionally generated images
(algorithm 0).

Mean Correct (95% CI) ICC Relative Risk Non-Inferior
Algorithms 0 Pro 1 gPb 2 LS 1 2 1 2
Shape 41% (11%) 23% (8%) 32% (10%) 0.18 1.2 1.2 True True
Category 37% (12%) 17% (6%) 25% (10%) 0.32 1.7 1.1 False True
Name 25% (13%) 13% (5%) 13% (06%) 0.20 1.6 1.6 False True
Usability 42 (22) 35 (20) 36 (22) 0.01 – – True True
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Figure D.19: Shows how users performed when listing shapes felt. Error bars indicate 95% confidence
interval.

Figure D.20: Shows how users performed when listing category felt. Error bars indicate 95% confidence
interval.
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Figure D.21: Shows how users performed when listing objects felt. Error bars indicate 95% confidence
interval.

Table D.7: Segmentation modeling variables found significant from GEE.

Variable Name Category Shape
Algorithm X X X
Image Class X X
Algorithm Order X
Algorithm * Image Class X
Algorithm * Algorithm Order X

User Comments Users commented that, for tactile diagrams created by the gPb-owt-

ucm algorithm, too many sections were left detached from the main body and the main

body itself did not have enough details, which made the diagrams difficult to interpret.

They also did not like that similar related components (such as flower petals) had dis-

similar textures. Users were generally happier with the images created by the level set

algorithm but suggested, to improve the diagrams created, the resultant images would

need fewer blobs, less noise, less clutter from irreverent lines, thinner lines, and more

detail related lines. Figure D.22 shows example images that contain the components that

subjects commented on. In general even for professional diagrams the users said the

images were difficult to interpret. Users commented that textures were too strong and

distracted from the boundary lines.
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(a) gPb: Similar regions of the flower,
different textures. Many small re-
gions outside of body.

(b) gPb: Similar regions of the ice
cream cone, different textures. Many
small regions outside of body.

(c) LS: Noise feels like different tex-
ture

(d) LS: Thick lines and noise that
feels like texture.

Figure D.22: Example images subjects commented on

Professional Comments Before user testing, when the professionals were allowed to

see the tactile diagrams, they said they liked the produced images from all algorithms

and only commented that images produced by the level set algorithm were noisy. After

user testing and reviewing the results, the professionals provided further details about

the algorithms. They explained that the gPb-owt-ucm algorithm had a problem in that it

generated images lacking in consistency and which had too many small regions. They

generally liked the images produced by the level set algorithm better, but thought it could

benefit by including thinner lines separating the regions and using less salient textures.

The professionals pointed out for both algorithms that in some instances there was too
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much detail and in others key details were missing.

D.6.1.3 Discussion

Subject performance was closest to the professionally made diagrams with the dia-

grams made by the level set algorithm, rather than the gpb-owt-ucm. ICC revealed that

category was the most consistent among users. User performance and user comments

indicated that more work is needed to further improve the computer generated tactile

graphics. Improvements can now be made to level set to approach the user performance

achieved when using the professional diagrams. When algorithm order was significant

was significant to the model the middle test performed the lowest with the last test the

highest. This might indicate fatigue where longer forced breaks are needed. In other

cases when it was not significant later blocks were scored higher.

Limitations There were some limitations to the study. Perhaps the most significant

limitation is that difficulty of interpreting the variants of an image was significantly different

for 9 of the 24 images. Although it was random as to which variant was easier/more

difficult than the others, to avoid this problem we only used images for which the scores for

the variants were reasonably consistent with each other (and give numbers for what was

reasonably consistent). For the question involving naming the object(s) in the diagram,

it was noted that the distributions of the responses for all algorithms were considerably

positively skewed. This suggests that flooring effects may have occurred, which may

have hid some of the differences between the algorithms. This is supported by the fact

that user performance for both the category question and shape question was higher

for the level set method than the gPb-owt-ucm method. In addition, the distribution of

the responses for tactile diagrams using the gPb-owt-ucm method for both naming the

category and describing the shape was also significantly positive in skew, in contrast to

the other response distributions which were more normal. Again, this probably created

an overestimation in the performance of users using diagrams generated with the gPb-
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owt-ucm method.



Chapter E: Simplification

E.1 Introduction

Segmentation alone is not sufficient to produce tactile graphics similar to those cre-

ated by experienced TVIs. TVIs first segment images mentally; however, they then decide

which segments to remove from the picture and which to outline based on the importance

and relevance of those segments to the content of the whole image. They often leave off

many smaller regions that do not help interpret the image but will increase the cognitive

burden for users when exploring the images: tactile perception of an image, even for ba-

sic pictures, already has a high mental demand which needs to be minimized as much as

possible. Once the TVIs have outlined the relevant segments and regions, they add those

ancillary lines that further improve understanding and add critical details: again, avoiding

adding unhelpful information that will only add to the users cognitive burden. Finally, tex-

ture is added to only those regions for which the added texture will aid in comprehension

of the diagram. Figure E.1 shows example steps taken by the professionals.

(a) Original image

(b) Segmentation outlines, removed diamond
for simplification (c) Added ancillary details, applied textures

Figure E.1: Example simplification images from a professional.

Supervised machine learning is a great statistical technique for modeling systems,

E-01
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such as TVIs mental procedure for constructing tactile diagrams, where intrinsic informa-

tion in a stimulus is used to predict the human response. Some advanced regression

algorithms can handle hundreds of local and global information cues. This is of benefit

for our purposes as how TVIs develop diagrams is a complex process that takes years

for a TVI to become an expert. However, there have been limited studies of the decision-

making process TVIs use to create these diagrams, and those studies have focused on

simple mathematical graphs and charts. With the lack of any knowledge to narrow the ex-

ploration of the feature space that could be used in modeling photographs and diagrams,

there are a significant number of cues that could reasonably be thought to contribute to

the tactile diagram construction process.

E.2 Design Decisions

E.2.1 Modeling

Modeling consisted of observing TVIs work flow and designing a computational work

flow to match. Each phase in their decision process is broken out into its own statistical

model, with the models then being merged together in a final step similar to TVIs. The

feature extracted cues in the models come from varying amounts of processing of the

original images Appendix L.1. The segment/regions results of segmentation from level

set with boundaries/gradients from level set and gPb, are used to provide some of the

cues. Google provides some cloud based machine learning algorithms focused on im-

age specifics, such as facial recognition, from which the outputs are also used as cues

for the simplification algorithms. In addition, low level cues like the ones used uncon-

sciously by professionals are include in the model to improve accuracy. Many cues are

explored in the literature review (Appendix J.1) but only the best are used here and listed

in Appendix H.2.1.1.
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E.2.2 Components

Core modeling steps include finding edges that could represent either boundaries

or ancillary lies, determining which segments/regions need to be removed, determining

background areas that should not receive any lines, and determining which areas should

be textures. The basic steps and how they are combined are showed in Figure E.2. Each

model represented a pseudo-probability such as likelihood of an edge being present, like-

lihood of regions being accurate, and of texture being applied. Thinning reduces the width

of predicted edges, cleaning removes superfluous regions, accenting combines thinned

edges with region boundaries, and texture processing prepare texture to application to

segments.

Some components of the process were not implemented computationally because

they were expected to introduce more problems than they solved when based on stim-

ulus cues only. The segmentation rejection model was not implemented because the

segments as a whole do not need to be removed and were generally correct. However,

the smaller superfluous regions within segments were the source of noise and need to be

cleaned. Cleaned regions might intuitively improve edge anticipation accuracy and tex-

ture application. However, feeding cleaned region boundaries back into the edge model

was expected to magnify confounds and noise while also overly suppressing ancillary

lines. The edge model alone already accounts for raw regions and begins the cleaning

process by internally marking low likelihood region boundaries as lower likelihood edges.

A model to deem large areas as background that should not contain any lines was not im-

plemented because often regions within the objects of an image had sparse lines similar

to backgrounds and the model would suppress their desired details.
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Figure E.2: Simplification model integration. Green components were considered but not used to pre-
vent amplified noise and reduction of critical details. Double click to see larger diagram with example
images for each step.

Edge Anticipation Edge anticipation is expected to: 1) model the way a professional

diagram maker’s brain decomposes changes across the images as edges (changes in

continuous area) and ridges (lines between areas); and 2) then decides which of the

edges and ridges will be included in their tactile graphics. This model must be tuned

based on the actions of TVIs to include the correct amount of details so as not to over-

whelm the user but contain enough details so that they can understand the graphic. It is

particularly critical in ensuring the inclusion of ancillary lines that form critical details, and

which are frequently removed by straight image segmentation methods.

This also provides an initial cross check against the region boundaries found from

segmentation that are included as cues. Some region boundaries will be confirmed while

others may begin showing cause for removal with lower edge likelihood. Conversely,
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some region boundaries could also be used to confirm the presence of an edge. Given

the sparse/bias nature of the diagrams with only a small potion of the image being de-

sired edges, segmentation region boundaries are needed to help boost the model as an

interaction term based on the features that comprise level set. Though various edge/ridge

cues will be fed into the model it must decide which ones should be included in the tac-

tile diagram based on how professionals make the same decision. Figure E.1 shows an

example of ridges that were missed from segmentation to form stitching.

Thinning Regardless of the type of methods used to develop an edge model, and

whether an individual or combined methods is used, the edges/ridges on the resulting

model diagram frequently need to be thinned. This is because all of these methods pro-

duce either spurious, wide, or jagged lines that need to be refined for user interaction

and for further model construction. This effect was expected to be worse using machine

learning models to generate the edges based off of TVI diagrams because they do not

perfectly match their lines to image edges. Therefore a step is included to thin the edges

before combining the results of the edge model with the other models developed in par-

allel.

Region Rejection Region rejection is expected to: 1) model the way a professional

diagram maker’s brain decomposes images into region components; and 2) then decides

which of the regions will be included in their tactile graphics. Not all regions created

from segmentation should be kept. Many smaller regions clustered together represent

noise. Figure E.11 shows an image that received many small interwoven regions from

segmentation that needs to be cleaned. This model will help determine which regions are

most likely in need of removal. Region addition is not explored because the segmentation

testing already showed there was a need for rejection but not addition, that the needed

regions are present but sometimes there are just too many.
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(a) Original image (b) Segmentation outlines

Figure E.3: Example image needing simplification to remove small regions.

Texturing As with Figure E.1, the professionals added textures to help areas stand out

from one another, when it is needed to improve the understanding of an image. For the

previous user testing of the tactile diagrams produced by segmentation techniques alone,

texture was simply applied to the largest few segments. However, many users, as well

as comments by tvis who were shown the diagrams, thought there was too much texture,

which distracted from the diagram. For understandable simplified images, only a small

number of areas and only specific areas should get texture based on diagram: which

areas are selected are based on a diagram maker’s intuition. The diagram makers we

talked to were not able to explain how they choose which areas should get texture; only

that they took care to make sure not too many areas received texture. In some cases,

professionals choose not to include texture at all in a particular image. Therefore, a model

is needed to determine if there is a predictable pattern. Additionally the professionals

suggested that users may have better understanding of the images if textures were not

raised as high on the paper and if the textures were not applied fully to the edges of the

areas they cover.

Machine Learning Method Machine learning methods in general were selected be-

cause they allow the computer program to consider many features and then attempt to

reduce the number of coefficients, and thereby the number of features, needed to mimic

human processing of the images into tactile diagrams. Traditional linear regression was
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not used because the response variable (whether the pixel should be raised or not) is not

a normal distribution, as the pixels, on average, are highly biased to be background, and

input features may be codependent. It was also expected that errors were not normally

distributed and variances non-homogeneous. These all violate the assumptions made in

using linear regression. In contrast, neural networks can sift out codependency and do

not require normal distributions. However, neural networks were not used because they

are computationally expensive, are likely to over-fit data with small sample sizes (such

as the limited number of tactile diagrams we could get TVIs to create), and highly biased

data (such as with most pixels being background) can still negatively affect modeling.

Generalized Linear Models (GLM) do not have the same assumptions and constraints as

linear regression and neural networks making it a great candidate to use. All of the meth-

ods including GLM would work much better with data that is not as biased as the data

here with only 6% of the data representing lines/edges/ridges. Therefore, a mechanism

was sought to try and transform the data so that it not quite as biased.

Cue Selection For each process model, an initial large set of feature possibilities, ex-

plored in Appendix J.1 with example results, was reduced to a select few features based

on their individual performance. Though far more cues were examined, the best ones for

a target range of performance over many image types were preferred. Many overlapping

cues were maintained because they each showed merit under different common circum-

stances. Each one needed to be further examined for a wider range of potential input

images within models attempting to predict diagrams as professionals would. Various

levels of features were considered from local to regional to segmental to global. Local

cues were expected to be the biggest influences on edges but other levels could still have

an effect or even interact. For example an image that is mostly tinted red would have an

overall global image color shifted towards red and could change how lines are predicted.

Region and segment cues are expected to have the largest influence on region rejection

but others such as many large local gradients throughout the image might indicate fewer
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regions should be trusted.

E.3 Design Implementation

E.3.1 Cue Extraction

Eq. (E.1) shows the base model formula in Wilkinson Notation used for each model.

Appendix H.2.1.1 shows the complete list of all potential cues with the condensed list

shown in Figure E.4. Abbreviations such as cuesmeans each cue is included directly. No-

tation such as local_energy2 means each local energy cue is also included as a quadratic

term and local_energy : region_energy indicates the interaction terms between each lo-

cal energy cue and each region energy cue are included. Braces indicate each cue

category is accounted for in the interaction terms. Appendix H.2.1.1 lists 225 cues which

become 3447 terms after included the intercept, quadratics, and interactions. Using that

many terms is not sustainable for most regression techniques and potential correlation

between cues will weaken the resulting model predictability. Future applications of this

project also require a user to be able to interact with images in real time which would not

be possible if all 225 cues need to be extracted from every image. Therefore terms need

to be reduced further to only the most significant.
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Base =1 + cues

Expanded =1 + cues+ local_energy2 + local_distance2+

region_energy2 + segment_energy2 + interactions

interactions =



local_energy

local_texture

local_edge

local_distance


:



region_energy

region_position

segment_energy

segment_position

global_color


+

 region_energy

region_position

 :

 segment_energy

segment_position



(E.1)
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E.3.2 Cue/Observation Preparation

A small experiment was designed to evaluate the effectivness of using different fea-

ture selection algorithms to find the most suitable for our data set. For feature selection,

the Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO), Partial lease squares

(PLS), and Principal Component Analysis (PCA) were considered. Though other meth-

ods exist for feature selection they do not work well with sparse highly correlated cues.

Pre-regression scaling techniques considered, to deal with variations in the ranges dif-

ferent cues, were normalization, standardization, and standardization with trimmed out-

liers. Post regression outlier rejection methods considered were large leverage and large

cook’s distance.

E.3.2.1 Method

To test the modeling techniques before implementing all of the required models a

cursory edge anticipation model as in Section E.3.3 was used. The same images and

ground truths as use in segmentation training were used here.

Pre-Regression Preparation Many of the cues produced were on widely different

scales. Scaling was needed so all cues were on a level playing field. This prevented

finding large prediction coefficients simply because the cues was tiny. It also prevented

loss of influential cues just because they were large and the resulting coefficient was

small. The methods evaluated were: normalization, standardization and standardization

with trimmed outliers. The overall flow of the methods tested is shown in Figure E.5.

Normalization was accomplished by rescaling the cue range to either -1 to 1 or 0 to 1,

depending on the initial starting ranges. Logical cues were not altered. Standardization

was done after normalization by shifting values so that the mean was at 0 and the stan-

dard deviation was at 1. Due to the overwhelming 0 bias in many cues, values within 0.05

of 0 were not included when calculating the mean or standard deviation but still shifted/s-
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caled with the rest of the data. Values further than 0.95 away from 0 were considered

outliers and also not included when calculating the mean or standard deviation. Another

version of standardization came from calculating the mean and standard deviation after

an initial regression and outlier rejection process was done. Ground truth cues were only

normalized with no outliers removed at this point.

Figure E.5: Simplification cue scaling alternatives

Assessment Metrics Often regression models are assessed with R2 to determine how

well the model fits ground truth. To improve this metric, the adjusted R2 (Adj R2) was used

because it accounts for the use of different cues depending on which selection method

was used and different number of observations depending on outliers. Adj R2 values

close to 1 are perfect correlation and values below one indicate worse performance.

However, Adj R2 alone is not a sufficient assessment of performance. Since pixels in

the edge model were biased heavily towards background due to the nature of the data,

outliers needed to be checked to ensure the model was not simply rejecting all edges.

Before outliers were rejected, the ratio of background to edges was checked to ensure it

matched closely with the ratio of edges in professional diagrams. The edge outlier ratio is

presented as the percent of edges considered outliers for the given model. Although this

may sound complex, removing a few outliers helps prevent over fitting while removing too

many outliers makes the model unable to work for a wide variety of images. Finally, in

order to determine if any critical terms were missing from final models the residuals and
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fits were examined for patterns that would indicate unaccounted for variances.

Cue Selection To reduce the cues of interest to a manageable set different feature

selection methods were examined: PCR, LASSO and PLS. Feature selection works by

selecting the most important cues and does not consider interactions yet. After initial

cue selection, cues were further reduced based on results of GLM cue significance and

influence as in Section E.3.3. Influence was interpreted first as the absolute value of the

largest weightings then inclusion of only p values < 0.001. The number of top cues was

ranged from 10-40 such that with interaction/quadratic terms GLM converged to the best

Adj R2 value. With more than 40 cues GLM no longer converged and fewer than 10 cues

produced poor Adj R2 values.

PCR PCA as part of principal component regression (PCR) was examined with a

general linearized model (GLM) as the backbone regression. This method involved find-

ing the principle components, selecting only the most important/influential cues based

on these components, then using the selected cues in a GLM regression model. PCA

accounts for the variance within cues to find the variables that explain most of the model

input variance [64]. The principal components themselves are not regressed because

they do not include the interaction terms. Important cues from PCA were selected by

using the top 120 largest absolute values of cue weightings from the top 4 principal com-

ponents.

LASSO Lasso was also used to find the most important cues. Though lasso is a

regression model on its own, it is considered biased due to the regularization method.

Therefore, the cues found from lasso were then used with a GLM regression model to

prevent bias in the weightings of the model terms [65]. In evaluating the effectiveness

of LASSO, only normalized, not standardized, cue preparation was used in accordance

with LASSO requirements [65]. LASSO also makes use of cross validation to ensure that
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with different data subsets it selects the same cues. A three-fold cross validation was

implemented. LASSO iteratively works by allowing more cues in subsequent iterations

based on constraining functions (Eq. (J.3.2)). The parameters selected were from the

model with the lowest mean square error (MSE).

PLS Partial least squares (PSL) was also considered because it takes PCA further

by not only considering input variance but also output variance and acts like LASSO in

iteratively including terms [64]. This is achieved by projecting the input and output data

into a new space then only including the first few components much like the first few PCA

components. Due to the precise combination of cues within each component, selection of

cues to use outside of PLS in a GLM model, the same way they were selected for PCR,

was not possible as it would not converge. This means all cues are necessary every

time the model would be used to make predictions on new images which would greatly

increasing run time in future applications. Even with this limitation, PLS was explored due

to its achievements in other applications [64].

Post-Regression Outliers Additional outliers were found after initial regression. A

combination of leverage, cook’s distance, residuals, and residual patterns was examined.

Leverage alone was not used since cook’s distance improves upon it. Cook’s distance

represents the change in regression results based on removing a single observation (sin-

gle pixel) due to its leverage over the entire model [66,67]. Observations with large cook’s

distance (above 4 times the mean) and observations with large residuals (above 50%)

were excluded from regression to prevent over fitting to those observations with high

leverage. The overall process is shown in Figure E.6. If any image accounted for more

than 10% of the excluded outlying observations then the entire image was excluded.
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Figure E.6: Simplification outlier removal flow

E.3.2.2 Results

None of the models showed meaningful patterns in residuals and fits to indicate miss-

ing cues. Normalized PCA scored marginally better than LASSO with standardized PCA

scoring the highest. Table E.1 shows experiment scores. Overall LASSO selected fewer

cues than PCA. Standardized models showed higher outliers than normalized models.

Table E.1: Simplification cue preparations. There are normally more terms than cues because of the
addition of quadratic/interaction terms. PLS uses all cues in a new feature space and only selects the top
terms in the new space. Outliers is the percent of pixels marked as outliers compared to the total number
of pixels. Edge Outliers is the percent of edge pixels marked as outliers compared to the total number of
edge pixels.

Method Adj R2 Outliers Cues Terms Edge Outliers

Professionals to each other 0.30 – – – –

PCA, Normalized 0.84 7.48% 31 105 9.5%

PCA, Standardized, Pre-regressed 0.94 30.90% 20 85 57.9%

PCA, Standardized, Trimmed 0.97 28.21% 28 102 56.4%

LASSO, Normalized 0.83 8.89% 14 37 0.2%

PLS, Normalized 0.65 – 225 10 –

E.3.2.3 Discussion

This evaluation was used to discover the best method for modeling data for this appli-

cation. PLS scored low and requires all cues to be calculated to create the new feature

space to implement the prediction model. PCA using standardized cue values, appears

to show the best Adj R2 score which on its own would indicate that it should be selected.
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However, although the Adj R2 takes into account the number of observations and cues,

it does not take into account any bias in the data. This is particularly problematic for

our data as a small portion of the image pixels are critical for interpreting the diagrams

(e.g. pixels that are part of edges in particular). If they are removed from the model as

outliers, then the model fit will not convey the desired properties in the tactile diagrams.

Therefore, the percent of outliers must be considered. The standardized methods have

a large percent of outliers and an extreme percent of edges marked as outliers. Having

such a high percent of edges not included in the model would make the model even more

biased towards background, not stand up well for a range of images, and even not handle

edges well in general. This means that standardized models are not acceptable.

Better results are achieved by normalized PCA and normalized lasso when consider-

ing all assessment metrics. Between normalized PCA and LASSO the Adj R2 scores and

general percent outliers are essentially the same leaving the decision to the percent of

outliers that are edges and the number of terms. LASSO shows a much smaller percent

of edges considered outliers. It also has considerably fewer cues to produce the model.

The latter is important as in the future end use of this work, we want the computer to

provide the users tactile graphics in real-time interactions with minimum delay. Using

fewer cues will allow for faster operations. As there were no patterns in the residuals, this

suggests that the fewer cues were not achieved by missing critical cues.

Therefore, LASSO is the best feature/cue selection method for this work. It also should

be noted that since PCA explains input variance not necessary output variance, it may

pick variables simply because they have more chaos not because they are actually im-

portant to the model.

E.3.3 Edge Anticipation

Many of the tactile diagrams generated by image segmentation algorithms lacked an-

cillary lines after segmentation that are present in professionally made diagrams. To add
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ancillary lines to the diagrams, as well as keep desirable boundary lines, a machine learn-

ing model was created. This model attempted to predict the probability at each pixel that

a professional diagram maker would mark that pixel as an edge/ridge/boundary based

on image cues. Following the procedure refined in Section E.3.2, cues were first normal-

ized, then lasso was used to reduce the set of input cues, followed by GLM. Some cues

were considered for being represented in interacting terms or quadratic form based on

the likelihood they would contribute to the model; however, not all were used to conserve

system resources and avoid over fitting.

Due to the limited spatial specificity of touch, often the professionals were not con-

cerned with exact placement of edges but favored close enough lines for speed. To

accommodate slight shifts in the results that should not effect the model, a Loomis filter

that widened [thickened?] edges by blurring was applied to the targets. This was used

to represent the lower spatial resolution of human touch and to robustly merge multi-

ple professional’s work when averaged together. The blurring also helped to reduce the

model bias for non-edges by changing the number of pixels from 6% binary edges to 34%

scalar edges (the blurred edges make a pseudo-probability of edges). The overall pro-

cess is shown in Figure E.7. Appendix H.2.2 shows the results for the following steps of

the model: lasso, leverage, cook’s distance, residuals, fit, outliers, score, and significant

cues/terms. Figure E.8 shows example images produced by the overall edge anticipation

model. In order to apply the model to testing images, the same normalization parameters

from training were applied to normalize testing cues.
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Figure E.7: Simplification edge anticipation model. Base comes from base cues and Expanded comes
from Expanded cues.
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Figure E.8: Example images from edge model. Shows original images followed by predicted edges.

E.3.4 Thinning

As the edge anticipation model predicts the thick visual representation of thin tactile

lines, the thin lines need to be recovered for use in tactile graphics. Various methods

for thinning edges produced by the edge anticipation model were designed and tested.

This included a variety of techniques in Appendix J.1, such as: smoothing operators, in-

verse filters, deconvolution, hysteresis threshold, thinning morphological operators, and

non-maximum suppression. Figure E.9 shows the final procedure. For the first step, the

Savitzky-Golay filter was used as a smoothing filter to reduce noise prior to deconvo-

lution. It was chosen as it does not blur lines like Gaussian filters or many other point

spread functions [67]. The next step was to deconvolve the image to take the edges

predicted from matching the Loomis filtered professional edges (Eq. (J.4.4)) back to nor-

mal edges. Standard deconvolution was attempted; however, it was unable to handle

modeling noise and introduced more noise in the process. In contrast, the Richardson-

Lucy deconvolution was able to nearly recover edges even with modeling noise, due to

its iterative nature [67].

As the lines could benefit from further thinning, an additional step was considered
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using different techniques. Morphological operators were considered for this step but

all had drawbacks for our scalar images as they work better with binary values: the

skeleton operator thins lines towards the middle not necessary the maximum values;

erode removed too much information in lighter areas and not enough in darker areas;

generic thinning removed ancillary lines; non-maximum suppression left spurs; and de-

spurring only removed tinny spurs [67, 68]. However, non-maximum suppression was

selected as it did further thin the lines without removing critical information like the other

operators. In order to remove all light irrelevant edges that would feel like printed artifacts,

the resulting images were quantized so that pixels fell into 4 equal buckets and low 2

values were removed. To further remove light spurious components, a mild Gaussian blur

was applied. Figure E.10 shows example images resulting from the developed thinning

procedure.

Figure E.9: Simplification edge thinning process.
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Figure E.10: Example images from edge thinning. Shows deconvolution of Loomis filter on predicted
edges followed by thinned edges.

E.3.5 Region Rejection

Many regions produced by even the optimized segmentation algorithms add super-

fluous information to diagrams and needed to be removed to avoid users experiencing

cognitive overload. To predict which regions should be removed a machine learning

model was developed with the implementation shown in Figure E.11, following the pro-

cedure refined in Section E.3.2. The target model response was produced by finding

the Jaccard index (Tanimoto coefficient, ) between regions from each diagram made for

an image by each of the two professionals with the regions found by the optimized level

algorithm. The two scores where then combined via a mean. This results in a score rep-

resenting a pseudo-probability of the level set region matching the identified regions in

professional images. The resulting prediction from the model gives a method for estimat-

ing the likelihood a region produced by the optimized level set algorithm should remain,

or conversely should be removed based on cues from the image.
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Figure E.11: Simplification Region model.
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Figure E.12: Example images from edge thinning. Shows region boundaries followed by score showing
how likely region exists in images made by professionals.

E.3.6 Region Cleanup

The steps for removing regions that were rejected by the region rejection model are

shown in Figure E.13. Regions with a predicted low (<0.05) Jaccard index were absorbed

into the surrounding regions. This was performed by modifying an image impute method

(meant to replace missing data with substitute values) to replace pixel region labels of

those regions being removed. The algorithm was modified to use the mode of surround-

ing pixel labels not the traditional mean [67] as mean does not work for nominal labels.

After the relabeling, region labels were converted to boundaries in preparation for com-

bining them with edges Figure E.13. Then the boundary images were smoothed with a

Savitzky-Golay filter. As gray scale printing on microcapsule paper does not linearly

match gray color depth with the height of printed line the next step was to correct the gray

scale for printing: boundaries were further refined with an error function as seen in Ap-

pendix J.1 to non-linearly map current values with plateaued ceiling and floor (sigmoid).

The cleanup process is shown in Figure E.13.
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Figure E.13: Simplification region rejection cleanup.

Figure E.14: Example images from edge thinning. Shows cleaned regions.

E.3.7 Accenting

The idea behind this step is that the edge model and region model capture lines differ-

ently depending on the image content. This process was developed to take advantage of

the fact that lines that have a high probability of existing in both models are more likely to

be true lines than lines that are not. The algorithm steps are given in Figure E.15. From

the previous step of region removal, the boundary images indicated probability as gray

scale that was adjusted for printing on microcapusle paper. To combine the models, first

the same error function as used for boundaries was used to match the resulting edge

model gray scale image to micro-capsule paper. In both cases, the resulting values of

the pixels were between 0 (as background) and 1 (as full height edge).

The pixel probabilities of the region boundaries were floored to 0.5 and further squared

to take into account the unreliability of the calculation as the probability decreases into

noise, resulting in a range of 0.25-1. Resulting region boundaries were combined with

edge values via the calculation of their joint probability (multiplication) producing accented

lines that include ancillary lines. Figure E.16 shows example images from accenting. This
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means a region boundary not present in thinned edges is removed while lines in thinned

edges but not regions boundaries are reduced in height and lines in both receive full

height. This non-linear combination produced the best diagrams, balancing edge and

region information for our variety of images.

Figure E.15: Simplification accenting process.

Figure E.16: Example images from edge accenting. Shows thinned edges followed by accented edges.

E.3.8 Segment Texture Model

Similar statistical modeling as for the other components of the tactile diagram forma-

tion process was explored to determine when to fill in segments with texture that would

best approximate the decision process of professional diagram makers. The texture like-

lihood model is shown in Figure E.17, following the procedure refined in Section E.3.2.

The target predicting response was found by marking each segment each professional

applied texture in an image with a probability of 1 and all other segments with 0. Then the

probabilities from both professionals were averaged, producing a likelihood of each pixel

of an image receiving a texture. Next, all pixels of the likelihood map that corresponded to

being within the same level set generated segment were averaged together to represent

a likelihood that the segment would receive a texture.
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Figure E.17: Simplification Texture model.
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Figure E.18: Example images from edge accenting. Shows segment boundaries followed by score
showing how likely segment has texture in images made by professionals.

E.3.9 Segment Texture Application

Two different versions of applying texture were tried. The first simply applies texture

to the accented image. The second, based on recommendations from users and TVIs,

distances the texture from the edge lines and reduces their height compared to the lines.

Figure E.19 shows the two version of texture application that follow the texture likelihood

prediction to produce the final simplified images. They both find the segments most likely

to receive textures above 0.4 likelihood, up to three segments.

The first method simply masks the textures and applies them to the desired segments.

The second method scales each texture to produce lower line heights when printed,

based on the best height selected for each texture by professionals. Each texture is

again masked to match the area defined by each segment that will receive a texture. The

second method also applies an erode morphological operator to each texture mask to

produce a buffer space between textures and edge/boundary lines to help users distin-

guish lines from textures. Then it applies the textures to the accented image. Figure E.20

shows example resulting simplified images.
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Figure E.19: Simplification texture application flow.

Figure E.20: Example images from simplification. Shows texture scores followed by simplified 1 images
with texture and simplified 2 images with textur.

E.3.10 discussion

It was observed that for some diagrams there were too many edges while for images

there were not enough. The continuum of too few to too many edges seems to be nor-

mally distributed. This also seemed to be because of variations between diagrams in

what should or should not be kept, depending on the meaning of the content and how
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professionals interpreted the diagrams. However, this cannot be dealt with unless we can

take into account the meaning of the content, which is beyond this thesis. This suggests

that what was achieved here was the best that can be done by using only the stimulus

itself since all reasonable cues were extracted and included. We would expect there to

be a balance of diagrams with too many edges to those with too few edges.

E.4 Usability Testing

User testing assessed the ability of users who were blind or visually impaired to an-

swer questions about the tactile diagrams with which they were presented. The first

study recruited individuals from the general population of individuals who are BVI, most

of whom had little or no experience with tactile graphics. Due to significant differences

in performance that were observed between study participants who had notable experi-

ence with graphics and those who had none to little, a second study was performed. This

study only used individuals who had notable experience with tactile graphics as they are

the most likely candidates for the independent use of tactile graphics. This is where the

rapid generation of tactile graphics without any intervention by a TVIs is most needed.

Automatic generation of tactile graphics would also be beneficial even with TVIs available

as it would save them significant work when generating the graphics. However, those

diagrams are normally explored with the guidance of a TVI.

The use of four different methods of generating tactile diagrams was compared. The

standard for comparison was the set of diagrams made by the TVIs. The second method

was the best performing method that used segmentation only: this was the optimized

level set method. The third and fourth methods both used the simplification process

described earlier in this chapter. The difference created between the latter to methods

was due to the significant comments on the previous user testing as to the texturizing of

the diagram influencing the user’s perception. One of the method’s texturized segments
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completely while the other adjusted the height of the textures and had a blank buffer

between the texture of a segment and the segment’s boarders Figure E.20.

E.4.1 Image Selection

The same picture set was used as in the segmentation algorithms user study, where

pictures were of objects and scenes found in schoolwork and everyday living. There

were 24 images grouped in comparable triplets. Half the images were from photographs

and half the diagrams were from diagrams. In the study, tactile diagrams generated by

algorithm 0 (Pro) represented professionally made diagrams. Algorithm 2 images were

created from level set (LS) segmentation alone, as used in the segmentation methods

assessment. Algorithm 4 (Simp) and algorithm 5 (SimpT) images were created from level

set segmentation plus a simplification model produced by modeling the design process

of professionals. For algorithm 4, texturization used a blank buffer between the textured

area and core boundary lines, with the textures lower in height. Algorithm 5 used textures

that were full height, with no buffer blank space between textures and core boundary

lines.

Different image sets were used for testing than were used for training to ensure model

fit worked across common images not just the training set.

E.4.2 User Testing 1

This test was designed to compare the performance of users who were BVI with three

of the different tactile diagram methods described above: algorithm 1 (Pro), algorithm 2

(LS) and algorithm 4 (Simp). This study drew from the general population of individuals

who were BVI.
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E.4.2.1 Method

Participants Different test subjects were used than those who were in the segmenta-

tion methods assessment study. Participants were required to meet the same require-

ments as for the segmentation study. Twelve subjects participated. Four subjects’ data

was unusable due to subjects not completing the required tasks. Participants were over

the age of 18 and blind or visually impaired. Blindness ranged from congenitally blind to

adventitiously blind, and from totally blind to low vision. Participants did not have multiple

disabilities. Most subjects indicated that they did not use tactile diagrams nor braille in

their lives, with only three having used tactile graphics in their past and still using braille

in their lives.

Environment The same set-up was used as for user testing of the segmentation meth-

ods.

Trial Sequence Images were presented in nested blocked groups based on algorithm

(0, 2 or 4) and then image type (diagram, photo). Blocks were counterbalanced between

subjects. Images within each block were randomly presented, where each image was

selected from three variants of that image group (1, 2 or 3). Image groups were used to

prevent learning over blocks by repeated exposure to the same images.

Prompts Training was similar to segmentation but, before each algorithm group, users

were told about nuances of that algorithm to simulate foreknowledge users would have

in real world use. Before the level set algorithm group, they were told the image might

be noisy with small areas that feel velvety or small detached areas. Before the simplified

algorithm group, they were informed there may be small spiny protrusions from the lines.

Procedure The experimental procedure was the same as in the user study of the seg-

mentation algorithms but with different algorithms and additional questions. Users were
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asked to focus on describing the shapes as the most important question, while still at-

tempting to categorize and name images. A modified form of the NASA task load index

(TLX) question set was asked after each image. This consisted of asking users to sub-

jectively gauge their perceptual load (difficulty perceiving lines, textures, and shapes),

cognitive load (difficulty combining the elements into something meaningful), frustration

level, confidence in answers, time to completion on a scale of 1 to 5.

After users performed the designed experiment, they were given an opportunity to

explore the 3 methods side by side to rank and discuss what features they liked or did not

like. Ten images were compared in turn, where the resulting tactile diagrams from each

of the algorithms was presented in random order in front of the study participant. They

first ranked the image in terms of ease of understanding without knowing what the image

represented. They then ranked the images again, once they were told what was in the

images. Ranking is from 1 as highest preference to 3 as lowest preference.

Scoring Scores for name, category, shape and usability were determined in the same

manner as in the user study of the segmentation algorithms.

Analysis The analysis performed was similar to what was done with segmentation user

study using SPSS GEE modeling. For analyzing shape scores, SPSS models additionally

included difficulty weightings for each image determined by professionals. This allowed

the model to determine how much of the variability between image comes from the diffi-

culty of an image. The TLX like questions were converted from 1-5 rating to 0-100 score

and mean/CI determined, along with ICC and non-inferiority. The same outlier images

excluded from analysis in segmentation testing were again excluded.
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E.4.2.2 Results

Table E.2: Simplification summary test results. This table shows how users performed when naming
shapes perceived, categories interpreted, and object name between algorithms. A version allowing for
difficulty rating by professionals for original images to weight the shape scores is included. It also shows
how users rate each algorithm with the system usability survey, task load, and subjective rating preference
or rank. Relative risk indicates how many times more likely a user is to answer incorrectly for a particular
algorithm compared to the professionally generated images (algorithm 0). Lower ranking means higher
preference.

Mean Correct (95% CI) ICC Relative Risk Non-Inferior

Algorithms 0 Pro 2 LS 4 Simp 2 4 2 4

Shape 26% (6%) 24% (8%) 18% (3%) 0.16 1.0 1.0 True True

Shape Wgt. 25% (4%) 23% (6%) 18% (3%) 0.16 1.2 1.1 True True

Category 15% (3%) 16% (6%) 08% (4%) 0.22 1.2 1.6 True True

Name 12% (3%) 10% (5%) 04% (3%) 0.26 1.5 1.7 True True

Usability 50 (21) 41 (25) 39 (22) 0.13 – – True True

Load 48 (16) 49 (15) 44 (15) 0.38 – – True True

Rank 1.6 (0.5) 2.0 (0.5) 2.5 (0.5) 0.53 – – False False

Figure E.21: Shows how users performed when listing shapes felt. Error bars indicate confidence
interval.
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Figure E.22: Shows how users performed when listing shapes felt with difficulty accounted for. Error
bars indicate confidence interval.

Figure E.23: Shows how users performed when listing category felt. Error bars indicate confidence
interval.
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Figure E.24: Shows how users performed when listing name felt. Error bars indicate confidence interval.

Table E.3: Simplification modeling variables found significant from GEE.

Variable Name Category Shape Shape Wgt.

Algorithm X X X X

Image Class

Algorithm Order X X

Algorithm * Image Class

Algorithm * Algorithm Order X X X

Difficulty – – – X

User interaction During interaction with the study participants, study staff observed

some trends in user behavior. While describing shapes some users reported small

domes as feeling like triangles. Some users drifted vertically away from lines as they

felt long horizontal objects and lost contact, resulting in them having to return to feel the

object again or becoming confused. This was not common with long vertical objects.

Users rarely changed their ranking opinion after they learned what the diagrams con-

tained and asked which were better at conveying the content. Three subjects performed

considerably better than the other subjects. Interestingly, they reported minor prior use of
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tactile graphics compared to the other subjects that reported no use of tactile graphics.

Table E.4 shows the difference in shape descriptions between those with some (novice)

and those with no experience (fundamental awareness) with tactile graphics. Most users

needed to be frequently reminded to explain what they are feeling as they explore the

diagrams.

Table E.4: Shows difference in mean shape scores between users with some experience and those with
no experience. (Proficiency scale [69])

Algorithm 0 2 4

Novice 41% 30% 21%

Fundamental Awareness 19% 19% 15%

User comments While attempting to describe images, several participants struggled

to move forward in exploring some images, citing that they felt they needed to know more

information about the image before they could describe it. This happened regardless of

the process used to make the tactile diagram. One user suggested a light background

grid to help with orientation of the hand on the diagram. Several users commented that

sometimes diagrams created by algorithm 4 (Simp) had too little information because too

many lines were removed. However, they sometimes reported with the same algorithm

that there was too much information leaving it confusing. Users did not comment on the

amount of information in the LS and Pro images.

Some users commented that they ranked algorithm 2 (LS) the best because it felt

smoother from all the noise making the paper feel velvety. Following the first sentence

you may want to add: this suggests that the ranking that participants performed may

have been based on tactile aesthetics rather than the usefulness of conveying informa-

tion. The ranking was designed to correct for this by telling participants what the content

of an image was after they first felt the tactile diagrams produced by the different meth-

ods. However, several subjects also commented that once they picked their favorite,

knowing what the images were and being asked to pick the best to convey the contents,
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did not sway their option. Some users commented that the Pro images were tactually

pleasing because of the smoother lines but that that did not change their ability to convey

information.

Professional comments After user testing professionals viewed several examples of

the simplified images ranging from the best to the worst to help researchers analysis the

results. Overall they indicated that they thought performance with the simplified images

should have been better if participants focused on learning something about the diagram

they are feeling. They said that the poorer subject performance may have been due to

distraction from too many questions and lack of experience with tactile graphics.

E.4.2.3 Discussion

Overall, performance with tactile diagrams made by both computer algorithms was

non-inferior compared to performance with professionally made diagrams. When consid-

ering the risk of incorrectly describing shape, both algorithms performed similarly to the

professionally made diagrams. However, cognitive load was significantly greater when

participants used the tactile diagrams generated by algorithm 4 (Simp) as compared to

algorithm 2 (LS). This is consistent with the rankings made when users compared the dif-

ferent tactile diagrams of an image produced by the different algorithms side by side, they

generally ranked diagrams made by algorithm 0 (Pros) as their favorite with algorithm 2

(LS) as their second preference. Although rank performance my have less to do with

actual performance and more to do with aesthetics of the diagram based on user com-

ments. Based on user’s varied descriptions of too little or too much content for image for

algorithm 4 (Simp), a future design consideration may be to add/remove details based on

the learning objective. Additionally, since the diagrams produced by algorithm 2 (LS) con-

tain more information than those produce by algorithm 4 (Simp), future implementations

may use both together in a series of diagrams. This could help users build from general

to more detailed images when learning about the contents of a diagram, as is sometimes
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done by TVIs. Algorithm order seemed significant for most models and showed perfor-

mance was better for the first block then users progressively performed worse for each

block. This likely indicates cognitive fatigue not only requiring more breaks but also fewer

questions asked of the participants.

Descriptions

Category Many users first considered categorizing objects before identifying shapes,

attempting to match the image to categories in their own personal order of preference; for

example, one subject would determine if it was a type of car first, then a type of animal,

then bug, etc.

Shape Once the subjects felt comfortable with the category they assigned they then

searched for and identified only shapes that confirmed their hypothesis. For some users,

if their mental models broke down because they could not confirm their hypothesis or they

exhausted their list of standard categories they would simply say they could not explain

the shapes and express a desire to end the trial. With a simple reminder of the prompt by

the researcher the subject would then provide more shape description. Other users with

more experience would attempt to continue identifying shapes and build a new model.

This may indicate there is another low level component besides shape that is interfering

with the mental development of the tactile graphics into a complete object. Based on

user comments there may also be a dependence on top-down processing from users that

lost their vision later in life. For these users lower performance may be due to residual

dependence on the way vision has a mix of top-down and bottom-up processing to form

schema and object understanding from images. Slightly more experienced users seemed

to not be as limited by this dependance as they would attempt to build new models when

necessary. This cannot however be confirmed with this small sample group.
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Name After discussion shapes, some users were reluctant to name objects for fear of

being wrong, some simply said it was too hard, and others expressed having fun guessing

the objects. Researchers reassured subjects, explaining there is no wrong answer as all

answers help us improve future diagram creation. All included subjects provided names

for objects even if they were unsure of their answers.

Ranking When users compared images side by side they generally ranked the pro-

fessionally made diagrams as their favorite with algorithm 2 as their second preference.

Some users preferred the appearance of thicker lines from noise in algorithm 2 over the

others while others considered it to be cumbersome and noisy. Users were split between

saying algorithm 4 had too much or too little content that cluttered image. Many users

also indicated that they felt algorithm 2 and 4 could be best presented together for users

to gather different information and synthesize them together.

Future Work Observing the performance difference between users with only moder-

ately more experience and those with no experience hits that experience plays a signif-

icant role that needs to be explored or at least accounted for in analysis. Since the in-

tended market for these algorithms is people that use tactile graphics regularly it makes

sense to perform an additional experiment with only subjects having advanced to expert

experience with tactile graphics. Such an experiment would also benefit from primary fo-

cus on shape descriptions since it is the most important component in building a mental

model of a tactile diagram and other questions seemed to distract subjects. A reduced

image set focused on images that would expect to achieve mean correct shape descrip-

tions near 50% for professional diagrams, would help prevent floor/ceiling effects in future

testing.

Summary Users received lower scores for algorithm 0 (Pro) and algorithm 2 (LS) than

in user testing of the different segmentation algorithms. It was expected that name and
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category scores would be lower because users were asked to focus on shape descrip-

tions allowing for less cognitive capacity spent on name/category. Lower overall scores

are suspected to be lower either because the task load questions were distracting or

users had less experience with tactile graphs than previous subjects. Many users tried

to rush through describing the images to answer the task load questions questions even

when prompted to provide thoughtful shape answers. Throughout the experiment and

evident in initial demographic details collection there was a range of user experience with

tactile graphics but more users had limited to no experience. Ideally these graphics would

work universally regardless of experience however experience may play a large part in

performance.

Limitations Including difficulty of images allowed SPSS to account for the influence

difficulty had on scores and handle outliers accordingly. The inclusion of difficulty only

marginally affected Pro and LS while not affecting Simp scores. With more data and a

larger difference this might have indicated Simp was less affected by difficulty. However,

due to a small data set, small difference, low overall scores, and probable floor affects

this cannot be definitively determined.

Another potential limitation of the study could be determined by the scores obtained

for all algorithms. General scores were low with large positive skews, indicating wide

spread floor effects making the results questionable because floor effects tend to mask

the real location of mean scores. The experiment is likely too hard for subjects and needs

to be improved.

E.4.3 User Testing 2

A second study assessing user performance with the segmentation and simplification

algorithms was performed to eliminate the effects of varying user experience with tactile

graphics and control users? Focus on a single question. The motivation for this ex-
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periment is that overall performance, and relative performance and preference, seemed

to strongly depend on the experience of the participant with tactile graphics. As the

use of this automatic diagram generation method is meant for those who have learned

how to explore tactile diagrams and can use them well, we focus this study on this sub-

population of individuals who are BVI. Inexperienced users previously performed poorly

on the professionally created tactile diagrams, as well as the computer generated dia-

grams. Flooring effects possibly effected the comparison between methods in previous

tests which lead to only a subset of images being selected for this test. In addition, to

relieve distractions, we have chosen to focus on shape descriptions. Algorithm 5 (SimpT)

was included in this test to determine if difference in texture salience impacted results.

E.4.3.1 Method

The experimental procedure was predominantly the same as in the first simplification

user study. However, in the experimental component where participants were to describe

the diagrams, they were only asked to describe the shapes in the diagram. Users were

not asked about category or names of objects. Four algorithms were tested in this study:

algorithm 0 (Pros), algorithm 2 LS), algorithm 4 (Simp), and algorithm 5 (SimpT). Algo-

rithm 5 used the simplification method described earlier in the chapter combined with tex-

turizing that produced full height textures with no buffer between texture and edge lines.

The modified NASA task load index was also only performed at the end of each algo-

rithm. When ranking images subjects were immediately informed of the image contents

and asked which image best helps the user understand the object. The 8 image groups

with highest consistency and near 30% accuracy based on professional mean shape de-

scription score in previous testing were used for further shape description testing and

between algorithm ranking. We expecting that having more experienced users would

increase mean professional shape description scores to about 50% to avoid ceiling and

floor affects. Previously each image within variant groups were not repeated between the
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three presented algorithms because there were three image variants per group. Since

an additional algorithm was presented some images were necessary randomly selected

to be repeated. Data was analyzed in the same manor as previous testing.

Participants Different test subjects were used than those who were in the segmen-

tation methods assessment study and previous simplification study. Participants were

required to have had experience with tactile diagrams in middle or high school and con-

tinued use within the last 5 years. Five subjects participated. Participants were over

the age of 18 and blind or visually impaired. Blindness ranged from congenitally blind

to adventitiously blind, and from totally blind to light sensitivity. Participants did not have

multiple disabilities. All subjects indicated that they use tactile diagrams and braille regu-

larly in their lives.

E.4.3.2 Results

When statistically compared, all algorithms were non-inferior when it came to user

shape description. However, users performed the best with professionally made dia-

grams, algorithm 0 (pros), with both methods using simplification tied for second. The

rater reliability (intraclass correlation coefficient) was higher than in previous testing for

shape descriptions. Performance between simplification algorithms was not statistically

significant and performance between algorithm 0 (Pros) and algorithm 5 (SimpT) were

not statistically significant. Relative risk showed that users were about as likely to answer

incorrectly for the computer generated diagrams as they were for professionally made di-

agrams. Algorithm 2 (LS) had lower mental load than the other methods but due to large

variance this is not significant. Rank results were unable to show statistical significance

between methods. Figure E.26 and Table E.7 show the results of considering only the 8

images used in this study for the advanced users in this study and the same 8 images for

novice and intermediate users in the last study.
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Table E.5: Simplification summary test results. This table shows how users performed when naming
shapes perceived. It also shows how users rated each algorithm in terms of the task load with the modified
NASA task load index and the subjective rating preference or rank. Relative risk indicates how many
times more likely a user is to answer incorrectly for a particular algorithm compared to the professionally
generated images (algorithm 0). Lower ranking means higher preference.

Mean Correct (95% CI) ICC Relative Risk

Algorithms 0 Pro 2 LS 4 Simp 5 SimpT 2 4 5

Shape 84% (7%) 68% (7%) 77% (9%) 78% (8%) 0.37 1.08 0.98 1.14

Load 83 (21) 73 (18) 80 (13) 80 (12) 0.47 – – –

Rank 2.1 (1.0) 2.8 (1.2) 2.7 (0.9) 2.5 (0.8) 0.05 – – –

Figure E.25: Shows how users performed when listing shapes felt. Error bars indicate confidence
interval.

Table E.6: Simplification modeling variables found significant from GEE.

Variable Shape

Algorithm X

Image Class

Algorithm Order X

Algorithm * Image Class

Algorithm * Algorithm Order X
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Table E.7: Shows difference in mean shape scores between users with different experience levels.
(Proficiency scale [69])

Algorithm 0 2 4 5

Advanced - Expert 85% 68% 77% 77%

Novice - Intermediate 31% 30% 28% –

Fundamental Awareness 24% 16% 15% –

Figure E.26: Shows difference in mean shape scores between users with different experience levels.
Error bars show 95% CI. (Proficiency scale [69])

Table E.8: Simplification modeling variables found significant from GEE when comparing experience
level.

Variable Shape

Algorithm X

Image Class

Algorithm Order

Algorithm * Image Class

Algorithm * Algorithm Order

Experience X
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User interaction Users in this study required almost no time to begin working with

the images. They did not need to be reminded to explain what they were perceiving as

they explored the diagrams. Two of the participants mentioned they could have probably

guess many of the object names but did not since they were instructed to focus on shape.

The rest of the participants said they would not have known what the objects were just

the clarity of the shapes.

User comments Users found the spines in simplified diagrams to be less distracting to

image understanding than level set’s noise for most images. Some subjects commented

that they liked the velvet feel of the noise in level set images but it did not help in un-

derstand images and they preferred the simplification images for gathered information.

Most subjects liked the more well defined lines in the professional diagrams and to a

lesser extent those in the simplified diagrams. While ranking images and discussing the

two versions of simplification they often cited for a particular image preferring either the

damped texture or the full texture depending on specific image context. For example,

one subject preferred the full texture for the phases of the moon while preferring damped

texture for the rocket ship. When ranking images between the two simplification methods

that were identical because the particular image lacked texture the subjects repeatedly

described the images as being considerably different.

E.4.3.3 Discussion

This experiment showed clearer more reliable results than earlier testing as evident

by the fact that data distributions were no longer skewed, data was not in jeopardy of

ceiling or floor effects, and participants were better engaged in the task. This experiment

confirmed that all versions of computer generated graphics were non-inferior and nearly

the same relative risk as diagrams made by professionals. Shape description and task

load rater reliability was higher compared to previous testing indicating improved testing

methods. Both simplification methods improved upon segmentation alone seeming to
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reduce the performance gap between level set and professional diagrams by over half.

Level set segmentation alone was significantly different from professional diagrams but

algorithm 5 (SimpT) was no longer significantly different. Both simplification methods

proved to be great methods for creating tactile graphics automatically as they performed

well and model the available body of knowledge for the creation of tactile graphics.

Noticing that performance and task load are lower for algorithm 2 (LS) might indicate

that users gave up exploring the diagrams before describing all they shapes they encoun-

tered. They reported experiencing lower load because they did not push themselves as

hard to explore these diagram, potentially even because they felt extra comfortable with

these diagrams due to the pleasing texture. Future testing could include tracking the

amount of time spent on each diagram to further explore this possibility.

Observing the marginal differences in performance between algorithms for each ex-

perience level, might hit at the possibility that different computer generated methods are

better for users at different places in the learning process. It might also hit that: early

users require the structure of professional diagrams to start learning how to use tac-

tile graphics; then by their intermediate state they are at an inflection point where they

can continue their learning process with a wider range of graphic sources; then by expert

stage they have tuned their abilities to using professional diagrams making computer gen-

erated graphics require additional thought. Further testing would be required to explore

the learning process involved with the use of tactile graphics to definitively determine is

this observation is noise or actual phenomenon.

E.4.3.4 Limitations

Limitations included: small subject sample size due to significant difficulty in recruiting

participants old enough to convey their experience exploring diagrams that still regularly

use tactile diagrams; and limited number of diagrams due to our desire to avoid floor and
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ceiling effects.
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Chapter F: Postface

F.1 Conclusions

F.1.1 Segmentation Development

“To explore/modify/develop a variety of automated techniques to segment an im-

age/drawing into a set of non-fragmented lines/curves that are effective for tactile

information processing. Effective will be defined as the ability to convey information

about the shape(s) of objects and their parts and/or the identification of objects and

their parts, as well as identification of the main spatial relationships between objects

and/or object parts in the graphic.” [B.2]

Progress Several base segmentation algorithms along with their constituent compo-

nents and a wide range of features were explored. Our intent for segmentation was not

traditional visual segmentation but segmentation for the conversion of images to tactile di-

agrams. The current state of segmentation algorithms are optimized for traditional visual

segmentation. Appropriate improvements to the k-means algorithm and extensive im-

provements to the level set algorithm were undertaken to develop a segmentation model

that would work like professional diagram makers. Next the algorithm improvements

were extensively tested in an objective manor to optimize the algorithms for automatic

conversion of visual images to tactile graphics. Improvements included expansion to new

feature spaces, exploration of newer feature space measurements, and alterations to the

governing equations.

Advancements Past work focused on making tactile graphics from visual images with

edge detection and some segmentation for BVI subjects but they did not base their

method on how TVIs make graphics [9, 70]. Their edge based methods are not able to

receive texture which requires closed regions. Their k-means based methods look good

but due to the differences in visual vs tactile diagram perception a comparison to pro-

F-01
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fessionally made diagrams indicating tactually perceptual diagrams was needed. Other

work focused on general TVI procedures but again did not model their optimized outputs

to match TVI generated tactile diagrams [6, 10]. They also focused on math diagrams

and plots with well defined parts. Their methods worked great for math diagrams but they

would not be able to work with photos and natural scenes. We went further to model

not only the procedure based on professionals but also optimized our segmentation algo-

rithm to be the closest to professionally made diagrams and optimized for speed in future

real-time uses.

Exploration Several classes of segmentation algorithms were identified to be unsuit-

able for making tactile graphics in a reasonable time. The k-means algorithm was shown

to not work as well in producing tactile graphics, likely because it can only operate on

continuous grouping features. Past research focused around k-mean and though not the

same as our was similar. Visually the images look nice but they leave inconsistencies

that make tactile graphics hard to interpret. We identified our new distance to pro mea-

surement in PR space as being unable to account for P vs R balance and select the best

parameters as intended. PRI was the best at digitally comparing computer generated

tactile graphics with those made by professionals.

F.1.2 Segmentation User Testing

“To quantitatively compare, for users who are blind or visually impaired and de-

termining by touch alone (those with residual vision will be blindfolded), the effective-

ness and ease of use of the two best automated visual-to-tactile conversion methods

developed to visual-to-tactile conversions made “by hand” by expert tactile graphic

makers. Effectiveness is defined as above and will be assessed by asking questions

to the user about the diagram. Ease of use will be defined by the use of the System

Usability Scale.” [B.2]

Progress Unlike other tests, we developed a testing strategy that incorporated testing

computer generate graphics against professionally made graphics. This allowed us to ac-
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curately determine if the generated graphics were able to convey the required information

to understand the graphics with similar performance as professionally made diagrams.

Our testing method, intentionally stress tests diagram performance by having users de-

scribe the diagrams without text labels nor teacher assistance to mimic their independent

use. The protocol also assessed both objective measures such as performance with sub-

jective measures of usability. Our developed level set method performed above 75% of

professionally made diagram performance and the gPb-owt-ucm performed above 55%

of professional diagrams.

Advancements Past work focused on making tactile graphics from visual images with

edge detection and some segmentation but only reported success from testing of their

work between sighted and BVI subjects with no comparison to professional diagrams

[9, 70]. They performed user testing that focused on questions that required the subject

know about the object depicted by locating parts of the object or by naming the object

from a list of choices. Other work focused on general TVI procedures but did not perform

user testing [6, 10]. We went further to not only model our algorithm to closely match

TVI made tactile graphics but also performed user testing with both professional images

and images generated from our algorithm. This allowed us to establish a baseline for

determining a target performance goal. Our testing went further to study if subjects could

use our diagrams to perceive low level shapes necessary for building a mental model of

an object they may never have encountered before.

F.1.3 Simplification Development

“To explore/modify/develop a variety of automated techniques to simplify an im-

age/drawing into a set of non-fragmented lines/curves that are effective for tactile

information processing. Effective will be defined as the ability to convey information

about the shape(s) of objects and their parts and/or the identification of objects and

their parts, as well as identification of the main spatial relationships between objects

and/or object parts in the graphic. ” [B.2]
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Progress Diagram simplification is an important step in tactile diagram simplification

[71]. We developed models of the major steps professionals take to illustrate tactile

graphics. From our model, we developed an algorithm for the automatic creation and

simplification of tactile graphics. The model included the key steps professionals take

to outline lines, segment images, clean unnecessary regions, and apply textures to seg-

ments. TVIs tend to make iterative changes to diagrams then inspect their diagrams and

continue to make changes. Our model does not need to work iteratively and goes through

the steps only once. Our model not only explored cues from local to global but also cues

based in simple calculation to those requiring non linear processing and even Google

image processing. Cues from all levels along with some quadratic and interactions terms

were refined to a small set to improve run-time without losing accuracy.

Advancements Past work has focused on edge detection with some newer work on

segmentation [9,10,70]. Though they mention simplification in their work it has a different

meaning compared to our simplification. In some work simplification is a pre-processing

technique to reduce the number of colors and thicken lines for printing [6, 10]. In other

work the term simplification is all encompassing term for the conversion of visual images

to tactile graphics [9, 10, 70]. I past work with simplification their operations are applied

without discrimination to all images equally. We took simplification to a new level with

major developments that greatly alter the segmented images. We did not make the same

changes to all images but rather modeled the changes based on cues within the images

themselves; so that low to high level cues extracted from the images could be used

to predict the simplification decisions made by professionals. This change allowed the

method to adaptivity make changes that were best for those images. We both added

and subtracted content from segmented images in order to make automatic computer

generated tactile graphics more understandable users.
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Exploration Throughout the modeling process we examined and identified many po-

tential low to high level cues that might influence the way professionals make tactile

graphics. In the process of automatic feature selection we were able to identify many

cues that were not applicable to improving tactile graphic usability.

F.1.4 Simplification User Testing

“To quantitatively compare, for users who are blind or visually impaired and de-

termining by touch alone (those with residual vision will be blindfolded), the effective-

ness and ease of use of the two best automated visual-to-tactile conversion methods

developed to visual-to-tactile conversions made “by hand” by expert tactile graphic

makers. Effectiveness is defined as above and will be assessed by asking questions

to the user about the diagram. Ease of use will be defined by the use of the System

Usability Scale.” [B.2]

Progress We have developed a testing protocol for comparing computer generated

graphics to those made by professionals. Our algorithm for converting visual images to

tactile diagrams with simplification achieved 90% of the accuracy of professionally made

diagrams for people that used tactile graphics frequently. The difference in performance

among methods was far out shadowed by much larger differences between experience

levels. Many new tactile graphics users commented that they loved segmentation alone

because it felt nice where as the expert users commented they like the feel of segmenta-

tion along but segmentation with simplification conveys information content much better.

This is a considerable step towards improving access to tactile graphics for people who

are blind or visually impaired. The process of conversion, without speed boosts that

can be achieved outside of Matlab, and while extracting all cues explored not just those

required by the model, takes an average 89 seconds for images averaging 1140x1500

pixels.
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F.1.5 Limitations

The use of SUS and TLX-like questions was designed to help indicate subjectively

cognitive fatigue and user experience. These measures were not able to indicate any

significant differences between professional and computer diagrams. Future user testing

could benefit from measuring how long users spend exploring diagrams to answer the

questions as an objective metric. Taking longer to explore diagrams similar in difficulty

with different algorithms is likely to reflect the difficulty in using tactile diagrams made

from a given algorithm. However, this metric is likely to interact with the correctness of

the actual answer, as users may give up early if they feel the diagram is too difficult to

explore. Thus, any analysis should consider both together. Even so, such a measure

might be problematic: if users are told they are being timed, they might try to explore

as fast as possible and may not explore as much of the diagram. This may also effect

the correctness of the answer they give. On the other hand, if users are not told they

are being timed they may get caught up in the description of little points, distracted by

ambient stimuli or try to make conversation unrelated to the tactile diagrams.] timing

subjects would also prevent the study staff from probing the participant to gain insights

into what the users are thinking and experiencing.

Many images in our image set have similar low-level information/cues but based on

the object itself requires more or less detail to build a mental model of what it is. Future

improvements to these models is likely to come from better understanding of when an

object/object scene needs more or less detail. This may come from the context the

image is in, such as a teacher giving students their first look at a turtle versus another

teacher explaining the different types of turtles. It may also come from a better cognitive

understanding of the object in an image.
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F.1.6 Population Differences

Based on the difference in results between advanced-expert diagram users and novices,

future automated graphics validation testing should start with advanced-expert users to

get a clear picture of performance for the main audience (people that use graphics reg-

ularly and are able to use them independently). Then, if the advancements being tested

are to help people learn how to use tactile graphics, they can be tested with novice users.

Advanced users were able to immediately start explaining what they were experiencing

in the graphics. Whereas, the new users, needed to be reminded to talk and explain what

they were feeling. The new users often complained that they needed to know what the

diagram is before they could explain what they were feeling. The advanced users were

already proficient as using tactile graphics in a bottom-up fashion to build the diagram

into a mental model of the object. Advanced users were better able to communicate their

experience with less fatigue generating clearer data.

F.2 Future work

Although there are guidelines for teachers for developing tactile graphics there is lim-

ited to no research on how students best learn to use tactile graphics and how they learn

to build mental models. Some users try to balance a top-down/bottom-up methods as

they would with vision, whereas others over time have learned to focus on bottom-up

methods and progressively integrate past experience while they continue to explore a

diagram. The lack of knowledge in the literature means that in experimental studies par-

ticipants cannot be instructed as to the best way to perform tactile diagram exploration;

they instead learn this process primarily through trial and error or teacher intuition (when

a TVI is available). This produces a high degree of variation in the results, particularly for

inexperienced users. Some users have developed their own sustainable methods for ex-

ploring graphics. This reveals a place for future research for the development of teaching
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methods that help novice users improve their bottom-up processing of tactile graphics.

To further support improved teaching methods, it is possible that some of this insight

might come from understanding how users explore diagrams and how this may change

based on the cognitive context given. Also understanding how users explore diagrams

could help address the gap between novices and experts as not all individuals who be-

come blind have access to TVIs to help them learn about graphics. Research could

provide instructions or an automated assistant to help instruct inexperienced users.

To improve the automatic creation of tactile graphics any further, deeper research is

needed to understand how a user interprets the diagrams so that each diagram can be

tailored to the user based on the contents of the diagram. Insights into the learning

process will likely influence the segmentation and simplification models as well as reveal

new directions for further improvements.

Another issue in the interpretation of tactile graphics seems to be the effect of the

medium itself. In the performed studies, users seemed to feel subtle differences in the

production of printed tactile graphics that influenced performance, particularly for novice

users. To begin with, pages of micro-capsule paper from different production batches

feel different on their own. This difference is exacerbated in the printing process by the

variability in the response of the microcapsules at different locations on the paper caus-

ing the lines and textures to feel different to users. Before any further improvements in

testing protocol and algorithm development can be researched, a more consistent testing

medium is recommended. Considering this seems to only be a problem for novices, this

might be solved with automated instruction/guidance to train exploration and help users

learn to use tactile graphics.

Including more images made by more professionals may help improve the model by

reducing over fitting and make the model work border also reducing the change of too

much or too little information in some images. We expect this to only be a marginal

refinement.
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Some users commented when asked to rank the image produced by different methods

that they liked the ones with less information for building a framework and orienting them-

selves then moving to the diagrams with more content to learn about the details of the

objects. Testing to see if users better understand images when they are given multiple

tactile graphics of the same image made at different detail levels will help us understand

if users perform better by being forced to build a mental model in stages. Exploring

how well students learn new concepts from these diagrams (vs pros) in classroom not

just ability to explain what they are feeling and parts of objects will help us ensure the

diagrams are assisting in learning and give insights into the learning process.

For future use by professionals or students at home a more user friendly method is

needed with fewer parameters to work with. Developing a model that simplifies the large

number of cues we have, to a single option, where the only input is a desired level of

detail, will help teachers more easily use it and also improve future studies. Taking this

improvement further, if presenting multiple levels of detail is shown to help students learn

to build mental models better, then developing a model that produces these multiple

levels automatically would be beneficial. Developing this is only possible if first a model

based on the object itself is developed; one that interprets whether more or less detail

is needed based on the context of the image to improve upon the current images that

sometimes have too little or too much information. Developing a model for interpreting

text descriptions with natural language processing to find context and decide on a level of

detail will help users better understand the graphics and further improve user autonomy.

Further research on how users interpret and learn to interpret tactile graphics will help

improve our model. Developing a model that incorporates the meaning of a diagram will

assist in deciding the correct level of detail to be displayed to users. Combining the use

of Google image processing to automatically determine graphics labels will allow for the

development of automatic tactile graphics where there are no labels. Using Google image

processing to find object names within an image should also help determine the level of
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detail needed, such as when diagrams are labeled as cartoons by Google indicating they

may need a different path for processing than natural images.
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Appendix H: Experiments

H.1 Segmentation

H.1.1 Parameter Tuning

H.1.1.1 Parameter group values

• kMean Base (1008 combinations)

– Color Space: Gray, RGB, Luv, Lab, Gray + Texture, RGB + Texture, Luv +

Texture, Lab + Texture

– Number of Clusters (k): 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8

– Distance Measure: Squared Euclidean, Standardized Euclidean, Dihedral An-

gle, Euclidean + Dihedral Angle, Standardized Euclidean + Dihedral Angle,

Mahalanobis

– Initialization Method: Random Sample, Uniform Distribution, Cluster (run on

10% of data first)

• LevelSet Base (432 combinations)

– Color Space: Gray, RGB, Luv, Lab, Gray + Texture, RGB + Texture, Luv +

Texture, Lab + Texture

– Number of Phases (n): 1, 2, 3 (2n = k number of clusters)

– Distance Measure: Squared Euclidean, Standardized Euclidean, Dihedral An-

gle, Euclidean + Dihedral Angle, Standardized Euclidean + Dihedral Angle,

Mahalanobis

– Initialization Mask: kMean Clusters, Uniform Circles, Background Detection +

Uniform Circles (use histogram to find background)

* Circle Pixel Radius: 10

* Inter-Circle Pixel Padding: 15

H-01
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* Pixel Shift Between Phases: 17

– Weighted Summation

* Combination Weighting: Gradient [1], Contour Stiffness [1], Pixel Color

[0.5]

* Change in Weighting over iterations:Gradient [1], Contour Stiffness [1],

Pixel Color [1]

• LevelSet Weight (3375 combinations)

– Color Space: Lab

– Number of Phases (n): 1 (2n = k number of clusters)

– Distance Measure: Standardized Euclidean

– Initialization Mask: Background Detection + Uniform Circles

* Circle Pixel Radius: 10

* Inter-Circle Pixel Padding: 15

* Pixel Shift Between Phases: 17

– Weighted Summation

* Combination Weighting (affects speed): Gradient [0.5,1,1.5], Contour Stiff-

ness [0.5,1,1.5], Pixel Color [0.5,1,1.5]

* Change in Weighting over iterations (affects change in speed): Gradi-

ent [0.8,0.9,1,1.1,1.2], Contour Stiffness [0.8,0.9,1,1.1,1.2], Pixel Color

[0.8,0.9,1,1.1,1.2]

• LevelSet Init (5324 combinations) (some param re-investigated to determine if ini-

tialization could influence performance)

– Color Space: Lab

– Number of Phases (n): 1, 2 (2n = k number of clusters)

– Distance Measure: Standardized Euclidean

– Initialization Mask: Uniform Circles, Background Detection + Uniform Circles

* Circle Pixel Radius: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15
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* Inter-Circle Pixel Padding: 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20

* Pixel Shift Between Phases: 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22

– Weighted Summation

* Combination Weighting: Gradient [1.5], Contour Stiffness [1.5], Pixel Color

[1]

* Change in Weighting over iterations:Gradient [0.8], Contour Stiffness [0.8],

Pixel Color [0.8]

• LevelSet Noise (5832 combinations)

– Color Space: Lab

– Number of Phases (n): 2 (2n = k number of clusters)

– Distance Measure: Squared Euclidean

– Initialization Mask: Uniform Circles

* Circle Pixel Radius: 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15

* Inter-Circle Pixel Padding: 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20

* Pixel Shift Between Phases: 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22

– Weighted Summation

* Combination Weighting: Gradient [1.5], Contour Stiffness [1.5], Pixel Color

[1]

* Change in Weighting over iterations:Gradient [0.8], Contour Stiffness [0.8],

Pixel Color [0.8]

– Spatial distance plateau scale [1*,3,5,7,9,11,13,15]

– Gradient: Central difference*, Monogenic Signal, multi-scale probability of

boundary, global probability of boundary

– Gradient color weight: [0.5,1*,1.5] [0.5,1*,1.5] [0.5,1*,1.5] (not for mPb or gPb

as those have weights built-in)

– Gradient Gaussian Smoothing: kernel size [3x3*, 6x6, 9x9], sigma [0.2, 0.4*,

0.6]
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• LevelSet Merge/Stop (384 combinations)

– Color Space: Lab

– Number of Phases (n): 1, 2 (2n = k number of clusters)

– Distance Measure: Squared Euclidean

– Initialization Mask: Uniform Circles

* Circle Pixel Radius: 5

* Inter-Circle Pixel Padding: 10

* Pixel Shift Between Phases: 12

– Weighted Summation

* Combination Weighting: Gradient [1.5], Contour Stiffness [1.5], Pixel Color

[1]

* Change in Weighting over iterations:Gradient [0.8], Contour Stiffness [0.8],

Pixel Color [0.8]

– Clean (remove small regions): None*, Move to Background (Largest Cluster),

Move to Nearest Neighbor

– Merge: None*, Overlap (when mean/stdv overlap), Distance (when means are

close enough)

– Split: None*, Force (force each spatial region to its own cluster), Histogram (if

large stdv and if peaks are distinct), kMean2 (split into 2 using kMean if large

stdv), kMeanR (dynamically initiated kMean)

– Determine Init number of segments: Static* (set at start), Dynamic (run sev-

eral and pick based on inter/intra cluster distance)

• gPb-ucm (11 combinations)

– Color Space: RGB (Algorithm has build in texture classifier and converts RGB

images to Lab)

– Threshold (k): 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1

– Best of all other parameters such as weighted summation were found in pre-
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vious work

H.1.1.2 Regression Plots
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Figure H.1.1: Statistical analysis general regression of kMean results (F measure).

Figure H.1.2: Statistical analysis general regression of kMean results (F measure).
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Figure H.1.3: Statistical analysis general regression of kMean results (PRI).

Figure H.1.4: Statistical analysis general regression of kMean results (PRI).
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Figure H.1.5: Statistical analysis general regression of Levelset results (F measure).

Figure H.1.6: Statistical analysis general regression of Levelset results (F measure).
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Figure H.1.7: Statistical analysis general regression of Levelset results (PRI).

Figure H.1.8: Statistical analysis general regression of Levelset results (PRI).
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Figure H.1.9: Statistical analysis general regression of Levelset weight results (F measure).

Figure H.1.10: Statistical analysis general regression of Levelset weight results (F measure).

Figure H.1.11: Statistical analysis general regression of Levelset weight results (PRI).
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Figure H.1.12: Statistical analysis general regression of Levelset weight results (PRI).
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Figure H.1.13: Statistical analysis general regression of Levelset init results (F measure).

Figure H.1.14: Statistical analysis general regression of Levelset init results (F measure).

Figure H.1.15: Statistical analysis general regression of Levelset init results (PRI).

Figure H.1.16: Statistical analysis general regression of Levelset init results (PRI).
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Figure H.1.17: Statistical analysis general regression of gPb-owt results (F measure).

Figure H.1.18: Statistical analysis general regression of gPb-owt results (F measure).

Figure H.1.19: Statistical analysis general regression of gPb-owt results (PRI).
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Figure H.1.20: Statistical analysis general regression of gPb-owt results (PRI).
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H.1.1.3 Best parameter sets

Based on the plotted results from each scoring metric and regression the following

parameters were determined to be the best.

• Absolute - From PR plot (min D2P, max F, max PRI, min LD)

• Relative - From statistical regression analysis (max PRI with max F as tie breaker)

• kMean Base

– Absolute (D2P) - Lab, Squared Euclidean, Uniform, 2 Clusters

– Absolute (F) - Gray, Squared Euclidean, Uniform, 2 Clusters

– Absolute (PRI) - Luv, Squared Euclidean, Uniform, 4 Clusters

– Absolute (LD) - Luv, Squared Euclidean, Uniform, 2 Clusters

– Relative (Reg-PRI) - Luv, Standardized Euclidean, Cluster, 3 clusters

• LevelSet Base

– Absolute (D2P) - Lab, Squared Euclidean, Background Detect, 1 Phase

– Absolute (F) - RGB, Euclidean + Dihedral Angle, kMean Clustering, 1 Phase

– Absolute (PRI) - Luv, Squared Euclidean, Circles, 3 Phases

– Absolute (LD) - Luv, Squared Euclidean, Circles, 1 Phase

– Relative (Reg-PRI) - Gray, Squared Euclidean, Circles, 2 Phase

• LevelSet Weight

– Absolute (D2P) - [1.5, 1.5, 1] Weight, [0.8, 0.8, 0.8] Weight Change

– Absolute (F) - [1.5, 1.5, 1] Weight, [0.8, 0.8, 0.8] Weight Change

– Absolute (PRI) - [1.5, 1, 1] Weight, [0.8, 0.8, 0.8] Weight Change

– Absolute (LD) - [1.5, 1.5, 1] Weight, [0.8, 0.8, 0.8] Weight Change

– Relative (Reg-PRI) - [1.5, x, 0.5] Weight, [x, x, x] Weight Change

• LevelSet Init

– Absolute (D2P) - Background Detect, 5p Radius, 10p Padding, 12p Shift, 1

Phase

– Absolute (F) - Background Detect, 5p Radius, 10p Padding, 12p Shift, 1 Phase
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– Absolute (PRI) - Circles, 5p Radius, 17p Padding, 13p Shift, 2 Phases

– Absolute (LD) - Circles, 10p Radius, 19p Padding, 12p Shift, 1 Phase

– Relative (Reg-PRI) - Background Detect, 10p Radius, 15p Padding, 17p Shift,

1 Phase

• LevelSet Noise

– Absolute (D2P) - Spatial scale 1, monogenic signal gradient, gradient size 3,

gradient smooth sigma 0.2, gradient weight [1.5,0.5,0.5]

– Absolute (F) - Spatial scale 1, monogenic signal gradient, gradient size 6,

gradient smooth sigma 0.6, gradient weight [1.5,0.5,0.5]

– Absolute (PRI) - Spatial scale 13, monogenic signal gradient, gradient size 6,

gradient smooth sigma 0.4, gradient weight [0.5,1,1.5]

– Absolute (LD) - Spatial scale 1, monogenic signal gradient, gradient size 3,

gradient smooth sigma 0.4, gradient weight [1.5,1,0.5]

– Relative (Reg-PRI) - Spatial scale 4, gPb gradient, gradient size 6

• LevelSet MS

– Absolute (D2P) - 1 phase, no cleanup, overlapping merge, 2k k-mean split,

initial phase select

– Absolute (F) - 2 phases, no cleanup, no merge, force split, 2k k-mean split,

iterative phase select

– Absolute (PRI) - 2 phases, background cleanup, no merge, iterative k-mean

split, iterative phase select

– Absolute (LD) - 1 phase, no cleanup, overlapping merge, no split, initial phase

select

– Relative (Reg-PRI) - 2 Phases, no cleanup, overlapping merge, distance merge,

force split, histogram split, iterative phase select

• gPb-owt-ucm

– Absolute Global (D2P) - 0.4 Threshold
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– Absolute Global (F) - 0.2 Threshold

– Absolute Global (PRI) - 0.3 Threshold

– Absolute Global (LD) - 0.2 Threshold

– Relative (Reg-PRI) - 0.2 Threshold

H.1.1.4 Example Segmentation

Images generated from the parameter bests: Distance to Pro (D2P), F-Measure (F),

Probabilistic Rand Index (PRI), Loomis Distance (LD), Regression Model (RG). The

Loomis filtered images are a visual representation of how the images would feel hap-

tically.
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(a) Orig (b) Orig (c) #1 (d) #1 (e) #2 (f) #2

D2P F PRI LD RG

(g) gPb-owt-ucm

D2P F PRI LD RG

(h) gPb-owt-ucm (Loomis Filter)

D2P F PRI LD RG

(i) kMean Base

D2P F PRI LD RG

(j) kMean Base (Loomis Filter)
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D2P F PRI LD RG

(k) LevelSet Base

D2P F PRI LD RG

(l) kMean Base (Loomis Filter)

D2P F PRI LD RG

(m) kMean Base

D2P F PRI LD RG

(n) LevelSet Weight (Loomis Filter)

D2P F PRI LD RG

(o) LevelSet Init

D2P F PRI LD RG

(p) LevelSet Init (Loomis Filter)

Figure H.1.21: Example segmentation boundaries using the best of kMean, LevelSet, and gPb–owt-
ucm compared to human segmentation
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(a) Orig (b) Orig (c) #1 (d) #1 (e) #2 (f) #2

D2P F PRI LD RG

(g) gPb-owt-ucm

D2P F PRI LD RG

(h) gPb-owt-ucm (Loomis Filter)

D2P F PRI LD RG

(i) kMean Base

D2P F PRI LD RG

(j) kMean Base (Loomis Filter)
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D2P F PRI LD RG

(k) LevelSet Base

D2P F PRI LD RG

(l) kMean Base (Loomis Filter)

D2P F PRI LD RG

(m) kMean Base

D2P F PRI LD RG

(n) LevelSet Weight (Loomis Filter)

D2P F PRI LD RG

(o) LevelSet Init

D2P F PRI LD RG

(p) LevelSet Init (Loomis Filter)

Figure H.1.22: Example segmentation boundaries using the best of kMean, LevelSet, and gPb–owt-
ucm compared to human segmentation
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(a) Orig (b) Orig (c) #1 (d) #1 (e) #2 (f) #2

D2P F PRI LD RG

(g) gPb-owt-ucm

D2P F PRI LD RG

(h) gPb-owt-ucm (Loomis Filter)

D2P F PRI LD RG

(i) kMean Base

D2P F PRI LD RG

(j) kMean Base (Loomis Filter)
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D2P F PRI LD RG

(k) LevelSet Base

D2P F PRI LD RG

(l) kMean Base (Loomis Filter)

D2P F PRI LD RG

(m) kMean Base

D2P F PRI LD RG

(n) LevelSet Weight (Loomis Filter)

D2P F PRI LD RG

(o) LevelSet Init

D2P F PRI LD RG

(p) LevelSet Init (Loomis Filter)

Figure H.1.23: Example segmentation boundaries using the best of kMean, LevelSet, and gPb–owt-
ucm compared to human segmentation
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(a) Orig (b) Orig (c) #1 (d) #1 (e) #2 (f) #2

D2P F PRI LD RG

(g) gPb-owt-ucm

D2P F PRI LD RG

(h) gPb-owt-ucm (Loomis Filter)

D2P F PRI LD RG

(i) kMean Base

D2P F PRI LD RG

(j) kMean Base (Loomis Filter)
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D2P F PRI LD RG

(k) LevelSet Base

D2P F PRI LD RG

(l) kMean Base (Loomis Filter)

D2P F PRI LD RG

(m) kMean Base

D2P F PRI LD RG

(n) LevelSet Weight (Loomis Filter)

D2P F PRI LD RG

(o) LevelSet Init

D2P F PRI LD RG

(p) LevelSet Init (Loomis Filter)

Figure H.1.24: Example segmentation boundaries using the best of kMean, LevelSet, and gPb–owt-
ucm compared to human segmentation

H.2 Simplification

H.2.1 Regression Selection

H.2.1.1 Cue List

Local cues - each pixel has a value

• X position of pixel from center

• Y position of pixel from center

• R position of pixel from center

• Θ position of pixel from center

• Red color depth of pixel

• Green color depth of pixel

• Blue color depth of pixel

• Brightness depth of pixel
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• Red-Green color depth of pixel

• Blue-Yellow color depth of pixel

• Sum texture local entropy of Luv depths

• Sum texture third moment of Luv depths

• Monogenic signal energy of red

• Monogenic signal energy of green

• Monogenic signal energy of blue depth

• Max monogenic signal energy of RGB

• Local entropy of max monogenic signal

energy of RGB

• Monogenic signal energy of brightness

• Monogenic signal energy of red-green

• Monogenic signal energy of blue-yellow

• Monogenic signal energy of texture local

entropy of Luv

• Monogenic signal energy of texture third

moment of Luv

• Max monogenic signal of Luv+tm energy

• Local entropy of max monogenic signal

energy of Luv+tm

• SUSAN energy filter of red color

• SUSAN energy filter of green color

• SUSAN energy filter of blue color

• Max SUSAN energy filter of RGB color

• SUSAN energy filter of brightness

• SUSAN energy filter of red-green

• SUSAN energy filter of blue-yellow

• Max SUSAN energy filter of Luv+tm

• Multi scale gradient of brightness size 1

• Multi scale gradient of brightness size 2

• Multi scale gradient of brightness size 3

• Multi scale gradient of red-green size 1

• Multi scale gradient of red-green size 2

• Multi scale gradient of red-green size 3

• Multi scale gradient of blue-yellow size 1

• Multi scale gradient of blue-yellow size 2

• Multi scale gradient of blue-yellow size 3

• Multi scale gradient of textons size 1

• Multi scale gradient of textons size 2

• Multi scale gradient of textons size 3

• Multi scale gradient probability of bound-

ary

• Spectral probability of boundary

• Global probability of boundary

• Local entropy of red

• Local entropy of green

• Local entropy of blue

• Sum of local entropy of RGB

• Local entropy of brightness

• Local entropy of red-green

• Local entropy of blue-yellow

• Sum of local entropy of Luv+tm

• SUSAN texture of red

• SUSAN texture of green

• SUSAN texture of blue

• Sum of SUSAN texture of RGB

• SUSAN texture of brightness

• SUSAN texture of red-green
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• SUSAN texture of blue-yellow

• Sum of SUSAN texture of Luv+tm

• Orientation of max monogenic signal en-

ergy of RGB

• Orientation of max monogenic signal en-

ergy of Luv+tm

• Orientation of multi scale gradient of

brightness size 1

• Orientation of multi scale gradient of

brightness size 2

• Orientation of multi scale gradient of

brightness size 3

• Orientation of multi scale gradient of red-

green size 1

• Orientation of multi scale gradient of red-

green size 2

• Orientation of multi scale gradient of red-

green size 3

• Orientation of multi scale gradient of

blue-yellow size 1

• Orientation of multi scale gradient of

blue-yellow size 2

• Orientation of multi scale gradient of

blue-yellow size 3

• Orientation of multi scale gradient of tex-

tons size 1

• Orientation of multi scale gradient of tex-

tons size 2

• Orientation of multi scale gradient of tex-

tons size 3

• Phase of max monogenic signal energy

of RGB

• Phase of max monogenic signal energy

of Luv+tm

• Canny edge detection

• Shen edge detection

• SUSAN edge detection

• Min Eigen vector corner detection

• Harris corner detection

• SUSAN corner detection

• Global probability of boundary

• Global probability of boundary (gPb-owt-

ucm)

• Levelset boundary

• Distance from pixel to Canny edge

• Distance from pixel to Shen edge

• Distance from pixel to SUSAN edge

• Distance from pixel to min Eigen corner

• Distance from pixel to Harris corner

• Distance from pixel to SUSAN corner

• Distance from pixel to global probability

of boundary

• Distance from pixel to levelset boundary

• Curvature of Canny edge

• Curvature of Shen edge

• Curvature of SUSAN edge

• Curvature of global probability of bound-

ary
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• Curvature of levelset boundary

• Logical likely edge vs not edge (2 stage)

• Probability of edge vs not edge (2 stage)

Region cues - each pixel in the same region share the same value

• Percent of image

• Percent of segment

• Eccentricity

• Euler Number

• Solidity

• Perimeter

• Area perimeter ratio

• Center mass X position

• Center mass Y position

• Center mass R position

• Center mass Θ position

• Center mass Second moment

• Center mass Orientation angle

• Standard deviation of X position

• Standard deviation of Y position

• Standard deviation of R position

• Standard deviation of Θ position

• Mean red

• Mean green

• Mean blue

• Mean brightness

• Mean red-green

• Mean blue-yellow

• Mean local entropy of Luv

• Mean third moment

• Standard deviation of red

• Standard deviation of green

• Standard deviation of blue

• Standard deviation of brightness

• Standard deviation of red-green

• Standard deviation of blue-yellow

• Standard deviation of local entropy of Luv

• Standard deviation of third moment

• Mean local entropy red

• Mean local entropy green

• Mean local entropy blue

• Mean local entropy brightness

• Mean local entropy red-green

• Mean local entropy blue-yellow

• Mean local entropy monogenic energy

red

• Mean local entropy monogenic energy

green

• Mean local entropy monogenic energy

blue

• Mean local entropy monogenic energy

brightness

• Mean local entropy monogenic energy

red-green

• Mean local entropy monogenic energy
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blue-yellow

• Logical in/out landmark box

• Logical in/out face detection

• Logical in/out face detection tight

Segment cues - each pixel in the same segment share the same value

• Percent of image

• Eccentricity

• Euler Number

• Solidity

• Perimeter

• Area perimeter ratio

• Mean red

• Mean green

• Mean blue

• Mean brightness

• Mean red-green

• Mean blue-yellow

• Mean local entropy of Luv

• Mean third moment

• Standard deviation of red

• Standard deviation of green

• Standard deviation of blue

• Standard deviation of brightness

• Standard deviation of red-green

• Standard deviation of blue-yellow

• Standard deviation of local entropy of Luv

• Standard deviation of third moment

• Center mass X position

• Center mass Y position

• Center mass R position

• Center mass Θ position

• Center mass Second moment

• Center mass Orientation angle

• Number of regions in segment

• Mean region area

• Standard deviation region area

• Mean local entropy red

• Mean local entropy green

• Mean local entropy blue

• Mean local entropy brightness

• Mean local entropy red-green

• Mean local entropy blue-yellow

• Mean local entropy monogenic energy

red

• Mean local entropy monogenic energy

green

• Mean local entropy monogenic energy

blue

• Mean local entropy monogenic energy

brightness

• Mean local entropy monogenic energy

red-green

• Mean local entropy monogenic energy

blue-yellow
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Global cues - each pixel in the same image share the same value

• Mean red

• Mean green

• Mean blue

• Mean brightness

• Mean red-green

• Mean blue-yellow

• Mean local entropy of Luv

• Mean third moment

• Standard deviation of red

• Standard deviation of green

• Standard deviation of blue

• Standard deviation of brightness

• Standard deviation of red-green

• Standard deviation of blue-yellow

• Standard deviation of local entropy of Luv

• Standard deviation of third moment

• Mean local entropy red

• Mean local entropy green

• Mean local entropy blue

• Mean local entropy brightness

• Mean local entropy red-green

• Mean local entropy blue-yellow

• Number of regions in segment

• Mean region area

• Standard deviation region area

• Number of segments in segment

• Mean segment area

• Standard deviation segment area

• Logical landmark present

• Logical face present

• Logical image is a cartoon

Target cues - Calculated from professional diagrams acting as a model target

• Logical edge

• Probability of edge

• Probability of region accuracy

• Probability of segment accuracy

• Probability of texture
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H.2.2 Edge Anticipation

Figure H.2.1: LASSO Coefficients

Figure H.2.2: LASSO MSE
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Figure H.2.3: GLM Leverage

Figure H.2.4: GLM Cook’s Distance
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Figure H.2.5: GLM Residuals

Figure H.2.6: GLM Residuals Probability
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Figure H.2.7: GLM Fit
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Table H.2.1: Simplification edge modeling variable significant.

Variable Estimate SE tStat pValue

(Intercept) 0.04 0.00017 232.39 0

Local R Position -0.10 0.00024 -386.67 0

Local entropy of monogenic signal energy -0.06 0.00066 -91.24 0

Local multi scale gradient brightness size 2 -0.04 0.00134 -28.03 ∼0

Local multi scale gradient blue-yellow size 1 0.32 0.00114 278.32 0

Local multi scale gradient texture size 1 -0.08 0.00077 -107.71 0

Local multi scale gradient texture size 2 0.11 0.00086 124.42 0

Local SUSAN texture red 0.05 0.00043 106.19 0

Local SUSAN texture luv 0.09 0.00062 151.40 0

Local Min Eigen vector corner 0.06 0.00050 118.41 0

Local Harris corner detection 0.03 0.00052 50.34 0

gPb boundary 0.25 0.00032 796.11 0

Level set boundary 0.09 0.00028 336.32 0

Global mean region area 0.01 0.00054 6.72 ∼0

Local entropy of monogenic signal energy 2 0.25 0.00087 287.71 0

Local multi scale gradient blue-yellow size 1 2 -0.39 0.00176 -223.65 0

Local multi scale gradient texture size 1 2 0.11 0.00093 121.14 0

Local multi scale gradient texture size 2 2 -0.08 0.00106 -78.36 0

• Adj-R2 - 0.7625

• Initial outlier pixels - 0.14%

• Edge outliers - 0.05%

• Outlier Images - 7.90%

• Total outliers - 8.63%
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H.2.3 Region Suppression

Figure H.2.8: LASSO Coefficients

Figure H.2.9: LASSO MSE
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Figure H.2.10: GLM Leverage

Figure H.2.11: GLM Cook’s Distance
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Figure H.2.12: GLM Residuals

Figure H.2.13: GLM Residuals Probability
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Figure H.2.14: GLM Fit
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Table H.2.2: Simplification region modeling variable significant. Part 1

Variable Estimate SE tStat pValue

(Intercept) 0.75 0.00112 664.96 0

Local R Position -0.02 0.00036 -49.36 0

Local brightness monogenic signal energy -0.04 0.00418 -9.82 0

Local luv monogenic signal energy 0.07 0.00368 18.73 0

Level set boundary -0.04 0.00031 -122.13 0

Region percent of image 0.03 0.00054 52.70 0

Region percent of segment 0.49 0.00097 504.12 0

Region Eccentricity -0.10 0.00032 -315.95 0

Region R position -1.05 0.00241 -437.43 0

Region R position stdv -0.02 0.00251 -6.67 0

Region 3rd moment -0.44 0.00073 -610.21 0

Region Red stdv -0.01 0.00038 -20.16 0

Region red energy 0.39 0.00145 270.55 0

Region brightness monogenic energy 0.72 0.00490 147.41 0

Segment r position 0.14 0.00231 61.19 0

Segment number of contained regions -0.09 0.00039 -225.60 0

Segment stdv of contained region areas 0.02 0.00041 58.40 0

Segment brightness monogenic energy -0.35 0.00274 -129.53 0

Local brightness monogenic signal energy 2 -0.07 0.00504 -14.78 0

Local luv monogenic signal energy 2 -0.14 0.00229 59.54 0

Region mean red entropy 2 -0.27 0.00150 -179.50 0

Region brightness monogenic energy 2 -1.04 0.00498 -208.85 0

Segment brightness monogenic energy 2 -0.02 0.00326 -6.53 0
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Table H.2.3: Simplification region modeling variable significant. Part 2

Variable Estimate SE tStat pValue
Local brightness monogenic signal energy :
Region R position 1.06 0.01098 96.74 0
Local luv monogenic signal energy :
Region R position -0.31 0.01258 -24.68 0
Local luv monogenic signal energy :
Region R position stdv -0.47 0.01234 -37.85 0
Local luv monogenic signal energy :
Region R position stdv 0.15 0.00331 44.76 0
Local brightness monogenic signal energy :
Region brightness energy -0.07 0.00359 -19.29 0
Local brightness monogenic signal energy :
Region brightness monogenic energy 0.19 0.00917 21.13 0
Local luv monogenic signal energy :
Region brightness monogenic energy 0.46 0.00792 58.42 0
Local brightness monogenic signal energy :
Segment r position -0.36 0.00695 -52.43 0
Local luv monogenic signal energy :
Segment r position -0.28 0.00733 -38.66 0
Region R position :
Segment r position 1.11 0.00207 536.58 0
Region R position stdv :
Segment r position -1.06 0.00286 -370.27 0
Region red energy :
Segment r position -1.15 0.00147 -780.79 0
Region brightness monogenic energy :
Segment r position 1.04 0.00352 296.33 0
Local brightness monogenic energy :
Segment brightness monogenic energy -0.42 0.00652 -63.90 0
Local brightness monogenic energy :
Segment brightness monogenic energy -0.36 0.00643 -56.11 0
Region red energy :
Segment brightness monogenic energy 0.50 0.00446 112.16 0
Region R position stdv :
Segment brightness monogenic energy 0.76 0.00429 178.30 0
Region red energy :
Segment brightness monogenic energy -0.24 0.00157 -149.28 0
Region brightness monogenic energy :
Segment brightness monogenic energy 0.60 0.00543 109.73 0

• Adj-R2 - 0.8459

• Initial outlier pixels - 0.82%

• Outlier Images - 7.90%
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• Total outliers - 9.99%

H.2.4 Segment Texturing

Figure H.2.15: LASSO Coefficients
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Figure H.2.16: LASSO MSE

Figure H.2.17: GLM Leverage
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Figure H.2.18: GLM Cook’s Distance

Figure H.2.19: GLM Residuals
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Figure H.2.20: GLM Residuals Probability

Figure H.2.21: GLM Fit
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Table H.2.4: Simplification texture modeling variable significant. Part 1

Variable Estimate SE tStat pValue

(Intercept) 0.80 0.00170 471.60 0

Local R position -0.10 0.00049 -209.07 0

Local color blue-yellow -0.14 0.00032 -439.05 0

Local brightness monogenic energy 1.30 0.00746 174.70 0

Local luv mongenic energy -0.65 0.00599 -108.64 0

Local green entropy -1.34 0.00627 -214.28 0

Local luv entropy 1.43 0.00726 196.52 0

Local luv monogenic orientation 0.02 0.00024 72.42 0

Region percent of image -0.36 0.00099 -362.24 0

Region Euler Number 0.79 0.00072 1094.30 0

Region R position -0.75 0.00445 -168.83 0

Region R position stdv 0.14 0.00422 33.63 0

Region brightness monogenic energy 0.02 0.00804 3.034 0

Segment percent of image -0.12 0.00096 -126.85 0

Segment R position -0.04 0.00367 -10.55 0

Segment brightness monogenic energy 0.11 0.00429 25.94 0

Global luv entropy -0.06 0.00067 -92.37 0

Global red energy -0.46 0.00051 -895.31 0

Local brightness monogenic energy 2 -0.37 0.00812 -45.75 0

Local luv mongenic energy 2 0.49 0.00300 165.29 0

Region brightness monogenic energy 2 -0.35 0.00951 -36.51 0

Segment brightness monogenic energy 2 2.41 0.00530 454.71 0
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Table H.2.5: Simplification texture modeling variable significant. Part 2

Variable Estimate SE tStat pValue
Local brightness monogenic energy :
Region R position -3.74 0.02248 -166.40 0
Local luv mongenic energy :
Region R position 4.10 0.02333 175.57 0
Local green entropy :
Region R position 4.29 0.02015 212.95 0
Local luv entropy :
Region R position -0.54 0.02213 -24.27 0
Local brightness monogenic energy :
Region R position stdv 3.52 0.02137 164.89 0
Local luv mongenic energy :
Region R position stdv -3.67 0.02238 -163.97 0
Local green entropy :
Region R position stdv -1.92 0.01777 -107.83 0
Local luv entropy :
Region R position stdv -1.34 0.01934 -69.47 0
Local brightness monogenic energy :
Region brightness monogenic energy -2.89 0.01791 -161.19 0
Local luv mongenic energy :
Region brightness monogenic energy 1.57 0.01313 119.50 0
Local green entropy :
Region brightness monogenic energy 4.25 0.01846 230.19 0
Local luv entropy :
Region brightness monogenic energy -3.18 0.02127 -149.34 0
Local luv mongenic energy :
Segment R position -1.57 0.01340 -117.35 0
Local green entropy :
Segment R position -1.88 0.01230 -152.65 0
Local luv entropy :
Segment R position 1.19 0.01395 84.45 0
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Table H.2.6: Simplification texture modeling variable significant. Part 3

Variable Estimate SE tStat pValue
Region R position :
Segment R position -0.48 0.00357 -134.28 0
Region R position stdv :
Segment R position -0.03 0.00427 -5.91 0
Region brightness monogenic energy :
Segment R position 1.37 0.00620 221.42 0
Local brightness monogenic energy :
Segment brightness monogenic energy 1.15 0.01344 85.21 0
Local luv mongenic energy :
Segment brightness monogenic energy -1.36 0.01094 -124.20 0
Local green entropy :
Segment brightness monogenic energy -3.68 0.01419 -259.52 0
Local luv entropy :
Segment brightness monogenic energy 1.92 0.01635 117.19 0
Region R position :
Segment brightness monogenic energy -2.21 0.00757 -291.56 0
Region R position stdv :
Segment brightness monogenic energy 2.94 0.00709 414.18 0
Region brightness monogenic energy :
Segment brightness monogenic energy -1.84 0.01068 -172.61 0
Region brightness monogenic energy :
Global texture -0.40 0.00558 -71.08 0
Local green entropy :
Global texture 1.54 0.00498 308.68 0
Local luv entropy :
Global texture -1.19 0.00562 -211.56 0

1. Adj-R2 - 0.7023

2. Initial outlier pixels - 14.25%

3. Outlier Images - 0%

4. Total outliers - 10.80%



Appendix I: Proposal

I.1 Introduction

Problem and Significance About 285 million people worldwide are blind or visually

impaired (BVI) [2]. These individuals often rely heavily on alternatives to visual informa-

tion for their daily lives. While the written word is relatively easy to convert and print to

braille or provide as speech output using computers, graphical information is much more

difficult to supply to user’s who are BVI. This is because graphical information cannot be

simply converted to tactile, or auditory, form in a one-to-one correspondence. Even sim-

ple line diagrams require the intervention of a sighted professional to modify the diagram

to a simplified and accessible form. Although visual information such as graphs, pictures,

diagrams, etc. could simply be described in words, there are several problems with this

approach. First, only about 9% of people who are BVI are able to read braille [3]. Sec-

ond, if the objects are unfamiliar it may be difficult to understand the description. Third,

it reduces the ability to discover spatial patterns or relationships, which are lost when the

graphic is turned into words. Fourth, the individuals who create the descriptions may not

always interpret the information appropriately. Finally, it can prevent the user from learn-

ing as much because they are not forced to make their own inferences. This is especially

important for school children as they need to be able to comprehend and retain class

material.

Currently, for an individual who is BVI to access a tactile diagram, they must rely on

a sighted, professional diagram maker to convert the visual diagram to tactile diagrams.

While many schools have access to a teacher for people who are blind or visually im-

paired (TVI) who can assist with converting visual information to tactile diagrams and

written descriptions, this service is limited because of the time it takes to make the graph-

ics. Particularly for courses that heavily use diagrams, not all the diagrams will be pro-

I-01
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vided in tactile form, limiting learning opportunities. Most adults do not have access to

such costly support in their daily lives at work or at home often hindering their abilities

to complete assigned tasks, limiting their independence and upward mobility in their job.

The severe lack of visual information accessible by people who are BVI may also explain

why fewer students who are BVI are attracted to science, technology, engineering, and

math (STEM) fields, as these fields heavily involve graphical representations.

For several years, researchers (Ladner et al. & Barner et al.) have looked at the

process of converting visual images to tactile graphics and attempted to devise an au-

tomatic conversion algorithm [6–11, 20–22]. These research attempts were often limited

to specific image types such as vector images and graphs or the user testing and com-

parison to professionally made diagrams was not fully explored. In general, algorithms

with good performance have been developed for optical character recognition of diagram

labels and their translation to Braille, as well as representing basic 2-D graphs. There has

been less success with more complex types of diagrams as shown below in the output for

the commercially available FireBird Graphics editor (the best available), which provides

an automatic visual-tactile diagram conversion option.

The focus of this thesis is on automatically translating visual graphics, which may be in

drawing or photographic form and depict objects or object scenes, to effective and easily

interpreted tactile diagrams. Successful comprehension will be based on the ability of

users to interpret the form of an object and/or identify it, and the spatial relationships

between objects in an object scene. For these drawings or photographs, we will assume

that all objects in the scene are presented as whole objects. We will also assume, given

previous results, that labels are successfully removed from the diagrams. We will also

not consider the use of context (such as labels, text descriptions, etc.) at this point as it

would expand the scope of this project greatly beyond a single thesis given the current

state of the art.
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I.1.1 Background

A wide variety of methods/materials can be used to create physical tactile graphics,

including: drawing boards, buildup displays, embossed paper, vacuum forming, micro-

capsule paper, silk screening, etc [4]. Regardless of method, the conversion process is

time consuming and often costly. The translating professional generally requires training

to ensure they follow specific design principals such as: accounting for proportion/scale,

perspective, inclusion/exclusion of material in the diagram, simplification of shapes and

concepts, etc. [4]. The choices made during the design are often guided by specific

information including: what are the necessary components, who uses the information

conveyed by the diagram, how will the diagram be used, what materials should be used,

what materials are available, etc [4].

Core Processes of Diagram Translation The primary steps in image conversion are

to segment the image into continuous regions (i.e., object parts) and then simplify the

image by removing extraneous information and viewing perspective. The initial segmen-

tation must attempt to find the most important parts of the image that need to be con-

veyed to the user in the same manner the human visual system would focus on important

aspects of the image. Image segmentation is distinctly different from simply detecting

regions or boundaries in an image. Regions are defined as contiguous close bounded

areas of an image while segments may be non-contiguous groups of regions that repre-

sent the same part of an image. For example the image of a dog may have 4 regions:

background, head, collar, and body; while only having 3 segments: background, dog,

and collar; because the dog’s head and body together represent the dog as a whole.

Next, the system must attempt to locate and remove any extraneous information. Such

information could simply be noise or details that have carried through. However, it can

even be other large objects that add too much to the diagram to be understood. Due to

the orders of magnitude lower information bandwidth that the tactile system has available
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compared to the visual system, any extra information poses a comprehension threat to

the user interpreting the data; this bandwidth discrepancy can be seen in Table C.1. At

this point it is not clear in which phase of the automatic conversion process perspective

should be removed because there is no current research on the topic but it is clear that

removing perspective will ease comprehension of the primary information about object

shape and object relationships.

I.1.2 Manual

Many books, web tutorials, and teaching courses exist to help train teachers for individ-

uals who are visually impaired (TVIs) how to develop tactile graphics [4,5,14–18]. These

sources teach methods ranging in their development methods from the use of craft sup-

plies, to image manipulation software; some of the hand- made graphics can be viewed

in Figure I.1.1. More teachers are looking towards technology in order to produce con-

sistent results and to reduce the time it takes to make tactile graphics. Figure I.1.1 also

shows textures that were determined to be salient and distinguishable for use in tactical

graphics and line drawings. The use of texture is important in helping the tactile reader

mentally separate different regions or group like regions together that would otherwise

have no distinguishable relationship.

Figure I.1.1: Example hand-made tactile graphics (from various sources including EmpowerLingua and
AFB [4]). Example computer aided tactile graphics textures (not to scale) [18]
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I.1.3 Automatic

Current commercially available software attempts to allow users to develop their own

tactile graphics but often requires that the image author make the graphs manually. The

top 3 commercially available applications include: Firebird Graphics Editor by Enabling

Technologies, TactileView by Irie AT, and QuickTac by Duxbury Systems. Each of these

allow the user to manually draw and edit diagrams and to export to a braille embosser.

Only Firebird Graphics Editor allows arbitrary images to be imported while attempting to

convert the images automatically. Firebird Graphics Editor by default uses a 2 segment

clustering method to convert the graphic but also supports edge detection. When the

software separates foreground and background it arbitrarily adds its default texture to

one of them but does not leave an outline between regions (as recommended by TVIs).

FireBird Graphics Editor is also the only editor that allows the image author to use pre-

defined textures to help distinguish regions. I.1.2 shows examples of FireBird Graphics

Editor’s automatic image outputs. None of the commercially available application do an

adequate job of converting the graphics for a wide range of uses nor do they have enough

options or features for most uses, such as: import arbitrary images, outline important

components, multiple textures for regions of interest, and the inclusion of ancillary lines

to accentuate structures of interest. They also do not attempt to simplify the diagram or

remove perspective.

Figure I.1.2: Firebird Graphics Editor in action
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I.2 Project Focus

Objectives

1. To explore/modify/develop a variety of automated techniques to segment and simplify an image/-

drawing into a set of non-fragmented lines/curves that are effective for tactile information process-

ing. Effective will be defined as the ability to convey information about the shape(s) of objects and

their parts and/or the identification of objects and their parts, as well as identification of the main

spatial relationships between objects and/or object parts in the graphic.

2. To quantitatively compare, for users who are blind or visually impaired and determining by touch

alone (those with residual vision will be blindfolded), the effectiveness and ease of use of the

two best automated visual-to-tactile conversion methods developed to visual-to-tactile conversions

made “by hand” by expert tactile graphic makers. Effectiveness is defined as above and will be

assessed by asking questions to the user about the diagram. Ease of use will be defined by the use

of the System Usability Scale.

3. To explore/modify/develop a variety of techniques to effectively automatically convert 2D perspective

images/drawings into one or more direct views (front, side, top). Effectiveness will be defined as in

(1) when examining the direct views.

4. To quantitatively compare, for users who are blind or visually impaired and determining by touch

alone (those with residual vision will be blindfolded), the effectiveness and ease of use of the best

automated method to segment, simplify and remove perspective to diagrams made “by hand” by

expert tactile graphics makers and to the best automated method without the perspective correction.

Effectiveness and ease of use are defined as in (1).

Problem Images and diagrams are becoming the sole means for conveying informa-

tion: approximately 70% of textbooks convey information solely in diagram form with no

text explanations [1]. To use these diagrams people who are blind require sighted indi-

viduals to convert visual images to tactile diagrams. The diagram conversion process is

quite costly and can take hours to complete, that is to say, when a professional is lucky

enough to be available.
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Goal This research focuses on the development of an algorithm that can automatically

convert visual diagrams and photographs of objects and object scenes into tactile dia-

grams for people who are blind without any intervention by people who are sighted. This

will allow individuals who are blind or visually impaired true independence in accessing

tactile diagrams. The focus is on providing information that is difficult to obtain by text

descriptions such as the shape of objects and their parts, and the spatial relationships

between them. The algorithm will need to work with images found in everyday life such

as text book diagrams and store catalogs.

Hypothesis The image processing algorithm designed here to generate tactile dia-

grams from electronic images will show statistical non-inferiority to images created by

professional diagram makers when assessed in terms of their effectiveness in shape

interpretation/identification of objects and their basic subparts, and of relationships be-

tween objects.

Deliverables

1. Image processing algorithm that generates tactile diagrams from electronic images with similar user

effectiveness and ease of use to using diagrams generated by professional diagram makers.

2. Quantitative results assessing their performance to questions involving shape interpretation/identi-

fication of objects and their basic subparts, and of relationships between objects.

3. Set of standard training and testing tactile diagrams for future research.

I.3 Preliminary Work

Motivation The motivation for the preliminary work was to explore existing feature

spaces and segmentation algorithm spaces in the field of visual image segmentation

for the ability to provide effective tactile diagrams. Effective diagrams were defined by a

variety of metrics and their comparison to diagrams developed by two TVIs by “hand”.
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Automatic Image Segmentation Concepts There is a wide variety of existing image

segmentation algorithms designed for other applications. All of these algorithms use

the similarity of pixels and one or more features (color space, distance metrics, energy,

texture, etc.) to determine the segmentation. The different classes considered here

represent significantly different approaches to segmentation: edge detection, clustering,

graphs, contour detection and differential equations. Several of these algorithms have

been expanded in this preliminary work from their original formulation to handle additional

features to determine if the added feature space can improve these algorithms for our

research purpose.

Assessment Methods In order to compare professionally made diagrams with various

image processing algorithms, they need to be converted into a labeled region form such

as those in Figure I.3.1. This form allows for four comparisons of congruency between

ground truth (professionals) and each algorithm’s output: edge, region boundary, re-

gion, textured region (multiple non-contiguous sections belonging together). The current

standard is to measure matching edge and region boundaries in precision-recall space

(PR) with the F-measure. For measuring region matching, the probabilistic rand index is

used [52]. Several other metrics including the total run time have been used throughout

the literature and are reported here when possible.

Of particular interest is a metric designed to illustrate how the human tactile system

would perceive differences in the images called here as the Loomis distance [50]. The

Loomis filter is simply a low pass filter that distorts a visual image to appear as the tactile

system would understand it. In order to use this as a means to determine how different

two images would be perceived, a dissimilarity type distance is measured between the

two images after a Loomis filter is applied resulting in the Loomis Distance.
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(a) Pro #1 (b) Pro #2

Figure I.3.1: Example tactile graphics from professionals converted to region labels (not to scale).

I.3.1 Experiment Performed

Three segmentation algorithms were explored across various classes of algorithms

using selected sets of representations from the color and texture feature spaces: K-

means from the clustering class was selected for its speed and the wide range of add-

ons that could be explored later; Level set was selected from the differential equation set

because it builds on the others, has better speed/accuracy than other algorithms in the

class, and can be easily expanded to include other feature spaces; and Global proba-

bility of boundary with oriented watershed (gPb-owt-ucm) was selected from the contour

detection class because of its recent success over many other segmentation algorithms.

Each algorithm was tested over a range of input parameters in order to determine the ef-

ficiency of the algorithm and find the best parameter set; the basic parameters and data

set are shown in Table I.3.1.

The images used were selected from commonly encountered images in everyday life

and school. The images include teaching diagrams, historical landmarks and product

advertisements. Images were either photographs or drawn diagrams of single objects

or a scene with multiple objects. The images also include common image processing

challenges such as: dithering, low print quality, solid color ranges, similar intensities

across boundaries, single object with multiple colors, and slow gradients.
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Table I.3.1: Experimental constraints

Data Set 37 Common Images
Algorithms K-Mean Level Set gPb-owt-ucm
Parameters Color Space Color Space UCM Threshold

± Texture Gradient ± Texture Gradient Preset Parameters:
Distance Metric Distance Metric Color Space
Init Method Init Method Color Scales
Num of Clusters Num of Phases Number of Scales

Component Wt Color Wt
∆ Component Wt / t Num of Spectra
Init Circle Size Spectral Wt
Init Circle Padding Smooth Filter Coefs
Init Circle Shift Texture Classifier

I.3.2 Initial Results and Discussion

The comparison of the time taken and scoring metrics is shown in Table I.3.2. The

fastest algorithm was k-means, followed closely by level set and then gPb-owt-ucm. It

should be noted that because gPb-owt-ucm has several components that are run outside

of Matlab to save time; if those components were implemented in Matlab, it would be

considerably slower. Each method was scored based on boundary and region metrics

with the current most commonly used metrics being the F-measure and probabilistic

rand index (PRI) [41]. Figure I.3.2 shows the results of using PR space to compare

the three segmentation algorithms (gPb-owt-ucm, k-mean, level set). This allows for

determining the best parameter set as the set closest to the top right corner such as

the plots in Figure I.3.2. The figure also shows the points in the trade-off cloud that

represent parameters that achieved the best score depending on the metric used. To

help determine which parameters are more important, each parameter was statistically

examined with a regression model, called “relative” in the figure key. This showed which

parameter options would predictably produce good results.
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Table I.3.2: Experiment Results: Best score from each algorithm. Professional and novice represent
internal consistency whereas each algorithm and novice to professional (N2P) is how well it matches the
professional segmentation. Time for all methods represents how long the method took to complete; gPb-
owt-ucm, though also implemented in Matlab, is mostly run in C providing a speed boost. The professionals
self-reported >1 hour more time than shown here for their planning phase before beginning the segmenta-
tion and additional time for applying texture to the graphics. Professional measures are based on a mean
consistency because all illustrators are expected to have the same level of expertise whereas the novice
measurements are based on median to account for extremes.

Metric Perfect Professional Novice N2P K-Means Level Set gPb-owt
F 1.0 0.85 ± 0.09 0.92 ± 0.08 0.93 0.80 0.81 0.82
D2P 0.0 0.01 0.007 0.003 0.007
PRI 1.0 0.93 ± 0.06 0.92 ± 0.06 0.93 0.80 0.82 0.81
Loomis 0.0 45.4 ± 22 47.3 ± 17 45.5 68.3 66.7 62.3
Time <1 Min 30 Min 15 Min 15 Min 0.2 Sec 20 Sec 40 Sec

Figure I.3.2: PR result points with select points showing the best parameter sets.

From the boundary and region data, four metrics potentially indicate the best segmen-

tation parameter set, namely: the F-measure, distance to professional point in PR space,

probabilistic rand index, and Loomis distance. Images created using the best parame-

ters from each of these metrics and from statistical regression (5 total) were exported
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and visually analyzed for their similarity to the professionally made images. Through

careful analysis, PRI and regression were determined to indicate the best parameters for

producing the best images.

I.3.3 Initial Conclusions

Feature Sets Perceptually based color spaces were anticipated to perform better with

the segmentation algorithms than other color spaces and they turned out to be the best.

The human visual system processes images in this way on a regular basis so using

these color spaces will help a computer see the same thing a person would. However

perceptually based color spaces were only marginally better than RGB and there were

a few select situations where gray scale performed better. The addition of the texture

gradient to the image feature space hindered the ability of all algorithms to segment the

images. This is in contrast to past research which showed that the inclusion of texture

marginally helps. Therefore, texture will not be included in the feature space for extracting

segments of the images.

Algorithms Contour detection with gPb-owt-ucm produced great results in terms of

the assessment metrics. It out-performed the other algorithms based on several scoring

metrics for segmentation accuracy and consistency. Its limiting factors are: must be run in

Linux and it does not produce segments/regions (it only finds boundaries). gPb-owt-ucm

is also still far from real time, especially when considering it has already been optimized

to avoid Matlab overhead that the other algorithms are still currently bound by. However,

the extra time taken may be worthwhile for better performance, which may also shorten

the simplification step. Level set performs well enough so far but needs continued work

to remove noise. Given that the kMean and level set pixel probability are very similar, the

increased noise in level set over kMean is likely due to level set’s spatial components,

specifically from the gradient. So both gPb-owt-ucm and level set look promising and will
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continue to be used in further investigations. kMeans is, unfortunately, too inconsistent

and susceptible to noise. If the noise cannot be silenced with some basic techniques it

will not be used in the remaining work.

I.4 Project Plan

I.4.1 Design Process

Figure I.4.1: Flow of information in the design process. The process is informed by professional experi-
ence and tested with algorithm results against similar diagrams made by professionals.

Steps remaining after completed preliminary work.

1. Segmentation

(a) Finish exploration of segmentation methods by completing further modifications (B1)

(b) Implement noise reduction in level set: clean, merge, split methods (B1)

(c) Implement further noise reduction in level set: spatial distance metrics, gradient metrics,

smoothing filters (B1)

(d) Regress gPb-owt boundaries and regions to segments, likely based on color similarity, in

order to facilitate addition of texture (B1)

(e) Develop and Implement Automatic texturing scheme, as textured diagrams are more effective

than raised line drawings (B1)

(f) Finish digital comparison testing with algorithm updates (C1)

(g) Select 2 best algorithms with their best parameter sets (B2)
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(h) Test of segmentation and analysis of its usage (C2), user testing to obtain quantitative and

qualitative data to examine algorithm effectiveness in a real tactile exploration task and pro-

vide insight for simplification

2. Simplification

(a) Develop simplification algorithm based on application of higher level computer vision algo-

rithms and on insight from the pilot experiment (B3)

(b) Test simplification (C3, Midpoint user testing)

3. Perspective

(a) Develop perspective correction algorithm (B4). Based initially, at least, on parallel/perpendic-

ular lines and texture analysis.

(b) Test full suite (C4, user testing)

I.4.2 Segmentation

Level set and kMean tend to result in noisy segmentation. With kMean this is caused

by its inherent lack of spatial information since it simply groups pixels by color. Level

set, however, should produce images with less noise based on the use of spatial com-

ponents. Unfortunately, the results thus far have actually shown that level set seems to

be producing more noise than kMean. Figure I.4.2 shows some of the noise produced

by level set which tends to lie in areas of heavy noise in the original image, which likely

contributes to false highs in the gradient. This is likely due to noise in the calculated

gradient. To help reduce this noise, different gradient measures and smoothing filters will

be tested. Possible gradient measures that will be investigated are: central differences,

monogenic signals, and multiscale probability of boundaries. Further improvements will

be sought through varying the smoothing filter applied to the gradient and weighting each

color layer differently. In an additional effort to remove the noise that can interfere with

user understanding, the splitting/merging of phases will be explored.
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Figure I.4.2: Example of noise left after automatic segmentation using level set.

I.4.2.1 Automatic Texturing Scheme

Using diagrams that have textured regions significantly improves performance over the

use of raised line drawings. Therefore, from the results of segmentation, each diagram

will need to have its objects and object parts labeled with different textures. The simplest

and, likely, the best method for applying texture will involve assigning texture based on

segment area. This would be accomplished by leaving the largest segment, likely the

background, without a texture. Then a texture will be selected for each smaller segment

until the texture pool is exhausted. The texture pool has been selected from previous

research by the Royal National Institute of the Blind. The set consists of five textures

that are easily distinguishable from each other. Further understanding will be sought

as to how the professionals (TVIs) determine the best texture placement to improve an

algorithm’s response.

One difficulty with the above method for the global probability of boundary method

(gPb-owt-ucm) is that it does not produce a segmented image. Rather it produces an

image where each isolated contiguous region has its own label. This is not conducive

to applying texture as multiple regions may belong together and need the same texture.

For example, petals on a flower should have the same texture and be distinguishable

from the textures of the leaves. Regression of these region images to segments will be

needed. This will initially be done by matching similar colors between regions. Further

understanding on how the professionals decide which regions receive the same texture
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will be sought to improve the regression algorithm’s response.

I.4.2.2 User Testing and Analysis using Segmentation Algorithms

One of the most important components of this research is to periodically implement

user validation. This will consist of blind or visually impaired users feeling the textured

diagrams produced by professionals and those produced by the best of two of the au-

tomated methods. There will be one set of images/diagrams that will represent those

produced by professional diagram makers. These diagrams are based on separate sets

created by each of our two professionals and then reconciled, through discussion, with

each other to produce a single set. The aim when the professionals create the diagrams

is to represent the “base level” of representation. For example, a diagram of a turtle would

show all of its parts but not the details of the shell pattern. The shell pattern would be

later shown with an additional diagram. The extraction of this future information will be

kept in mind when developing the algorithms but not implemented in the current work. In

addition, to the hand-made professional set, there will be two diagram sets representing

the two most promising automated methods.

Each set consists of tactile diagrams for 30 visual images and 30 visual diagrams.

The images/diagrams are in sets of three on the same topic (e.g. chairs, fruit, etc.) to

provide approximately similar difficulty. The images/diagrams are blocked into sets of 10

images and 10 diagrams with one image/diagram from each triplet. A different block of 10

images and 10 diagrams will be provided for each condition (created set). This will avoid

bias due to previous exposure to a particular diagram. Blocks will be counterbalanced

across subjects between conditions. After each condition (consisting of one set of 10

of images and one set of 10 of diagrams), the system usability survey will be given to

access usability of the method. The diagrams will be presented on swell paper.

The users will be asked to identify the object(s) in the image, their general shapes and

parts, and their relationships to each other. They will only be told at the beginning of the
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experiment that the images they will experience are ones they would experience in school

textbooks in history, geography or biology, or in advertisements. The response variables

will be whether the users have gotten the questions asked correct and the response time.

For this particular experiment (assessing diagrams automatically created by segmen-

tation only), the results of user testing are intended to provide a baseline understanding

of professional image identifiability and show how much simplification is needed after

segmentation. Users will be asked to talk through their diagram exploration for each of

the diagrams. They will be asked to describe their exploration strategy, what they are

feeling and whether it is confusing. Then qualitative content analysis [72,73] will be used

to look for themes in what was easy to understand and what was problematic for each

of the automated sets in comparison to the professional set. These results will be used

to help lead the automatic simplification development. As users will be describing their

diagram exploration, for this first experiment only, the response time will not be recorded.

For all experiments, participants will be blind or visually impaired. All participants

will be blindfolded to prevent any residual vision from being used as the focus is on

nonvisual access. In the future, the use of residual vision will be examined. There will

be an attempt to use participants that cover the span of the user population: along the

blindness spectrum, congenital versus adventitiously blind, both below and above 65, and

with different extents of usage of tactile diagrams. However, as participant recruitment is

extremely difficulty, no specific numbers will be aimed for. Individuals will not be included

as participants if they have peripheral neuropathy and cannot feel the lines or textures.

There will be approximately 7 subjects in this experiment, and 24 subjects in the two

remaining experiments.

Process & protocol

1. 20 image triplets consisting of 10 picture topics and 10 drawings/diagrams topics each with 3 distinct

versions of each image with similar complexity (versions A, B, C) will be used for a base

2. Each image will be processed (converted to tactile diagram) with 3 methods (1 professional, 2 gPb-
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owt-ucm, 3 level set)

3. The participant will be told before testing begins where they may encounter such images (school

text book, magazine advertisement, etc.).

4. Each participant will be presented with each image in such a way that they receive each version

(A/B/C) and each method (1/2/3) once and only once for a particular image blocked and counter-

balanced for each diagram set. Each image will be presented on its own swell paper page with the

entire image shown on the page.

5. The participants will be allowed to explore the diagrams freely with both hands. In the first experi-

ment they will be asked to describe what they are doing.

6. Participants will be asked to name the object(s) in the diagram, describe its overall shape(s), its

parts, and their relationship to each other (answer and time to answer recorded)

7. Participants will be asked to rate the diagram’s complexity on a 10 point scale (answer)

8. At the end of each block for each method, the system usability survey will be given.

Statistical Analysis Once the quantitative data is collected, it will be analyzed to de-

termine if the diagrams generated by the automatic algorithms are as identifiable as the

diagrams made by professionals. See Appendix I.6 for list of variables.

1. Generalized linear mixed-effects models will be used

2. The primary variable to be analyzed is correctness of the answers

3. The second variable will be response time

4. Data will be examined primarily for effects due to method

5. Effects due to congenital blindness vs adventitious blindness will be examined (if participant pool

size allows for this analysis). Individuals will be defined as congenitally blind if they became blind

before the age of two. Individuals will be defined as adventitiously blind if they became blind after

the age of 16. [74]

I.4.3 Simplification

The professional illustrators spend a significant portion of their time determining how

to simplify the image. In many cases this is simply a matter of which ancillary (non-region

bounding lines) to include and what extraneous information to ignore when producing the

tactile diagrams. Figure I.4.3 shows some examples of diagrams that need lines removed
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and those that need lines added back after segmentation. The professionals also spend

extra time determining which regions are deserving of textures to enhance user under-

standing. In other cases, the lines being used are simplified so that the regions represent

simpler polygons. This makes it easier to interpret the overall shape of an object or ob-

ject part. Finally, small objects and/or parts may be removed from the diagram to reduce

the complexity of the diagram. This may remove some potentially useful information but

the tactile sensory system cannot handle the same amount of information as the visual

system. In order for understanding of the basic information provided in a diagram, other

pieces of information need to be sacrificed. In some cases, large objects may need to be

removed to aid with basic understanding.

In terms of considering ancillary lines, the choice to add or subtract information in an

image will likely come down to the overall entropy of the boundary image. Entropy is

linked to how much information there is in an image and therefor linked to how well a

human would be able to perceive the information in tactile form. If there is too much

information then extra lines often represented by weaker probability in the case of global

probability of boundary will be removed. Whereas low information will indicate that addi-

tional lines need to be added back. These additional lines will come from either higher

probability boundaries or high weighted lines from edge detection.

Figure I.4.3: Example of simplification needed. Top row is professionally segmented images while
bottom row is computer generated. The fist image has too much information remaining while the latter two
are missing information.
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Simplification of the object/object part shapes and removal of object/object parts will

likely be based on: (a) the assumption that whatever object/objects are closest to the

center of the diagram are the most important, and (b) small variations in the boundary of

an object/object part (in comparison to the overall variations in that particular boundary)

will not be important. Higher level vision algorithms will be considered for this component

of diagram simplification.

The results from the qualitative content analysis of the commentary data collected

in the first study is expected to provide insight into the issues involving ancillary lines,

boundary simplification and removal of objects.

Once the automatic algorithm is further enhanced, new automatic assessment tech-

niques (during the development process prior to user testing) will need to be explored.

The new methods will need to take the ancillary lines, whether or not texture should be

used, boundary simplification, and object removal into account when determining how

well the automatic algorithm matches the professionals. Figure I.4.4 shows the major

differences between what is compared after only segmentation and what will need to be

compared after further simplification.

Figure I.4.4: Example of needed additions to assessment methods. Each row shows segmentation from
different professionals. The first column shows only the outlines. The second column shows the regions
that are scored against each other. The third column shows the boundaries that are scored against each
other. The forth column shows the complete diagram generated by the professionals.

User Testing of Simplification Methods The user testing of the simplification methods

will use the same diagram set as for the previous experiment examining the results from

segmentation only. As such, participants in the previous experiment will not be allowed to
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participate in this experiment. Again the two best automated techniques will be compared

against the set representing the professionals. The two best automated techniques may

mean the two best segmentation algorithms with the same simplification technique, the

best segmentation algorithm with the two best simplification techniques, or each method

being completely independent. The experimental method will be the same as for the

previous experiment, except the participants will not be required to talk about what they

are doing and response time for all questions will be recorded.

I.4.4 Perspective

Tactile diagrams that contain perspective are typically very difficult to interpret cor-

rectly. Generally, when a user explores a tactile diagram, perspective lines (changes in

3D depth on a 2D surface) are interpreted as a change in size or shape. To ensure the

user is not confused by depth information, professional diagram makers usually remove

perspective and, when needed, split the diagram into multiple diagrams representing the

view from each exhibited side individually. This same functionality needs to be explored

in the automatic image conversion algorithm. However, removing perspective can cause

problems. Figure I.4.5 shows how a user might interpret the image and how simple

perspective correction can only remove the major perspective while over-exaggerating

or distorting minor perspective. As a part of the simplification process, the minor per-

spectives that become distorted may simply be excluded from the outline drawing by the

professionals or they may be adjusted.
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Figure I.4.5: Example of perspective in images and how they would be perceived as a shape change
compared to an image where the major perspective is removed. Generally the minor perspective would
not be included in the outline so the distortion caused to the minor perspective would not harm the user’s
understanding.

Distortions in images from perspective can manifest in two basic forms, lines that were

parallel that are no longer parallel and skew in texture patterns. Lines that were parallel

now have a distant intersection point outside of the image boundary called a vanishing

point. This vanishing point can be used to figure out how distorted an image has become

so that it can be regressed [75–77]. Distortions in texture can be found as shape/size

changes, frequency changes, or phase changes. By mapping the textures in the original

perspective image the distortions can be found and removed [78, 79]. Both of these

methods will be investigated for removing perspective and correcting for distortion.

User Testing of Perspective and Simplification Methods The user testing of the per-

spective and simplification methods will use a new set of 30 images and 30 diagrams.

Again, the images/diagrams will be organized in triplets. This time, all images/diagrams

will exhibit perspective. In the conversion process to tactile diagrams two to three dia-

grams will be created consisting of the front view, the side view and/or the top view. The

three sets that will be compared will be slightly different than in previous experiments.

Again a set based on those produced by the professionals that have then been recon-

ciled into a single set will be used. For these diagrams, the professionals will be asked

to remove the perspective as they normally do when creating tactile diagrams. Another

set will be the best automated simplification method (based on the previous testing) with

perspective removal into multiple views. The final set will be the best automated simpli-
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fication method with no perspective removal. The experimental method will be the same

as for the previous experiment.

I.5 Budget



 

    BUDGET JUSTIFICATION 
 
A. SENIOR PERSONNEL –  

 Support for Dianne Pawluk, PI, is budgeted at 2.0 summer months, with the required 
addition of fringe benefits.  

 Support for Carolyn Graham, Senior personnel, is budgeted at 1.2 months, with the required 
addition of firnge benefits.  

   
B. OTHER PERSONNEL 

 Graduate Students: student support is requested for one graduate student for all 3 years. 

 Undergraduate Students: undergraduate student support will primarily use the REU funding 
mechanism, however, support is requested specifically for year 1 ($10/hour for 20 hours a 
week during fall and spring terms) for assistance in the experiments doing the picture set 
equivalency. 

 Consultants 
Janice Johnson, professional tactile graphics creator/advisory board member 
  $3500 in year 1, $3500 in year 2 and $2000 in year 3 
Kit Burnett, professional tactile graphics creator/advisory board member 
  $3500 in year 1, $3500 in year 2 and $2000 in year 3 

Both Janice and Kit are experienced teachers of K-12 students who are blind and 
visually impaired; their resumes are included in the CV section.  The average 
consultant rate for teachers of students who are blind and visually impaired is 
between $65-$80 an hour.  The number of days of expected service is 
approximately 40 days and both Janice and Kit have consented to be involved in 
the grant below their normal pay level. 

 
Barbard McCarthy, advisory board member    not allowed to accept payment 

Barbara is the Director of the Library and Resource Center at the Virginia 
Department for the Blind and Vision Impaired.  Her expertise is in tactile graphics 
and Braille, and their production using commercial devices. 

Joe McNulty, advisory board member             $500 per year for all 3 years 
Joe is the Director of the Helen Keller National Center for Deaf-Blind Youths and 
Adults.  His expertise is in disability issues, education and deaf-blind yourths and 
adults. 

Lucia Hasty, advisory board member              $500 per year for all 3 years 
Lucia Hasty is considered a leading expert in the production fo tactile graphics 
and has been the main contributor to the Braille Authority of North America 
guidelines for creating tactile diagrams. 
 
The number of days of expected service is approximately 6 days. 

 
 

 
C. FRINGE BENEFITS –  
 
Fringe benefits have been calculated at the rate of 28.0% for full-time faculty and staff and 8.8% for 
summer and hourly personnel for requested salary support for all years of the project based on Virginia 
Commonwealth University’s agreement with DHHS dated 6/10/2011.  Full-time students benefit rates 
equal 0%. 
 
D. EQUIPMENT – none 
 
E. TRAVEL –  

 Conferences – $6000 per year for all 3 years is needed for travel to research conferences 
for the PI and students, e.g., the ACM ASSETS Conference on Computers and Accessibility, 
the IEEE Conference in Engineering in Medicine and Biology, and the International 
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Conference on Computers Helping People with Special Needs.  All conferences are 
international conferences. 

 
F. PARTICIPANT SUPPORT COSTS - None 
 
G. OTHER DIRECT COSTS – 

a. Materials and supplies:  
The PI has requested $2700 in year 1 for a computer system and 2 copies of Adobe 
Illustrator (the latter to be supplied to the two professional tactile graphics creators to 
assist in the creation of tactile diagrams). 
$300 per year for all 3 years for swell paper. 

  
b. Other: 

Stipend for each participant in experimental testing of $10 per experiment hour.  The number 
of participants required for each experiment is given below.   As transportation to unfamiliar 
places is very difficult for people who are blind or visually impaired and may prevent them 
from participating, transportation costs will also be covered for participants (all of whom will 
be blind or visually impaired); estimated at $50 per experiment day.   

i. Picture Set Equivalency Experiments:  
Experiment a: 10 participants* (6 hours*$10/hr + 2 days*50)=$1600 
Experiment b: 10 participants* (6 hours*$10/hr + 2 days*50)=$1600. 
Funds are requested in year 1. 

ii. Experiment 1, 2 days:  24 participants*(6 hours*$10/hr + 2 days*$50) = $3840.  
Funds are requested in year 2. 

iii. Experiment 2, 2 days:  24 participants*(6 hours*$10/hr + 2 days*$50) = $3840.  
Funds are requested in year 3. 

iv. Pilot studies: there are expected to be 2 pilot studies for the first experiment (as 
design decisions are complex) and 1 pilot study for the second experiment.  There 
will be in total 3 pilot studies, approximately 1 per year. 
6 participants*(6 hours*$10/hr + 2 days*50) = $960.  $960 is requested per year for 
all 3 years. 

c. Tuition - Graduate student tuition for one student. 
  
I.    FACILITIES AND ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS  
 
F&A/Indirect Costs have been calculated on a modified total direct costs base of 49.5% based on Virginia 
Commonwealth University’s current negotiated rate agreement under DHHS dated 6/10/2011 and 
administered by Phat, Chau, (301) 492-4855. 
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I.6 Stats Base



Code Description Comment Code Description Comment Action Direct Question
ID Drawing image D# Difficulty # 1 -10 How difficult was this image? Explain?

IP Picture image F0 No major fixations < 10 sec

A# Algorithm number 0 - Human F1 Fixation on detail 1 10 - 20 sec Note location

DH High detail F2 Fixation on detail 2 20 - 30 sec Note location

DM Medium detail F3 Fixation on detail 3 > 30 sec Note location

DL Low detail HL Local hand movement Explored only local area Note location

DE Extra detail Comp to human HG Global hand movement Explored whole image

DM Missing detail Comp to human H# Number hands used 1 - 2 hands

NS Speckle noise I# Interaction time # 1:0.5:10 min (11 is >10 min)

NL Line noise CC Char of concussion Describe area Note location What areas of the image were confusing?

NE Edge distortions Comp to human CS Char of simple Describe area Note location

PS Perspective stays CF Char of fixation Describe area Note location Why did you focus on this area?

PR Perspective removed

CS Smooth contours

CM Medium/mixed contours Code Description Comment Action
CR Rough contours CC/S/F - S Sharp

TC# Texture coverage # 0 - 100% CC/S/F - J Jagged

T# Textures used # 0 - 6 textures CC/S/F - O Rounded

CC/S/F - T# Texture Texture #

CC/S/F - NT No Texture

Code Description Comment CC/S/F - TL Thin line

BC Congenitally blind CC/S/F - BL Thick line

BL Late Blind CC/S/F - C Closed

CC/S/F - U Open

CC/S/F - S Smooth

CC/S/F - R Rough

CC/S/F - N Noisy, Cluttered

Image (Input) User interaction (Output)

What areas of the image were easy to understood?

Characteristics of image areas

User (Input)
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I.7 Presentation Slides



Tyler Ferro

Automatic Image Processing and 

Conversion to Tactile Graphics

Copyright © 2015 Tyler Ferro. All Rights Reserved.

Outline

• Introduction
– Background

– Manual conversion

– Automatic conversion

• Preliminary Work
– Features and segmentation algorithm classes

– Assessment methods

– Initial Segmentation Results

• Project Plan

Introduction

Problem

• ~285 million people – blind or visually 
impaired (BVI)

– 12% (USA) – Bachelors

– 38% (USA) – Employed

– 32% (USA) – Below Poverty

• Why are diagrams are important?

• Difficulties in getting diagrams

– Costly support

– Rely on sighted diagram makers

World Health Organization 2014, National Federation of the Blind NFB 2014
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Introduction

Problem

• Diagram Creation

– Costly Medium – drawing boards, buildup displays, embossed 

paper, vacuum forming, micro-capsule paper, silk screening, etc

Empower Lingua, AFBAmerican ThermoformViewPlus

Introduction

Problem

• Diagram Creation

– Professional

– Hours to complete

– Limitations of Touch

• Spatial resolution

• Temporal resolution

• Field of View

• Serial vs Parallel processing

Way1997a, Kokjer1987

Introduction

Problem

• Diagram Creation – Design principals 

address the limitations of touch

– Proportion/scale

– Perspective inclusion/exclusion,

– Simplification

• Removal of extraneous content

• Simplification of shapes
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Introduction

Motivation

• Lack of availability

• Time consuming process

• Commercially available support
– Software packages

– Limitations

• Past Research
– Narrow focused problem

– Limitations

• Beyond Segmentation
– Simplification – noise, clutter, object specifics, dynamic zooming

– Perspective correction

Introduction

Manual

• Created by professionals

Project Plan

Manual Digital Conversion Procedure

• Computer aided graphics

• 2 Professionals

• Textures
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Introduction

Automatic

• Commercial Software – Firebird Graphics Editor

Introduction

Automatic

• Ladner et al.

– Text book graphs

– Photoshop plugin

Jayant2007

Introduction

Automatic

• Barner et al.

– Edge detection, kMean clustering (RGB color 

space), watershead

– Vector images (diagrams only)

– Limited user testing, constrained questions

Hernandez2000Krufka2007
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Preliminary Work

Automatic

• Textured diagrams (Burch2011, Edman1992)

• Segmentation for touch (Way1997a)

• Removal of details – Limitations of touch (Way1997a,

Edman1992)

• Removal of extraneous content – Limitations of 

touch (Edman1992)

• Removal of perspective – Limitations of touch

(Edman1992)

Project Plan

Manual Digital Conversion Procedure

• Texture

Preliminary Work

Segmentation

• Considerations of current algorithms:

– Feature spaces

– Algorithms

• Consideration of assessment methods

– Comparing results to previous work

– Relevance for tactile graphics
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Preliminary Work

Feature Space

• Color

– Basic: Gray, RGB, CYMK, HSL

– Perceptual: Luv, Lab

Briggs2007 Munroe2015 Kulhavy2012

Preliminary Work

Example Color Space

Intel2009

Preliminary Work

Example Color Space

Unknown
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Preliminary Work

Example Color Space

Intel2009

MenacingTuba2014 Intel2009

Preliminary Work

Example Color Space

Preliminary Work

Feature Space

• Energy (Gradient) - Roberts, Prewitt, Sobel, Kirsch, Laplacian of 

Gaussian, SUSAN, Phase Congruency, Monogenic Signal, Oriented Energies, 

Oriented Gradient of Histograms, Probability of boundary

• Orientation - Roberts, Prewitt, Sobel, Kirsch, Phase Congruency, 

Monogenic Signal, Oriented Energies, Oriented Gradient of Histograms

• Phase - Phase Congruency, Monogenic Signal
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Preliminary Work

Feature Space

• Texture – texture gradient, texture classification

• Distance – Euclid, Dihedral, Normalized, Mahal

• Spectral – Eigen values of affinity matrix

Arbelaez2011b Malik1999

Preliminary Work

Segmentation Classes

• Edge Detection

• Clustering

• Graphing

• Contour Detection

• Differential Equations

Preliminary Work

Edge Detection

• Energy Threshold – Single, Hysteresis

• Algorithms – Any energy operator

• Limitation – Non-continuous boundaries, cannot handle 

subjective contours, large impact from noise
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Preliminary Work

Clustering

• Group based on similarity – Generally only color

• Algorithms – K-Means, Mean Shift, DBSCAN, Spectral, DPGMM…

• Limitation – Computationally expensive (CPU time, except K-

Mean), Works on continuous dimensions only, cannot handle 

subjective contours 

ScikitLearn2014

Preliminary Work

Graphing

• Treat pixel or pixel group as node 

connected by edges

• Cut edges – between dissimilar nodes or across high energy

• Algorithms – Min-Cuts, Normalized Cuts, SE Min-Cuts…

• Limitation – Computationally expensive (CPU time), cannot handle 

subjective contours 

Shi2004

Preliminary Work

Contour Detection

• Topography

• Algorithms – Watershed on energy or probability of boundary 

(gPb-owt-ucm)

• Limitation – Best is partially obfuscated and proprietary, 

cannot handle subjective contours, no grouping of like pixels for 

future texture addition, significant memory needed (RAM)

Arbelaez2011b
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Preliminary Work

Differential Equations

• Propagation – Region contour around object

• Algorithms – Region growing, Active contour, Level set

• Limitation – Will not cross boundary (except Level Set), 

foreground/background/single-object only (except Level Set)

Kass1988 leo5th2005 Li2010

Preliminary Work

Assessment Image Comparison

Preliminary Work

Selected Elements

Relevant Elements

False Negatives True Negatives

True Pos False Pos

How many selected 

Items are Relevant?
How many relevant 

items are selected?

Assessment Methods

• Boundary – Precision-Recall

Shi2004Walber2014
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Preliminary Work

Assessment Methods

• Boundary – F-Score/F-Measure, Distance to Human

Arbelaez2011b

Preliminary Work

Assessment Methods

• Region/Information – Probabilistic Rand Index 

• Perceptual Boundary – Loomis Distance

Preliminary Work

Pro vs. Novice vs. BSDS
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Preliminary Work

Pro vs. Novice

Preliminary Work

Pro vs. Novice

• Temporal trend? No – 0.1% Slope

Preliminary Work

Initial Work

• Parameter Sets Examined
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Preliminary Work

Initial Results

• PR (Precision-Recall) space

Preliminary Work

Initial Results

• PR curves

Preliminary Work

Initial Results

• F-Score, Distance to Professional (D2P), 

Probabilistic Rand Index (PRI), Loomis 

Distance, Time
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Preliminary Work

Initial Results

• Statistical regression models

Preliminary Work

Initial Results

• Which measure is best?

• Why is distance to professional better than F?

• Could better results be hidden due to pixel 

correspondence?

Description Mean Median

Regression 1.92 1.6

PRI 1.93 1.6

F 2.26 2.2

LD 2.29 2.2

D2P 2.58 2.8

Preliminary Work

Initial Results

• Which measure is best?
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Preliminary Work

Initial Results

• Consistency

– kMean

• F – 0.86-0.99 (med 0.99)

• PRI – 0.72-0.98 (med 0.93)

– LevelSet

• F – 0.76-1 (med 1)

• PRI – 0.96-1 (med 1)

– gPb-owt-ucm

• F/PRI – 1 

Preliminary Work

Initial Conclusions

• Feature Sets

– Perceptually based colors are often better

– Texture gradient hinders performance

Preliminary Work

Initial Conclusions

• Algorithms

– Contour detection is great, but needs work

– LevelSet is ok but, needs work

– kMean is less consistent and more 

susceptible to noise
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Preliminary Work

Initial Conclusions

• Assessment Methods

Preliminary Work

Initial Conclusions

• Professional’s simplification (level of 

detail) is influenced by experience

Project Plan

Project Plan

• Implement/Develop
– Noise reduction: split/merge on LevelSet and spatial constraints on LevelSet

– Regress gPb-owt boundaries

– Automatic texturing scheme

• Preliminary user testing – Qualitative content analysis

• Implement/Develop
– Simplification algorithm

– Scoring scheme – include ancillary lines and textured region analysis

• Comparison experiment

• Perspective correction

• Final comparison experiment
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Project Plan

Noise Reduction (LevelSet)

• Split Segments

• Merge Segments

• Clean Small Segments

• Spatial Acuity

Project Plan

Simplification

• Remove extraneous information

• Add ancillary lines

•

Preliminary Work

Assessment Methods

• Boundary Assessment – Pixel Correspondence 

Shi2004
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Project Plan

Assessment Methods

• Account for ancillary lines

• Account for texture regions

Project Plan

Perspective Correction

• Presentation angle of an image

• Users perceive this as an odd shape or 

size change

• Approach

Short -> Tall Wide -> Thin Flattened with Remaining Artifacts
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Appendix J: Literature Review

J.1 Features

J.1.1 Color Space

Images can be stored and processed in many different color spaces. Printers for

instance work in Cyan/Yellow/Magenta/Black (CYMK) color space in order to print pig-

ments. Figures J.1.2 and J.2.12 show how color can be seen as either a dimension

in color space or a layer of the image. In order to model image processing after the

human visual system three color spaces are used throughout this document (Gray, Red/-

Green/Blue (RGB), and Luv). Gray is the simplest color space as it only has a single

dimension representing the brightness of the image. RGB is the most common and

intuitive color space for working with images because the human visual system first rec-

ognizes color through the RGB color receptors in the retina. Luv/Lab color spaces are

based on the combination of brightness with two opposing color dimensions (green vs

red and blue vs yellow). Luv/Lab were initially designed to increment based on human

perception of color. Figure J.1.3 shows histograms of a uniform color (RGB) distribution

image split between RGB and Luv color spaces. The deformed nature of Luv space

comes from its basis in human perception causing a nonlinear conversion mapping from

RGB to Luv space. Figure J.1.6 shows a newer understanding of the human visual sys-

tem whereby the initial RGB color sense is converted to brightness and opposing color

distribution before leaving the retina. Since users process images ultimately using Luv

space in order to gather meaning from images it stands to reason that a computer could

also get more of a human understand of images when processing in Luv space. Principal

component analysis (PCA) can also be used on a image by image basis to help intensify

less dominate features but also runs the rick of over emphasizing unimportant features.

J-01
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Logically it makes sense to model as much of the system as possible after human

vision and perception since that is the same system that naturally processes images.

One area that has been particularly considered in this regard are the color spaces. Gray

and red/green/blue (RGB) are obvious choices because of their ubiquity. However they

are not necessarily based on human perception. Lab/Luv color spaces (brightness, red-

green, blue-yellow) were originally designed to best fit human perception with each in-

crement matching to the same unit step in human visual perception [24]. Around the

same time as their creation research determined that human vision seems to convert

tri-chromatic (RGB) into opponent colors (Lab/Luv) within the retina before sending the

information to the brain [80,81]; This phenomenon is shown in an example in Figure J.1.6.

Throughout this research four color spaces are used gray/RGB for their ubiquity and Lu-

v/Lab for their base in human perception in an effort to model segmentation after the

human visual system.

Though Lab and Luv are both based in human perception they differ on a few points.

Luv color space attempts to account for how different colors at the same brightness ap-

pear to have different brightnesses known as the HelmholtzâĂŞKohlrausch effect [82].

Conversely each color’s maximum chroma is at different intensity levels; both are shown

in Figure J.1.4. Human color perception is much deeper though as perception is also

based on a person’s surroundings. The human visual system will shift colors based on

the general lighting color of a room (examples in Figure J.1.5); in computer color spaces

a known white point must be used to help with true color conversions. Lab space uses

the Von Kries transform while Luv uses the Judd-type transform [83]. No clear winner

came from the debate of which transform was better so both Lab and Luv were made

standards at the same time.
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(a) Red Green Blue (RGB)
(b) Cyan Magenta Yellow
(CYM)

(c) Hue Lightness
Saturation (HLS) (d) Lightness R/G Y/B (LUV)

Figure J.1.1: Shows various color spaces [24]

(a) RGB (b) Luv (c) True Luv

Figure J.1.2: Shows various color space layers. The u and v layers in LUV lack brightness information
but are shown here with and without brightness to exaggerate the chroma difference of the layers.
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(a) RGB (b) LUV

Figure J.1.3: Shows RGB and Luv color spaces

Figure J.1.4: Helmholtz-Kohlrausch effect: Each block has the same luminescence (gray scale value)
as the background but appear to have different brightnesses. Each color’s maximum chroma point is at a
different intensity. [82]
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Figure J.1.5: Examples of how the surroundings alter color perception. On the left of the figure is an
example showing a common issue with images where sun light gives a yellow hue and florescent lights
give a blue hue. It also shows how the human visual system becomes tolerant of these background colors.
By staring at the black dot for 20 sec then looking at the plane, the overlaying hue seems to disappear. [84]
The right side of the figure shows a recent internet phenomenon that illustrates how background color
alters the perceived color of the dress. [85]

Figure J.1.6: Shows human color vision pathway and the conversion from trichromatic to opponent
[80,81]

J.1.2 Basic Operators

The following basic operators are used throughout many of the image processing al-

gorithms. Many of these operators represent a distance in either image space or color

space that can be used to extract further features. Smoothing filters are also listed here

as they are often used throughout image processing at various stages of feature extrac-
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tion.

Distance from point to line

t =
(v1 − v2) · (p− v2)
(v1 − v2) · (v1 − v2)

d = (p− v2)− t ∗ (v1 − v2)

d =
‖(v1 − v2)× (p− v2)‖

‖v1 − v2‖

(J.1.1)

Distance from point to plane

d = ‖p· ν‖ (J.1.2)

Contour curvature

curv =

∣∣∣∣∣fxx
(
1 + f 2

y

)
− 2fxyfxfy + fyy (1 + f 2

x)(
f 2
x + f 2

y + 1
)3/2

∣∣∣∣∣ (J.1.3)

Euclidean distance between points

d = ‖p1 − p2‖ (J.1.4)

Normalized Euclidean Distance normalized by standard deviation (aka Standardiza-

tion) [48]

d̂ =
p− µ
σ

(J.1.5)

Mahalanobis Distance accounts for covariance and independence between dimen-

sions

di =
(

(pi − µ)T S−1 (p− µ)
)

(J.1.6)
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Arc Angle between two 3D vectors (dihedral) [86]

Θ = arccos
p1· p2
‖p1‖‖p2‖

(J.1.7)

Chi Squared Distance is used to determine the difference between histograms [87]

χ2(g, h) =
1

2

∑
i

(xi − yi)2

xi + yi
(J.1.8)

Gaussian Kernel [48,88–91]

g =
1

2πσ2
e

−(x2+y2)
2σ2 (J.1.9)

(a) 3D mesh (b) 2D intensity

Figure J.1.7: Gaussian filter

Error Function (ERF)

erf(x) =
1√
π

∫ x

−x
e−t

2

dt (J.1.10)

RichardsonâĂŞLucy deconvolution [67]

J.1.3 Basic Quantifiers

These methods for quantifying and/or re-representing image information are used

throughout image processing on color space or image space in order to better extract
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higher level features.

Image histograms show the frequency at which a particular pixel intensity happens.

This can be expanded to work with color images to show the frequency each color com-

bination happens. Figures J.1.8 to J.1.10 show both gray scale and color histograms of

various images.

(a) Smiley Face (b) Histogram (BW)

(c) Color Histogram (RGB) (d) Color Histogram (Luv)

Figure J.1.8: Histogram of smiley face
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(a) Roman aqueduct (b) Histogram (BW)

(c) Color Histogram (RGB) (d) Color Histogram (Luv)

Figure J.1.9: Histogram of Roman aqueduct
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(a) Hot air balloon (b) Histogram (BW)

(c) Color Histogram (RGB) (d) Color Histogram (Luv)

Figure J.1.10: Histogram of hot air balloons

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is a method of determining new axes based

on maximizing variation.This method can help intensify less dominate features but also

runs the rick of over emphasizing unimportant features. The most common methods

for determining the principal axes are Eigenanalysis of the covariance matrix or singular

value decomposition (SVD).
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(a) Smiley Face (b) Histogram with principal axes

(c) Histogram with principal plane (d) Histogram in PCA space

Figure J.1.11: Histogram of smiley face with principal axes and plane.
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(a) Aqueduct (b) Histogram with principal axes

(c) Histogram with principal plane (d) Histogram in PCA space

Figure J.1.12: Histogram of aqueduct with principal axes and plane.
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(a) Balloon (b) Histogram with principal axes

(c) Histogram with principal plane (d) Histogram in PCA space

Figure J.1.13: Histogram of balloon with principal axes and plane.

Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) This algorithm breaks a signal apart into rough

like frequency bins using splines. [92–97]
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(a) EMD on EEG with step explaination. [92]

(b) EMD is used here to find wonder in an ECG signal.

Figure J.1.14: Examples of EMD
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Figure J.1.15: EMD on balloon Image
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Figure J.1.16: EMD on aqueduct Image

J.1.4 First Order Local Energy (Color Gradient)

These kernels are convoluted over the images in order to extract gradients (energy)

and orientation. In order for these to work the data must be based on a continuum so that

it can extract gradient based on change in a particular dimension (ie. single color). These

measures result in a graded potential with higher values representing a greater change in

color. Gradient is analogues to measuring the distance or change in color space between

adjacent local elements in image space.

Central Difference [89]
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K0 = 1 0 −1 K1 =

1

0

−1

(J.1.11)

E =

( ∑
0≤i≤n−1

(Ki ∗ Ix,y)2
)1/2

(J.1.12)

Θ = arctan

(
K1 ∗ Ix,y
K2 ∗ Ix,y

)
(J.1.13)

Roberts Operator [89,98]

K0 =
1 0

0 −1
K1 =

0 1

−1 0
(J.1.14)

E = max
0≤i≤n−1

{Ki ∗ Ix,y} (J.1.15)

Prewitt Operator [89,98,99]

K0 =

1 0 −1

1 0 −1

1 0 −1

K1 =

1 1 1

0 0 0

−1 −1 −1

(J.1.16)

E =

( ∑
0≤i≤n−1

(Ki ∗ Ix,y)2
)1/2

(J.1.17)

Θ = arctan

(
K1 ∗ Ix,y
K2 ∗ Ix,y

)
(J.1.18)

Sobel Operator [89,90,98]
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K0 =

1 0 −1

2 0 −2

1 0 −1

K1 =

1 2 1

0 0 0

−1 −2 −1

(J.1.19)

E =

( ∑
0≤i≤n−1

(Ki ∗ Ix,y)2
)1/2

(J.1.20)

Θ = arctan

(
K1 ∗ Ix,y
K2 ∗ Ix,y

)
(J.1.21)

Kirsch Operator [90,98,100]

K0 =

−3 −3 5

−3 0 5

−3 −3 5

K1 =

−3 5 5

−3 0 5

−3 −3 −3

K2 =

5 5 5

−3 0 −3

−3 −3 −3

K3 =

5 5 −3

5 0 −3

−3 −3 −3

K4 =

5 −3 −3

5 0 −3

5 −3 −3

K5 =

−3 −3 −3

5 0 −3

5 5 −3

K6 =

−3 −3 −3

−3 0 −3

5 5 5

K7 =

−3 −3 −3

−3 0 5

−3 5 5

(J.1.22)

E = max
0≤i≤n−1

{Ki ∗ Ix,y} (J.1.23)

Θ = Arg max
0≤i≤n−1

{Ki ∗ Ix,y} · π/4 (J.1.24)
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(a) Original Image

(b) Central Difference

(c) Roberts Operator

(d) Prewitt Operator

(e) Sobel Operator

(f) Kirsch Operator

Figure J.1.17: Comparison of first order and simple local energy operations applied to image of smiley
face. Color space left to right: Gray, RGB, Luv.
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(a) Original Image

(b) Central Difference

(c) Roberts Operator

(d) Prewitt Operator

(e) Sobel Operator

(f) Kirsch Operator

Figure J.1.18: Comparison of first order and simple local energy operations used to find orientation.
Color space left to right: Gray, RGB, Luv.
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(a) Original Image

(b) Central Difference

(c) Roberts Operator

(d) Prewitt Operator

(e) Sobel Operator

(f) Kirsch Operator

Figure J.1.19: Comparison of first order and simple local energy operations applied to image of Roman
aqueduct. Color space left to right: Gray, RGB, Luv.
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(a) Original Image

(b) Central Difference

(c) Roberts Operator

(d) Prewitt Operator

(e) Sobel Operator

(f) Kirsch Operator

Figure J.1.20: Comparison of first order and simple local energy operations applied to image of hot air
balloons. Color space left to right: Gray, RGB, Luv.

Compare
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J.1.5 Second Order Local Energy

These kernels are convoluted over the images in order to extract gradients (energy)

and cannot retrieve orientation. In order for these to work the data must be based on a

continuum so that it can extract gradient based on change in a particular dimension (ie.

single color). These measures result in an indication only if the data is at an inflection

point (zero cross of 2nd derivative) but cannot indicate the rate of change.

Laplacian [89,98]

∇2Ix,y =
∂2

∂x2
Ix,y +

∂2

∂y2
Ix,y (J.1.25)

K =

0 −1 0

−1 4 −1

0 −1 0

or K ′ =

−1 −1 −1

−1 8 −1

−1 −1 −1

(J.1.26)

E = Zerocross {Ix,y ∗K} (J.1.27)

Laplacian of Gaussian [89–91,101]

LoG = ∇2g =
1

σ

(
(x2 + y2)

σ2
− 2

)
e

−(x2+y2)
2σ2 (J.1.28)

σ∇2g =
∂g

∂σ
≈ gkσ − gσ

kσ − σ
(J.1.29)
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(a) 3D mesh (b) 2D intensity

Figure J.1.21: Laplacian of Gaussian filter

(a) Original Image

(b) Laplace (K)

(c) Laplace (K ′)

(d) Laplacian of Gaussian

Figure J.1.22: Comparison of second order local energy operations applied to image of smiley face.
Color space left to right: Gray, RGB, Luv.

Compare
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J.1.6 Complex Local Energy

These operators are used to extract gradients (energy), orientation, and phase. In

order for many (not all) of these to work the data must be based on a continuum so that it

can extract gradient based on change in a particular dimension (ie. single color). These

measures result in a graded potential with higher values representing a greater change

in color.

Oriented Energy is the process of filtering the image with oblong even/odd filters placed

at different angles. These filters are similar to a Gabor filter which is thought to be similar

to human visual processing. [68,102,103]

fe = g′′σ1(y)gσ2(x)

fe =
d2

dy2

(
1

c
e

(
y2

σ2

)
e

(
x2

l2σ2

))

fo = H (f e1 )

(J.1.30)
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(a) Even filter (b) Even filter

(c) Odd filter (d) Odd filter

(e) Filter Bank

Figure J.1.23: Oriented energy filters

OE0◦ = (Ix,y ∗ fe)2 + (Ix,y ∗ fo)2

E = max
0≤θ<π

{OEθ}

Θ = Arg max
0≤θ<π

{OEθ}

(J.1.31)

Monogenic Signal is the 2d equivalent of 1d analytic signal. This can also be ex-

panded to use quadrature pairs similar to Oriented Energy (even/odd function pair) [104,
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104–108]

b = g1 − g2

h1 =
x

2π (x2 + y2)3/2

H1 = i
u

(u2 + v2)1/2

h2 =
y

2π (x2 + y2)3/2

H2 = i
v

(u2 + v2)1/2

(J.1.32)

(a) Bandpass (b) (b) Horizontal (b ∗ h1)

(c) Bandpass (b) (d) Vertical (b ∗ h2)

Figure J.1.24: Monogenic signal filters
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Î = Ix,y ∗ bx,y

E =

(
Î2 +

(
Î ∗ h1

)2
+
(
Î ∗ h2

)2)1/2

Θ = arctan

(
Î ∗ h1
Î ∗ h2

)

Φ = arctan

 Î((
Î ∗ h1

)2
+
(
Î ∗ h2

)2)1/2



(J.1.33)

Phase Congruency is the understanding that an edge is more likely to be at a location

where all frequency components are in phase. This method attempts to find locations

where phases are in sync. [109–111]

(a) Odd, edge (b) Even, ridge

Figure J.1.25: Phase Congruency

PC =
‖E‖∑
nAn

a =
∑

(PC(θ) cos(θ))2

b =
∑

(PC(θ) cos(θ)PC(θ) sin(θ))

c =
∑

(PC(θ) sin(θ))2

Θ =
1

2
arctan 2

(
b√

b2 + (a− c)2
,

a− c√
b2 + (a− c)2

)
(J.1.34)
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SUSAN Filter is short for smallest univalue segment assimilating nucleus (SUSAN). In

a given circle it calculates the number of pixels that are different beyond a threshold from

the center pixel. Generally this filter is not affected by noise because of dual thresholds.

[112–115]

Figure J.1.26: Susan Filter [114]

Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) [116]

Oriented Gradient of Histograms is the only filter discussed thus far that does not

require its data to be on a continuum. This means that the data can simply be a set of

labels and this filter will still represent the amount of difference in a given region with a

specific orientation. To help reduce noise and improve signal a Savitzky-Golay filter can

be applied. [28,68,87]
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Figure J.1.27: Oriented Gradient of Histograms [87]

Gθ = χ2(g, h) =
1

2

∑
i

(gi − hi)2

gi + hi

E = max
0≤θ<π

Gθ

Θ = Arg max
0≤θ<π

{Gθ}

(J.1.35)
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(a) Original Image

(b) Monogenic Magnitude

(c) Monogenic (/w Quad pair)

(d) Oriented Energy

(e) Phase Congruency

(f) SUSAN (r = 4, th = 0.2)

(g) Oriented Gradient of Histograms (r = 5, nBins = 25)

Figure J.1.28: Comparison of complex local energy operations applied to image of smiley face. Color
space left to right: Gray, RGB, Luv.
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(a) Original Image

(b) Monogenic

(c) Monogenic (/w Quad pair)

(d) Oriented Energy

(e) Phase Congruency

(f) Oriented Gradient of Histograms

Figure J.1.29: Comparison of complex local energy operations used to find orientation (Θ). Color space
left to right: Gray, RGB, Luv.
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(a) Original Image

(b) Monogenic Phase

(c) Monogenic (/w Quad pair)

(d) Phase Congruency

Figure J.1.30: Comparison of complex local energy operations used to find phase (Φ). Color space left
to right: Gray, RGB, Luv.
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(a) Original Image

(b) Monogenic Magnitude

(c) Monogenic (/w Quad pair)

(d) Oriented Energy

(e) Phase Congruency

(f) SUSAN (th = 0.25)

Figure J.1.31: Comparison of complex local energy operations applied to image of Roman aqueduct.
Color space left to right: Gray, RGB, Luv.
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(a) Original Image

(b) Monogenic Magnitude

(c) Monogenic (/w Quad pair)

(d) Oriented Energy

(e) Phase Congruency

(f) SUSAN (th = 0.1)

Figure J.1.32: Comparison of complex local energy operations applied to image of hot air balloons.
Color space left to right: Gray, RGB, Luv.

Compare
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J.1.7 Texture

Texture comes from repeated patters of energy or gradient.

Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) extracts texture similar to a high pass filter

[92–95,117,118].

Wavelets extract specific textures using pre-determined filters for each texture of inter-

est [119].

Steerable filter [38]

Oriented energy [103]

Textons are specific textures similar wavelets but are intrinsic to a particular image

and thus do not need to be predefined. These are extracted using oriented energy and

k-mean clustering. K-Mean clustering is discussed later for its ability to work as a seg-

mentation method but the same principal is applied here to group like textures in an

image. [28,68,102,120]

Local Frequency is the process of extracting texture as similarities in local frequency.

(a) Textured Block (b) EMD

Figure J.1.33: Comparison of select texture operations.
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J.1.8 Texture Gradient

Generally this is a measure of areas with high or low amounts of texture but can also

be a measure of discontinuities in texture type. This is similar to color gradient, in place

of changing color there is now changing texture.

Smallest Univalue Segment Assimilating Nucleus (SUSAN) This method uses the

SUSAN filter to extract information about how much texture is in a given area. Due to

the SUSAN filters dual shareholding small changes associated with noise are ignored.

[37,112,113]

Local Entropy is the process of quantifying the amount of chaos within small areas.

This is built into matlab as entropyfilt. This method is highly affected by noise. [27]

Third Moment is quantifying the amount of repetition or pattern in a local area. [27]

Oriented Gradient of Histograms This is process of taking texture labels such as

those from wavelets or textons and finding oriented gradient of histograms to determine

where a change in texture type occurs [87].
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(a) Original Image

(b) SUSAN (th = [0.05, 0.2])

(c) Local entropy

Figure J.1.34: Comparison of texture gradient operations. Color space left to right: Gray, RGB, Luv.

(a) Original Image

(b) SUSAN (th = [0.05, 0.2])

(c) Local entropy

Figure J.1.35: Comparison of texture gradient operations. Color space left to right: Gray, RGB, Luv.
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J.1.9 Texture & Noise Removal

In many aspects of image processing noise (insignificant texture) needs to be removed

or dampened.

Gaussian (Isotropic Diffusion) filter simply blurs everything resulting in dampened

noise.

Anisotropic Diffusion is similar to Gaussian filter in that it blurs the image but is is

selective and attempts to retain boundaries [48,121]. Many of the following filters can be

considered types of anisotropic diffusion.

∂I

∂t
= ∇ · g(x, y, t)∇I

g(x, y, t) =
1

1 + ‖∇I(x, y, t)‖2/λ2
(J.1.36)

∂I

∂t
= ∇ ·D∇I (J.1.37)
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Figure J.1.36: Comparison of 2 Anisotropic Diffusion techniques (bottom) to Gaussian filter (top-right)
on a noisy image (top-left) [48].

B-Spline & Thine Plate Spline are methods of creating smooth line interpolation that

cane also be used to smooth data [122–125].

Midrange filter works by finding the middle value in a kernel window. This can be

implemented with morphological operators. [126]

Mid(a, b, c) =
1

2
(min(a, b, c) +max(a, b, c))

Mid =
1

2
(Erosion+Dilation)

(J.1.38)

Median & Pseudomedian (PM) work by finding the median value in a kernel window.

Pseudomedian filter attempts to come close to true median but has a faster implementa-

tion for larger sets because it only requires a sliding sequence as opposed to all combina-
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tions. Pseudomedian filter can also be implemented as a combination of morphological

operators (open/close). [126,127]

Med(a, b, c) = max (min(a, b),min(b, c),min(a, c))

Med(a, b, c) = min (max(a, b),max(b, c),max(a, c))

(J.1.39)

pMed(a, b, c) =
1

2
max (min(a, b),min(b, c)) +

1

2
min (max(a, b),max(b, c))

pMed =
1

2
Open+

1

2
Close

(J.1.40)

Linear Combination of open-closing and close-opening (LOCO) [126]

LOCO =
1

2
OpenClose+

1

2
CloseOpen (J.1.41)

Gradient Inverse Weighted (GIW) filter smooths areas of lower gradient more than

areas of higher gradient. Multiple iterations will look like median filter. [128]

Wiener filter [129]

Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) can be used like a high pass filter to removed

noise [92–95]..

Smallest Univalue Segment Assimilating Nucleus (SUSAN) method uses the SU-

SAN filter to locate noise then blur around it while ignoring larger changes like edges or

boundaries. Multiple iterations will remove small gradient (slope) [37,112,113].

Band Reject (BR) attempts to filter out only the trouble sum range of frequencies as-

sociated with noise. The notch to do this adds other low freq distortions. Texture predom-

inately exists in intensity not as much between colors. This is why the band reject does
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not alter the colors in LUV space as much as it does for RGB space. FFT also distorts

color due to out of range results and forced normalization.

Iterative steering Kernel [130]

Savitzky-Golay (GS) [131,132]
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(a) Original Image

(b) Gaussian (σ = 2)

(c) Pseudomedian (dim = 5x5)

(d) LOCO

(e) Band Reject

(f) SUSAN (th = 0.2)

Figure J.1.37: Comparison of texture removal operations. Color space left to right: Gray, RGB, Luv.
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(a) Original Image

(b) Gaussian (σ = 2)

(c) Pseudomedian (dim = 5x5)

(d) LOCO

(e) Band Reject

(f) SUSAN (th = 0.2)

Figure J.1.38: Comparison of texture removal operations. Color space left to right: Gray, RGB, Luv.
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(a) Original (b) Noise (σ = 0.10) (c) BR (σ = 0.16)

(d) SUSAN(σ = 0.05) (e) Median (σ = 0.29) (f) TP Spline (σ = 0.19)

(g) PM (σ = 0.37) (h) LOCO (σ = 0.66) (i) Gaussian (σ = 0.22)

(j) GIW (σ = 0.9) (k) Midrange (σ = 0.53) (l) SG (σ = 0.26)

(m) EMD (σ = 0.71)

Figure J.1.39: Comparison of noise removal operations where σ represents the standard deviation
of the difference between the original and reconstructed blocks. Methods d/g/j remove the noise while
preserving the ridge and edges. Methods e/h/k remove the noise and ridge while preserving the edges.
Methods c/f/i/l/m smooth everything though each prefers different frequency ranges.
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J.1.10 Spectral Analysis

[87,133]

Affinity Matrix [134]

Spectrum

J.1.11 Probability of Boundary

Cue Combination in classifier [68,120,135]

Multiscale Probability of Boundary (mPb) linear combination of brightness, color,

and texture gradients at different radii [31,41,68,134,136,137]

• Get Energy @ each radius @ each ori

• Smooth Filter @ each radius @ each ori

• Combine weight @ each ori

• Combine ori track theta @ max energy

• NonMax Suppression

Spectral Probability of Boundary (sPb) Eiganvectors? and Oriented Energies on

mPb [31,41,134,136,137]

Globalized Probability of Boundary (gPb) [31,41,134,136,137]

J.2 Segmentation

Segmentation is the process of breaking an image apart into its important constituent

visual components. Each segmentation algorithm uses particular feature set(s) to deter-

mine the optimal segmentation. A feature set is generally a low level way of quantifying
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aspects of an image for later processing. Basic features of an image include color space,

texture, and gradient. Each segmentation algorithm works like an optimization algorithm

using the feature set to find the best fit or segmented regions.

Throughout this document the images shown in Figure J.2.1 are used because they

contain many of the important features and other universally problematic characteristics.

Dithering is often used in the creation of images to enhance their natural look by gener-

ating noise around boundaries. Many edge detection and segmentation algorithms get

confused when boundaries are obscured with dithering or smoothing. The algorithms

also get confused by the reflection of an object or when a single object of interest has

multiple features such as color or texture.
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(a) Dithering, Solid color, Smooth edge

(b) Gaps, Texture, Reflection, Similare intensity across bound, Same object multi-color

(c) Dithering, Slow gradient, Same object multi-colored

Figure J.2.1: Images showing major challenges in image segmentation.

J.2.1 Edge Detection

Edge detection algorithms attempt to find areas of rapid change in color (edges). This

can simply be a threshold on any energy magnitude or boundary probability or use other

more complicated calculations. [89,98,138,139]

Basic Just threshold an energy magnitude or boundary probability. This is fast but

results in thick edges and is often susceptible to noise.

Canny fast, thin edges, hysteresis threshold, noise suppression
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• Filter (Smooth)

• Gradient

• Non-maximum suppression

• Hysteresis thresholding

[88–91]

Marr-Hildreth Thin edges, susceptible to noise

E∗ = ZeroCross {LoG ∗ Ix,y} (J.2.1)

Shen-Castan Thin edges, hysteresis threshold, susceptible to noise

• Infinite Symmetric Exponential Filter

• False zero-cross suppression

• Hysteresis thresholding

• Handles poorer SNR

f = ae−p(|x|+|y|) (J.2.2)

[90]

SUSAN [112,114,139,140] noise suppression, thick edges

Phase Congruency noise suppression, thick edges

[111]

M =
1

2

(
c+ a+

√
b2 + (a− c)2

)
(J.2.3)

Edge Detection Comparison In figures where thresholding was used: the optimal

threshold was found for RGB then retained for gray and Luv.
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(a) Original Image

(b) First Order (Sobel, th = 0.3)

(c) Canny (th = [0.12, 0.3])

(d) Marr-Hildreth

(e) Shen-Castan (p = [0.3, 0.2])

(f) SUSAN (th = [0.25, 0.65])

Figure J.2.2: Comparison of edge detectors. Color space left to right: Gray, RGB, Luv.
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(a) Original Image

(b) First Order (Sobel, th = 0.2)

(c) Canny (th = [0.08, 0.2])

(d) Marr-Hildreth

(e) Shen-Castan (p = [0.5, 0.3])

(f) SUSAN (th = [0.1, 0.55])

Figure J.2.3: Comparison of edge detectors. Color space left to right: Gray, RGB, Luv.

J.2.2 Corner Detect

Corner detection is the process of finding straight edges that come together at some

angle [89,98,138,139].
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Minimum Eigen Value [67, 111, 141] "The block calculates the smaller eigenvalue of

the sum of the squared difference matrix. This minimum eigenvalue corresponds to the

corner metric matrix." [67]

A = (Ix)
2 ∗ w

B = (Iy)
2 ∗ w

C = (IxIy) ∗ w

(J.2.4)

M =
A C

C B
(J.2.5)

Harris Harris (speed) [67,111,141]

R = det(M)− k(tr(M))2 = AB − C2 − k(A+B)2

det(M) = λ1λ2

trace(M) = λ1 + λ2

(J.2.6)

Phase Congruency Phase Concurrency [111]

m =
1

2

(
c+ a−

√
b2 + (a− c)2

)
(J.2.7)

SUSAN SUSAN (slow) [112,114,140]
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(a) Original (b) Harris (c) Minimum Eigenvalue

(d) Phase Congruency (e) SUSAN

Figure J.2.4: Comparison of corner detectors.

(a) Original (b) Harris (c) Minimum Eigenvalue

(d) Phase Congruency (e) SUSAN

Figure J.2.5: Comparison of corner detectors.
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(a) Original (b) Harris (c) MinimumEigenvalue

(d) Phase Congruency (e) SUSAN

Figure J.2.6: Comparison of corner detectors.

Corner Detect Comparison

J.2.3 Clustering Methods

These methods are based on grouping like pixels together in a given continuous fea-

ture space such as color and/or texture.

Histogram

Hierarchical Clustering [142,143]

Spectral Clustering [133,144,145]

Mean Shift This algorithm assigns a pixel to a group by calculating density gradients.

Each pixel assignment is iteratively moved closer to the nearest density sink [32,146,147]
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Table J.2.1: Pros and cons of Mean Shift.

Pros Cons

Density gradient Resource intensive

Oversegmentation

Gradient based features

Iterative

(a) Original (b) Mean Shift (c) Outlines

Figure J.2.7: Mean Shift clusering on image of Roman Aqueducts (82 min, 37 clusters)

Density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise (DBSCAN) Like Mean-

Shift this algorithm is based on density and is computationally expensive but it also ac-

counts for continuity in the clustering space. [142,148–151]

K-Means Not always same results due to random init, though matlab can use results

from a small subset to initialize the full pixel set. [33,37,44]

pi ∈ Ck where k = Arg min
1≤j≤n

{‖pi − µj‖} (J.2.8)
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Table J.2.2: Pros and cons of K-Means.

Pros Cons

Speed Gradient based features only

Random initialization

Inconsistant results

Iterative

Spacialy Constrained K-Means [37,56]

Dirichlet Process Gaussian Mixture Model (DPGMM) Classifier [152]

Figure J.2.8: Comparison of GMM and DPGMM [152]
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Expectation Maximization (EM) Classifier [153,154]

Adaptive Clustering [155]

Adding Spatial Components [87]

Figure J.2.9: Comparison of standard clustering algorithms in their clustering space [142]
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(a) Original Image

(b) K-Mean (N = 4, Euclidean, Color)

(c) K-Mean (N = 4, Euclidean/Dihedral, Color)

(d) K-Mean (N = 4, Euclidean, Color + Texture)

Figure J.2.10: Comparison of clustering algorithms applied to image of Roman aqueduct. Color space
left to right: Gray, RGB, Luv.

(a) Original Image

(b) K-Mean (N = 4, Euclidean, Color)

(c) K-Mean (N = 4, Euclidean/Dihedral, Color)

(d) K-Mean (N = 4, Euclidean, Color + Texture)

Figure J.2.11: Comparison of clustering algorithms applied to image of hot air balloons. Color space
left to right: Gray, RGB, Luv.
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Cluster Comparison

Splitting Clusters Splitting clusters [44] Though initially used with k-mean this method

can be used with other segmentation algorithms. It iteratively splits highest variance

cluster and reruns k-mean until highest validity reached.

dintra =
1

N

∑
j

∑
pi∈Cj

‖pi − µj‖2 (J.2.9)

dinter = min
i,j
‖µi − µj‖2 (J.2.10)

V alidity =
dintra
dinter

(J.2.11)

Combining Clusters [156]

Perceptual Boarder Refinement [38] Though initially used with k-mean this method

can be used with other segmentation algorithms.

Effect of Initialization [157]

J.2.4 Graphing Methods

These methods treat the pixels like nodes in a graph with edges connecting them. The

methods then use different criteria to determine which edges to break apart until regions

become secluded from the rest. [158]
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Figure J.2.12: Example of graphing method [158]

Min-Cuts [34]

Normalized Cuts NP-hard [35,159,160]

SE Min-Cuts [34,40]

Felzenszwalb & Huttenlocher [23] Over segmentation

Max-flow & Potts model Network model in place of graph [160–162]

J.2.5 Contour Detection

Contour Completion [163,164]

Watershed Transformation [28,31,41,134,136,137]

Ultrametric Contour Map [28,31,41,134,136,137]

J.2.6 Differential Equations

Region Growing Now built into Matlab, only foreground/background based on user

initial input [165]
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Active Contours Now built into Matlab, only foreground/background based on user

initial input. Using the Euler-Lagrange equation the integral equation can be solved as a

differential equation. [48,166]

Esnake(C) = Arg min
c

∫ 1

0

α(s) |Cs|2 +

∫ 1

0

β(s) |Css|2 − γ
∫ 1

0

|δI(C(s))| (J.2.12)

yopt = Arg min
y

∫ x2

x1

F (x, y, y′, y′′)dx

∂F

∂y
− d

dx

(
∂F

∂y′

)
+

d2

dx2

(
∂F

∂y′′

) (J.2.13)

Figure J.2.13: Example of active contour handling a subjective boundary [166]

Level Set 2n Segments, Many input parameters [36,43,46,48,167–175]
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Ψ(x, y) = ±d(x, y)

Ψt + F (x(t)) |∇Ψ| = 0

dΨ = −F (x(t)) |∇Ψ| dt

F (x(t); t) = α (Pf (I)− Pb(I)) + (1− α) (c+ κ(x(t); t)) g(∇I)

κ(x(t); t) = div

(
∇Ψ

|∇Ψ|

)
∂Ψ

∂t
= δε(Ψ)

(
µκ− λ1(I − µ1)

2 + λ2(I − µ2)
2
)

(J.2.14)

Figure J.2.14: Example of level set and its ability to split/merge contours while being embed in 1 higher
dimension [45]. Double click to open animation.

J.2.7 Combined Methods

Global Probability of Boundary - Oriented Watershed Transform - Ultrametric Con-

tour Map (gPb-owt-ucm) [31,41,87,136]

This method first finds the Multi-scale Probability of Boundary (mPb). This is done with

a weighted sum of oriented gradients of histograms at different sizes performed on the
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different color and texture dimensions. Next the Spectral Probability of Boundary (sPb)

is found. This is done by determining eigen values/vectors associated with the image.

Then the Global Probability of Boundary (gPb) is determined as a weighted sum of mPb

and sPb. The gPb is then passed through an oriented watershed transform to convert

boundaries to complete contours. Next the data is grouped in a hierarchical fashion with

Ultrametric Contour Map.

Code requires linux and 5+GB of ram for single image, on the face only 1 parameter

for the contour map however there are many lower parameters that were pre-determined

based on their image set and are no longer accessible.

K-mean, Watershed, Difference in Strength [176]

Object-level [160]
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J.3 Simplification

J.3.1 General

Reduce Data [6,177–181]

Enhance/add data [182]

J.3.2 Machine Learning

Generalized Linear Regression Model (GLM) [183]

Two Stage [184]

Logistic Regression [185,186]

Ridge regularization and feature selection by adding bias to reduce variance and pre-

vent over fitting and uses the L2 norm [64,187,188]

min
β

n∑
i=1

(
yi −

p∑
j=1

βjxij

)2

+ λ2

p∑
j=1

β2
j (J.3.1)

Least Absolute Shrinkage and Selection Operator (LASSO) bias like Ridge but also

reduces parameters by eliminating variables with high correlation by using the L1 norm.

This method handles sparse data. [64,187–189]
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Figure J.3.1: LASSO (L1) vs Ridge (L2) [190]

min
β

n∑
i=1

(
yi −

p∑
j=1

βjxij

)2

+ λ1

p∑
j=1

‖βj‖ (J.3.2)

Elastic Net balance between Ridge and LASSO [64,188,191]

min
β

n∑
i=1

(
yi −

p∑
j=1

βjxij

)2

+ λ1

p∑
j=1

‖βj‖+ λ2

p∑
j=1

β2
j (J.3.3)

Principal Component Regression (PCR) feature selection by PCA used to reduce

parameters by selecting the more influential based on covariance [64,192,193]

Partial Least Squares (PLS) feature selection by mapping input and output variables

to a new space to best account for covariance [64, 192, 194]. PLS works on its own as

a regression model just like LASSO but it also works like PCA to account for variances.

PLS not only finds the cues that explain most of the input variance but also the output

variance. PLS was non recoverable back to normal space to reduce cues. It would

require the end version to use all cues but for speed in future user usage would want to

use only the fewest.
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Neural Net Non parametric, computationally expensive, highly susceptible to over fit-

ting especially with smaller data set, not good with sparse data. After completion this

article claims to have overcome these limitations which may be valuable in the future with

continued work [195].

Fast Correlation Based Filter (FCBF) feature selection, though it does not handle

biased/sparse data well yet [196].

Standardize vs Normalize accounts for variance and mean being drastically different

cue metric scales. Normalization specs everything from 0 to 1 even if there are large

outliers which compacts non-outlier data. Standardization scales values to fit a bell curve

where some outliers could have very large or very small vales. [197]

XNormalized =
X −Xmin

Xmax −Xmin

XStandardized =
X − µ
σ

(J.3.4)

Leverage is when one or a few outlier observations cause drastic shifts in the predicted

model and likely contribute to over fitting [67]

Cook’s Distance Used to find outliers, represents how bad they fit the model and the

group. Large values mean the observation is having a large effect on the model pulling it

in a different direction from the condenses. “It summarizes how much all the values in the

regression model change when the i observation is removed” [66,67]. p is the number of

cues in the model.

Residuals & Fit are the errors left between the predicted model and the actual values.

Patterns in residuals or fit can indicate missing feature cues. [67]

Di =

∑n
j=1(Ŷj − Ŷj(i))2

p MSE
(J.3.5)
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Cross-Validation Used to train on subset and test on remaining in an iterative manor

with different subsets each time.
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J.4 Assessment

J.4.1 User Testing

Non-Inferior [198]

Odds vs Risk ratios [199,200]

GEE Using SPSS Generalized Estimating Equations to calculate mean, significance,

odds ratio, etc. [201]

ICC Intraclass Correlation [202]

NASA TLX [203]

SUS Systems Usability Survey [63,204]

Side by Side Ranking [205]

J.4.2 Segmentation

Pascal challenge set forth some basic requirements [52].

Required Algorithm Properties for this research

• Computationally cheap
– Fast
– Minimal hardware/software resources

• Consistency - Each time same algorithm is run similar results are given
• Boundary Accuracy

– Detect Boundaries
– Minimal localization error with some tolerance

• Segment/Region Accuracy
– Detect Segments/Regions
– Minimal localization error with some tolerance

• Automatic
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– Minimal human interaction required
– Set parameters that work for most images

Required Validation Properties

• Consistency
– Resulting metric is comparable across multiple images
– Resulting metric is comparable across multiple image sizes

• Accurately tests algorithm’s required properties
• Help find the best parameter set for most images

J.4.2.1 Boundaries

Hausdorff Distance is the distance between calculated and ground truth edge/bound-

ary points [48,206–208]

BDE = d(px,i, Y ) = min
j
‖py,j − px,i‖ (J.4.1)

HD(S,G) = max
i
d(ps,i, G) (J.4.2)

HDSym(S,G) = max
(

max
i
d(ps,i, G),max

i
d(pg,i, S)

)
(J.4.3)

Loomis Distance is a description of difference between images that have been filtered

to represent the sense of touch over boundaries [50].

c = 0.163

x, y = square kernel

θ = (xc)2 + (yc)2

b = e−πθ

Iblur = I ∗ b

(J.4.4)
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D =
(
sum

(
(Iblur,1 − Iblur,2)2

))0.5 (J.4.5)

J.4.2.2 Regions

These metrics are a measure of region overlap between calculated and ground truth

regions.

Tanimoto coefficient (AKA: Jaccard index) [48]

TC(xi, yj) =
|xi ∩ yj|
|xi ∪ yj|

(J.4.6)

Dice Similarity Index [48]

DSI(xi, yj) =
2|xi ∩ yj|
|xi|+ |yj|

=
2TC

TC + 1
(J.4.7)

Best Spatial Support [209]

BSS(S,G) =
1

N

∑
j

(
max
i

(TC(si, gj))
)

(J.4.8)

Bidirectional Consistency Index [54,207,210,211]

LRE(X, Y, pi) =
|R(X, pi)\R(Y, pi)|
|R(X, pi)|

(J.4.9)

LCE(S,G) =
1

N

∑
i

min (LRE(S,G, pi), LRE(G,S, pi)) (J.4.10)

GCE(S,G) =
1

N
min

(∑
i

LRE(S,G, pi),
∑
i

LRE(G,S, pi)

)
(J.4.11)
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BCE(S, {G}) =
1

N

∑
i

min
k

(max (LRE(S,Gk, pi), LRE(Gk, S, pi))) (J.4.12)

BCI = 1−BCE (J.4.13)

J.4.2.3 Information

These metrics are based on determining how much information calculated and ground

truth regions have in common.

Square Difference Only good when labels have the same meaning between images.

[48]

MSD(X, Y ) =
1

N

∑
i

(px,i − py,i)2 (J.4.14)

Cross Correlation Only good when labels have the same meaning between images

but allows for a shift in numbers. [48]

NCC(X, Y ) =

∑
i(px,i − µ1)

∑
i(py,i − µ2)

(
∑

i(px,i − µ1)2
∑

i(py,i − µ2)2)
1/2

(J.4.15)

Joint Entropy Used for other metrics. [48,212]

H(X) = −
∑
i

(P (xi) log (P (xi))) (J.4.16)

H(X, Y ) = −
∑
i

∑
j

(P (xi, yj) log (P (xi, yj))) (J.4.17)
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H(X|Y ) = −
∑
i

∑
j

(
P (xi, yj) log

(
P (xi, yj)

P (yj)

))
(J.4.18)

Mutual Information Can determine correlation between dissimilar number schemes,

modalities, or labeling. [48, 212, 213]. Other version exist to improve response to large

number of clusters: V-measure [214] which normalizes by sum of labeled inventories

and adjusted version [142] that normalizes by chance using an expected score based on

several factors to do the normalization.

MI(S,G) = H(S) +H(G)−H(S,G) (J.4.19)

NMI(S,G) =
MI(S,G)

H(S,G)
(J.4.20)

Variation of Information Effectively inverse of MI. [212,213,215–217]

V I(S,G) = H(S) +H(G)− 2MI(S,G) (J.4.21)

NV I(S,G) = 1− MI(S,G)

H(S,G)
(J.4.22)

Probabilistic Rand Index Good at penalizing for too many small regions. [210–212,

218–221] Adjusted version [216] also exists but requires an expected score based on

several factors to normalize against chance.

a 2 pixels in same region in S and same region in G, b 2 pixels in different region in S

and different region in G.
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RI(S,G) =
a+ b

a+ b+ c+ d
=
a+ b(
N
2

)
a+ b =

∑
i,j
i 6=j

(I ((si = sj) ∧ (gi = gj)) + I ((si 6= sj) ∧ (gi 6= gj)))

c+ d =
∑
i,j
i 6=j

(I ((si = sj) ∧ (gi 6= gj)) + I ((si 6= sj) ∧ (gi = gj)))

(J.4.23)

Table J.4.1: S and G contingency table (confusion matrix).

Label S1 S2 · · · Sj
∑

G1 n11 n12 · · · n1j u1

G2 n21 n22 · · · n2j u2
...

...
... . . . ...

...

Gi ni1 ni2 · · · nij ui∑
v1 v2 · · · vj N

a+ b =

(
N

2

)
+
∑
i

∑
j

n2
ij −

1

2

(∑
i

u2i +
∑
j

v2j

)

c+ d = SSD = 1− a+ b =
1

2

(∑
i

u2i +
∑
j

v2j

)
−
∑
i

∑
j

n2
ij

(J.4.24)

PRI(S, {G}) =
â+ b̂(
N
2

) =
1

K

∑
k

RI(S,Gk)

â+ b̂ =
∑
i,j
i 6=j

cijpij + (1− cij)(1− pij)

cij = I(si = sj)

pij = P (gi = gj) =
1

K

∑
k

I (gk,i = gk,j)

(J.4.25)
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NPRI(S,G) =
PRI − E(PRI)

M(PRI)− E(PRI)

E(PRI) =
1(
N
2

)∑
i,j
i 6=j

(
p′ijpij + (1− p′ij)(1− pij)

)
p′ij = E (I(si = sj)) ≈

1

Φ

∑
φ

1

K

∑
k

I(gφ,k,i = gφ,k,j)

(J.4.26)

LPR({S}) =
1

K

∑
k

PRI(Sk, S{6=k}) (J.4.27)

Figure J.4.1: How scores are affected by only a change in the number of clusters/regions [142]

J.4.2.4 Classification

The metrics are based on first determining whether or not a point is correctly label

(generally edge vs background) then calculating the rate of correct vs incorrect labels.

[222]
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Pixel Correspondence is the attempt to determine whether or not a boundary pixel

matches the ground truth boundaries. This is generally restricted with a one-to-one rela-

tion and a maximum distance. Leaving off the one-to-one relation can in some applica-

tions over inflate the perceived correctness of a result. [158]

Figure J.4.2: Pixel Correspondence [158]

Receiver operating characteristic Abandoned in favor of PR because of SR ratio

causing most algorithms to falsely have high accuracy. [68,223–226]

Figure J.4.3: ROC [227]
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TPR = Sensitivity =
TP

TP + FN

TNR = Specificity =
TN

FP + TN

ACC = Accuracy =
TP + TN

P +N

(J.4.28)

Matthews correlation coefficient (MCC) [228]

MCC =

√
X2

n

MCC =
TP ∗ TN − FP ∗ FN√

(TP + FP )(TP + FN)(TN + FP )(TN + FN)

(J.4.29)

Precision-recall (PR) In general a better F score or a score closer to the human point

(ground truth) is a better preforming algorithm. The human point is the internal consis-

tency among human raters. Though F score can be used for more than binary classi-

fication the segment labels are arbitrary and measuring their match with ground truth

would be meaningless. In this case F score is used to match the correct classification of

boundaries between computer vs human segmentation. [68,193,218,223,226,229–231]

Figure J.4.4: PR [232]
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PPV = Precision =
TP

TP + FP

TPR = Recall =
TP

TP + FN

F1 = 2
PR

P +R

F =
PR

τR + (1− τ)P

G =
√
PR

(J.4.30)

Figure J.4.5: PR curve [158]

ROC/PR for Images Curves are based on trying a range of parameters and calculating

ROC/PR points then connecting them. This represents a cost trade off curve. When

multiple parameters are varied the line can be found by keeping only the best parameters

then keeping only the max radius within discrete angle groupings. This represents a

trade off front from a trade off point cloud. [135] The difference between human points in
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Figures J.4.6 and J.4.7 comes from the way authors decided to create the ground truth

images, number of ground truth illustrators, and whether or not pixel correspondence is

accounted for.

(a) ROC Points (b) PR Points

(c) ROC Curve (d) PR curve

Figure J.4.6: ROC and PR points to curve
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Figure J.4.7: Example PR curve [31]

Box plot Box plots can be used to show statistical information. They are used here

to show statistical information about algorithm performance across a single parameter

change.

Figure J.4.8: Meaning of each component of the boxplot [233]. Notches represent 95% confidence
interval.
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Figure J.4.9: Example data shown with boxplot

J.4.3 Simplification

Adjusted R2



Appendix K: Related Works

This chapter outlines related work from VCU Haptics and Rehabilitation Technologies

Laboratory and other work mentored by Tyler Ferro.

K.1 Publications/Workshops

Providing Dynamic Access to Electronic Tactile Diagrams Ferro, T., Pawluk, D.

(2017), International Conference on Universal Access in Human-Computer Interaction,

HCII 2017

A significant problem for individuals who are blind or visually impaired is the

lack of access to graphical information. In this paper, we describe our work

on components of a system to make this access available in real-time, on de-

mand, and through effective means. We start by discussing our current work

on con-verting visual diagrams and images into a representation that can be

more effec-tively interpreted by individuals who are blind or visually impaired.

We then de-scribe previous and ongoing work in our laboratory on computer

I/O devices we are developing to provide the given representation to the user

immediately and in-teractively. Finally, we describe dynamic methods that we

have developed to help manage the information presented more effectively

given the constraints of the tactile system. [234]

Developing Tactile Diagrams with Electronic Drawing Programs Using a Validated

Texture Palette Ferro, T., Pawluk, D. (2015), Becoming Agents of Change, AER Annual

conference

This presentation introduces the basics of computer aided tactile graphics

creation through Photoshop/GIMP while focusing on how to include textures

in the final product. In an effort to standardize and streamline tactile graphics

K-01
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many new resources have become available for computers. Such advance-

ments have often helped teachers save time when producing tactile graphics

but also tend to leave texture behind. This presentation will teach the creation

of tactile graphics with basic textures using Photoshop/GIMP. [5]

Automatic Image Conversion to Tactile Graphic Ferro, T., Pawluk, D. (2013), Com-

puters and Accessibility, ASSETS ‘13 Proceedings of the 15th International ACM SIGAC-

CESS Conference.

Currently, individuals who are blind or visually impaired have limited resources

to allow them to interpret information contained in images. The aim of this

project is to provide an accessible system to automatically generate tactile

graphics for those who need to interpret information contained in visual im-

ages. The fundamental steps to accomplish this are to segment and simplify

the image. The focus of this paper will be on several methods to segment an

image. [235]

K.2 Concurrent

Perspective Correction Galen Kellner, Tyler Ferro, Dianne Pawluk

Worked on removing perspective from images automatically by detecting vanishing

points.

Effectiveness of Using Local Cues to Indicate Perspective in Tactile Diagrams An-

drea Nguyen, Megan Dell, Ramya Nandigam, Jacqueline Gabr Chavez Orellana, Tyler

Ferro, Dianne Pawluk

This study presents and evaluates the use of a method using local cues to

indicate perspective in tactile diagrams as compared to the current use of

visual perspective methods. Perspective for an object using local cues is rep-
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resented with standard visual perspective lines but with the thickness of the

lines varying as a function of depth away from the viewer. Performance of

study participants who were blind or visually impaired using the new method

and the standard visual perspective method were compared as a function of:

blindness onset of a participant, perspective method used, repetition (blocks

were repeated twice), object and perspective of an object presented. For the

main task, the method used (Wald χ2 = 7.147, p = 0.008) and the method-

repetition interaction (Wald χ2 = 4.272 , p = 0.039) had a significant effect.

Participants performed better with our new method and their improvement

for (only) this method showed a significant improvement between repetitions.

The findings demonstrate that our new method improved the performance

of users for tasks involving perspective on diagrams over the standard visual

perspective method. The data also indicates that with more practice, improve-

ment could become even greater than observed during this study. Perspec-

tive frequently plays a critical role in aiding the understanding of questions

in mathematics and science. TVIs who make tactile diagrams that need to

include perspective can use our new method to present the perspective more

clearly than in current diagrams. [236]

Tactile Display of Perspective - In Practice Ian linville, Tyler Ferro, Dianne Pawluk

Considering and representing perspective, where viewers are given the im-

pression of height, width and depth of an object from a particular viewing

angle (e.g., Figure 1), often makes tactile diagrams difficult to decode. Per-

spective, however, frequently plays a critical role in aiding the understanding

of questions in mathematics and science, and is often found on many stan-

dardized tests and assessments. The difficulty with using touch, as compared

to vision, is that the field of view is much smaller, which makes interpreta-

tion of global information, like perspective, more difficult. We will describe a
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method that was developed in our laboratory that creates local cues in the

tactile diagram to provide information about perspective. We will also present

results from a study we performed that evaluated our new method in compar-

ison to using standard visual perspective methods for tactile diagrams for use

by individuals who are visually impaired.

As a method of representation is only useful if it can be generated easily, we

have created software tools to aid with the creation of perspective diagrams

using our new method. The method uses SketchUp, a software package

that is easy for creating 3D models. SketchUp is free to educators. To this,

we have created an Add-in Module, which we provide for free, that will add

the local cues for our method automatically. SketchUp can then be used to

select a view point to produce a 2-D drawing of the model, complete with the

added local cues. The second half of the presentation will walk participants

through the installation of the software tools, as well as a few examples using

the software to generate 2-D perspective drawings with the added local cues.

[237]

Tactile Crayons Suraj Kandalam, Tyler Ferro, Dianne Pawluk

This paper describes the development and initial assessment of a set of tac-

tile crayons that can produce different textured lines and areas on regular

paper. The development of the tactile crayons focused on being able to dif-

ferentiable along the texture dimension of sticky-slippery. Needs assessment

through the use of surveys and focus groups guided the development. The

ability of study participants to identify the textures of the crayons on paper

was used as an initial assessment. User needs assessment showed many

practitioners felt that the development of tactile crayons would aid in teach-

ing and fill a needs gap. Testing showed that six tactile crayons performed

with a mean accuracy of 77% (SE 4%) in user discrimination. Further test-
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ing demonstrated that the four main tactile crayons performed with a mean

accuracy of 86% (SE 3%) in user identification. Many parents and teach-

ers showed interest in the potential of tactile crayons as a learning tool. The

four main tactile crayons were highly discriminable and identifiable by adults

who are blind or visually impaired. This shows promise for discriminability and

identifiability of these crayons by children who are blind and visually impaired,

and their potential as a learning tool in both formal and informal learning en-

vironments. Tactile crayons have the potential to aid childhood development

and student learning. Tactile crayons could reduce art and school supply

costs. Using tactile crayons could help reduce time needed by teachers to

produce tactile diagrams. [238]

Research Assistant Megan Lavery, Heather Youmans, Tyler Ferro, Dianne Pawluk

Assisted with this project by implementing user testing protocols and preparing images

for digital processing.

K.3 Past

Automatic Haptics Display and Dynamic Zooming Ravi Rastogi, Dianne Pawluk

One possibility of providing access to visual graphics for those who are visu-

ally impaired is to present them tactually: unfortunately, details easily avail-

able to vision need to be magnified to be accessible through touch. For this,

we propose an “intuitive” zooming algorithm to solve potential problems with

directly applying visual zooming techniques to haptic displays that sense the

current location of a user on a virtual diagram with a position sensor and,

then, provide the appropriate local information either through force or tactile

feedback. Our technique works by determining and then traversing the levels

of an object tree hierarchy of a diagram. In this manner, the zoom steps adjust
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to the content to be viewed, avoid clipping and do not zoom when no object

is present. The algorithm was tested using a small, “mouse-like” display with

tactile feedback on pictures representing houses in a community and boats

on a lake. We asked the users to answer questions related to details in the

pictures. Comparing our technique to linear and logarithmic step zooming,

we found a significant increase in the correctness of the responses (odds ra-

tios of 2.64:1 and 2.31:1, respectively) and usability (differences of 36% and

19%, respectively) using our “intuitive” zooming technique. [239]

Haptics Texture Display David Burch, Dianne Pawluk

We present a multi-finger 2-D haptic display device to potentially provide the

opportunity of parallel processing of coarse haptic information, with the in-

tended benefit of improving performance in 2-D haptic object recognition.

Combined with a novel method for producing “texture” image representations,

we found that multiple contacts does improve performance compared to a sin-

gle contact in terms of both time and accuracy. However, we also found no

benefit for additional contacts with only raised-line representations of objects.

This suggests that the use of texture made a key contribution in improving

performance from one to multiple fingers. [49]



Appendix L: Image Set

Reasonable attempts made to secure open use images and images for public/aca-

demic use. Please contact original authors for any further publication/commercial use.

L.1 Training Images

Too many algorithm and professionally generated diagrams from images to show here

(∼ 500,000) only showing original images.

L-01
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L.1. TRAINING IMAGES L-03
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L.1. TRAINING IMAGES L-05
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L.1. TRAINING IMAGES L-07
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L.2. TESTING IMAGES L-09

L.2 Testing Images

Too many algorithm and professionally generated diagrams from images to show here

(∼ 250) only showing original images.
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L.2. TESTING IMAGES L-23
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Appendix M: Code

Code freely available for academic use. For commercial use, contact original authors.

Reasonable attempts to cite authors from adapted use code are shown above code they

authored. Where authors are not listed, assume code is from this work. To extract code

from this PDF in 7-Zip file form, double click link:

M-01




Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/.Rhistory





Code/Features/Boundry.m

function [pb, pb_] = Boundry(I, method, options)
% Find probability of boundry in image
% 
% 
% Variables
% 
% I input image
% options.show T/F plots images
% 
% method
%    Multiscale Probability of Boundary: 'mPb'
%       Options: mWeights, mRad
%    Spectral Probability of Boundary: 'sPb'
%       Options: 
%    Globalized Probability of Boundary: 'gPb'
%       Options: 
% 

I = double(I);
if nargin < 3
    options = struct();
end

switch lower(method)
    case 'mpb'
        I = Filter(I, 'gauss', struct('sigma', 1.5, 'r',20));
        [pb, pb_] = mPb(I, options);
    case 'spb'
        mpb = mPb(I, options);
        [pb, pb_] = sPb(mpb, options);
    case 'gpb'
        mpb = mPb(I, options);
        spb = sPb(mpb, options);
        [pb, pb_] = gPb(spb, options);
end

end


function [mpb, mpb_] = mPb(I, params)
% Based on work by Pablo Arbelaez <arbelaez@eecs.berkeley.edu> December 2010
% Defaults by Berkeley using Lab color space
    if ~isfield(params, 'mWeights')
        params.mWeights = {[0.0146,0.0145,0.0163],[0.0210,0.0243,0.0287],[0.0166,0.0185,0.0204],[0.0101,0.0111,0.0141]};
    end
    if ~isfield(params, 'mRad')
        params.mRad = {[3,5,10],[5,10,20],[5,10,20],[5,10,20]};
    end
    params.nTheta(~isfield(params, 'nTheta')) = 8;
    
    % Get Energy @ each ori
    mRad = params.mRad;
    mWeights = params.mWeights;
    nTheta = params.nTheta;
    parfor i = 1:min(size(I,3),length(mRad)) % Parfor
        mRad_ = mRad{i};
        mWeights_ = mWeights{i};
        for j = 1:length(mRad_)
            disp(num2str([i,j]));
            [~,~,~,~,et_] = Energy(I(:,:,i), 'ogh', struct('ntheta', nTheta, 'r', mRad_(j))); % x,y,theta,layers'
            mpb_{i}(:,:,:,j) = squeeze(et_)*mWeights_(j); % {layer}(x,y,theta,radius) <- x,y,theta
        end
    end
    
    % Combine weight of radii and layers @ each ori
    mpb = zeros(size(I,1),size(I,2),nTheta);
    for i = 1:min(size(I,3),length(params.mWeights))
    	mpb = mpb + sum(mpb_{i},4); % x,y,theta <- {layer}(x,y,theta,radius)
    end
    
    % Combine ori track theta
    [mpb,i] = max(mpb,[],3);
    theta = 0:pi/nTheta:pi;
    
    % NonMax Suppression
    % mpb = Filter(mpb, 'nms', struct('theta',theta(i)));
    % mpb = max(0, min(1, 1.2*mpb));
end

function spb = sPb(I, params)
    s = Spectral(I);
    
end

function gpb = gPb(I, params)

end








Code/Features/colorspace.m

function varargout = colorspace(Conversion,varargin)
%
% COLORSPACE  Transform a color image between color representations.
%   B = COLORSPACE(S,A) transforms the color representation of image A
%   where S is a string specifying the conversion.  The input array A 
%   should be a real full double array of size Mx3 or MxNx3.  The output B 
%   is the same size as A.
%
%   S tells the source and destination color spaces, S = 'dest<-src', or 
%   alternatively, S = 'src->dest'.  Supported color spaces are
%
%     'RGB'              sRGB IEC 61966-2-1
%     'YCbCr'            Luma + Chroma ("digitized" version of Y'PbPr)
%     'JPEG-YCbCr'       Luma + Chroma space used in JFIF JPEG
%     'YDbDr'            SECAM Y'DbDr Luma + Chroma
%     'YPbPr'            Luma (ITU-R BT.601) + Chroma 
%     'YUV'              NTSC PAL Y'UV Luma + Chroma
%     'YIQ'              NTSC Y'IQ Luma + Chroma
%     'HSV' or 'HSB'     Hue Saturation Value/Brightness
%     'HSL' or 'HLS'     Hue Saturation Luminance
%     'HSI'              Hue Saturation Intensity
%     'XYZ'              CIE 1931 XYZ
%     'Lab'              CIE 1976 L*a*b* (CIELAB)
%     'Luv'              CIE L*u*v* (CIELUV)
%     'LCH'              CIE L*C*H* (CIELCH)
%     'CAT02 LMS'        CIE CAT02 LMS
%
%  All conversions assume 2 degree observer and D65 illuminant.
%
%  Color space names are case insensitive and spaces are ignored.  When 
%  sRGB is the source or destination, it can be omitted. For example 
%  'yuv<-' is short for 'yuv<-rgb'.
%
%  For sRGB, the values should be scaled between 0 and 1.  Beware that 
%  transformations generally do not constrain colors to be "in gamut."  
%  Particularly, transforming from another space to sRGB may obtain 
%  R'G'B' values outside of the [0,1] range.  So the result should be 
%  clamped to [0,1] before displaying:
%     image(min(max(B,0),1));  % Clamp B to [0,1] and display
%
%  sRGB (Red Green Blue) is the (ITU-R BT.709 gamma-corrected) standard
%  red-green-blue representation of colors used in digital imaging.  The 
%  components should be scaled between 0 and 1.  The space can be 
%  visualized geometrically as a cube.
%  
%  Y'PbPr, Y'CbCr, Y'DbDr, Y'UV, and Y'IQ are related to sRGB by linear
%  transformations.  These spaces separate a color into a grayscale
%  luminance component Y and two chroma components.  The valid ranges of
%  the components depends on the space.
%
%  HSV (Hue Saturation Value) is related to sRGB by
%     H = hexagonal hue angle   (0 <= H < 360),
%     S = C/V                   (0 <= S <= 1),
%     V = max(R',G',B')         (0 <= V <= 1),
%  where C = max(R',G',B') - min(R',G',B').  The hue angle H is computed on
%  a hexagon.  The space is geometrically a hexagonal cone.
%
%  HSL (Hue Saturation Lightness) is related to sRGB by
%     H = hexagonal hue angle                (0 <= H < 360),
%     S = C/(1 - |2L-1|)                     (0 <= S <= 1),
%     L = (max(R',G',B') + min(R',G',B'))/2  (0 <= L <= 1),
%  where H and C are the same as in HSV.  Geometrically, the space is a
%  double hexagonal cone.
%
%  HSI (Hue Saturation Intensity) is related to sRGB by
%     H = polar hue angle        (0 <= H < 360),
%     S = 1 - min(R',G',B')/I    (0 <= S <= 1),
%     I = (R'+G'+B')/3           (0 <= I <= 1).
%  Unlike HSV and HSL, the hue angle H is computed on a circle rather than
%  a hexagon. 
%
%  CIE XYZ is related to sRGB by inverse gamma correction followed by a
%  linear transform.  Other CIE color spaces are defined relative to XYZ.
%
%  CIE L*a*b*, L*u*v*, and L*C*H* are nonlinear functions of XYZ.  The L*
%  component is designed to match closely with human perception of
%  lightness.  The other two components describe the chroma.
%
%  CIE CAT02 LMS is the linear transformation of XYZ using the MCAT02 
%  chromatic adaptation matrix.  The space is designed to model the 
%  response of the three types of cones in the human eye, where L, M, S,
%  correspond respectively to red ("long"), green ("medium"), and blue
%  ("short").

% Pascal Getreuer 2005-2010

%%% Input parsing %%%
if nargin < 2, error('Not enough input arguments.'); end
[SrcSpace,DestSpace] = parse(Conversion);

if nargin == 2
   Image = varargin{1};
elseif nargin >= 3
   Image = cat(3,varargin{:});
else
   error('Invalid number of input arguments.');
end

FlipDims = (size(Image,3) == 1);

if FlipDims, Image = permute(Image,[1,3,2]); end
if ~isa(Image,'double'), Image = double(Image)/255; end
if size(Image,3) ~= 3, error('Invalid input size.'); end

SrcT = gettransform(SrcSpace);
DestT = gettransform(DestSpace);

if ~ischar(SrcT) && ~ischar(DestT)
   % Both source and destination transforms are affine, so they
   % can be composed into one affine operation
   T = [DestT(:,1:3)*SrcT(:,1:3),DestT(:,1:3)*SrcT(:,4)+DestT(:,4)];      
   Temp = zeros(size(Image));
   Temp(:,:,1) = T(1)*Image(:,:,1) + T(4)*Image(:,:,2) + T(7)*Image(:,:,3) + T(10);
   Temp(:,:,2) = T(2)*Image(:,:,1) + T(5)*Image(:,:,2) + T(8)*Image(:,:,3) + T(11);
   Temp(:,:,3) = T(3)*Image(:,:,1) + T(6)*Image(:,:,2) + T(9)*Image(:,:,3) + T(12);
   Image = Temp;
elseif ~ischar(DestT)
   Image = rgb(Image,SrcSpace);
   Temp = zeros(size(Image));
   Temp(:,:,1) = DestT(1)*Image(:,:,1) + DestT(4)*Image(:,:,2) + DestT(7)*Image(:,:,3) + DestT(10);
   Temp(:,:,2) = DestT(2)*Image(:,:,1) + DestT(5)*Image(:,:,2) + DestT(8)*Image(:,:,3) + DestT(11);
   Temp(:,:,3) = DestT(3)*Image(:,:,1) + DestT(6)*Image(:,:,2) + DestT(9)*Image(:,:,3) + DestT(12);
   Image = Temp;
else
   Image = feval(DestT,Image,SrcSpace);
end

%%% Output format %%%
if nargout > 1
   varargout = {Image(:,:,1),Image(:,:,2),Image(:,:,3)};
else
   if FlipDims, Image = permute(Image,[1,3,2]); end
   varargout = {Image};
end

return;


function [SrcSpace,DestSpace] = parse(Str)
% Parse conversion argument

if ischar(Str)
   Str = lower(strrep(strrep(Str,'-',''),'=',''));
   k = find(Str == '>');
   
   if length(k) == 1         % Interpret the form 'src->dest'
      SrcSpace = Str(1:k-1);
      DestSpace = Str(k+1:end);
   else
      k = find(Str == '<');
      
      if length(k) == 1      % Interpret the form 'dest<-src'
         DestSpace = Str(1:k-1);
         SrcSpace = Str(k+1:end);
      else
         error(['Invalid conversion, ''',Str,'''.']);
      end   
   end
   
   SrcSpace = alias(SrcSpace);
   DestSpace = alias(DestSpace);
else
   SrcSpace = 1;             % No source pre-transform
   DestSpace = Conversion;
   if any(size(Conversion) ~= 3), error('Transformation matrix must be 3x3.'); end
end
return;


function Space = alias(Space)
Space = strrep(strrep(Space,'cie',''),' ','');

if isempty(Space)
   Space = 'rgb';
end

switch Space
case {'ycbcr','ycc'}
   Space = 'ycbcr';
case {'hsv','hsb'}
   Space = 'hsv';
case {'hsl','hsi','hls'}
   Space = 'hsl';
case {'rgb','yuv','yiq','ydbdr','ycbcr','jpegycbcr','xyz','lab','luv','lch'}
   return;
end
return;


function T = gettransform(Space)
% Get a colorspace transform: either a matrix describing an affine transform,
% or a string referring to a conversion subroutine
switch Space
case 'ypbpr'
   T = [0.299,0.587,0.114,0;-0.1687367,-0.331264,0.5,0;0.5,-0.418688,-0.081312,0];
case 'yuv'
   % sRGB to NTSC/PAL YUV
   % Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/YUV
   T = [0.299,0.587,0.114,0;-0.147,-0.289,0.436,0;0.615,-0.515,-0.100,0];
case 'ydbdr'
   % sRGB to SECAM YDbDr
   % Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/YDbDr
   T = [0.299,0.587,0.114,0;-0.450,-0.883,1.333,0;-1.333,1.116,0.217,0];
case 'yiq'
   % sRGB in [0,1] to NTSC YIQ in [0,1];[-0.595716,0.595716];[-0.522591,0.522591];
   % Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/YIQ
   T = [0.299,0.587,0.114,0;0.595716,-0.274453,-0.321263,0;0.211456,-0.522591,0.311135,0];
case 'ycbcr'
   % sRGB (range [0,1]) to ITU-R BRT.601 (CCIR 601) Y'CbCr
   % Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/YCbCr
   % Poynton, Equation 3, scaling of R'G'B to Y'PbPr conversion
   T = [65.481,128.553,24.966,16;-37.797,-74.203,112.0,128;112.0,-93.786,-18.214,128];
case 'jpegycbcr'
   % Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/YCbCr
   T = [0.299,0.587,0.114,0;-0.168736,-0.331264,0.5,0.5;0.5,-0.418688,-0.081312,0.5]*255;
case {'rgb','xyz','hsv','hsl','lab','luv','lch','cat02lms'}
   T = Space;
otherwise
   error(['Unknown color space, ''',Space,'''.']);
end
return;


function Image = rgb(Image,SrcSpace)
% Convert to sRGB from 'SrcSpace'
switch SrcSpace
case 'rgb'
   return;
case 'hsv'
   % Convert HSV to sRGB
   Image = huetorgb((1 - Image(:,:,2)).*Image(:,:,3),Image(:,:,3),Image(:,:,1));
case 'hsl'
   % Convert HSL to sRGB
   L = Image(:,:,3);
   Delta = Image(:,:,2).*min(L,1-L);
   Image = huetorgb(L-Delta,L+Delta,Image(:,:,1));
case {'xyz','lab','luv','lch','cat02lms'}
   % Convert to CIE XYZ
   Image = xyz(Image,SrcSpace);
   % Convert XYZ to RGB
   T = [3.2406, -1.5372, -0.4986; -0.9689, 1.8758, 0.0415; 0.0557, -0.2040, 1.057];
   R = T(1)*Image(:,:,1) + T(4)*Image(:,:,2) + T(7)*Image(:,:,3);  % R
   G = T(2)*Image(:,:,1) + T(5)*Image(:,:,2) + T(8)*Image(:,:,3);  % G
   B = T(3)*Image(:,:,1) + T(6)*Image(:,:,2) + T(9)*Image(:,:,3);  % B
   % Desaturate and rescale to constrain resulting RGB values to [0,1]   
   AddWhite = -min(min(min(R,G),B),0);
   R = R + AddWhite;
   G = G + AddWhite;
   B = B + AddWhite;
   % Apply gamma correction to convert linear RGB to sRGB
   Image(:,:,1) = gammacorrection(R);  % R'
   Image(:,:,2) = gammacorrection(G);  % G'
   Image(:,:,3) = gammacorrection(B);  % B'
otherwise  % Conversion is through an affine transform
   T = gettransform(SrcSpace);
   temp = inv(T(:,1:3));
   T = [temp,-temp*T(:,4)];
   R = T(1)*Image(:,:,1) + T(4)*Image(:,:,2) + T(7)*Image(:,:,3) + T(10);
   G = T(2)*Image(:,:,1) + T(5)*Image(:,:,2) + T(8)*Image(:,:,3) + T(11);
   B = T(3)*Image(:,:,1) + T(6)*Image(:,:,2) + T(9)*Image(:,:,3) + T(12);
   Image(:,:,1) = R;
   Image(:,:,2) = G;
   Image(:,:,3) = B;
end

% Clip to [0,1]
Image = min(max(Image,0),1);
return;


function Image = xyz(Image,SrcSpace)
% Convert to CIE XYZ from 'SrcSpace'
WhitePoint = [0.950456,1,1.088754];  

switch SrcSpace
case 'xyz'
   return;
case 'luv'
   % Convert CIE L*uv to XYZ
   WhitePointU = (4*WhitePoint(1))./(WhitePoint(1) + 15*WhitePoint(2) + 3*WhitePoint(3));
   WhitePointV = (9*WhitePoint(2))./(WhitePoint(1) + 15*WhitePoint(2) + 3*WhitePoint(3));
   L = Image(:,:,1);
   Y = (L + 16)/116;
   Y = invf(Y)*WhitePoint(2);
   U = Image(:,:,2)./(13*L + 1e-6*(L==0)) + WhitePointU;
   V = Image(:,:,3)./(13*L + 1e-6*(L==0)) + WhitePointV;
   Image(:,:,1) = -(9*Y.*U)./((U-4).*V - U.*V);                  % X
   Image(:,:,2) = Y;                                             % Y
   Image(:,:,3) = (9*Y - (15*V.*Y) - (V.*Image(:,:,1)))./(3*V);  % Z
case {'lab','lch'}
   Image = lab(Image,SrcSpace);
   % Convert CIE L*ab to XYZ
   fY = (Image(:,:,1) + 16)/116;
   fX = fY + Image(:,:,2)/500;
   fZ = fY - Image(:,:,3)/200;
   Image(:,:,1) = WhitePoint(1)*invf(fX);  % X
   Image(:,:,2) = WhitePoint(2)*invf(fY);  % Y
   Image(:,:,3) = WhitePoint(3)*invf(fZ);  % Z
case 'cat02lms'
    % Convert CAT02 LMS to XYZ
   T = inv([0.7328, 0.4296, -0.1624;-0.7036, 1.6975, 0.0061; 0.0030, 0.0136, 0.9834]);
   L = Image(:,:,1);
   M = Image(:,:,2);
   S = Image(:,:,3);
   Image(:,:,1) = T(1)*L + T(4)*M + T(7)*S;  % X 
   Image(:,:,2) = T(2)*L + T(5)*M + T(8)*S;  % Y
   Image(:,:,3) = T(3)*L + T(6)*M + T(9)*S;  % Z
otherwise   % Convert from some gamma-corrected space
   % Convert to sRGB
   Image = rgb(Image,SrcSpace);
   % Undo gamma correction
   R = invgammacorrection(Image(:,:,1));
   G = invgammacorrection(Image(:,:,2));
   B = invgammacorrection(Image(:,:,3));
   % Convert RGB to XYZ
   T = inv([3.2406, -1.5372, -0.4986; -0.9689, 1.8758, 0.0415; 0.0557, -0.2040, 1.057]);
   Image(:,:,1) = T(1)*R + T(4)*G + T(7)*B;  % X 
   Image(:,:,2) = T(2)*R + T(5)*G + T(8)*B;  % Y
   Image(:,:,3) = T(3)*R + T(6)*G + T(9)*B;  % Z
end
return;


function Image = hsv(Image,SrcSpace)
% Convert to HSV
Image = rgb(Image,SrcSpace);
V = max(Image,[],3);
S = (V - min(Image,[],3))./(V + (V == 0));
Image(:,:,1) = rgbtohue(Image);
Image(:,:,2) = S;
Image(:,:,3) = V;
return;


function Image = hsl(Image,SrcSpace)
% Convert to HSL 
switch SrcSpace
case 'hsv'
   % Convert HSV to HSL   
   MaxVal = Image(:,:,3);
   MinVal = (1 - Image(:,:,2)).*MaxVal;
   L = 0.5*(MaxVal + MinVal);
   temp = min(L,1-L);
   Image(:,:,2) = 0.5*(MaxVal - MinVal)./(temp + (temp == 0));
   Image(:,:,3) = L;
otherwise
   Image = rgb(Image,SrcSpace);  % Convert to sRGB
   % Convert sRGB to HSL
   MinVal = min(Image,[],3);
   MaxVal = max(Image,[],3);
   L = 0.5*(MaxVal + MinVal);
   temp = min(L,1-L);
   S = 0.5*(MaxVal - MinVal)./(temp + (temp == 0));
   Image(:,:,1) = rgbtohue(Image);
   Image(:,:,2) = S;
   Image(:,:,3) = L;
end
return;


function Image = lab(Image,SrcSpace)
% Convert to CIE L*a*b* (CIELAB)
WhitePoint = [0.950456,1,1.088754];

switch SrcSpace
case 'lab'
   return;
case 'lch'
   % Convert CIE L*CH to CIE L*ab
   C = Image(:,:,2);
   Image(:,:,2) = cos(Image(:,:,3)*pi/180).*C;  % a*
   Image(:,:,3) = sin(Image(:,:,3)*pi/180).*C;  % b*
otherwise
   Image = xyz(Image,SrcSpace);  % Convert to XYZ
   % Convert XYZ to CIE L*a*b*
   X = Image(:,:,1)/WhitePoint(1);
   Y = Image(:,:,2)/WhitePoint(2);
   Z = Image(:,:,3)/WhitePoint(3);
   fX = f(X);
   fY = f(Y);
   fZ = f(Z);
   Image(:,:,1) = 116*fY - 16;    % L*
   Image(:,:,2) = 500*(fX - fY);  % a*
   Image(:,:,3) = 200*(fY - fZ);  % b*
end
return;


function Image = luv(Image,SrcSpace)
% Convert to CIE L*u*v* (CIELUV)
% L (0,100), U (-134,220), V (-140, 122)
WhitePoint = [0.950456,1,1.088754];
WhitePointU = (4*WhitePoint(1))./(WhitePoint(1) + 15*WhitePoint(2) + 3*WhitePoint(3));
WhitePointV = (9*WhitePoint(2))./(WhitePoint(1) + 15*WhitePoint(2) + 3*WhitePoint(3));

Image = xyz(Image,SrcSpace); % Convert to XYZ
Denom = Image(:,:,1) + 15*Image(:,:,2) + 3*Image(:,:,3);
U = (4*Image(:,:,1))./(Denom + (Denom == 0));
V = (9*Image(:,:,2))./(Denom + (Denom == 0));
Y = Image(:,:,2)/WhitePoint(2);
L = 116*f(Y) - 16;
Image(:,:,1) = L;                        % L*
Image(:,:,2) = 13*L.*(U - WhitePointU);  % u*
Image(:,:,3) = 13*L.*(V - WhitePointV);  % v*
return;  


function Image = lch(Image,SrcSpace)
% Convert to CIE L*ch
Image = lab(Image,SrcSpace);  % Convert to CIE L*ab
H = atan2(Image(:,:,3),Image(:,:,2));
H = H*180/pi + 360*(H < 0);
Image(:,:,2) = sqrt(Image(:,:,2).^2 + Image(:,:,3).^2);  % C
Image(:,:,3) = H;                                        % H
return;


function Image = cat02lms(Image,SrcSpace)
% Convert to CAT02 LMS
Image = xyz(Image,SrcSpace);
T = [0.7328, 0.4296, -0.1624;-0.7036, 1.6975, 0.0061; 0.0030, 0.0136, 0.9834];
X = Image(:,:,1);
Y = Image(:,:,2);
Z = Image(:,:,3);
Image(:,:,1) = T(1)*X + T(4)*Y + T(7)*Z;  % L
Image(:,:,2) = T(2)*X + T(5)*Y + T(8)*Z;  % M
Image(:,:,3) = T(3)*X + T(6)*Y + T(9)*Z;  % S
return;


function Image = huetorgb(m0,m2,H)
% Convert HSV or HSL hue to RGB
N = size(H);
H = min(max(H(:),0),360)/60;
m0 = m0(:);
m2 = m2(:);
F = H - round(H/2)*2;
M = [m0, m0 + (m2-m0).*abs(F), m2];
Num = length(m0);
j = [2 1 0;1 2 0;0 2 1;0 1 2;1 0 2;2 0 1;2 1 0]*Num;
k = floor(H) + 1;
Image = reshape([M(j(k,1)+(1:Num).'),M(j(k,2)+(1:Num).'),M(j(k,3)+(1:Num).')],[N,3]);
return;


function H = rgbtohue(Image)
% Convert RGB to HSV or HSL hue
[M,i] = sort(Image,3);
i = i(:,:,3);
Delta = M(:,:,3) - M(:,:,1);
Delta = Delta + (Delta == 0);
R = Image(:,:,1);
G = Image(:,:,2);
B = Image(:,:,3);
H = zeros(size(R));
k = (i == 1);
H(k) = (G(k) - B(k))./Delta(k);
k = (i == 2);
H(k) = 2 + (B(k) - R(k))./Delta(k);
k = (i == 3);
H(k) = 4 + (R(k) - G(k))./Delta(k);
H = 60*H + 360*(H < 0);
H(Delta == 0) = nan;
return;


function Rp = gammacorrection(R)
Rp = zeros(size(R));
i = (R <= 0.0031306684425005883);
Rp(i) = 12.92*R(i);
Rp(~i) = real(1.055*R(~i).^0.416666666666666667 - 0.055);
return;


function R = invgammacorrection(Rp)
R = zeros(size(Rp));
i = (Rp <= 0.0404482362771076);
R(i) = Rp(i)/12.92;
R(~i) = real(((Rp(~i) + 0.055)/1.055).^2.4);
return;


function fY = f(Y)
fY = real(Y.^(1/3));
i = (Y < 0.008856);
fY(i) = Y(i)*(841/108) + (4/29);
return;


function Y = invf(fY)
Y = fY.^3;
i = (Y < 0.008856);
Y(i) = (fY(i) - 4/29)*(108/841);
return;






Code/Features/Contour.m

function con = Contour(I, method, options)
% Find contours in image
% 
% 
% Variables
% 
% I input image
% options.show T/F plots images
% 
% method
%    Completion: 'comp'
%       Options:
%    Watershed Transformation: 'wt'
%       Options: 
%    Oriented Watershed Transformation: 'owt'
%       Options: 
%

I = double(I);

switch lower(method)
    case
        
        
        
end

end


function I = comp(I, params)

end

function I = wt(I, params)

end

function I = owt(I, params)

end








Code/Features/Corner.m

function [map, r, c] = Corner(I, method, options)
% Detects corners in image
% 
% Variables:
% 
% I input image
% options.show T/F plots images
%
% method
%    Minimum Eigen value: 'mev'
%       Options: 
%    Harris: 'harris'
%       Options: 
%    Susan: 'susan'
%       Options: th, th1, r
%    Phase Congruency: 'pc'
%       Options: 
% 

I = double(I);
[m,n,l] = size(I);
map = false(m,n);

if nargin < 3 || isempty(options)
    options = struct();
end
options.show(~isfield(options, 'show')) = 0;

switch lower(method)
    case 'mev'
        options.N(~isfield(options, 'N')) = 200;
        for i = 1:l
            rc = corner(I(:,:,i),'MinimumEigenvalue',options.N);
            map(sub2ind([m,n], rc(:,2), rc(:,1))) = 1;
        end
    case 'harris'
        options.N(~isfield(options, 'N')) = 200;
        for i = 1:l
            rc = corner(I(:,:,i),'harris',options.N);
            map(sub2ind([m,n], rc(:,2), rc(:,1))) = 1;
        end
    case 'susan'
        for i = 1:l
            map = map | susan(I(:,:,i), options);
        end
    case 'pc'
        % TODO find missing code

end


[r, c] = find(map);

if options.show
    subplot(2,2,1)
    if size(I,3) == 2
        I_ = I(:,:,1);
    elseif size(I,3) > 3
        I_ = I(:,:,1:3);
    else
        I_ = I;
    end
    
    if min(I_(:) < 0) || max(I_(:) > 0)
        I_ = I_-min(I_(:)); I_ = I_./max(I_(:));
        imagesc(I_); colormap gray; title('Image')
    else
        imagesc(I); colormap gray; title('Image')
    end
    
    subplot(2,2,2);
    imagesc(I_); colormap gray; hold on
    plot(c,r,'ob'); hold off; title('corners')
end

end

function map = susan( I, params )
%SUSAN Corner detection using SUSAN method.
%	Edward @ THUEE, xjed09@gmail.com

params.thGeo(~isfield(params, 'thGeo')) = 0.2; % Geometry threshold
params.thGeo1(~isfield(params, 'thGeo1')) = 0.4; % Geometry threshold
params.thGeo2(~isfield(params, 'thGeo2')) = 0.4; % Geometry threshold
params.thT(~isfield(params, 'thT')) = 0.07;  % Ignore noise, <- increase for fewer corners
params.thT1(~isfield(params, 'thT1')) = 0.04; % 
params.r(~isfield(params, 'r')) = 4; % Radius

dim = params.r*2-1;
mask = zeros(dim,dim);
mask(params.r,params.r) = 1;
params.mask = imdilate(mask,strel('disk',params.r,4));

% uses 2 thresholds to distinguish corners from edges
params.thGeo = (nnz(params.mask)-1)*params.thGeo;
params.thGeo1 = (nnz(params.mask)-1)*params.thGeo1;
params.thGeo2 = (nnz(params.mask)-1)*params.thGeo2;

maskSz = [dim, dim];
fun = @(img)susanFun(img,params);
map = nlfilter(I,maskSz,fun);

end

function res = susanFun(img,params)
% SUSANFUN  Determine if the center of the image patch IMG
%	is corner(res = 1) or not(res = 0)

dim = params.r*2-1;
usan = ones(dim,dim)*img(params.r,params.r);
similar = (abs(usan-img)<params.thT).*params.mask;

if sum(similar(:)) < params.thGeo
	dark = nnz((img-usan<-params.thT1).*params.mask);
	bright = nnz((img-usan>params.thT1).*params.mask);
	res = min(dark,bright)<params.thGeo1 && max(dark,bright)>params.thGeo2;
else
	res = 0;
end

end







Code/Features/Curvature.m

function curv = Curvature(a)
% Output from (-1,1).
%   Low values are slow change
%   High values are rapid change

a = double(a)+eps;
[m,n,l] = size(a);
curv(m,n,l) = 0;

for i = 1:l 
    % Pad image around edges
    P = padarray(a(:,:,i),[1,1],1,'pre');
    P = padarray(P,[1,1],1,'post');
    
    % Central difference
    fy = 0.5.*(P(3:end,2:n+1)-P(1:m,2:n+1));
    fx = 0.5.*(P(2:m+1,3:end)-P(2:m+1,1:n));
    fyy = 0.25.*(P(3:end,2:n+1)+P(1:m,2:n+1)-2*a(:,:,i));
    fxx = 0.25.*(P(2:m+1,3:end)+P(2:m+1,1:n)-2*a(:,:,i));
    fxy = 0.25.*(P(3:end,3:end)-P(1:m,3:end)+P(3:end,1:n)-P(1:m,1:n));
    
    % Calculate curvature
    curv(:,:,i) = abs((fxx.*(1+fy.^2)-2*fxy.*fx.*fy+fyy.*(1+fx.^2))./((fx.^2+fy.^2+1).^(1.5))); % Mean curvature | Bottle neck
    
end

curv = curv*100;

curv(1,:,:) = eps;
curv(end,:,:) = eps;
curv(:,1,:) = eps;
curv(:,end,:) = eps;

maxCurv = max(max(max(curv)));
if maxCurv > 1
    curv = curv/maxCurv; % normalize
end
curv(isnan(curv)) = 0;

end








Code/Features/Distance.m

function d = Distance(a,b,method,combo,c1,c2)
% Find distance
%
% TODO add Loomis Distance
% 
% Variables
% I: input image
% a: from (2d - point x dimention)
% b: to (2d - point x dimention) (if no b then dist to mean)
% d: distance (2d combo - b point x a point)
% combo: 0 - 1:1, 1 - 1:each
% 
% method
%   Point to Line: 'pt2l' (n-d)
%       Options: 
%   Point to Plane: 'pt2pl' (3d)
%       Options: 
%   Dihedral: 'dihedral' (radians 0-pi) (n-d)
%       Options: 
%   Earth Mover's Distance: 'emd' (hist)
%       Options: 
%   Chi-Squared: 'chisq' (hist)
%       Options: 
%   Others are covered by pdist2 function (n-d)
%       'euclidean', 'seuclidean', 'cityblock', 'minkowski' P, 'chebychev',
%       'mahalanobis' C, 'cosine', 'correlation', 'spearman', 'hamming',
%       'jaccard', 'Smallest' K, 'Largest' K 

if nargin < 4 || isempty(combo)
    combo = 1;
end

if isempty(b)
    b = nanmean(a,1);
end

switch lower(method)
    case 'pt2l'
        % a: point, b: 2 points on line
        d = zeros(size(a,1), size(b,1));
        for i = 1:size(b,1)
            bi = [b(i,1:end/2);b(i,end/2+1:end)];
            d1 = bi(1,:) - bi(2,:); d1 = repmat(d1,size(a,1),1);
            d2 = a - repmat(bi(2,:),size(a,1),1);
            t = dot(d1,d2,2)./dot(d1,d1,2); t = repmat(t,1,size(a,2));
            d_ = d2 - t .* d1;
            d(:,i) = sqrt(sum(abs(d_).^2,2));
        end
        if ~combo
            d = diag(d);
        end
    case 'pt2pl'
        % a: point, b: normal vector and plane point or 3 points on plane
        % formula from http://mathworld.wolfram.com/Point-PlaneDistance.html
        d = zeros(size(a,1), size(b,1));
        if size(b,2) == size(a,2) % b is only normal vector assumes passes through origin
            m = sqrt(sum(b.^2,2)); b = b./m; % Create unit normal vector(s)
            for i = 1:size(b,1)
                d(:,i) = abs(dot(a, repmat(b(i,:),size(a,1),1),2));
            end
        elseif size(b,2) == size(a,2)*2 % b is normal vector and point of reference
            for i = 1:size(b,1)
                ni = b(i,1:end/2); ni = ni./norm(ni);
                x1 = repmat(b(i,end/2+1:end),size(a,1),1);
                d(:,i) = abs(dot(a - x1, repmat(ni,size(a,1),1),2));
            end
        elseif size(b,2) == size(a,2)*3 % b is 3 points to make plane (only works in 3D for the moment)
            for i = 1:size(b,1)
                x1 = b(i,1:end/3);
                x2 = b(i,end/3+1:end/3*2);
                x3 = b(i,end/3*2+1:end);
                ni = cross(x2-x1,x3-x1); ni = ni./norm(ni);
                d(:,i) = abs(dot(a - x1, repmat(ni,size(a,1),1),2));
            end
        end
        if ~combo
            d = diag(d);
        end
    case 'dihedral'
        d = zeros(size(a,1), size(b,1));
        for i = 1:size(b,1)
            bi = repmat(b(i,:),size(a,1),1);
            d(:,i) = acos(dot(a,bi,2)./(sqrt(sum(abs(a).^2,2)).*sqrt(sum(abs(bi).^2,2))));
        end
        if ~combo
            d = diag(d);
        end
    case 'emd' % TODO check for accuracy
        % Copyright (C) 2007 Piotr Dollar.  [pdollar-at-caltech.edu]
        % a - [m x p] matrix of m p-dimensional vectors
        % b - [n x p] matrix of n p-dimensional vectors
        acdf = cumsum(a,2); % cumulative distribution function
        bcdf = cumsum(b,2);

        m = size(a,1);  n = size(b,1);
        mOnes = ones(1,m); d = zeros(m,n);
        for i=1:n
          ycdf = bcdf(i,:);
          ycdfRep = ycdf( mOnes, : );
          d(:,i) = sum(abs(acdf - ycdfRep),2);
        end
    case 'chisq' % TODO check for accuracy
        % Copyright (C) 2007 Piotr Dollar.  [pdollar-at-caltech.edu]
        m = size(a,1);  n = size(b,1);
        mOnes = ones(1,m); d = zeros(m,n);
        for i=1:n
          yi = a(i,:);  yiRep = yi( mOnes, : );
          s = yiRep + a;    d = yiRep - b;
          d(:,i) = nansum( d.^2 ./ (s), 2 );
        end
        d = d/2;
    otherwise
        if nargin > 5
            d = pdist2(a,method,c1,c2);
        elseif nargin > 4
            d = pdist2(a,method,c1);
        else
            d = pdist2(a,method);
        end
        if ~combo
            d = diag(d);
        end
        
end

end







Code/Features/Edge.m

function edg = Edge(I, method, options)
% Detects edges in image
% 
% Variables:
% 
% I input image
% options.show T/F plots images
% options.thinning T/F thin edgs
%
% method
%    Basic: 'basic'
%       Options: th, method (energy magantude method)
%    Canny: 'canny'
%       Options: th [lower,higher], sigma
%    Shen Castan Opperator: 'shen'
%       Options: D, p1, p2
%    Marr-Hildreth: 'mh'
%       Options: none
%    Susan: 'susan'
%       Options: th, thE, r
%    Phase Congruency: 'pc'
%       Options: none
%    Default - use built in
%

I = double(I);
[m,n,l] = size(I);
edg = false(m,n);

if nargin < 3
    options = struct();
end

options.show(~isfield(options, 'show')) = 0;

switch lower(method)
    case 'basic'
        I = Energy(I,method,options);
        edg = im2bw(I/max(max(I)), options.th);
    case 'canny'
        for i = 1:l
            edg = edg | edge(I(:,:,i),'Canny');
        end
    case 'shen'
        for i = 1:l
            edg = edg | shenCastan(I(:,:,i),options);
        end
    case 'susan'
        for i = 1:l
            edg = edg | susan(I(:,:,i),options);
        end
    case 'mh'
        % TODO find missing code
    case 'pc'
        % TODO find missing code
end

% if options.thinning
%    % TODO thinning 
% end

if options.show
    subplot(2,2,1)
    if size(I,3) == 2
        I_ = I(:,:,1);
    elseif size(I,3) > 3
        I_ = I(:,:,1:3);
    else
        I_ = I;
    end
    
    if min(I_(:) < 0) || max(I_(:) > 0)
        I_ = I_-min(I_(:)); I_ = I_./max(I_(:));
        imagesc(I_); colormap gray; title('Image')
    else
        imagesc(I); colormap gray; title('Image')
    end
    
    subplot(2,2,2)
    imagesc(edg); title('Edge')
    colormap gray
end

end

function edg = shenCastan(I,params)

params.D(~isfield(params, 'D')) = 10;
params.p1(~isfield(params, 'p1')) = 0.5;
params.p2(~isfield(params, 'p2')) = 0.3;

I = im2double(I);

x = -params.D:params.D;
y=x;
[x,y] = meshgrid(x,y);
f1 = exp(-params.p1*(abs(x)+abs(y)));
f1 = f1/sum(f1(:));
f2 = exp(-params.p2*(abs(x)+abs(y)));
f2 = f2/sum(f2(:));

I1 = imfilter(I, f1, 'same');
I2 = imfilter(I, f2, 'same');

E1 = Energy(I1, 'laplacian8');
E2 = Energy(I2, 'laplacian8');

[r,c] = find(E2);

edg = bwselect(E1,c,r,4);

end

function edg = susan( I, params )
%SUSAN Edge detection using SUSAN method.
%   [R C] = SUSAN(IMG)	Rows and columns of corner points are returned.
%	Edward @ THUEE, xjed09@gmail.com

params.th(~isfield(params, 'th')) = 0.25; % Ignore noise
params.thE(~isfield(params, 'thE')) = 0.65; % Percent coverage to resemble edg
params.r(~isfield(params, 'r')) = 4; % Radius

dim = params.r*2-1;
mask = zeros(dim,dim);
mask(params.r,params.r) = 1;
params.mask = imdilate(mask,strel('disk',params.r,4));
params.thE = (nnz(params.mask)-1)*params.thE;

maskSz = [dim, dim];
fun = @(img) susanFun(img,params);
edg = nlfilter(I,maskSz,fun);

end

function res = susanFun(img,params)

sz = size(img,1);
usan = ones(sz)*img(round(sz/2),round(sz/2));

similar = (abs(usan-img)<params.th);
similar = similar.*params.mask;

res = sum(similar(:));

if res < params.thE
    res = 1;
else
    res = 0;
end

end







Code/Features/Energy.m

function [E, theta, phi, E_, Et_] = Energy(I, method, options)
% Find image energy, orientaion, phase, and edges based on specific method. 
%
% TODO add a weighting option for each layer
% TODO move LelevSet's smoothed central to here
%
% Variables:
% 
% I input image
% options.show T/F plots images
%
% method
%    Central Difference: 'central'
%       Options: none
%    Roberts Opperator: 'roberts'
%       Options: none
%    Prewitt Opperator: 'prewitt'
%       Options: none
%    Sobel Opperator: 'sobel'
%       Options: none
%    Kirsch Opperator: 'kirsch'
%       Options: none
%    Laplacian 4 Opperator: 'laplacian4'
%       Options: none
%    Laplacian 8 Opperator: 'laplacian8'
%       Options: none
%    LoG Opperator: 'log'
%       Options: none
%    Monogenic: 'mono'
%       Options: sigma, sigmaRatio
%    Mongenic with Quadature pairs: 'monoQ'
%       Options: sigma, sigmaRatio
%    Oriented Energies: 'oe'
%       Options: sigma, sigmaRatio, numAng, numRes % TODO change to t, nTheta, theta, etc.
%    Susan: 'susan'
%       Options: th, r
%    Oriented Gradient of Histograms: 'ogh'
%       Options: nbins, ntheta, r, theta
%    Phase Congruency: 'pc'
%       Options: none
%    Zerocrossing: 'zc'
%       Options: none
%

I = double(I);
angles = [];
op = {};
E = [];
E_ = []; % TODO include E_ in all, as E for each layer (x,y,layer)
Et_ = [];  % TODO include Et_ in all, as E for each orientaion (x,y,theta,layer)
theta = [];
phi = [];

if nargin < 3 || isempty(options)
    options = struct();
end

options.show(~isfield(options, 'show')) = 0;

switch lower(method)
    case 'central'
        comb = 'sqrt';
        op{1} = [1,0,-1];
        op{2} = [1;0;-1];
        [E,theta] = applyOps(I,op,angles,comb);
    case 'roberts'
        comb = 'sqrt';
        op{1} = [1,0;0,-1];
        op{2} = [0,1;-1,0];
        [E,theta] = applyOps(I,op,angles,comb);
    case 'prewitt'
        comb = 'sqrt';
        op{1} = [1,0,-1;1,0,-1;1,0,-1];
        op{2} = [1,1,1;0,0,0;-1,-1,-1];
        [E,theta] = applyOps(I,op,angles,comb);
    case 'sobel'
        comb = 'sqrt';
        op{1} = [1,0,-1;2,0,-2;1,0,-1];
        op{2} = [1,2,1;0,0,0;-1,-2,-1];
        [E,theta] = applyOps(I,op,angles,comb);
    case 'kirsch'
        comb = 'max';
        op{1} = [-3 -3 5; -3 0 5; -3 -3 5];
        op{2} = [-3 5 5; -3 0 5; -3 -3 -3];
        op{3} = [5 5 5; -3 0 -3; -3 -3 -3];
        op{4} = [5 5 -3; 5 0 -3; -3 -3 -3];
        op{5} = [5 -3 -3; 5 0 -3; 5 -3 -3];
        op{6} = [-3 -3 -3; 5 0 -3; 5 5 -3];
        op{7} = [-3 -3 -3; -3 0 -3; 5 5 5];
        op{8} = [-3 -3 -3; -3 0 5; -3 5 5];
        angles = [0, pi/4, pi/2, 3*pi/4, pi, 5*pi/4, 3*pi/2, 7*pi/4];
        [E,theta] = applyOps(I,op,angles,comb);
    case 'laplacian4'
        comb = 'zerocross';
        op{1} = [0 -1 0; -1 4 -1; 0 -1 0];
        [E,theta] = applyOps(I,op,angles,comb);
    case 'laplacian8'
        comb = 'zerocross';
        op{1} = [-1 -1 -1; -1 8 -1; -1 -1 -1];
        [E,theta] = applyOps(I,op,angles,comb);
    case 'log'
        comb = 'zerocross';
        sigma = 1;
        sigmaRatio = 2;
        dim = ceil(20*sigma);
        y = -dim:1:dim;
        x = -dim:1:dim;
        [x,y] = meshgrid(x,y');
        sigma1 = sigma;
        sigma2 = sigma*sigmaRatio;
        op{1} = exp(-(x.^2+y.^2)/(2*sigma1^2))/(2*pi*sigma1^2) - ...
                exp(-(x.^2+y.^2)/(2*sigma2^2))/(2*pi*sigma2^2);
        [E, theta] = applyOps(I,op,angles,comb);
    case 'mono'
        [E, phi, theta, E_] = monoFilt(I,options);
    case 'monoq'
        [E, phi, theta] = monoFiltQ(I,options);
    case 'oe'
        [E, theta] = OEFilt(I,options);
    case 'susan'
        [E, E_] = susanFilt(I,options);
    case 'ogh'
        [E, theta, E_, Et_] = OGH(I, options);
    case 'pc'
        % TODO find missing code
    case 'zc'
        E = combMethods(I, 'zerocross');
end

if options.show
    subplot(2,2,1)
    if size(I,3) == 2
        I_ = I(:,:,1);
    elseif size(I,3) > 3
        I_ = I(:,:,1:3);
    else
        I_ = I;
    end
    
    if min(I_(:) < 0) || max(I_(:) > 0)
        I_ = I_-min(I_(:)); I_ = I_./max(I_(:));
        imagesc(I_); colormap gray; title('Image')
    else
        imagesc(I); colormap gray; title('Image')
    end
    
    subplot(2,2,2)
    imagesc(E); title('Energy')
    colormap gray

    subplot(2,2,3)
    imagesc(theta); title('Orientaion')
    colormap gray

    subplot(2,2,4)
    imagesc(phi); title('Phase')
    colormap gray
end

end
    
function [E,theta] = applyOps(I,op,angles,comb)
    [m,n,l] = size(I);
    temp1(m,n,length(op)) = 0;
    temp2(m,n,l) = 0;
    theta(m,n,l) = 0;

    for i = 1:l
        for j = 1:length(op)
            temp1(:,:,j) = conv2(I(:,:,i), op{j}, 'same');
        end
        theta(:,:,i) = calcTheta(temp1, angles);
        temp2(:,:,i) = combMethods(temp1, comb);
    end
    
    [E, indx] = max(abs(temp2), [], 3);

    [m,n] = size(E);
    indxs = combvec(1:m,1:n);
    indxs(3,:) = indx(:);

    theta = reshape(theta(sub2ind([m,n,l],indxs(1,:),indxs(2,:),indxs(3,:))),m,n);
end

function output = combMethods(input, method)
    switch method
        case 'sqrt'
            output = (input(:,:,1).^2 + input(:,:,2).^2).^0.5;
        case 'sum'
            output = sum(abs(input), 3);
        case 'max'
            output = max(abs(input), [], 3);
        case 'zerocross'
            output = zerocross(input);
    end
end

function output = calcTheta(input, angles)
    n = size(input,3);
    
    if n == 1
        output = 0;
    elseif n == 2
        output = atan2(input(:,:,2), input(:,:,1));
    else
        [~, index] = max(input, [], 3); % No abs: would give opposite angle
        output = angles(index);
    end
    
end

function out = zerocross(in)
    
    [m,n] = size(in);
    out = zeros(m,n);
    rr = 2:m-1; cc=2:n-1;
    thresh = .75*mean2(abs(in));
    
    % From edge function
    % Look for the zero crossings:  +-, -+ and their transposes
    % We arbitrarily choose the edge to be the negative point
    [rx,cx] = find( in(rr,cc) < 0 & in(rr,cc+1) > 0 ...
        & abs( in(rr,cc)-in(rr,cc+1) ) > thresh );   % [- +]
    out((rx+1) + cx*m) = 1;
    [rx,cx] = find( in(rr,cc-1) > 0 & in(rr,cc) < 0 ...
        & abs( in(rr,cc-1)-in(rr,cc) ) > thresh );   % [+ -]
    out((rx+1) + cx*m) = 1;
    [rx,cx] = find( in(rr,cc) < 0 & in(rr+1,cc) > 0 ...
        & abs( in(rr,cc)-in(rr+1,cc) ) > thresh);   % [- +]'
    out((rx+1) + cx*m) = 1;
    [rx,cx] = find( in(rr-1,cc) > 0 & in(rr,cc) < 0 ...
        & abs( in(rr-1,cc)-in(rr,cc) ) > thresh);   % [+ -]'
    out((rx+1) + cx*m) = 1;
    % Most likely this covers all of the cases.   Just check to see if there
    % are any points where it was precisely zero:
    [rz,cz] = find( in(rr,cc)==0 );
    if ~isempty(rz)
        % Look for the zero crossings: +0-, -0+ and their transposes
        % The edge lies on the Zero point
        zero = (rz+1) + cz*m;   % Linear index for zero points
        zz = (in(zero-1) < 0 & in(zero+1) > 0 ...
            & abs( in(zero-1)-in(zero+1) ) > 2*thresh);     % [- 0 +]'
        out(zero(zz)) = 1;
        zz = (in(zero-1) > 0 & in(zero+1) < 0 ...
            & abs( in(zero-1)-in(zero+1) ) > 2*thresh);     % [+ 0 -]'
        out(zero(zz)) = 1;
        zz = (in(zero-m) < 0 & in(zero+m) > 0 ...
            & abs( in(zero-m)-in(zero+m) ) > 2*thresh);     % [- 0 +]
        out(zero(zz)) = 1;
        zz = (in(zero-m) > 0 & in(zero+m) < 0 ...
            & abs( in(zero-m)-in(zero+m) ) > 2*thresh);     % [+ 0 -]
        out(zero(zz)) = 1;
    end
end

function [E, phi, theta, E_] = monoFilt(I, params)

[m,n,l] = size(I);
E_(m,n,l) = 0;
phi(m,n,l) = 0;
theta(m,n,l) = 0;

for i = 1:l
    
    [E_(:,:,i), phi(:,:,i), theta(:,:,i)] = monoFilt_(I(:,:,i), params);
    
end

[E, indx] = max(E_, [], 3);

[m,n] = size(E);
indxs = combvec(1:m,1:n);
indxs(3,:) = indx(:);

phi = reshape(phi(sub2ind([m,n,l],indxs(1,:),indxs(2,:),indxs(3,:))),m,n);
theta = reshape(theta(sub2ind([m,n,l],indxs(1,:),indxs(2,:),indxs(3,:))),m,n);

end

function [E, phi, theta] = monoFilt_(I, params)

params.sigma(~isfield(params, 'sigma')) = 1;
params.sigmaRatio(~isfield(params, 'sigmaRatio')) = 2;

I = im2double(I);
if size(I,3)==3
    I = rgb2gray(I);
elseif size(I,3)~=1
    I = sum(I,3);
end

dim = ceil(10*params.sigma*params.sigmaRatio);
y = -dim:1:dim;
x = -dim:1:dim;

[x,y] = meshgrid(x,y');

sigma1 = params.sigma;
sigma2 = params.sigma*params.sigmaRatio;

b = -exp(-(x.^2+y.^2)/(2*sigma1^2))/(2*pi*sigma1^2) + exp(-(x.^2+y.^2)/(2*sigma2^2))/(2*pi*sigma2^2);
h1 = x./(eps+2*pi*(x.^2+y.^2).^(3/2));
h2 = y./(eps+2*pi*(x.^2+y.^2).^(3/2));

Ib = conv2(I, b, 'same');
Ih1 = conv2(Ib,h1,'same');
Ih2 = conv2(Ib,h2,'same');

E = (Ib.^2 + Ih1.^2 + Ih2.^2).^0.5;
theta = atan2(Ih1,Ih2);
negind = find(theta<0);
theta(negind) = theta(negind) + pi;
phi = atan2(Ib,(Ih1.^2 + Ih2.^2).^0.5);

end

function [E, phi, theta] = monoFiltQ(I, params)
% Monogenic with quad pair

[m,n,l] = size(I);
E(m,n,l) = 0;
phi(m,n,l) = 0;
theta(m,n,l) = 0;

for i = 1:l
    
    [E(:,:,i), phi(:,:,i), theta(:,:,i)] = monoFiltQ_(I(:,:,i), params);
    
end

[E, indx] = max(E, [], 3);

[m,n] = size(E);
indxs = combvec(1:m,1:n);
indxs(3,:) = indx(:);

phi = reshape(phi(sub2ind([m,n,l],indxs(1,:),indxs(2,:),indxs(3,:))),m,n);
theta = reshape(theta(sub2ind([m,n,l],indxs(1,:),indxs(2,:),indxs(3,:))),m,n);

end

function [E, phi, theta] = monoFiltQ_(I, params)
% Monogenic with quad pair

params.sigma(~isfield(params, 'sigma')) = 1;
params.sigmaRatio(~isfield(params, 'sigmaRatio')) = 2;

I = im2double(I);
if size(I,3)==3
    I = rgb2gray(I);
elseif size(I,3)~=1
    I = sum(I,3);
end

dim = ceil(10*params.sigma*params.sigmaRatio);
y = -dim:1:dim;
x = -dim:1:dim;

[x,y] = meshgrid(x,y');

sigma1 = params.sigma;
sigma2 = params.sigma*params.sigmaRatio;

b = -exp(-(x.^2+y.^2)/(2*sigma1^2))/(2*pi*sigma1^2) + exp(-(x.^2+y.^2)/(2*sigma2^2))/(2*pi*sigma2^2);
L = dim*2;
n = -L:L;
h = (1 - (-1).^n)./(pi*n);
h(L+1) = 0;
h1 = x./(eps+2*pi*(x.^2+y.^2).^(3/2));
h2 = y./(eps+2*pi*(x.^2+y.^2).^(3/2));
h1(:,:,2) = conv2(h1, h,'same');
h2(:,:,2) = conv2(h2, h','same');

Ib = conv2(I, b, 'same');
Ih1 = conv2(Ib,h1(:,:,1),'same');
Ih2 = conv2(Ib,h2(:,:,1),'same');
Ih1(:,:,2) = conv2(Ib,h1(:,:,2),'same');
Ih2(:,:,2) = conv2(Ib,h2(:,:,2),'same');

E(:,:,1) = (Ib.^2 + Ih1(:,:,1).^2 + Ih2(:,:,1).^2).^0.5;
E(:,:,2) = (Ib.^2 + Ih1(:,:,2).^2 + Ih2(:,:,2).^2).^0.5;
[E, indx] = max(E, [], 3);

[m,n] = size(E);
indxs = combvec(1:m,1:n);
indxs(3,:) = indx(:);

Ih1 = reshape(Ih1(sub2ind([m,n,3],indxs(1,:),indxs(2,:),indxs(3,:))),m,n);
Ih2 = reshape(Ih2(sub2ind([m,n,3],indxs(1,:),indxs(2,:),indxs(3,:))),m,n);

theta = atan2(Ih1,Ih2);
negind = find(theta<0);
theta(negind) = theta(negind) + pi;
phi = atan2(Ib,(Ih1.^2 + Ih2.^2).^0.5);

end

function [E, theta] = OEFilt(I, params)

[m,n,l] = size(I);
OEmax(m,n,l) = 0;
theta(m,n,l) = 0;

for i = 1:l
    [OEmax(:,:,i), theta(:,:,i)] = OEFilt_(I(:,:,i), params);
end

[E, indx] = max(OEmax, [], 3);

[m,n] = size(E);
indxs = combvec(1:m,1:n);
indxs(3,:) = indx(:);

theta = reshape(theta(sub2ind([m,n,l],indxs(1,:),indxs(2,:),indxs(3,:))),m,n);
end

function [OEmax, OEtheta, filtImage] = OEFilt_(I, params)

params.sigma(~isfield(params, 'sigma')) = 1;
params.sigmaRatio(~isfield(params, 'sigmaRatio')) = 1.5;
params.numAng(~isfield(params, 'numAng')) = 7;
params.numRes(~isfield(params, 'numRes')) = 3;

I = im2double(I);
if size(I,3)==3
    I = rgb2gray(I);
elseif size(I,3)~=1
    I = sum(I,3);
end

dim = ceil(5*params.sigma*params.sigmaRatio);
y=-dim:1:dim;
x=-dim:1:dim;
[x,y]=meshgrid(x,y');
ky = [0, 1, 0; 0, 0, 0; 0, -1, 0];
kx = [0, 0, 0; 1, 0, -1; 0, 0, 0];
filtImage = [];
sigmaX = params.sigma * params.sigmaRatio;
sigmaY = params.sigma;
sigmaX2 = 0;
sigmaY2 = 0;

L = dim*2;
n = -L:L;
h = (1 - (-1).^n)./(pi*n);
h(L+1) = 0;
hx(2*L+1, 2*L+1) = 0;
hy(2*L+1, 2*L+1) = 0;
hx(L+1, :) = h;
hy(:, L+1) = h';

for j = 1:params.numRes
    sigmaX2 = sigmaX2 + sigmaX/(j^2);
    sigmaY2 = sigmaY2 + sigmaY/(j^2);
    filtImageAng = [];
    
    for i = 1:params.numAng-1
        theta = (i-1)*pi/params.numAng;

        x2 = cos(theta)*(x)-sin(theta)*(y);
        y2 = sin(theta)*(x)+cos(theta)*(y);
        ky2 = sin(theta)*(kx)+cos(theta)*(ky);
        hy2 = sin(theta)*(hx)+cos(theta)*(hy);

        f = exp(-(x2.^2)/(2*sigmaX2^2))/(2*pi*sigmaX2^2).*exp(-(y2.^2)/(2*sigmaY2^2))/(2*pi*sigmaY2^2);
        
        fd=conv2(f,ky2,'same');
        fdd=conv2(fd,ky2,'same');
        fe = fdd;

        fo = conv2(fe, hy2,'same');
        
        filtImageAng = [filtImageAng, [fe; fo]];

        OE(:,:,sub2ind([params.numAng, params.numRes], i, j)) = conv2(I, fe, 'same').^2 + conv2(I, fo, 'same').^2;

    end
    b = exp(-(x.^2+y.^2)/(2*sigmaX2^2))/(2*pi*sigmaX2^2) - exp(-(x.^2+y.^2)/(2*sigmaY2^2))/(2*pi*sigmaY2^2);
    b = b/max(max(max(abs(b))))*max(max(max(abs(fe),abs(fo))));
    filtImageAng = [filtImageAng, [b; zeros(size(b))]];
    
    filtImage = [filtImage; filtImageAng];
end

[OEmax, indx] = max(OE,[],3);
[indx,~] = ind2sub([params.numAng, params.numRes],indx);
OEtheta = -pi/2 + (indx-1)*pi/params.numAng;

end

function [E, E_] = susanFilt( I, params )

[m,n,l] = size(I);
E_(m,n,l) = 0;

for i = 1:l
    E_(:,:,i) = susanFilt_(I(:,:,i), params);
end

E = max(E_, [], 3);

end

function E = susanFilt_( I, params )
%SUSAN Edge detection using SUSAN method.
%   [R C] = SUSAN(IMG)	Rows and columns of corner points are returned.
%	Edward @ THUEE, xjed09@gmail.com

params.th(~isfield(params, 'th')) = 0.25; % Ignore noise
params.r(~isfield(params, 'r')) = 4; % Radius

dim = params.r*2-1;
mask = zeros(dim,dim);
mask(params.r,params.r) = 1;
params.mask = imdilate(mask,strel('disk',params.r,4));

maskSz = [dim, dim];
fun = @(img)susanFun(img,params);
E = nlfilter(I,maskSz,fun);

end

function res = susanFun(img,params)

sz = size(img,1);
usan = ones(sz)*img(round(sz/2),round(sz/2));

similar = (abs(usan-img)<params.th);
similar = similar.*params.mask;

res = sum(similar(:));

end

function [E, theta, E_, Et_] = OGH(I, params)
% Oriented gradient of histograms
% For a faster implementaion visit UC Berkeley's computer vision site to
% download their c/c++ and mex files

params.nbins(~isfield(params, 'nbins')) = 25; % number of bins
params.ntheta(~isfield(params, 'ntheta')) = 8; % number of theta
params.r(~isfield(params, 'r')) = 5; % Radius
params.theta(~isfield(params, 'theta')) = 0; % Starting theta
params.ra(~isfield(params, 'ra')) = params.r; % Radius Major axis for smoothing
params.rb(~isfield(params, 'rb')) = params.ra/4; % Radius Minor axis for smoothing

[m,n,l] = size(I);
E_(m,n,l) = 0;
Et_(m,n,params.ntheta,l) = 0;
theta(m,n,l) = 0;

for i = 1:l
    [E_(:,:,i), theta(:,:,i), Et_(:,:,:,i)] = OGH_(I(:,:,i), params);
end

[E, indx] = max(E_, [], 3);

[m,n] = size(E);
indxs = combvec(1:m,1:n);
indxs(3,:) = indx(:);

theta = reshape(theta(sub2ind([m,n,l],indxs(1,:),indxs(2,:),indxs(3,:))),m,n);

end

function [E, theta, Et_] = OGH_(I, params)
% Oriented gradient of histograms
% For a faster implementaion visit UC Berkeley's computer vision site to
% download their c/c++ and mex files
% Based on work by Michael Maire <mmaire@eecs.berkeley.edu>

% Make mask
dim = params.r*2-1;
mask = zeros(dim,dim);
mask(params.r,params.r) = 1;
mask = imdilate(mask,strel('disk',params.r,4));
mask(1:params.r,:) = mask(1:params.r,:)*-1;
mask(params.r,:) = 0;

% Make mask rotaions
params.theta = params.theta:pi/params.ntheta:(params.theta + pi);
for i=1:params.ntheta
    params.mask(:,:,i) = imrotate(mask,params.theta(i)*180/pi,'nearest','crop');
end

% Quantize
params.edges = 0:1/params.nbins:1; % LUV: -1:2/params.nbins:1;

% Filter
dim = params.r*2-1;
maskSz = [dim, dim];

Et_ = zeros(size(I,1),size(I,2),params.ntheta);
parfor i=1:params.ntheta-1
    funcE = @(in)OGHfun(in,i,params);
    % E @ each ori
    Et_(:,:,i) = nlfilter(I+eps,maskSz,funcE);
    % Smooth Filter @ each ori
    Et_(:,:,i) = Filter(Et_(:,:,i),'parab',struct('ra',params.ra, 'rb',params.rb, 'theta',params.theta(i)));
end

[E, idx] = max(Et_,[],3);
theta = params.theta(idx);

end

function out = OGHfun(in,i,params)
    if sum(in == 0) >= 1
        % ignore edge of image and maintain max radius across point of interest
        inL = logical(in);
        inT = inL';
        ignore = ~(flip(inL,1) & flip(inL,2) & flip(inT,1) & flip(inT,2));
        in(ignore) = nan;
        pUsed = sum(~ignore(:))/numel(in); % percent of mask used
    else
        pUsed = 1;
    end
    
    g = hist(in(params.mask(:,:,i) == 1),params.edges);
    h = hist(in(params.mask(:,:,i) == -1),params.edges);
    out = pUsed*0.5*nansum((g-h).^2./(g+h)); % same as Distance(g,h,'chisq') with reduction due to edge
    
end








Code/Features/Filter.m

function [I, out1, out0] = Filter(I, method, options)
% Supress noise in image
% 
% Variables
% 
% I input image
% options.show T/F plots images
% 
% method
%    Gauss: 'gauss'
%       Options: r, sigma
%    Visual->Tactile: 'v2t', 'loomis'
%       (Specific filter to represent how the tactile system percives information - Loomis 1990)
%       Options: r, ppmm
%    Tactile->Visual: 't2v', 'loomisInv'
%       (Specific filter to Inversse represent how the tactile system percives information - Loomis 1990)
%       Options: r, ppmm
%    Tactile->Visual: 't2vr', 'loomisInvR'
%       (Specific filter to Inversse regression represent how the tactile system percives information - Loomis 1990)
%       Options: r, ppmm
%    Thin plate Spline: 'tspline'
%       Options: p
%    Midrange: 'midrange'
%       Options: r
%    Median: 'median'
%       Options: r
%    Pseudo-median: 'pmedian'
%       Options: r
%    LOCO: 'loco'
%       Options: r
%    Gradient Inverse Weighted: 'giw'
%       Options: r
%    Empirical Mode Decomposition: 'emd'
%       Options: none
%    SUSAN: 'susan'
%       Options: th, r
%    Band Reject: 'br'
%       Options: sigma1, sigma2, w
%    Savitzky-Golay: 'sg'
%       Options: r, order
%    Oriented Savitzky-Golay: 'osg'
%       Options: ra,rb,theta
%    Non-max suppression: 'nms'
%       Options: 
%    Cylindrical Parabolas to Elliptical Patches: 'parab'
%       Options: 
%    Wiener filter: 'wf' % TODO implement and add to report (Matlab - wiener2)
%       Options: 

if isempty(I) % Make example block
    [x,y] = meshgrid(0:0.05:1,0:0.05:1);
    z = (x+y);
    z2 = zeros(size(x)); z2(x == y) = 1;
    z3 = zeros(size(x)); z3(floor(end/2):end,floor(end/2):end) = 1;
    z = z + z2 + z3;
    z(1,:) = 0; z(end,:)= 0; z(:,1) = 0; z(:,end) = 0;
    I = awgn(z,20);
    showFunc = @surf;
else
    I = double(I);
    showFunc = @dispImg;
end

[m,n,l] = size(I);
I_ = I;

if nargin < 3 || isempty(options)
    options = struct();
end

options.show(~isfield(options, 'show')) = 0;

switch lower(method)
    case 'gauss'
        for i = 1:l
            I(:,:,i) = gauss(I(:,:,i), options);
        end
    case {'v2t', 'loomis'}
        for i = 1:l
            [I(:,:,i), out1(:,:,i), out0(:,:,i)] = v2t(I(:,:,i), options);
        end
    case {'t2v', 'loomisinv'}
        for i = 1:l
            I(:,:,i) = t2v(I(:,:,i), options); %I(:,:,i) = 
        end
    case {'t2vr', 'loomisinvr'}
        for i = 1:l
            [I(:,:,i),out1(:,:,i)] = t2vr(I(:,:,i), options); %I(:,:,i) = 
        end
    case 'tspline'
        for i = 1:l
            I(:,:,i) = tspline(I(:,:,i), options);
        end
    case 'midrange'
        options.r(~isfield(options, 'r')) = 2;
        dim = options.r*2-1;
        for i=1:l
            I(:,:,i) = 1/2*imdilate(I(:,:,i), ones(dim,dim))+1/2*imerode(I(:,:,i), ones(dim,dim));
        end
    case 'median'
        % TODO find missing code
    case 'pmedian'
        options.r(~isfield(options, 'r')) = 2;
        dim = options.r*2-1;
        for i=1:l
            I(:,:,i) = 1/2*imopen(I(:,:,i), ones(dim,dim))+1/2*imclose(I(:,:,i), ones(dim,dim));
        end
    case 'loco'
        options.r(~isfield(options, 'r')) = 2;
        dim = options.r*2-1;
        for i=1:l
            I(:,:,i) = 1/2*imopen(imclose(I(:,:,i), ones(dim,dim)), ones(dim,dim))+1/2*imclose(imopen(I(:,:,i), ones(dim,dim)), ones(dim,dim));
        end
    case 'giw'
        for i = 1:l
            I(:,:,i) = giw(I(:,:,i));
        end
    case 'emd'
        % TODO find missing code
    case 'susan'
        for i = 1:l
            I(:,:,i) = susan(I(:,:,i), options);
        end
    case 'br'
        options.sigma1(~isfield(options, 'sigma1')) = 30;
        options.sigma2(~isfield(options, 'sigma2')) = 30;
        options.w(~isfield(options, 'w')) = 0.8;
        x=-floor(m/2):1:ceil(m/2)-1; y=-floor(n/2):1:ceil(n/2)-1; [x,y] = meshgrid(x,y);
        b = -exp(-(x.^2+y.^2)/(2*options.sigma1^2)) + exp(-(x.^2+y.^2)/(2*options.sigma2^2));
        d = max(b(:))*options.w;
        b2 = b; b2(b<=d) = 1; b2(b>d) = 0;
        for i=1:size(I,3)
            F(:,:,i) = fft2(I(:,:,i));
            Fm(:,:,i) = fftshift(F(:,:,i)).*b2;
            I(:,:,i) = real(ifft2(ifftshift(Fm(:,:,i))));
        end
    case 'sg'
        for i=1:size(I,3)
            I(:,:,i) = sg(I(:,:,i),options);
        end
    case 'osg'
        for i=1:size(I,3)
            I(:,:,i) = osg(I(:,:,i),options);
        end
    case 'nms'
        for i=1:size(I,3)
            I(:,:,i) = nonmax(I(:,:,i),options);
        end
    case 'nms360'
        theta = 0:pi/2:(2*pi-pi/2);
        temp = zeros(size(I,1),size(I,2),length(theta));
        for i=1:size(I,3)
            for j = 1:length(theta)
                temp(:,:,j) = nonmax(I(:,:,i), struct('theta',theta(j)));
            end
            I(:,:,i) = max(temp,[],3);
        end
    case 'parab'
        for i=1:size(I,3)
            I(:,:,i) = fitparab(I(:,:,i),options);
        end
    case 'wf'
        for i=1:size(I,3)
            I(:,:,i) = wiener2(I(:,:,i));
        end
end

if options.show
    subplot(2,2,1)
%     if size(I_,3) == 2
%         I_ = I_(:,:,1);
%     elseif size(I_,3) > 3
%         I_ = I_(:,:,1:3);
%     end
%     
%     if min(I_(:) < 0) || max(I_(:) > 0)
%         I_ = I_-min(I_(:)); I_ = I_./max(I_(:));
%     end
    showFunc(I_); title('Image')
    
    subplot(2,2,2)
%     if size(I,3) == 2
%         I_ = I(:,:,1);
%     elseif size(I,3) > 3
%         I_ = I(:,:,1:3);
%     else
%         I_ = I;
%     end
%     
%     if min(I_(:) < 0) || max(I_(:) > 0)
%         I_ = I_-min(I_(:)); I_ = I_./max(I_(:));
%     end
    showFunc(I); title('Filtered Image')
end

end


function I = gauss(I, params)

params.sigma(~isfield(params, 'sigma')) = 0.5;
params.r(~isfield(params, 'r')) = 3;

x = (-params.r:params.r); y = x; [x,y] = meshgrid(x,y);
b = exp(-(x.^2+y.^2)/(2*params.sigma^2))/(2*pi*params.sigma^2);

I = conv2(I,b,'same');
I = I/sum(b(:));

end

function [I2,I1,b] = v2t(I, params)
% Load thin line and expand to print size line
% I = imread('balloon.png');
% I = rgb2gray(I);
% I = ~I; or I = -im2double(I)+1; depends on source
% se = strel('disk',5,8);
% Id = imdilate(I,se);

if ~isfield(params, 'ppmm') % Pixels per mm
    ppmm = [2,2];
elseif length(params.ppmm) < 2
    ppmm = [params.ppmm,params.ppmm];
else
    ppmm = params.ppmm;
end
params.r(~isfield(params, 'r')) = 5.8/2; % 5.8 mm full width at half amplitude % TODO fix filter = 6
r = params.r*mean(ppmm); % pixel radius

% Old (Had mistakes here used in research that left angle specific artifacts, though these should be marginal they needed to be corrected for future work)
%params.r(~isfield(params, 'r')) = 5.8/2; % 5.8 mm full width at half amplitude % TODO fix filter = 6
%r = params.r*mean(ppmm); % pixel radius
%x = (-r:r)/mean(ppmm); y = x; [x,y] = meshgrid(x,y); c = 0.163; % TODO fix x/y each use their own resolution
%theta = (x*c/ppmm(1)).^2 + (y*c/ppmm(2)).^2; % TODO fix filter theta = (x*c).^2 + (y*c).^2;
%b = exp(-pi*theta); % TODO fix filter add this to round off b(sqrt(x.^2+y.^2)>=max(x(:))) = 0;

% New - Simplification model based on this might help reduce the spins 
params.r(~isfield(params, 'r')) = 6/2;
r = params.r*mean(ppmm); % pixel radius
x = (-r:r)/ppmm(1); y = (-r:r)/ppmm(2); [x,y] = meshgrid(x,y); c = 0.163; % Loomis paper
theta = (x*c).^2 + (y*c).^2;
b = exp(-pi*theta); b(sqrt(x.^2+y.^2)>=max(x(:))) = 0;

b = b./sum(b(:));
I1 = conv2(I,b,'same');
I2 = I1.^0.5;

end

function [I,b] = t2v(I, params)

if ~isfield(params, 'ppmm') % Pixels per mm
    ppmm = [2,2];
elseif length(params.ppmm) < 2
    ppmm = [params.ppmm,params.ppmm];
else
    ppmm = params.ppmm;
end
% Old
%params.r(~isfield(params, 'r')) = 5.8/2; % 5.8 mm full width at half amplitude % TODO fix filter = 6
%r = params.r*mean(ppmm); % pixel radius
%
%x = (-r:r)/mean(ppmm); y = x; [x,y] = meshgrid(x,y); c = 0.163;  % TODO fix x/y each use their own resolution
%theta = (x*c/ppmm(1)).^2 + (y*c/ppmm(2)).^2;  % TODO fix filter theta = (x*c).^2 + (y*c).^2;
%b = exp(-pi*theta);  % TODO fix filter add this to round off b(sqrt(x.^2+y.^2)>=max(x(:))) = 0;
%b = b./sum(b(:));
%I = I.^2;

% New - This might help reduce the spins 
params.r(~isfield(params, 'r')) = 6/2;
r = params.r*mean(ppmm); % pixel radius

x = (-r:r)/ppmm(1); y = (-r:r)/ppmm(2); [x,y] = meshgrid(x,y); c = 0.163; % Loomis paper
theta = (x*c).^2 + (y*c).^2;
b = exp(-pi*theta); b(sqrt(x.^2+y.^2)>=max(x(:))) = 0;
b = b./sum(b(:));
I = I.^2;

I = Filter(I,'osg');
I = deconvlucy(I,b,2);

end

function [I, It] = t2vr(I, params)

I = Filter(I,'t2v');
I = Filter(I,'nms360');
I = (I-min(I(:)))/(max(I(:))-min(I(:)));

th = multithresh(I,4);
It = imquantize(I,th) > 2;

end

function I = tspline(I, params)
% Requires curve fitting toolbox and lots of ram
    params.p(~isfield(params, 'p')) = 0.70;
    
    [m,n] = size(I);
    x = 1:m; y = 1:n; xy = combvec(x,y);
    st = tpaps(xy,I(:)',params.p);
    I = fnval(st,xy);
    
    I = reshape(I,m,n);
end

function I = giw(I, params)
params.r(~isfield(params, 'r')) = 3;
dim = [params.r*2-1,params.r*2-1];

fun = @(img) giwFun(img);
I = nlfilter(I,dim,fun);

end

function res = giwFun(img)

cent = [ceil(size(img,1)/2),ceil(size(img,1)/2)];
a = img(cent(1),cent(2));
d = abs(img - a);
d(cent(1),cent(2)) = a; 
d(d==0) = 0.5;
d = 1./d;
w = d./sum(d(:));

imgP = w.*img;

D = sum(w(:)).^2;
k = D/(1+D);

imgP = sum(imgP(:));
res = k*img(cent(1),cent(2)) + (1-k)*imgP;

end

function Ib = susan(I, params)

params.th(~isfield(params, 'th')) = 0.4; % Ignore noise
params.r(~isfield(params, 'r')) = 4; % Radius

dim = params.r*2-1;
mask = zeros(dim,dim);
mask(params.r,params.r) = 1;
params.mask = imdilate(mask,strel('disk',params.r,4));

maskSz = [dim, dim];
fun = @(img)susanFun(img,params);
Ib = nlfilter(I,maskSz,fun);

end

function res = susanFun(img,params)

sz = size(img,1);
usan = ones(sz)*img(round(sz/2),round(sz/2));

similar = (abs(usan-img)<params.th);
similar = similar.*params.mask.*img;
res = sum(similar(:))/nnz(similar(:));
if isnan(res)
    res = 0;
end
end


function Io = sg(I,params)
% Author: Shao Ying HUANG (shaoying.h@gmail.com)
[m,n] = size(I);

params.r(~isfield(params, 'r')) = 3;
filtSize = params.r*2-1;
params.order(~isfield(params, 'order')) = 1;
ord = params.order;
if length(filtSize) == 1; filtSize(2) = filtSize(1); end
Nloc = filtSize(1)*filtSize(2);

% moving window
x = -(filtSize(1)-1)/2:1:(filtSize(1)-1)/2;
z = -(filtSize(2)-1)/2:1:(filtSize(2)-1)/2;

coor = zeros(Nloc,2);
count = 1;
for p = 1:filtSize(1)
    for q = 1:filtSize(2)
        coor(count,1) = x(p);
        coor(count,2) = z(q);
        count = count +1;
    end
end
%A = zeros(Nloc,(2*ord+1));
for nn = 1:Nloc
    count = 1;
    for nx = 0:ord
        for nz = 0:ord
            if nx+nz<=ord
                A(nn,count) = coor(nn,1)^nx*coor(nn,2)^nz;
                count = count+1;
            end
        end
    end
end

AT = A';
AT_A = AT*A;

F = eye(Nloc);    
c = zeros(Nloc,Nloc);
for nn = 1:Nloc %excitation
    CC = AT_A\(AT*F(:,nn));
    for ss = 1:Nloc % location
        c(ss,nn) = 0;
        count = 1;
        for nx = 0:ord
            for nz = 0:ord
                if nx+nz<=ord
                    c(ss,nn) = c(ss,nn) + CC(count)*coor(ss,1)^nx*coor(ss,2)^nz;
                    count = count+1;
                end
            end
        end
    end
end

hlengthX = (filtSize(1)-1)/2;
hfiltSize(2) = (filtSize(2)-1)/2;
Io = zeros(m,n);
% cal four corners (left-top, left-bottom, right-top, right-bottom)
% left-top
mIN_blk = I(1:filtSize(2),1:filtSize(1));
count = 1;
for q = 1:filtSize(1)
    for p = 1:filtSize(2)
        map = reshape(c(count,:),filtSize(2),filtSize(1));
        weightedM= map.*mIN_blk;
        Io(p,q) = sum(sum(weightedM));
        count = count +1;
    end
end
% left-bottom
mIN_blk = I((m-filtSize(2)+1):m,1:filtSize(1));
count = 1;
for q = 1:filtSize(1)
    for p = (m-filtSize(2)+1):m
        map = reshape(c(count,:),filtSize(2),filtSize(1));
        weightedM= map.*mIN_blk;
        Io(p,q) = sum(sum(weightedM));
        count = count +1;
    end
end
% right-top
mIN_blk = I(1:filtSize(2),(n-filtSize(1)+1):n);
count = 1;
for q = (n-filtSize(1)+1):n
    for p = 1:filtSize(2)
        map = reshape(c(count,:),filtSize(2),filtSize(1));
        weightedM= map.*mIN_blk;
        Io(p,q) = sum(sum(weightedM));
        count = count +1;
    end
end
% right-bottom
mIN_blk = I((m-filtSize(2)+1):m,(n-filtSize(1)+1):n);
count = 1;
for q = (n-filtSize(1)+1):n
    for p = (m-filtSize(2)+1):m
        map = reshape(c(count,:),filtSize(2),filtSize(1));
        weightedM= map.*mIN_blk;
        Io(p,q) = sum(sum(weightedM));
        count = count +1;
    end
end
% cells at the edges
% left row
for pp = 2:(m-2*filtSize(2)+1)
    qq = 1;
    mIN_blk = I(pp:(pp+filtSize(2)-1),qq:qq+filtSize(1)-1);
        
    for jj = 1:hlengthX
        map = reshape(c(filtSize(2)*jj,:),filtSize(2),filtSize(1));
        weightedM= map.*mIN_blk;
        Io(pp+filtSize(2)-1,jj) = sum(sum(weightedM));
    end
end
% right row
for pp = 2:(m-2*filtSize(2)+1)
    qq = n-filtSize(1)+1;
    mIN_blk = I(pp:(pp+filtSize(2)-1),qq:n);
        
    for jj = 1:hlengthX
        map = reshape(c((filtSize(2)*(hlengthX+1+jj)),:),filtSize(2),filtSize(1));
        weightedM= map.*mIN_blk;
        Io(pp+filtSize(2)-1,n-hlengthX+jj) = sum(sum(weightedM));
    end
end
% top row
pp = 1;
for qq = 2:(n-2*filtSize(1)+1);
    mIN_blk = I(pp:pp+filtSize(2)-1,qq:(qq+filtSize(1)-1));
        
    for jj = 1:hfiltSize(2)
        map = reshape(c(filtSize(2)*(filtSize(1)-1)+jj,:),filtSize(2),filtSize(1));
        weightedM= map.*mIN_blk;
        Io(jj,(qq+filtSize(1)-1)) = sum(sum(weightedM));
    end
end
% bottom row
pp = m-filtSize(2)+1;
for qq = 2:(n-2*filtSize(1)+1);
    mIN_blk = I(pp:pp+filtSize(2)-1,qq:qq+filtSize(1)-1);
    
    jjc = hfiltSize(2) -1;
    for jj = 1:hfiltSize(2) 
        map = reshape(c(filtSize(2)*filtSize(1)-jjc,:),filtSize(2),filtSize(1));
        weightedM= map.*mIN_blk;
        Io((pp+filtSize(2)-1-jjc),qq+filtSize(1)-1) = sum(sum(weightedM));
        jjc = jjc -1;
    end
end
% center block
center = filtSize(2)*(filtSize(1)-1)/2+(filtSize(2)-1)/2+1;
mapCenter = reshape(c(center,:),filtSize(2),filtSize(1));
for pp = 1:m-filtSize(2)+1
    for qq = 1:n-filtSize(1)+1
        mIN_blk = I(pp:pp+filtSize(2)-1,qq:qq+filtSize(1)-1);
        
        weightedM= mapCenter.*mIN_blk;
        Io(pp+hfiltSize(2),qq+hlengthX) = sum(sum(weightedM));
    end
end
end

function Io = osg(I, params)
% Pablo Arbelaez <arbelaez@eecs.berkeley.edu>
% December 2010
% David R. Martin <dmartin@eecs.berkeley.edu>
% March 2003

params.theta(~isfield(params, 'theta')) = 0;
params.ra(~isfield(params, 'ra')) = 10; % Radius Major axis for smoothing
params.rb(~isfield(params, 'rb')) = params.ra/4; % Radius Minor axis for smoothing
params.k(~isfield(params, 'k')) = 1; % Coefficient to return in [1,d+1], 1 for smoothing
params.d(~isfield(params, 'd')) = 2; % Degree of fit, usually 2 or 4

ra = params.ra;
rb = params.rb;
% theta = mod(params.theta+pi/2,pi);
theta = params.theta;

d = params.d; 
ra = max(1.5, ra);
rb = max(1.5, rb);
ira2 = 1 / ra^2;
irb2 = 1 / rb^2;
wr = floor(max(ra, rb));
wd = 2*wr+1;
sint = sin(theta);
cost = cos(theta);

% 1. compute linear filters for coefficients
% (a) compute inverse of least-squares problem matrix
filt = zeros(wd,wd,d+1);
xx = zeros(2*d+1,1);
for u = -wr:wr,
    for v = -wr:wr,
        ai = -u*sint + v*cost; % distance along major axis
        bi = u*cost + v*sint; % distance along minor axis
        if ai*ai*ira2 + bi*bi*irb2 > 1, continue; end % outside support
        xx = xx + cumprod([1;ai+zeros(2*d,1)]);
    end
end
A = zeros(d+1,d+1);
for i = 1:d+1,
    A(:,i) = xx(i:i+d);
end

% (b) solve least-squares problem for delta function at each pixel
for u = -wr:wr,
    for v = -wr:wr,
        ai = -u*sint + v*cost; % distance along major axis
        bi = u*cost + v*sint; % distance along minor axis
        if (ai*ai*ira2 + bi*bi*irb2) > 1, continue; end % outside support
        yy = cumprod([1;ai+zeros(d,1)]);
        filt(v+wr+1,u+wr+1,:) = A\yy;
    end
end

Io = conv2(I,filt(:,:,params.k),'same');

end

function [im] = nonmax(im,params)
% function [im] = nonmax(im,theta)
%
% Perform non-max suppression on im orthogonal to theta.  Theta can be
% a matrix providing a different theta for each pixel or a scalar
% proving the same theta for every pixel.
%
% David R. Martin <dmartin@eecs.berkeley.edu>
% March 2003

if ~isfield(params, 'theta')
    theta = 0;
else
    theta = params.theta;
end

if numel(theta)==1,
  theta = theta .* ones(size(im));
end

% Do non-max suppression orthogonal to theta.
theta = mod(theta+pi/2,pi);

% The following diagram depicts the 8 cases for non-max suppression.
% Theta is valued in [0,pi), measured clockwise from the positive x
% axis.  The 'o' marks the pixel of interest, and the eight
% neighboring pixels are marked with '.'.  The orientation is divided
% into 8 45-degree blocks.  Within each block, we interpolate the
% image value between the two neighboring pixels.
%
%        .66.77.                                
%        5\ | /8                                
%        5 \|/ 8                                
%        .--o--.-----> x-axis                     
%        4 /|\ 1                                
%        4/ | \1                                
%        .33.22.                                
%           |                                   
%           |
%           v
%         y-axis                                  
%
% In the code below, d is always the distance from A, so the distance
% to B is (1-d).  A and B are the two neighboring pixels of interest
% in each of the 8 cases.  Note that the clockwise ordering of A and B
% changes from case to case in order to make it easier to compute d.

% Determine which pixels belong to which cases.
mask15 = ( theta>=0 & theta<pi/4 );
mask26 = ( theta>=pi/4 & theta<pi/2 );
mask37 = ( theta>=pi/2 & theta<pi*3/4 );
mask48 = ( theta>=pi*3/4 & theta<pi );

mask = ones(size(im));
[h,w] = size(im);
[ix,iy] = meshgrid(1:w,1:h);

% case 1
idx = find( mask15 & ix<w & iy<h);
idxA = idx + h;
idxB = idx + h + 1;
d = tan(theta(idx));
imI = im(idxA).*(1-d) + im(idxB).*d;
mask(idx(im(idx)<imI)) = 0;

% case 5
idx = find( mask15 & ix>1 & iy>1);
idxA = idx - h;
idxB = idx - h - 1;
d = tan(theta(idx));
imI = im(idxA).*(1-d) + im(idxB).*d;
mask(idx(im(idx)<imI)) = 0;

% case 2
idx = find( mask26 & ix<w & iy<h );
idxA = idx + 1;
idxB = idx + h + 1;
d = tan(pi/2-theta(idx));
imI = im(idxA).*(1-d) + im(idxB).*d;
mask(idx(im(idx)<imI)) = 0;

% case 6
idx = find( mask26 & ix>1 & iy>1 );
idxA = idx - 1;
idxB = idx - h - 1;
d = tan(pi/2-theta(idx));
imI = im(idxA).*(1-d) + im(idxB).*d;
mask(idx(im(idx)<imI)) = 0;

% case 3
idx = find( mask37 & ix>1 & iy<h );
idxA = idx + 1;
idxB = idx - h + 1;
d = tan(theta(idx)-pi/2);
imI = im(idxA).*(1-d) + im(idxB).*d;
mask(idx(im(idx)<imI)) = 0;

% case 7
idx = find( mask37 & ix<w & iy>1 );
idxA = idx - 1;
idxB = idx + h - 1;
d = tan(theta(idx)-pi/2);
imI = im(idxA).*(1-d) + im(idxB).*d;
mask(idx(im(idx)<imI)) = 0;

% case 4
idx = find( mask48 & ix>1 & iy<h );
idxA = idx - h;
idxB = idx - h + 1;
d = tan(pi-theta(idx));
imI = im(idxA).*(1-d) + im(idxB).*d;
mask(idx(im(idx)<imI)) = 0;

% case 8
idx = find( mask48 & ix<w & iy>1 );
idxA = idx + h;
idxB = idx + h - 1;
d = tan(pi-theta(idx));
imI = im(idxA).*(1-d) + im(idxB).*d;
mask(idx(im(idx)<imI)) = 0;

% apply mask
im = im .* mask;
end

function [a,b,c] = fitparab(z,params)
% David R. Martin <dmartin@eecs.berkeley.edu>
% March 2003

params.theta(~isfield(params, 'theta')) = 0; theta = params.theta;
params.ra(~isfield(params, 'ra')) = 10; % Radius Major axis for smoothing
params.rb(~isfield(params, 'rb')) = params.ra/4; % Radius Minor axis for smoothing

ra = max(1.5,params.ra);
rb = max(1.5,params.rb);
ira2 = 1 / ra^2;
irb2 = 1 / rb^2;
wr = floor(max(ra,rb));
sint = sin(theta);
cost = cos(theta);

% compute the interior quickly with convolutions
a = savgol(z,2,1,ra,rb,theta);
if nargout>1, b = savgol(z,struct('d',2,'k',2,'ra',ra,'rb',rb,'theta',theta)); end
if nargout>2, c = savgol(z,struct('d',2,'k',3,'ra',ra,'rb',rb,'theta',theta)); end

% re-compute the border, since the convolution screws it up
[h,w] = size(z);
for x = 1:w,
  for y = 1:h,
    if x>wr && x<=w-wr && y>wr && y<=h-wr, continue; end
    d0=0; d1=0; d2=0; d3=0; d4=0;
    v0=0; v1=0; v2=0;
    for u = -wr:wr,
      xi = x + u;
      if xi<1 || xi>w, continue; end
      for v = -wr:wr,
        yi = y + v;
        if yi<1 || yi>h, continue; end
        di = -u*sint + v*cost; % distance along major axis
        ei = u*cost + v*sint; % distance along minor axis (at theta)
        if di*di*ira2 + ei*ei*irb2 > 1, continue; end
        zi = z(yi,xi);
        di2 = di*di;
        d0 = d0 + 1;
        d1 = d1 + di;
        d2 = d2 + di2;
        d3 = d3 + di*di2;
        d4 = d4 + di2*di2;
        v0 = v0 + zi;
        v1 = v1 + zi*di;
        v2 = v2 + zi*di2;
      end
    end
    
    % much faster to do 3x3 matrix inverse manually
    detA = -d2*d2*d2 + 2*d1*d2*d3 - d0*d3*d3 - d1*d1*d4 + d0*d2*d4;
    invA = [-d3*d3+d2*d4  d2*d3-d1*d4 -d2*d2+d1*d3 ; ...
            d2*d3-d1*d4 -d2*d2+d0*d4  d1*d2-d0*d3 ; ...
            -d2*d2+d1*d3  d1*d2-d0*d3 -d1*d1+d0*d2 ] / (detA + eps);
    param = invA * [ v0 ; v1 ; v2 ];

    a(y,x) = param(1);
    if nargout>1, b(y,x) = param(2); end
    if nargout>2, c(y,x) = param(3); end
  end
end
end






Code/Features/PCA/fitLine.m

function [l, fit] = fitLine(I, params)
%fitLine Summary of this function goes here
%   Detailed explanation goes here

[~,U,S,~,mu] = imPCA(I);

colorRange = 255;

imHistRGB(I,params);
mu = mu*colorRange;
fit = S(2,2)+S(2,3);

t = -colorRange:10:colorRange;
for j = 1:3 % Each column (each principal axis)
    l = U(:,j); % Slope components of prinicipal line
    l = l/norm(l);
    for i = 1:3 % Each component
        axe(:,j,i) = mu(i) - l(i)*t;
    end
end

axe(axe > 255 | axe < 0) = NaN;

if params.show == true
    plot3(axe(:,1,1),axe(:,1,2),axe(:,1,3), 'r')
    plot3(axe(:,2,1),axe(:,2,2),axe(:,2,3), 'g')
    plot3(axe(:,3,1),axe(:,3,2),axe(:,3,3), 'b')
end
end








Code/Features/PCA/fitPlane.m

function [n, fit] = fitPlane(I, params)
%FIRPLANE Summary of this function goes here
%   Detailed explanation goes here

[~,U,S,~,mu] = imPCA(I);
fit = S(3,3);

imHistRGB(I,params);
colorRange = 255;
n = U(:,3); % Normal to principal plane
n = n/norm(n);
d = dot(mu*colorRange, n);

% Must calc based on largest component in normal vect to aviod div by ~0
[~, indx] = max(abs(n));
dims = [1,2,3];
dims = dims(dims ~= indx);
[axe(:,:,dims(1)),axe(:,:,dims(2))]=ndgrid(0:10:colorRange,0:10:colorRange);

axe(:,:,indx) = (-n(dims(1))*axe(:,:,dims(1))-n(dims(2))*axe(:,:,dims(2))+d)/n(indx);
axe(axe > 255 | axe < 0) = NaN;

if params.show == true
    mesh(axe(:,:,1),axe(:,:,2),axe(:,:,3))
end
end








Code/Features/PCA/imPCA.m

function [Iout,U,S,V,mu] = imPCA(I, nDim)
%IMPCA Summary of this function goes here
%   Detailed explanation goes here

I = im2double(I);

if nargin < 2
    nDim = 1:3;
elseif length(nDim) == 1
    nDim = 1:nDim;
end

data = reshape(I,[size(I,1)*size(I,2),size(I,3)]);
N = size(data, 1);
mu = mean(data); % each row is a data sample
data_m = data - repmat(mu, N, 1);
covar = data_m'*data_m/N; % or N-1 for unbiased estimate
[U,S,V] = svd(covar);
reduced_data = data_m*V(:,nDim); % reduce to 3 components

Iout = reshape(reduced_data,[size(I,1),size(I,2),length(nDim)]);
Iout = Iout + abs(min(min(min(Iout))));
Iout = Iout/max(max(max(Iout)));

end








Code/Features/PCA/tableICA.m

function [Zica, A, T, mu] = tableICA(Z,r,dispFlag)
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Syntax:       Zica = myICA(Z,r);
%               Zica = myICA(Z,r,dispFlag);
%               [Zica A T mu] = myICA(Z,r);
%               [Zica A T mu] = myICA(Z,r,dispFlag);
%               
% Inputs:       Z is an (n x d) matrix containing n samples of an
%               d-dimensional random vector
%               
%               r is the desired number of independent components
%               
%               [OPTIONAL] dispFlag = {true false} sets the stdout print
%               state. The default value is dispFlag = true
%               
% Outputs:      Zica is an (n x 1) matrix containing the r independent
%               components - scaled to variance 1 - of the input samples
%               
%               A and T are the ICA transformation matrices such that
%               Zr = T \ pinv(A) * Zica + repmat(mu,1,n);
%               is the r-dimensional ICA approximation of Z
%               
%               mu is the (1 x d) sample mean of Z
%               
% Description:  This function performs independent component analysis (ICA)
%               on the input samples using the FastICA algorithm with 
%               Gaussian negentropy
%               
% Author:       Brian Moore
%               brimoor@umich.edu
%               
% Date:         April 26, 2015
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------

Z = Z';

% Knobs
eps = 1e-6;         % Convergence criteria
maxSamples = 1000;  % Max # data points in sample mean calculation
maxIters = 100;     % Maximum # iterations

% Parse display flag
dispFlag = (nargin == 3) && dispFlag;

% Center and whiten input data
[Zcw, T, mu] = centerAndWhiten(Z);

% Parse whitened data
[d, n] = size(Zcw);
if (n > maxSamples)
    % Truncate data for sample mean calculations
    Zcwt = Zcw(:,randperm(n,maxSamples));
else
    % Full data
    Zcwt = Zcw;
end

% Random initial weights
normRows = @(X) bsxfun(@times,X,1 ./ sqrt(sum(X.^2,2)));
W = normRows(rand(r,d));

% FastICA w/ Gaussian negentropy
k = 0;
err = inf;
while (err > eps) && (k < maxIters)
    % Increment counter
    k = k + 1;
    
    % Update weights
    Wlast = W; % Save last weights
    Sk = permute(Wlast * Zcwt,[1 3 2]);
    G = Sk .* exp(-0.5 * Sk.^2);
    Gp = Sk .* G;
    W = mean(bsxfun(@times,G,permute(Zcwt,[3 1 2])),3) + bsxfun(@times,mean(Gp,3),Wlast);
    W = normRows(W);
    
    % Decorrelate weights
    [U,S,~] = svd(W,'econ');
    W = U * diag(1 ./ diag(S)) * U' * W;
    
    % Update error
    err = max(1 - dot(W,Wlast,2));
    
    % Display progress
    if dispFlag == true
        sprintf('Iteration %i: max(1 - <w%i,w%i>) = %.4g\n',k,k,k - 1,err);
    end
end

% Transformation matrix
A = W;

% Independent components
Zica = A * Zcw;

Zica = Zica';
A = A';
T = T';
mu = mu';

end

function [Zcw, T, mu] = centerAndWhiten(Z)
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------
% Syntax:       Zcw = centerAndWhiten(Z);
%               [Zcw T] = centerAndWhiten(Z);
%               [Zcw T mu] = centerAndWhiten(Z);
%               
% Inputs:       Z is an (d x n) matrix containing n samples of a
%               d-dimensional random vector
%               
% Outputs:      Zcw is the centered and whitened version of Z
%               
%               T is the (d x d) whitening transformation of Z
%               
%               mu is the (d x 1) sample mean of Z
%               
% Description:  This function returns the centered (zero-mean) and whitened
%               (identity covariance) version of the input samples
%               
%               NOTE: Z = T \ Zcw + repmat(mu,1,n);
%--------------------------------------------------------------------------

% Center data
% Compute sample mean
mu = mean(Z,2);

% Subtract mean
Zc = bsxfun(@minus,Z,mu);

% Whiten data
% Compute sample covariance
R = cov(Zc');

% Whiten data
[U,S,~] = svd(R,'econ');
T = U * diag(1 ./ sqrt(diag(S))) * U';
Zcw = T * Zc;
end







Code/Features/PCA/tablePCA.m

function [reduced_data,U,S,V,mu,V_] = tablePCA(data, nDim, eps)
%TABLEPCA Summary of this function goes here
%   Detailed explanation goes here

N = size(data, 1);
mu = mean(data); % each row is a data sample
data_m = data - repmat(mu, N, 1);
covar = data_m'*data_m/N; % or N-1 for unbiased estimate
[U,S,V_] = svd(covar);
V = V_(:,nDim); V(abs(V) < eps) = 0;
reduced_data = data_m*V; % reduce to 3 components

end






Code/Features/Spectral.m

function Io = Spectral(I, options)
% 
% Pablo Arbelaez <arbelaez@eecs.berkeley.edu>
% December 2010

if nargin < 2
    options = struct();
end

options.n(~isfield(options, 'n')) = 17;  % Noise to Texture

[tx, ty] = size(I);

l{1} = zeros(size(I, 1) + 1, size(I, 2));
l{1}(2:end, :) = I;
l{2} = zeros(size(I, 1), size(I, 2) + 1);
l{2}(:, 2:end) = I;

% build the pairwise affinity matrix
[val,I,J] = buildW(l{1},l{2}); % <<-- TODO Mex file convert
W = sparse(val,I,J);

[wx, wy] = size(W);
x = 1 : wx;
S = full(sum(W, 1));
D = sparse(x, x, S, wx, wy);
clear S x;

opts.issym=1;
opts.isreal = 1;
opts.disp=1;
[EigVect, EVal] = eigs(D - W, D, options.n, 'sm',opts);
clear D W opts;

EigVal = diag(EVal);
clear Eval;

EigVal(1:end) = EigVal(end:-1:1);
EigVect(:, 1:end) = EigVect(:, end:-1:1);

txo=orig_sz(1); tyo=orig_sz(2); 
vect = zeros(txo, tyo, options.n);
for v = 2 : options.n,
    vect(:, :, v) = imresize(reshape(EigVect(:, v), [ty tx])',[txo,tyo]);
end

end








Code/Features/Texture.m

function [T, T_] = Texture(I, method, options)
% Find texture in image (some methods provide a continuum while others are
% classifiers)
% 
% Variables
% 
% I input image
% options.show T/F plots images
% 
% method
%   SUSAN: 'susan'
%       Options: thT, thT2, r
%   Entropy: 'entropy'
%       Options: None
%   Textons: 'textons'
%       Options: 
%   3rd moment: 'moment3'
%       Options: r
%   Entorpy v2: 'entropy2'
%       Options: t

I = double(I);
[m,n,l] = size(I);
T_ = zeros(m,n,l);

if nargin < 3 || isempty(options)
    options = struct();
end

options.show(~isfield(options, 'show')) = 0;

switch lower(method)
    case 'susan'
        for i = 1:l
            T_(:,:,i) = susan(I(:,:,i), options);
        end
        T = sum(T_,3);
    case 'entropy'
        for i = 1:l
            T_(:,:,i) = entropyfilt(I(:,:,i));
        end
        T = sum(T_,3);
    case 'textons'
        % TODO find textons
    case 'moment3' % moment by book 'digital image proccessing using matlab' 
        options.opp = 'moment3';
        for i = 1:l
            T_(:,:,i) = stats(I(:,:,i), options);
        end
        T = sum(T_,3);
    case 'entropy2' % entropy by book 'digital image proccessing using matlab' 
        options.opp = 'entropy';
        for i = 1:l
            T_(:,:,i) = stats(I(:,:,i), options);
        end
        T = sum(T_,3);
        
end

if options.show
    subplot(2,2,1)
    if size(I,3) == 2
        I_ = I(:,:,1);
    elseif size(I,3) > 3
        I_ = I(:,:,1:3);
    else
        I_ = I;
    end
    
    if min(I_(:) < 0) || max(I_(:) > 0)
        I_ = I_-min(I_(:)); I_ = I_./max(I_(:));
        imagesc(I_); colormap gray; title('Image')
    else
        imagesc(I); colormap gray; title('Image')
    end
    
    subplot(2,2,2)
    imagesc(T); title('Texture')
    colormap gray
end

end

function T = susan(I, params)

params.thT(~isfield(params, 'thT')) = 0.05;  % Noise to Texture
params.thT2(~isfield(params, 'thT2')) = 0.6; % Texture to Edge
params.r(~isfield(params, 'r')) = 4; % Radius

dim = params.r*2-1;
mask = zeros(dim,dim);
mask(params.r,params.r) = 1;
params.mask = imdilate(mask,strel('disk',params.r,4));
params.Nmask = sum(params.mask(:));

maskSz = [dim, dim];
fun = @(img)susanFun(img,params);
T = nlfilter(I,maskSz,fun);

end

function res = susanFun(img, params)
dim = params.r*2-1;
usan = ones(dim,dim)*img(params.r,params.r);

similar = (abs(usan-img)>params.thT & abs(usan-img)<params.thT2);
similar = similar.*params.mask;
res = sum(similar(:))./params.Nmask;

end

function T = stats(I, params)
params.r(~isfield(params, 'r')) = 4; % Radius
dim = params.r*2-1;
maskSz = [dim, dim];

fun = @(img)statsFun(img,params);
T = nlfilter(I,maskSz,fun);

end

function res = statsFun(img,params)

t = statxture(img);

switch params.opp
    case 'moment3'
        res = t(4);
    case 'entropy'
        res = t(6);
end
end

function t = statxture(f, scale)
%STATXTURE Computes statistical measures of texture in an image.
%   T = STATXURE(F, SCALE) computes six measures of texture from an
%   image (region) F. Parameter SCALE is a 6-dim row vector whose
%   elements multiply the 6 corresponding elements of T for scaling
%   purposes. If SCALE is not provided it defaults to all 1s.  The
%   output T is 6-by-1 vector with the following elements:
%     T(1) = Average gray level
%     T(2) = Average contrast
%     T(3) = Measure of smoothness
%     T(4) = Third moment
%     T(5) = Measure of uniformity
%     T(6) = Entropy

%   Copyright 2002-2004 R. C. Gonzalez, R. E. Woods, & S. L. Eddins
%   Digital Image Processing Using MATLAB, Prentice-Hall, 2004
%   $Revision: 1.5 $  $Date: 2004/11/04 22:33:43 $

if nargin == 1
   scale(1:6) = 1;
else % Make sure it's a row vector.
   scale = scale(:)';
end

% Obtain histogram and normalize it.
p = imhist(f);
p = p./numel(f);
L = length(p);

% Compute the three moments. We need the unnormalized ones
% from function statmoments. These are in vector mu.
[v, mu] = statmoments(p, 3);

% Compute the six texture measures:
% Average gray level.
t(1) = mu(1);
% Standard deviation.
t(2) = mu(2).^0.5;
% Smoothness.
% First normalize the variance to [0 1] by
% dividing it by (L-1)^2.
varn = mu(2)/(L - 1)^2;
t(3) = 1 - 1/(1 + varn);
% Third moment (normalized by (L - 1)^2 also).
t(4) = mu(3)/(L - 1)^2;
% Uniformity.
t(5) = sum(p.^2);
% Entropy.
t(6) = -sum(p.*(log2(p + eps)));

% Scale the values.
t = t.*scale;
end

function [v, unv] = statmoments(p,  n)
%STATMOMENTS Computes statistical central moments of image histogram.
%   [W, UNV] = STATMOMENTS(P, N) computes up to the Nth statistical
%   central moment of a histogram whose components are in vector
%   P. The length of P must equal 256 or 65536. 
%
%   The program outputs a vector V with V(1) = mean, V(2) = variance,
%   V(3) = 3rd moment, . . . V(N) = Nth central moment. The random
%   variable values are normalized to the range [0, 1], so all
%   moments also are in this range. 
%       
%   The program also outputs a vector UNV containing the same moments
%   as V, but using un-normalized random variable values (e.g., 0 to
%   255 if length(P) = 2^8). For example, if length(P) = 256 and V(1)
%   = 0.5, then UNV(1) would have the value UNV(1) = 127.5 (half of
%   the [0 255] range). 

%   Copyright 2002-2004 R. C. Gonzalez, R. E. Woods, & S. L. Eddins
%   Digital Image Processing Using MATLAB, Prentice-Hall, 2004
%   $Revision: 1.3 $  $Date: 2003/05/24 22:43:02 $

Lp = length(p);
if (Lp ~= 256) & (Lp ~= 65536)
   error('P must be a 256- or 65536-element vector.');
end
G = Lp - 1;

% Make sure the histogram has unit area, and convert it to a
% column vector.
p = p/sum(p); p = p(:);

% Form a vector of all the possible values of the
% random variable.
z = 0:G;

% Now normalize the z's to the range [0, 1].
z = z./G;

% The mean.
m = z*p;

% Center random variables about the mean.
z = z - m;

% Compute the central moments.
v = zeros(1, n);
v(1) = m;
for j = 2:n
   v(j) = (z.^j)*p;
end

if nargout > 1
   % Compute the uncentralized moments.
   unv = zeros(1, n);
   unv(1)=m.*G;
   for j = 2:n
      unv(j) = ((z*G).^j)*p;
   end
end
end







Code/Helpers/combvec.m

function out = combvec(varargin)
%CombVec Generate all possible combinations of input vectors.
%
%   CombVec(A1,A2,...) takes any number of inputs,
%      A1 - Matrix of N1 (column) vectors.
%      A2 - Matrix of N2 (column) vectors.
%      ...
%    and returns a matrix of (N1*N2*...) column vectors, where the columns
%    consist of all possibilities of A2 vectors, appended to
%    A1 vectors, etc.
%
%  Example
%  
%    a1 = [1 2];
%    a2 = [3 4; 3 4];
%    a3 = CombVec(a1,a2)
%    a3 = 
%        1     2     1     2
%        3     3     4     4
%        3     3     4     4

% 2008-08-06 DN  Wrote it, modification of CombVec in Matlab's Neural
%                Network Toolbox

if isempty(varargin)
    out = [];
else
    out = varargin{1};
    for i=2:length(varargin)
        cur = varargin{i};
        out = [copyb(out,size(cur,2)); copyi(cur,size(out,2))];
    end
end

%=========================================================
function b = copyb(mat,s)

[mr,mc] = size(mat);
inds    = 1:mc;
inds    = inds(ones(s,1),:).';
b       = mat(:,inds(:));

%=========================================================
function b = copyi(mat,s)

[mr,mc] = size(mat);
inds    = 1:mc;
inds    = inds(ones(s,1),:);
b       = mat(:,inds(:));






Code/Helpers/cpuinfo/cpuinfo.m

function info = cpuinfo()
%CPUINFO  read CPU configuration
%
%   info = CPUINFO() returns a structure containing various bits of
%   information about the CPU and operating system as provided by /proc/cpu
%   (Unix), sysctl (Mac) or WMIC (Windows). This information includes:
%     * CPU name
%     * CPU clock speed
%     * CPU Cache size (L2)
%     * Number of physical CPU cores
%     * Operating system name & version
%
%   See also: COMPUTER, ISUNIX, ISMAC

%   Author: Ben Tordoff
%   Copyright 2011 The MathWorks, Inc.

if isunix
    if ismac
        info = cpuInfoMac();
    else
        info = cpuInfoUnix();
    end
else
    info = cpuInfoWindows();
end


%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%
function info = cpuInfoWindows()
sysInfo = callWMIC( 'cpu' );
osInfo = callWMIC( 'os' );

info = struct( ...
    'Name', sysInfo.Name, ...
    'Clock', [sysInfo.MaxClockSpeed,' MHz'], ...
    'Cache', [sysInfo.L2CacheSize,' KB'], ...
    'NumProcessors', str2double( sysInfo.NumberOfCores ), ...
    'OSType', 'Windows', ...
    'OSVersion', osInfo.Caption );

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%
function info = callWMIC( alias )
% Call the MS-DOS WMIC (Windows Management) command
olddir = pwd();
cd( tempdir );
sysinfo = evalc( sprintf( '!wmic %s get /value', alias ) );
cd( olddir );
fields = textscan( sysinfo, '%s', 'Delimiter', '\n' ); fields = fields{1};
fields( cellfun( 'isempty', fields ) ) = [];
% Each line has "field=value", so split them
values = cell( size( fields ) );
for ff=1:numel( fields )
    idx = find( fields{ff}=='=', 1, 'first' );
    if ~isempty( idx ) && idx>1
        values{ff} = strtrim( fields{ff}(idx+1:end) );
        fields{ff} = strtrim( fields{ff}(1:idx-1) );
    end
end

% Remove any duplicates (only occurs for dual-socket PC's and we will
% assume that all sockets have the same processors in them).
numResults = sum( strcmpi( fields, fields{1} ) );
if numResults>1
    % If we are counting cores, sum them.
    numCoresEntries = find( strcmpi( fields, 'NumberOfCores' ) );
    if ~isempty( numCoresEntries )
        cores = cellfun( @str2double, values(numCoresEntries) );
        values(numCoresEntries) = {num2str( sum( cores ) )};
    end
    % Now remove the duplicate results
    [fields,idx] = unique(fields,'first');
    values = values(idx);
end

% Convert to a structure
info = cell2struct( values, fields );

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%
function info = cpuInfoMac()
machdep = callSysCtl( 'machdep.cpu' );
hw = callSysCtl( 'hw' );
info = struct( ...
    'Name', machdep.brand_string, ...
    'Clock', [num2str(str2double(hw.cpufrequency_max)/1e6),' MHz'], ...
    'Cache', [machdep.cache.size,' KB'], ...
    'NumProcessors', str2double( machdep.core_count ), ...
    'OSType', 'Mac OS/X', ...
    'OSVersion', getOSXVersion() );

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%
function info = callSysCtl( namespace )
infostr = evalc( sprintf( '!sysctl -a %s', namespace ) );
% Remove the prefix
infostr = strrep( infostr, [namespace,'.'], '' );
% Now break into a structure
infostr = textscan( infostr, '%s', 'delimiter', '\n' );
infostr = infostr{1};
info = struct();
for ii=1:numel( infostr )
    colonIdx = find( infostr{ii}==':', 1, 'first' );
    if isempty( colonIdx ) || colonIdx==1 || colonIdx==length(infostr{ii})
        continue
    end
    prefix = infostr{ii}(1:colonIdx-1);
    value = strtrim(infostr{ii}(colonIdx+1:end));
    while ismember( '.', prefix )
        dotIndex = find( prefix=='.', 1, 'last' );
        suffix = prefix(dotIndex+1:end);
        prefix = prefix(1:dotIndex-1);
        value = struct( suffix, value );
    end
    info.(prefix) = value;
    
end

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%
function vernum = getOSXVersion()
% Extract the OS version number from the system software version output.
ver = evalc('system(''sw_vers'')');
vernum = regexp(ver, 'ProductVersion:\s([1234567890.]*)', 'tokens', 'once');
vernum = strtrim(vernum{1});

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%
function info = cpuInfoUnix()
txt = readCPUInfo();
cpuinfo = parseCPUInfoText( txt );

txt = readOSInfo();
osinfo = parseOSInfoText( txt );

% Merge the structures
info = cell2struct( [struct2cell( cpuinfo );struct2cell( osinfo )], ...
    [fieldnames( cpuinfo );fieldnames( osinfo )] );

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%
function info = parseCPUInfoText( txt )
% Now parse the fields
lookup = {
    'model name', 'Name'
    'cpu Mhz', 'Clock'
    'cpu cores', 'NumProcessors'
    'cache size', 'Cache'
    };
info = struct( ...
    'Name', {''}, ...
    'Clock', {''}, ...
    'Cache', {''} );
for ii=1:numel( txt )
    if isempty( txt{ii} )
        continue;
    end
    % Look for the colon that separates the property name from the value
    colon = find( txt{ii}==':', 1, 'first' );
    if isempty( colon ) || colon==1 || colon==length( txt{ii} )
        continue;
    end
    fieldName = strtrim( txt{ii}(1:colon-1) );
    fieldValue = strtrim( txt{ii}(colon+1:end) );
    if isempty( fieldName ) || isempty( fieldValue )
        continue;
    end
    
    % Is it one of the fields we're interested in?
    idx = find( strcmpi( lookup(:,1), fieldName ) );
    if ~isempty( idx )
        newName = lookup{idx,2};
        info.(newName) = fieldValue;
    end
end

% Convert clock speed
info.Clock = [info.Clock, ' MHz'];

% Convert num cores
info.NumProcessors = str2double( info.NumProcessors );

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%
function info = parseOSInfoText( txt )
info = struct( ...
    'OSType', 'Linux', ...
    'OSVersion', '' );
% find the string "linux version" then look for the bit in brackets
[~,b] = regexp( txt, '[^\(]*\(([^\)]*)\).*', 'match', 'tokens', 'once' );
info.OSVersion = b{1}{1};

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%
function txt = readCPUInfo()

fid = fopen( '/proc/cpuinfo', 'rt' );
if fid<0
    error( 'cpuinfo:BadPROCCPUInfo', 'Could not open /proc/cpuinfo for reading' );
end
onCleanup( @() fclose( fid ) );

txt = textscan( fid, '%s', 'Delimiter', '\n' );
txt = txt{1};

%-------------------------------------------------------------------------%
function txt = readOSInfo()

fid = fopen( '/proc/version', 'rt' );
if fid<0
    error( 'cpuinfo:BadProcVersion', 'Could not open /proc/version for reading' );
end
onCleanup( @() fclose( fid ) );

txt = textscan( fid, '%s', 'Delimiter', '\n' );
txt = txt{1};







Code/Helpers/dispImg.m

function dispImg(I)
% Display image from grey, RGB, Luv

if size(I,3)>2;
    I = I(:,:,1:3);
    if min(I(:)) < 0; 
        I = colorspace('RGB<-Luv',I*220);
    end
else
    I = I(:,:,1); 
end

imagesc(I); axis image;
if size(I,3) == 1
    colormap gray;
end

drawnow();

end








Code/Helpers/imHist/imBins.m

function Iout = imBins(I, n, colorSpace)

if nargin < 2
    n = 6;
    colorSpace = 'RGB';
end

if strcmp(colorSpace,'Luv')
    [~,bins, params] = imHistLuv(I,struct('n',n));
else
    [~,bins, params] = imHistRGB(I,struct('n',n));
end

IR = I(:,:,1);
IG = I(:,:,2);
IB = I(:,:,3);

for r = 1:params.n(1)
    IR(IR > bins{1}(r) & IR <= bins{1}(r+1)) = floor((bins{1}(r)+bins{1}(r+1))/2);
end
for g = 1:params.n(2)
    IG(IG > bins{2}(g) & IG <= bins{2}(g+1)) = floor((bins{2}(g)+bins{2}(g+1))/2);
end
for b = 1:params.n(3)
    IB(IB > bins{3}(b) & IB <= bins{3}(b+1)) = floor((bins{3}(b)+bins{3}(b+1))/2);
end

Iout(:,:,1) = IR;
Iout(:,:,2) = IG;
Iout(:,:,3) = IB;







Code/Helpers/imHist/imHistLuv.m

function [hist, bins, params] = imHistLuv(I,params)
% 
% Creates 3d Histogram of Luv color image
%
% Variables:
%   I - Input image
%   params - Input parameters 
%   Hist - Histogram
%   Iout - Reduced color image
%   bins - Bin range
% 

%% Checking the input arguments

if nargin < 2
    params = struct();
elseif nargin < 1 || isempty(I)
    % Make example uniform RGB image
    a = (0:255/10:255)/255;
    b = combvec(a,a);
    b = combvec(b,a);
    I(:,1,1) = b(1,:);
    I(:,1,2) = b(2,:);
    I(:,1,3) = b(3,:);
    I = colorspace('RGB->Luv',I);
    params.n = [3, 7, 6];
end

% General params
params.show(~isfield(params, 'show')) = 0;
params.example(~isfield(params, 'example')) = 0;

if ~isfield(params, 'n')
    params.n = [6, 16, 15]; % For uniform spheres
elseif numel(params.n) == 1 % Assume bin for L and make other proportional
    params.n = [params.n, round((176+84)/(100/params.n)), round((108+135)/(100/params.n))];
elseif params.n == 1
    error('it is nonsense to use n=1');
end

%% Reading the image

if ischar(I)
    I = imread(I);    % loading the image
    if ~isempty(map) % Convert if mapped colors
        I = ind2rgb(I,map);
        I = colorspace('RGB->Luv', I);
    end
end

% Full:	L (0, 100), U (-134, 220), V (-140, 122)
% RGB:	L (0, 100), U (-084, 176), V (-135, 108)
maxC = [100, 176, 108];
minC = [0, -84, -135];
spanC = maxC - minC;

%% Create bins

binSize = spanC./params.n;
bins = cell(1,3);
binCent = cell(1,3);
for i = 1:3
    % L center around middle of axis
    % u & v center around middle of axis
    cent = [50, 0, 0];
    negSide = cent(i)-binSize(i)/2:-binSize(i):minC(i)-eps;
    posSide = cent(i)+binSize(i)/2:binSize(i):maxC(i)+eps;
    bins{i} = [negSide(end:-1:1), posSide];
    binCent{i} = (bins{i}(1:end-1)+bins{i}(2:end))/2;
end

%% Create Histogram

hist(params.n(1),params.n(2),params.n(3)) = 0;

for l = 1:length(bins{1})-1
    for u = 1:length(bins{2})-1
        for v = 1:length(bins{3})-1
            hist(l,u,v) = sum(sum(I(:,:,1) > bins{1}(l) & I(:,:,1) <= bins{1}(l+1) ...
                & I(:,:,2) > bins{2}(u) & I(:,:,2) <= bins{2}(u+1) ...
                & I(:,:,3) > bins{3}(v) & I(:,:,3) <= bins{3}(v+1)));
        end
    end
end

%% Drawing the histogram
if params.show
    figure
    
    % Normalize Histogram
    maxfreq = max(max(max(hist)));
    histN = hist/maxfreq;
    [Lue,Uue,Vue] = sphere(20); % mesh for unit sphere
    
    % Scale Spheres volume based on frequency
    maxRadius = (binSize/2) * 0.99; % max at 99% bin width
    maxVolume = 4/3 * pi * prod(maxRadius);
    volumes = histN * maxVolume; % Scale ellipsoid volume based on frequency
    radiiU = (3/(4*pi) * volumes).^(1/3); % Find shpere radius for each frequency
    
    % Make axis proportional to bin size
    unitConv = (maxRadius * (3/sum(maxRadius)));
    radii(:,:,:,1) = radiiU.*unitConv(1);
    radii(:,:,:,2) = radiiU.*unitConv(2);
    radii(:,:,:,3) = radiiU.*unitConv(3);
    
    % loop over all histogram bins and plot the balls
    for v = 1:params.n(3)
        for u = 1:params.n(2)
            for l = 1:params.n(1)
                if hist(l, u, v) ~= 0 % if a sphere has to appear
                    
                    % scale and translate
                    Le = Lue * radii(l,u,v,1) + binCent{1}(l);
                    Ue = Uue * radii(l,u,v,2) + binCent{2}(u);
                    Ve = Vue * radii(l,u,v,3) + binCent{3}(v);
                    
                    % drawing
                    h = mesh(Ue,Ve,Le);
                    
                    % coloring the sphere by the color taken from the 
                    % center of the respective cube. Make sure it is
                    % a valid RGB color.
                    color = [max(min(binCent{1}(l),maxC(1)),minC(1)), ...
                            max(min(binCent{2}(u),maxC(2)),minC(2)), ...
                            max(min(binCent{3}(v),maxC(3)),minC(3)),];
                    color = colorspace('Luv->RGB', color);
                    set(h,'EdgeColor','none', ...
                        'FaceColor',color, ...
                        'FaceLighting','phong', ...
                        'AmbientStrength',0.7, ...
                        'DiffuseStrength',0.4, ...
                        'SpecularStrength',0.4, ...
                        'SpecularExponent',500, ...
                        'BackFaceLighting','reverselit');
                    hold on
                    hidden off
                end
            end
        end
    end

    % visualization
    plot3([0,0],[0,0],[0,100], 'k')
    set(gca, 'XColor', 'r','YColor', 'b', 'ZColor', 'k');
    set(gca, 'color', 'none');
    xlabel('u (g-r)');
    ylabel('v (b-y)');
    zlabel('L (b-w)');
    camlight(14,36);
    rotate3d on 
    view(14,36)
    axis equal
    axis([minC(2)-binSize(2) maxC(2)+binSize(2) minC(3)-binSize(3) maxC(3)+binSize(3) minC(1)-binSize(1) maxC(1)+binSize(1)]);
end







Code/Helpers/imHist/imHistRGB.m

function [hist, bins, params] = imHistRGB(I,params)
% 
% Creates 3d Histogram of RGB color image
%
% Variables:
%   I - Input image
%   params - Input parameters 
%   Hist - Histogram
%   bins - Bin range
% 
% TODO: Expand to any number of dim such as texture
% 

%% Checking the input arguments

if nargin < 2
    params = struct();
elseif nargin < 1 || isempty(I)
    % Make example uniform RGB image
    a = (0:255/2:255);
    b = combvec(a,a);
    b = combvec(b,a);
    I(:,1,1) = b(1,:);
    I(:,1,2) = b(2,:);
    I(:,1,3) = b(3,:);
    params.n = [5, 5, 5];
end

% General params
params.show(~isfield(params, 'show')) = 0;

if ~isfield(params, 'n')
    params.n = [6, 6, 6]; % For uniform spheres
elseif numel(params.n) == 1
    params.n = ones(1,3)*params.n;
elseif params.n == 1
    error('it is nonsense to use n=1');
end

%% Reading the image

if ischar(I)
    I = imread(I);    % loading the image
    if ~isempty(map) % Convert if mapped colors
        I = ind2rgb(I,map);
    end
end

if max(max(max(I))) <= 1 % Assume double image (0 to 1)
    maxV = 1;
else % Assume uint8 image (0 to 255)
    maxV = 255;
    I = double(I);
end


%% Create bins

binSize = maxV./params.n;
bins = cell(1,3);
binCent = cell(1,3);
for i = 1:3
    bins{i} = 0:binSize(i):maxV+binSize(i)/2;
    binCent{i} = (bins{i}(1:end-1)+bins{i}(2:end))/2;
    bins{i}(1) = bins{i}(1)-eps;
end

    
%% Create Histogram

hist(params.n,params.n,params.n) = 0;

for r = 1:params.n(1)
    for g = 1:params.n(2)
        for b = 1:params.n(3)
            hist(r,g,b) = sum(sum(I(:,:,1) > bins{1}(r) & I(:,:,1) <= bins{1}(r+1) ...
                & I(:,:,2) > bins{2}(g) & I(:,:,2) <= bins{2}(g+1) ...
                & I(:,:,3) > bins{3}(b) & I(:,:,3) <= bins{3}(b+1)));
        end
    end
end

%% Drawing the histogram
if params.show
    figure
    
    % Normalize Histogram
    maxfreq = max(max(max(hist)));
    histN = hist/maxfreq;
    [Rus, Gus, Bus] = sphere(20); % mesh for unit sphere
    
    % Scale Sphere volume based on frequency
    maxRadius = (binSize/2) * 0.99; % max at 99% bin width
    maxVolume = 4/3 * pi * prod(maxRadius);
    volumes = histN * maxVolume; % Scale sphere volume based on frequency
    radiiU = (3/(4*pi) * volumes).^(1/3); % Find unit radius for each frequency
    
    % Make axis proportional to bin size
    unitConv = (maxRadius * (3/sum(maxRadius)));
    radii(:,:,:,1) = radiiU.*unitConv(1);
    radii(:,:,:,2) = radiiU.*unitConv(2);
    radii(:,:,:,3) = radiiU.*unitConv(3);
    
    % loop over all histogram bins and plot the balls
    for b = 1:params.n(3)
        for g = 1:params.n(2)
            for r = 1:params.n(1)
                if hist(r, g, b) ~= 0 % if a sphere has to appear
                    
                    % scale and translate
                    Rs = Rus * radii(r,g,b,1) + binCent{1}(r);
                    Gs = Gus * radii(r,g,b,2) + binCent{2}(g);
                    Bs = Bus * radii(r,g,b,3) + binCent{3}(b);
                    
                    % drawing
                    h = mesh(Rs,Gs,Bs);
                    
                    % coloring the sphere by the color taken from the center of the respective cube
                    color = [binCent{1}(r), binCent{2}(g), binCent{3}(b)];
                    set(h,'EdgeColor','none', ...
                        'FaceColor',color/maxV, ...
                        'FaceLighting','phong', ...
                        'AmbientStrength',0.7, ...
                        'DiffuseStrength',0.4, ...
                        'SpecularStrength',0.4, ...
                        'SpecularExponent',500, ...
                        'BackFaceLighting','reverselit');
                    hold on
                    hidden off
                end
            end
        end
    end

    % visualization
    set(gca, 'XColor', 'r','YColor', 'g', 'ZColor', 'b');
    set(gca, 'color', 'none');
    axis([ 0 maxV 0 maxV 0 maxV]);
    xlabel('R');
    ylabel('G');
    zlabel('B');
    camlight(14,36);
    rotate3d on 
    view(14,36)
    axis equal
end







Code/Helpers/imHist/layerPlot.m

function layerPlot(I, color)
%LAYERPLOT Summary of this function goes here
%   Detailed explanation goes here

[m,n,l] = size(I);
sq = ones(2,2);

if color == 1 % RGB
    if ~isa(I, 'unit8')
        I = im2uint8(I);
    end
    a = 0:255;
    b = zeros(256,1);
    I1 = ind2rgb(I(:,:,1),[a',b,b]/256);
    I2 = ind2rgb(I(:,:,2),[b,a',b]/256);
    I3 = ind2rgb(I(:,:,3),[b,b,a']/256);
elseif color == 2 % True Luv
        IL = colorspace('RGB->Luv',I);
        bl = zeros(m,n);
        on = ones(m,n);
        I1(:,:,1) = IL(:,:,1);
        I1(:,:,2) = bl;
        I1(:,:,3) = bl;
        I1 = colorspace('RGB<-Luv',I1);
        I2(:,:,1) = on*50;
        I2(:,:,2) = IL(:,:,2);
        I2(:,:,3) = bl;
        I2 = colorspace('RGB<-Luv',I2);
        I3(:,:,1) = on*50;
        I3(:,:,2) = bl;
        I3(:,:,3) = IL(:,:,3);
        I3 = colorspace('RGB<-Luv',I3);
elseif color == 3 % Exaggerated Luv (u and v not same intensity plane) 
        IL = colorspace('RGB->Luv',I);
        a = 0:255;
        b = a(end:-1:1);
        c = zeros(256,1);
        I1 = ind2rgb(floor((IL(:,:,1)+abs(min(min(IL(:,:,1)))))/max(max(IL(:,:,1)+abs(min(min(IL(:,:,1))))))*256),[a',a',a']/256);
        I2 = ind2rgb(floor((IL(:,:,2)+abs(min(min(IL(:,:,2)))))/max(max(IL(:,:,2)+abs(min(min(IL(:,:,2))))))*256),[a',b',c]/256);
        I3 = ind2rgb(floor((IL(:,:,3)+abs(min(min(IL(:,:,3)))))/max(max(IL(:,:,3)+abs(min(min(IL(:,:,3))))))*256),[a',a',b']/256);
else % Exaggerated Luv (u and v include intensity change) 
        IL = colorspace('RGB->Luv',I);
        bl = zeros(m,n);
        I1(:,:,1) = IL(:,:,1);
        I1(:,:,2) = bl;
        I1(:,:,3) = bl;
        I1 = colorspace('RGB<-Luv',I1);
        I2(:,:,1) = IL(:,:,1);
        I2(:,:,2) = IL(:,:,2);
        I2(:,:,3) = bl;
        I2 = colorspace('RGB<-Luv',I2);
        I3(:,:,1) = IL(:,:,1);
        I3(:,:,2) = bl;
        I3(:,:,3) = IL(:,:,3);
        I3 = colorspace('RGB<-Luv',I3);
end

h = subplot(2,2,1);
imagesc(I)
subplot(2,2,2)
imagesc(I1)
subplot(2,2,3)
imagesc(I2)
subplot(2,2,4)
imagesc(I3)


end








Code/Helpers/imHist/layerSplit.m

function h = layerSplit(I, color)
%LAYERSPLIT Summary of this function goes here
%   Detailed explanation goes here

[m,n,l] = size(I);
sq = ones(2,2);

if color == 1 % RGB
    if ~isa(I, 'unit8')
        I = im2uint8(I);
    end
    a = 0:255;
    b = zeros(256,1);
    I1 = ind2rgb(I(:,:,1),[a',b,b]/256);
    I2 = ind2rgb(I(:,:,2),[b,a',b]/256);
    I3 = ind2rgb(I(:,:,3),[b,b,a']/256);
elseif color == 2 % True Luv
        IL = colorspace('RGB->Luv',I);
        bl = zeros(m,n);
        on = ones(m,n);
        I1(:,:,1) = IL(:,:,1);
        I1(:,:,2) = bl;
        I1(:,:,3) = bl;
        I1 = colorspace('RGB<-Luv',I1);
        I2(:,:,1) = on*50;
        I2(:,:,2) = IL(:,:,2);
        I2(:,:,3) = bl;
        I2 = colorspace('RGB<-Luv',I2);
        I3(:,:,1) = on*50;
        I3(:,:,2) = bl;
        I3(:,:,3) = IL(:,:,3);
        I3 = colorspace('RGB<-Luv',I3);
elseif color == 3 % Exaggerated Luv (u and v not same intensity plane) 
        IL = colorspace('RGB->Luv',I);
        a = 0:255;
        b = a(end:-1:1);
        c = zeros(256,1);
        I1 = ind2rgb(floor((IL(:,:,1)+abs(min(min(IL(:,:,1)))))/max(max(IL(:,:,1)+abs(min(min(IL(:,:,1))))))*256),[a',a',a']/256);
        I2 = ind2rgb(floor((IL(:,:,2)+abs(min(min(IL(:,:,2)))))/max(max(IL(:,:,2)+abs(min(min(IL(:,:,2))))))*256),[a',b',c]/256);
        I3 = ind2rgb(floor((IL(:,:,3)+abs(min(min(IL(:,:,3)))))/max(max(IL(:,:,3)+abs(min(min(IL(:,:,3))))))*256),[a',a',b']/256);
else % Exaggerated Luv (u and v include intensity change) 
        IL = colorspace('RGB->Luv',I);
        bl = zeros(m,n);
        I1(:,:,1) = IL(:,:,1);
        I1(:,:,2) = bl;
        I1(:,:,3) = bl;
        I1 = colorspace('RGB<-Luv',I1);
        I2(:,:,1) = IL(:,:,1);
        I2(:,:,2) = IL(:,:,2);
        I2(:,:,3) = bl;
        I2 = colorspace('RGB<-Luv',I2);
        I3(:,:,1) = IL(:,:,1);
        I3(:,:,2) = bl;
        I3(:,:,3) = IL(:,:,3);
        I3 = colorspace('RGB<-Luv',I3);
end

h = surf([0 m],[0 n],40*sq,I,'facecolor','texture');
hold on
surf([0 m],[0 n],30*sq,I1,'facecolor','texture');
surf([0 m],[0 n],20*sq,I2,'facecolor','texture');
surf([0 m],[0 n],10*sq,I3,'facecolor','texture');
hold off

axis off

end








Code/Helpers/imImpute.m

function I = imImpute(I,k,method)
%IMIMPUTE replace nan values in image
% I: input/output image
% k: Box size around pixel (single value)
% Method: Mean, Mode
%
% TODO as needed by user: Curently there are redundent loops pick one based
% on application. Either use the one that expands the mask as needed or
% repeats full search as needed. One or other loop will be faster depending
% on application.

k = floor(k/2);
m = 1; mR = size(I,1); mC = size(I,2);

for i = size(I,3)
    Itemp = I(:,:,i);
    if all(isnan(Itemp(:)))
        continue
    end
    while any(isnan(Itemp(:)))
        [r,c] = find(isnan(Itemp));
        img = zeros(length(r),1);
        for j = 1:length(r)
            k1 = k;
            blck = I(max(r(j)-k,m):min(r(j)+k,mR),max(c(j)-k,m):min(c(j)+k,mC),i);
            while all(isnan(blck(:)))
                k1 = k1*2;
                blck = I(max(r(j)-k1,m):min(r(j)+k1,mR),max(c(j)-k1,m):min(c(j)+k1,mC),i);
            end
            switch lower(method)
                case 'mode'
                    img(j) = mode(blck(:));
                case 'mean'
                    img(j) = nanmean(blck(:));
                otherwise
                    img(j) = nanmean(blck(:));
            end
        end
        Itemp(isnan(Itemp)) = img;
    end
    I(:,:,i) = Itemp;
end


        







Code/Helpers/imImputeMask.m

function I = imImputeMask(I,mask,k,method)

for i = 1:size(I,3)
    temp = I(:,:,i);
    temp(mask) = nan;
    I(:,:,i) = temp ;
end
    
I = imImpute(I,k,method);
        







Code/Helpers/loadBSDS.m

function [ output_args ] = loadBSDS( input_args )
%LOADBSDS Summary of this function goes here
%   Detailed explanation goes here


end








Code/Helpers/loadGT.m

function [Greg, Gseg, Gedg, Gbnd] = loadGT(G)

% Open image
if ischar(G)
    [G,map] = imread(G);
    
    if ~isempty(map)
        G = ind2rgb(G,map);
    end
end

% Convert RGB to inexed based on number of RGB color combos
if size(G,3) > 1
    G = rgb2ind(G,length(unique(reshape(G, [], 3), 'rows')),'nodither');
end

if ~isa(G,'double'); G = double(G); end

% Get Edges (widen for image shrinking later)
Gedg = G; Gedg(Gedg ~= 0) = 1; Gedg = ~Gedg;
se = strel('disk', 3, 8);
Gedg = imdilate(Gedg,se);

% Get segments
Gseg = G;
% Replace non-region (edges) with nearest
Gseg(Gseg == 0) = NaN;
Gseg = imImpute(Gseg,2,'mode');

% Delete small segments
for a = unique(Gseg)'
    if sum(Gseg == a) < 10
        Gseg(Gseg == a) = nan;
    end
end

% Replace nans with nearest and reduce numbers
Gseg = imImpute(Gseg,2,'mode');
[~,~,Gseg] = unique(Gseg(:));
Gseg = reshape(Gseg,size(G));
% Split segment labels to regions
Greg = splitLabels(Gseg);

% Get region boundaries
Gbnd = segEdge(Greg);
Gbnd = imdilate(Gbnd,se);

if any(size(Greg) > 600)
    Greg = imresize(Greg, 1/3, 'nearest');
    Gseg = imresize(Gseg, 1/3, 'nearest');
    Gedg = imresize(Gedg, 1/3, 'nearest');
    Gbnd = imresize(Gbnd, 1/3, 'nearest');
end












Code/Helpers/loadGTt.m

function Gtext = loadGTt(G)

% Open image
if ischar(G)
    [G,map] = imread(G);
    
    if ~isempty(map)
        G = ind2rgb(G,map);
    end
end

% % Convert RGB to inexed based on number of RGB color combos
% if size(G,3) > 1
%     G = rgb2ind(G,length(unique(reshape(G, [], 3), 'rows')),'nodither');
% end

if ~isa(G,'double'); G = double(G); end

% If no red component then textured (textured is green background white)
Gtext = nan(size(G,1),size(G,2));
Gtext(G(:,:,1) == 0 & G(:,:,2) == 255) = 1;
Gtext(G(:,:,1) == 255 & G(:,:,2) == 255) = 0;

% Replace non-region (edges) with nearest
Gtext = imImpute(Gtext,2,'mode');

if any(size(Gtext) > 600)
    Gtext = imresize(Gtext, 1/3, 'nearest');
end



















Code/Helpers/loadImg.m

function Iout = loadImg(I)

% Load

if ischar(I)
    [I,map] = imread(I);
    
    if ~isempty(map)
        I = ind2rgb(I,map);
    end
end

% Reduce

if ~isa(I,'double'); I = im2double(I); end

if any(size(I) > 600)
    I = imresize(I, 1/3);
    I = max(I,0); I = min(I,1);
end

% Make RGB, Luv, Lab, gray as needed (Luv/220, Lab/128)

if size(I,3) == 1
    Ig = I;
    I(:,:,2) = I(:,:,1); I(:,:,3) = I(:,:,1);
    ILuv = colorspace('RGB->Luv',I)/220;
    ILab = colorspace('RGB->Lab',I)/128;
elseif size(I,3) == 3
    Ig = rgb2gray(I);
    ILuv = colorspace('RGB->Luv',I)/220;
    ILab = colorspace('RGB->Lab',I)/128;
else
    Ig = mean(I,3);
    ILab = [];
end

% texture

It = I;
for i = size(It,3):-1:1
    texture(:,:,i) = entropyfilt(It(:,:,i));
end
It(:,:,4) = mean(texture,3);

Igt = Ig;
texture = entropyfilt(Igt);
Igt(:,:,2) = mean(texture,3);

ILuvt = I;
for i = size(ILuvt,3):-1:1
    texture(:,:,i) = entropyfilt(ILuvt(:,:,i));
end
ILuvt(:,:,4) = mean(texture,3);

ILabt = I;
for i = size(ILabt,3):-1:1
    texture(:,:,i) = entropyfilt(ILabt(:,:,i));
end
ILabt(:,:,4) = mean(texture,3);

% texture 2

It2 = I;
for i = size(It2,3):-1:1
    texture1(:,:,i) = Texture(It2(:,:,i), 'moment3');
    texture2(:,:,i) = Texture(It2(:,:,i), 'entropy2');
end
It2(:,:,4) = mean(texture1,3);
It2(:,:,5) = mean(texture2,3);

Igt2 = Ig;
texture1 = Texture(Igt2, 'moment3');
texture2 = Texture(Igt2, 'entropy2');
Igt2(:,:,2) = mean(texture1,3);
Igt2(:,:,3) = mean(texture2,3);

ILuvt2 = I;
for i = size(ILuvt2,3):-1:1
    texture1(:,:,i) = Texture(ILuvt2(:,:,i), 'moment3');
    texture2(:,:,i) = Texture(ILuvt2(:,:,i), 'entropy2');
end
ILuvt2(:,:,4) = mean(texture1,3);
ILuvt2(:,:,5) = mean(texture2,3);

ILabt2 = I;
for i = size(ILabt2,3):-1:1
    texture1(:,:,i) = Texture(ILabt2(:,:,i), 'moment3');
    texture2(:,:,i) = Texture(ILabt2(:,:,i), 'entropy2');
end
ILabt2(:,:,4) = mean(texture1,3);
ILabt2(:,:,5) = mean(texture2,3);

% combine
%       1   2     3     4    5   6      7      8     9   10      11      12
Iout = {Ig, I, ILuv, ILab, Igt, It, ILuvt, ILabt, Igt2, It2, ILuvt2, ILabt2 };

end








Code/Helpers/modeStr.m

function [m,f,c,b] = modeStr(x,dim)
% MODESTR Finds mode of cells with strings or numbers
%   m: Mode (1st most frequent)
%   f: Frequency (number of most frequent)
%   c: Collection (all most frequent)
%   b: Collection (all in ranked order with frequency)

% TODO add another output for sorted list of values with their frequency

if nargin<2
    % Determine which dimension to use
    dim = find(size(x)~=1, 1);
    if isempty(dim)
      dim = 1;
    end
end

if isnumeric(x)
    [m,f,c] = mode(x,dim);
    b = [];
    return;
end

% Rearange x dim to columns
sizex = size(x);
sizem = sizex;
sizem(dim) = 1;
x = permute(x,[dim, (1:dim-1), (dim+1:length(sizex))]);
x = reshape(x,[sizex(dim),prod(sizem)]);
[nrows,ncols] = size(x);

for i = 1:ncols
    xi = x(:,i);
    
    % If cell: concat contents into string
    if iscell(xi{1})
        xiTemp = [xi{:}];
        xiTemp = cellfun(@num2str,xiTemp,'un',0);
        xi = reshape(xiTemp,[],size(xi,1))';
        for j = 1:size(xi,1)
            xi{j,1} = strjoin(xi(j,:));
        end
        xi = xi(:,1);
    end
    
    func = getcellfunc(xi);
    xi = cellfun(func,xi,'un',0);
    
    % Mode of index
    [u,~,idx] = unique(xi); % Get unique vales and index
    [m{i},f{i},c{i}] = mode(idx); % Get mode of index

    % Convert mode back to original data
    m{i} = x(m{i});
    for j = 1:length(c{i})
        c{i}{j} = u(c{i}{j});
    end
    
    % Sort by frequancy
    [uIdx,ia,ic] = unique(idx);
    [fb,~]= histc(idx,uIdx); % Count number of each value
    [fb,idx] = sort(fb,'descend');
    bi{1,:} = fb;
    bi{2,:} = xi(ia(idx));
    b{i} = bi;
end

end

function f = getcellfunc(x)
    if (size(x{1},2)<size(x{1},1))
        f = @(y)num2str(y');
    else
        f = @(y)num2str(y);
    end
end








Code/Helpers/mutualInfo.m

function [NMI, MI] = mutualInfo(I1,I2)
  
% Limits needed in serveral places
[m,n,~] = size(I2);
MI1 = max(I1(:)); % Largest label in I1
MI2 = max(I2(:)); % Largest label in I2
nI1 = nnz(I1); % Num non zero in I1
nI2 = nnz(I2); % Num non zero in I2
nI12 = nnz(I1 & I2); % Num non zero in I1 & I2

% Build logical images and entopy
LI1 = false(m,n,MI1); % Logical masks for I1
LI2 = false(m,n,MI2); % Logical masks for Gk
LI12 = false(m,n,MI1,MI2); % Logical mask for I1 & I2
NLI1 = zeros(1,MI1); % Num non Zero in LI!
NLI2 = zeros(1,MI2); % Num non Zero in LI2
NLI12 = zeros(MI1,MI2); % Num non Zero in LI12
HI1 = 0; % Entropy of I1
HI2 = 0; % Entropy of Gk
HI12 = 0; % Joint Entoropy of I1,Gk

for i = 1:MI1
    LI1(:,:,i) = I1 == i;
    NLI1(i) = nnz(LI1(:,:,i));
    P = NLI1(i)/nI1;
    HI1 = HI1 - P*log2(P+eps);
end
for j = 1:MI2
    LI2(:,:,j) = I2 == j;
    NLI2(j) = nnz(LI2(:,:,j));
    P = NLI2(j)/nI2;
    HI2 = HI2 - P*log2(P+eps);
end
for i = 1:MI1
    for j = 1:MI2
        LI12(:,:,i,j) = LI1(:,:,i) & LI2(:,:,j);
        NLI12(i,j) = nnz(LI12(:,:,i,j));
        P = NLI12(i,j)/nI12;
        HI12 = HI12 - P*log2(P+eps);
    end
end

MI = HI1 + HI2 - HI12;
NMI = MI/HI12;

end








Code/Helpers/roundn.m

function y = roundn(x,n)
    y = round(x.*10^-n).*10^n;
end






Code/Helpers/writeImg.m

function writeImg(I,file)


% TODO fix double re-enlarge... oops. Re-enlage in writeIMG and Texture
% (both seg and simpl), should also use , 'nearest'

I = imresize(I, 3);
I = max(I,0); I = min(I,1);
imwrite(I,file);

end








Code/Images/TrainSeg/brain.png





Code/Images/TrainSeg/smiley face.png





Code/README.txt

Not all code is original. Reasonable attempts made to ensure outside code has citations marked within. Many different sources combined into grouped files with citations above sections they represent. 

Free for academic purposes only. Please contact original authors for commercial use. 

Please see dissertation for explanation of what was attempted here.


%%%% Errors found after dissertation %%%%%
% These should be minimal and not important until consistent diagrams can be made for subjects on micro capsule.
% Now knowing PRI is best not D2P for optimizing level set, it might be worth trying to step through groups and repeat level set simulations taking PRI best to start the next.
% Accidentally double enlarge lines before export. This does not affect user testing but cases extra large files to be stored and slower export time. 







Code/Segmentation/batchSegExport.m

clear
clc

p = gcp;
orig_state = warning;
warning('off','all');
pctRunOnAll warning('off','all');

% TODO fix double re-enlarge... oops. Re-enlage in writeIMG and Texture

%% Export ground truth images

load('G.mat','G','Gcon');
disp('Export ground truth images')
for i = 1:length(G)
    for j = 1:size(G{i},3)
        g = G{i}(:,:,j);
        writeImg(ind2rgb(g,parula(max(g(:)))),['OutImages/TrainSeg/GT',num2str(j),' I', num2str(i),'SL.png']);
        E = segEdge(g);
        writeImg(-E+1,['OutImages/TrainSeg/GT',num2str(j),' I', num2str(i),'E.png']);
        loomis = Filter(E, 'loomis');
        writeImg(-loomis+1,['OutImages/TrainSeg/GT',num2str(j),' I', num2str(i),'LD.png']);
    end
end

for i = 1:length(I)
    writeImg(I{i}{2},['OutImages/TrainSeg/Original',' I', num2str(i),'.png']);
    loomis = Filter(I{i}{2}, 'loomis');
    writeImg(loomis,['OutImages/TrainSeg/Original',' I', num2str(i),'LD.png']);
end

%% Run best of the best on Full Set (requires linux)
% After selecting best algorithms and params from Training images then run
% on full image set to generate needed images for user testing (outlines and textures)
% Export as ImageName-AlgorithmNumber (AlgNum 0 - Human)

Ifiles = dir('Images/FullSeg/*.png');
Ifiles = {Ifiles.name};

for i = Ifiles

    I = loadImg(['Images/FullSeg/',i{1}]);
    
    % Run Algorithm 1 - gPb-owt-ucm (requires linux)
    % k = 0.2 

    [~, ~, ucm] = gPbucm(I{2}); % Get ucm
    bound = bwlabel(ucm <= 0.2); % Get bound
    seg = avgSeg(I{2}, bound); % Get Regions
    [seg,~] = rgb2ind(seg,6,'nodither'); % Get Segments
    [segT,~] = texturize(seg); % Get textured image
    writeImg(segT,['OutImages/FullSeg/', i{1}(1:end-4),' - 1.png']); % Write images

    % Run Algorithm 2 - LevelSet
    % Lab, circles, sqEuclid
    % 2N, 5R, 17P, 13S
    % [1.5;1.5;1]W, [0.8;0.8;0.8]DW
    
    seg = levelSet(I{4}, ... 
        struct('probMethod','sqEuclidean', ...
        'maskParams', struct('n',2, 'type','circles', 'r',5, 'p',17, 's',13), ...
        'weight',[1.5;1.5;1], 'dWeight',[0.8;0.8;0.8]) ...
        );  % Get Segments
    [segT,~] = texturize(seg); % Get textured images
    writeImg(segT,['OutImages/FullSeg/', i{1}(1:end-4),' - 2.png']); % Write images
end

%% Return state

warning(orig_state)
pctrunonall warning(orig_state);






Code/Segmentation/batchSegTest.m

%% Run on taining/testing/full sets

clear
clc

p = gcp;
orig_state = warning;
warning('off','all');
pctRunOnAll warning('off','all');

%% Run on Training

%% Score Training

%% Run on Testing

%% Score Testing

%% Run on Full

%% Score Full

%% Plot PR Points

%% Return state

warning(orig_state)
pctrunonall warning(orig_state);






Code/Segmentation/batchSegTrain.m

%% Setup
% Best run in sections not all at once
% Most of this doc is meant for the Training image set to find the best
% algorithms and params. At the end it is used on the full image set. 

clear
clc

p = gcp;
orig_state = warning;
warning('off','all');
pctRunOnAll warning('off','all');

%% Load Images from png

disp('Gathering Images')
tic

% Gather Image Files
Ifiles = dir('Images/TrainSeg/*.png');
Ifiles = {Ifiles.name};

% Gather Professional GT
nGT = length(dir('GT/TrainSeg/GT*'));
for i = nGT:-1:1
    GTfiles{i} = dir(['GT/TrainSeg/GT_',num2str(i),'/*.png']);
    GTfiles{i} = {GTfiles{i}.name};
end

% Gather Novice GT
nN = length(dir('GT/TrainSeg/N*'));
for i = nN:-1:1
    Nfiles{i} = dir(['GT/TrainSeg/N_',num2str(i),'/*.png']);
    Nfiles{i} = {Nfiles{i}.name};
end

toc
disp('Loading Images')
tic

iCount = zeros(size(Ifiles));
jCount = zeros(size(Ifiles));
kCount = zeros(size(Ifiles));
I{length(Ifiles)} = [];
G{length(Ifiles)} = [];
N{length(Ifiles)} = [];

parfor i = 1:length(Ifiles)
%for i = length(Ifiles):-1:1
    if sum(ismember([GTfiles{:}],Ifiles{i})) >= 2 % Check at least 2 Professional GT for each image
        I{i} = loadImg(['Images/TrainSeg/',Ifiles{i}]);
        % disp(['Image: ', num2str(i)])
        iCount(i) = 1;
        % Load Professional
        for j = nGT:-1:1
            if ismember(Ifiles{i},GTfiles{j})
                % disp(['Pro: ', num2str(j)])
                g = loadGT(['GT/TrainSeg/GT_',num2str(j),'/',Ifiles{i}]);
                if size(g,1) ~= size(I{i}{1},1) || size(g,2) ~= size(I{i}{1},2)
                    disp(['size mismatch, image:', num2str(i), ' ', Ifiles{i}, ', G:', num2str(j)])
                else
                    jCount(i) = jCount(i) + 1;
                    G{i}(:,:,jCount(i)) = g;
                end
            end
        end
        % Load Novice
        for k = nN:-1:1
            if ismember(Ifiles{i},Nfiles{k})
                % disp(['Novice: ', num2str(k)])
                g = loadGT(['GT/TrainSeg/N_',num2str(k),'/',Ifiles{i}]);
                if size(g,1) ~= size(I{i}{1},1) || size(g,2) ~= size(I{i}{1},2)
                    disp(['size mismatch, image:', num2str(i), ' ', Ifiles{i}, ', N:', num2str(k)])
                else
                    kCount(i) = kCount(i) + 1;
                    N{i}(:,:,kCount(i)) = g;
                end
            end
        end
    end
end

% Remove images without sufficient GT
I(~logical(iCount)) = [];
G(~logical(jCount)) = [];
N(~logical(kCount)) = [];

save('I.mat','I'); save('G.mat','G'); save('N.mat','N');
toc
disp(['Num Images: ', num2str(length(I))]);

%% Ground Truth Professional - Consistancy

disp('Measuring Professional GT Consistency')

tic
[Gcon, Gcon_] = segCon2p(G); % Parfor (9Ix2G/4PW = 13sec), for (9Ix2G/4PW = 36sec)
toc
Gcon.time_avg = 3*60*60; % Based on info from Pros (3 hours)
Gcon.time_std = 30*60; % Based on info from Pros (+/- 30 min)
disp([
    '  LD:     ', num2str(Gcon.LD_avg,3),   177, num2str(Gcon.LD_std,3),    10, ...
    '  Sens:   ', num2str(Gcon.sens_avg,3), 177, num2str(Gcon.sens_std,3),  10, ...
    '  Spec:   ', num2str(Gcon.spec_avg,3), 177, num2str(Gcon.spec_std,3),  10, ...
    '  Prec:   ', num2str(Gcon.prec_avg,3), 177, num2str(Gcon.prec_std,3),  10, ...
    '  Rec:    ', num2str(Gcon.rec_avg,3),  177, num2str(Gcon.rec_std,3),   10, ...
    '  F:      ', num2str(Gcon.f__avg,3),   177, num2str(Gcon.f__std,3),    10, ...
    '  Acc:    ', num2str(Gcon.acc_avg,3),  177, num2str(Gcon.acc_std,3),   10, ...
    '  PRI:    ', num2str(Gcon.PRI_avg,3),  177, num2str(Gcon.PRI_std,3)    ]);

% TODO compare Pro without split labels
% TODO compare Pro without removing ancilary lines

save('G.mat','G','Gcon','Gcon_');

%% Novice - Consistancy

disp('Measuring Novice Consistency')

tic
[Ncon, Ncon_] = segCon2p_(N);
toc
Ncon.time_avg = 10*60; % Based on info from Novices (10 min)
Ncon.time_std = 5*60; % Based on info from Novices (+/- 5 min)
disp([
    '  LD:     ', num2str(Ncon.LD_avg,3),   177, num2str(Ncon.LD_std,3),    10, ...
    '  Sens:   ', num2str(Ncon.sens_avg,3), 177, num2str(Ncon.sens_std,3),  10, ...
    '  Spec:   ', num2str(Ncon.spec_avg,3), 177, num2str(Ncon.spec_std,3),  10, ...
    '  Prec:   ', num2str(Ncon.prec_avg,3), 177, num2str(Ncon.prec_std,3),  10, ...
    '  Rec:    ', num2str(Ncon.rec_avg,3),  177, num2str(Ncon.rec_std,3),   10, ...
    '  F:      ', num2str(Ncon.f__avg,3),   177, num2str(Ncon.f__std,3),    10, ...
    '  Acc:    ', num2str(Ncon.acc_avg,3),  177, num2str(Ncon.acc_std,3),   10, ...
    '  PRI:    ', num2str(Ncon.PRI_avg,3),  177, num2str(Ncon.PRI_std,3)    ]);

% TODO compare all pairs of novice together to see if they can match professional
% Pair same illistrator and any 2 illistrators

disp('Measuring Novice to Professional')

tic
[N2P, N2P_] = segVal2(N,G);
toc
N2P.time_avg = 10*60; % Based on info from Novices (10 min)
N2P.time_std = 5*60; % Based on info from Novices (+/- 5 min)
disp([
    '  LD:     ', num2str(N2P.LD_avg,3),   177, num2str(N2P.LD_std,3),    10, ...
    '  Sens:   ', num2str(N2P.sens_avg,3), 177, num2str(N2P.sens_std,3),  10, ...
    '  Spec:   ', num2str(N2P.spec_avg,3), 177, num2str(N2P.spec_std,3),  10, ...
    '  Prec:   ', num2str(N2P.prec_avg,3), 177, num2str(N2P.prec_std,3),  10, ...
    '  Rec:    ', num2str(N2P.rec_avg,3),  177, num2str(N2P.rec_std,3),   10, ...
    '  F:      ', num2str(N2P.f__avg,3),   177, num2str(N2P.f__std,3),    10, ...
    '  Acc:    ', num2str(N2P.acc_avg,3),  177, num2str(N2P.acc_std,3),   10, ...
    '  PRI:    ', num2str(N2P.PRI_avg,3),  177, num2str(N2P.PRI_std,3)    ]);

% TODO compare Pro without split labels
% TODO compare Pro without removing ancilary lines

save('N.mat','N','Ncon', 'N2P','Ncon_', 'N2P_');

%% Plot Novice and Pro (boundry)

plotData{1} = struct('LD', Ncon.LD_avg, 'rec', Ncon.rec_avg, 'prec', Ncon.prec_avg, 'f', Ncon.f__avg, 'PRI', Ncon.PRI_avg, 'name', 'Novice');
plotData{2} = struct('LD', N2P.LD_avg, 'rec', N2P.rec_avg, 'prec', N2P.prec_avg, 'f', N2P.f__avg, 'PRI', N2P.PRI_avg, 'name', 'N2P');

PR(plotData',Gcon,'.'); 
print('Scores/novice','-dpng');

%% Plot Novice and Pro (Over Time)
% plot novice and pro score over time (con and n2p)

N2P_dat = [N2P_.f];
N2P_dat = reshape(N2P_dat,size(N2P_));
N2P_dat = nanmedian(N2P_dat,2);

plot(1:length(Gcon_),[Gcon_.f],1:length(Ncon_),[Ncon_.f],1:length(N2P_dat),N2P_dat);
axis([1, length(Gcon_), 0,1]); xlabel('Image Number'); ylabel('F-Score'); 
title('Scores throughout image set');
legend('Professional Consistency', 'Novice Consistency', 'N2P Score', 'location','southwest')
print('Scores/noviceTime','-dpng');

%% Plot Novice and Pro (boundry)
% No split labels, with ancilary lines



%% Test functions and Paramater ranges
% Create numaric matrix that represents all combo of parameters

% Come back from being closed
load('I.mat'); 
func = []; func_ = [];

% Mutual Params
cSpace = {{1,'gray'}, {2,'rgb'}, {3,'luv'}, {4,'lab'}, {5,'grayTex'}, {6,'rgbTex'}, {7,'luvTex'}, {8,'labTex'}};
maxTime = 2*60; % 2 min;
maxIter = 500;

% kmean Params
startS = {'sample','cluster','uniform'};
kClust = num2cell(2:8);
distanceS = {'sqEuclidean','EuclidDihedral','dihedral','normEuclidean','nEuclidDihedral','mahalanobis'};
paramCat{1} = {'ColorSpace', 'kClusters', 'StartType', 'DistanceMetric'};
params{1} = combvec(cSpace, kClust, startS, distanceS); 
funcName{1} = 'kMean Base';
func_{1} = @kMean;
% func{1} = @(x,y)func_{1}(I{x}{params{1}{1,y}{1}}, ...
%             struct('k',params{1}{2,y}, ...
%            'start',params{1}{3,y},'distance',params{1}{4,y},...
%            'maxTime', maxTime, 'maxIter', maxIter));
clear('startS','distanceS','kClust');

% Level set base params - General param set
maskType = {'circles','KmClust','BgDetect'};
nPhases = num2cell(1:3);
probType = {'sqEuclidean','EuclidDihedral','dihedral','normEuclidean','nEuclidDihedral','mahalanobis'};
paramCat{2} = {'ColorSpace', 'nPhases', 'MaskType', 'ProbabilityType'};
params{2} = combvec(cSpace, nPhases, maskType, probType);
funcName{2} = 'LevelSet Base';
func_{2} = @levelSet;
% func{2} = @(x,y)func_{2}(I{x}{params{2}{1,y}{1}}, ...
%             struct('probMethod',params{2}{4,y}, 'maxTime', maxTime, 'maxIter', maxIter, ...
%             'maskParams', struct('n',params{2}{2,y}, 'type',params{2}{3,y})) ...
%             );
clear('probType','maskType');
        
% Level set weight params - Weight, weight change
cSpaceLS = {{4,'lab'}};
nPhases = 1;
maskType = 'BgDetect';
probType = 'sqEuclidean';
weight = num2cell(combvec(0.5:0.5:1.5,0.5:0.5:1.5,0.5:0.5:1.5),1);  % grad, curve, prob
dWeight = num2cell(combvec(0.8:0.1:1.2,0.8:0.1:1.2,0.8:0.1:1.2),1);  % grad, curve, prob
paramCat{3} = {'ColorSpace', 'ComponentWeight', 'WeightChange'};
params{3} = combvec(cSpaceLS,weight,dWeight);
funcName{3} = 'LevelSet Weight';
func_{3} = @levelSet;
% func{3} = @(x,y)func_{3}(I{x}{params{3}{1,y}{1}}, ...
%             struct('probMethod',probType, 'maxTime', maxTime, 'maxIter', maxIter, ...
%             'maskParams', struct('n',nPhases, 'type',maskType), ...
%             'weight',params{3}{2,y}, 'dWeight',params{3}{3,y}) ...
%             );
clear('cSpace','nPhases','probType','maskType','weight','dWeight');

% Level set init params - Init mask set
cSpaceLS = {{4,'lab'}};
nPhases = num2cell(1:2); % Retesting 2n so that P and S acctualy do something
maskType = {'circles','BgDetect'};
probType = 'sqEuclidean';
weight = [1.5;1.5;1];  % grad, curve, prob
dWeight = [0.8;0.8;0.8];  % grad, curve, prob
maskR = num2cell(5:1:15);
maskP = num2cell(10:1:20);
maskS = num2cell(12:1:22);
paramCat{4} = {'ColorSpace', 'nPhases', 'MaskType', 'MaskRadius', 'MaskPadding', 'MaskShift'};
params{4} = combvec(cSpaceLS,nPhases,maskType,maskR,maskP,maskS);
funcName{4} = 'LevelSet Init';
func_{4} = @levelSet;
% func{4} = @(x,y)func_{4}(I{x}{params{4}{1,y}{1}}, ...
%             struct('probMethod',probType, 'maxTime', maxTime, 'maxIter', maxIter, ...
%             'maskParams', struct('n',params{4}{2,y}, 'type',params{4}{3,y}, ...
%                  'r',params{4}{4,y}, 'p',params{4}{5,y}, 's',params{4}{6,y}), ...
%             'weight',weight, 'dWeight',dWeight) ...
%             );
clear('cSpace','nPhases','probType','maskType','weight','dWeight','maskR','maskP','maskS');

% gPb-owt-ucm (Berkley) - Requires Linux and 10+GB ram
% Moved to own script/function to accomidate algorithm needs
funcName{5} = 'gPb-owt-ucm';
paramCat{5} = {'kValue'};
params{5} = num2cell(0:0.1:1);
func_{5} = @gPbucm;

% kMean merge/split params - merge, split, clean, find k
% Not yet implemented in kMean
% % TODO add replicants
% cSpaceKM = {{2,'rgb'}, {3,'luv'}, {4,'lab'}};
% kClust = num2cell(2:4);
% distanceS = 'sqEuclidean';
% startS = 'uniform';
% clean = {'background', ''};
% merge_ = combvec({'overlap',''}, {'distance',''});
%     merge{length(merge_)} = []; for i = 1:length(merge_); merge{i} = merge_(:,i); end; clear('merge_');
% split_ = combvec({'force',''}, {'histogram','kmean2k','kmeanR',''});
%     split{length(split_)} = []; for i = 1:length(split_); split{i} = split_(:,i); end; clear('split_');
% kSelect = {'initial', 'iterative'};
% paramCat{6} = {'ColorSpace', 'kClusters', 'CleanType', 'MergeType', 'SplitType', 'kSelectType'};
% params{6} = combvec(cSpaceKM,kClust,clean,merge,split,kSelect);
funcName{6} = 'kMean MS';
func_{6} = @kMean;
% % func{6} = @(x,y)func_{6}(I{x}{params{6}{1,y}{1}}, ...
% %             struct('k',params{6}{2,y}, ...
% %            'start',startS,'distance',distanceS,...
% %            'maxtime', maxTime, 'maxIter', maxIter, ...
% %            'clean',{params{6}{3,y}}, 'merge',{params{6}{4,y}}, ...
% %            'split',{params{6}{5,y}}, 'kSelect',params{6}{6,y} ...
% %        ));
% clear('cSpaceKM','kClust','distanceS','startS','clean','merge','split','kSelect');

% Level set merge/split params - merge, split, clean, find n
cSpaceLS = {{4,'lab'}};
nPhase = num2cell(1:2);
probType = 'sqEuclidean';
maskType = 'circles';
weight = [1.5;1.5;1]; dWeight = [0.8;0.8;0.8]; % grad, curve, prob
maskR = 5; maskP = 10; maskS = 12;
clean = {'background', 'nearest', ''};
merge_ = combvec({'overlap',''}, {'distance',''});
    merge{length(merge_)} = []; for i = 1:length(merge_); merge{i} = merge_(:,i)'; end; clear('merge_');
split_ = combvec({'force',''}, {'histogram','kmean2k','kmeanR',''});
    split{length(split_)} = []; for i = 1:length(split_); split{i} = split_(:,i)'; end; clear('split_');
nSelect = {'initial', 'iterative'};
paramCat{7} = {'ColorSpace', 'nPhases', 'CleanType', 'MergeType', 'SplitType', 'nSelectType'};
params{7} = combvec(cSpaceLS,nPhase,clean,merge,split,nSelect);
funcName{7} = 'LevelSet MS';
func_{7} = @levelSet;
func{7} = @(x,y)func_{7}(I{x}{params{7}{1,y}{1}}, ...
            struct('probMethod',probType, 'maxTime', maxTime, 'maxIter', maxIter, 'nSelect',params{7}{6,y}, ...
            'progress',struct('clean',{params{7}{3,y}}, 'merge',{params{7}{4,y}}, 'split',{params{7}{5,y}}), ...
            'maskParams', struct('n',params{7}{2,y}, 'type',maskType, ...
                  'r',maskR, 'p',maskP, 's',maskS), ...
            'weight',weight, 'dWeight',dWeight) ...
            );
clear('cSpaceLS','nPhase','distanceS','maskType','weight','dWeight','maskR','maskP','maskS','clean','merge','split','nSelect','probType');

% LevelSet Noise
cSpaceLS = {{4,'lab'}};
nPhases = 2;
spatialScale = num2cell(1:3:16);
gradMethod = {'central', 'mono', 'mpb', 'gpb'};
gradSize = num2cell(3:3:9); % Kernal size of filter
gradSigma = num2cell(0.2:0.2:0.6); % Smoothing of gradient
gradWeight = num2cell(combvec(0.5:0.5:1.5,0.5:0.5:1.5,0.5:0.5:1.5),1); % weight on each color dimention 
paramCat{8} = {'ColorSpace', 'spatialScale', 'gradMethod', 'gradSize', 'gradSigma', 'gradWeight'};
params{8} = combvec(cSpaceLS,spatialScale,gradMethod,gradSize,gradSigma,gradWeight);
funcName{8} = 'LevelSet Noise';
func_{8} = @levelSet;
func{8} = @(x,y)func_{8}(I{x}{params{8}{1,y}{1}}, ...
            struct('maxTime', maxTime, 'maxIter', maxIter, ...
            'distance', struct('scale',params{8}{2,y}), ...
            'gradient', struct('method', params{8}{3,y}, ...
                'size', params{8}{4,y}, 'sigma', params{8}{5,y}, ...
                'weight', params{8}{6,y}, 'i', x ) ...
            ));
clear('cSpaceLS','nPhases', 'spatialScale', 'gradMethod', 'gradSize', 'gradSigma', 'gradWeight');

% LevelSet Color Weight & stats texture
cSpaceLS = {{4,'lab'},{12,'labTexMom'}};
gradDynamic = {0,1};
paramCat{9} = {'ColorSpace', 'gradDynamic'};
params{9} = combvec(cSpaceLS,gradDynamic);

funcName{9} = 'LevelSet CT';
func_{9} = @levelSet;
func{9} = @(x,y)func_{9}(I{x}{params{9}{1,y}{1}}, ...
            struct('maxTime', maxTime, 'maxIter', maxIter, ...
            'gradient', struct('dynamic', params{9}{2,y}) ...
            ));
clear('cSpaceLS','gradDynamic');

% Kmean color weight and stats texture
% TODO create color weight in kmean by scaling a dimention
funcName{10} = 'kMean MS';
func_{10} = @kMean;

clear('maxIter','maxTime');

save('Scores/params.mat','params','paramCat','func_','funcName');
if exist('func','var'); save('Scores/funcs.mat','func'); end
if ~exist('scores','var'); scores = cell(1,length(func_)); end
save('Scores/scores.mat','scores');

%% Split work between work stations
% Define station number and which algorithms and images will be used on it
% TODO move before make params and only make needed ones for this set to
% save valuable RAM

% Come back from being closed
load('I.mat'); load('G.mat','G','Gcon');
load('Scores/params.mat');
load('Scores/funcs.mat');
load('Scores/scores.mat');
disp(['Num Images: ', num2str(length(G))]);

statN = 9; % Station number

toProc = {  ... % Station, Algorithm, Images
            1, {1, 1:length(I)}; ... % Done (KMB)
            2, {2, 1:length(I)}; ... % Done (LSB)
            3, {3, 1:length(I)}; ... % Done (LSW)
            4, {4, 1:length(I)}; ... % Done (LSI)
            5, {5, 1:length(I)}; ... % Done (gPb) % Place Holder: Runs in Linux using other file
            6, {6, 1:length(I)}; ... % Skip (KMSM) % Skipped becaulse it will likley not help
            7, {7, 1:length(I)}; ... % Done (LSSM)
            8, {8, 1:length(I)}; ... % Done (LSN)
            9, {9, 1:length(I)}; ... % Pending (LSCT)
            10, {10, 1:length(I)}; ... % Skip (KMCT) % Skipped becaulse it will likley not help
         };
            

%% Validate
% method to groundtruth

disp('Running Algorithms and Getting Score')

% Find algorithms to work on
idx = find([toProc{:,1}] == statN,1,'first');
algs = [toProc{idx,2}{:,1}];
x = segVal(0,[],'boundary');

for a = algs % For each algorithm handled by the station
    t=tic;
    f = func{a}; % Speed boost for slice in parfor
    par = params{a}; % Speed boost for slice in parfor
    if ~exist('s','var'); s = cell(length(I),1); end
    
    % Find images to work on
    idx2 = find([toProc{idx,2}{:,1}] == a,1,'first');
    imgs = toProc{idx,2}{idx2,2};
    
    for i = imgs % For each image handled by the station
        clear('si');
        g = G{i};
        si(1,length(par)) = x; % Init to blank
        parfor p = 1:length(par) % For each paramater *parfor whenever possible
            done = 0;
            attempts = 0;
            while ~done && attempts < 5 % if fail from random init, try again
                try
                    disp(['A',num2str(a),',I',num2str(i),'.',num2str(par{1,p}{1}),',P',num2str(p),'.',num2str(attempts)]);
                    t2=tic;
                    Seg = feval(f,i,p); % Run algorithm
                    t2 = toc(t2);
                    si(1,p) = segVal(Seg,g,'all'); % Get score scores based on regions and boundries
                    si(1,p).time = t2;
                    done = 1;
                catch
                    attempts = attempts + 1;
                    if attempts < 5
                        done = 0;
                    else
                        si(1,p) = x;
                    end
                end
            end
        end
        s{i,1} = si; % parfor requires for slice/merge

        disp('save')
        save(['Scores/scores_',num2str(statN),'.mat'],'scores','s');
    end
    
    % parfor requires for slice/merge, also removes empties if split between workstations
    scores{a} = cell2mat(s(~cellfun(@isempty, s))); 
    toc(t);
    
    disp('save')
    save(['Scores/scores_',num2str(statN),'.mat'],'scores');
    
end

%% Recombine

files = dir('Scores/scores_*.mat');

% TODO Loop through files pulling out the scores in it to merge with the rest.
% TODO move this here else break when split between images: scores{a} = cell2mat(s);
% TODO: Shouldn't happen any more but just in case handle if F, PRI, rec, prec nan's: [scores{a}(isnan([scores{a}.f])).f] = deal(0)

disp('save')
save('Scores/scores_raw.mat','scores');

%% Avg images

if ~exist('scoresAvg','var'); scoresAvg = cell(length(func_),1); end

for a = 1:length(func_)
    if isstruct(scores{a})
        % Avg params across images
        names = fieldnames(scores{a});
        par = params{a};
        for i = 1:length(names)  % TODO consider replaceing with structfun
            dat = [scores{a}.(names{i})];
            if isnumeric(dat)
                fieldScore = reshape(dat,size(scores{a}));
                fieldScore(fieldScore == inf) = nan;
                vals = nanmean(fieldScore);
                vals(isnan(vals)) = 0;
                scoresAvg{a}.(names{i}) = vals;
            end
        end
        % f score does not average well so need to re-calc
        scoresAvg{a}.f = 2*scoresAvg{a}.prec.*scoresAvg{a}.rec ./ (scoresAvg{a}.prec+scoresAvg{a}.rec+eps);
        % Add in params
        scoresAvg{a}.name = funcName{a};
        scoresAvg{a}.params = par;
        disp(funcName{a});
        disp(['Avg time: ', num2str(mean(scoresAvg{a}.time(:))),' sec'])
        disp(['Min/Max time: ', num2str(min(scoresAvg{a}.time(:))),'/', num2str(max(scoresAvg{a}.time(:))),' sec'])
    else
        scoresAvg{a} = [];
    end
end

disp('save'); clear('dat','scores');
save('Scores/scores_avg.mat','scoresAvg');

%% Plot all points (boundry)

PR(scoresAvg(~cellfun(@isempty,scoresAvg))',Gcon,'.'); 
print('Scores/avg','-dpng');

%% Find best curve Params (boundry)
% Distance from origin in PR space

scoreBestC = cell(length(func_),1);

for a = 1:length(func_)
    if isstruct(scoresAvg{a})
        best = [200, 0.15]; % find the top 200 or top 15% whichever is greater
        SE = scoresAvg{a}.prec.^2 + scoresAvg{a}.rec.^2;
        uSE = unique(SE);
        numParam = min(length(SE),length(uSE));
        if numParam <= best(1)
            bestIndx = 1:numParam;
        elseif numParam <= best(1)/best(2)
            pt = (1-best(1)/numParam)*100;
            topSet = min(prctile(SE,pt).^0.5,prctile(uSE,pt).^0.5) ;
            bestIndx = find(SE.^0.5 >= topSet);
        else
            pt = (1-best(2))*100;
            topSet = min(prctile(SE,pt).^0.5, prctile(uSE,pt).^0.5);
            bestIndx = find(SE.^0.5 >= topSet);
        end

        names = fieldnames(scoresAvg{a});
        for i = 1:length(names)
            dat = [scoresAvg{a}.(names{i})];
            if isnumeric(dat)
                scoreBestC{a}.(names{i}) = scoresAvg{a}.(names{i})(bestIndx);
            end
        end

        scoreBestC{a}.name = funcName{a};
        scoreBestC{a}.params = scoresAvg{a}.params(:,bestIndx);

        % Display most common parameters in best
        [~,~,~,b] = modeStr(scoreBestC{a}.params,2);
        scoreBestC{a}.paramFreq = b;
        disp(['Best curve params (Freq, Param) for: ', scoreBestC{a}.name])
        for i = 1:length(b)
            n = length(b{i}{1});
            delim = cell(1,n); delim(:) = cellstr('%, ');
            disp([num2str(b{i}{1}(:)./sum(b{i}{1}(:))*100),char(delim),char(b{i}{2}{:})]);
        end
        disp(['Avg time: ', num2str(mean(scoreBestC{a}.time(:))),' sec'])
        disp(['Min/Max time: ', num2str(min(scoreBestC{a}.time(:))),'/', num2str(max(scoreBestC{a}.time(:))),' sec'])
    end
end

save('Scores/scores_allBest.mat','scoreBestC');

%% Plot best curve Params (boundry)

PR(scoreBestC(~cellfun(@isempty,scoreBestC))',Gcon,'-');
print('Scores/avgCurve','-dpng');

%% Find best Params (boundry)
% Distance from professional point in PR space

scoreBest = cell(length(func_),1);

for a = 1:length(func_)
    if isstruct(scoresAvg{a})
        best = [200, 0.15]; % find the top 200 or top 15% whichever is greater
        SE = (scoresAvg{a}.prec-Gcon.prec_avg).^2 + (scoresAvg{a}.rec-Gcon.rec_avg).^2;
        uSE = unique(SE);
        numParam = min(length(SE),length(uSE));
        if numParam <= best(1)
            bestIndx = 1:numParam;
        elseif numParam <= best(1)/best(2)
            pt = (best(1)/numParam)*100;
            topSet = max(prctile(SE,pt).^0.5, prctile(uSE,pt).^0.5);
            bestIndx = find(SE.^0.5 <= topSet);
        else
            pt = (best(2))*100;
            topSet = max(prctile(SE,pt).^0.5, prctile(uSE,pt).^0.5);
            bestIndx = find(SE.^0.5 <= topSet);
        end

        names = fieldnames(scoresAvg{a});
        for i = 1:length(names)
            dat = [scoresAvg{a}.(names{i})];
            if isnumeric(dat)
                scoreBest{a}.(names{i}) = scoresAvg{a}.(names{i})(bestIndx);
            end
        end

        scoreBest{a}.name = funcName{a};
        scoreBest{a}.params = scoresAvg{a}.params(:,bestIndx);

        % Display most common parameters in best
        [~,~,~,b] = modeStr(scoreBest{a}.params,2);
        scoreBest{a}.paramFreq = b;
        disp(['Best curve params (Freq, Param) for: ', scoreBest{a}.name])
        for i = 1:length(b)
            n = length(b{i}{1});
            delim = cell(1,n); delim(:) = cellstr('%, ');
            disp([num2str(b{i}{1}(:)./sum(b{i}{1}(:))*100),char(delim),char(b{i}{2}{:})]);
        end
        disp(['Avg time: ', num2str(mean(scoreBest{a}.time(:))),' sec'])
        disp(['Min/Max time: ', num2str(min(scoreBest{a}.time(:))),'/', num2str(max(scoreBest{a}.time(:))),' sec'])
    end
end

save('Scores/scores_allBest.mat','scoreBestC','scoreBest');

%% Plot best Params (boundry)
% Used to find absolute best

PR(scoreBest(~cellfun(@isempty,scoreBest))',Gcon,'.');
print('Scores/best','-dpng');

%% Export for external stats program

load('Scores/scores_raw.mat'); load('Scores/params.mat'); load('I.mat');

for a = 1:length(funcName)
    if isstruct(scores{a})
        headers{1} = {'ParamNumber','ImageNumber','FScore','PRI','LD'};
        headers{2} = paramCat{a};
        c = 0;
        len = length(params{a}) * length(I);
        pn = zeros(len,1); in = zeros(len,1); f = zeros(len,1);
        pri = zeros(len,1); ld = zeros(len,1);
        pars = cell(len,length(paramCat{a}));
        for p = 1:length(params{a})
            for i = 1:length(I)
                c = c + 1;
                pn(c) = p;
                in(c) = i;
                pars(c,:) = params{a}(:,p)';
                f(c) = scores{a}(i,p).f;
                pri(c) = scores{a}(i,p).PRI;
                ld(c) = scores{a}(i,p).LD;
            end
        end
        f(isnan(f)) = 0;
        pri(isnan(pri)) = 0;
        t = cat(2,table(pn,in,f,pri,ld,'VariableNames',headers{1}),cell2table(pars,'VariableNames',headers{2}));
    else
        t = table(0,'VariableNames',{'Empty'});
    end
    % Used together to get all desired functionality. 
    xlswrite('Scores/scores.xlsx',{1},funcName{a}); % Wont write nested data, creates sheet name
    writetable(t,'Scores/scores.xlsx','sheet',a+1); % Wont write sheet name, adds data
    
end

%% Index of best params
% Absolute - From PR plot for boundaries and information (min D2P, max f, max PRI, min LD, max Reg-PRI)
% 
% subParamNum:    1,       2,        3,       4,       5,
% kMeanB:    AD-116,   AF-113,   AP-131,  AL-115,   R-571,
% LevelSetB:  AD-52,    AF-98,    AP-19,    AL-3,     R-9,
% LevelSetW:  AD-18,    AF-18,    AP-15,   AL-18,     R-1,
% LevelSetI:   AD-3,     AF-3,   AP-794,  AL-417,  R-2663,
% gPb-ucm:     AD-5,     AF-3,     AP-4,    AL-3,     R-3,
% kMeanM:
% LevelSetM:   AD-89,  AF-264,   AP-332,  AL-181,   R-198,
% LevelSetN:   AD-439, AF-607,  AP-4643, AL-1159,    R-19,
indx = {{116,   113,   131,   115,    571}, ... % #1 kMeanB
        { 52,    98,    19,     3,      9}, ... % #2 LevelSetB
        { 18,    18,    15,    18,     18}, ... % #3 LevelSetW
        {  3,     3,   794,   417,   2663}, ... % #4 LevelSetI
        {  5,     3,     4,     3,      3}, ... % #5 gPb-ucm
        { [],    [],    [],    [],     []}, ... % #6 kMeanM
        { 89,   264,   332,   181,    198}, ... % #7 LevelSetM
        {439,   607,  4643,  1159,     19}};    % #8 LevelSetN
    
save('Scores/scores_allBest.mat','scoreBestC','scoreBest','indx');

%% Show PR Cuve again with different best params indicated

PR(scoresAvg(~cellfun(@isempty,scoresAvg))',Gcon,'.',indx); 
print('Scores/bestType','-dpng');

%% measure method consistency and Save images to output
% Get internal to method consistancy on best params

clear; clc;
load('scores_allBest.mat');
load('scores_allCon.mat');
load('I.mat'); load('G.mat','G');
load('Scores/params.mat');
load('Scores/funcs.mat');
disp('Measuring Method Consistency & Generating Output Images')

for a = [7,8] % <- doing one at a time for memory save
    f = func{a};
    for p = 1:length(indx{a}) % indx{a}{p}
        if ~isempty(indx{a}{p})
            for i = 1:length(I) % parfor tends to run out of ram
                for j = 1:5
                    done = 0;
                    attempts = 0;
                    si(1,p) = segVal(0,G{i},'boundary');
                    while ~done && attempts < 5 % if fail from random init, try again
                        try
                            display(['A', num2str(a),',p',num2str(p),',I', num2str(i),'.',num2str(j),'.',num2str(attempts)]);
                            tic;
                            Seg{i}(:,:,j) = feval(f,i,indx{a}{p});
                            t{i}(j) = toc;
                            done = 1;
                        catch
                            attempts = attempts + 1;
                            if attempts < 5
                                done = 0;
                            else
                                si(1,p) = segVal(0,G{i},'boundary');
                                t{i}(j) = nan;
                            end
                        end
                    end
                end
                t{i} = nanstd(t{i}(:)); 
                s = Seg{i}(:,:,j);
                writeImg(ind2rgb(s,parula(max(s(:)))),['OutImages/',funcName{a},' I', num2str(i), 'p', num2str(p),'.png']);
                sp = splitLabels(s);
                writeImg(ind2rgb(sp,parula(max(sp(:)))),['OutImages/TrainSeg/',funcName{a},' I', num2str(i), 'p', num2str(p),'SL.png']);
                seg = segEdge(s);
                writeImg(-seg+1,['OutImages/TrainSeg/',funcName{a},' I', num2str(i), 'p', num2str(p),'E.png']);
                loomis = Filter(seg, 'loomis');
                writeImg(-loomis+1,['OutImages/TrainSeg/',funcName{a},' I', num2str(i), 'p', num2str(p),'LD.png']);
            end
            disp('Scoring');
            scr = segCon2s(Seg);
            scr.time_avg = nanmean([t{:}]);
            scr.time_med = nanmedian([t{:}]);
            scr.time_std = nanstd([t{:}]);

            names = fieldnames(scr);
            for i = 1:length(names)  % TODO consider replaceing with structfun
                dat = [scr.(names{i})];
                if isnumeric(dat)
                    fieldScore = reshape(dat,size(scr));
                    fieldScore(fieldScore == inf) = nan;
                    scoresCon{a,p}.(names{i}) = nanmean(fieldScore);
                end
            end
            display(scoresCon{a,p});
        end
    end
end

save('Scores/scores_allCon.mat','scoresCon');

%% Return state

warning(orig_state)
pctrunonall warning(orig_state);









Code/Segmentation/gPbucm/gPbRun.m

% To accomidate for resource requirments this is broken up
% The c code base for this will use all system resources thencrash without
% checking. Well done guys. 

a = 5;

%% Get images to calc best scores 
% Linux only

load ('I.mat');load('G.mat');

for i = 1:length(I)
    tic;
    disp(num2str(i));
    [~, ~,ucm{i}] = gPbucm(I{i}{2}); % Internaly converts RGB to Lab
    t{i} = toc;
end

save('Scores/gPb.mat','ucm','t');

%% Get best scores
% Win or Linux

load('Scores/gPb.mat');
load('Scores/params.mat');
load('I.mat'); load('G.mat');

for i = 1:length(I)
    t_ = t{i};
    parfor p = 1:length(params{a})
        disp(['I',num2str(i),',P',num2str(p)]);
        tic;
        Seg = bwlabel(ucm{i} <= params{a}{p});
        t2 = t_ + toc;
        si(1,p) = segVal(Seg,G{i},'all');
        si(1,p).time = t2;
    end
    s{i,1} = si;
end

scores{a} = cell2mat(s);

disp('save')
save('Scores/scores_gPb.mat','scores');

%% Get consistency images 
% Linux Only
% TODO add periodc save

load ('I.mat');load('G.mat'); load('Scores/gPb.mat');

for i = 1:length(I)
    for j = 1:5
        disp(num2str(i));
        tic;
        [~, ~,ucm2{i}{j}] = gPbucm(I{i}{2});
        t2{i}(j) = toc;
    end
end

save('Scores/gPb.mat','ucm','t','ucm2','t2');

%% Get consistency scores
% Windows or Linux
% Interesting things had to be done to handle memory issues

load('Scores/params.mat');
load('I.mat'); load('G.mat');

for p = 11:length(params{a})
    load('gPb.mat'); clear('ucm');
    
    for i = 1:length(ucm2)
        for j = 1:5
            display(['A', num2str(a),',p',num2str(p),',I', num2str(i),'.',num2str(j)]);
            tic;
            Seg{i}(:,:,j) = bwlabel(ucm2{i}{j} <= params{a}{p});
            t2{i}(j) = t2{i}(j) + toc;
        end
        t2{i} = nanstd(t2{i}(:));
    end
    
    clear('ucm2');
    
    disp('Scoring');
    scr = segCon2(Seg);
    scr.time_med = nanmedian([t2{:}]);
    scr.time_avg = nanmean([t2{:}]);
    scr.time_std = nanstd([t2{:}]);
    % disp(scr)

    names = fieldnames(scr);
    for i = 1:length(names)  % TODO consider replaceing with structfun
        dat = [scr.(names{i})];
        if isnumeric(dat)
            fieldScore = reshape(dat,size(scr));
            fieldScore(fieldScore == inf) = nan;
            scoresCon{a,p}.(names{i}) = nanmean(fieldScore);
        end
    end
    scoresCon{a,p}.f = 2*scoresCon{a,p}.perc_avg.*scoresCon{a,p}.rec_avg ./ (scoresCon{a,p}.perc_avg + scoresCon{a,p}.rec_avg + eps); % TODO same for med and stdv
    display(scoresCon{a,p});
end

save('Scores/scores_gPbCon.mat','scoresCon');

%% Export images
% Windows or Linux

load('Scores/params.mat');
load('Scores/gPb.mat');
load('Scores/scores_allBest.mat');

for p = 1:length(indx{a})
    for i = 1:length(ucm)
        if ~isempty(indx{a}{p})
            display(['A', num2str(a),',p',num2str(p),',I', num2str(i)]);
            
            s = bwlabel(ucm{i} <= params{a}{indx{a}{p}});
            writeImg(ind2rgb(s,parula(max(s(:)))),['OutImages/',funcName{a},' I', num2str(i), 'p', num2str(p),'.png']);
            sp = splitLabels(s);
            writeImg(ind2rgb(sp,parula(max(sp(:)))),['OutImages/',funcName{a},' I', num2str(i), 'p', num2str(p),'SL.png']);
            seg = segEdge(s);
            writeImg(-seg+1,['OutImages/',funcName{a},' I', num2str(i), 'p', num2str(p),'E.png']);
            loomis = Filter(seg, 'loomis');
            writeImg(-loomis+1,['OutImages/',funcName{a},' I', num2str(i), 'p', num2str(p),'LD.png']);
        end
    end
end


%% Export gpb, mpb, spb
% Linux only

load ('I.mat');
mPb = cell(1,length(I)); sPb = cell(1,length(I)); gPb = cell(1,length(I)); 

for i = 1:length(I)
    disp(num2str(i));
    [~, ~, ~, mPb{i}, sPb{i}, gPb{i}] = globalPb(I{i}{2});
end

save('Scores/gPb_.mat','mPb', 'sPb', 'gPb');

%% Convert outlines to segments
% Windows or Linux

load('Scores/gPb.mat'); load('I.mat');
seg = cell(1,length(ucm));

for i = 1:length(ucm)
    s = bwlabel(ucm{i} <= 0.2); % Uses best params here
    s = avgSeg(I{i}{3}, s);
    [seg{i},~] = rgb2ind(s,6,'nodither');
end

save('Scores/gPb_seg.mat','seg');

%% Apply Textures
% Windows or Linux

load('Scores/gPb_seg.mat');
segT = cell(1,length(seg));

for i = 1:length(seg)
    [segT{i},~] = texturize(seg{i});
end

save('Scores/gPb_seg.mat','seg','segT');

%% Export Textures

load('Scores/gPb_seg.mat');
for i = 1:length(segT)
	writeImg(segT{i},['OutImages/gPb-owt-ucm I', num2str(i),'T.png']);
end







Code/Segmentation/gPbucm/gPbucm.m

function [I, bound, ucm] = gPbucm(I, k)
%This is a wrapper to run the Berkeley Global Pb function and return region
% image. This requires linux and 5GB of ram. Based on their example script.

% evalc used to mute display outputs in these functions to help with speed
% and reduce clutter.

% I = loadImg('Images/balloon.png');
% [seg, bound] = gPbBerkeley(I{2}); imagesc(bound);
% imagesc(double(bound));
% writeImg(double(bound),'OutImages/balloon-gPb_D.png');

if nargin<2
    k = 0.4;
end

% gPb_Orient = globalPb(I);
 [~,gPb_Orient,~,~,~,~,~,~] = evalc('globalPb(I);'); % Supresses outputs

arg = 'imageSize';
% ucm = contours2ucm(gPb_Orient, arg);
[~,ucm] = evalc('contours2ucm(gPb_Orient, arg);');
bound = ucm <= k;
I = bwlabel(bound);

end








Code/Segmentation/Helpers/avgSeg.m

function [IAvg, IStdv] = avgSeg(I, ISeg)
%
% IAvg = avgSeg(I, ISeg)
% 
% Takes a segmented image and replaces the segment values with the average
% color of the original image
%
% Variables:
%   I: Target image
%   ISeg: Image of segments represented by integers
%

iRange = max(max(ISeg));
jRange = size(I,3);
IAvg = I;
IStdv = I;

% Loop through each layer (color in the case of RGB image)
for j = 1:jRange
    ITemp = IAvg(:,:,j);
    ITemp2 = IStdv(:,:,j);
    % Loop through each segment
    for i = 0:iRange
        ITemp(ISeg==i) = nanmean(ITemp(ISeg==i));
        ITemp2(ISeg==i) = nanstd(ITemp(ISeg==i));
    end
    IAvg(:,:,j) = ITemp;
    IStdv(:,:,j) = ITemp2;
end








Code/Segmentation/Helpers/dispSeg.m

function dispSeg(I, S)
% Display segmentaion over original image also split the segments

S = splitLabels(S);

if size(I,3)>2;
    I = I(:,:,1:3);
    if min(I(:)) < 0; 
        I = colorspace('RGB<-Luv',I*220);
    end
    I = rgb2gray(I);
else
    I = I(:,:,1); 
end

I(:,:,2) = I(:,:,1); I(:,:,3) = I(:,:,1); 

imagesc(I); axis image;

hold on;
h = imagesc(S(:,:,1));
hold off;
alpha = 0.4*ones(size(S));
alpha(S==0) = 0;
set(h, 'AlphaData', alpha);

drawnow();

end








Code/Segmentation/Helpers/dispSegA.m

function dispSegA(I, S)
% Display segmentaion over original image using the average color in the
% segment

S = splitLabels(S);
S = avgSeg(I, S);

if size(I,3)>2;
    I = I(:,:,1:3);
    if min(I(:)) < 0; 
        I = colorspace('RGB<-Luv',I*220);
    end
    I = rgb2gray(I);
else
    I = I(:,:,1); 
end

I(:,:,2) = I(:,:,1); I(:,:,3) = I(:,:,1); 

imagesc(I); axis image;

hold on;
h = imagesc(S);
hold off;
alpha = 0.6*ones(size(S(:,:,1)));
alpha(S(:,:,1)==0 & S(:,:,2)==0 & S(:,:,3)==0) = 0;
set(h, 'AlphaData', alpha);

drawnow();

end








Code/Segmentation/Helpers/dispSegB.m

function dispSegB(I,S)
% Display segmentaion boundries over original image

S = splitLabels(S);
S = segEdge(S);
S(:,:,2:3) = 0;

if size(I,3)>2;
    I = I(:,:,1:3);
    if min(I(:)) < 0; 
        I = colorspace('RGB<-Luv',I*220);
    end
    I = rgb2gray(I);
else
    I = I(:,:,1); 
end

I(:,:,2) = I(:,:,1); I(:,:,3) = I(:,:,1); 

imagesc(I); axis image;

hold on;
h = imagesc(S);
hold off;

alpha = 0.3*ones(size(S(:,:,1)));
alpha(S(:,:,1)==0) = 0;
set(h, 'AlphaData', alpha);

end








Code/Segmentation/Helpers/permn.m

function [M, I] = permn(V, N, K)
% PERMN - permutations with repetition
%   Using two input variables V and N, M = PERMN(V,N) returns all
%   permutations of N elements taken from the vector V, with repetitions.
%   V can be any type of array (numbers, cells etc.) and M will be of the
%   same type as V.  If V is empty or N is 0, M will be empty.  M has the
%   size numel(V).^N-by-N. 
%
%   When only a subset of these permutations is needed, you can call PERMN
%   with 3 input variables:  M = PERMNSUB(V,N,K). 
%   M will return only the K-ths permutations.  The output is the same as M
%   = PERMN(V,N), followed by M = M(K,:), but it avoids memory issues by
%   generating all possible combinations first.  This is particulary useful
%   when you only need one, or a small subset of all permutations at a
%   given time. If V or K is empty, or N is zerp, M will be empty. M has
%   the size numel(K)-by-N. 
%
%   [M, I] = PERMN(...) also returns an index matrix I so that M = V(I).
%
%   Examples:
%     M = permn([1 2 3],2) % returns the 9-by-2 matrix:
%              1     1
%              1     2
%              1     3
%              2     1
%              2     2
%              2     3
%              3     1
%              3     2
%              3     3
%
%     M = permn([99 7],4) % returns the 16-by-4 matrix:
%              99     99    99    99
%              99     99    99     7
%              99     99     7    99
%              99     99     7     7
%              ...
%               7      7     7    99
%               7      7     7     7
%
%     M = permn({'hello!' 1:3},2) % returns the 4-by-2 cell array
%             'hello!'        'Ahello!'
%             'hello!'        [1x3 double]
%             [1x3 double]    'hello!'
%             [1x3 double]    [1x3 double]
%
%     V = 11:15, N = 3, K = [2 124 21 99]
%     M = permn(V, N, K) % returns the 4-by-3 matrix:
%     %        1  1  2
%     %        5  5  4
%     %        1  5  1
%     %        4  5  4
%     % which are the 2nd, 124th, 21st and 99th combinations
%     % Check with PERMN
%     M2 = permn(V,N) ; isequal(M2(K,:),M)
%     % Note that M2 is a 125-by-3 matrix
%
%     % PERMN can be used generate a binary table
%     B = permn([0 1],5)  
%
%   NB Matrix sizes increases exponentially at rate (n^N)*N.
%
%   See also PERMS, NCHOOSEK
%            ALLCOMB, PERMPOS on the File Exchange

% tested in Matlab R13, R14, 2010b, 2014a
% version 6.0 (may 2015)
% (c) Jos van der Geest
% Matlab File Exchange Author ID: 10584
% email: samelinoa@gmail.com

% History
% 1.1 updated help text
% 2.0 new faster algorithm
% 3.0 (aug 2006) implemented very fast algorithm
% 3.1 (may 2007) Improved algorithm Roger Stafford pointed out that for some values, the floor
%   operation on floating points, according to the IEEE 754 standard, could return
%   erroneous values. His excellent solution was to add (1/2) to the values
%   of A.
% 3.2 (may 2007) changed help and error messages slightly
% 4.0 (may 2008) again a faster implementation, based on ALLCOMB, suggested on the
%   newsgroup comp.soft-sys.matlab on May 7th 2008 by "Helper". It was
%   pointed out that COMBN(V,N) equals ALLCOMB(V,V,V...) (V repeated N
%   times), ALLCMOB being faster. Actually version 4 is an improvement
%   over version 1 ...
% 4.1 (jan 2010) removed call to FLIPLR, using refered indexing N:-1:1
%   (is faster, suggestion of Jan Simon, jan 2010), removed REPMAT, and
%   let NDGRID handle this
% 4.2 (apr 2011) corrrectly return a column vector for N = 1 (error pointed
%    out by Wilson).
% 4.3 (apr 2013) make a reference to COMBNSUB
% 5.0 (may 2015) NAME CHANGED (COMBN -> PERMN) and updated description,
%   following comment by Stephen Obeldick that this function is misnamed
%   as it produces permutations with repetitions rather then combinations.
% 5.1 (may 2015) always calculate M via indices
% 6.0 (may 2015) merged the functionaly of permnsub (aka combnsub) and this
%   function

narginchk(2,3) ;

if fix(N) ~= N || N < 0 || numel(N) ~= 1 ;
    error('permn:negativeN','Second argument should be a positive integer') ;
end
nV = numel(V) ;

if nargin==2, % PERMN(V,N) - return all permutations
    
    if nV==0 || N == 0,
        M = zeros(nV,N) ;
        I = zeros(nV,N) ;
        
    elseif N == 1,
        % return column vectors
        M = V(:) ;
        I = (1:nV).' ;
    else
        % this is faster than the math trick used for the call with three
        % arguments.
        [Y{N:-1:1}] = ndgrid(1:nV) ;
        I = reshape(cat(N+1,Y{:}),[],N) ;
        % I = local_allcomb(1:nV, N) ;
        M = V(I) ;
    end
else % PERMN(V,N,K) - return a subset of all permutations
    nK = numel(K) ;
    if nV == 0 || N == 0 || nK == 0
        M = zeros(numel(K), N) ;
        I = zeros(numel(K), N) ;
    elseif nK < 1 || any(K<1) || any(K ~= fix(K))
        error('permn:InvalidIndex','Third argument should contain positive integers.') ;
    else
        
        V = reshape(V,1,[]) ; % v1.1 make input a row vector
        nV = numel(V) ;
        Npos = nV^N ;
        if any(K > Npos)
            warning('permn:IndexOverflow', ...
                'Values of K exceeding the total number of combinations are saturated.')
            K = min(K, Npos) ;
        end
             
        % The engine is based on version 3.2 of COMBN  with the correction
        % suggested by Roger Stafford. This approaches uses a single matrix
        % multiplication.
        B = nV.^(1-N:0) ;
        I = ((K(:)-.5) * B) ; % matrix multiplication
        I = rem(floor(I),nV) + 1 ;
        M = V(I) ;
    end
end

% Algorithm using for-loops
% which can be implemented in C or VB
%
% nv = length(V) ;
% C = zeros(nv^N,N) ; % declaration
% for ii=1:N,
%     cc = 1 ;
%     for jj=1:(nv^(ii-1)),
%         for kk=1:nv,
%             for mm=1:(nv^(N-ii)),
%                 C(cc,ii) = V(kk) ;
%                 cc = cc + 1 ;
%             end
%         end
%     end
% end








Code/Segmentation/Helpers/segEdge.m

function bw = segEdge(seg, show)
% Find segmentation edges

bw = edge(seg,'sobel',0,'nothinning');

if nargin > 1 && show == 1
    imagesc(bw); colormap gray
end

end








Code/Segmentation/Helpers/segTestSheet.m


% Generates random user testing sinarios grouped by algorithm and class

% If these numbers are changed then the aggregate and files workbooks 
% will need to be changed too.
nSub = 12;          % Number of subjects
nAlg = 3;           % Number of algorithms (Block, counter balence)
nClass = 2;         % Number of classes (Block, counter balence)
nGroup = [13, 14];	% Number of groups in each class (Random)
nVar = 3;           % Number of variants in each group (>= nAlg) (permutation lock to algorithms, counter balence)

% Training images - Class, Group
training{1} = 7;
training{2} = [5,11];

mat = cell(1,length(nSub));

% Create Subject numbers
data = {};
data{1} = zeros(nAlg*sum(nGroup),4);
data = repmat(data,1,nSub);
subs = 1:nSub;

% Create Algorithm numbers
algs = 1:nAlg;
algs = perms(algs);

% Create Class numbers
classes = 1:nClass;
classes = perms(classes);
classes = repmat(classes,ceil(nAlg/nClass),1);

% Create Group numbers
groups = cell(1,nClass);
for i = 1:nClass
    groups{i} = 1:nGroup(i);
    groups{i}(training{i}) = [];
    nGroup(i) = length(groups{i});
end

% Create Variant numbers
vars = perms(1:nVar);

for s = subs
    data{s} = zeros(nAlg*sum(nGroup),4);
    
    % Build algorithm column
    alg = algs(1,:);
    alg = repmat(alg,sum(nGroup),1);
    alg = alg(:);
    
    % Build class and group column
    class = [];
    group = [];
    for a = 1:nAlg
        for c = 1:nClass
            idx = classes(algs(1,a),c);
            class = [class; ones(nGroup(idx),1)*idx];
            group = [group; groups{idx}(randperm(nGroup(idx),nGroup(idx)))'];
        end
    end
    
    % Collect data
    data{s}(:,1) = class;
    data{s}(:,2) = group;
    data{s}(:,4) = alg;
    
    % Build Variant column
    vars_ = vars;
    for c = 1:nClass
        for g = groups{c}
            for a = 1:nAlg
                m = find(data{s}(:,1)==c & data{s}(:,2)==g & data{s}(:,4)==a);
                data{s}(m,3) = vars_(1,a);
            end
            vars_ = circshift(vars_,-1,1);
        end
    end
    
    % Rotate counter balenced for next subject
    algs = circshift(algs,-1,1);
    classes = circshift(classes,-1,1);
    vars = circshift(vars,-1,1);
end

% Blank answers/scores to "-" for excel to ignore in aggreggate
score = {'-'};
score = repmat(score, nAlg*sum(nGroup), 6);

% Create Excel file
headers = {'Class', 'Group', 'Multiple', 'Algorithm', 'ScoreName', 'ScoreCat', 'ScoreShape', 'AnswerName', 'AnswerCat', 'AnswerShape'};

for s = 1:nSub
    data_ = [headers;[num2cell(data{s}),score]];
    xlswrite('segTest.xlsx',data_,['Subject ', num2str(s)]);
end










Code/Segmentation/Helpers/splitLabels.m

function S = splitLabels(S)

% Split non-contiguous clusters into unique segment and remove small
% regions

[m,n,p] = size(S);

for k = 1:p
    Sp = S(:,:,p);
    SL = zeros(m,n);
    MSp = max(S(:));
    for i = 1:MSp
        L = Sp == i;
        L = bwareaopen(L, 50);
        if any(L(:))
            L = bwlabel(L);
            L(L~=0) = L(L~=0) + max(SL(:));
            SL = SL + L;
        end
    end
    S(:,:,p) = SL;
end

end
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Code/Segmentation/Helpers/texturize.m

function [I, Is] = texturize(I)

%% Test image creation
if nargin<1
    I = zeros(1000,1000);
    I(100:500,100:500) = 1;
    I(600:900,600:900) = 2;
    I(100:500,600:900) = 3;
    I(600:900,100:500) = 4;
    I = imresize(I, 1/3, 'nearest');
end

%% Get region outline
e = segEdge(I);
e = imresize(e, 3, 'nearest');

%% Re-enlarge image
I = imresize(I, 3, 'nearest');
[m,n] = size(I);

%% Reorder segment numbers with largest as lowest number
% Will be leaving the largest textureless assuming it is background
% Allocate textures till all consumed then leave small segments without

u = unique(I(:))';
c = 0;

% Get region sizes
siz = zeros(1,length(u));
for i = u
    c = c + 1;
    siz(c) = sum(I(:)==i);
end

[~,idx] = sort(siz,'descend');
c = 0;
tempI = zeros([m,n]);

% Relabel
for i = u(idx)
    tempI(I==i) = c;
    c = c + 1;
end

I = tempI;
Is = I;


%% Load texture tiles
% Repeat texture tiles to needed size then crop crop matix

textures = {'A4.png', 'A10.png', 'A14.png', 'B2.png', 'D3.png', 'E1.png', 'H1.png', 'H2.png'};
t = max(I(:)); t = min(t,length(textures));
texture = cell(1,t);

for i = 1:t
    texture{i} = im2double(imread(['Textures/', textures{i}]));
    [tm,tn] = size(texture{i});
    texture{i} = repmat(texture{i}, ceil(m/tm),ceil(n/tn));
    texture{i} = texture{i}(1:m,1:n);
end

%% Apply textures

tempI = ones([m,n]);
for i = 1:t
    tempI(I==i) = texture{i}(I==i);
end
I = tempI;

%% Add region outline
I(e) = 0;

end









Code/Segmentation/K Mean/kMean.m

function [I, params] = kMean(I,params,handles)
% 
% RGB = kMean(I,kMParam,handles)
% 
% Segments image based on k mean
% 
% Variables:
%   I: Input/Output image
%   params: Structure of parameters
%       k: Number of clusters/segments
%       incLoc: Include pixel location(x,y) as dimentions in feature space
%       (inverse weight: 5 means normalize by 5*max)
%       auto: Automaticly determin parameters
%   handles: Structure of axis handles
%       axisMain: Plot in main focus
%       axis1: Secondary smaller plot
%

tic

if ~isstruct(params)
    params = struct('auto',1);
end
params.k(~isfield(params, 'k')) = 4;
params.show(~isfield(params, 'show')) = 0;
params.maxTime(~isfield(params, 'maxTime')) = inf;
params.incLoc(~isfield(params, 'incLoc')) = 0;
if ~isfield(params, 'start')
    params.start = 'cluster'; % sample, cluster, uniform
end
if ~isfield(params, 'distance')
    params.distance = 'sqEuclidean'; % sqEuclidean, normEuclidean, dihedral, EuclidDihedral, nEuclidDihedral
end
if ~isfield(params, 'kSelect')
    params.kSelect = 'initial'; % initial, iterative
end

if nargin < 3 && params.show
    handles = struct();
    figure
    handles.axis1 = subplot(2,1,1);
    handles.axisMain = subplot(2,1,2);
end

% Display the image
if params.show
    subplot(handles.axis1)
    dispImg(I); title('Target Image')
end

if params.incLoc % Add pixel location as feature
    [x,y] = meshgrid(1:size(I,2),1:size(I,1));
    I(:,:,end+1) = x/(params.incLoc*size(I,2)); I(:,:,end+1) = y/(params.incLoc*size(I,1));  % Normalize by 5*max
end

dataPts = reshape(I,[],size(I,3));
[dataPts,~,~,~,params.k] = kmeans_(dataPts,params.k, 'start',params.start, 'Distance',params.distance, 'maxtime',params.maxTime,'kselect',params.kSelect, 'EmptyAction','singleton');

I = reshape(dataPts, size(I,1), size(I,2));

params.numClusters = size(unique(I),1);

if params.show
    subplot(handles.axisMain)
    imagesc(I); axis image; colormap('default'); colorbar;
    title('Segments');
end

params.time = toc;







Code/Segmentation/K Mean/kmeans_.m

function [idxbest, Cbest, sumDbest, Dbest, k] = kmeans_(X, k, varargin)
%KMEANS K-means clustering.
%
% Adds 3 other ditance metrics: 
%       Normalized distance, Mahal, dihedral, EuclidDihedral, nEuclidDihedral
% Adds Max time similar to max iterations
%
% TODO correctly rename normalized euclidean distance to standardized 
% TODO Add merg/split
%
%   IDX = KMEANS(X, K) partitions the points in the N-by-P data matrix X
%   into K clusters.  This partition minimizes the sum, over all clusters, of
%   the within-cluster sums of point-to-cluster-centroid distances.  Rows of X
%   correspond to points, columns correspond to variables.  Note: when X is a
%   vector, KMEANS treats it as an N-by-1 data matrix, regardless of its
%   orientation.  KMEANS returns an N-by-1 vector IDX containing the cluster
%   indices of each point.  By default, KMEANS uses squared Euclidean
%   distances.
%
%   KMEANS treats NaNs as missing data, and ignores any rows of X that
%   contain NaNs.
%
%   [IDX, C] = KMEANS(X, K) returns the K cluster centroid locations in
%   the K-by-P matrix C.
%
%   [IDX, C, SUMD] = KMEANS(X, K) returns the within-cluster sums of
%   point-to-centroid distances in the 1-by-K vector sumD.
%
%   [IDX, C, SUMD, D] = KMEANS(X, K) returns distances from each point
%   to every centroid in the N-by-K matrix D.
%
%   [ ... ] = KMEANS(..., 'PARAM1',val1, 'PARAM2',val2, ...) specifies
%   optional parameter name/value pairs to control the iterative algorithm
%   used by KMEANS.  Parameters are:
%
%   'Distance' - Distance measure, in P-dimensional space, that KMEANS
%      should minimize with respect to.  Choices are:
%          'sqEuclidean'  - Squared Euclidean distance (the default)
%          'cityblock'    - Sum of absolute differences, a.k.a. L1 distance
%          'cosine'       - One minus the cosine of the included angle
%                           between points (treated as vectors)
%          'correlation'  - One minus the sample correlation between points
%                           (treated as sequences of values)
%          'Hamming'      - Percentage of bits that differ (only suitable
%                           for binary data)
%          'normEuclidean' - Normalized Euclidean distance (Normalized by 
%                           Standard deviation, sometimes takes long time
%                           with no good reason)
%          'mahalanobis'  - Mahalanobis distance (Significant time)
%          'dihedral'     - Distance based on Dihedral angle
%          'EuclidDihedral' - Squared Euclidean distance and Dihedral angle
%          'nEuclidDihedral' - Normalized Euclidean distance and Dihedral
%                           angle (sometimes takes long time with no good reason)
%
%   'Start' - Method used to choose initial cluster centroid positions,
%      sometimes known as "seeds". Random init will sometimes (1/100) fail.
%           Choices are:
%          'sample'  - Select K observations from X at random (the default)
%          'uniform' - Select K points uniformly at random from the range
%                      of X.  Not valid for Hamming distance.
%          'cluster' - Perform preliminary clustering phase on random 10%
%                      subsample of X.  This preliminary phase is itself
%                      initialized using 'sample'.
%           matrix   - A K-by-P matrix of starting locations.  In this case,
%                      you can pass in [] for K, and KMEANS infers K from
%                      the first dimension of the matrix.  You can also
%                      supply a 3D array, implying a value for 'Replicates'
%                      from the array's third dimension.
%
%   'Replicates' - Number of times to repeat the clustering, each with a
%      new set of initial centroids.  A positive integer, default is 1.
%
%   'EmptyAction' - Action to take if a cluster loses all of its member
%      observations.  Choices are:
%          'error'     - Treat an empty cluster as an error (the default)
%          'drop'      - Remove any clusters that become empty, and set
%                        the corresponding values in C and D to NaN.
%          'singleton' - Create a new cluster consisting of the one
%                        observation furthest from its centroid.
%
%   'Options' - Options for the iterative algorithm used to minimize the
%       fitting criterion, as created by STATSET.  Choices of STATSET
%       parameters are:
%
%          'Display'  - Level of display output.  Choices are 'off', (the
%                       default), 'iter', and 'final'.
%          'MaxIter'  - Maximum number of iterations allowed.  Default is 100.
%          'MaxTime'  - Maximum time allowed. Default is inf
%          'UseParallel'
%          'UseSubStreams'
%          'Streams'  - These fields specify whether to perform clustering
%                       from multiple 'Start' values in parallel, and how
%                       to use random numbers when generating the starting
%                       points. For information on these fields see
%                       PARALLELSTATS.
%                       NOTE: if 'UseParallel' is 'always' and
%                       'UseSubstreams' is 'never', then the length of
%                       Streams must equal the number of processors used.
%                       There are two possibilities. If a MATLAB pool is
%                       open, then Streams is the same length as the size
%                       of the MATLAB pool. If a MATLAB pool is not open,
%                       then Streams must supply a single random number
%                       stream.
%
%   'OnlinePhase' - Flag indicating whether KMEANS should perform an "on-line
%      update" phase in addition to a "batch update" phase.  The on-line phase
%      can be time consuming for large data sets, but guarantees a solution
%      that is a local minimum of the distance criterion, i.e., a partition of
%      the data where moving any single point to a different cluster increases
%      the total sum of distances.  'on' (the default) or 'off'.
%
%   Example:
%
%       X = [randn(20,2)+ones(20,2); randn(20,2)-ones(20,2)];
%       opts = statset('Display','final');
%       [cidx, ctrs] = kmeans(X, 2, 'Distance','city', ...
%                             'Replicates',5, 'Options',opts);
%       plot(X(cidx==1,1),X(cidx==1,2),'r.', ...
%            X(cidx==2,1),X(cidx==2,2),'b.', ctrs(:,1),ctrs(:,2),'kx');
%
%   See also LINKAGE, CLUSTERDATA, SILHOUETTE.

%   KMEANS uses a two-phase iterative algorithm to minimize the sum of
%   point-to-centroid distances, summed over all K clusters.  The first phase
%   uses what the literature often describes as "batch" updates, where each
%   iteration consists of reassigning points to their nearest cluster
%   centroid, all at once, followed by recalculation of cluster centroids.
%   This phase occasionally (especially for small data sets) does not converge
%   to solution that is a local minimum, i.e., a partition of the data where
%   moving any single point to a different cluster increases the total sum of
%   distances.  Thus, the batch phase be thought of as providing a fast but
%   potentially only approximate solution as a starting point for the second
%   phase.  The second phase uses what the literature often describes as
%   "on-line" updates, where points are individually reassigned if doing so
%   will reduce the sum of distances, and cluster centroids are recomputed
%   after each reassignment.  Each iteration during this second phase consists
%   of one pass though all the points.  The on-line phase will converge to a
%   local minimum, although there may be other local minima with lower total
%   sum of distances.  The problem of finding the global minimum can only be
%   solved in general by an exhaustive (or clever, or lucky) choice of
%   starting points, but using several replicates with random starting points
%   typically results in a solution that is a global minimum.
%
% References:
%
%   [1] Seber, G.A.F. (1984) Multivariate Observations, Wiley, New York.
%   [2] Spath, H. (1985) Cluster Dissection and Analysis: Theory, FORTRAN
%       Programs, Examples, translated by J. Goldschmidt, Halsted Press,
%       New York.

%   Copyright 1993-2012 The MathWorks, Inc.
%   $Revision: 1.1.10.8 $  $Date: 2012/05/08 20:43:03 $
%
% TODO add time to fail

if nargin < 2
    error(message('stats:kmeans:TooFewInputs'));
end

[~,wasnan,X] = statremovenan(X);
hadNaNs = any(wasnan);
if hadNaNs
    warning(message('stats:kmeans:MissingDataRemoved'));
end

% n points in p dimensional space
[n, p] = size(X);
time = tic;

pnames = {   'distance'  'start' 'replicates' 'emptyaction' 'onlinephase' 'options' 'maxiter' 'display' 'maxtime', 'kselect'};
dflts =  {'sqeuclidean' 'sample'          []         'error'         'on'        []        []        []    inf,    'initial'};
[distance,start,reps,emptyact,online,options,maxit,display,maxtime,kselect] ...
    = internal.stats.parseArgs(pnames, dflts, varargin{:});

% If iterative selected

if strcmpi(kselect, 'iterative')
    kselect = 'initial';
    k_ = 2:2*k-1;
    intra = zeros(1,k_(end)); intra(1) = inf; inter = ones(1,k_(end));
    dataPts = zeros(k_(end),size(X,1)); Cbest = cell(1,k_(end));
    sumDbest = cell(1,k_(end)); Dbest = cell(1,k_(end));
    for ki = k_ % run for each number of clusters
        [dataPts(ki,:),Cbest{ki}, sumDbest{ki}, Dbest{ki}] = kmeans_(X,ki, 'start',start, 'Distance',distance, 'maxtime',maxtime,'kselect',kselect,'EmptyAction','singleton');
        % Find Intra Cluster Distance
        for ii = 1:size(Cbest{ki},1)
            for jj = 1:size(Cbest{ki},2)
                dp = dataPts(ki,:);
                intra(ki) = intra(ki) + sum((Cbest{ki}(ii,jj) - dp(dp==ki)).^2);
            end
        end
        intra(ki) = 1/numel(dataPts(ki,:)) * intra(ki);
        % Find Inter Cluster Distance
        nck = nchoosek(1:ki,2);
        inter_ = ones(1,length(nck)); % Distance between centers
        for ii = 1:size(nck,1) % for each combination of clusters
            inter_(ii) = sum((Cbest{ki}(nck(ii,1),:) - Cbest{ki}(nck(ii,2),:)).^2);
        end
        inter(ki) = min(inter_);
    end
    validity = intra./(inter+eps);
    [~,ii] = min(validity);
    idxbest = dataPts(ii,:); Cbest = Cbest{ii}; sumDbest = sumDbest{ii}; Dbest = Dbest{ii}; k = ii;
    return;
end

% Continue normal

distNames = {'sqeuclidean','normeuclidean','mahalanobis','dihedral','eucliddihedral','neucliddihedral','cityblock','cosine','correlation','hamming'};
distance = internal.stats.getParamVal(distance,distNames,'''Distance''');
switch distance
    case 'cosine'
        Xnorm = sqrt(sum(X.^2, 2));
        if any(min(Xnorm) <= eps(max(Xnorm)))
            error(message('stats:kmeans:ZeroDataForCos'));
        end
        X = X ./ Xnorm(:,ones(1,p));
    case 'correlation'
        X = bsxfun(@minus, X, mean(X,2));
        Xnorm = sqrt(sum(X.^2, 2));
        if any(min(Xnorm) <= eps(max(Xnorm)))
            error(message('stats:kmeans:ConstantDataForCorr'));
        end
        X = X ./ Xnorm(:,ones(1,p));
    case 'hamming'
        if ~all(ismember(X(:),[0 1]))
            error(message('stats:kmeans:NonbinaryDataForHamm'));
        end
end

if ischar(start)
    startNames = {'uniform','sample','cluster'};
    j = find(strncmpi(start,startNames,length(start)));
    if length(j) > 1
        error(message('stats:kmeans:AmbiguousStart', start));
    elseif isempty(j)
        error(message('stats:kmeans:UnknownStart', start));
    elseif isempty(k)
        error(message('stats:kmeans:MissingK'));
    end
    start = startNames{j};
    if strcmp(start, 'uniform')
        if strcmp(distance, 'hamming')
            error(message('stats:kmeans:UniformStartForHamm'));
        end
        Xmins = min(X,[],1);
        Xmaxs = max(X,[],1);
    end
elseif isnumeric(start)
    CC = start;
    start = 'numeric';
    if isempty(k)
        k = size(CC,1);
    elseif k ~= size(CC,1);
        error(message('stats:kmeans:StartBadRowSize'));
    elseif size(CC,2) ~= p
        error(message('stats:kmeans:StartBadColumnSize'));
    end
    if isempty(reps)
        reps = size(CC,3);
    elseif reps ~= size(CC,3);
        error(message('stats:kmeans:StartBadThirdDimSize'));
    end
    
    % Need to center explicit starting points for 'correlation'. (Re)normalization
    % for 'cosine'/'correlation' is done at each iteration.
    if isequal(distance, 'correlation')
          CC = bsxfun(@minus, CC, mean(CC,2));
    end
else
    error(message('stats:kmeans:InvalidStart'));
end

emptyactNames = {'error','drop','singleton'};
emptyact = internal.stats.getParamVal(emptyact,emptyactNames,'''EmptyAction''');

[~,online] = internal.stats.getParamVal(online,{'on','off'},'''OnlinePhase''');
online = (online==1);

% 'maxiter' and 'display' are grandfathered as separate param name/value pairs
if ~isempty(display)
    options = statset(options,'Display',display);
end
if ~isempty(maxit)
    options = statset(options,'MaxIter',maxit);
end

options = statset(statset('kmeans'), options);
display = find(strncmpi(options.Display, {'off','notify','final','iter'},...
    length(options.Display))) - 1;
maxit = options.MaxIter;

if ~(isscalar(k) && isnumeric(k) && isreal(k) && k > 0 && (round(k)==k))
    error(message('stats:kmeans:InvalidK'));
    % elseif k == 1
    % this special case works automatically
elseif n < k
    error(message('stats:kmeans:TooManyClusters'));
end

% Assume one replicate
if isempty(reps)
    reps = 1;
end

emptyErrCnt = 0;

[useParallel, RNGscheme, poolsz] = ...
    internal.stats.parallel.processParallelAndStreamOptions(options,true);

usePool = useParallel && poolsz>0;

% Define the function that will perform one iteration of the
% loop inside smartFor
loopbody = @loopBody;

% Prepare for in-progress
if display > 1 % 'iter' or 'final'
    if usePool
        % If we are running on a matlabpool, each worker will generate
        % a separate periodic report.  Before starting the loop, we
        % seed the matlabpool so that each worker will have an
        % identifying label (eg, index) for its report.
        internal.stats.parallel.distributeToPool( ...
            'workerID', num2cell(1:poolsz) );
        
        % Periodic reports behave differently in parallel than they do
        % in serial computation (which is the baseline).
        % We advise the user of the difference.
        
        if display == 3 % 'iter' only
            warning(message('stats:kmeans:displayParallel2'));
            fprintf('    worker\t  iter\t phase\t     num\t         sum\n' );
        end
    else
        if useParallel
            warning(message('stats:kmeans:displayParallel'));
        end
        if display == 3 % 'iter' only
            fprintf('  iter\t phase\t     num\t         sum\n');
        end
    end
end

% Perform KMEANS replicates on separate workers.
ClusterBest = internal.stats.parallel.smartForReduce(...
    reps, loopbody, useParallel, RNGscheme, 'argmin');

% Extract the best solution
idxbest = ClusterBest{5};
Cbest = ClusterBest{6};
sumDbest = ClusterBest{3};
totsumDbest = ClusterBest{1};
if nargout > 3
    Dbest = ClusterBest{7};
end

if display > 1 % 'final' or 'iter'
    fprintf('%s\n',getString(message('stats:kmeans:FinalSumOfDistances',sprintf('%g',totsumDbest))));
end

if hadNaNs
    idxbest = statinsertnan(wasnan, idxbest);
end

    function cellout = loopBody(rep,S)
        
        if isempty(S)
            S = RandStream.getGlobalStream;
        end
        
        if display > 1 % 'iter'
            if usePool
                dispfmt = '%8d\t%6d\t%6d\t%8d\t%12g\n';
                labindx = internal.stats.parallel.workerGetValue('workerID');
            else
                dispfmt = '%6d\t%6d\t%8d\t%12g\n';
            end
        end
        
        cellout = cell(7,1);  % cellout{1} = total sum of distances
                              % cellout{2} = replicate number
                              % cellout{3} = sum of distance for each cluster
                              % cellout{4} = iteration
                              % cellout{5} = idx;
                              % cellout{6} = Center
                              % cellout{7} = Distance
        
        % Populating total sum of distances to Inf. This is used in the
        % reduce operation if update fails due to empty cluster.
        cellout{1} = Inf;
        cellout{2} = rep;
        
        switch start
            case 'uniform'
                C = Xmins(ones(k,1),:) + rand(S,[k,p]).*(Xmaxs(ones(k,1),:)-Xmins(ones(k,1),:));
                % For 'cosine' and 'correlation', these are uniform inside a subset
                % of the unit hypersphere.  Still need to center them for
                % 'correlation'.  (Re)normalization for 'cosine'/'correlation' is
                % done at each iteration.
                if isequal(distance, 'correlation')
                    C = bsxfun(@minus, C, mean(C,2));
                end
                if isa(X,'single')
                    C = single(C);
                end
            case 'sample'
                C = X(randsample(S,n,k),:);
                if ~isfloat(C)      % X may be logical
                    C = double(C);
                end
            case 'cluster'
                Xsubset = X(randsample(S,n,floor(.1*n)),:);
                [~, C] = kmeans_(Xsubset, k, varargin{:}, 'start','sample', 'replicates',1,'Distance', 'sqeuclidean');
            case 'numeric'
                C = CC(:,:,rep);
        end
        
        % Compute the distance from every point to each cluster centroid and the
        % initial assignment of points to clusters
        D = distfun(X, C, [], [], distance, 0, rep, reps);
        [d, idx] = min(D, [], 2);
        m = accumarray(idx,1,[k,1]);
        
        try % catch empty cluster errors and move on to next rep
            
            % Begin phase one:  batch reassignments
            converged = batchUpdate();
            
            % Begin phase two:  single reassignments
            if online
                converged = onlineUpdate();
            end
            
            
            if display == 2 % 'final'
                fprintf('%s\n',getString(message('stats:kmeans:IterationsSumOfDistances',rep,iter,sprintf('%g',totsumD) )));
            end
            
            if ~converged
                if reps==1
                    warning(message('stats:kmeans:FailedToConverge', maxit));
                else
                    warning(message('stats:kmeans:FailedToConvergeRep', maxit, rep));
                end
            end
            
            % Calculate cluster-wise sums of distances
            nonempties = find(m>0);
            D(:,nonempties) = distfun(X, C(nonempties,:), distance, iter, rep, reps);
            d = D((idx-1)*n + (1:n)');
            sumD = accumarray(idx,d,[k,1]);
            totsumD = sum(sumD);
            
            % Save the best solution so far
             cellout = {totsumD,rep,sumD,iter,idx,C,D}';
           
            % If an empty cluster error occurred in one of multiple replicates, catch
            % it, warn, and move on to next replicate.  Error only when all replicates
            % fail.  Rethrow an other kind of error.
        catch ME
            if reps == 1 || (~isequal(ME.identifier,'stats:kmeans:EmptyCluster')  && ...
                         ~isequal(ME.identifier,'stats:kmeans:EmptyClusterRep'))
                rethrow(ME);
            else
                emptyErrCnt = emptyErrCnt + 1;
                warning(message('stats:kmeans:EmptyClusterInBatchUpdate', rep, iter));
                if emptyErrCnt == reps
                    error(message('stats:kmeans:EmptyClusterAllReps'));
                end
            end
        end % catch
        
        %------------------------------------------------------------------
        
        function converged = batchUpdate()
            
            % Every point moved, every cluster will need an update
            moved = 1:n;
            changed = 1:k;
            previdx = zeros(n,1);
            prevtotsumD = Inf;
            
            %
            % Begin phase one:  batch reassignments
            %
            
            iter = 0;
            converged = false;
            while true
                iter = iter + 1;
                
                % Calculate the new cluster centroids and counts, and update the
                % distance from every point to those new cluster centroids
                [C(changed,:), m(changed)] = gcentroids(X, idx, changed, distance);
                D(:,changed) = distfun(X, C(changed,:), idx, changed, distance, iter, rep, reps);
                
                % Deal with clusters that have just lost all their members
                empties = changed(m(changed) == 0);
                if ~isempty(empties)
                    if strcmp(emptyact,'error')
                        if reps==1
                            error(message('stats:kmeans:EmptyCluster', iter));
                        else
                            error(message('stats:kmeans:EmptyClusterRep', iter, rep));
                        end
                    end
                    if reps==1
                        warning(message('stats:kmeans:EmptyCluster', iter));
                    else
                        warning(message('stats:kmeans:EmptyClusterRep', iter, rep));
                    end
                    switch emptyact
                        case 'drop'
                            % Remove the empty cluster from any further processing
                            D(:,empties) = NaN;
                            changed = changed(m(changed) > 0);
                        case 'singleton'
                            for i = empties
                                d = D((idx-1)*n + (1:n)'); % use newly updated distances
                                
                                % Find the point furthest away from its current cluster.
                                % Take that point out of its cluster and use it to create
                                % a new singleton cluster to replace the empty one.
                                [~, lonely] = max(d);
                                from = idx(lonely); % taking from this cluster
                                if m(from) < 2
                                    % In the very unusual event that the cluster had only
                                    % one member, pick any other non-singleton point.
                                    from = find(m>1,1,'first');
                                    lonely = find(idx==from,1,'first');
                                end
                                
                                switch distance
                                    case 'normeuclidean'
                                        dist = 'sqeuclidean';
                                    case 'mahalanobis'
                                        dist = 'sqeuclidean';
                                    case 'neucliddihedral'
                                        dist = 'eucliddihedral';
                                    otherwise
                                        dist = distance;
                                end
                                
                                C(i,:) = X(lonely,:);
                                m(i) = 1;
                                idx(lonely) = i;
                                D(:,i) = distfun(X, C(i,:), idx, from, dist, iter, rep, reps);
                                
                                % Update clusters from which points are taken
                                [C(from,:), m(from)] = gcentroids(X, idx, from, dist);
                                D(:,from) = distfun(X, C(from,:), idx, from, dist, iter, rep, reps);
                                changed = unique([changed from]);
                            end
                    end
                end
                
                % Compute the total sum of distances for the current configuration.
                totsumD = sum(D((idx-1)*n + (1:n)'));
                % Test for a cycle: if objective is not decreased, back out
                % the last step and move on to the single update phase
                if prevtotsumD <= totsumD
                    idx = previdx;
                    [C(changed,:), m(changed)] = gcentroids(X, idx, changed, distance);
                    iter = iter - 1;
                    break;
                end
                if display > 2 % 'iter'
                    if usePool
                        fprintf(dispfmt,labindx,iter,1,length(moved),totsumD);
                    else
                        fprintf(dispfmt,iter,1,length(moved),totsumD);
                    end
                end
                if iter >= maxit || toc(time) >= maxtime
                    break;
                end
                
                % Determine closest cluster for each point and reassign points to clusters
                previdx = idx;
                prevtotsumD = totsumD;
                [d, nidx] = min(D, [], 2);
                
                % Determine which points moved
                moved = find(nidx ~= previdx);
                if ~isempty(moved)
                    % Resolve ties in favor of not moving
                    moved = moved(D((previdx(moved)-1)*n + moved) > d(moved));
                end
                if isempty(moved)
                    converged = true;
                    break;
                end
                idx(moved) = nidx(moved);
                
                % Find clusters that gained or lost members
                changed = unique([idx(moved); previdx(moved)])';
                
            end % phase one
            
        end % nested function
        
        %------------------------------------------------------------------
        
        function converged = onlineUpdate()
            
            % Initialize some cluster information prior to phase two
            switch distance
                case 'cityblock'
                    Xmid = zeros([k,p,2]);
                    for i = 1:k
                        if m(i) > 0
                            % Separate out sorted coords for points in i'th cluster,
                            % and save values above and below median, component-wise
                            Xsorted = sort(X(idx==i,:),1);
                            nn = floor(.5*m(i));
                            if mod(m(i),2) == 0
                                Xmid(i,:,1:2) = Xsorted([nn, nn+1],:)';
                            elseif m(i) > 1
                                Xmid(i,:,1:2) = Xsorted([nn, nn+2],:)';
                            else
                                Xmid(i,:,1:2) = Xsorted([1, 1],:)';
                            end
                        end
                    end
                case 'hamming'
                    Xsum = zeros(k,p);
                    for i = 1:k
                        if m(i) > 0
                            % Sum coords for points in i'th cluster, component-wise
                            Xsum(i,:) = sum(X(idx==i,:), 1);
                        end
                    end
            end
            
            %
            % Begin phase two:  single reassignments
            %
            changed = find(m' > 0);
            lastmoved = 0;
            nummoved = 0;
            iter1 = iter;
            converged = false;
            Del = NaN(n,k); % reassignment criterion
            while iter < maxit && toc(time) < maxtime
                % Calculate distances to each cluster from each point, and the
                % potential change in total sum of errors for adding or removing
                % each point from each cluster.  Clusters that have not changed
                % membership need not be updated.
                %
                % Singleton clusters are a special case for the sum of dists
                % calculation.  Removing their only point is never best, so the
                % reassignment criterion had better guarantee that a singleton
                % point will stay in its own cluster.  Happily, we get
                % Del(i,idx(i)) == 0 automatically for them.
                switch distance
                    case {'sqeuclidean','normeuclidean','mahalanobis','dihedral','eucliddihedral','neucliddihedral'}
                        for i = changed
                            mbrs = (idx == i);
                            sgn = 1 - 2*mbrs; % -1 for members, 1 for nonmembers
                            if m(i) == 1
                                sgn(mbrs) = 0; % prevent divide-by-zero for singleton mbrs
                            end
                          Del(:,i) = (m(i) ./ (m(i) + sgn)) .* sum((bsxfun(@minus, X, C(i,:))).^2, 2);
                        end
                    case 'cityblock'
                        for i = changed
                            if mod(m(i),2) == 0 % this will never catch singleton clusters
                                ldist = bsxfun(@minus, Xmid(i,:,1), X);
                                rdist = bsxfun(@minus, X, Xmid(i,:,2));
                                mbrs = (idx == i);
                                sgn = repmat(1-2*mbrs, 1, p); % -1 for members, 1 for nonmembers
                                Del(:,i) = sum(max(0, max(sgn.*rdist, sgn.*ldist)), 2);
                            else
                                Del(:,i) = sum(abs(bsxfun(@minus, X, C(i,:))), 2);
                            end
                        end
                    case {'cosine','correlation'}
                        % The points are normalized, centroids are not, so normalize them
                        normC = sqrt(sum(C.^2, 2));
                        if any(normC < eps(class(normC))) % small relative to unit-length data points
                            if reps==1
                                error(message('stats:kmeans:ZeroCentroid', iter));
                            else
                                error(message('stats:kmeans:ZeroCentroidRep', iter, rep));
                            end
                            
                        end
                        % This can be done without a loop, but the loop saves memory allocations
                        for i = changed
                            XCi = X * C(i,:)';
                            mbrs = (idx == i);
                            sgn = 1 - 2*mbrs; % -1 for members, 1 for nonmembers
                            Del(:,i) = 1 + sgn .*...
                                (m(i).*normC(i) - sqrt((m(i).*normC(i)).^2 + 2.*sgn.*m(i).*XCi + 1));
                        end
                    case 'hamming'
                        for i = changed
                            if mod(m(i),2) == 0 % this will never catch singleton clusters
                                % coords with an unequal number of 0s and 1s have a
                                % different contribution than coords with an equal
                                % number
                                unequal01 = find(2*Xsum(i,:) ~= m(i));
                                numequal01 = p - length(unequal01);
                                mbrs = (idx == i);
                                Di = abs(bsxfun(@minus,X(:,unequal01), C(i,unequal01)));
                                Del(:,i) = (sum(Di, 2) + mbrs*numequal01) / p;
                            else
                                Del(:,i) = sum(abs(bsxfun(@minus,X,C(i,:))), 2) / p;
                            end
                        end
                end
                
                % Determine best possible move, if any, for each point.  Next we
                % will pick one from those that actually did move.
                previdx = idx;
                prevtotsumD = totsumD;
                [minDel, nidx] = min(Del, [], 2);
                moved = find(previdx ~= nidx);
                if ~isempty(moved)
                    % Resolve ties in favor of not moving
                    moved = moved(Del((previdx(moved)-1)*n + moved) > minDel(moved));
                end
                if isempty(moved)
                    % Count an iteration if phase 2 did nothing at all, or if we're
                    % in the middle of a pass through all the points
                    if (iter == iter1) || nummoved > 0
                        iter = iter + 1;
                        if display > 2 % 'iter'
                            if usePool
                                fprintf(dispfmt,labindx,iter,2,length(moved),totsumD);
                            else
                                fprintf(dispfmt,iter,2,length(moved),totsumD);
                            end
                        end
                    end
                    converged = true;
                    break;
                end
                
                % Pick the next move in cyclic order
                moved = mod(min(mod(moved - lastmoved - 1, n) + lastmoved), n) + 1;
                
                % If we've gone once through all the points, that's an iteration
                if moved <= lastmoved
                    iter = iter + 1;
                    if display > 2 % 'iter'
                        if usePool
                            fprintf(dispfmt,labindx,iter,2,length(moved),totsumD);
                        else
                            fprintf(dispfmt,iter,2,length(moved),totsumD);
                        end
                    end
                    if iter >= maxit || toc(time) > maxtime, break; end
                    nummoved = 0;
                end
                nummoved = nummoved + 1;
                lastmoved = moved;
                
                oidx = idx(moved);
                nidx = nidx(moved);
                totsumD = totsumD + Del(moved,nidx) - Del(moved,oidx);
                
                % Update the cluster index vector, and the old and new cluster
                % counts and centroids
                idx(moved) = nidx;
                m(nidx) = m(nidx) + 1;
                m(oidx) = m(oidx) - 1;
                switch distance
                    case {'sqeuclidean','normeuclidean','mahalanobis','dihedral','eucliddihedral','neucliddihedral'}
                        C(nidx,:) = C(nidx,:) + (X(moved,:) - C(nidx,:)) / m(nidx);
                        C(oidx,:) = C(oidx,:) - (X(moved,:) - C(oidx,:)) / m(oidx);
                    case 'cityblock'
                        for i = [oidx nidx]
                            % Separate out sorted coords for points in each cluster.
                            % New centroid is the coord median, save values above and
                            % below median.  All done component-wise.
                            Xsorted = sort(X(idx==i,:),1);
                            nn = floor(.5*m(i));
                            if mod(m(i),2) == 0
                                C(i,:) = .5 * (Xsorted(nn,:) + Xsorted(nn+1,:));
                                Xmid(i,:,1:2) = Xsorted([nn, nn+1],:)';
                            else
                                C(i,:) = Xsorted(nn+1,:);
                                if m(i) > 1
                                    Xmid(i,:,1:2) = Xsorted([nn, nn+2],:)';
                                else
                                    Xmid(i,:,1:2) = Xsorted([1, 1],:)';
                                end
                            end
                        end
                    case {'cosine','correlation'}
                        C(nidx,:) = C(nidx,:) + (X(moved,:) - C(nidx,:)) / m(nidx);
                        C(oidx,:) = C(oidx,:) - (X(moved,:) - C(oidx,:)) / m(oidx);
                    case 'hamming'
                        % Update summed coords for points in each cluster.  New
                        % centroid is the coord median.  All done component-wise.
                        Xsum(nidx,:) = Xsum(nidx,:) + X(moved,:);
                        Xsum(oidx,:) = Xsum(oidx,:) - X(moved,:);
                        C(nidx,:) = .5*sign(2*Xsum(nidx,:) - m(nidx)) + .5;
                        C(oidx,:) = .5*sign(2*Xsum(oidx,:) - m(oidx)) + .5;
                end
                changed = sort([oidx nidx]);
            end % phase two
            
        end % nested function
        
    end

end % main function

%------------------------------------------------------------------

function D = distfun(X, C, index, clusts, dist, iter,rep, reps)
%DISTFUN Calculate point to cluster centroid distances.
[n,p] = size(X); % p is dimentions RGB, n is samples
D = zeros(n,size(C,1));
nclusts = size(C,1);
if isempty(clusts); clusts = ones(nclusts,1); end;
if isempty(index); index = ones(size(X(:,1))); end;

switch dist
    case 'sqeuclidean'
        for i = 1:nclusts
            D(:,i) = (X(:,1) - C(i,1)).^2;
            for j = 2:p
                D(:,i) = D(:,i) + (X(:,j) - C(i,j)).^2;
            end
            % D(:,i) = sum((X - C(repmat(i,n,1),:)).^2, 2);
        end
    case 'normeuclidean'
        for i = 1:nclusts
            members = index == clusts(i);
            s = std(X(members,:));
            D(:,i) = ((X(:,1) - C(i,1))/(s(1)+eps)).^2;
            for j = 2:p
                D(:,i) = D(:,i) + ((X(:,j) - C(i,j))/(s(j)+eps)).^2;
            end
        end
    case 'mahalanobis'
        for i = 1:nclusts
            members = index == clusts(i);
            if sum(members) < p*2 % If small group use sqEuclid
                D(:,i) = (X(:,1) - C(i,1)).^2;
                for j = 2:p
                    D(:,i) = D(:,i) + (X(:,j) - C(i,j)).^2;
                end
            else
                D(:,i) = mahal(X,X(members,:));
            end
        end
    case 'dihedral'
        normC = sqrt(sum(C.^2,2));
        normX = sqrt(sum(X.^2,2));
        dSub = zeros(n,p);
        for i = 1:nclusts
            dSub(:,i) = X(:,1)*C(i,1);
            for j = 2:p
                dSub(:,i) = dSub(:,i) + X(:,j)*C(i,j);
            end
            D(:,i) = acos(dSub(:,i)./(normX.*normC(i)));
        end
    case 'eucliddihedral' % Only includes 1st 3 dimentions in dihedral
        normC = sqrt(sum(C(:,1:min(3,p)).^2,2));
        normX = sqrt(sum(X(:,1:min(3,p)).^2,2));
        dSub = zeros(n,p);
        for i = 1:nclusts
            D(:,i) = (X(:,1) - C(i,1)).^2;
            dSub(:,i) = X(:,1)*C(i,1);
            for j = 2:p
                D(:,i) = D(:,i) + (X(:,j) - C(i,j)).^2;
                if j <= 3
                    dSub(:,i) = dSub(:,i) + X(:,j)*C(i,j);
                end
            end
            D(:,i) = D(:,i) .* acos(dSub(:,i)./(normX.*normC(i)));
        end
    case 'neucliddihedral'  % Only includes 1st 3 dimentions in dihedral
        normC = sqrt(sum(C(:,1:min(3,p)).^2,2));
        normX = sqrt(sum(X(:,1:min(3,p)).^2,2));
        dSub = zeros(n,p);
        for i = 1:nclusts
            members = index == clusts(i);
            s = std(X(members,:));
            D(:,i) = ((X(:,1) - C(i,1))/(s(1)+eps)).^2;
            dSub(:,i) = X(:,1)*C(i,1);
            for j = 2:p
                D(:,i) = D(:,i) + ((X(:,j) - C(i,j))/(s(j)+eps)).^2;
                if j <= 3
                    dSub(:,i) = dSub(:,i) + X(:,j)*C(i,j);
                end
            end
            D(:,i) = D(:,i) .* acos(dSub(:,i)./(normX.*normC(i)));
        end
    case 'cityblock'
        for i = 1:nclusts
            D(:,i) = abs(X(:,1) - C(i,1));
            for j = 2:p
                D(:,i) = D(:,i) + abs(X(:,j) - C(i,j));
            end
            % D(:,i) = sum(abs(X - C(repmat(i,n,1),:)), 2);
        end
    case {'cosine','correlation'}
        % The points are normalized, centroids are not, so normalize them
        normC = sqrt(sum(C.^2, 2));
        if any(normC < eps(class(normC))) % small relative to unit-length data points
            if reps==1
                error(message('stats:kmeans:ZeroCentroid', iter));
            else
                error(message('stats:kmeans:ZeroCentroidRep', iter, rep));
            end
            
        end
        
        for i = 1:nclusts
            D(:,i) = max(1 - X * (C(i,:)./normC(i))', 0);
        end
    case 'hamming'
        for i = 1:nclusts
            D(:,i) = abs(X(:,1) - C(i,1));
            for j = 2:p
                D(:,i) = D(:,i) + abs(X(:,j) - C(i,j));
            end
            D(:,i) = D(:,i) / p;
            % D(:,i) = sum(abs(X - C(repmat(i,n,1),:)), 2) / p;
        end
end

if any(strcmp(dist, {'normeuclidean','mahalanobis','dihedral','eucliddihedral','neucliddihedral'}))
    m = max(D(:))+1;
    if isnan(m); m = 1; end
    D(isnan(D)) = m;
end
	
end % function

%------------------------------------------------------------------

function [centroids, counts] = gcentroids(X, index, clusts, dist)
%GCENTROIDS Centroids and counts stratified by group.
p = size(X,2);
num = length(clusts);
centroids = NaN(num,p);
counts = zeros(num,1);

for i = 1:num
    members = (index == clusts(i));
    if any(members)
        counts(i) = sum(members);
        switch dist
            case {'sqeuclidean', 'normeuclidean' ,'mahalanobis'}
                centroids(i,:) = sum(X(members,:),1) / counts(i);
            case 'cityblock'
                % Separate out sorted coords for points in i'th cluster,
                % and use to compute a fast median, component-wise
                Xsorted = sort(X(members,:),1);
                nn = floor(.5*counts(i));
                if mod(counts(i),2) == 0
                    centroids(i,:) = .5 * (Xsorted(nn,:) + Xsorted(nn+1,:));
                else
                    centroids(i,:) = Xsorted(nn+1,:);
                end
            case {'cosine','correlation'}
                centroids(i,:) = sum(X(members,:),1) / counts(i); % unnormalized
            case 'hamming'
                % Compute a fast median for binary data, component-wise
                centroids(i,:) = .5*sign(2*sum(X(members,:), 1) - counts(i)) + .5;
        end
    end
end
end % function







Code/Segmentation/K Mean/statremovenan.m

function [badin,wasnan,varargout]=statremovenan(varargin)
%STATREMOVENAN Remove NaN values from inputs

%   Copyright 1993-2005 The MathWorks, Inc. 
%   $Revision: 1.3.2.2 $  $Date: 2005/05/31 16:45:15 $

badin = 0;
wasnan = 0;
n = -1;

% Find NaN, check length, and store outputs temporarily
varargout = cell(nargout,1);
for j=1:nargin
   y = varargin{j};
   if (size(y,1)==1) && (n~=1) 
       y =  y';
   end

   ny = size(y,1);
   if (n==-1)
      n = ny;
   elseif (n~=ny && ny~=0)
      if (badin==0), badin = j; end
   end
   
   varargout{j} = y;

   if (badin==0 && ny>0)
       wasnan = wasnan | any(isnan(y),2);
   end
end

if (badin>0), return; end

% Fix outputs
if (any(wasnan))
   t = ~wasnan;
   for j=1:nargin
      y = varargout{j};
      if (length(y)>0), varargout{j} = y(t,:); end
   end
end






Code/Segmentation/Level Set/checkProg.m

function [mask, p, progress] = checkProg(mask, maskOld, I, progressOld, iter, params)
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Initialise
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

if nargin < 6 || ~isstruct(params)
    params = struct('auto',1);
end
if ~isfield(params,'clean')
    params.clean = 'none'; % none, background, nearest
end
if ~isfield(params,'merge')
    params.merge = 'none'; % none, overlap, distance
end
if ~isfield(params,'split')
    params.split = 'none'; % none, force, histogram, kmean2, kmeanR
end

progress.done = 1; % Initialy assume done
if isempty(progressOld)
    progressOld.mi = 0;
end

seg = toggleMask(mask); % Convert phi to segments

% Check integrety
if numel(unique(mask(:))) == 1
    p = size(maskOld,3);
    progress.done = 1;
    return;
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% See if number of phases has changed
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% If they have changed then let it run longer

pOld = size(maskOld,3);
p = size(mask,3);
if pOld ~= p
    progress.done = 0;
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% See if contours have moved much
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% If still changing then run longer

[nmi,mi] = mutualInfo(seg, toggleMask(maskOld));
progress.mi = floor(mi*100)/100;
progress.nmi = nmi;
if nmi > 0.90 || progress.mi == progressOld.mi(end)
    progress.mi = [progressOld.mi, progress.mi];
end
if length(progress.mi) <= 5
     progress.done = 0;
end

% Only periodicly do the following (Every 10 iterations or when almost done)
if (mod(iter,10) == 0 && iter > 30) || progress.done == 1
    
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    % Remove/Handle small segments
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    % If number of pixes is less than 0.1%
    
    reduce();
    num = numel(seg)*0.001; % 0.1% total # pixels
    for i = 1:numSeg
        if nSeg(i) < num;
                % Move to backgroud segment(largest cluster)
                seg(seg == i) = 1;
            progress.done = 0;
        end
    end
    
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    % Remove/Handle small regions
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    % If number of pixes is less than 0.01%
    
    if ismember(lower(params.clean), {'background','nearest'})
        reduce();
        segTemp = splitLabels(seg);
        num = numel(segTemp)*0.0001; % 0.01% total # pixels
        numSegTemp = max(segTemp(:));
        for i = 1:numSegTemp
            nSegTemp = sum(segTemp == i);
            if nSegTemp < num;
                switch lower(params.clean)
                    case 'background'
                        % Move to backgroud segment(largest cluster)
                        seg(segTemp == i) = 1;
                    case 'nearest'
                        % Move to nearest spacial neighbor
                        seg(segTemp == i) = nan;
                        seg = imImpute(seg,2,'mode');
                end
                progress.done = 0;
            end
        end
    end
    
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    % Split Segments
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    
    if ismember('force', lower(params.split))
        seg = splitLabels(seg);
    end
    
    check = ismember(lower(params.split),{'histogram','kmean2','kmeanR'});
    if any(check) % If large standard deviation
        reduce();
        for i = 1:numSeg
            if mean(stdv(i,:)) > 0.1 % If diverse cluster then split
                switch lower(params.split{check})
                    case 'histogram'
                        I_ = mean(I,3);
                        h = imhist(I_(seg == i));
                        p = findpeaks(h,10)/256;
                        if numel(p) > 1
                            d = Distance(p,I_(seg == i),'euclidean');
                            [~,in] = min(d,[],1);
                            seg(seg == i) = in + numSeg;
                            numSeg = numSeg + numel(p);
                        end
                    case 'kmean2'
                        data = reshape(I,[],size(I,3)); 
                        data = kmeans_(data(seg == i,:),2, 'start','uniform', 'Distance','sqEuclidean','EmptyAction','singleton');
                        seg(seg == i) = data + numSeg;
                        numSeg = numSeg + 2;
                    case 'kmeanr'
                        data = reshape(I,[],size(I,3)); 
                        data = kmeans_(data(seg == i,:),4, 'start','uniform', 'Distance','sqEuclidean','EmptyAction','singleton','nSelect','iterative', 'maxtime',params.maxtime);
                        seg(seg == i) = data + numSeg;
                        numSeg = numSeg + 2;
                end
            end
        end
    end
    
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    % Merge Segments
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    
    % If avg is within each other's stddv
    if ismember('overlap',lower(params.merge))
        reduce();
        comb = nchoosek(1:numSeg,2); % Get all combo of pairing segments
        num = size(comb,1);
        merge = ones(1,num);
        segTemp = seg;

        for i = 1:num
            a = avg(comb(i,:),:); % average from 2 regions all layers
            s = stdv(comb(i,:),:); % stdv from 2 regions all layers

            if all(a(1,:) <= a(2,:) + s(2,:)) && all(a(1,:) >= a(2,:) - s(2,:)) ...
                    && all(a(2,:) <= a(1,:) + s(1,:)) && all(a(2,:) >= a(1,:) - s(1,:))
                merge(i) = sum((a(1,:)-a(2,:)).^2); % get distance between avg
            end
        end
        
        if any(merge)
            usedSeg = [];
            [~,idx] = sort(merge); % sort by distance between avg (merge priority based on distance)
            for i = 1:num
                if merge(idx(i)) ~= 1
                    if ~any(ismember(comb(idx(i),:),usedSeg)) % if segment has not alreay been merged with something else
                        segTemp(seg == comb(idx(i),1)) = comb(idx(i),2);
                        usedSeg = [usedSeg, comb(idx(i),1), comb(idx(i),2)];
                    end
                end
            end
        end
        seg = segTemp;
    end
    
    % If close enough
    if ismember('distance',params.merge)
        reduce();
        comb = nchoosek(1:numSeg,2); % Get all combo of pairing segments
        num = size(comb,1);
        merge = ones(1,num);
        segTemp = seg;

        for i = 1:num
            a = avg(comb(i,:),:); % average from 2 regions all layers
            d = sum((a(1,:)-a(2,:)).^2);
            if d <= 0.2 % If close then merge
                merge(i) = d; % get distance between avg
            end
        end
        
        if any(merge)
            usedSeg = [];
            [~,idx] = sort(merge); % sort by distance between avg (merge priority based on distance)
            for i = 1:num
                if merge(idx(i)) ~= 1
                    if ~any(ismember(comb(idx(i),:),usedSeg)) % if segment has not alreay been merged with something else
                        segTemp(seg == comb(idx(i),1)) = comb(idx(i),2);
                        usedSeg = [usedSeg, comb(idx(i),1), comb(idx(i),2)];
                    end
                end
            end
        end
        seg = segTemp;
    end
    
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    % Finish
    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    
    reduce();
    mask = toggleMask(seg);
    p = size(mask,3);

end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Reduce computational complexity
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function reduce()
    % Force smaller areas into overlaped phases 
    % This is done by sorting segment number by area
    % Consequently also removes segments with 0 area
    getInfo();
    % Sort segment number by number of pixels
    [nSeg, indx] = sort(nSeg,'descend');
    segTemp = seg;
    % Reorder segments in order of number of pixels (large to small)
    for x = 1:numSeg
        segTemp(seg == indx(x)) = x;
    end
    avg = avg(indx,:);
    stdv = stdv(indx,:);
    seg = segTemp;
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Get Stat Info
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
function getInfo()
    numSeg = max(seg(:)); % Get the number of segments
    numLay = size(I,3); % Get number of layers
    avg(numSeg,numLay) = 0; % Average intensity in each region
    stdv(numSeg,numLay) = 0; % Standard deviation of intensities in each region
    nSeg(numSeg) = 0; % Number of pixels in a segment

    for x = 1:numSeg % Loop though each region

        nSeg(x) = sum(seg(:) == x);
        regionComp(1:nSeg(x),:) = 0; % Reset needed area

        for j = 1:numLay % Loop through each layer (color)

            ILayer = I(:,:,j);
            regionComp(1:nSeg(x),j) = ILayer(seg == x);

            avg(x,j) = mean(regionComp(1:nSeg(x),j));
            stdv(x,j) = std(regionComp(1:nSeg(x),j));
        end
    end
end

end









Code/Segmentation/Level Set/drawLevelSet.m

function drawLevelSet(phi,phase)
% 
% drawLevelSet(phi)
% 
% Display level set
% 
% Variables:
%   phi: Contour image
% 

if nargin < 2
    phase = 1;
end

colormap('default');
mesh(double(phi(:,:,phase)));
% colorbar;
hold on;
contour(phi(:,:,phase), [0 0], 'k','LineWidth',3);
hold off;

%title(['Level Set: Phase ', num2str(phase)]);
drawnow();

end








Code/Segmentation/Level Set/drawZeroSet.m

function drawZeroSet(target, phi, i)
% 
% drawZeroSet(target, phi, i)
% 
% Display zero level set (contours) up to 7 phases
% 
% Variables:
%   target: Target image
%   phi: Contour image
%   i: Iterations
% 

colormap('default');

dispImg(target);
phi = double(phi);

colors = {'r','b','g','c','m','y','k'};

hold on;
for j = 1:min(size(phi,3),length(colors))
    contour(phi(:,:,j), [eps eps], colors{j},'LineWidth',3);
    contour(phi(:,:,j), [eps eps], 'x','LineWidth',1);
end
hold off; 

% if nargin == 3
%     title([num2str(i) ' Iterations']); 
% else
%     title('Zero Level Set');
% end
drawnow();

end








Code/Segmentation/Level Set/getCurvature.m

function curv = getCurvature(phi)
% 
% curv = getCurvature(I)
% 
% Get curvature information of input intensity image
% Output from (-1,1).
%   Low values are slow change
%   High values are rapid change
% 
% Variables:
%   phi: Set of level sets
%   curv: Curvature matrix
%  

phi = double(phi)+eps;
[m,n,l] = size(phi);
curv(m,n,l) = 0;

for i = 1:l 
    % Pad image around edges
    P = padarray(phi(:,:,i),[1,1],1,'pre');
    P = padarray(P,[1,1],1,'post');
    
    % Central difference
    fy = 0.5.*(P(3:end,2:n+1)-P(1:m,2:n+1));
    fx = 0.5.*(P(2:m+1,3:end)-P(2:m+1,1:n));
    fyy = 0.25.*(P(3:end,2:n+1)+P(1:m,2:n+1)-2*phi(:,:,i));
    fxx = 0.25.*(P(2:m+1,3:end)+P(2:m+1,1:n)-2*phi(:,:,i));
    fxy = 0.25.*(P(3:end,3:end)-P(1:m,3:end)+P(3:end,1:n)-P(1:m,1:n));
    
    % Calculate curvature
    curv(:,:,i) = abs((fxx.*(1+fy.^2)-2*fxy.*fx.*fy+fyy.*(1+fx.^2))./((fx.^2+fy.^2+1).^(1.5))); % Mean curvature | Bottle neck
    
end

curv = curv*100;

curv(1,:,:) = eps;
curv(end,:,:) = eps;
curv(:,1,:) = eps;
curv(:,end,:) = eps;

maxCurv = max(max(max(curv)));
if maxCurv > 1
    curv = curv/maxCurv; % normalize
end
curv(isnan(curv)) = 0;








Code/Segmentation/Level Set/getDistance.m

function phi = getDistance(mask, params)
%
% phi = getDistance(mask)
%
% This function reinitializes phi based on distance function of input mask.
%
% Variables:
%   mask: Either logical mask or input phi
%   phi: Set of level sets
%

[m,n,l] = size(mask);
phi(m,n,l) = 0;

if ~isstruct(params)
    params = struct('auto',1);
end
if ~isfield(params,'method')
    params.method = 'euclidean';
end
params.scale(~isfield(params, 'scale')) = 1;

if ~islogical(mask) % Get logical mask if given level set
    mask(mask < 0) = 0;
    mask = logical(mask);
end

for i=1:l
    distOut = -bwdist(mask(:,:,i),params.method) + (1-eps); % Distance outside of contour 
    distIn = bwdist(1-mask(:,:,i),params.method) - (1+eps); % Distance inside of contour
    distOut(mask(:,:,i)) = distIn(mask(:,:,i)); % Combined distance
    
    phi(:,:,i) = distOut + 1e-4; 
end

phi = erf(phi/params.scale); % Reduce computaional complexity by flattening peaks (plateau)
phi(isnan(phi)) = 0;







Code/Segmentation/Level Set/getGradient.m

function grad = getGradient(I, params)
%
% grad = getGradient(targetImage)
%
% Calculates combined image gradient. Uses a filter to remove spontaneous
% changes (speckle). Combines gradients from each layer.
% Output from (0,1)
%   Low values are fast change
%   High values are slow change
%
% Variables:
%   grad: Gradient
%   I: Input image
%
% TODO add weighting for color dimentions
%   Dynamic weight based std color

params.size(~isfield(params, 'size')) = 3;
params.sigma(~isfield(params, 'sigma')) = 0.4;
params.i(~isfield(params, 'i')) = 1;
if ~isfield(params,'method')
    params.method = 'central';
end
if ~isfield(params,'weight')
    params.weight = 1;
end

[m,n,l] = size(I);
if length(params.weight) == 1
    params.weight = repmat(params.weight, l, 1);
else
    l = min(l, length(params.weight));
end


% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Calculate gradient
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

f = fspecial('gaussian', params.size, params.sigma); % Create gaussian filter
I = double(I)+eps; % force none zero
grad(m,n) = 0;

switch lower(params.method)
    case 'central'
        for i = 1:l
            [gradX, gradY] = gradient(I(:,:,i)); % get gradient (central diff)
            gradX = filter2(f, gradX); % smooth X gradient
            gradY = filter2(f, gradY); % smooth Y gradient
            grad = grad + params.weight(i).*sqrt(gradX.^2 + gradY.^2); % combine gradients
        end
    case 'mono'
        for i = 1:l
            grad = grad + params.weight(i).*Energy(I(:,:,i), 'mono');
        end
        grad = filter2(f, grad); % smooth gradient
    case 'mpb'
        mPb = load('Scores/gPb_.mat','mPb');
        grad = sum(params.weight(1:l)).*mPb.mPb{params.i};
        grad = filter2(f, grad); % smooth gradient
    case 'gpb'
        gPb = load('Scores/gPb_.mat','gPb');
        grad = sum(params.weight(1:l)).*gPb.gPb{params.i};
        grad = filter2(f, grad); % smooth gradient
        
end

grad = -grad/max(max(max(abs(grad))))+1; % normalize
grad(isnan(grad)) = 0;









Code/Segmentation/Level Set/getPixelProb.m

function prob = getPixelProb(mask,target,method)
% 
% prob = getPixelProb(phi,target)
% 
% Determines the probability of each pixel being in a given region. (I mean segment her, whole doc, not region)
% 
% Output from (0,1)
%   High values are likely members
%   Low values are unlikely members
% 
% Variables:
%   prob: The likelihood a pixel belongs to a given region
%   mask: Either logical mask or input phi
%   target: Target image (Double)
%   Method: 'sqEuclidean','EuclidDihedral','dihedral','normEuclidean','nEuclidDihedral','mahalanobis'
% 
% TODO turn off warnings, clean up switch/case so no repeated code
% TODO correctly rename normalized euclidean distance to standardized 

if nargin < 3
    method = 'sqEuclidean';
end

if ~islogical(mask) % Get logical mask if given level set
    mask(mask < 0) = 0;
    mask = logical(mask);
end
maskReg = toggleMask(mask); % Get region mask    

p = size(mask,3); % Number of phases
[m,n,l] = size(target);
r = 2^p; % Number of regions (I mean segment her, whole doc, not region)
num(r) = 0; % Number of pixels in region
regionComp(1,l) = 0; % Region Components - Points in region, layers as columns
probReg(m,n,r) = 0; % The likelihood a pixel belongs to a region
prob(m,n,p) = 0; % The likelihood a pixel belongs to a phase

switch method
    case 'sqEuclidean'
        avg(r,l) = 0; % Average intensity in each region
        stdv(r,l) = 0; % Standard deviation of intensities in each region
        dist(m,n,r) = 0; % Distance between pixel and average region intensity

        for i = 1:r % Loop though each region

            num(i) = numel(maskReg(maskReg == i));
            regionComp(1:num(i),:) = 0; % Reset needed area

            for j = 1:l % Loop through each layer (color)

                targetLayer = target(:,:,j);
                regionComp(1:num(i),j) = targetLayer(maskReg == i);

                avg(i,j) = nanmean(regionComp(1:num(i),j));
                if ~isnan(avg(i,j))
                    dist(:,:,i) = dist(:,:,i) + ((target(:,:,j) - avg(i,j))).^2;
                end

            end

            probReg(:,:,i) = 1./(dist(:,:,i)+eps);
        end
    case 'EuclidDihedral'
        % Only includes 1st 3 dimensions in dihedral

        avg(r,l) = 0; % Average intensity in each region
        dist(m,n,r) = 0; % Distance between pixel and average region intensity
        dSub(m,n) = 0;
        theta(m,n,r) = 0;
        targetNorm = sqrt(sum(target(:,:,1:min(3,l)).^2,3));

        for i = 1:r % Loop though each region

            num(i) = numel(maskReg(maskReg == i));
            regionComp(1:num(i),:) = 0; % Reset needed area
            dSub(:) = 0;

            for j = 1:l % Loop through each layer (color)

                targetLayer = target(:,:,j);
                regionComp(1:num(i),j) = targetLayer(maskReg == i);

                avg(i,j) = nanmean(regionComp(1:num(i),j));
                dist(:,:,i) = dist(:,:,i) + ((target(:,:,j) - avg(i,j))).^2;
                if j <= 3
                    dSub = dSub + target(:,:,j).*avg(i,j);
                end
            end

            theta_ = dSub./(eps+targetNorm.*norm(avg(i,1:min(3,l))));
            theta_(theta_ >= 1) = 1-eps; theta_(theta_ <= -1) = -1+eps;

            theta(:,:,i) = acos(theta_);
            dist(:,:,i) = dist(:,:,i).*theta(:,:,i);
            probReg(:,:,i) = 1./(dist(:,:,i)+eps);
        end
    case 'dihedral'
        % Only includes 1st 3 dimensions in dihedral

        avg(r,l) = 0; % Average intensity in each region
        dSub(m,n) = 0;
        theta(m,n,r) = 0;
        targetNorm = sqrt(sum(target(:,:,1:min(3,l)).^2,3));

        for i = 1:r % Loop though each region

            num(i) = numel(maskReg(maskReg == i));
            regionComp(1:num(i),:) = 0; % Reset needed area
            dSub(:) = 0;

            for j = 1:l % Loop through each layer (color)

                targetLayer = target(:,:,j);
                regionComp(1:num(i),j) = targetLayer(maskReg == i);

                avg(i,j) = nanmean(regionComp(1:num(i),j));
                if j <= 3
                    dSub = dSub + target(:,:,j).*avg(i,j);
                end
            end

            theta_ = dSub./(eps+targetNorm.*norm(avg(i,1:min(3,l))));
            theta_(theta_ >= 1) = 1-eps; theta_(theta_ <= -1) = -1+eps;

            theta(:,:,i) = acos(theta_);
            probReg(:,:,i) = 1./(theta(:,:,i)+eps);
        end
    case 'normEuclidean'
        avg(r,l) = 0; % Average intensity in each region
        stdv(r,l) = 0; % Standard deviation of intensities in each region
        dist(m,n,r) = 0; % Distance between pixel and average region intensity

        for i = 1:r % Loop though each region

            num(i) = numel(maskReg(maskReg == i));
            regionComp(1:num(i),:) = 0; % Reset needed area

            for j = 1:l % Loop through each layer (color)

                targetLayer = target(:,:,j);
                regionComp(1:num(i),j) = targetLayer(maskReg == i);

                avg(i,j) = nanmean(regionComp(1:num(i),j));
                stdv(i,j) = nanstd(regionComp(1:num(i),j));
                if ~isnan(avg(i,j))
                    dist(:,:,i) = dist(:,:,i) + ((target(:,:,j) - avg(i,j))/(stdv(i,j)*2+eps)).^2;
                end

            end

            probReg(:,:,i) = 1./(dist(:,:,i)+eps);
        end
    case 'nEuclidDihedral'
        % Only includes 1st 3 dimensions in dihedral

        avg(r,l) = 0; % Average intensity in each region
        stdv(r,l) = 0; % Standard deviation of intensities in each region
        dist(m,n,r) = 0; % Distance between pixel and average region intensity
        dSub(m,n) = 0;
        theta(m,n,r) = 0;
        targetNorm = sqrt(sum(target(:,:,1:min(3,l)).^2,3));

        for i = 1:r % Loop though each region

            num(i) = numel(maskReg(maskReg == i));
            regionComp(1:num(i),:) = 0; % Reset needed area
            dSub(:) = 0;

            for j = 1:l % Loop through each layer (color)

                targetLayer = target(:,:,j);
                regionComp(1:num(i),j) = targetLayer(maskReg == i);

                avg(i,j) = nanmean(regionComp(1:num(i),j));
                stdv(i,j) = nanstd(regionComp(1:num(i),j));
                dist(:,:,i) = dist(:,:,i) + ((target(:,:,j) - avg(i,j))/(stdv(i,j)*2+eps)).^2;
                if j <= 3
                    dSub = dSub + target(:,:,j).*avg(i,j);
                end
            end

            theta_ = dSub./(eps+targetNorm.*norm(avg(i,1:min(3,l))));
            theta_(theta_ >= 1) = 1-eps; theta_(theta_ <= -1) = -1+eps;

            theta(:,:,i) = acos(theta_);
            dist(:,:,i) = dist(:,:,i).*theta(:,:,i);
            probReg(:,:,i) = 1./(dist(:,:,i)+eps);
        end
    case 'mahalanobis'
        mDist(m,n,r) = 0; % Mahalanobis distance (All)
        mahalDist(m,n) = 0; % Mahalanobis distance (One region)
        targetComp(m*n,l) = 0; % All points with layers as columns

        for i = 1:r % Loop though each region

            num(i) = numel(maskReg(maskReg == i));
            targetComp(:,:) = 0; % Reset needed area
            regionComp(1:num(i),:) = 0; % Reset needed area

            for j = 1:l % Loop through each layer (color)

                targetLayer = target(:,:,j); % Get single layer
                targetComp(:,j) = targetLayer(:); % Put layer into single column
                regionComp(1:num(i),j) = targetLayer(maskReg == i);

            end

            if num(i) > l
                mahalDist(:) = mahal(targetComp+eps,regionComp(1:num(i)+eps,:));
                mDist(:,:,i) = mahalDist(:,:);
                probReg(:,:,i) = 1./(mDist(:,:,i)+eps);

            else
                probReg(:,:,i) = 0;
            end
        end
end

% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Convert region probability (distance) to phase probability
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

l = createMultipliers(p);
for j = 1:p % Loop through each phase
    for i = 1:r % Loop though each region
        prob(:,:,j) = prob(:,:,j) + l(j,i)*probReg(:,:,i);
    end
    prob(:,:,j) = erf(prob(:,:,j));
end

prob(isnan(prob)) = 0;


% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Get set of all combination of sign multipliers
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

function l = createMultipliers(n)
    if n > 1
        l = [0,1];
        for i = 2:n
            l = combvec([0,1],l);
        end
        mag = zeros(1,2^n);
        for i = 1:n
            mag = mag + l(i,:).^2;
        end
        [~, indx] = sort(mag); % sort based on magnitude
        l = l(:,indx); % apply sort
        l(l==0) = -1;
    else
        l = [-1,1];
    end







Code/Segmentation/Level Set/levelSet.m

function [I, phi, initMask, params] = levelSet(I,params,handles)
% 
% 
% 
% 
% 

% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Check input parameters and set initial variables
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% General params
if ~isstruct(params)
    params = struct('auto',1);
end

params.auto(~isfield(params, 'auto')) = 1;
params.maxIter(~isfield(params, 'maxIter')) = 500;
params.maxTime(~isfield(params, 'maxTime')) = inf;
params.show(~isfield(params, 'show')) = 0;

% Init params
if ~isfield(params,'maskParams')
    params.maskParams = struct('auto',1);
end
params.maskParams.auto(~isfield(params.maskParams, 'auto')) = 1;
params.maskParams.n(~isfield(params.maskParams, 'n')) = 2;
if ~isfield(params.maskParams, 'type')
    params.maskParams.type = 'circles';
end

% Pobability (color space distance) 
if ~isfield(params,'probMethod')
    params.probMethod = 'sqEuclidean';
end

% Weights, Weight Change over itterations
if ~isfield(params,'weight')
    params.weight = [1;1;0.5]; % Grad, Curv, Prob
end
if ~isfield(params,'wChange') % Affects speed function
    params.wChange = [1;1;1]; % Grad, Curv, Prob
end

% Spatial Distance measure
if ~isfield(params,'distance')
    params.distance = struct('auto',1);
end
params.distance.scale(~isfield(params.distance, 'scale')) = 1;
if ~isfield(params.distance,'method')
    params.distance.method = 'euclidean';
end

% Gradient params
if ~isfield(params,'gradient')
    params.gradient = struct('auto',1);
end
params.gradient.size(~isfield(params.gradient, 'size')) = 3;
params.gradient.sigma(~isfield(params.gradient, 'sigma')) = 0.4;
params.gradient.i(~isfield(params.gradient, 'i')) = 1;
if ~isfield(params.gradient,'method')
    params.gradient.method = 'central';
end
if ~isfield(params.gradient,'dynamic')
    params.gradient.dynamic = 0;
end
if ~isfield(params.gradient,'weight')
    if ~params.gradient.dynamic
        params.gradient.weight = 1;
    else
        for i = size(I,3)
            img = I(:,:,i);
            s(i) = std(img(:));
        end
        params.gradient.weight(i) = s(i)/sum(s(i));
    end
end

% Progress check
if ~isfield(params,'progress')
    params.progress = struct('auto',1);
end

% If only 1 layer (gray scale) not RGB use Euclidean
% Depricated, was usful to stop from using mahal but more methods were added
% if ~isfield(params, 'probMethod') || size(I,3) == 1
%     params.probMethod = 'sqEuclidean';
% end

% Figure params
if nargin < 3 && params.show
    handles = struct();
    figure
    handles.axis1 = subplot(2,2,1);
    handles.axis2 = subplot(2,2,2);
    handles.axis3 = subplot(2,2,3);
    handles.axisMain = subplot(2,2,4);
end

% Turn off mahal warning about singular matrix
warning('off', 'MATLAB:nearlySingularMatrix');

% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Load target image
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

if params.show
    subplot(handles.axis1)
    dispImg(I); title('Target image');
end

if ~isa(I,'double'); I=im2double(I); end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% If repeating to find best n
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

if ~isfield(params,'nSelect')
    params.nSelect = 'initial';
end

if strcmpi(params.nSelect, 'iterative')
    params.nSelect = 'initial';
    n_ = 1:2*params.maskParams.n-1;
    intra(n_(end)) = 0; inter(n_(end)) = 0;
    seg = zeros(size(I,1),size(I,2),n_(end));
    phi = cell(1,n_(end)); initMask = cell(1,n_(end));
    paramso = cell(1,n_(end)); seg_ = cell(1,n_(end));
    for n = n_ % run for each number of phases
        params.maskParams.n = n;
        [seg(:,:,n), phi{n}, initMask{n}, paramso{n}] = levelSet(I,params);
        seg_{n} = avgSeg(I, seg(:,:,n));
        % Find Intra Cluster Distance
        for i = 1:2^n % For each cluster
            d = 0; % Distance to center
            for j = 1:size(I,3) % for each color layer
                I_ = I(:,:,j);
                segn_ = seg_{n}(:,:,j);
                d = d + (I_(seg(:,:,n) == i) - segn_(seg(:,:,n) == i)).^2;
            end
            intra(n) = intra(n) + sum(d(:));
        end
        intra(n) = 1/numel(seg(:,:,n)) * intra(n);
        % Find Inter Cluster Distance
        nck = nchoosek(1:2^n,2);
        inter_ = ones(1,length(nck));
        for i = 1:size(nck,1) % for each combination of clusters
            d = 0; % Distance between centers
            for j = 1:size(I,3) % for each color layer
                segn_1 = seg_{n}(:,:,j); segn_2 = seg_{n}(:,:,j);
                segn_1 = segn_1(seg(:,:,n) == nck(i,1)); segn_2 = segn_2(seg(:,:,n) == nck(i,2));
                if ~isempty(segn_1) && ~isempty(segn_2)
                    d = d + (segn_1(1) - segn_2(1)).^2;
                end
            end
            inter_(i) = sum(d(:));
        end
        inter(n) = min(inter_);
    end
    validity = intra./(inter+eps);
    [~,i] = min(validity);
    I = seg(:,:,i); phi = phi{i}; initMask = initMask{i}; params = paramso{i};
    params.nSelect = 'iterative';
    return;
end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Set initial boundries
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

[initMask, params.maskParams] = makeMask(I,params.maskParams);

if params.show
    subplot(handles.axis2)
    drawZeroSet(I,initMask);
    title('Initialisation');
end
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Get Image Gradient of original image
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

grad = getGradient(I,params.gradient);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Update phi
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

mask = initMask;
maskOld = mask;
progress = [];
p = size(mask,3);
t = tic;
weight = params.weight;

for i = 1:params.maxIter
    % Get phase prob
    prob = getPixelProb(mask,I,params.probMethod);
    % Get phase dist
    phi = getDistance(mask,params.distance);
    % Get phase curv
    curv = getCurvature(phi);
    
    % Calc movement:
    %   Move toward high gradient (High grad to zero cross, low grad away)
    %   Move away from high curv (High curv away from zero cross)
    %   Group by probability (Move up/down to group)
    %   General desire to move outward
    
    for j = 1:p  
        phi(:,:,j) = phi(:,:,j).*grad*weight(1) + phi(:,:,j).*curv(:,:,j)*weight(2) + prob(:,:,j)*weight(3);
    end
    
    % Turn phi back into logicals (avobe/below zero)
    mask = logical(phi);
    mask(phi < 0) = 0;
    
    % Check the progress
    [mask, p, progress] = checkProg(mask, maskOld, I, progress, i, params.progress);
    maskOld = mask;
    if progress.done || params.maxTime <= toc(t)
        break
    end
    
    % Every 10 iter show progress
    if params.show && mod(i,10) == 0
        subplot(handles.axisMain)
        drawZeroSet(I, phi, i)
    end
    
    % Change weights
    weight = weight.*params.wChange;
    
end

params.maxIter = [params.maxIter, i]; % Record number of iter used
params.maskParams.n = [params.maskParams.n, p]; % Record final number of phases
I = toggleMask(mask);

if params.show
    subplot(handles.axis3)
    drawZeroSet(I, phi, i)

    subplot(handles.axisMain)
    imagesc(I);
    axis image; colorbar; title('Segments')
end

% Turn on mahal warning about singular matrix
warning('on', 'MATLAB:nearlySingularMatrix');










Code/Segmentation/Level Set/levelSet2Gif.m

function [I, phi, initMask, params] = levelSet2Gif(I,params)
% 
% Pass in RGB but will convert to Luv
% 
% 
% 

%%% Build start to figure
bg = imread('SegLS.png');
h = LSGif();
axes(h.AxisBG); imshow(bg)
pauseLen = 5/1000;

[m,n,l] = size(I);
color = 2;
if ~isa(I, 'unit8')
    I = im2uint8(I);
end
a = 0:255;
b = zeros(256,1);
I1 = ind2rgb(I(:,:,1),[a',b,b]/256);
I2 = ind2rgb(I(:,:,2),[b,a',b]/256);
I3 = ind2rgb(I(:,:,3),[b,b,a']/256);
axes(h.AxisOrig); imagesc(I); axis image; axis off;
axes(h.AxisColorR); imagesc(I1); axis image; axis off;
axes(h.AxisColorG); imagesc(I2); axis image; axis off;
axes(h.AxisColorB); imagesc(I3); axis image; axis off;

if color == 2 % True Luv
        IL = colorspace('RGB->Luv',I);
        bl = zeros(m,n);
        on = ones(m,n);
        I1(:,:,1) = IL(:,:,1);
        I1(:,:,2) = bl;
        I1(:,:,3) = bl;
        I1 = colorspace('RGB<-Luv',I1);
        I2(:,:,1) = on*50;
        I2(:,:,2) = IL(:,:,2);
        I2(:,:,3) = bl;
        I2 = colorspace('RGB<-Luv',I2);
        I3(:,:,1) = on*50;
        I3(:,:,2) = bl;
        I3(:,:,3) = IL(:,:,3);
        I3 = colorspace('RGB<-Luv',I3);
elseif color == 3 % Exaggerated Luv (u and v not same intensity plane) 
        IL = colorspace('RGB->Luv',I);
        a = 0:255;
        b = a(end:-1:1);
        c = zeros(256,1);
        I1 = ind2rgb(floor((IL(:,:,1)+abs(min(min(IL(:,:,1)))))/max(max(IL(:,:,1)+abs(min(min(IL(:,:,1))))))*256),[a',a',a']/256);
        I2 = ind2rgb(floor((IL(:,:,2)+abs(min(min(IL(:,:,2)))))/max(max(IL(:,:,2)+abs(min(min(IL(:,:,2))))))*256),[a',b',c]/256);
        I3 = ind2rgb(floor((IL(:,:,3)+abs(min(min(IL(:,:,3)))))/max(max(IL(:,:,3)+abs(min(min(IL(:,:,3))))))*256),[a',a',b']/256);
else % Exaggerated Luv (u and v include intensity change) 
        IL = colorspace('RGB->Luv',I);
        bl = zeros(m,n);
        I1(:,:,1) = IL(:,:,1);
        I1(:,:,2) = bl;
        I1(:,:,3) = bl;
        I1 = colorspace('RGB<-Luv',I1);
        I2(:,:,1) = IL(:,:,1);
        I2(:,:,2) = IL(:,:,2);
        I2(:,:,3) = bl;
        I2 = colorspace('RGB<-Luv',I2);
        I3(:,:,1) = IL(:,:,1);
        I3(:,:,2) = bl;
        I3(:,:,3) = IL(:,:,3);
        I3 = colorspace('RGB<-Luv',I3);
end
axes(h.AxisColorL); imagesc(I1); axis image; axis off;
axes(h.AxisColorU); imagesc(I2); axis image; axis off;
axes(h.AxisColorV); imagesc(I3); axis image; axis off;
Ibk = I;
I = IL;

% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Check input parameters and set initial variables
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% General params
if ~isstruct(params)
    params = struct('auto',1);
end

params.auto(~isfield(params, 'auto')) = 1;
params.maxIter(~isfield(params, 'maxIter')) = 500;
params.maxTime(~isfield(params, 'maxTime')) = inf;
params.show(~isfield(params, 'show')) = 0;

% Init params
if ~isfield(params,'maskParams')
    params.maskParams = struct('auto',1,'r',5,'s',13,'p',17);
end
params.maskParams.auto(~isfield(params.maskParams, 'auto')) = 1;
params.maskParams.n = 2;
if ~isfield(params.maskParams, 'type')
    params.maskParams.type = 'circles';
end

% Pobability (color space distance) 
if ~isfield(params,'probMethod')
    params.probMethod = 'normEuclidean';
end

% Weights, Weight Change over itterations
if ~isfield(params,'weight')
    params.weight = [1.5;1.5;0.5]; % Grad, Curv, Prob
end
if ~isfield(params,'wChange') % Affects speed function
    params.wChange = [.95;.95;.95]; % Grad, Curv, Prob
end

% Spatial Distance measure
if ~isfield(params,'distance')
    params.distance = struct('auto',1);
end
params.distance.scale(~isfield(params.distance, 'scale')) = 2;
if ~isfield(params.distance,'method')
    params.distance.method = 'euclidean';
end

% Gradient params
if ~isfield(params,'gradient')
    params.gradient = struct('auto',1);
end
params.gradient.size(~isfield(params.gradient, 'size')) = 3;
params.gradient.sigma(~isfield(params.gradient, 'sigma')) = 0.4;
params.gradient.i(~isfield(params.gradient, 'i')) = 1;
if ~isfield(params.gradient,'method')
    params.gradient.method = 'central';
end
if ~isfield(params.gradient,'dynamic')
    params.gradient.dynamic = 0;
end
if ~isfield(params.gradient,'weight')
    if ~params.gradient.dynamic
        params.gradient.weight = 1;
    else
        for i = size(I,3)
            img = I(:,:,i);
            s(i) = std(img(:));
        end
        params.gradient.weight(i) = s(i)/sum(s(i));
    end
end

% Progress check
if ~isfield(params,'progress')
    params.progress = struct('auto',1);
end

% Turn off mahal warning about singular matrix
warning('off', 'MATLAB:nearlySingularMatrix');

% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Load target image
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

if ~isa(I,'double'); I=im2double(I); end 
if ~isa(Ibk,'double'); Ibk=im2double(Ibk); end

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Set initial boundries
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

[initMask, params.maskParams] = makeMask(I,params.maskParams);

axes(h.AxisPsi); drawZeroSet(Ibk+.6,initMask);
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Get Image Gradient of original image
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

grad = getGradient(I,params.gradient);
axes(h.AxisCut); imagesc(grad); axis image; axis off;

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Update phi
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

mask = initMask;
maskOld = mask;
progress = [];
p = size(mask,3);
t = tic;
weight = params.weight;

for i = 1:params.maxIter
    % Get phase prob
    prob = getPixelProb(mask,I,params.probMethod);
    % Get phase dist
    phi = getDistance(mask,params.distance);
    % Get phase curv
    curv = getCurvature(phi);
    axes(h.AxisGroup1); imagesc(prob(:,:,1)); axis image; axis off;
    axes(h.AxisGroup2); imagesc(prob(:,:,2)); axis image; axis off;
    axes(h.AxisPhi1); drawLevelSet(phi(:,:,1)); axis off;
    axes(h.AxisPhi2); drawLevelSet(phi(:,:,2)); axis off;
    axes(h.AxisDamp1); imagesc(curv(:,:,1)); axis image; axis off;
    axes(h.AxisDamp2); imagesc(curv(:,:,2)); axis image; axis off;
    drawnow();
    
    % Calc movement:
    %   Move toward high gradient (High grad to zero cross, low grad away)
    %   Move away from high curv (High curv away from zero cross)
    %   Group by probability (Move up/down to group)
    %   General desire to move outward
    
    for j = 1:p  
        phi(:,:,j) = phi(:,:,j).*grad*weight(1) + phi(:,:,j).*curv(:,:,j)*weight(2) + prob(:,:,j)*weight(3);
    end
    
    axes(h.AxisPhip1); drawLevelSet(phi(:,:,1)); axis off;
    axes(h.AxisPhip2); drawLevelSet(phi(:,:,2)); axis off;
    drawnow();
    
    % Turn phi back into logicals (avobe/below zero)
    mask = logical(phi);
    mask(phi < 0) = 0;
    
	axes(h.AxisPsi); drawZeroSet(Ibk+.6,mask); axis off;
	axes(h.AxisSeg); imagesc(toggleMask(mask)); axis image; axis off;
	drawnow();
    
    set(h.Iter,'String',num2str(i));
    set(h.W1,'String',num2str(weight(1),3));
    set(h.W2,'String',num2str(weight(3),3));
    set(h.W3,'String',num2str(weight(2),3));
    pause(pauseLen)
    print(gcf, '-dpng', ['OutImages/LS2Gif-',num2str(i),'.png'], '-r800')
    pause(pauseLen)
    
    % Check the progress
    [mask, p, progress] = checkProg(mask, maskOld, I, progress, i, params.progress);
    maskOld = mask;
    if progress.done || params.maxTime <= toc(t)
        break
    end
    
    % Change weights
    weight = weight.*params.wChange;
    
end

params.maxIter = [params.maxIter, i]; % Record number of iter used
params.maskParams.n = [params.maskParams.n, p]; % Record final number of phases
I = toggleMask(mask);

axes(h.AxisPsi); drawZeroSet(Ibk+.6,mask); axis off;
axes(h.AxisSeg); imagesc(I); axis image; axis off;
drawnow();
pause(pauseLen)
print(gcf, '-dpng', ['OutImages/LS2Gif-',num2str(i+1),'.png'], '-r800')
pause(pauseLen)

% Turn on mahal warning about singular matrix
warning('on', 'MATLAB:nearlySingularMatrix');

for i = 1:i+1
    im = imread(['OutImages/LS2Gif-',num2str(i),'.png']);
    [imind,cm] = rgb2ind(im,256); 
    if i == 1 
        imwrite(imind,cm,'OutImages/LS2Gif.gif','gif', 'Loopcount',inf,'DelayTime',1); 
    else 
        imwrite(imind,cm,'OutImages/LS2Gif.gif','gif','WriteMode','append','DelayTime',1); 
    end
end
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Code/Segmentation/Level Set/LSGif.m

function varargout = LSGif(varargin)
% LSGIF MATLAB code for LSGif.fig
%      LSGIF, by itself, creates a new LSGIF or raises the existing
%      singleton*.
%
%      H = LSGIF returns the handle to a new LSGIF or the handle to
%      the existing singleton*.
%
%      LSGIF('CALLBACK',hObject,eventData,handles,...) calls the local
%      function named CALLBACK in LSGIF.M with the given input arguments.
%
%      LSGIF('Property','Value',...) creates a new LSGIF or raises the
%      existing singleton*.  Starting from the left, property value pairs are
%      applied to the GUI before LSGif_OpeningFcn gets called.  An
%      unrecognized property name or invalid value makes property application
%      stop.  All inputs are passed to LSGif_OpeningFcn via varargin.
%
%      *See GUI Options on GUIDE's Tools menu.  Choose "GUI allows only one
%      instance to run (singleton)".
%
% See also: GUIDE, GUIDATA, GUIHANDLES

% Edit the above text to modify the response to help LSGif

% Last Modified by GUIDE v2.5 04-May-2018 17:19:02

% Begin initialization code - DO NOT EDIT
gui_Singleton = 1;
gui_State = struct('gui_Name',       mfilename, ...
                   'gui_Singleton',  gui_Singleton, ...
                   'gui_OpeningFcn', @LSGif_OpeningFcn, ...
                   'gui_OutputFcn',  @LSGif_OutputFcn, ...
                   'gui_LayoutFcn',  [] , ...
                   'gui_Callback',   []);
if nargin && ischar(varargin{1})
    gui_State.gui_Callback = str2func(varargin{1});
end

if nargout
    [varargout{1:nargout}] = gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
else
    gui_mainfcn(gui_State, varargin{:});
end
% End initialization code - DO NOT EDIT


% --- Executes just before LSGif is made visible.
function LSGif_OpeningFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles, varargin)
% This function has no output args, see OutputFcn.
% hObject    handle to figure
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)
% varargin   command line arguments to LSGif (see VARARGIN)

% Choose default command line output for LSGif
handles.output = hObject;

% Update handles structure
guidata(hObject, handles);

% UIWAIT makes LSGif wait for user response (see UIRESUME)
% uiwait(handles.figure1);


% --- Outputs from this function are returned to the command line.
function varargout = LSGif_OutputFcn(hObject, eventdata, handles) 
% varargout  cell array for returning output args (see VARARGOUT);
% hObject    handle to figure
% eventdata  reserved - to be defined in a future version of MATLAB
% handles    structure with handles and user data (see GUIDATA)

% Get default command line output from handles structure

varargout{1} = handles;







Code/Segmentation/Level Set/makeMask.m

function [mask, params] = makeMask(I,params)
%
% m = makeMask(I,type)
% 
% This function creates a mask or set of masks made of: circles or based on
% k-mean clustering. 
%
% Variables:
%   I: Target image
%   params: Struct - Mask Parameters
%       type: 'circles','KmClust','BgDetect'
%       n: Number of masks (1-17)
%       r: Radius
%       p: Padding between circles
%       s: Shift between phase
%   mask: Mask image
% 
% TODO: Expand BG detect to any number of dim such as texture
%       Expand BG detect to prefer colors near the edge of image
%

% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Check input parameters and set initial variables
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

if ~isstruct(params)
    params = struct('auto',1);
end

params.auto(~isfield(params, 'auto')) = 1;
params.n(~isfield(params, 'n')) = 2;
n = params.n;
if ~isfield(params, 'type')
    params.maskParams.type = 'circles';
end

[y,x,~] = size(I);

% Make I_ so that:
%   1. Histogram will still work with non RGB images (exactly 3 layers)
%   2. Make so that BG detect will work (at least 3 layers)
if size(I,3) >= 3
    I_ = I(:,:,1:3);
elseif size(I,3) >= 2
    I(:,:,3) = I(:,:,2);
    I_ = I;
else
    I(:,:,2) = I(:,:,1);
    I(:,:,3) = I(:,:,1);
    I_ = I;
end

if min(I_(:)) < 0
    [hist, bins] = imHistLuv(I_,struct());
else
    [hist, bins] = imHistRGB(I_,struct());
end
[histSort, histIndx] = sort(hist(:),'descend');
totalHist = sum(histSort);

mask(y,x,n) = false; % init mask

% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Make mask
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
        
switch params.type
	case 'circles'
        % %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
        % Make mask of equal circles
        % %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

        params.r(~isfield(params, 'r')) = 10;
        params.s(~isfield(params, 's')) = floor(params.r*3/2);
        params.p(~isfield(params, 'p')) = floor(params.r + params.s/2);

        r = params.r; % radious
        p = params.p; % padding between circles
        s = params.s; % shift between phase

        sn = ceil(sqrt(n)); % smallest number of shifts to make (all combo is sn^2 needs to be >= n)
        sn = -floor(sn/2):1:floor(sn/2); % center number line around zero
        s = s.*sn; % expand to fit shift spaceing
        s = combvec(s,s); % create all possible combinations
        [~, inx] = sort([(sqrt(s(1,:).^2+s(2,:).^2))',s(1,:)',s(2,:)']); % sort based on (mag, x, y)
        s = s(:,inx(:,1)); % apply sort

        xoff = floor(mod(x-2*r,p+r*2)/2); % offset mask to center 1st 
        yoff = floor(mod(y-2*r,p+r*2)/2); % offset mask to center 1st 

        xi(x) = false; % init logical array
        yi(y) = false; % init logical array

        for i = 1:n
            xi(:) = false; % reset logical array
            yi(:) = false; % reset logical array
            xj = r+xoff+s(1,i):p+r*2:x-r; % index to get mark
            yj = r+yoff+s(2,i):p+r*2:y-r; % index to get mark
            xj(xj<1) = x - xj(xj<1); % shift negative index
            yj(yj<1) = y - yj(yj<1); % shift negative index
            xi(xj) = 1; % mark circles on X
            yi(yj) = 1; % mark circles on Y
            mask(yi,xi,i) = 1; % mark cirles in 2D
            circle = strel('disk',r); % create circle
            mask(:,:,i) = imdilate(mask(:,:,i),circle); % place circles on marks
        end
        
        mask = mask(1:y,1:x,1:n);

    case 'KmClust'
        % %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
        % Make mask based on k-mean clustering
        % %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

        kMeanParam.N = 2.^params.n(end);
        [mask, params.kMeanParam] = kMean(I,kMeanParam);
        mask = toggleMask(mask);
    
    case 'BgDetect'
        % %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
        % Make mask based on histogram background detection
        % %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
        
        % init mask
        params2 = params;
        params2.type = 1;
        mask = makeMask(I,params2);
        mask = toggleMask(mask);
        indx = 0; % Index of large peaks in hist
        
        % Find index of 5 largest peaks above 10%
        for i = 1:5 
            if histSort(i)/totalHist*100 >= 10
                indx(i) = histIndx(i);
            else
                break
            end
        end
        
        % Discard peaks more than 3 away from largest
        if indx(1) ~= 0
            subScr(length(indx),3) = 0; % Subscripts of large peaks in hist
            [subScr(:,1),subScr(:,2),subScr(:,3)] = ind2sub(size(hist),indx);
            rows = [];
            % Find peaks far away
            for i = 2:length(indx)
                dist = sqrt(sum((subScr(1,:)-subScr(i,:)).^2));
                if dist >= 3
                    rows = [rows,i];
                end
            end
            % Remove distant peaks
            for i = length(rows):-1:1
                subScr(rows(i),:) = [];
            end
        
            % Mark all pixels in large peaks as segment 1
            for i = 1:size(subScr,1)
                ItempR = I(:,:,1);
                ItempG = I(:,:,2);
                ItempB = I(:,:,3);
                mask(ItempR > bins{1}(subScr(i,1)) & ItempR <= bins{1}(subScr(i,1)+1) ...
                        & ItempG > bins{2}(subScr(i,2)) & ItempG <= bins{2}(subScr(i,2)+1) ...
                        & ItempB > bins{3}(subScr(i,3)) & ItempB <= bins{3}(subScr(i,3)+1)) = 1;
            end
        end
        mask = toggleMask(mask);
        
end
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Code/Segmentation/Level Set/toggleMask.m

function maskOut = toggleMask(maskIn)
%
% mask = toggleMask(mask)
%
% This function turns a set of logical phase masks into a set of intensities
% Or it turns a set of intensities into a set of logical masks. The logical
% masks represent forground/background for each level set phase. The intensity
% masks represent each segment as regions labels.
% 
% Example:
% Logical masks <--> intensity mask
% 1, 1	+   0, 1    <-->    2, 4
% 0, 0      0, 1            1, 3
% 
% Variables:
%   maskIn: Input mask matrix
%   maskOut: Output mask matrix
%

if (size(maskIn,3) == 1 && length(unique(maskIn)) <= 2)
    % %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    % When mask is the same before and after
    % %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    
    if islogical(maskIn)
        maskOut = double(maskIn) + 1; % Make region number (1,2)
    else
        maskOut = logical(maskIn - 1); % Make logical (0,1)
    end

elseif size(maskIn,3) > 1
    % %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    % Convert logical masks to intensity mask (Region mask)
    % %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    
    maskOut(size(maskIn,1),size(maskIn,2)) = 0;
    tempMask = maskOut;
    n = size(maskIn,3);
    l = createLogicals(n);
    
    for i = 1:size(l,2)
        tempMask(:) = 1;
        for j = 1:n
            if l(j,i) == 0
                tempMask = tempMask & ~maskIn(:,:,j);
            else
                tempMask = tempMask & maskIn(:,:,j);
            end
        end
        maskOut(tempMask) = i;
    end
    
else
    % %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    % Convert intensity mask to logical masks
    % %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
    
    n = ceil(log2(length(unique(maskIn))));
    
    maskOut(size(maskIn,1),size(maskIn,2),n) = false;
    tempMask = maskOut(:,:,1);
    l = createLogicals(n);
    
    for j = 1:n
        tempMask(:) = 0;
        l(j,:);
        indx = find(l(j,:));
        for i = 1:length(indx)
            tempMask = tempMask | (maskIn == (indx(i)));
        end
        maskOut(:,:,j) = tempMask;
    end
    
end


% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Get set of all combindation of logical values
% %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

function l = createLogicals(n)
    l = [0,1];
    for i = 2:n
        l = combvec([0,1],l);
    end
    mag = zeros(1,2^n);
    for i = 1:n
        mag = mag + l(i,:).^2;
    end
    [~, indx] = sort(mag); % sort based on magnitude
    l = l(:,indx); % apply sort







Code/Segmentation/Validation/edgeVal.m

function [out, pre] = edgeVal(E,G)
% Edge Validation
% E: Edges
% G: Ground Truth(s)
% 
% TODO make sure all updaes from SegVal have made it here!

out = struct('MBE',nan, 'HD',nan, 'LD',nan, 'sens',nan, 'rec',nan, 'spec',nan, ...
    'perc',nan, 'f',nan, 'acc',nan, 'time',nan);
% if cannot compute
if size(E(:,:,1)) ~= size(G(:,:,1))
    return; 
end

edgeContM = zeros(size(G)); % 1-TP, 2-FP, 3-TN, 4-FN
edgeCont = zeros(1,4); % 1-TP, 2-FP, 3-TN, 4-FN

for k = size(G,3):-1:1

%% Pre outputs - from segmentaion to each ground truth
    
    Gk = G(:,:,k);
    
    % Get Boundries
    E1 = logical(segEdge(E));
    E2 = logical(segEdge(Gk));

    % Hausdorff Distance - Max boundry error (0 better)
    D1 = bwdist(E1).*E2;
    D2 = bwdist(E2).*E1;
    pre(k).HD = max([D1(:);D2(:)]);

    % Mean boundry error (0 better)
    pre(k).MBE = mean([D1(:);D2(:)]);
    
    % Loomis Distance - Blur like touch and find difference
    E1L = Filter(E1,'loomis');
    E2L = Filter(E2,'loomis');
    d = (E1L - E2L).^2;
    d = sqrt(sum(d(:)));
    pre(k).LD = d;
    
    % ROC/PR
    d1 = bwdist(E1);
    d2 = bwdist(~E1);
    tol1 = 2.5; % distance tolerance to consider TP/FP
    tol2 = 1; % distance tolerance to consider TN/FN
    boundContM(:,:,k) = (d1 <= tol1).*E2 + (d1 > tol1).*E2*2 + (d2 <= tol2).*~E2*3 + (d2 > tol2).*~E2*4;
    
end

%% Outputs - from segmentaion to combined ground truths

% Hausdorff Distance - Max boundry error (0 better)
out.HD = max([pre.HD]);

% Mean boundry error (0 better)
out.MBE = mean([pre.MBE]);
        
% LD Distance
out.LD = nanmean([pre.LD]);

% ROC/PR
% 1-TP, 2-FP, 3-TN, 4-FN
% Pos grows much faster than Neg as image grows so some metics are not actually relavent
% TP/TN - Mean, FP/FN - iff all wrong

boundCont(1) = nanmean(sum(sum(boundContM == 1,1),2),3);
boundCont(2) = nansum(sum(all(boundContM == 2,3)));
boundCont(3) = nanmean(sum(sum(boundContM == 3,1),2),3);
boundCont(4) = nansum(sum(all(boundContM == 4,3)));

out.sens = boundCont(1) ./ (boundCont(1) + boundCont(4) + eps); % Sensitiity and Recall
out.rec = out.sens;
out.spec = boundCont(3) ./ (boundCont(2) + boundCont(3) + eps); % Specificity
out.prec = boundCont(1) ./ (boundCont(1) + boundCont(2) + eps); % Percision
out.f = 2*out.prec .* out.rec ./ (out.prec + out.rec + eps);
out.acc = (boundCont(1) + boundCont(3)) ./ (boundCont(1) ...
    + boundCont(2) + boundCont(3) + boundCont(4) + eps); % Accuracy

end









Code/Segmentation/Validation/PR.m

function PR(scores, prof, type, IDX)
% Plot ROC and PR for each method contained in a cell
% scores: Cell array of struct for each method to show
% prof: Struct for ground truth
% Type: '-' for estimated line or '.' for point cloud

if nargin < 3
    type = '-';
end

if nargin <2 || ~isstruct(prof)
    prof = struct('spec',1,'sens',1,'rec',1,'prec',1,'f',1);
end

if nargin < 4
    IDX = [];
end

colors = {hex2dec({'ff','66','33'})/256, hex2dec({'ff','cc','00'})/256, ...
    hex2dec({'00','66','ff'})/256, hex2dec({'00','99','00'})/256 ...
    hex2dec({'99','66','ff'})/256, hex2dec({'ff','00','00'})/256, ...
    hex2dec({'ff','00','ff'})/256, hex2dec({'99','ff','99'})/256, ...
      };
c = length(colors);
h = gcf;

% Plot PR
subplot(1,2,1);
plotPC();

% Plot Zoom PR
subplot(1,2,2);
plotPC([0.5,0.95]); title('PR: Boundary (Zoom)'); legend('hide')

% Plot PR func
function plotPC(lim)
    if nargin < 1
        lim = [0,1.01];
    end
    limPR = lim(1):0.1:lim(2);
    limF = (lim(1)^2/(lim(1)+eps)):0.1:(lim(2)^2/(lim(2)+eps));
    % F score lines
    a = 1/100; P = 0:a:1.01; R = 0:a:1.01;
    [P,R] = meshgrid(P,R);
    F = 2 * P .* R ./ (P + R);
    [~,hp1] = contour(R,P,F, 'Color',[0.8,0.8,0.8], 'LineColor',[0.8,0.8,0.8], 'PickableParts', 'none'); hold on; % , 'PickableParts', 'none' added in 2014b
    colormap('gray')
    [ax,~,~] = plotyy(0,0,0,0);
    % Prof f score line
    a = 1/100; r = 0:a:1.01; p = -(prof.f*r)./(prof.f - 2*r); r(p<=0) = []; p(p<=0) = [];
    plot(r,p,'Color',[0.7,0.7,0.7],'LineWidth',2, 'PickableParts', 'none');
    % Prof point 
    hp1(2) = plot(prof.rec_avg, prof.prec_avg, '.k', 'markersize', 30);
    % Ellipse prof Stdv
    [x,y] = calcEllipse(prof.rec_avg, prof.prec_avg, prof.rec_std, prof.prec_std, 0, 5000);
    hp1(3) = patch(x,y,[0.8,0.8,0.8], 'FaceAlpha',0.3, 'linestyle',':','EdgeColor',[0.8,0.8,0.8],'EdgeAlpha',0.8, 'PickableParts', 'none');
    % Equivalent Berkeley Human pt (originaly at 0.7008,0.8977,0.7871)
    % [u,v,w] = surfnorm(R,P,F); quiver3(R,P,F,-u,-v,w); hold on; mesh(R,P,F,'FaceColor','none'); hold off
    % title('F-score topology and flow'); xlabel('Recall'); ylabel('Precision'); zlabel('F score');
    d = sqrt((0.7008-r).^2 + (0.8977-p).^2 + (0.7871-prof.f).^2);
    [~,i] = min(d); hp1(4) = plot([0.7008,r(i)], [0.8977,p(i)], '.', 'color', [0.6,0.6,0.6], 'markersize', 20);
    
    uistack(hp1(1),'bottom');
    key1 = {'F-Measure',['Professional (F: ', num2str(roundn(prof.f,-2)),...
        ', LD: ', num2str(roundn(prof.LD_avg,-1)), ', PRI: ', num2str(roundn(prof.PRI_avg,-2)),  ')'], ...
        'Professional Stdv', 'Projected Berkeley Human (Arbelaez 2009)'};
    key2 = {};
    for i = length(scores):-1:1
        if ~isempty(scores{i})
            if strcmp(type, '-')
                % sort on polar parametric where theta is x mean close theta in hist bins
                thetaOrig = atan2(scores{i}.prec, scores{i}.rec);
                rOrig = (scores{i}.prec.^2 + scores{i}.rec.^2).^0.5;
                % For smothed line
                % Consider using convexhull() in the future
                nBin = 25;
                tStart = 0;
                tEnd = pi/2;
                binStep = (tEnd-tStart)/nBin;
                tStart = tStart - binStep*i/2;
                theta = zeros(1,nBin); r = zeros(1,nBin);
                for j = 1:nBin+1
                    range = thetaOrig >= tStart & thetaOrig <= tStart + binStep*i;
                   % Max in Theta bin
                    [m,idx] = max(rOrig(range));
                    if ~isempty(m)
                        t = thetaOrig(range);
                        theta(j) = t(idx);
                        r(j) = m; 
                    end
                    tStart = tStart + binStep;
                end
                theta(r == 0 | isnan(r)) = []; r(r == 0 | isnan(r)) = [];
                rec = r.*cos(theta);
                prec = r.*sin(theta);

                hp2(i) = plot(rec,prec, type, 'color', colors{mod(i,c)+1},'LineWidth',1.5); 
            else
                hp2(i) = plot(scores{i}.rec,scores{i}.prec, type, 'color', colors{mod(i,c)+1}); 
            end
            % Mark Special points
            key2{i} = [scores{i}.name, ' (F: ', num2str(roundn(max(scores{i}.f),-2)), ...
                ', LD: ', num2str(roundn(min(scores{i}.LD),-1)), ...
                ', D2P: ', num2str(roundn(min((scores{i}.prec-prof.prec_avg).^2 + (scores{i}.rec- prof.rec_avg).^2),-3)), ...
                ', PRI: ', num2str(roundn(max(scores{i}.PRI),-2)),')'];
            [~,idx] = min((scores{i}.prec-prof.prec_avg).^2 + (scores{i}.rec- prof.rec_avg).^2); % Mark closest to prof
            plot(scores{i}.rec(idx),scores{i}.prec(idx),'+', 'color', colors{mod(i,c)+1}, 'markersize', 15, 'PickableParts', 'none'); % 
            [~,idx] = min(scores{i}.LD); % Mark Best Loomis Distance
            plot(scores{i}.rec(idx),scores{i}.prec(idx),'o', 'color', colors{mod(i,c)+1}, 'markersize', 15, 'PickableParts', 'none'); % 
            [~,idx] = max(scores{i}.f); % Mark Best F score
            plot(scores{i}.rec(idx),scores{i}.prec(idx),'x', 'color', colors{mod(i,c)+1}, 'markersize', 15, 'PickableParts', 'none'); % 
            [~,idx] = max(scores{i}.PRI); % Mark Best F score
            plot(scores{i}.rec(idx),scores{i}.prec(idx),'s', 'color', colors{mod(i,c)+1}, 'markersize', 15, 'PickableParts', 'none'); % 
            if ~isempty(IDX) && ~isempty(IDX{i})
                % 1 - min D2P, 2 - max F, 3 - max PRI, 4 - min Loomis, 5 - Rel
                if ~isempty(IDX{i}{5})
                    idx = IDX{i}{5}; % Mark Rel
                    plot(scores{i}.rec(idx),scores{i}.prec(idx),'^', 'color', colors{mod(i,c)+1}, 'markersize', 15); % 
                end
            end
        else
            hp2(i) = plot(nan, type, 'color', colors{mod(i,c)+1});
            key2{i} = '';
        end
        % Special points in key
        hp3(1) = plot(nan, 'k+', 'PickableParts', 'none'); key3{1} = 'Min Dist to Pro';
        hp3(2) = plot(nan, 'ko', 'PickableParts', 'none'); key3{2} = 'Min Loomis Dist';
        hp3(3) = plot(nan, 'kx', 'PickableParts', 'none'); key3{3} = 'Max F Score';
        hp3(4) = plot(nan, 'ks', 'PickableParts', 'none'); key3{4} = 'Max Rand Index';
        if ~isempty(IDX)
            hp3(5) = plot(nan, 'k^'); key3{5} = 'Relative';
        end
    end
    hold off;
    % Axis things
    title('PR: Boundary'); grid on;
    a = get(hp1(1)); zz = a.ZData; zz = zz(end,:);
    set(ax(1), 'xLim', lim, 'xtick', limPR, 'XTickLabel', limPR);
    xlabel('Recall'); linkaxes(ax,'x');
    set(ax(2), 'xtick', limPR, 'XTickLabel', [], 'XAxisLocation', 'Top');
    set(ax(1), 'yLim', lim, 'ytick', lim(1):0.1:lim(2), 'Box', 'off', 'ycolor', 'k', 'GridLineStyle',':');
    f = [0:0.1:1.01,prof.f]; f = sort(f); r = lim(2); p = -(f*r)./(f - 2*r);
    set(ax(2), 'yLim', [limF(1),limF(end)], 'ytick', p, 'YTickLabel', roundn(f,-3), 'ycolor',[0.5,0.5,0.5]);
    ylabel(ax(1),'Precision'); ylabel(ax(2),'F-Measure');
    h_legend = legend([hp1(:);hp2(:);hp3(:)],{key1{:},key2{:},key3{:}},'Location','southwest');
    set(h_legend,'FontSize',12);
    
    % Handle point select
    dcm_obj = datacursormode(h);
    set(dcm_obj,'UpdateFcn',@curserUpdate);

        function textOut = curserUpdate(~,~)
            eventdata = getCursorInfo(dcm_obj);
            pos = eventdata.Position;
            switch eventdata.Target
                % 2014b Not selectable because of 'PickableParts', 'none'
                case hp1(1) % PR: F curve
                    textOut = [
                                'F:      ', num2str(roundn(2*pos(1)*pos(2)/(pos(1)+pos(2)),-1))
                              ];
                case {hp1(2)} % prof Pt
                    textOut = [
                                'Sens:   ', num2str(prof.sens_avg,3), 10, ...
                                'Spec:   ', num2str(prof.spec_avg,3), 10, ...
                                'Acc:    ', num2str(prof.acc_avg,3), 10, ...
                                'Perc:   ', num2str(prof.prec_avg,3), 10, ...
                                'Rec:    ', num2str(prof.rec_avg,3), 10, ...
                                'F:      ', num2str(prof.f,3), 10, ...
                                'LD:     ', num2str(prof.LD_avg,3), 10, ...
                                'PRI:    ', num2str(prof.PRI_avg,3), 10, ...
                                'Professional'
                              ];
                case {hp1(3)} % prof Pt Stdvs
                    textOut = [
                                'Sens:   ', num2str(prof.sens_avg,3), 177, num2str(prof.sens_std,3), 10, ...
                                'Spec:   ', num2str(prof.spec_avg,3), 177, num2str(prof.spec_std,3), 10, ...
                                'Acc:    ', num2str(prof.acc_avg,3), 177, num2str(prof.acc_std,3), 10, ...
                                'Perc:   ', num2str(prof.prec_avg,3), 177, num2str(prof.prec_std,3), 10, ...
                                'Rec:    ', num2str(prof.rec_avg,3), 177, num2str(prof.rec_std,3), 10, ...
                                'F:      ', num2str(prof.f,3), 177, num2str(prof.f_std,3), 10, ...
                                'LD:     ', num2str(prof.LD_avg,3), 177, num2str(prof.LD_std,3), 10, ...
                                'PRI:    ', num2str(prof.PRI_avg,3), 177, num2str(prof.PRI_std,3), 10, ...
                                'Professional'
                              ];
                case num2cell(hp2) % PR Curve/Pints
                    idx = find(eventdata.Target == hp2);
                    par = scores{idx};
                    idx = eventdata.DataIndex;
                    if strcmp(type,'.') % ROC/PR Points
                        if isnumeric({par.params{:,idx}})
                            str_ = num2str([par.params{:,idx}]);
                        else
                            try
                                str_ = strjoin(cellfun(@flatten,[par.params{:,idx}],'un',0));
                            catch
                                try
                                    str_ = strjoin(cellfun(@flatten,{par.params{:,idx}},'un',0));
                                catch
                                    str_ = ['error reading params'];
                                end
                            end
                        end
                        textOut = [
                                    'Sens:   ', num2str(par.sens(idx),3), 10, ...
                                    'Spec:   ', num2str(par.spec(idx),3), 10, ...
                                    'Acc:    ', num2str(par.acc(idx),3), 10, ...
                                    'Perc:   ', num2str(par.prec(idx),3), 10, ...
                                    'Rec:    ', num2str(par.rec(idx),3), 10, ...
                                    'F:      ', num2str(par.f(idx),3), 10, ...
                                    'LD:     ', num2str(par.LD(idx),3), 10, ...
                                    'PRI:    ', num2str(par.PRI(idx),3), 10, ...
                                    'D2P:    ', num2str(((par.prec(idx) - prof.prec_avg).^2 + ...
                                                (par.rec(idx) - prof.rec_avg).^2).^0.5,3), 10, ...
                                    'Time:   ', num2str(par.time(idx),3), 's', 10, ...
                                    'Func:   ', par.name, 10, ...
                                    'Par Num: ', num2str(idx), 10, ...
                                    str_
                                  ];
                    else % PR Curve
                        textOut = ['Rec : ', num2str(pos(1)), 10, ...
                                   'Perc: ', num2str(pos(2)), 10, ...
                                   'Func:   ', par.name];
                    end
                otherwise
                    textOut = ['Rec : ', num2str(pos(1)), 10, ...
                               'Perc: ', num2str(pos(2)), 10, ...
                               'F   : ', num2str(2*pos(1)*pos(2)/(pos(1)+pos(2)))];
            end
        end
    end
end

function [X,Y] = calcEllipse(x, y, a, b, angle, steps)
    %# This functions returns points to draw an ellipse
    %#
    %#  @param x     X coordinate
    %#  @param y     Y coordinate
    %#  @param a     Semimajor axis
    %#  @param b     Semiminor axis
    %#  @param angle Angle of the ellipse (in degrees)
    %#

    narginchk(5, 6);
    if nargin<6, steps = 36; end

    beta = -angle * (pi / 180);
    sinbeta = sin(beta);
    cosbeta = cos(beta);

    alpha = linspace(0, 360, steps)' .* (pi / 180);
    sinalpha = sin(alpha);
    cosalpha = cos(alpha);

    X = x + (a * cosalpha * cosbeta - b * sinalpha * sinbeta);
    Y = y + (a * cosalpha * sinbeta + b * sinalpha * cosbeta);

    if nargout==1, X = [X Y]; end
end

function x = flatten(x)
    
    if isnumeric(x)
        x = reshape(x,1,[]);
        x = num2str(x);
    end
    
end










Code/Segmentation/Validation/ROC.m

function ROC(scores, human, type)
% Plot ROC for each method contained in a cell
% scores: Cell array of struct for each method to show
% Professional: Struct for ground truth
% Type: '-' for estimated line or '.' for point cloud
% TODO change human to professional and make human for general, D2P to D2P

if nargin < 3
    type = '-';
end

if nargin <2 || ~isstruct(human)
    human = struct('spec',1,'sens',1,'rec',1,'prec',1,'f',1);
end

colors = {[0.5,1,1],[1,0.5,1],[1,1,0.5],[0.5,1,0.5],[0.5,0.5,1],[1,0.5,0.5],[0.5,0.5,0.5]};
c = length(colors);
h = gcf;

% Plot ROC
hr1(1) = plot([-0.01,0.5,1.01], [-0.01,0.5,1.01], 'Color',[0.8,0.8,0.8], 'PickableParts', 'none'); hold on; % , 'PickableParts', 'none' added in 2014a
hr1(2) = plot(1-human.spec_avg, human.sens_avg, '.k', 'markersize', 30);
% Rectangle Human Stdv
%     errSpec = [...
%         1-(human.spec_avg(1) - human.spec_std(1));...
%         1-(human.spec_avg + human.spec_std);...
%         1-(human.spec_avg(end) + human.spec_std(end));...
%         1-(human.spec_avg(end:-1:1) - human.spec_std(end:-1:1))];
%     errSens = [...
%         human.sens_avg(1) - human.sens_std(1);...
%         human.sens_avg - human.sens_std;...
%         human.sens_avg(end) + human.sens_std(end);...
%         human.sens_avg(end:-1:1) + human.sens_std(end:-1:1)];
%     hr1(3) = patch(errSpec,errSens,[0.7,0.7,0.7],'FaceAlpha',0.3,'linestyle',':','EdgeColor',[0.6,0.6,0.6],'EdgeAlpha',0.8);
% Ellipse Human Stdv
    [x,y] = calcEllipse(1-human.spec_avg, human.sens_avg, human.spec_std, human.sens_std, 0, 90);
    hr1(3) = patch(x,y,[0.7,0.7,0.7],'FaceAlpha',0.3,'linestyle',':','EdgeColor',[0.6,0.6,0.6],'EdgeAlpha',0.8);
uistack(hr1,'bottom');
key1 = {'Baseline','Professional','Professional Stdv'};
key2 = {};
for i = length(scores):-1:1
    if ~isempty(scores{i})
        if strcmp(type, '-')
            % sort on polar parametric where theta is x
            thetaOrig = atan2(scores{i}.sens, scores{i}.spec);
            rOrig = (scores{i}.sens.^2 + scores{i}.spec.^2).^0.5;
            [thetaOrig,~,idx] = unique(thetaOrig);
            rOrig = accumarray(idx,rOrig,[],@mean)';
            [theta, idx] = sort(thetaOrig);
            r = rOrig(idx);
            spec = r.*cos(theta);
            sens = r.*sin(theta);

            hr2(i) = plot(1-spec, sens, type, 'color', colors{mod(i,c)+1}-0.2);
        else
            hr2(i) = plot(1-scores{i}.spec, scores{i}.sens, type, 'color', colors{mod(i,c)+1}-0.2);
        end
        key2{i} = [scores{i}.name, ' (A: ', num2str(roundn(max(scores{i}.acc),-2)), ')'];
    else
        hr2(i) = plot(nan, type, 'color', colors{mod(i,c)+1}-0.2);
        key2{i} = '';
    end
end
hold off;
ax = get(hr1(1)); ax = ax.Parent;
set(ax, 'xLim', [-0.01,1.01], 'xtick', 0:0.1:1, 'XTickLabel', 0:0.1:1);
set(ax, 'yLim', [-0.01,1.01], 'ytick', 0:0.1:1, 'YTickLabel', 0:0.1:1);
xlabel('1-Specificity'); ylabel('Sensitiity');
title('ROC: Boundary');
legend([hr1(:);hr2(:)],{key1{:},key2{:}},'Location','southeast');

% Handle point select
dcm_obj = datacursormode(h);
set(dcm_obj,'UpdateFcn',@curserUpdate);


    function textOut = curserUpdate(~,~)
        eventdata = getCursorInfo(dcm_obj);
        pos = eventdata.Position;
        switch eventdata.Target
            % 2014b Not selectable because of 'PickableParts', 'none'
            case hr1(1) % ROC: baseline curve
                textOut =   'Acc:    0.5';
            case {hr1(2)} % Human Pt
                textOut = [
                            'Sens:   ', num2str(human.sens_avg,3), 10, ...
                            'Spec:   ', num2str(human.spec_avg,3), 10, ...
                            'Acc:    ', num2str(human.acc_avg,3), 10, ...
                            'Perc:   ', num2str(human.prec_avg,3), 10, ...
                            'Rec:    ', num2str(human.rec_avg,3), 10, ...
                            'F:      ', num2str(human.f_avg,3), 10, ...
                            'LD:     ', num2str(human.LD_avg,3), 10, ...
                            'Human'
                          ];
            case {hr1(3)} % Human Pt Stdvs
                textOut = [
                            'Sens:   ', num2str(human.sens_avg,3), 177, num2str(human.sens_std,3), 10, ...
                            'Spec:   ', num2str(human.spec_avg,3), 177, num2str(human.spec_std,3), 10, ...
                            'Acc:    ', num2str(human.acc_avg,3), 177, num2str(human.acc_std,3), 10, ...
                            'Perc:   ', num2str(human.prec_avg,3), 177, num2str(human.prec_std,3), 10, ...
                            'Rec:    ', num2str(human.rec_avg,3), 177, num2str(human.rec_std,3), 10, ...
                            'F:      ', num2str(human.f_avg,3), 177, num2str(human.f_std,3), 10, ...
                            'LD:     ', num2str(human.LD_avg,3), 177, num2str(human.LD_std,3), 10, ...
                            'Human'
                          ];
            case num2cell(hr2) % ROC Curve/Pints
                idx = find(eventdata.Target == hr2);
                par = scores{idx};
                idx = eventdata.DataIndex;
                if strcmp(type,'.') % ROC Points
                    if isnumeric([par.params{:,idx}])
                        str_ = num2str([par.params{:,idx}]);
                    else
                        str_ = strjoin(cellfun(@flatten,[par.params{:,idx}],'un',0));
                    end
                    textOut = [
                                'Sens:   ', num2str(par.sens(idx),3), 10, ...
                                'Spec:   ', num2str(par.spec(idx),3), 10, ...
                                'Acc:    ', num2str(par.acc(idx),3), 10, ...
                                'Perc:   ', num2str(par.prec(idx),3), 10, ...
                                'Rec:    ', num2str(par.rec(idx),3), 10, ...
                                'F:      ', num2str(par.f(idx),3), 10, ...
                                'LD:     ', num2str(par.LD(idx),3), 10, ...
                                'D2P:    ', num2str(((par.prec(idx) - human.prec_avg).^2 + ...
                                            (par.rec(idx) - human.rec_avg).^2).^0.5,3), 10, ...
                                'Time:   ', num2str(par.time(idx),3), 's', 10, ...
                                'Func:   ', par.name, 10, ...
                                'Par Num: ', num2str(idx), 10, ...
                                str_
                              ];
                else % ROC Curve
                	textOut = ['1-Spec: ', num2str(pos(1)), 10, ...
                                       'Sen:    ', num2str(pos(2)), 10, ...
                                       'Func:   ', par.name];
                end
            otherwise
                textOut = ['x: ', num2str(pos(1)), 10, ...
                           'y: ', num2str(pos(2))];
        end
    end
end

function y = roundn(x,n)
    y = round(x.*10^-n).*10^n;
end

function [X,Y] = calcEllipse(x, y, a, b, angle, steps)
    %# This functions returns points to draw an ellipse
    %#
    %#  @param x     X coordinate
    %#  @param y     Y coordinate
    %#  @param a     Semimajor axis
    %#  @param b     Semiminor axis
    %#  @param angle Angle of the ellipse (in degrees)
    %#

    narginchk(5, 6);
    if nargin<6, steps = 36; end

    beta = -angle * (pi / 180);
    sinbeta = sin(beta);
    cosbeta = cos(beta);

    alpha = linspace(0, 360, steps)' .* (pi / 180);
    sinalpha = sin(alpha);
    cosalpha = cos(alpha);

    X = x + (a * cosalpha * cosbeta - b * sinalpha * sinbeta);
    Y = y + (a * cosalpha * sinbeta + b * sinalpha * cosbeta);

    if nargout==1, X = [X Y]; end
end

function x = flatten(x)
    
    if isnumeric(x)
        x = reshape(x,1,[]);
        x = num2str(x);
    end
    
end










Code/Segmentation/Validation/segCon.m

function out = segCon(S)
% Segmentaion Consistancy
% Single image with multiple ground truths or same method images as each layer

p = size(S,3);
for i = p:-1:1
    %disp(num2str(i))
    con(i) = segVal(S(:,:,i),S(:,:,(1:p)~=i));
end

names = fieldnames(con);
for i = 1:length(names)
    dat = [con.(names{i})];
    if isnumeric(dat)
        out.(names{i}) = nanmean(dat,2);
    end
end








Code/Segmentation/Validation/segCon2p.m

function [out, pre] = segCon2p(S)
% Segmentaion Consistancy (parallel)
% Multiple images with each cell as images

p = length(S);

parfor i = 1:p
    %disp(['S',num2str(i)])
    pre(i) = segCon(S{i});
end

names = fieldnames(pre);
for i = 1:length(names) % TODO consider replacing with structfun
    dat = [pre.(names{i})];
    if isnumeric(dat)
        out.([names{i}, '_med']) = nanmedian(dat,2);
        out.([names{i}, '_avg']) = nanmean(dat,2);
        out.([names{i}, '_std']) = nanstd(dat,0,2);
    end
end
out.f = 2*out.prec_avg.*out.rec_avg ./ (out.prec_avg + out.rec_avg + eps);
out.f__avg = out.f;
out.f__med = 2*out.prec_med.*out.rec_med ./ (out.prec_med + out.rec_med + eps);
out.f__std = 2*out.prec_std.*out.rec_std ./ (out.prec_std + out.rec_std + eps);






Code/Segmentation/Validation/segCon2p_.m

function [out, pre] = segCon2p(S)
% Segmentaion Consistancy (parallel)
% Multiple images with each cell as images

p = length(S);

parfor i = 1:p
    %disp(['S',num2str(i)])
    pre(i) = segCon_(S{i});
end

names = fieldnames(pre);
for i = 1:length(names) % TODO consider replacing with structfun
    dat = [pre.(names{i})];
    if isnumeric(dat)
        out.([names{i}, '_med']) = nanmedian(dat,2);
        out.([names{i}, '_avg']) = nanmean(dat,2);
        out.([names{i}, '_std']) = nanstd(dat,0,2);
    end
end
out.f = 2*out.prec_avg.*out.rec_avg ./ (out.prec_avg + out.rec_avg + eps);
out.f__avg = out.f;
out.f__med = 2*out.prec_med.*out.rec_med ./ (out.prec_med + out.rec_med + eps);
out.f__std = 2*out.prec_std.*out.rec_std ./ (out.prec_std + out.rec_std + eps);






Code/Segmentation/Validation/segCon2s.m

function out = segCon2s(S)
% Segmentaion Consistancy(Serial)
% Multiple images with each cell as images

p = length(S);

for i = p:-1:1
    %disp(['S',num2str(i)])
    pre(i) = segCon(S{i});
end

names = fieldnames(pre);
for i = 1:length(names) % TODO consider replacing with structfun
    dat = [pre.(names{i})];
    if isnumeric(dat)
        out.([names{i}, '_med']) = nanmedian(dat,2);
        out.([names{i}, '_avg']) = nanmean(dat,2);
        out.([names{i}, '_std']) = nanstd(dat,0,2);
    end
end
out.f = 2*out.prec_avg.*out.rec_avg ./ (out.prec_avg + out.rec_avg + eps);
out.f__avg = out.f;
out.f__med = 2*out.prec_med.*out.rec_med ./ (out.prec_med + out.rec_med + eps);
out.f__std = 2*out.prec_std.*out.rec_std ./ (out.prec_std + out.rec_std + eps);






Code/Segmentation/Validation/segCon2s_.m

function out = segCon2s(S)
% Segmentaion Consistancy(Serial)
% Multiple images with each cell as images

p = length(S);

for i = p:-1:1
    %disp(['S',num2str(i)])
    pre(i) = segCon_(S{i});
end

names = fieldnames(pre);
for i = 1:length(names) % TODO consider replacing with structfun
    dat = [pre.(names{i})];
    if isnumeric(dat)
        out.([names{i}, '_med']) = nanmedian(dat,2);
        out.([names{i}, '_avg']) = nanmean(dat,2);
        out.([names{i}, '_std']) = nanstd(dat,0,2);
    end
end
out.f = 2*out.prec_avg.*out.rec_avg ./ (out.prec_avg + out.rec_avg + eps);
out.f__avg = out.f;
out.f__med = 2*out.prec_med.*out.rec_med ./ (out.prec_med + out.rec_med + eps);
out.f__std = 2*out.prec_std.*out.rec_std ./ (out.prec_std + out.rec_std + eps);






Code/Segmentation/Validation/segCon_.m

function out = segCon(S)
% Segmentaion Consistancy
% Single image with multiple ground truths or same method images as each layer

p = size(S,3);
for i = p:-1:1
    %disp(num2str(i))
    con(i) = segVal(S(:,:,i),S(:,:,(1:p)~=i));
end

names = fieldnames(con);
for i = 1:length(names)
    dat = [con.(names{i})];
    if isnumeric(dat)
        out.(names{i}) = nanmedian(dat,2);
    end
end








Code/Segmentation/Validation/segVal.m

function [out, pre] = segVal(S,G,which)
% Segmentaion Validation based on regions and region boundaries
% S: Segmenation
% G: Ground Truth(s)
% Which: which any or all to calcuate {'all', 'boundary', 'region', 'information'}
% 
% Segment label 0 is ignored 
%
% Rename a feild in all scores if needed
% [a.quux] = a.qux;
% a = rmfield(a,'qux');
%
% TODO add Adjusted MI, Adjusted RI, Fowlkes-Mallows scores
% (http://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/clustering.html)

if nargin < 3
    which = 'all';
end

% out = struct('MBE',inf, 'HD',inf, 'LD',inf, 'sens',0, 'rec',0, 'spec',0, ...
%    'prec',0, 'f',0, 'acc',0, 'DSI',0, 'TC',0, 'BSS',0, 'BCI',0, ...
%    'NMI',0, 'NVI',inf, 'PRI',0, 'time',inf, 'which',which);
out = struct('MBE',nan, 'HD',nan, 'LD',nan, 'sens',nan, 'rec',nan, 'spec',nan, ...
    'prec',nan, 'f',nan, 'acc',nan, 'DSI',nan, 'TC',nan, 'BSS',nan, 'BCI',nan, ...
    'NMI',nan, 'NVI',nan, 'PRI',nan, 'time',nan, 'which',{which});
pre = [];

% if cannot compute
if isempty(G) || isempty(S) || any(size(S(:,:,1)) ~= size(G(:,:,1)))
    return; 
end

% If more than 50 regions do not calc region metrics too resource expensive
% If more than 100 do not calc info metrics too resource expensive
if strcmp(which, 'all') && max(G(:)) > 100
    which = 'boundary';
elseif strcmp(which, 'all') && max(G(:)) > 50
    which = {'boundary','information'};
end

[m,n,p] = size(G);
if any(ismember(which, {'all','boundary'}))
    boundContM = zeros(size(G)); % 1-TP, 2-FP, 3-TN, 4-FN
    boundCont = zeros(1,4); % 1-TP, 2-FP, 3-TN, 4-FN
end

for k = size(G,3):-1:1 % for each ground truth
% disp(['.',num2str(k)])
%% Data setup
    
    Gk = G(:,:,k);
    
    % Split non-contiguous clusters and remove small regions
    S = splitLabels(S);
    Gk = splitLabels(Gk);
    
    if any(ismember(which, {'all','region','information'}))
        % Limits needed in serveral places
        MS = max(S(:)); % Largest label in S
        MGk = max(Gk(:)); % Largest label in Gk
        mS = min(S(:)); % Smallest label in S
        mGk = min(Gk(:)); % Smallest label in Gk
        nS = nnz(S); % Num non zero in S
        nGk = nnz(Gk); % Num non zero in Gk
        nSGk = nnz(S & Gk); % Num non zero in S & Gk
        NS = nnz(unique(S)); % Num unique non zero labels in S
        NGk = nnz(unique(Gk)); % Num unique non zero labels in Gk

        % Build logical images and entopy
        LS = false(m,n,MS); % Logical masks for S
        LGk = false(m,n,MGk); % Logical masks for Gk
        LRE = zeros(m*n,p,2); % Init LRE
        LSGk = false(m,n,MS,MGk); % Logical mask for S & Gk
        NLS = zeros(1,MS); % Num non Zero in LS
        NLGk = zeros(1,MGk); % Num non Zero in LGk
        NLSGk = zeros(MS,MGk); % Num non Zero in LSGk
    end
    
    if any(ismember(which, {'all','information'}))
        HS = 0; % Entropy of S
        HGk = 0; % Entropy of Gk
        HSGk = 0; % Joint Entoropy of S,Gk
        for i = 1:MS
            LS(:,:,i) = S == i;
            NLS(i) = nnz(LS(:,:,i));
            P = NLS(i)/nS;
            HS = HS - P*log2(P+eps);
        end
        for j = 1:MGk
            LGk(:,:,j) = Gk == j;
            NLGk(j) = nnz(LGk(:,:,j));
            P = NLGk(j)/nGk;
            HGk = HGk - P*log2(P+eps);
        end
        for i = 1:MS
            for j = 1:MGk
                LSGk(:,:,i,j) = LS(:,:,i) & LGk(:,:,j);
                NLSGk(i,j) = nnz(LSGk(:,:,i,j));
                P = NLSGk(i,j)/nSGk;
                HSGk = HSGk - P*log2(P+eps);
            end
        end
    end
    
%% Pre outputs - from segmentaion to each ground truth

%% Boundaries
    if any(ismember(which, {'all','boundary'}))
        % Get Boundries
        E1 = logical(segEdge(S));
        E2 = logical(segEdge(Gk));

        % Hausdorff Distance - Max boundry error (0 better)
        D1 = bwdist(E1).*E2;
        D2 = bwdist(E2).*E1;
        pre(k).HD = nanmax([D1(:);D2(:)]);

        % Mean boundry error (0 better)
        pre(k).MBE = nanmean([D1(:);D2(:)]);
        
        % Loomis Distance - Blur like touch and find difference
        E1L = Filter(E1,'loomis');
        E2L = Filter(E2,'loomis');
        d = (E1L - E2L).^2;
        d = sqrt(sum(d(:)));
        pre(k).LD = d;

        % ROC/PR
        d1 = bwdist(E1);
        d2 = bwdist(~E1);
        tol1 = 2.5; % distance tolerance to consider TP/FP
        tol2 = 1; % distance tolerance to consider TN/FN
        boundContM(:,:,k) = (d1 <= tol1).*E2 + (d1 > tol1).*E2*2 + (d2 <= tol2).*~E2*3 + (d2 > tol2).*~E2*4;
    end

%% Regions
    if any(ismember(which, {'all','region'}))
        % Dice Similarity (DSI, 1 better)
        % Tanimoto coefficient (TC, 1 better)
        % Best Spatial Support (BSS, 1 better)
        % Global/Local Consistency Error (GCE/LCE, 0 better)

        DSI = zeros(MS,MGk);
        TC = zeros(MS,MGk);
        LRE1 = zeros(m,n); LRE2 = zeros(m,n);

        for i = 1:MS
            for j = 1:MGk
                DSI(i,j) = 2*NLSGk(i,j)/(NLS(i) + NLGk(j));
                TC(i,j) = NLSGk(i,j) / nnz(LS(:,:,i) | LGk(:,:,j));
                LRE1(LSGk(:,:,i,j)) = (nnz(LS(:,:,i) & ~LGk(:,:,j)))/NLS(i);
                LRE2(LSGk(:,:,i,j)) = (nnz(LGk(:,:,j) & ~LS(:,:,i)))/NLGk(j);
            end
        end

        pre(k).DSI = 2*sum(DSI(:)) / (NS + NGk);
        %pre(k).DSImat = DSI;

        pre(k).TC = 2*sum(TC(:)) / (NS + NGk);
        %pre(k).TCmat = TC;

        pre(k).BSS = sum(max(TC,[],2))/NS;

        pre(k).GCE = min(sum(LRE1(:)),sum(LRE2(:)))/nS;
        pre(k).LCE = sum(min(LRE1(:),LRE2(:)))/nS;
        LRE(:,k,1) = LRE1(:); LRE(:,k,2) = LRE2(:);
    end

%% Information
% Equations from:
%   "Comparing partitions" -Lawrence Hubert (1985)
%   "Information Theoretic Measures..." -Nguyen Xuan Vinh (2010)
    if any(ismember(which, {'all','information'}))
        % Normalized Mutual Information (1 better)
        MI = HS + HGk - HSGk;
        pre(k).NMI = MI/HSGk;

        % Normalized Variation of Information (0 better)
        pre(k).NVI = 1 - pre(k).NMI;

        % Rand Index (1 better)
        conf = confusionmat(S(:), Gk(:)); % contingency table, S on row, G on col
        if mS == 0; conf = conf(2:end,:); end; % ignore 0 remove 1st row 
        if mGk == 0; conf = conf(:,2:end); end; % ignore 0 remove 1st col 
        N = sum(conf(:));
        v=sum(conf,1);
        u=sum(conf,2);
        Nc2=N*(N-1)/2+eps;
        pre(k).RI = 1 + (-(sum(u.^2)+sum(v.^2))/2 + sum(conf(:).^2))/Nc2;
    end

end

%% Outputs - from segmentaion to combined ground truths

%% Boundaries
    if any(ismember(which, {'all','boundary'}))
        % Hausdorff Distance - Max boundry error (0 better)
        out.HD = nanmean([pre.HD]);

        % Mean boundry error (0 better)
        out.MBE = nanmean([pre.MBE]);
        
        % LD Distance
        out.LD = nanmean([pre.LD]);

        % ROC/PR
        % 1-TP, 2-FP, 3-TN, 4-FN
        % Pos grows much faster than Neg as image grows so some metics are not actually relavent
        % TP/TN - Mean, FP/FN - iff all wrong

        boundCont(1) = nanmean(sum(sum(boundContM == 1,1),2),3);
        boundCont(2) = nansum(sum(all(boundContM == 2,3)));
        boundCont(3) = nanmean(sum(sum(boundContM == 3,1),2),3);
        boundCont(4) = nansum(sum(all(boundContM == 4,3)));

        out.sens = boundCont(1) ./ (boundCont(1) + boundCont(4) + eps); % Sensitiity and Recall
        out.rec = out.sens;
        out.spec = boundCont(3) ./ (boundCont(2) + boundCont(3) + eps); % Specificity
        out.prec = boundCont(1) ./ (boundCont(1) + boundCont(2) + eps); % Percision
        out.f = 2*out.prec .* out.rec ./ (out.prec + out.rec + eps);
        out.acc = (boundCont(1) + boundCont(3)) ./ (boundCont(1) ...
            + boundCont(2) + boundCont(3) + boundCont(4) + eps); % Accuracy
    end

%% Regions
    if any(ismember(which, {'all','region'}))
        % Dice Similarity (1 better)
        out.DSI = nanmean([pre.DSI]);

        % Tanimoto coefficient (1 better)
        out.TC = nanmean([pre.TC]);

        % Best Satial Support (1 better)
        out.BSS = nanmax([pre.BSS]);

        % Bidirectional Consistency Index (1 better)
        BCE = nansum(nanmin(nanmax(LRE(:,k,1), LRE(:,k,2)),[],2))/nS;
        out.BCI = 1 - BCE;
    end

%% Information
    if any(ismember(which, {'all','information'}))
        % Normalized Mutual Information (1 better)
        out.NMI = nanmean([pre.NMI]);

        % Normalized Variation of Information (0 better)
        out.NVI = nanmean([pre.NVI]);

        % Probabilistic Rand (1 better)
        % Equations from: "A Measure for Objective..." - R. Unnikrishnan (2005)
        out.PRI = nanmean([pre.RI]);
    end
end








Code/Segmentation/Validation/segVal2.m

function [out, pre] = segVal2(S,G,which)
% S cell each segmented image
% G cell each set of ground truths

if nargin < 3
    which = 'all';
end

% Validation
p = length(S);
p_ = max(cellfun(@(x)size(x,3),S));
pre = repmat(segVal(0,[],'boundary'),p,p_);

for i = p:-1:1
    for j = size(S{i},3):-1:1
        pre(i,j) = segVal(S{i}(:,:,j),G{i},which); % one S on set of G
    end
    % display(i)
end

% Get avg and sum within same image
names = fieldnames(pre);

for i = 1:length(names)
    dat = [pre.(names{i})];
    if isnumeric(dat)
        dat = reshape(dat,size(pre));
        dat = nanmedian(dat,2);
        out.([names{i}, '_med']) = nanmedian(dat,1);
        out.([names{i}, '_avg']) = nanmean(dat,1);
        out.([names{i}, '_std']) = nanstd(dat,0,1);
    end
end
out.f = 2*out.prec_avg.*out.rec_avg ./ (out.prec_avg + out.rec_avg + eps);
out.f__avg = out.f;
out.f__med = 2*out.prec_med.*out.rec_med ./ (out.prec_med + out.rec_med + eps);
out.f__std = 2*out.prec_std.*out.rec_std ./ (out.prec_std + out.rec_std + eps);

end








Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/batchFeatureTest.m


%% Prepare feature cues
diary off; clear; clc;
% featureGatherTest;
load('Ifull.mat');
load('DataTableFullNorm.mat');

%% Create Edge Exports

load('Models/lassoLinOut1.mat'); Ireg = model2Images(mdl, DataTable, I);

    %% Testing Thined
    % LASSO seemed the best for not closing resions off, it also lighted
    % ancillery lines before needing to do it later.
    
    edge = cell(1,length(I));
    type = {'LASSO'};
    for j = 1:length(type)
        for i = 1:length(Ireg)
            img = Filter(Ireg{i}(:,:,1),'t2vr',[]);
            img = Filter(img, 'gauss', struct('r',12,'sigma',0.85));
            img = (img-min(img(:)))/(max(img(:))-min(img(:)));
            
            if strcmp(type{j}, 'LASSO')
                edge{i} = img;
            end
            
        end
    end
    
    %% Create Edge/Seg/Region Exports
    
    load('Models/lassoRegOut1.mat'); Ireg = model2Images(mdl, DataTable, I);
    
    %% Disolve bad region into suround (Accent)
    
    seg = cell(1,length(I));
    reg = cell(1,length(I));
    reg2 = cell(1,length(I));
    acc = cell(1,length(I));
    
    for i = 1:length(I)
        seg{i} = levelSet(I{i}{2}(:,:,1:3), ... Use Luv leaving off textures, should be Lab if posible though
            struct('probMethod','sqEuclidean', ...
            'maskParams', struct('n',2, 'type','circles', 'r',5, 'p',17, 's',13), ...
            'weight',[1.5;1.5;1], 'dWeight',[0.8;0.8;0.8]) ...
            );
        reg{i} = splitLabels(seg{i});
        score = Ireg{i}(:,:,1);
        reg2{i} = imImputeMask(reg{i},score < 0.05,9,'mode'); % TODO adjust score th
        
        regBound = Energy(reg2{i},'central',[]);
        regBound(regBound > 0) = 1;
        regBound = Filter(regBound,'sg',[]);
        regBound = (regBound-min(regBound(:)))/(max(regBound(:))-min(regBound(:)));
        regBound = erf(regBound*4);
        regBound = (regBound-min(regBound(:)))/(max(regBound(:))-min(regBound(:)));
        regBound(regBound < 0.6) = 0.5;
        
        accents = erf(edge{i}*3);
        accents = (accents-min(accents(:)))/(max(accents(:))-min(accents(:)));
        
        img = accents.*(regBound.^2);
        img = (img-min(img(:)))/(max(img(:))-min(img(:)));
        %img = erf(img);
        imagesc(img); drawnow();
        
        acc{i} = img;
    end
    
    %% Create Texture prediction
    load('Models/lassoSegtOut1.mat'); score = model2Images(mdl, DataTable, I);
    
    %% Create Edge/Seg/Region/Texture Exports
    % If good segment and likly texture then add texture (erode edge of texture)
    
    for i = 1:length(I)
        % img = texturize2(acc{i},seg{i},score{i}(:,:,1),0.4,3,20,0.25); % Texture away from edge
        img = texturize2(acc{i},seg{i},score{i}(:,:,1),0.4,3,0,0.25); % Texture at edge
        imagesc(img); drawnow();
        % TODO fix double re-enlarge... oops.
        % writeImg(img,['OutImages/FullSimp/',num2str(i),'.png']); % Texture away from edge
        writeImg(img,['OutImages/FullSimp2/',num2str(i),'.png']); % Texture at edge
    end
    









Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/batchFeatureTrain.m


%% Prepare feature cues
diary off; clear; clc;
featureGather;

%% Regress to get edges/Boundaries

    %% PCA Regression
    % See which workes best

    % regressPCA('raw'); % Raw cues % Skip because bad and lots of ram
    regressPCA('norm'); % Normalized cues
    regressPCA('trim'); % Standardized with trimed edges
    regressPCA('lie'); % Standardized with outliers from norm removed

    %% PCA Regression - Two Stage
    % Split 1st based on near/far from edge
    % Use near/far to edge based on loomis filter
    % Using normalized because it worked the best in single stage

    regressS1L;
    regressS1S;
    regressS2L;
    regressS2S; % <- Best of PCA

    %% PLS Regression

    regressPLS(); 

    %% LASSO implemented in R for speed

    load('Models\RLassoCVS.mat');
    regressLASSO(1, beta);
    
    %% Create Edge Exports

    load('I_.mat');
    load('Models/DataTablenorm.mat');

    load('Models/pcaLinOutnorm.mat'); Ireg = model2Images(mdl, DataTable, I); save('IedgePCA.mat','Ireg');
    load('Models/pls.mat'); Ireg = model2Images(beta, DataTable, I); save('IedgePLS.mat','Ireg');
    load('Models/lassoLinOut1.mat'); Ireg = model2Images(mdl, DataTable, I); save('IedgeLASSO.mat','Ireg');
    
    %% Export training Blured

    type = {'LASSO'}; % {'PCA','PLS','LASSO'}
    for j = 1:length(type)
        load(['Iedge',type{j},'.mat'])
        for i = 1:length(Ireg)
            writeImg(-Ireg{i}(:,:,1)+1,['OutImages/TrainSimp/Edge_',type{j},'/',num2str(i),'.png']);
            img = Filter(Ireg{i}(:,:,1),'t2v',[]);
            img = (img-min(img(:)))/(max(img(:))-min(img(:)));
            img = imsharpen(img,'Radius',3,'Amount',2);
            img = -img+1;
            writeImg(img,['OutImages/TrainSimp/Blur_',type{j},'/',num2str(i),'.png']);
        end
    end

    %% Export training Thined
    % LASSO seemed the best for not closing resions off, it also lighted
    % ancillery lines before needing to do it later.
    
    edge = cell(1,length(I));
    type = {'LASSO'}; % {'PCA','PLS','LASSO'}
    for j = 1:length(type)
        load(['Iedge',type{j},'.mat'])
        for i = 1:length(Ireg)
            img = Filter(Ireg{i}(:,:,1),'t2vr',[]);
            img = Filter(img, 'gauss', struct('r',12,'sigma',0.85));
            img = (img-min(img(:)))/(max(img(:))-min(img(:)));
            
            if strcmp(type{j}, 'LASSO')
                edge{i} = img;
            end
            
            img = -img+1;
            img(img > 0.9) = 1;
            writeImg(img,['OutImages/TrainSimp/Thin_',type{j},'/',num2str(i),'.png']);
        end
    end
    
    save('IedgeLASSOthin','edge');
    
%% Regress to get Seg/Region
    
    regressPCAReg('norm');
    regressPCASeg('norm');
    regressPLSreg(); 
    regressPLSseg();
    load('Models\RLassoCVR.mat');
    beta = regModelChange(beta);
    regressLASSOreg(1, beta);
    load('Models\RLassoCVG.mat');
    regressLASSOseg(1, beta);
    
    %% Create Edge/Seg/Region Exports
    
    load('I_.mat');
    load('Models/DataTablenorm.mat');
    
    load('Models/lassoRegOut1.mat'); Ireg = model2Images(mdl, DataTable, I); save('IregLASSO.mat','Ireg');
    load('Models/lassoSegOut1.mat'); Ireg = model2Images(mdl, DataTable, I); save('IsegLASSO.mat','Ireg');
    
    %% Disolve bad region into suround (Accent)
    % If good region then reduce edges in side as ancilery line
    % If good region then darken borders 
    % Export training
    
    load('I_.mat'); load('IregLASSO.mat'); load('IedgeLASSOthin');
    seg = cell(1,length(I));
    reg = cell(1,length(I));
    reg2 = cell(1,length(I));
    acc = cell(1,length(I));
    
    for i = 1:length(I)
        seg{i} = levelSet(I{i}{2}(:,:,1:3), ... Use Luv leaving off textures, should be Lab if posible though
            struct('probMethod','sqEuclidean', ...
            'maskParams', struct('n',2, 'type','circles', 'r',5, 'p',17, 's',13), ...
            'weight',[1.5;1.5;1], 'dWeight',[0.8;0.8;0.8]) ...
            );
        reg{i} = splitLabels(seg{i});
        writeImg(-Energy(reg{i},'central',[])+1,['OutImages/TrainSimp/Reg/',num2str(i),'.png']);
        score = Ireg{i}(:,:,1);
        writeImg(score,['OutImages/TrainSimp/RegScore/',num2str(i),'.png']);
        reg2{i} = imImputeMask(reg{i},score < 0.05,9,'mode'); 
        
        regBound = Energy(reg2{i},'central',[]);
        regBound(regBound > 0) = 1;
        regBound = Filter(regBound,'sg',[]);
        regBound = (regBound-min(regBound(:)))/(max(regBound(:))-min(regBound(:)));
        regBound = erf(regBound*4);
        regBound = (regBound-min(regBound(:)))/(max(regBound(:))-min(regBound(:)));
        writeImg(-regBound+1,['OutImages/TrainSimp/RegReject/',num2str(i),'.png']);
        regBound(regBound < 0.6) = 0.5;
        
        accents = erf(edge{i}*3);
        accents = (accents-min(accents(:)))/(max(accents(:))-min(accents(:)));
        
        img = accents.*(regBound.^2);
        img = (img-min(img(:)))/(max(img(:))-min(img(:)));
        %img = erf(img);
        imagesc(img); drawnow();
        
        acc{i} = img;
        
        img = -img+1;
        img(img > 0.9) = 1;
        writeImg(img,['OutImages/TrainSimp/Accent/',num2str(i),'.png']);
        
    end
    
    save('Iacc.mat','acc','seg');
    
%% Regress to get Texture
    
    load('Models\RLassoCVGT.mat');
    beta = regModelChange(beta);
    regressLASSOsegt(1, beta);
    
    %% Create Texture prediction
    load('I_.mat'); load('Iacc.mat');
    load('Models/DataTablenorm.mat');
    
    load('Models/lassoSegtOut1.mat'); Ireg = model2Images(mdl, DataTable, I); save('IsegtLASSO.mat','Ireg');
    
    %% Create Edge/Seg/Region/Texture Exports
    load('IsegtLASSO.mat');
    score = Ireg;
    % If good segment and likly texture then add texture (erode edge of texture)
    
    for i = 1:length(I)
        writeImg(score{i}(:,:,1),['OutImages/TrainSimp/Texture/',num2str(i),'.png']);
        img = texturize2(acc{i},seg{i},score{i}(:,:,1),0.4,3,20,0.25); % Dimm (Also set comment in function)
        %img = texturize2(acc{i},seg{i},score{i}(:,:,1),0.4,3,0,0.25); % Full
        imagesc(img); drawnow();
        writeImg(img,['OutImages/TrainSimp/Simpl/',num2str(i),'.png']);
    end
    

    








Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/featureGatherTest.m

%% Script to gather all potential components/features needed to Test regression
% Puts generates/gathers dimentional components of image features to be
% paseed onto the regression algorithm to find the probabiliy of line of
% interest needing to be marked on a tactile diagram. 
%

%% Load image

clear; clc; p = gcp;

disp('Gathering Images')

% Gather Image Files
Ifiles = dir('Images/FullSeg/*.png');
Ifiles = {Ifiles.name};

disp('Loading Images')
tic

I{length(Ifiles)} = [];

parfor i = 1:length(Ifiles)
%for i = length(Ifiles):-1:1
    I{i} = loadImg(['Images/TestSeg/',Ifiles{i}]);
    % Keep only colors needed (RGB, LuvT2)
    I{i} = {I{i}{2},I{i}{11}};
end

save('Ifull.mat','I','Ifiles');
disp(['Num Images: ', num2str(length(I))]);
toc

%% pre-allocate data

disp('Pre-Allocating space')
tic

Data(1:length(I)) = featureSetup();

% Empty data
for i = length(I):-1:1 % Parfor bad very bad here
    Data(i) = featureSetup(size(I{i}{1}(:,:,1)));
    Data(i).local_color_r = reshape(I{i}{1}(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).local_color_g = reshape(I{i}{1}(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).local_color_b = reshape(I{i}{1}(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).local_color_l = reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).local_color_u = reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).local_color_v = reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).local_color_t = reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,4),[],1);
    Data(i).local_color_m = reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,5),[],1);
end

clearvars -except Data I Ifiles
save('Models/Data.mat','Data');
toc

%% Make Berkley things (linux)

if isunix
    
    load('Ifull.mat');
    
    disp('Running Berkely stuffs')
    tic
    
    try
        arg = 'imageSize';
        for i = length(I):-1:1
            [~,gPb_Orient,~,~,~,~,~,stuffs{i}] = evalc('globalPb(I{i}{1});'); % Supresses outputs
            [~,stuffs{i}.ucm] = evalc('contours2ucm(gPb_Orient, arg);');
        end
    catch ME
        error('Berkley Stuffs could not run, likely missing libraries');
    end

    save('Models/gPb_stuffs_Full.mat','stuffs');
    toc
    
elseif exist('Models/gPb_stuffs_Full.mat', 'file') ~= 2
    
    error('Berkley Stuffs could not be found and cannot be generated on PC');
    
end

%% Deal with Berkley data

disp('Loading Berkely stuffs')
tic
load('Models/gPb_stuffs_Full.mat','stuffs'); load('Models/Data.mat'); load('Ifull.mat'); 
k = 0.2;

for i = length(I):-1:1 % Parfor bad very bad here
    Data(i).local_energy_msg_l1 = stuffs{i}.bg1(:);
    Data(i).local_energy_msg_l2 = stuffs{i}.bg2(:);
    Data(i).local_energy_msg_l3 = stuffs{i}.bg3(:);
    Data(i).local_energy_msg_a1 = stuffs{i}.cga1(:);
    Data(i).local_energy_msg_a2 = stuffs{i}.cga2(:);
    Data(i).local_energy_msg_a3 = stuffs{i}.cga3(:);
    Data(i).local_energy_msg_b1 = stuffs{i}.cgb1(:);
    Data(i).local_energy_msg_b2 = stuffs{i}.cgb2(:);
    Data(i).local_energy_msg_b3 = stuffs{i}.cgb3(:);
    Data(i).local_energy_msg_t1 = stuffs{i}.tg1(:);
    Data(i).local_energy_msg_t2 = stuffs{i}.tg2(:);
    Data(i).local_energy_msg_t3 = stuffs{i}.tg3(:);
    Data(i).local_energy_mpb = stuffs{i}.mpb(:);
    Data(i).local_energy_spb = stuffs{i}.spb(:)./200; % Strange scaling is making this have super big numbers and doesn't play nice in regression
    Data(i).local_energy_gpb = stuffs{i}.gpb(:);
    Data(i).local_orientation_msg_l1 = stuffs{i}.bg1_theta(:);
    Data(i).local_orientation_msg_l2 = stuffs{i}.bg2_theta(:);
    Data(i).local_orientation_msg_l3 = stuffs{i}.bg3_theta(:);
    Data(i).local_orientation_msg_a1 = stuffs{i}.cga1_theta(:);
    Data(i).local_orientation_msg_a2 = stuffs{i}.cga2_theta(:);
    Data(i).local_orientation_msg_a3 = stuffs{i}.cga3_theta(:);
    Data(i).local_orientation_msg_b1 = stuffs{i}.cgb1_theta(:);
    Data(i).local_orientation_msg_b2 = stuffs{i}.cgb2_theta(:);
    Data(i).local_orientation_msg_b3 = stuffs{i}.cgb3_theta(:);
    Data(i).local_orientation_msg_t1 = stuffs{i}.tg1_theta(:);
    Data(i).local_orientation_msg_t2 = stuffs{i}.tg2_theta(:);
    Data(i).local_orientation_msg_t3 = stuffs{i}.tg3_theta(:);
%     Data(i).local_orientation_mpb = stuffs{i}.mpb_theta(:);
%     Data(i).local_orientation_spb = stuffs{i}.spb_theta(:);
%     Data(i).local_orientation_gpb = stuffs{i}.gpb_theta(:);
    ucmK = ~(stuffs{i}.ucm <= k);
%     Data(i).local_boundary_gpb_i = ucmK;
    f = Filter(ucmK, 'loomis');
    Data(i).local_boundary_gpb_s = f(:);
    Data(i).local_boundary_ucm = stuffs{i}.ucm(:);
    d = bwdist(ucmK);
    Data(i).local_distance_gpb = d(:)./length(I{i}{1});
    c = Curvature(ucmK);
    Data(i).local_curvature_gpb = c(:);
end

clearvars -except Data I Ifiles
save('Models/Data.mat','Data');
toc

%% Calc the cues
% Avg per image all 200 cues 1.14 min
% Avg per cue 0.34 sec
% Avg per image 20 cues 6.8 sec

disp('Calculating Cues')
tic

for i = length(I):-1:1 % Parfor bad very bad here 
    
    % LevelSet - Use best from Seg testing
    seg = levelSet(I{i}{1}, ... % TODO: Opps should have been 2 for Luv space, needs re-run gather and models
        struct('probMethod','sqEuclidean', ...
        'maskParams', struct('n',2, 'type','circles', 'r',5, 'p',17, 's',13), ...
        'weight',[1.5;1.5;1], 'dWeight',[0.8;0.8;0.8]) ...
        );
    reg = splitLabels(seg);
    
    % GCV
    try
    gcv = GCVision('Images/TestSeg/',Ifiles{i});
        if isfield(gcv, 'responses')
            gcv = gcv.responses{1,1};
        end
    catch ME
        disp('google error')
        switch ME.identifier
            case 'JSONparser:invalidFormat'
                warning(['JSONparser:invalidFormat @ ', Ifiles{i}]);
            otherwise
                % rethrow(ME); % It all broke and LASSo Doesnt like these
                % valuse anyways so leaving it off.
                gcv = struct();
        end
    end
    
% Local Energy, Phase, Orientation, texture
    
    % Monogenic RGB
    [E, theta, phi, E_] = Energy(I{i}{1}, 'mono');
    Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_r = reshape(E_(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_g = reshape(E_(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_b = reshape(E_(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_rgb = E(:);
    e = entropyfilt(E);
    Data(i). local_energy_monogenic_texture_rgb = reshape(e,[],1);
    Data(i).local_orientation_monogenic_rgb = theta(:);
    Data(i).local_phase_monogenic_rgb = phi(:);
    
    % Monogenic Luv
    [E, theta, phi, E_] = Energy(I{i}{2}, 'mono');
    Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_l = reshape(E_(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_u = reshape(E_(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_v = reshape(E_(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_t = reshape(E_(:,:,4),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_m = reshape(E_(:,:,5),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_luv = E(:);
    e = entropyfilt(E);
    Data(i). local_energy_monogenic_texture_luv = reshape(e,[],1);
    Data(i).local_orientation_monogenic_luv = theta(:);
    Data(i).local_phase_monogenic_luv = phi(:);
    
    % susan RGB
    [E, ~, ~, E_] = Energy(I{i}{1}, 'susan');
    Data(i).local_energy_susan_r = reshape(E_(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_susan_g = reshape(E_(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_susan_b = reshape(E_(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_susan_rgb = E(:);
    
    [T, T_] = Texture(I{i}{1}, 'susan');
    Data(i).local_texture_susan_r = reshape(T_(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).local_texture_susan_g = reshape(T_(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).local_texture_susan_b = reshape(T_(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).local_texture_susan_rgb = reshape(T,[],1);

    % susan Luv
    [E, ~, ~, E_] = Energy(I{i}{2}, 'susan');
    Data(i).local_energy_susan_l = reshape(E_(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_susan_u = reshape(E_(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_susan_v = reshape(E_(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_susan_luv = E(:);
    
    [T, T_] = Texture(I{i}{2}, 'susan');
    Data(i).local_texture_susan_l = reshape(T_(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).local_texture_susan_u = reshape(T_(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).local_texture_susan_v = reshape(T_(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).local_texture_susan_luv = reshape(T,[],1);
    
    % Entropy RGB
    [T, T_] = Texture(I{i}{1}, 'entropy');
    Data(i).local_texture_entropy_r = reshape(T_(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).local_texture_entropy_g = reshape(T_(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).local_texture_entropy_b = reshape(T_(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).local_texture_entropy_rgb = reshape(T,[],1);
    
    % Entropy Luv
    [T, T_] = Texture(I{i}{2}, 'entropy');
    Data(i).local_texture_entropy_l = reshape(T_(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).local_texture_entropy_u = reshape(T_(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).local_texture_entropy_v = reshape(T_(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).local_texture_entropy_luv = reshape(T,[],1);
    
% Local Edge, Corner Boundary, distance, cruvature

    % LevelSet
    bnd = segEdge(seg);
    Data(i).local_boundary_levelset_s = reshape(Filter(bnd, 'loomis'),[],1);
    Data(i).local_distance_levelset = reshape(bwdist(bnd),[],1)./length(I{i}{1});
    Data(i).local_curvature_levelset = reshape(Curvature(bnd),[],1);
    
    % Canny
    edge = Edge(I{i}{2}, 'canny');
    Data(i).local_edge_canny_s = reshape(Filter(edge, 'loomis'),[],1);
    Data(i).local_distance_canny = reshape(bwdist(edge),[],1)./length(I{i}{1});
    Data(i).local_curvature_canny = reshape(Curvature(edge),[],1);
    
    % shen
    edge = Edge(I{i}{2}, 'shen');
    Data(i).local_edge_shen_s = reshape(Filter(edge, 'loomis'),[],1);
    Data(i).local_distance_shen = reshape(bwdist(edge),[],1)./length(I{i}{1});
    Data(i).local_curvature_shen = reshape(Curvature(edge),[],1);
    
    % mev
    corn = Corner(I{i}{2}, 'mev');
    Data(i).local_corner_mev_s = reshape(Filter(corn, 'loomis'),[],1);
    Data(i).local_distance_mev = reshape(bwdist(corn),[],1)./length(I{i}{1});
    
    % harris
    corn = Corner(I{i}{2}, 'harris');
    Data(i).local_corner_harris_s = reshape(Filter(corn, 'loomis'),[],1);
    Data(i).local_distance_harris = reshape(bwdist(corn),[],1)./length(I{i}{1});
    
    % susan
    edge = Edge(I{i}{2}, 'susan');
    Data(i).local_edge_susan_s = reshape(Filter(edge, 'loomis'),[],1);
    Data(i).local_distance_susan_e = reshape(bwdist(edge),[],1)./length(I{i}{1});
    Data(i).local_curvature_susan = reshape(Curvature(edge),[],1);
    corn = Corner(I{i}{2}, 'susan');
    Data(i).local_corner_susan_s = reshape(Filter(corn, 'loomis'),[],1);
    Data(i).local_distance_susan_c = reshape(bwdist(corn),[],1)./length(I{i}{1});
    
% Region
    
    % Area, Entropy
    area = zeros(size(reg)); area2 = zeros(size(reg)); 
    se = zeros(size(reg)); sh = zeros(size(reg)); sp = zeros(size(reg)); 
    ss = zeros(size(reg)); sap = zeros(size(reg));
    er = zeros(size(reg)); eg = zeros(size(reg)); eb = zeros(size(reg));
    el = zeros(size(reg)); eu = zeros(size(reg)); ev = zeros(size(reg));
    err = zeros(size(reg)); egg = zeros(size(reg)); ebb = zeros(size(reg));
    ell = zeros(size(reg)); euu = zeros(size(reg)); evv = zeros(size(reg));
    px = zeros(size(reg)); py = zeros(size(reg)); pth = zeros(size(reg)); pg = zeros(size(reg));
    uni = unique(reg(:)); %uniG = unique(Greg{i}(:));
    for j = 1:length(uni)
        area(reg == uni(j)) = sum(reg(:) == uni(j))/numel(reg);
        c = seg(reg(:) == uni(j));
        area2(reg == uni(j)) = sum(reg(:) == uni(j))/sum(seg(:) == c(1));
        bw = zeros(size(reg)); bw(reg(:) == uni(j)) = 1;
        rp = regionprops(bw,'Eccentricity','EulerNumber','Perimeter','Solidity');
        se(reg == uni(j)) = rp.Eccentricity;
        sh(reg == uni(j)) = rp.EulerNumber;
        sp(reg == uni(j)) = rp.Perimeter;
        ss(reg == uni(j)) = rp.Solidity;
        t = I{i}{1}(:,:,1); er(reg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(reg == uni(j)));
        t = I{i}{1}(:,:,2); eg(reg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(reg == uni(j)));
        t = I{i}{1}(:,:,3); eb(reg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(reg == uni(j)));
        t = I{i}{2}(:,:,1); el(reg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(reg == uni(j)));
        t = I{i}{2}(:,:,2); eu(reg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(reg == uni(j)));
        t = I{i}{2}(:,:,3); ev(reg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(reg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_r; err(reg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(reg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_g; egg(reg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(reg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_b; ebb(reg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(reg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_l; ell(reg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(reg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_u; euu(reg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(reg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_v; evv(reg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(reg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_position_x; px(reg(:) == uni(j)) = nanmean(t(reg(:) == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_position_y; py(reg(:) == uni(j)) = nanmean(t(reg(:) == uni(j)));
        tx = Data(i).local_position_x; ty = Data(i).local_position_y;
        pg(reg(:) == uni(j)) = norm(moment([tx,ty], 2));
        x = Data(i).local_position_x; x = x(reg(:) == uni(j));
        y = Data(i).local_position_y; y = y(reg(:) == uni(j));
        coeff = pca([y, x]); pth(reg(:) == uni(j)) = atan2(coeff(1,1),coeff(1,2));
    end
    Data(i).region_area = area(:);
    Data(i).region_area2 = area2(:);
    Data(i).region_ecc = se(:);
    Data(i).region_hole = sh(:);
    Data(i).region_solid = ss(:);
    Data(i).region_parim = sp(:);
    Data(i).region_area_parim = area(:)./sp(:);
    Data(i).region_energy_r = er(:);
    Data(i).region_energy_g = eg(:);
    Data(i).region_energy_b = eb(:);
    Data(i).region_energy_l = el(:);
    Data(i).region_energy_u = eu(:);
    Data(i).region_energy_v = ev(:);
    Data(i).region_energy_monogenic_r = err(:);
    Data(i).region_energy_monogenic_g = egg(:);
    Data(i).region_energy_monogenic_b = ebb(:);
    Data(i).region_energy_monogenic_l = ell(:);
    Data(i).region_energy_monogenic_u = euu(:);
    Data(i).region_energy_monogenic_v = evv(:);
    Data(i).region_position_x = px(:);
    Data(i).region_position_y = py(:);
    Data(i).region_position_r = sqrt(Data(i).region_position_x.^2+Data(i).region_position_y.^2);
    Data(i).region_position_t = atan2(Data(i).region_position_y,Data(i).region_position_x);
    Data(i).region_position_x2 = px(:) - Data(i).segment_position_x(:);
    Data(i).region_position_y2 = py(:) - Data(i).segment_position_y(:);
    Data(i).region_position_r2 = sqrt(Data(i).region_position_x2.^2+Data(i).region_position_y2.^2);
    Data(i).region_position_t2 = atan2(Data(i).region_position_y2,Data(i).region_position_x2);
    Data(i).region_position_g = sqrt(pg(:)./area(:));
    Data(i).region_position_th = pth(:); 
    
    Data(i).global_region_n(:) = length(uni);
    Data(i).global_region_area(:) = nanmean(unique(area(:)));
    Data(i).global_region_area2(:) = nanstd(unique(area(:)));
    
    % Color
    [avg, stdv] = avgSeg(I{i}{1}, reg);
    Data(i).region_color_r = reshape(avg(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color_g = reshape(avg(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color_b = reshape(avg(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color2_r = reshape(stdv(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color2_g = reshape(stdv(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color2_b = reshape(stdv(:,:,3),[],1);
    [avg, stdv] = avgSeg(I{i}{2}, reg);
    Data(i).region_color_l = reshape(avg(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color_u = reshape(avg(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color_v = reshape(avg(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color_t = reshape(avg(:,:,4),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color_m = reshape(avg(:,:,5),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color2_l = reshape(stdv(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color2_u = reshape(stdv(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color2_v = reshape(stdv(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color2_t = reshape(stdv(:,:,4),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color2_m = reshape(stdv(:,:,5),[],1); 
    
% Segments
    
    % Area, Entropy
    area = zeros(size(seg)); sr = zeros(size(seg)); sa = zeros(size(seg)); sd = zeros(size(seg));
    se = zeros(size(seg)); sh = zeros(size(seg)); sp = zeros(size(seg)); ss = zeros(size(seg));
    er = zeros(size(seg)); eg = zeros(size(seg)); eb = zeros(size(seg));
    el = zeros(size(seg)); eu = zeros(size(seg)); ev = zeros(size(seg));
    err = zeros(size(seg)); egg = zeros(size(seg)); ebb = zeros(size(seg));
    ell = zeros(size(seg)); euu = zeros(size(seg)); evv = zeros(size(seg));
    px = zeros(size(seg)); py = zeros(size(seg)); pth = zeros(size(seg)); pg = zeros(size(seg));
    uni = unique(seg(:)); %uniG = unique(Gseg{i}(:));
    for j = 1:length(uni)
        area(seg == uni(j)) = sum(seg(:) == uni(j))/numel(seg);
        bw = zeros(size(reg)); bw(seg(:) == uni(j)) = 1;
        rp = regionprops(bw,'Eccentricity','EulerNumber','Perimeter','Solidity');
        se(seg == uni(j)) = rp.Eccentricity;
        sh(seg == uni(j)) = rp.EulerNumber;
        sp(seg == uni(j)) = rp.Perimeter;
        ss(seg == uni(j)) = rp.Solidity;
        sr(seg == uni(j)) = length(unique(reg(seg == uni(j))));
        sa(seg == uni(j)) = nanmean(unique(Data(i).region_area(seg == uni(j))));
        sd(seg == uni(j)) = nanstd(unique(Data(i).region_area(seg == uni(j))));
        t = I{i}{1}(:,:,1); er(seg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(seg == uni(j)));
        t = I{i}{1}(:,:,2); eg(seg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(seg == uni(j)));
        t = I{i}{1}(:,:,3); eb(seg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(seg == uni(j)));
        t = I{i}{2}(:,:,1); el(seg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(seg == uni(j)));
        t = I{i}{2}(:,:,2); eu(seg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(seg == uni(j)));
        t = I{i}{2}(:,:,3); ev(seg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(seg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_r; err(seg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(seg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_g; egg(seg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(seg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_b; ebb(seg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(seg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_l; ell(seg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(seg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_u; euu(seg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(seg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_v; evv(seg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(seg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_position_x; px(seg(:) == uni(j)) = nanmean(t(seg(:) == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_position_y; py(seg(:) == uni(j)) = nanmean(t(seg(:) == uni(j)));
        tx = Data(i).local_position_x; ty = Data(i).local_position_y;
        pg(seg(:) == uni(j)) = norm(moment([tx,ty], 2));
        x = Data(i).local_position_x; x = x(seg(:) == uni(j));
        y = Data(i).local_position_y; y = y(seg(:) == uni(j));
        coeff = pca([y, x]); pth(seg(:) == uni(j)) = atan2(coeff(1,1),coeff(1,2));
    end
    Data(i).segment_area = area(:);
    Data(i).segment_ecc = se(:);
    Data(i).segment_hole = sh(:);
    Data(i).segment_solid = ss(:);
    Data(i).segment_parim = sp(:);
    Data(i).segment_area_parim = area(:)./sp(:);
    Data(i).segment_energy_r = er(:);
    Data(i).segment_energy_g = eg(:);
    Data(i).segment_energy_b = eb(:);
    Data(i).segment_energy_l = el(:);
    Data(i).segment_energy_u = eu(:);
    Data(i).segment_energy_v = ev(:);
    Data(i).segment_energy_monogenic_r = err(:);
    Data(i).segment_energy_monogenic_g = egg(:);
    Data(i).segment_energy_monogenic_b = ebb(:);
    Data(i).segment_energy_monogenic_l = ell(:);
    Data(i).segment_energy_monogenic_u = euu(:);
    Data(i).segment_energy_monogenic_v = evv(:);
    Data(i).segment_position_x = px(:);
    Data(i).segment_position_y = py(:);
    Data(i).segment_position_r = sqrt(Data(i).segment_position_x.^2+Data(i).segment_position_y.^2);
    Data(i).segment_position_t = atan2(Data(i).segment_position_y,Data(i).segment_position_x);
    Data(i).segment_position_g = sqrt(pg(:)./area(:));
    Data(i).segment_position_th = pth(:);
    
    Data(i).global_segment_n(:) = length(uni);
    Data(i).global_segment_area(:) = nanmean(unique(area(:)));
    Data(i).global_segment_area2(:) = nanstd(unique(area(:)));
    Data(i).segment_region_n(:) = sr(:);
    Data(i).segment_region_area(:) = sa(:);
    Data(i).segment_region_area2(:) = sd(:);
    
    % Color
    [avg, stdv] = avgSeg(I{i}{1}, seg);
    Data(i).segment_color_r = reshape(avg(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color_g = reshape(avg(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color_b = reshape(avg(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color2_r = reshape(stdv(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color2_g = reshape(stdv(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color2_b = reshape(stdv(:,:,3),[],1);
    [avg, stdv] = avgSeg(I{i}{2}, seg);
    Data(i).segment_color_l = reshape(avg(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color_u = reshape(avg(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color_v = reshape(avg(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color_t = reshape(avg(:,:,4),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color_m = reshape(avg(:,:,5),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color2_l = reshape(stdv(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color2_u = reshape(stdv(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color2_v = reshape(stdv(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color2_t = reshape(stdv(:,:,4),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color2_m = reshape(stdv(:,:,5),[],1);
    
% Box, Poly, Global
    
    % Color
    Data(i).global_color_r(:) = nanmean(reshape(I{i}{1}(:,:,1),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color_g(:) = nanmean(reshape(I{i}{1}(:,:,2),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color_b(:) = nanmean(reshape(I{i}{1}(:,:,3),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color_l(:) = nanmean(reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,1),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color_u(:) = nanmean(reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,2),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color_v(:) = nanmean(reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,3),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color_t(:) = nanmean(reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,4),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color_m(:) = nanmean(reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,5),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color2_r(:) = nanstd(reshape(I{i}{1}(:,:,1),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color2_g(:) = nanstd(reshape(I{i}{1}(:,:,2),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color2_b(:) = nanstd(reshape(I{i}{1}(:,:,3),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color2_l(:) = nanstd(reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,1),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color2_u(:) = nanstd(reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,2),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color2_v(:) = nanstd(reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,3),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color2_t(:) = nanstd(reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,4),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color2_m(:) = nanstd(reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,5),[],1));
    
    % Entropy
    Data(i).global_energy_r(:) = entropy(I{i}{1}(:,:,1));
    Data(i).global_energy_g(:) = entropy(I{i}{1}(:,:,2));
    Data(i).global_energy_b(:) = entropy(I{i}{1}(:,:,3));
    Data(i).global_energy_l(:) = entropy(I{i}{2}(:,:,1));
    Data(i).global_energy_u(:) = entropy(I{i}{2}(:,:,2));
    Data(i).global_energy_v(:) = entropy(I{i}{2}(:,:,3));
    
    % Landmark
    if isfield(gcv, 'landmarkAnnotations')
        Data(i).global_landmark(:) = true;
        poly = cell2mat(gcv.landmarkAnnotations{1, 1}.boundingPoly.vertices);
        mask = poly2mask([poly.x], [poly.y], size(I{i}{2},1), size(I{i}{2},2));
        Data(i).box_landmark = mask(:);
    end
    
    % Face
    if isfield(gcv, 'faceAnnotations')
        Data(i).global_face(:) = true;
        poly = cell2mat(gcv.faceAnnotations{1, 1}.boundingPoly.vertices);
        mask = poly2mask([poly.x], [poly.y], size(I{i}{2},1), size(I{i}{2},2));
        Data(i).box_face = mask(:);
        poly = cell2mat(gcv.faceAnnotations{1, 1}.fdBoundingPoly.vertices);
        mask = poly2mask([poly.x], [poly.y], size(I{i}{2},1), size(I{i}{2},2));
        Data(i).box_face_tight = mask(:);
    end
    
    % Labels
    if isfield(gcv, 'labelAnnotations')
        labels = cell2mat(gcv.labelAnnotations);
        labels = {labels.description};
        if ismember('cartoon',lower(labels))
            Data(i).global_cartoon(:) = true;
        end
    end
    
end

clearvars -except Data I Ifiles
save('Models/Data.mat','Data');

toc

%% Convert to table

disp('Converting to Table')
tic

fields = fieldnames(Data);
Data_ = featureSetup();
for i = 1:length(fields)
    Data_.(fields{i}) = vertcat(Data(:).(fields{i}));

    % Shouldn't be NAN or INF but they happen
    if any(isnan(Data_.(fields{i}))) || any(isinf(Data_.(fields{i})))
        disp(['Caught nan/inf in: ', fields{i}]);
    end
    Data_.(fields{i})(isnan(Data_.(fields{i}))) = 0;
    Data_.(fields{i})(isinf(Data_.(fields{i}))) = 0;
    
end

DataTable = struct2table(Data_);
save('Models/DataTableFull.mat','DataTable');
clearvars -except DataTable

toc

%% Normalize Data
% Based on testing set mean/stdv/min/max

disp('Normalize Table')
tic

fields = DataTable.Properties.VariableNames;
load('Models/DataNorm.mat'); % Mins/Maxs

n = size(DataTable,2);

for i = 1:n
    temp = table2array(DataTable(:,i));
    temp2 = zeros(size(temp));
    
    if ~islogical(temp) % Dont normalize logical 
        tempRight = temp(temp > 0);
        tempLeft = temp(temp < 0);
        tempZero = temp(temp == 0);
        
        if ~isempty(tempRight)
            tempRight = (tempRight - minsRight(i))./(maxsRight(i) - minsRight(i) + eps);
        end
        
        if ~isempty(tempLeft)
            tempLeft = (tempLeft - maxsLeft(i))./(minsLeft(i) - maxsLeft(i) + eps);
        end
        temp2(temp > 0) = tempRight;
        temp2(temp < 0) = tempLeft;
        temp2(temp == 0) = tempZero;
        
        DataTable(:,i) = array2table(temp2);
        
    end
end

save('Models/DataTableFullNorm.mat','DataTable');
clearvars -except DataTable

toc







Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/featureGatherTrain.m

%% Script to gather all potential components/features needed to train regression
% Puts generates/gathers dimentional components of image features to be
% paseed onto the regression algorithm to find the probabiliy of line of
% interest needing to be marked on a tactile diagram. 
%

%% Load image

clear; clc; p = gcp;

disp('Gathering Images')

% Gather Image Files
Ifiles = dir('Images/TrainSeg/*.png');
Ifiles = {Ifiles.name};

% Gather Professional GT
nGT = length(dir('GT/TrainSeg/GT*'));
for i = nGT:-1:1
    GTfiles{i} = dir(['GT/TrainSeg/GT_',num2str(i),'/*.png']);
    GTfiles{i} = {GTfiles{i}.name};
end

% Gather Professional GT texture
nGTt = length(dir('GT/TrainSeg/Texture_GT*'));
for i = nGTt:-1:1
    GTtfiles{i} = dir(['GT/TrainSeg/Texture_GT_',num2str(i),'/*.png']);
    GTtfiles{i} = {GTtfiles{i}.name};
end

disp('Loading Images')
tic

iCount = zeros(size(Ifiles));
jCount = zeros(size(Ifiles));
j2Count = zeros(size(Ifiles));
I{length(Ifiles)} = [];
Gseg{length(Ifiles)} = [];
Greg{length(Ifiles)} = [];
Gedg{length(Ifiles)} = [];
Gbnd{length(Ifiles)} = [];
Gtext{length(Ifiles)} = [];

parfor i = 1:length(Ifiles)
%for i = length(Ifiles):-1:1
    if sum(ismember([GTfiles{:}],Ifiles{i})) >= 2 % Check at least 2 Professional GT for each image
        I{i} = loadImg(['Images/TrainSeg/',Ifiles{i}]);
        % disp(['Image: ', num2str(i)])
        iCount(i) = 1;
        for j = nGT:-1:1
            % Load Professional (ground truth)
            if ismember(Ifiles{i},GTfiles{j})
                % disp(['Pro: ', num2str(j)])
                try
                    jCount(i) = jCount(i) + 1;
                    [Greg{i}(:,:,jCount(i)), Gseg{i}(:,:,jCount(i)), Gedg{i}(:,:,jCount(i)), Gbnd{i}(:,:,jCount(i))] = ...
                        loadGT(['GT/TrainSeg/GT_',num2str(j),'/',Ifiles{i}]);
                catch
                    jCount(i) = jCount(i) - 1;
                    disp(['size mismatch, image:', num2str(i), ' ', Ifiles{i}, ', G:', num2str(j)])
                end
            end
            % Load Professional texture (ground truth)
            if ismember(Ifiles{i},GTtfiles{j})
                % disp(['Pro: ', num2str(j)])
                try
                    j2Count(i) = j2Count(i) + 1;
                    Gtext{i}(:,:,j2Count(i)) = loadGTt(['GT/TrainSeg/Texture_GT_',num2str(j),'/',Ifiles{i}]);
                catch
                    j2Count(i) = j2Count(i) - 1;
                    disp(['size mismatch, image:', num2str(i), ' ', Ifiles{i}, ', Gtext:', num2str(j)])
                end
            end
        end
    end
end

% Remove images without sufficient GT
I(~logical(iCount)) = [];
Ifiles(~logical(iCount)) = [];
Greg(~logical(jCount)) = [];
Gseg(~logical(jCount)) = [];
Gedg(~logical(jCount)) = [];
Gbnd(~logical(jCount)) = [];
Gtext(~logical(jCount)) = [];


save('I.mat','I','Ifiles'); save('G.mat','Gseg','Greg','Gedg','Gbnd','Gtext');
disp(['Num Images: ', num2str(length(I))]);
toc

%% Prepare ground truth
% Loomis blur for local area
% Mean between GTs
% Remove unused color spaces from I

disp('Prepare ground truth')
tic

parfor i = 1:length(I)
%for i = length(I):-1:1
    % Get loomis filter of ground truth edge and boundary
    % Creates a bimodal distrobution that does not regress well
    % Split into logical edge/no-edge to logisic regression as part of 2 stage
    e = Filter(Gedg{i}, 'loomis');
%     Gedg2{i} = reshape(e,[],size(e,3));
    Gedg{i} = nanmean(e,3);
    Gbnd{i} = nanmean(Filter(Gbnd{i}, 'loomis'),3);
    Gtext{i} = nanmean(Gtext{i},3);

    % Get distance from ground truth edge and boundary
    % Creates a Gamma distrobution
    % Didn't seem to work well
    % t1 = zeros(size(Gedg{i}(:,:,1))); t2 = t1;
    % for j = 1:size(Gedg{i},3)
    %     t1 = t1 + bwdist(Gedg{i}(:,:,j));
    %     t2 = t2 + bwdist(Gbnd{i}(:,:,j));
    % end
    % Gedg{i} = t1./j./sqrt(610^2+800^2);
    % Gbnd{i} = t2./j./sqrt(610^2+800^2);
    
    % Keep only colors needed (RGB, LuvT2)
    I{i} = {I{i}{2},I{i}{11}};
end

% TODO fix fit function
% Gedg2 = cell2mat(Gedg2');
% gof = modelFit(Gedg2(:,1),Gedg2(:,2))

save('I_.mat','I','Ifiles'); save('G_.mat','Gedg','Gbnd','Greg','Gseg','Gtext');
%clearvars -except Gedg Gbnd I Ifiles
toc

%% pre-allocate data

disp('Pre-Allocating space')
tic

Data(1:length(I)) = featureSetup();

% Empty data
for i = length(I):-1:1 % Parfor bad very bad here
    Data(i) = featureSetup(size(Gedg{i}));
    Data(i).local_edge_gt_s = reshape(Gedg{i},[],1);
    Data(i).local_edge_gt_i = Data(i).local_edge_gt_s > 0;
    Data(i).segment_texture = reshape(Gtext{i},[],1);
    Data(i).local_color_r = reshape(I{i}{1}(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).local_color_g = reshape(I{i}{1}(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).local_color_b = reshape(I{i}{1}(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).local_color_l = reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).local_color_u = reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).local_color_v = reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).local_color_t = reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,4),[],1);
    Data(i).local_color_m = reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,5),[],1);
end

clearvars -except Data I Ifiles
save('Models/Data.mat','Data');
toc

%% Make Berkley things (linux)

if isunix
    
    load('I_.mat');
    
    disp('Running Berkely stuffs')
    tic
    
    try
        arg = 'imageSize';
        for i = length(I):-1:1
            [~,gPb_Orient,~,~,~,~,~,stuffs{i}] = evalc('globalPb(I{i}{1});'); % Supresses outputs
            [~,stuffs{i}.ucm] = evalc('contours2ucm(gPb_Orient, arg);');
        end
    catch ME
        error('Berkley Stuffs could not run, likely missing libraries');
    end

    save('Models/gPb_stuffs.mat','stuffs');
    toc
    
elseif exist('Models/gPb_stuffs.mat', 'file') ~= 2
    
    error('Berkley Stuffs could not be found and cannot be generated on PC');
    
end

%% Deal with Berkley data

disp('Loading Berkely stuffs')
tic
load('Models/gPb_stuffs.mat','stuffs'); load('Models/Data.mat'); load('I_.mat'); 
k = 0.2;

for i = length(I):-1:1 % Parfor bad very bad here
    Data(i).local_energy_msg_l1 = stuffs{i}.bg1(:);
    Data(i).local_energy_msg_l2 = stuffs{i}.bg2(:);
    Data(i).local_energy_msg_l3 = stuffs{i}.bg3(:);
    Data(i).local_energy_msg_a1 = stuffs{i}.cga1(:);
    Data(i).local_energy_msg_a2 = stuffs{i}.cga2(:);
    Data(i).local_energy_msg_a3 = stuffs{i}.cga3(:);
    Data(i).local_energy_msg_b1 = stuffs{i}.cgb1(:);
    Data(i).local_energy_msg_b2 = stuffs{i}.cgb2(:);
    Data(i).local_energy_msg_b3 = stuffs{i}.cgb3(:);
    Data(i).local_energy_msg_t1 = stuffs{i}.tg1(:);
    Data(i).local_energy_msg_t2 = stuffs{i}.tg2(:);
    Data(i).local_energy_msg_t3 = stuffs{i}.tg3(:);
    Data(i).local_energy_mpb = stuffs{i}.mpb(:);
    Data(i).local_energy_spb = stuffs{i}.spb(:)./200; % Strange scaling is making this have super big numbers and doesn't play nice in regression
    Data(i).local_energy_gpb = stuffs{i}.gpb(:);
    Data(i).local_orientation_msg_l1 = stuffs{i}.bg1_theta(:);
    Data(i).local_orientation_msg_l2 = stuffs{i}.bg2_theta(:);
    Data(i).local_orientation_msg_l3 = stuffs{i}.bg3_theta(:);
    Data(i).local_orientation_msg_a1 = stuffs{i}.cga1_theta(:);
    Data(i).local_orientation_msg_a2 = stuffs{i}.cga2_theta(:);
    Data(i).local_orientation_msg_a3 = stuffs{i}.cga3_theta(:);
    Data(i).local_orientation_msg_b1 = stuffs{i}.cgb1_theta(:);
    Data(i).local_orientation_msg_b2 = stuffs{i}.cgb2_theta(:);
    Data(i).local_orientation_msg_b3 = stuffs{i}.cgb3_theta(:);
    Data(i).local_orientation_msg_t1 = stuffs{i}.tg1_theta(:);
    Data(i).local_orientation_msg_t2 = stuffs{i}.tg2_theta(:);
    Data(i).local_orientation_msg_t3 = stuffs{i}.tg3_theta(:);
%     Data(i).local_orientation_mpb = stuffs{i}.mpb_theta(:);
%     Data(i).local_orientation_spb = stuffs{i}.spb_theta(:);
%     Data(i).local_orientation_gpb = stuffs{i}.gpb_theta(:);
    ucmK = ~(stuffs{i}.ucm <= k);
%     Data(i).local_boundary_gpb_i = ucmK;
    f = Filter(ucmK, 'loomis');
    Data(i).local_boundary_gpb_s = f(:);
    Data(i).local_boundary_ucm = stuffs{i}.ucm(:);
    d = bwdist(ucmK);
    Data(i).local_distance_gpb = d(:)./length(I{i}{1});
    c = Curvature(ucmK);
    Data(i).local_curvature_gpb = c(:);
end

clearvars -except Data I Ifiles
save('Models/Data.mat','Data');
toc

%% Calc the cues

disp('Calculating Cues')
tic
load('G_.mat');

for i = length(I):-1:1 % Parfor bad very bad here 
    
    % LevelSet - Use best from Seg testing except reduced to just gray scale becase it has less noise for this part in modeling
    seg = levelSet(I{i}{1}, ... 
        struct('probMethod','sqEuclidean', ...
        'maskParams', struct('n',2, 'type','circles', 'r',5, 'p',17, 's',13), ...
        'weight',[1.5;1.5;1], 'dWeight',[0.8;0.8;0.8]) ...
        );
    reg = splitLabels(seg);
    
    % GCV
    try
    gcv = GCVision('Images/TrainSeg/',Ifiles{i});
        if isfield(gcv, 'responses')
            gcv = gcv.responses{1,1};
        end
    catch ME
        disp('google error')
        switch ME.identifier
            case 'JSONparser:invalidFormat'
                warning(['JSONparser:invalidFormat @ ', Ifiles{i}]);
            otherwise
                rethrow(ME);
        end
    end
    
% Local Energy, Phase, Orientation, texture
    
    % Monogenic RGB
    [E, theta, phi, E_] = Energy(I{i}{1}, 'mono');
    Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_r = reshape(E_(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_g = reshape(E_(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_b = reshape(E_(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_rgb = E(:);
    e = entropyfilt(E);
    Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_texture_rgb = reshape(e,[],1);
    Data(i).local_orientation_monogenic_rgb = theta(:);
    Data(i).local_phase_monogenic_rgb = phi(:);
    
    % Monogenic Luv
    [E, theta, phi, E_] = Energy(I{i}{2}, 'mono');
    Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_l = reshape(E_(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_u = reshape(E_(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_v = reshape(E_(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_t = reshape(E_(:,:,4),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_m = reshape(E_(:,:,5),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_luv = E(:);
    e = entropyfilt(E);
    Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_texture_luv = reshape(e,[],1);
    Data(i).local_orientation_monogenic_luv = theta(:);
    Data(i).local_phase_monogenic_luv = phi(:);
    
    % susan RGB
    [E, ~, ~, E_] = Energy(I{i}{1}, 'susan');
    Data(i).local_energy_susan_r = reshape(E_(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_susan_g = reshape(E_(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_susan_b = reshape(E_(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_susan_rgb = E(:);
    
    [T, T_] = Texture(I{i}{1}, 'susan');
    Data(i).local_texture_susan_r = reshape(T_(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).local_texture_susan_g = reshape(T_(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).local_texture_susan_b = reshape(T_(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).local_texture_susan_rgb = reshape(T,[],1);

    % susan Luv
    [E, ~, ~, E_] = Energy(I{i}{2}, 'susan');
    Data(i).local_energy_susan_l = reshape(E_(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_susan_u = reshape(E_(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_susan_v = reshape(E_(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).local_energy_susan_luv = E(:);
    
    [T, T_] = Texture(I{i}{2}, 'susan');
    Data(i).local_texture_susan_l = reshape(T_(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).local_texture_susan_u = reshape(T_(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).local_texture_susan_v = reshape(T_(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).local_texture_susan_luv = reshape(T,[],1);
    
    % Entropy RGB
    [T, T_] = Texture(I{i}{1}, 'entropy');
    Data(i).local_texture_entropy_r = reshape(T_(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).local_texture_entropy_g = reshape(T_(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).local_texture_entropy_b = reshape(T_(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).local_texture_entropy_rgb = reshape(T,[],1);
    
    % Entropy Luv
    [T, T_] = Texture(I{i}{2}, 'entropy');
    Data(i).local_texture_entropy_l = reshape(T_(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).local_texture_entropy_u = reshape(T_(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).local_texture_entropy_v = reshape(T_(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).local_texture_entropy_luv = reshape(T,[],1);
    
% Local Edge, Corner Boundary, distance, cruvature

    % LevelSet
    bnd = segEdge(seg);
    Data(i).local_boundary_levelset_s = reshape(Filter(bnd, 'loomis'),[],1);
    Data(i).local_distance_levelset = reshape(bwdist(bnd),[],1)./length(I{i}{1});
    Data(i).local_curvature_levelset = reshape(Curvature(bnd),[],1);
    
    % Canny
    edge = Edge(I{i}{2}, 'canny');
    Data(i).local_edge_canny_s = reshape(Filter(edge, 'loomis'),[],1);
    Data(i).local_distance_canny = reshape(bwdist(edge),[],1)./length(I{i}{1});
    Data(i).local_curvature_canny = reshape(Curvature(edge),[],1);
    
    % shen
    edge = Edge(I{i}{2}, 'shen');
    Data(i).local_edge_shen_s = reshape(Filter(edge, 'loomis'),[],1);
    Data(i).local_distance_shen = reshape(bwdist(edge),[],1)./length(I{i}{1});
    Data(i).local_curvature_shen = reshape(Curvature(edge),[],1);
    
    % mev
    corn = Corner(I{i}{2}, 'mev');
    Data(i).local_corner_mev_s = reshape(Filter(corn, 'loomis'),[],1);
    Data(i).local_distance_mev = reshape(bwdist(corn),[],1)./length(I{i}{1});
    
    % harris
    corn = Corner(I{i}{2}, 'harris');
    Data(i).local_corner_harris_s = reshape(Filter(corn, 'loomis'),[],1);
    Data(i).local_distance_harris = reshape(bwdist(corn),[],1)./length(I{i}{1});
    
    % susan
    edge = Edge(I{i}{2}, 'susan');
    Data(i).local_edge_susan_s = reshape(Filter(edge, 'loomis'),[],1);
    Data(i).local_distance_susan_e = reshape(bwdist(edge),[],1)./length(I{i}{1});
    Data(i).local_curvature_susan = reshape(Curvature(edge),[],1);
    corn = Corner(I{i}{2}, 'susan');
    Data(i).local_corner_susan_s = reshape(Filter(corn, 'loomis'),[],1);
    Data(i).local_distance_susan_c = reshape(bwdist(corn),[],1)./length(I{i}{1});
    
% Region
    
    % Area, Entropy
    area = zeros(size(reg)); area2 = zeros(size(reg)); 
    se = zeros(size(reg)); sh = zeros(size(reg)); sp = zeros(size(reg)); 
    ss = zeros(size(reg)); sap = zeros(size(reg));
    er = zeros(size(reg)); eg = zeros(size(reg)); eb = zeros(size(reg));
    el = zeros(size(reg)); eu = zeros(size(reg)); ev = zeros(size(reg));
    err = zeros(size(reg)); egg = zeros(size(reg)); ebb = zeros(size(reg));
    ell = zeros(size(reg)); euu = zeros(size(reg)); evv = zeros(size(reg));
    px = zeros(size(reg)); py = zeros(size(reg)); pth = zeros(size(reg)); pg = zeros(size(reg));
    uni = unique(reg(:)); uniG = unique(Greg{i}(:));
    jacc_ = zeros(size(Greg{i},3), length(uniG)); jacc = zeros(size(reg));
    for j = 1:length(uni)
        area(reg == uni(j)) = sum(reg(:) == uni(j))/numel(reg);
        c = seg(reg(:) == uni(j));
        area2(reg == uni(j)) = sum(reg(:) == uni(j))/sum(seg(:) == c(1));
        bw = zeros(size(reg)); bw(reg(:) == uni(j)) = 1;
        rp = regionprops(bw,'Eccentricity','EulerNumber','Perimeter','Solidity');
        se(reg == uni(j)) = rp.Eccentricity;
        sh(reg == uni(j)) = rp.EulerNumber;
        sp(reg == uni(j)) = rp.Perimeter;
        ss(reg == uni(j)) = rp.Solidity;
        t = I{i}{1}(:,:,1); er(reg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(reg == uni(j)));
        t = I{i}{1}(:,:,2); eg(reg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(reg == uni(j)));
        t = I{i}{1}(:,:,3); eb(reg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(reg == uni(j)));
        t = I{i}{2}(:,:,1); el(reg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(reg == uni(j)));
        t = I{i}{2}(:,:,2); eu(reg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(reg == uni(j)));
        t = I{i}{2}(:,:,3); ev(reg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(reg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_r; err(reg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(reg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_g; egg(reg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(reg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_b; ebb(reg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(reg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_l; ell(reg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(reg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_u; euu(reg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(reg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_v; evv(reg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(reg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_position_x; px(reg(:) == uni(j)) = nanmean(t(reg(:) == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_position_y; py(reg(:) == uni(j)) = nanmean(t(reg(:) == uni(j)));
        tx = Data(i).local_position_x; ty = Data(i).local_position_y;
        pg(reg(:) == uni(j)) = norm(moment([tx,ty], 2));
        x = Data(i).local_position_x; x = x(reg(:) == uni(j));
        y = Data(i).local_position_y; y = y(reg(:) == uni(j));
        coeff = pca([y, x]); pth(reg(:) == uni(j)) = atan2(coeff(1,1),coeff(1,2));
        for k = 1:length(uniG)
            for m = 1:size(Greg{i},3)
                a = reg == uni(j); b = Greg{i}(:,:,m) == uniG(k);
                jacc_(m,k) = sum(a(:) & b(:))/(sum(a(:) | b(:))+eps);
            end
        end
        jacc(reg == uni(j)) = nanmean(max(jacc_,[],2));
    end
    Data(i).region_area = area(:);
    Data(i).region_area2 = area2(:);
    Data(i).region_ecc = se(:);
    Data(i).region_hole = sh(:);
    Data(i).region_solid = ss(:);
    Data(i).region_parim = sp(:);
    Data(i).region_area_parim = area(:)./sp(:);
    Data(i).region_energy_r = er(:);
    Data(i).region_energy_g = eg(:);
    Data(i).region_energy_b = eb(:);
    Data(i).region_energy_l = el(:);
    Data(i).region_energy_u = eu(:);
    Data(i).region_energy_v = ev(:);
    Data(i).region_energy_monogenic_r = err(:);
    Data(i).region_energy_monogenic_g = egg(:);
    Data(i).region_energy_monogenic_b = ebb(:);
    Data(i).region_energy_monogenic_l = ell(:);
    Data(i).region_energy_monogenic_u = euu(:);
    Data(i).region_energy_monogenic_v = evv(:);
    Data(i).region_position_x = px(:);
    Data(i).region_position_y = py(:);
    Data(i).region_position_r = sqrt(Data(i).region_position_x.^2+Data(i).region_position_y.^2);
    Data(i).region_position_t = atan2(Data(i).region_position_y,Data(i).region_position_x);
    Data(i).region_position_x2 = px(:) - Data(i).segment_position_x(:);
    Data(i).region_position_y2 = py(:) - Data(i).segment_position_y(:);
    Data(i).region_position_r2 = sqrt(Data(i).region_position_x2.^2+Data(i).region_position_y2.^2);
    Data(i).region_position_t2 = atan2(Data(i).region_position_y2,Data(i).region_position_x2);
    Data(i).region_position_g = sqrt(pg(:)./area(:));
    Data(i).region_position_th = pth(:); 
    Data(i).region_max_jaccard = jacc(:);
    
    Data(i).global_region_n(:) = length(uni);
    Data(i).global_region_area(:) = nanmean(unique(area(:)));
    Data(i).global_region_area2(:) = nanstd(unique(area(:)));
    
    % Color
    [avg, stdv] = avgSeg(I{i}{1}, reg);
    Data(i).region_color_r = reshape(avg(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color_g = reshape(avg(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color_b = reshape(avg(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color2_r = reshape(stdv(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color2_g = reshape(stdv(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color2_b = reshape(stdv(:,:,3),[],1);
    [avg, stdv] = avgSeg(I{i}{2}, reg);
    Data(i).region_color_l = reshape(avg(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color_u = reshape(avg(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color_v = reshape(avg(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color_t = reshape(avg(:,:,4),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color_m = reshape(avg(:,:,5),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color2_l = reshape(stdv(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color2_u = reshape(stdv(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color2_v = reshape(stdv(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color2_t = reshape(stdv(:,:,4),[],1);
    Data(i).region_color2_m = reshape(stdv(:,:,5),[],1); 
    
% Segments
    
    % Area, Entropy
    area = zeros(size(seg)); sr = zeros(size(seg)); sa = zeros(size(seg)); sd = zeros(size(seg));
    se = zeros(size(seg)); sh = zeros(size(seg)); sp = zeros(size(seg)); ss = zeros(size(seg));
    er = zeros(size(seg)); eg = zeros(size(seg)); eb = zeros(size(seg));
    el = zeros(size(seg)); eu = zeros(size(seg)); ev = zeros(size(seg));
    err = zeros(size(seg)); egg = zeros(size(seg)); ebb = zeros(size(seg));
    ell = zeros(size(seg)); euu = zeros(size(seg)); evv = zeros(size(seg));
    px = zeros(size(seg)); py = zeros(size(seg)); pth = zeros(size(seg)); pg = zeros(size(seg));
    uni = unique(seg(:)); uniG = unique(Gseg{i}(:));
    jacc_ = zeros(size(Gseg{i},3), length(uniG)); jacc = zeros(size(seg));
    for j = 1:length(uni)
        area(seg == uni(j)) = sum(seg(:) == uni(j))/numel(seg);
        bw = zeros(size(reg)); bw(seg(:) == uni(j)) = 1;
        rp = regionprops(bw,'Eccentricity','EulerNumber','Perimeter','Solidity');
        se(seg == uni(j)) = rp.Eccentricity;
        sh(seg == uni(j)) = rp.EulerNumber;
        sp(seg == uni(j)) = rp.Perimeter;
        ss(seg == uni(j)) = rp.Solidity;
        sr(seg == uni(j)) = length(unique(reg(seg == uni(j))));
        sa(seg == uni(j)) = nanmean(unique(Data(i).region_area(seg == uni(j))));
        sd(seg == uni(j)) = nanstd(unique(Data(i).region_area(seg == uni(j))));
        t = I{i}{1}(:,:,1); er(seg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(seg == uni(j)));
        t = I{i}{1}(:,:,2); eg(seg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(seg == uni(j)));
        t = I{i}{1}(:,:,3); eb(seg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(seg == uni(j)));
        t = I{i}{2}(:,:,1); el(seg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(seg == uni(j)));
        t = I{i}{2}(:,:,2); eu(seg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(seg == uni(j)));
        t = I{i}{2}(:,:,3); ev(seg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(seg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_r; err(seg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(seg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_g; egg(seg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(seg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_b; ebb(seg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(seg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_l; ell(seg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(seg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_u; euu(seg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(seg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_energy_monogenic_v; evv(seg == uni(j)) = entropy(t(seg == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_position_x; px(seg(:) == uni(j)) = nanmean(t(seg(:) == uni(j)));
        t = Data(i).local_position_y; py(seg(:) == uni(j)) = nanmean(t(seg(:) == uni(j)));
        tx = Data(i).local_position_x; ty = Data(i).local_position_y;
        pg(seg(:) == uni(j)) = norm(moment([tx,ty], 2));
        x = Data(i).local_position_x; x = x(seg(:) == uni(j));
        y = Data(i).local_position_y; y = y(seg(:) == uni(j));
        coeff = pca([y, x]); pth(seg(:) == uni(j)) = atan2(coeff(1,1),coeff(1,2));
        for k = 1:length(uniG)
            for m = 1:size(Gseg{i},3)
                a = seg == uni(j); b = Gseg{i}(:,:,m) == uniG(k);
                jacc_(m,k) = sum(a(:) & b(:))/(sum(a(:) | b(:))+eps);
            end
        end
        jacc(seg == uni(j)) = nanmean(max(jacc_,[],2));
    end
    Data(i).segment_area = area(:);
    Data(i).segment_ecc = se(:);
    Data(i).segment_hole = sh(:);
    Data(i).segment_solid = ss(:);
    Data(i).segment_parim = sp(:);
    Data(i).segment_area_parim = area(:)./sp(:);
    Data(i).segment_energy_r = er(:);
    Data(i).segment_energy_g = eg(:);
    Data(i).segment_energy_b = eb(:);
    Data(i).segment_energy_l = el(:);
    Data(i).segment_energy_u = eu(:);
    Data(i).segment_energy_v = ev(:);
    Data(i).segment_energy_monogenic_r = err(:);
    Data(i).segment_energy_monogenic_g = egg(:);
    Data(i).segment_energy_monogenic_b = ebb(:);
    Data(i).segment_energy_monogenic_l = ell(:);
    Data(i).segment_energy_monogenic_u = euu(:);
    Data(i).segment_energy_monogenic_v = evv(:);
    Data(i).segment_position_x = px(:);
    Data(i).segment_position_y = py(:);
    Data(i).segment_position_r = sqrt(Data(i).segment_position_x.^2+Data(i).segment_position_y.^2);
    Data(i).segment_position_t = atan2(Data(i).segment_position_y,Data(i).segment_position_x);
    Data(i).segment_position_g = sqrt(pg(:)./area(:));
    Data(i).segment_position_th = pth(:);
    Data(i).segment_max_jaccard = jacc(:);
    
    Data(i).global_segment_n(:) = length(uni);
    Data(i).global_segment_area(:) = nanmean(unique(area(:)));
    Data(i).global_segment_area2(:) = nanstd(unique(area(:)));
    Data(i).segment_region_n(:) = sr(:);
    Data(i).segment_region_area(:) = sa(:);
    Data(i).segment_region_area2(:) = sd(:);
    
    % Color
    [avg, stdv] = avgSeg(I{i}{1}, seg);
    Data(i).segment_color_r = reshape(avg(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color_g = reshape(avg(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color_b = reshape(avg(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color2_r = reshape(stdv(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color2_g = reshape(stdv(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color2_b = reshape(stdv(:,:,3),[],1);
    [avg, stdv] = avgSeg(I{i}{2}, seg);
    Data(i).segment_color_l = reshape(avg(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color_u = reshape(avg(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color_v = reshape(avg(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color_t = reshape(avg(:,:,4),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color_m = reshape(avg(:,:,5),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color2_l = reshape(stdv(:,:,1),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color2_u = reshape(stdv(:,:,2),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color2_v = reshape(stdv(:,:,3),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color2_t = reshape(stdv(:,:,4),[],1);
    Data(i).segment_color2_m = reshape(stdv(:,:,5),[],1);
    
% Box, Poly, Global
    
    % Color
    Data(i).global_color_r(:) = nanmean(reshape(I{i}{1}(:,:,1),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color_g(:) = nanmean(reshape(I{i}{1}(:,:,2),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color_b(:) = nanmean(reshape(I{i}{1}(:,:,3),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color_l(:) = nanmean(reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,1),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color_u(:) = nanmean(reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,2),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color_v(:) = nanmean(reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,3),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color_t(:) = nanmean(reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,4),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color_m(:) = nanmean(reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,5),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color2_r(:) = nanstd(reshape(I{i}{1}(:,:,1),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color2_g(:) = nanstd(reshape(I{i}{1}(:,:,2),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color2_b(:) = nanstd(reshape(I{i}{1}(:,:,3),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color2_l(:) = nanstd(reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,1),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color2_u(:) = nanstd(reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,2),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color2_v(:) = nanstd(reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,3),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color2_t(:) = nanstd(reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,4),[],1));
    Data(i).global_color2_m(:) = nanstd(reshape(I{i}{2}(:,:,5),[],1));
    
    % Entropy
    Data(i).global_energy_r(:) = entropy(I{i}{1}(:,:,1));
    Data(i).global_energy_g(:) = entropy(I{i}{1}(:,:,2));
    Data(i).global_energy_b(:) = entropy(I{i}{1}(:,:,3));
    Data(i).global_energy_l(:) = entropy(I{i}{2}(:,:,1));
    Data(i).global_energy_u(:) = entropy(I{i}{2}(:,:,2));
    Data(i).global_energy_v(:) = entropy(I{i}{2}(:,:,3));
    
    % Landmark
    if isfield(gcv, 'landmarkAnnotations')
        Data(i).global_landmark(:) = true;
        poly = cell2mat(gcv.landmarkAnnotations{1, 1}.boundingPoly.vertices);
        mask = poly2mask([poly.x], [poly.y], size(I{i}{2},1), size(I{i}{2},2));
        Data(i).box_landmark = mask(:);
    end
    
    % Face
    if isfield(gcv, 'faceAnnotations')
        Data(i).global_face(:) = true;
        poly = cell2mat(gcv.faceAnnotations{1, 1}.boundingPoly.vertices);
        mask = poly2mask([poly.x], [poly.y], size(I{i}{2},1), size(I{i}{2},2));
        Data(i).box_face = mask(:);
        poly = cell2mat(gcv.faceAnnotations{1, 1}.fdBoundingPoly.vertices);
        mask = poly2mask([poly.x], [poly.y], size(I{i}{2},1), size(I{i}{2},2));
        Data(i).box_face_tight = mask(:);
    end
    
    % Labels
    if isfield(gcv, 'labelAnnotations')
        labels = cell2mat(gcv.labelAnnotations);
        labels = {labels.description};
        if ismember('cartoon',lower(labels))
            Data(i).global_cartoon(:) = true;
        end
    end
    
end

clearvars -except Data I Ifiles
save('Models/Data.mat','Data');

toc

%% Convert to table

disp('Converting to Table')
tic

fields = fieldnames(Data);
Data_ = featureSetup();
for i = 1:length(fields)
    Data_.(fields{i}) = vertcat(Data(:).(fields{i}));

    % Shouldn't be NAN or INF but they happen
    if any(isnan(Data_.(fields{i}))) || any(isinf(Data_.(fields{i})))
        disp(['Caught nan/inf in: ', fields{i}]);
    end
    Data_.(fields{i})(isnan(Data_.(fields{i}))) = 0;
    Data_.(fields{i})(isinf(Data_.(fields{i}))) = 0;
    
%     % TODO add in other distrobutions types
%     probplot(double(Data_.(fields{i})));
%     print(['Models/RawDataProb/Prob_',fields{i}],'-dpng');
%     histogram(double(Data_.(fields{i})));
%     print(['Models/RawDataProb/Hist_',fields{i}],'-dpng');
end

DataTable = struct2table(Data_);

clearvars -except DataTable fields
save('Models/DataTable.mat','DataTable');

histogram(DataTable.local_edge_gt_s, -0.5:0.01:1.5); axis([-0.5, 1.5, 0, 4.5e6]);
title('Histogram of target output data');
print('Models/RawDataProb/Hist_local_edge_gt_s','-dpng');

histogram(double(DataTable.local_edge_gt_i), -0.5:0.01:1.5); axis([-0.5, 1.5, 0, 4.5e6]);
title('Histogram of target output data');
print('Models/RawDataProb/Hist_local_edge_gt_i','-dpng');

histogram(double(DataTable.segment_max_jaccard), -0.5:0.01:1.5); axis([-0.5, 1.5, 0, 4.5e6]);
title('Histogram of target output data');
print('Models/RawDataProb/Hist_segment_max_jaccard','-dpng');

histogram(double(DataTable.region_max_jaccard), -0.5:0.01:1.5); axis([-0.5, 1.5, 0, 4.5e6]);
title('Histogram of target output data');
print('Models/RawDataProb/Hist_region_max_jaccard','-dpng');

close all

toc

%% Normalize Data

disp('Normalize Table')
tic

load('Models/DataTable.mat');
fields = DataTable.Properties.VariableNames;

n = size(DataTable,2);
maxsRight = zeros(1,n);
maxsLeft = zeros(1,n);
minsRight = zeros(1,n);
minsLeft = zeros(1,n);
% figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1]) % Full screen figure

for i = 1:n
    temp = table2array(DataTable(:,i));
    
    if ~islogical(temp) % Dont normalize logical 
        tempRight = temp(temp > 0);
        tempLeft = temp(temp < 0);
        tempZero = temp(temp == 0);
        
        if ~isempty(tempRight)
            maxsRight(i) = max([tempRight;tempZero]);
            minsRight(i) = min([tempRight;tempZero]);
            tempRight = (tempRight - minsRight(i))./(maxsRight(i) - minsRight(i) + eps);
        end
        
        if ~isempty(tempLeft)
            maxsLeft(i) = max([tempLeft;tempZero]);
            minsLeft(i) = min([tempLeft;tempZero]);
            tempLeft = (tempLeft - maxsLeft(i))./(minsLeft(i) - maxsLeft(i) + eps);
        end
        temp(temp > 0) = tempRight;
        temp(temp < 0) = tempLeft;
        
        DataTable(:,i) = array2table(temp);
        
%         % Too much ram needed to plot all
%         subplot(2,4,1); histogram(double(temp)); title(strrep(['Histogram: ', fields{i}],'_',' '));
%         subplot(2,4,2); probplot('normal', double(temp));
%         subplot(2,4,3); probplot('exponential', double(temp));
%         % subplot(2,4,7); probplot('extreme value', double(temp)); % Big ram hog
%         % subplot(2,4,8); probplot('half normal', double(temp)); % Not in 2015a
%         subplot(2,4,4); probplot('lognormal', double(temp));
%         if all(temp > 0)
%             subplot(2,4,5); probplot('rayleigh', double(temp)); % only > 0
%             % subplot(2,4,6); probplot('weibull', double(temp)); % only > 0
%         end
%         set(gcf,'PaperUnits','inches','PaperPosition',[0 0 12 9]);
%         print(['Models/NormDataProb/',fields{i}],'-dpng');
        
    end
end

% Adjust scale of these figures or just use default....?
histogram(DataTable.local_edge_gt_s, -0.5:0.01:1.5); axis([-0.5, 1.5, 0, 4.5e6]);
title('Histogram of target output data');
print('Models/NormDataProb/Hist_local_edge_gt_s','-dpng');

histogram(DataTable.local_edge_gt_s, -1.5:0.01:4.5); axis([-1.5, 4.5, 0, 3e4]);
title('Histogram of target output data');
print('Models/NormDataProb/Hist_local_edge_gt_s_zoom','-dpng');

histogram(double(DataTable.segment_max_jaccard), -0.5:0.01:1.5); axis([-0.5, 1.5, 0, 4.5e6]);
title('Histogram of target output data');
print('Models/NormDataProb/Hist_segment_max_jaccard','-dpng');

histogram(double(DataTable.region_max_jaccard), -0.5:0.01:1.5); axis([-0.5, 1.5, 0, 4.5e6]);
title('Histogram of target output data');
print('Models/NormDataProb/Hist_region_max_jaccard','-dpng');

close all

save('Models/DataNorm.mat','maxsRight','maxsLeft', 'minsRight', 'minsLeft');
save('Models/DataTableNorm.mat','DataTable');
clearvars -except DataTable

toc

%% Export Norm

disp('Export Norm Table')
tic

load('Models/DataTablenorm.mat');

D = DataTable;
D(:,:) = array2table(round(table2array(DataTable),16));

% % Write Short
% hdr = D.Properties.VariableNames;
% txt=sprintf('%s,',hdr{:});
% txt(end)='';
% dlmwrite('Models/D.csv',txt,'delimiter','');
% dlmwrite('Models/D.csv',table2array(D),'-append','delimiter',',','precision','%.4f');

% Write Long
writetable(D, 'DataTable.csv');

toc

%% Standardize Data
% Based on trim

disp('Standardize Table Based on Trim')
tic

load('Models/DataTableNorm.mat');

n = size(DataTable,2);
means = zeros(1,n);
stds = zeros(1,n);

for i = 1:n-1 % Do not attempt to standardize output data (TODO since there are more outputs now this needs to change)
    temp = table2array(DataTable(:,i));
    if ~islogical(temp) % Dont standardize logical
        temp_ = temp((temp > 0.05 & temp < 0.95) | (temp < -0.05 & temp >- 0.95)); % trim ends and spikes at zero 
        means(i) = nanmean(temp_);
        stds(i) = nanstd(temp_);
        if ~isnan(means(i)) && ~isnan(stds(i))
            temp = (temp - means(i)) ./ (stds(i) + eps);
            DataTable(:,i) = array2table(temp);
        end
        
%         probplot(double(temp));
%         print(['Models/TrimDataProb/Prob_',fields{i}],'-dpng');
%         histogram(double(temp));
%         print(['Models/TrimDataProb/Hist_',fields{i}],'-dpng');
    end
end

histogram(DataTable.local_edge_gt_s, -0.5:0.01:1.5); axis([-0.5, 1.5, 0, 4.5e6]);
title('Histogram of target output data');
print('Models/TrimDataProb/Hist_local_edge_gt_s','-dpng');

histogram(DataTable.local_edge_gt_s, -1.5:0.01:4.5); axis([-1.5, 4.5, 0, 3e4]);
title('Histogram of target output data');
print('Models/TrimDataProb/Hist_local_edge_gt_s_zoom','-dpng');

probplot(DataTable.local_edge_gt_s);
print('Models/TrimDataProb/Prob_local_edge_gt_s_zoom','-dpng');

histogram(double(DataTable.segment_max_jaccard), -0.5:0.01:1.5); axis([-0.5, 1.5, 0, 4.5e6]);
title('Histogram of target output data');
print('Models/TrimDataProb/Hist_segment_max_jaccard','-dpng');

histogram(double(DataTable.region_max_jaccard), -0.5:0.01:1.5); axis([-0.5, 1.5, 0, 4.5e6]);
title('Histogram of target output data');
print('Models/TrimDataProb/Hist_region_max_jaccard','-dpng');

close all

save('Models/DataTrim.mat','means','stds');
save('Models/DataTableTrim.mat','DataTable');
clearvars -except DataTable

toc

%% Standardize Data
% Based on previous regression 

disp('Standardize Table Based on Regress')
tic

load('Models/DataTableNorm.mat');
load('Models/pcaLinLieNorm.mat'); % Previous regression outliers

n = size(DataTable,2);
means = zeros(1,n);
stds = zeros(1,n);
idx = setdiff(1:size(DataTable,1),outliers);

for i = 1:n-1 % dont attempt to standardize output (TODO since there are more outputs now this needs to change)
    temp = table2array(DataTable(:,i));
    if ~islogical(temp) % Dont standardize logical 
        temp_ = temp(idx); % ignore outliers
        means(i) = nanmean(temp_);
        stds(i) = nanstd(temp_);
        
        if ~isnan(means(i)) && ~isnan(stds(i))
            temp = (temp - means(i)) ./ (stds(i) + eps);
            DataTable(:,i) = array2table(temp);
        end
        
%         probplot(temp);
%         print(['Models/LieDataProb/Prob_',fields{i}],'-dpng');
%         histogram(temp);
%         print(['Models/LieDataProb/Hist_',fields{i}],'-dpng');
    end
end

histogram(DataTable.local_edge_gt_s, -0.5:0.01:1.5); axis([-0.5, 1.5, 0, 4.5e6]);
title('Histogram of target output data');
print('Models/LieDataProb/Hist_local_edge_gt_s','-dpng');

histogram(DataTable.local_edge_gt_s, -1.5:0.01:4.5); axis([-1.5, 4.5, 0, 3e4]);
title('Histogram of target output data');
print('Models/LieDataProb/Hist_local_edge_gt_s_zoom','-dpng');

histogram(double(DataTable.segment_max_jaccard), -0.5:0.01:1.5); axis([-0.5, 1.5, 0, 4.5e6]);
title('Histogram of target output data');
print('Models/LieDataProb/Hist_segment_max_jaccard','-dpng');

histogram(double(DataTable.region_max_jaccard), -0.5:0.01:1.5); axis([-0.5, 1.5, 0, 4.5e6]);
title('Histogram of target output data');
print('Models/LieDataProb/Hist_region_max_jaccard','-dpng');

close all

save('Models/DataLie.mat','means','stds');
save('Models/DataTableLie.mat','DataTable');
clearvars -except DataTable

toc






Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/featureSetup.m

function Data = featureSetup(shape)
% Image cues gathered (full list posible, many left off due to co-dependance):
% Local:
%   Color - RGB (x3 color) (Scale)
%   Color - Luv (x5 color) (Scale)
%   Position - X/Y/r/t (centered) (Scale)
%   Energy - Central (x8 color, combo) (Scale)
%   Energy - Monogenic (x10 color, combo) (Scale)
%   Energy - Oriented Energies (x8 color, combo) (Scale)
%   Energy - SUSAN (x8 color, combo) (Scale)
%   Energy - Oriented Gradient of Histograms (x8 color, combo) (Scale)
%   Energy - Berkley Multiscale Gradients (x12 color/scales) (Scale)
%   Energy - Multiscale Pb (Scale)
%   Energy - Spectral Pb (Scale)
%   Energy - Global Pb (Scale)
%   Texture - Local Entropy (x8 color, combo)
%   Texture - SUSAN (x8 color, combo)
%   Orientation - Oriented Energies (x8 color, combo) (Scale)
%   Orientation - Monogenic (x2 color, combo) (Scale)
%   Orientation - Oriented Gradient of Histograms (x8 color, combo) (Scale)
%   Orientation - Berkley Multiscale Gradients (x12 color/scales) (Scale)
%   Orientation - Global Pb (Scale)
%   Phase - Monogenic (x2 color, combo) (Scale)
%   Edge - Canny (Logical)
%   Edge - Shen Castan (Logical)
%   Edge - SUSAN (Logical)
%   Edge - Canny + Loomis (Scale)
%   Edge - Shen Castan + Loomis (Scale)
%   Edge - SUSAN + Loomis (Scale)
%   Edge - Ground truth + Loomis (Scale)
%   Corners - Minimum Eigen value (Logical)
%   Corners - Harris (Logical)
%   Corners - SUSAN (Logical)
%   Corners - Minimum Eigen value + Loomis (Scale)
%   Corners - Harris + Loomis (Scale)
%   Corners - SUSAN + Loomis (Scale)
%   Boundary - gPb-OWT-UCM@th (Logical)
%   Boundary - Levelset (Logical)
%   Boundary - gPb-OWT-UCM (Scale)
%   Boundary - gPb-OWT-UCM@th + Loomis (Scale)
%   Boundary - Levelset + Loomis (Scale)
%   Boundary - Ground truth + Loomis (Scale)
%   Distance - Canny (Scale)
%   Distance - Shen (Scale)
%   Distance - SUSAN (Scale)
%   Distance - gPb-OWT-UCM@th (Scale)
%   Distance - Levelset (Scale)
%   Distance - MEV (Scale)
%   Distance - Harris (Scale)
%   Distance - SUSAN (Scale)
%   Curvature - Canny (Scale)
%   Curvature - Shen (Scale)
%   Curvature - SUSAN (Scale)
%   Curvature - gPb-OWT-UCM@th (Scale)
%   Curvature - Levelset (Scale)
%   Void - raw prediction percent or logical (Pixels defined as probable edg/no-edge in 1st stage of 2 stage regression)
% Region (gPb-OWT-UCM@th/Levelset):
%   Color - Mean RGB (x3 color) (Scale)
%   Color - Mean Luv (x5 color) (Scale)
%   Color - Stdv RGB (x3 color) (Scale)
%   Color - Stdv Luv (x5 color) (Scale)
%   Area - % coverage of image (Scale)
%   Area - % coverage of segment (Scale)
%   Eccentricity  (Scale)
%   EulerNumber  (Scale)
%   Solidity  (Scale)
%   Parimiter  (Scale)
%   Parimiter v Area ratio  (Scale)
%   Jaccard - Ground truth compare (Scale)
%   Textured - Ground truth is textured? (logical)
%   Center - X/Y/r/t/g/th in image
%   Center - X/Y/r/t in segment
%   Energy - Entropy (x6 color) (Scale)
%   Energy - Monogenic (x8 color, combo) (Scale)
%   Energy - Entropy of Monogenic (x2 color) (Scale)
% Box:
%   GCV - Landmark (Logical)
%   GCV - Face (Logical)
%   GCV - Object (not yet implemented) (Logical)
% Poly:
%   GCV - Landmark (not yet implemented) (Logical)
%   GCV - Face (not yet implemented) (Logical)
%   GCV - Object (not yet implemented) (Logical)
% Segment (Levelset):
%   Color - RGB (x3 color) (Scale)
%   Color - Luv (x5 color) (Scale)
%   Color - Stdv RGB (x3 color) (Scale)
%   Color - Stdv Luv (x5 color) (Scale)
%   Area - % coverage of image (Scale)
%   Eccentricity  (Scale)
%   EulerNumber  (Scale)
%   Solidity  (Scale)
%   Parimiter  (Scale)
%   Parimiter v Area ratio  (Scale)
%   Jaccard - Ground truth compare (Scale)
%   Textured - Ground truth is textured? (logical)
%   Center - X/Y/r/t/g/th
%   Energy - Entropy (x6 color) (Scale)
%   Energy - Monogenic (x8 color, combo) (Scale)
%   Energy - Entropy of Monogenic (x2 color) (Scale)
%   Region - Count of regions (Scale)
%   Region - mean, stdv area (Scale)
% Global:
%   Image number (categorical)
%   Color - RGB (x3 color) (Scale)
%   Color - Luv (x3 color) (Scale)
%   Color - Stdv RGB (x3 color) (Scale)
%   Color - Stdv Luv (x5 color) (Scale)
%   Energy - Entropy (x6 color) (Scale)
%   GCV - Description Cartoon (Logical)
%   GCV - Landmark (Logical)
%   GCV - Face (Logical)
%   Region - Count of regions (Scale)
%   Region - mean, stdv area (Scale)
%   Segment - Count of segments (Scale)
%   Segment - mean, stdv area (Scale)
% 

% Exporting
% D = DataTable;
% D(:,:) = array2table(round(table2array(DataTable),8));
% hdr = D.Properties.VariableNames;
% txt=sprintf('%s,',hdr{:});
% txt(end)='';
% dlmwrite('D.csv',txt,'delimiter','');
% dlmwrite('D.csv',table2array(D),'-append','delimiter',',','precision','%.4f');

% Blank data size of image
if nargin < 1
    a = [];
    x = [];
    y = [];
    r = [];
    t = [];
else
    % 8.5x11 @ 60ppc, calc % distance of full page print with 0.5 margin
    % 8.5in -> 8in    -> 20.32cm -> 1220px -> 610px
    % 11in  -> 10.5in -> 26.67cm -> 1600px -> 800px
    a = zeros(shape);
    x = (1:shape(2)) - shape(2)/2;
    y = (1:shape(1)) - shape(1)/2;
    if shape(2) > shape(1)
        x = x ./ 800; y = y ./ 610;
    else
        x = x ./ 610; y = y ./ 800;
    end
    [x,y] = meshgrid(x,y);
    r = sqrt(x.^2+y.^2);
    t = atan2(y,x);
end

b = a(:);
c = logical(b);

% Struct skeleton
Data = struct( ...
    'local_position_x', x(:), ...
    'local_position_y', y(:), ...
    'local_position_r', r(:), ...
    'local_position_t', t(:), ...
    'local_color_r', b, ...
    'local_color_g', b, ...
    'local_color_b', b, ...
    'local_color_l', b, ...
    'local_color_u', b, ...
    'local_color_v', b, ...
    'local_color_t', b, ... 
    'local_color_m', b, ...
    'local_energy_monogenic_r', b, ...
    'local_energy_monogenic_g', b, ...
    'local_energy_monogenic_b', b, ...
    'local_energy_monogenic_rgb', b, ...
    'local_energy_monogenic_l', b, ...
    'local_energy_monogenic_texture_rgb', b, ...
    'local_energy_monogenic_u', b, ...
    'local_energy_monogenic_v', b, ...
    'local_energy_monogenic_t', b, ...
    'local_energy_monogenic_m', b, ...
    'local_energy_monogenic_luv', b, ...
    'local_energy_monogenic_texture_luv', b, ...
    'local_energy_susan_r', b, ...
    'local_energy_susan_g', b, ...
    'local_energy_susan_b', b, ...
    'local_energy_susan_rgb', b, ...
    'local_energy_susan_l', b, ...
    'local_energy_susan_u', b, ...
    'local_energy_susan_v', b, ...
    'local_energy_susan_luv', b, ...
    'local_energy_msg_l1', b, ...
    'local_energy_msg_l2', b, ...
    'local_energy_msg_l3', b, ...
    'local_energy_msg_a1', b, ...
    'local_energy_msg_a2', b, ...
    'local_energy_msg_a3', b, ...
    'local_energy_msg_b1', b, ...
    'local_energy_msg_b2', b, ...
    'local_energy_msg_b3', b, ...
    'local_energy_msg_t1', b, ...
    'local_energy_msg_t2', b, ...
    'local_energy_msg_t3', b, ...
    'local_energy_mpb', b, ...
    'local_energy_spb', b, ...
    'local_energy_gpb', b, ....
    'local_texture_entropy_r', b, ...
    'local_texture_entropy_g', b, ...
    'local_texture_entropy_b', b, ...
    'local_texture_entropy_rgb', b, ...
    'local_texture_entropy_l', b, ...
    'local_texture_entropy_u', b, ...
    'local_texture_entropy_v', b, ...
    'local_texture_entropy_luv', b, ...
    'local_texture_susan_r', b, ...
    'local_texture_susan_g', b, ...
    'local_texture_susan_b', b, ...
    'local_texture_susan_rgb', b, ...
    'local_texture_susan_l', b, ...
    'local_texture_susan_u', b, ...
    'local_texture_susan_v', b, ...
    'local_texture_susan_luv', b, ...
    'local_orientation_monogenic_rgb', b, ...
    'local_orientation_monogenic_luv', b, ...
    'local_orientation_msg_l1', b, ...
    'local_orientation_msg_l2', b, ...
    'local_orientation_msg_l3', b, ...
    'local_orientation_msg_a1', b, ...
    'local_orientation_msg_a2', b, ...
    'local_orientation_msg_a3', b, ...
    'local_orientation_msg_b1', b, ...
    'local_orientation_msg_b2', b, ...
    'local_orientation_msg_b3', b, ...
    'local_orientation_msg_t1', b, ...
    'local_orientation_msg_t2', b, ...
    'local_orientation_msg_t3', b, ...
    'local_phase_monogenic_rgb', b, ...
    'local_phase_monogenic_luv', b, ...
    'local_edge_canny_s', b, ...
    'local_edge_shen_s', b, ...
    'local_edge_susan_s', b, ...
    'local_corner_mev_s', b, ...
    'local_corner_harris_s', b, ...
    'local_corner_susan_s', b, ...
    'local_boundary_gpb_s', b, ...
    'local_boundary_ucm', b, ...
    'local_boundary_levelset_s', b, ...
    'local_distance_canny', b, ...
    'local_distance_shen', b, ...
    'local_distance_susan_e', b, ...
    'local_distance_mev', b, ...
    'local_distance_harris', b, ...
    'local_distance_susan_c', b, ...
    'local_distance_gpb', b, ...
    'local_distance_levelset', b, ...
    'local_curvature_canny', b, ...
    'local_curvature_shen', b, ...
    'local_curvature_susan', b, ...
    'local_curvature_gpb', b, ...
    'local_curvature_levelset', b, ...
    'local_void_i', c, ... 
    'local_void_s', b, ... 
    'region_area', b, ... 
    'region_area2', b, ...
    'region_ecc', b, ...
    'region_hole', b, ...
    'region_solid', b, ...
    'region_parim', b, ...
    'region_area_parim', b, ...
    'region_position_x', b, ...
    'region_position_y', b, ...
    'region_position_r', b, ...
    'region_position_t', b, ...
    'region_position_g', b, ...
    'region_position_th', b, ...
    'region_position_x2', b, ...
    'region_position_y2', b, ...
    'region_position_r2', b, ...
    'region_position_t2', b, ...
    'region_color_r', b, ...
    'region_color_g', b, ...
    'region_color_b', b, ...
    'region_color_l', b, ...
    'region_color_u', b, ...
    'region_color_v', b, ...
    'region_color_t', b, ...
    'region_color_m', b, ...
    'region_color2_r', b, ...
    'region_color2_g', b, ...
    'region_color2_b', b, ...
    'region_color2_l', b, ...
    'region_color2_u', b, ...
    'region_color2_v', b, ...
    'region_color2_t', b, ...
    'region_color2_m', b, ...
    'region_energy_r', b, ...
    'region_energy_g', b, ...
    'region_energy_b', b, ...
    'region_energy_l', b, ...
    'region_energy_u', b, ...
    'region_energy_v', b, ...
    'region_energy_monogenic_r', b, ...
    'region_energy_monogenic_g', b, ...
    'region_energy_monogenic_b', b, ...
    'region_energy_monogenic_l', b, ...
    'region_energy_monogenic_u', b, ...
    'region_energy_monogenic_v', b, ...
    'box_landmark', c, ... Why empty
    'box_face', c, ... Why empty
    'box_face_tight', c, ... Why empty
    'segment_area', b, ...
    'segment_ecc', b, ...
    'segment_hole', b, ...
    'segment_solid', b, ...
    'segment_parim', b, ...
    'segment_area_parim', b, ...
    'segment_color_r', b, ...
    'segment_color_g', b, ...
    'segment_color_b', b, ...
    'segment_color_l', b, ...
    'segment_color_u', b, ...
    'segment_color_v', b, ...
    'segment_color_t', b, ...
    'segment_color_m', b, ...
    'segment_color2_r', b, ...
    'segment_color2_g', b, ...
    'segment_color2_b', b, ...
    'segment_color2_l', b, ...
    'segment_color2_u', b, ...
    'segment_color2_v', b, ...
    'segment_color2_t', b, ...
    'segment_color2_m', b, ...
    'segment_position_x', b, ...
    'segment_position_y', b, ...
    'segment_position_r', b, ...
    'segment_position_t', b, ...
    'segment_position_g', b, ...
    'segment_position_th', b, ...
    'segment_region_n', b, ...
    'segment_region_area', b, ...
    'segment_region_area2', b, ...
    'segment_energy_r', b, ...
    'segment_energy_g', b, ...
    'segment_energy_b', b, ...
    'segment_energy_l', b, ...
    'segment_energy_u', b, ...
    'segment_energy_v', b, ...
    'segment_energy_monogenic_r', b, ...
    'segment_energy_monogenic_g', b, ...
    'segment_energy_monogenic_b', b, ...
    'segment_energy_monogenic_l', b, ...
    'segment_energy_monogenic_u', b, ...
    'segment_energy_monogenic_v', b, ...
    'global_color_r', b, ...
    'global_color_g', b, ...
    'global_color_b', b, ...
    'global_color_l', b, ...
    'global_color_u', b, ...
    'global_color_v', b, ...
    'global_color_t', b, ...
    'global_color_m', b, ...
    'global_color2_r', b, ...
    'global_color2_g', b, ...
    'global_color2_b', b, ...
    'global_color2_l', b, ...
    'global_color2_u', b, ...
    'global_color2_v', b, ...
    'global_color2_t', b, ...
    'global_color2_m', b, ...
    'global_energy_r', b, ...
    'global_energy_g', b, ...
    'global_energy_b', b, ...
    'global_energy_l', b, ...
    'global_energy_u', b, ...
    'global_energy_v', b, ...
    'global_region_n', b, ...
    'global_region_area', b, ...
    'global_region_area2', b, ...
    'global_segment_n', b, ... Always the same when using LS
    'global_segment_area', b, ... zero when normalized, alwasys same
    'global_segment_area2', b, ... 
    'global_landmark', c, ... Why empty
    'global_face', c, ... Why empty
    'global_cartoon', c, ... Why empty
    'local_edge_gt_i', c, ...
    'local_edge_gt_s', b, ...
    'region_max_jaccard', b, ... Fix to have gt in name
    'segment_max_jaccard', b, ... Fix to have gt in name
    'segment_texture', c ... Fix to have gt in name
    );

%% Otherss not currently included to reduce ram use

%     'local_energy_central_r', b, ...
%     'local_energy_central_g', b, ...
%     'local_energy_central_b', b, ...
%     'local_energy_central_rgb', b, ...
%     'local_energy_central_l', b, ...
%     'local_energy_central_u', b, ...
%     'local_energy_central_v', b, ...
%     'local_energy_central_luv', b, ...
%     'local_energy_oe_r', b, ...
%     'local_energy_oe_g', b, ...
%     'local_energy_oe_b', b, ...
%     'local_energy_oe_rgb', b, ...
%     'local_energy_oe_l', b, ...
%     'local_energy_oe_u', b, ...
%     'local_energy_oe_v', b, ...
%     'local_energy_oe_luv', b, ...
%     'local_energy_ogh_r', b, ...
%     'local_energy_ogh_g', b, ...
%     'local_energy_ogh_b', b, ...
%     'local_energy_ogh_rgb', b, ...
%     'local_energy_ogh_l', b, ...
%     'local_energy_ogh_u', b, ...
%     'local_energy_ogh_v', b, ...
%     'local_energy_ogh_luv', b, ...
%     'local_orientation_oe_r', b, ...
%     'local_orientation_oe_g', b, ...
%     'local_orientation_oe_b', b, ...
%     'local_orientation_oe_rgb', b, ...
%     'local_orientation_oe_l', b, ...
%     'local_orientation_oe_u', b, ...
%     'local_orientation_oe_v', b, ...
%     'local_orientation_oe_luv', b, ...
%     'local_orientation_ogh_r', b, ...
%     'local_orientation_ogh_g', b, ...
%     'local_orientation_ogh_b', b, ...
%     'local_orientation_ogh_rgb', b, ...
%     'local_orientation_ogh_l', b, ...
%     'local_orientation_ogh_u', b, ...
%     'local_orientation_ogh_v', b, ...
%     'local_orientation_ogh_luv', b, ...
%     'local_orientation_mpb', b, ...
%     'local_orientation_spb', b, ...
%     'local_orientation_gpb', b, ...
%     'local_edge_canny_i', c, ...
%     'local_edge_shen_i', c, ...
%     'local_edge_susan_i', c, ...
%     'local_corner_harris_i', c, ...
%     'local_corner_susan_i', c, ...
%     'local_corner_mev_i', c, ...
%     'local_boundary_gpb_i', c, ...
%     'local_boundary_levelset_i', c, ...
%     'box_object', c, ...
%     'poly_landmark', c, ...
%     'poly_face', c, ...
%     'poly_object', c, ...
%     'global_image_n', categorical(b), ...

end








Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/initModel.m

function [model, nTerms] = initModel(Data, model)

fields = Data.Properties.VariableNames;
if nargin < 2
    model = 'local_edge_gt_s';
end

% intercept & Left hand side
model = [model, ' ~ 1']; nTerms = 1;
fields(~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'gt'))) = [];
fields(~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'max_jaccard'))) = [];
fields(~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'segment_texture'))) = [];

% Linear terms
for i = 1:length(fields);
    model = [model, ' + ', fields{i}];
    nTerms = nTerms + 1;
end

% Quadratic terms
qFields = ...
    ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'local_energy')) | ... 
    ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'local_distance')) | ...
    ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'region_energy')) | ...
    ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'segment_energy'));
for i = 1:length(fields);
    if qFields(i)
        model = [model, ' + ', fields{i}, '^2'];
        nTerms = nTerms + 1;
    end
end

% Interaction terms (local to region/segment/global)
lFields =  ...
    ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'local_energy')) | ...
    ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'local_texture')) | ...
    ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'local_edge')) | ...   
    ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'local_distance'));
rsFields = ...
    ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'region_energy')) | ...
    ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'region_position_r')) | ...
    ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'region_position_g')) | ...
    ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'region_position_th')) | ...
    ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'segment_energy')) | ...
    ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'segment_position_r')) | ...
    ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'segment_position_g')) | ...
    ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'segment_position_th')) | ...
    ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'global_color'));

for i = 1:length(fields);
    for j = 1:length(fields);
        if lFields(i) && rsFields(j)
            model = [model, ' + ', fields{i}, ':', fields{j}];
            nTerms = nTerms + 1;
        end
    end
end

% Interaction terms (region to segment)
lFields =  ...
    ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'region_energy')) | ...
    ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'region_position_r')) | ...
    ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'region_position_g')) | ...   
    ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'region_position_th'));
rsFields = ...
    ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'segment_energy')) | ...
    ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'segment_position_r')) | ...
    ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'segment_position_g')) | ...
    ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(fields,'segment_position_th'));

for i = 1:length(fields);
    for j = 1:length(fields);
        if lFields(i) && rsFields(j)
            model = [model, ' + ', fields{i}, ':', fields{j}];
            nTerms = nTerms + 1;
        end
    end
end

end








Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/lassoThing.R

library(glmnet)
library(glmnetcr)
library(R.matlab)
# library(msgps) # Deosnt wotk, tries to duplicate 9.1gb matrix in ram not sure current
# library(lars) # Deosnt wotk, tries to duplicate 9.1gb matrix in ram not sure current
setwd("D:/Users/ferrot/My Docs/Google Drive/VCU/Project/Code/Models/")

# data = read.csv("DataTable.csv")
# data <- readMat('DataTable.mat')
# save(data,file="DataTable.Rda")
load("DataTable.Rda")

x = data[1:225]
yl = data[226] # Logical output, line and near line
ys = data[227] # Scaler output, line marked by pro with faded gaucian around it for near line because it is not perfect
yr = data[228] # Region fit
yg = data[229] # Segment fit
ytg = data[230] # Texture segment fit
remove(data) # Clear up some space since data is about 10GB

# Convert types so it plays nice in LASSO function

yl = as.numeric(unlist(yl))
ys = as.numeric(unlist(ys))
yr = as.numeric(unlist(yr))
yg = as.numeric(unlist(yg))
ytg = as.numeric(unlist(ytg))
x = as.matrix(x)

# Try quick function with no CV to see how they look

fits = glmnet(x, ys, alpha=1, dfmax=100) #15
save(fits,file="fits.Rda")
plot(fits, xvar="lambda", label = TRUE); dev.copy(png,'fits Lambda.png');
dev.off()
plot(fits, xvar = "dev", label = TRUE)

fitl = glmnet(x, yl, alpha=1, family='binomial', dfmax=100) #10
save(fitl,file="fitl.Rda")
plot(fitl, xvar="lambda", label = TRUE); dev.copy(png,'fitl Lambda.png');
dev.off()
plot(fitl, xvar = "dev", label = TRUE)

fitr = glmnet(x, yr, alpha=1, dfmax=100) #15
save(fitr,file="fitr.Rda")
plot(fitr, xvar="lambda", label = TRUE); dev.copy(png,'fitr Lambda.png');
dev.off()
plot(fitr, xvar = "dev", label = TRUE)

fitg = glmnet(x, yg, alpha=1, dfmax=100) #15
save(fitg,file="fitg.Rda")
plot(fitg, xvar="lambda", label = TRUE); dev.copy(png,'fitg Lambda.png');
dev.off()
plot(fitg, xvar = "dev", label = TRUE)

fitgt = glmnet(x, ytg, alpha=1, dfmax=100) #15
save(fitgt,file="fitgt.Rda")
plot(fitgt, xvar="lambda", label = TRUE); dev.copy(png,'fitgt Lambda.png'); 
dev.off()
plot(fitgt, xvar = "dev", label = TRUE)

# Use CV to find min (will need to convert to BIC)

cvfits = cv.glmnet(x, ys, alpha=1, type.measure="deviance", nfolds=3, dfmax=15) #15
save(cvfits,file="cvfits.Rda")
plot(cvfits); dev.copy(png,'cvfits CV.png'); dev.off()
plot(cvfits$glmnet.fit, xvar="lambda", label = TRUE); dev.copy(png,'cvfits Lambda.png'); dev.off()
cvfits$lambda.min
coef(cvfits, s="lambda.min")

cvfitl = cv.glmnet(x, yl, alpha=1, family='binomial', type.measure="deviance", nfolds=3, dfmax=10) #10
save(cvfitl,file="cvfitl.Rda")
plot(cvfitl); dev.copy(png,'cvfitl CV.png'); dev.off()
plot(cvfitl$glmnet.fit, xvar="lambda", label = TRUE); dev.copy(png,'cvfitl Lambda.png'); dev.off()
cvfitl$lambda.min
coef(cvfitl, s="lambda.min")

cvfitr = cv.glmnet(x, yr, alpha=1, type.measure="deviance", nfolds=3, dfmax=15) #15
save(cvfitr,file="cvfitr.Rda")
plot(cvfitr); dev.copy(png,'cvfitr CV.png'); dev.off()
plot(cvfitr$glmnet.fit, xvar="lambda", label = TRUE); dev.copy(png,'cvfitr Lambda.png'); dev.off()
cvfitr$lambda.min
coef(cvfitr, s="lambda.min")

cvfitg = cv.glmnet(x, yg, alpha=1, type.measure="deviance", nfolds=3, dfmax=15) #15
save(cvfitg,file="cvfitg.Rda")
plot(cvfitg); dev.copy(png,'cvfitg CV.png'); dev.off()
plot(cvfitg$glmnet.fit, xvar="lambda", label = TRUE); dev.copy(png,'cvfitg Lambda.png'); dev.off()
cvfitg$lambda.min
coef(cvfitg, s="lambda.min")

cvfitgt = cv.glmnet(x, ytg, alpha=1, type.measure="deviance", nfolds=3, dfmax=15) #15
save(cvfitgt,file="cvfitgt.Rda")
plot(cvfitgt); dev.copy(png,'cvfitgt CV.png'); dev.off()
plot(cvfitgt$glmnet.fit, xvar="lambda", label = TRUE); dev.copy(png,'cvfitgt Lambda.png'); dev.off()
cvfitgt$lambda.min
coef(cvfitgt, s="lambda.min")

# # Use lars and get BIC? # Doesn't like large data runs out or ram
# object = cv.lars(x,yl,type="lasso",normalize=FALSE, K=3)
# bic=log(n)*object$df+n*log(as.vector(object$RSS)/n)
# 
# # Use BIC # Doesn't like large data runs out or ram
# fit = msgps(x, ys, penalty="genet", alpha=0.9999, p.max=30)
# plot(fit, criterion="bic")
# # Does this give true BIC since n is huge number of pixels and real n is number of images

# Export to Matlab
writeMat('RLassoCVL.mat', beta=coef(cvfitl, s="lambda.min"))
writeMat('RLassoCVS.mat', beta=coef(cvfits, s="lambda.min"))
writeMat('RLassoCVR.mat', beta=coef(cvfitr, s="lambda.min"))
writeMat('RLassoCVG.mat', beta=coef(cvfitg, s="lambda.min"))
writeMat('RLassoCVGT.mat', beta=coef(cvfitgt, s="lambda.min"))
writeMat('RLassoL.mat', beta=coef(fitl))
writeMat('RLassoS.mat', beta=coef(fits))
writeMat('RLassoR.mat', beta=coef(fitr))
writeMat('RLassoG.mat', beta=coef(fitg))
writeMat('RLassoGT.mat', beta=coef(fitgt))








Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/model2Images.m

function [Io, pred] = model2Images(mdl, DataTable, Ii)
% I - cell of each image
% I{}(:,:,1) - Probability of edge (Full Model only not just beta)
% I{}(:,:,2:3) - Confidence interval (Full Model only not just beta)
Io = cell(1,length(Ii));

if isnumeric(mdl)
    beta = double(mdl);
    array = table2array(DataTable); array = array(:,1:end-4);
    pred = [ones(size(array,1),1) array] * beta;
    I_ = pred;
    for i = 1:length(Ii)
        n = numel(Ii{i}{1}(:,:,1));
        Io{i} = reshape(I_(1:n),size(Ii{i}{1},1),size(Ii{i}{1},2));
        I_(1:n) = [];
    end
else
    %[I1_, I2_] = predict(mdl,DataTable); % This fails with LASSO mdl for some reason
    I1_ = feval(mdl,DataTable);
    pred = I1_;
    %I3_ = I2_(:,2); I2_ = I2_(:,1);

    for i = 1:length(Ii)
        n = numel(Ii{i}{1}(:,:,1));
        Io{i} = zeros(size(Ii{i}{1},1),size(Ii{i}{1},2),3);
        Io{i}(:,:,1) = reshape(I1_(1:n),size(Io{i}(:,:,1))); I1_(1:n) = [];
        %Io{i}(:,:,2) = reshape(I2_(1:n),size(Io{i}(:,:,1))); I2_(1:n) = [];
        %Io{i}(:,:,3) = reshape(I3_(1:n),size(Io{i}(:,:,1))); I3_(1:n) = [];
    end
end

end







Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/modelFit.m

function gof = modelFit(x, y, bins)
%MODELFIT Summary of this function goes here
%   Detailed explanation goes here

% TODO fix R2 and aR2
% Add PRI and aF1

%% Extract from model if model is provided
if nargin < 2 || isempty(y) % Grab stats from model
    gof = x.Rsquared;
    if nargin > 2 % If bins prepare for PRI and F1
        y = table2array(x.Fitted(:,1));
        x = y + table2array(x.Residuals(:,1));
    end
%% Pulled from Matlabs Fit function
else % Calc stats
    res = x - y;
    
    resbar = mean( res );
    sst = sum( (res - resbar).^2 );
    sse = norm(res)^2;
    
    % Compute R-squared, but avoid divide by zero warning
    if ~isequal(sst,0)
        rsquare = 1 - sse/sst;
    elseif isequal(sst,0) && isequal( sse, 0 )
        rsquare = NaN;
    else % sst==0 && sse ~== 0
        % This is unusual, so try to determine if sse is just round-off error
        if sqrt(abs(sse))<sqrt(eps)*mean(abs(res))
            rsquare = NaN;
        else
            rsquare = -Inf;
        end
    end
    
    % Compute adjusted R-squared and RMSE
    dft = length(x) - 1;
    dfe = length(x) - 2 - 1;
    if dfe > 0
        adjrsquare = 1 - (1-rsquare)*dft/dfe;
        mse = sse/dfe;
        rmse = sqrt( mse );
    else
        dfe = 0;
        adjrsquare = NaN;
        rmse = NaN;
    end
    
    % Set up GOF structure
    gof = struct( ...
        'sse', sse, ...
        'rsquare', rsquare, ...
        'dfe', dfe, ...
        'adjrsquare', adjrsquare, ...
        'rmse', rmse );
    
end

if nargin > 2 % Calc F1 and PRI or dont? Might be missleading depending on how bins are made...?

end

end








Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/modelImgOut.m

function [outliers, nImgs, imgOut] = modelImgOut(DataTable, I, outliers)
% I - cell of each image

nPixels = size(DataTable(:,end),1);
imgs = zeros(nPixels, 1); imgs(outliers) = 1;
nOut = length(outliers);
pixels = 1:nPixels;
imgOut = cell(size(I));
nImgs = [];

for i = 1:length(I)
    n = numel(I{i}{1}(:,:,1));
    s = sum(imgs(1:n));
    if s/nOut >= 0.10 % 10% of the outliers come from this image
        outliers = [outliers; pixels(1:n)'];
        nImgs = [nImgs, i];
    end    
    imgOut{i} = reshape(imgs(1:n),size(I{i}{1}(:,:,1))); imgs(1:n) = [];
    pixels(1:n) = [];
end

outliers = unique(outliers);

end








Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/regModelChange.m

function beta = regModelChange(beta)

beta = beta(2:end);
load('Models/DataTableNorm');
vars = DataTable.Properties.VariableNames(:,1:length(beta));

% Remove
beta(~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(vars,'color_r'))) = 0;
beta(~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(vars,'color_g'))) = 0;
beta(~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(vars,'color_b'))) = 0;
beta(~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(vars,'position_x'))) = 0;
beta(~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(vars,'position_y'))) = 0;
beta(~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(vars,'position_th'))) = 0;
beta(~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(vars,'parim'))) = 0;
beta(~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(vars,'area_parim'))) = 0;
beta(~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(vars,'curvature'))) = 0;
beta(~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(vars,'edge'))) = 0;
beta(~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(vars,'orientation'))) = 0;

% Add
beta(~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(vars,'position_r'))) = 1;
beta(~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(vars,'position_r2'))) = 1;
beta(~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(vars,'monogenic_l'))) = 1;

beta = [1;beta];

end








Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/regressLASSO.m

function regressLASSO(alpha, beta)

%% Load data and show histogram of output var

load('Models/DataTableNorm');
DataTable.local_edge_gt_i = []; DataTable.segment_texture = [];
DataTable.region_max_jaccard = []; DataTable.segment_max_jaccard = []; % Ignore Reg/Seg targets
varNames = DataTable.Properties.VariableNames(:,1:end-1);

if nargin == 1 % Use matlab LASSO with this alpha
    %% LASSO Regression
    d = table2array(DataTable);
    X = d(:,1:end-1);
    Y = d(:,end);
    clearvars -except X Y varNames alpha
    
    diary off; delete(['Models/lasso',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); diary(['Models/lasso',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); 
    disp('Regress with lasso')
    tic

    % [B, fitinfo] = lassoglm(X,Y, 'normal', 'PredictorNames', varNames, 'CV', 3, 'Alpha', alpha, 'DFmax', 120, 'RelTol', 5e-4); % Scale version
    [B, fitinfo] = lassoglm(X,Y, 'binomial', 'link', 'logit', 'PredictorNames', varNames, 'CV', 3, 'Alpha', alpha, 'DFmax', 120, 'RelTol', 5e-4); % For logical verson

    lassoPlot(B,fitinfo); print(['Models/lasso',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
    lassoPlot(B,fitinfo,'plottype','Lambda','XScale','log'); print(['Models/lassolamda',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
    lassoPlot(B,fitinfo, 'plottype', 'CV'); print(['Models/lassocv',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');

    close all

    %% Extract important components

    load('Models/DataTableNorm');
    DataTable.local_edge_gt_i = []; DataTable.segment_texture = [];
    DataTable.region_max_jaccard = []; DataTable.segment_max_jaccard = []; % Ignore Reg/Seg targets
    disp('Important Componets');

    important = abs(B(:,fitinfo.Index1SE)) > 0; % IndexMinDeviance
    disp({varNames{important}});
    important = [important;true];
    DataTableImp = DataTable(:,important);

    save(['Models/lasso',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'B','fitinfo');
    save(['Models/DataTableLasso',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'DataTableImp');
    toc
    diary off
    close all
    clearvars -except DataTableImp alpha
    
else % Use R's LASSO regression
    %% Extract important components
    diary off; delete(['Models/lasso',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); diary(['Models/lasso',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); 
    disp('Important Componets');

    important = abs(beta(2:end)) > 0;
    disp({varNames{important}});
    important = [important;true];
    DataTableImp = DataTable(:,important);
    
    save(['Models/DataTableLasso',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'DataTableImp');
    diary off
    close all
    clearvars -except DataTableImp alpha
    
end

%% On reduced important components from LASSO only 
% Helps reduce complexity and cues needed for end user run time

diary off; delete(['Models/lassoLinImpt',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); diary(['Models/lassoLinImpt',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); 
disp('Regress with most important dimentions from LASSO')
tic

mdl = fitglm(DataTableImp, 'ResponseVar', 'local_edge_gt_s')
mdl.Rsquared
save(['Models/lassoLinImpt',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'mdl');

save(['Models/DataTableLassoImp',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'DataTableImp');
toc
diary off
clearvars -except DataTableImp mdl alpha

%% Select best thus far and remove insig or low effect components
% Helps prevent over fitting
% Add interaction and squared 

diary off; delete(['Models/lassoLinSig',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); diary(['Models/lassoLinSig',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); 
disp('Regress with most sig dimentions')
tic

% terms = mdl.PredictorNames;
% model = mdl.Coefficients; model = model(2:end,:);
% terms = terms(abs(table2array(model(:,'Estimate'))) > 2e-3 & table2array(model(:,'pValue')) < 1e-3 & ... 
%     ~isnan(table2array(model(:,'Estimate'))) & ~isnan(table2array(model(:,'pValue'))));
% DataTableSig = DataTableImp(:,terms');
% DataTableSig.local_edge_gt_s = DataTableImp.local_edge_gt_s ; % Bring back output var
DataTableSig = DataTableImp; clear DataTableImp;

mdl = fitglm(DataTableSig, initModel(DataTableSig))
mdl.Rsquared

save(['Models/lassoLinSig',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'mdl');
toc
diary off
save(['Models/DataTableLassoSig',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'DataTableSig');
clearvars -except DataTableSig mdl alpha

%% Find outliers

diary off; delete(['Models/lassoLinOut',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); diary(['Models/lassoLinOut',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); 

plotDiagnostics(mdl); print(['Models/lassoeverage',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
plotDiagnostics(mdl,'cookd'); print(['Models/lassoCookDist',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
larg = find(mdl.Diagnostics.CooksDistance > 4*mean(mdl.Diagnostics.CooksDistance));
disp(['Large Cooks Distance: ',num2str(length(larg)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

plotResiduals(mdl); print(['Models/lassoResid',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
plotResiduals(mdl,'probability');  print(['Models/lassoResidProb',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
outl = find(abs(mdl.Residuals.Raw) > 0.5);
disp(['Large Residuals: ',num2str(length(outl)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

plotResiduals(mdl,'lagged'); print(['Models/lassoResidLag',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
plotResiduals(mdl,'fitted'); print(['Models/lassoResidFit',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
disp(['SubTotal Outliers: ',num2str(length([larg;outl])/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);
disp(['Total edges: ', num2str(sum(DataTableSig.local_edge_gt_s > 0)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '%']);
disp(['Total outliers as edges: ', num2str(sum(ismember(find(DataTableSig.local_edge_gt_s > 0),[larg;outl]))/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '%']);

load('I_.mat');
[outliers, nImgs, imgOut] = modelImgOut(DataTableSig, I, [larg;outl]);
disp(['Total Image Outliers: ', num2str(nImgs), ', ', num2str(length(nImgs)/length(I)*100), '% to be removed']);
disp(['Total Outliers: ',num2str(length(outliers)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

save(['Models/lassoLinLie',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'outliers');
close all
clearvars -except DataTableSig outliers alpha

%% Run with no outliers
% Helps prevent over fitting

disp('Regress with most sig dimentions exclude outliers')
tic

mdl = fitglm(DataTableSig, initModel(DataTableSig), 'exclude', outliers)
mdl.Rsquared

save(['Models/lassoLinOut',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'mdl');
toc
diary off

% %% View model stats plots
% 
% % plotSlice(mdl);
% % plotInteraction(mdl,'Weight','Cylinders')
% % plotInteraction(mdl,'Cylinders','Weight','predictions')
% % plotAdded(mdl,'Weight^2')
% 
% %% Apply model to train
% % TODO Add energy/info difference after histograms (model2pri, model2af1)
% 
% load('Models/lassoLinOut.mat');
% load('Models/DataTableLassoSig.mat');
% load('I_.mat');
% 
% disp('Predict outputs on training')
% tic
% 
% [edgProb, pred] = model2Images(mdl,DataTableSig,I);
% histogram(pred, -0.5:0.01:1.5); axis([-1, 2, 0, 6e6]);
% title('Histogram of predicted output data'); axis([-1, 2, 0, 6e6]);
% print('Models/lassoPredTrain','-dpng'); close all;
% 
% save('Models/lassoEdg.mat','edgProb');
% toc
% clearvars -except edgProb
% 
% %% Apply threshold ranges & thinning
% 
% th = -0.5:0.01:1.5;
% hister = 0:0.01:0.5;
% 
% % TODO 
% 
% %% Score train
% % Get PR curve on threshold range
% 
% %% Apply model, best threshold, & thining to Test
% 
% %% Score test
% % Get PR point on threshold range








Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/regressLASSOreg.m

function regressLASSOreg(alpha, beta)

%% Load data and show histogram of output var

load('Models/DataTableNorm');
DataTable.local_edge_gt_i = []; DataTable.local_edge_gt_s = [];
DataTable.segment_max_jaccard = []; DataTable.segment_texture = []; % Ignore Reg/Seg targets
varNames = DataTable.Properties.VariableNames(:,1:end-1);

if nargin == 1 % Use matlab LASSO with this alpha
    %% LASSO Regression
    d = table2array(DataTable);
    X = d(:,1:end-1);
    Y = d(:,end);
    clearvars -except X Y varNames alpha
    
    diary off; delete(['Models/lassoReg',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); diary(['Models/lassoReg',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); 
    disp('Regress with lasso')
    tic

    % [B, fitinfo] = lassoglm(X,Y, 'normal', 'PredictorNames', varNames, 'CV', 3, 'Alpha', alpha, 'DFmax', 120, 'RelTol', 5e-4); % Scale version
    [B, fitinfo] = lassoglm(X,Y, 'binomial', 'link', 'logit', 'PredictorNames', varNames, 'CV', 3, 'Alpha', alpha, 'DFmax', 120, 'RelTol', 5e-4); % For logical verson

    lassoPlot(B,fitinfo); print(['Models/lassoReg',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
    lassoPlot(B,fitinfo,'plottype','Lambda','XScale','log'); print(['Models/lassolamdaReg',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
    lassoPlot(B,fitinfo, 'plottype', 'CV'); print(['Models/lassocvReg',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');

    close all

    %% Extract important components

    load('Models/DataTableNorm');
    DataTable.local_edge_gt_i = []; DataTable.local_edge_gt_s = [];
 DataTable.segment_max_jaccard = []; DataTable.segment_texture = []; % Ignore Reg/Seg targets
    disp('Important Componets');

    important = abs(B(:,fitinfo.Index1SE)) > 0; % IndexMinDeviance
    disp({varNames{important}});
    important = [important;true];
    DataTableImp = DataTable(:,important);

    save(['Models/lassoReg',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'B','fitinfo');
    save(['Models/DataTableLassoRegReg',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'DataTableImp');
    toc
    diary off
    close all
    clearvars -except DataTableImp alpha
    
else % Use R's LASSO regression
    %% Extract important components
    diary off; delete(['Models/lassoReg',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); diary(['Models/lassoReg',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); 
    disp('Important Componets');

    important = abs(beta(2:end)) > 0;
    disp({varNames{important}});
    important = [important;true];
    DataTableImp = DataTable(:,important);
    
    save(['Models/DataTableLassoRegReg',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'DataTableImp');
    diary off
    close all
    clearvars -except DataTableImp alpha
    
end

%% On reduced important components from LASSO only 
% Helps reduce complexity and cues needed for end user run time

diary off; delete(['Models/lassoRegImpt',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); diary(['Models/lassoRegImpt',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); 
disp('Regress with most important dimentions from LASSO')
tic

mdl = fitglm(DataTableImp, 'ResponseVar', 'region_max_jaccard')
mdl.Rsquared
save(['Models/lassoRegImpt',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'mdl');

save(['Models/DataTableLassoRegImp',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'DataTableImp');
toc
diary off
clearvars -except DataTableImp mdl alpha

%% Select best thus far and remove insig or low effect components
% Helps prevent over fitting
% Add interaction and squared 

diary off; delete(['Models/lassoRegSig',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); diary(['Models/lassoRegSig',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); 
disp('Regress with most sig dimentions')
tic

% terms = mdl.PredictorNames;
% model = mdl.Coefficients; model = model(2:end,:);
% terms = terms(abs(table2array(model(:,'Estimate'))) > 2e-3 & table2array(model(:,'pValue')) < 1e-3 & ... 
%     ~isnan(table2array(model(:,'Estimate'))) & ~isnan(table2array(model(:,'pValue'))));
% DataTableSig = DataTableImp(:,terms');
% DataTableSig.local_edge_gt_s = DataTableImp.local_edge_gt_s ; % Bring back output var
DataTableSig = DataTableImp; clear DataTableImp;

mdl = fitglm(DataTableSig, initModel(DataTableSig, 'region_max_jaccard'))
mdl.Rsquared

save(['Models/lassoRegSig',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'mdl');
toc
diary off
save(['Models/DataTableLassoRegSig',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'DataTableSig');
clearvars -except DataTableSig mdl alpha

%% Find outliers

diary off; delete(['Models/lassoRegOut',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); diary(['Models/lassoRegOut',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); 

plotDiagnostics(mdl); print(['Models/lassoeverageReg',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
plotDiagnostics(mdl,'cookd'); print(['Models/lassoCookDistReg',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
larg = find(mdl.Diagnostics.CooksDistance > 4*mean(mdl.Diagnostics.CooksDistance));
disp(['Large Cooks Distance: ',num2str(length(larg)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

plotResiduals(mdl); print(['Models/lassoResidReg',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
plotResiduals(mdl,'probability');  print(['Models/lassoResidProbReg',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
outl = find(abs(mdl.Residuals.Raw) > 0.5);
disp(['Large Residuals: ',num2str(length(outl)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

plotResiduals(mdl,'lagged'); print(['Models/lassoResidLagReg',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
plotResiduals(mdl,'fitted'); print(['Models/lassoResidFitReg',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
disp(['SubTotal Outliers: ',num2str(length([larg;outl])/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

load('I_.mat');
[outliers, nImgs, imgOut] = modelImgOut(DataTableSig, I, [larg;outl]);
disp(['Total Image Outliers: ', num2str(nImgs), ', ', num2str(length(nImgs)/length(I)*100), '% to be removed']);
disp(['Total Outliers: ',num2str(length(outliers)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

save(['Models/lassoRegLie',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'outliers');
close all
clearvars -except DataTableSig outliers alpha

%% Run with no outliers
% Helps prevent over fitting

disp('Regress with most sig dimentions exclude outliers')
tic

mdl = fitglm(DataTableSig, initModel(DataTableSig, 'region_max_jaccard'), 'exclude', outliers)
mdl.Rsquared

save(['Models/lassoRegOut',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'mdl');
toc
diary off

% %% View model stats plots
% 
% % plotSlice(mdl);
% % plotInteraction(mdl,'Weight','Cylinders')
% % plotInteraction(mdl,'Cylinders','Weight','predictions')
% % plotAdded(mdl,'Weight^2')
% 
% %% Apply model to train
% % TODO Add energy/info difference after histograms (model2pri, model2af1)
% 
% load('Models/lassoRegOut.mat');
% load('Models/DataTableLassoRegSig.mat');
% load('I_.mat');
% 
% disp('Predict outputs on training')
% tic
% 
% [edgProb, pred] = model2Images(mdl,DataTableSig,I);
% histogram(pred, -0.5:0.01:1.5); axis([-1, 2, 0, 6e6]);
% title('Histogram of predicted output data'); axis([-1, 2, 0, 6e6]);
% print('Models/lassoPredTrain','-dpng'); close all;
% 
% save('Models/lassoEdg.mat','edgProb');
% toc
% clearvars -except edgProb
% 
% %% Apply threshold ranges & thinning
% 
% th = -0.5:0.01:1.5;
% hister = 0:0.01:0.5;
% 
% % TODO 
% 
% %% Score train
% % Get PR curve on threshold range
% 
% %% Apply model, best threshold, & thining to Test
% 
% %% Score test
% % Get PR point on threshold range








Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/regressLASSOseg.m

function regressLASSOseg(alpha, beta)

%% Load data and show histogram of output var

load('Models/DataTableNorm');
DataTable.local_edge_gt_i = []; DataTable.local_edge_gt_s = [];
 DataTable.region_max_jaccard = []; DataTable.segment_texture = [];% Ignore Seg/Seg targets
varNames = DataTable.Properties.VariableNames(:,1:end-1);

if nargin == 1 % Use matlab LASSO with this alpha
    %% LASSO Segression
    d = table2array(DataTable);
    X = d(:,1:end-1);
    Y = d(:,end);
    clearvars -except X Y varNames alpha
    
    diary off; delete(['Models/lassoSeg',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); diary(['Models/lassoSeg',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); 
    disp('Segress with lasso')
    tic

    % [B, fitinfo] = lassoglm(X,Y, 'normal', 'PredictorNames', varNames, 'CV', 3, 'Alpha', alpha, 'DFmax', 120, 'RelTol', 5e-4); % Scale version
    [B, fitinfo] = lassoglm(X,Y, 'binomial', 'link', 'logit', 'PredictorNames', varNames, 'CV', 3, 'Alpha', alpha, 'DFmax', 120, 'RelTol', 5e-4); % For logical verson

    lassoPlot(B,fitinfo); print(['Models/lassoSeg',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
    lassoPlot(B,fitinfo,'plottype','Lambda','XScale','log'); print(['Models/lassolamdaSeg',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
    lassoPlot(B,fitinfo, 'plottype', 'CV'); print(['Models/lassocvSeg',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');

    close all

    %% Extract important components

    load('Models/DataTableNorm');
    DataTable.local_edge_gt_i = []; DataTable.local_edge_gt_s = [];
 DataTable.region_max_jaccard = []; DataTable.segment_texture = [];% Ignore Seg/Seg targets
    disp('Important Componets');

    important = abs(B(:,fitinfo.Index1SE)) > 0; % IndexMinDeviance
    disp({varNames{important}});
    important = [important;true];
    DataTableImp = DataTable(:,important);

    save(['Models/lassoSeg',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'B','fitinfo');
    save(['Models/DataTableLassoSegSeg',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'DataTableImp');
    toc
    diary off
    close all
    clearvars -except DataTableImp alpha
    
else % Use R's LASSO segression
    %% Extract important components
    diary off; delete(['Models/lassoSeg',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); diary(['Models/lassoSeg',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); 
    disp('Important Componets');

    important = abs(beta(2:end)) > 0;
    disp({varNames{important}});
    important = [important;true];
    DataTableImp = DataTable(:,important);
    
    save(['Models/DataTableLassoSegSeg',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'DataTableImp');
    diary off
    close all
    clearvars -except DataTableImp alpha
    
end

%% On reduced important components from LASSO only 
% Helps reduce complexity and cues needed for end user run time

diary off; delete(['Models/lassoSegImpt',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); diary(['Models/lassoSegImpt',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); 
disp('Segress with most important dimentions from LASSO')
tic

mdl = fitglm(DataTableImp, 'ResponseVar', 'segment_max_jaccard')
mdl.Rsquared
save(['Models/lassoSegImpt',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'mdl');

save(['Models/DataTableLassoSegImp',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'DataTableImp');
toc
diary off
clearvars -except DataTableImp mdl alpha

%% Select best thus far and remove insig or low effect components
% Helps prevent over fitting
% Add interaction and squared 

diary off; delete(['Models/lassoSegSig',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); diary(['Models/lassoSegSig',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); 
disp('Segress with most sig dimentions')
tic

% terms = mdl.PredictorNames;
% model = mdl.Coefficients; model = model(2:end,:);
% terms = terms(abs(table2array(model(:,'Estimate'))) > 2e-3 & table2array(model(:,'pValue')) < 1e-3 & ... 
%     ~isnan(table2array(model(:,'Estimate'))) & ~isnan(table2array(model(:,'pValue'))));
% DataTableSig = DataTableImp(:,terms');
% DataTableSig.local_edge_gt_s = DataTableImp.local_edge_gt_s ; % Bring back output var
DataTableSig = DataTableImp; clear DataTableImp;

mdl = fitglm(DataTableSig, initModel(DataTableSig, 'segment_max_jaccard'))
mdl.Rsquared

save(['Models/lassoSegSig',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'mdl');
toc
diary off
save(['Models/DataTableLassoSegSig',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'DataTableSig');
clearvars -except DataTableSig mdl alpha

%% Find outliers

diary off; delete(['Models/lassoSegOut',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); diary(['Models/lassoSegOut',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); 

plotDiagnostics(mdl); print(['Models/lassoeverageSeg',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
plotDiagnostics(mdl,'cookd'); print(['Models/lassoCookDistSeg',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
larg = find(mdl.Diagnostics.CooksDistance > 4*mean(mdl.Diagnostics.CooksDistance));
disp(['Large Cooks Distance: ',num2str(length(larg)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

plotResiduals(mdl); print(['Models/lassoResidSeg',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
plotResiduals(mdl,'probability');  print(['Models/lassoResidProbSeg',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
outl = find(abs(mdl.Residuals.Raw) > 0.5);
disp(['Large Residuals: ',num2str(length(outl)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

plotResiduals(mdl,'lagged'); print(['Models/lassoResidLagSeg',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
plotResiduals(mdl,'fitted'); print(['Models/lassoResidFitSeg',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
disp(['SubTotal Outliers: ',num2str(length([larg;outl])/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

load('I_.mat');
[outliers, nImgs, imgOut] = modelImgOut(DataTableSig, I, [larg;outl]);
disp(['Total Image Outliers: ', num2str(nImgs), ', ', num2str(length(nImgs)/length(I)*100), '% to be removed']);
disp(['Total Outliers: ',num2str(length(outliers)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

save(['Models/lassoSegLie',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'outliers');
close all
clearvars -except DataTableSig outliers alpha

%% Run with no outliers
% Helps prevent over fitting

disp('Segress with most sig dimentions exclude outliers')
tic

mdl = fitglm(DataTableSig, initModel(DataTableSig, 'segment_max_jaccard'), 'exclude', outliers)
mdl.Rsquared

save(['Models/lassoSegOut',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'mdl');
toc
diary off

% %% View model stats plots
% 
% % plotSlice(mdl);
% % plotInteraction(mdl,'Weight','Cylinders')
% % plotInteraction(mdl,'Cylinders','Weight','predictions')
% % plotAdded(mdl,'Weight^2')
% 
% %% Apply model to train
% % TODO Add energy/info difference after histograms (model2pri, model2af1)
% 
% load('Models/lassoSegOut.mat');
% load('Models/DataTableLassoSegSig.mat');
% load('I_.mat');
% 
% disp('Predict outputs on training')
% tic
% 
% [edgProb, pred] = model2Images(mdl,DataTableSig,I);
% histogram(pred, -0.5:0.01:1.5); axis([-1, 2, 0, 6e6]);
% title('Histogram of predicted output data'); axis([-1, 2, 0, 6e6]);
% print('Models/lassoPredTrain','-dpng'); close all;
% 
% save('Models/lassoEdg.mat','edgProb');
% toc
% clearvars -except edgProb
% 
% %% Apply threshold ranges & thinning
% 
% th = -0.5:0.01:1.5;
% hister = 0:0.01:0.5;
% 
% % TODO 
% 
% %% Score train
% % Get PR curve on threshold range
% 
% %% Apply model, best threshold, & thining to Test
% 
% %% Score test
% % Get PR point on threshold range








Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/regressLASSOsegt.m

function regressLASSOsegt(alpha, beta)

%% Load data and show histogram of output var

load('Models/DataTableNorm');
DataTable.local_edge_gt_i = []; DataTable.local_edge_gt_s = [];
 DataTable.region_max_jaccard = []; DataTable.segment_max_jaccard = [];% Ignore Seg/Seg targets
varNames = DataTable.Properties.VariableNames(:,1:end-1);

if nargin == 1 % Use matlab LASSO with this alpha
    %% LASSO Regression
    d = table2array(DataTable);
    X = d(:,1:end-1);
    Y = d(:,end);
    clearvars -except X Y varNames alpha
    
    diary off; delete(['Models/lassoSegt',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); diary(['Models/lassoSegt',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); 
    disp('Regress with lasso')
    tic

    % [B, fitinfo] = lassoglm(X,Y, 'normal', 'PredictorNames', varNames, 'CV', 3, 'Alpha', alpha, 'DFmax', 120, 'RelTol', 5e-4); % Scale version
    [B, fitinfo] = lassoglm(X,Y, 'binomial', 'link', 'logit', 'PredictorNames', varNames, 'CV', 3, 'Alpha', alpha, 'DFmax', 120, 'RelTol', 5e-4); % For logical verson

    lassoPlot(B,fitinfo); print(['Models/lassoSegt',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
    lassoPlot(B,fitinfo,'plottype','Lambda','XScale','log'); print(['Models/lassolamdaSegt',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
    lassoPlot(B,fitinfo, 'plottype', 'CV'); print(['Models/lassocvSegt',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');

    close all

    %% Extract important components

    load('Models/DataTableNorm');
    DataTable.local_edge_gt_i = []; DataTable.local_edge_gt_s = [];
 DataTable.segment_max_jaccard = []; DataTable.region_max_jaccard = [];% Ignore Seg/Seg targets
    disp('Important Componets');

    important = abs(B(:,fitinfo.Index1SE)) > 0; % IndexMinDeviance
    disp({varNames{important}});
    important = [important;true];
    DataTableImp = DataTable(:,important);

    save(['Models/lassoSegt',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'B','fitinfo');
    save(['Models/DataTableLassoSegtSegt',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'DataTableImp');
    toc
    diary off
    close all
    clearvars -except DataTableImp alpha
    
else % Use R's LASSO regression
    %% Extract important components
    diary off; delete(['Models/lassoSegt',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); diary(['Models/lassoSegt',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); 
    disp('Important Componets');

    important = abs(beta(2:end)) > 0;
    disp({varNames{important}});
    important = [important;true];
    DataTableImp = DataTable(:,important);
    
    save(['Models/DataTableLassoSegtSegt',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'DataTableImp');
    diary off
    close all
    clearvars -except DataTableImp alpha
    
end

%% On reduced important components from LASSO only 
% Helps reduce complexity and cues needed for end user run time

diary off; delete(['Models/lassoSegtImpt',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); diary(['Models/lassoSegtImpt',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); 
disp('Regress with most important dimentions from LASSO')
tic

mdl = fitglm(DataTableImp, 'ResponseVar', 'segment_texture')
mdl.Rsquared
save(['Models/lassoSegtImpt',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'mdl');

save(['Models/DataTableLassoSegtImp',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'DataTableImp');
toc
diary off
clearvars -except DataTableImp mdl alpha

%% Select best thus far and remove insig or low effect components
% Helps prevent over fitting
% Add interaction and squared 

diary off; delete(['Models/lassoSegtSig',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); diary(['Models/lassoSegtSig',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); 
disp('Regress with most sig dimentions')
tic

% terms = mdl.PredictorNames;
% model = mdl.Coefficients; model = model(2:end,:);
% terms = terms(abs(table2array(model(:,'Estimate'))) > 2e-3 & table2array(model(:,'pValue')) < 1e-3 & ... 
%     ~isnan(table2array(model(:,'Estimate'))) & ~isnan(table2array(model(:,'pValue'))));
% DataTableSig = DataTableImp(:,terms');
% DataTableSig.local_edge_gt_s = DataTableImp.local_edge_gt_s ; % Bring back output var
DataTableSig = DataTableImp; clear DataTableImp;

mdl = fitglm(DataTableSig, initModel(DataTableSig, 'segment_texture'))
mdl.Rsquared

save(['Models/lassoSegtSig',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'mdl');
toc
diary off
save(['Models/DataTableLassoSegtSig',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'DataTableSig');
clearvars -except DataTableSig mdl alpha

%% Find outliers

diary off; delete(['Models/lassoSegtOut',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); diary(['Models/lassoSegtOut',num2str(alpha),'.txt']); 

plotDiagnostics(mdl); print(['Models/lassoeverageSegt',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
plotDiagnostics(mdl,'cookd'); print(['Models/lassoCookDistSegt',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
larg = find(mdl.Diagnostics.CooksDistance > 4*mean(mdl.Diagnostics.CooksDistance));
disp(['Large Cooks Distance: ',num2str(length(larg)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

plotResiduals(mdl); print(['Models/lassoResidSegt',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
plotResiduals(mdl,'probability');  print(['Models/lassoResidProbSegt',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
outl = find(abs(mdl.Residuals.Raw) > 0.5);
disp(['Large Residuals: ',num2str(length(outl)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

plotResiduals(mdl,'lagged'); print(['Models/lassoResidLagSegt',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
plotResiduals(mdl,'fitted'); print(['Models/lassoResidFitSegt',num2str(alpha)],'-dpng');
disp(['SubTotal Outliers: ',num2str(length([larg;outl])/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

load('I_.mat');
[outliers, nImgs, imgOut] = modelImgOut(DataTableSig, I, [larg;outl]);
disp(['Total Image Outliers: ', num2str(nImgs), ', ', num2str(length(nImgs)/length(I)*100), '% to be removed']);
disp(['Total Outliers: ',num2str(length(outliers)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

save(['Models/lassoSegtLie',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'outliers');
close all
clearvars -except DataTableSig outliers alpha

%% Run with no outliers
% Helps prevent over fitting

disp('Regress with most sig dimentions exclude outliers')
tic

mdl = fitglm(DataTableSig, initModel(DataTableSig, 'segment_texture'), 'exclude', outliers)
mdl.Rsquared

save(['Models/lassoSegtOut',num2str(alpha),'.mat'],'mdl');
toc
diary off

% %% View model stats plots
% 
% % plotSlice(mdl);
% % plotInteraction(mdl,'Weight','Cylinders')
% % plotInteraction(mdl,'Cylinders','Weight','predictions')
% % plotAdded(mdl,'Weight^2')
% 
% %% Apply model to train
% % TODO Add energy/info difference after histograms (model2pri, model2af1)
% 
% load('Models/lassoSegtOut.mat');
% load('Models/DataTableLassoSegtSig.mat');
% load('I_.mat');
% 
% disp('Predict outputs on training')
% tic
% 
% [edgProb, pred] = model2Images(mdl,DataTableSig,I);
% histogram(pred, -0.5:0.01:1.5); axis([-1, 2, 0, 6e6]);
% title('Histogram of predicted output data'); axis([-1, 2, 0, 6e6]);
% print('Models/lassoPredTrain','-dpng'); close all;
% 
% save('Models/lassoEdg.mat','edgProb');
% toc
% clearvars -except edgProb
% 
% %% Apply threshold ranges & thinning
% 
% th = -0.5:0.01:1.5;
% hister = 0:0.01:0.5;
% 
% % TODO 
% 
% %% Score train
% % Get PR curve on threshold range
% 
% %% Apply model, best threshold, & thining to Test
% 
% %% Score test
% % Get PR point on threshold range








Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/regressPCA.m

function regressPCA(form)

%% Load data and show histogram of output var
% TODO remove thresholds replace with number of terms target, might help

switch lower(form)
    case 'raw' % Raw data % Not good generally skiped
        % PCA, Effect, P-value thresholds
        th = [2e-2, 8e-3, 0.001]; % [2e-2, 8e-3, 0.001]; 
        sfx = ''; % File suffix
    case 'norm' % Normalized data... TODO should probably re-normalize once outliers are removed in the future. There were no large outliers in X variables with good curves from just normalization. So didn't worry about this for now.
        th = [1e-1, 6e-2, 0.001]; % [1e-1, 6e-2, 0.001];
        sfx = 'Norm';
    case 'trim' % Standardized data (outliers trimmed). TODO should probably re-standardize once outliers are removed in the future.
        th = [1e-1, 1e-1 0.001]; % [1e-1, 1e-1, 0.001]; 
        sfx = 'Trim';
    case 'lie' % Standardized data (outliers removed from regression stage). TODO should probably re-standardize once outliers are removed in the future.
        th = [1e-1,2e-1, 0.001]; % [1e-1, 2e-1, 0.001]; 
        sfx = 'Lie';
end

load(['Models/DataTable',sfx,'.mat']);
DataTable.local_edge_gt_i = []; DataTable.segment_texture = [];% Ignore logical here, included in two step later
DataTable.region_max_jaccard = []; DataTable.segment_max_jaccard = []; % Ignore Reg/Seg targets

%% Try raw regress
% Runs but does not converge. Take up too much ram anyways. Leaveing off
% 
% diary off; delete(['Models/pcaLin',sfx,'.txt']); diary(['Models/pcaLin',sfx,'.txt']); 
% disp('Regress with all')
% tic
% 
% mdl = fitglm(DataTable, 'ResponseVar', 'local_edge_gt_s')
% mdl.Rsquared
% 
% save(['Models/pcaLin',sfx,'.mat'],'mdl');
% 
% toc
% diary off
% clearvars -except DataTable sfx th

%% Try regress on PCA

diary off; delete(['Models/pcaLinPca',sfx,'.txt']); diary(['Models/pcaLinPca',sfx,'.txt']); 
disp('PCA')
tic

d = table2array(DataTable);
[pc,~,~,V,~,~] = tablePCA(d(:,1:end-1), 1:4, th(1)); % Dont include output var in PCA, use only most important components
% V_ = sum(V,2); [~,idx] = sort(abs(V_), 'descend');

tp = array2table(pc);
tp.local_edge_gt_s = d(:,end); % Bring back output var

% Display important components
varNames = DataTable.Properties.VariableNames;
disp('Important Componets');
important = abs(sum(V,2)) > 0;
% important = false(size(V_));
% important(idx(1:90)) = 1;
disp({varNames{important}});
    
toc
disp('Regress with PCA dimentions')
tic

mdl = fitglm(tp,'interactions', 'ResponseVar', 'local_edge_gt_s')
mdl.Rsquared

save(['Models/pcaLinPca',sfx,'.mat'],'mdl');
toc
diary off
clearvars -except DataTable important sfx th

%% On reduced important components from PCA only 
% Helps reduce complexity and cues needed for end user run time

diary off; delete(['Models/pcaLinImpt',sfx,'.txt']); diary(['Models/pcaLinImpt',sfx,'.txt']); 
disp('Regress with most important dimentions from PCA')
tic

important = [important;true];
DataTableImp = DataTable(:,important);

mdl = fitglm(DataTableImp, 'ResponseVar', 'local_edge_gt_s')
mdl.Rsquared
save(['Models/pcaLinImpt',sfx,'.mat'],'mdl');

save(['Models/DataTablePCAImp',sfx,'.mat'],'DataTableImp');
toc
diary off
clearvars -except DataTableImp sfx mdl th

%% Select best thus far and remove insig or low effect components
% Helps prevent over fitting

diary off; delete(['Models/pcaLinSig',sfx,'.txt']); diary(['Models/pcaLinSig',sfx,'.txt']); 
disp('Regress with most sig dimentions')
tic

terms = mdl.PredictorNames;
model = mdl.Coefficients; model = model(2:end,:);
terms = terms(abs(table2array(model(:,'Estimate'))) > th(2) & table2array(model(:,'pValue')) < th(3) & ...
    ~isnan(table2array(model(:,'Estimate'))) & ~isnan(table2array(model(:,'pValue'))));
DataTableSig = DataTableImp(:,terms');
[modelString, nTerms] = initModel(DataTableSig);
disp(['Terms: ', num2str(length(terms)), ', ', num2str(nTerms)]);
DataTableSig.local_edge_gt_s = DataTableImp.local_edge_gt_s ; % Bring back output var

mdl = fitglm(DataTableSig, modelString)
mdl.Rsquared

save(['Models/pcaLinSig',sfx,'.mat'],'mdl');
toc
diary off
save(['Models/DataTablePCASig',sfx,'.mat'],'DataTableSig');
clearvars -except DataTableSig mdl sfx th

%% Find outliers

diary off; delete(['Models/pcaLinOut',sfx,'.txt']); diary(['Models/pcaLinOut',sfx,'.txt']); 

plotDiagnostics(mdl); try print(['Models/Outputs/pcaLeverage',sfx],'-dpng'); end
plotDiagnostics(mdl,'cookd'); try print(['Models/Outputs/pcaCookDist',sfx],'-dpng'); end
larg = find(mdl.Diagnostics.CooksDistance > 4*mean(mdl.Diagnostics.CooksDistance));
disp(['Large Cooks Distance: ',num2str(length(larg)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

plotResiduals(mdl); try print(['Models/Outputs/pcaResid',sfx],'-dpng'); end
plotResiduals(mdl,'probability');  try print(['Models/Outputs/pcaResidProb',sfx],'-dpng'); end
outl = find(abs(mdl.Residuals.Raw) > 0.5);
disp(['Large Residuals: ',num2str(length(outl)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

plotResiduals(mdl,'lagged'); try print(['Models/Outputs/pcaResidLag',sfx],'-dpng'); end
plotResiduals(mdl,'fitted'); try print(['Models/Outputs/pcaResidFit',sfx],'-dpng'); end
disp(['SubTotal Outliers: ',num2str(length([larg;outl])/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);
disp(['Total edges: ', num2str(sum(DataTableSig.local_edge_gt_s > 0)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '%']);
disp(['Total outliers as edges: ', num2str(sum(ismember(find(DataTableSig.local_edge_gt_s > 0),[larg;outl]))/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '%']); % TODO fix title is misleading since divided by total pixels

load('I_.mat');
[outliers, nImgs, imgOut] = modelImgOut(DataTableSig, I, [larg;outl]);
disp(['Total Image Outliers: ', num2str(nImgs), ', ', num2str(length(nImgs)/length(I)*100), '% to be removed']);
disp(['Total Outliers: ',num2str(length(outliers)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

save(['Models/pcaLinLie',sfx,'.mat'],'outliers');
close all
clearvars -except DataTableSig outliers sfx th

%% Run with no outliers
% Helps prevent over fitting

disp('Regress with most sig dimentions exclude outliers')
tic

mdl = fitglm(DataTableSig, initModel(DataTableSig), 'exclude', outliers)
mdl.Rsquared

save(['Models/pcaLinOut',sfx,'.mat'],'mdl');
toc
diary off

%% View model stats plots

% plotSlice(mdl);
% plotInteraction(mdl,'Weight','Cylinders')
% plotInteraction(mdl,'Cylinders','Weight','predictions')
% plotAdded(mdl,'Weight^2')

%% Apply model to train
% TODO Add energy/info difference after histograms (model2pri, model2af1)

load(['Models/pcaLinOut',sfx,'.mat']);
load(['Models/DataTablePCASig',sfx,'.mat']);
load('I_.mat');

disp('Predict outputs on training')
tic

[edgProb, pred] = model2Images(mdl,DataTableSig,I);
histogram(pred, -0.5:0.01:1.5); axis([-1, 2, 0, 6e6]);
title('Histogram of predicted output data');
print(['Models/Outputs/pcaPredTrain',sfx],'-dpng'); close all;

save(['Models/pcaEdg',sfx,'.mat'],'edgProb');
toc
clearvars -except edgProb sfx th

%% Apply threshold ranges & thinning

th = -0.5:0.01:1.5;
hister = 0:0.01:0.5;

% TODO 

%% Score train
% Get PR curve on threshold range

%% Apply model, best threshold, & thining to Test

%% Score test
% Get PR point on threshold range








Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/regressPCAReg.m

function regressPCAReg(form)

%% Load data and show histogram of output var
% TODO remove thresholds replace with number of terms target, might help

switch lower(form)
    case 'raw' % Raw data % Not good generally skiped
        % PCA, Effect, P-value thresholds
        th = [2e-2, 8e-3, 0.001]; % [2e-2, 8e-3, 0.001];  Untested
        sfx = ''; % File suffix
    case 'norm' % Normalized data
        th = [1e-1, 1e-1, 0.001]; % [1e-1, 1e-1, 0.001];
        sfx = 'Norm';
    case 'trim' % Standardized data (outliers trimmed)
        th = [1e-1, 1e-1 0.001]; % [1e-1, 1e-1, 0.001]; Untested
        sfx = 'Trim';
    case 'lie' % Standardized data (outliers remved from regression stage)
        th = [1e-1,2e-1, 0.001]; % [1e-1, 2e-1, 0.001]; Untested
        sfx = 'Lie';
end

load(['Models/DataTable',sfx,'.mat']);
DataTable.local_edge_gt_i = []; DataTable.local_edge_gt_s = []; % Ignore line stuff
DataTable.segment_max_jaccard = []; DataTable.segment_texture = [];% Ignore Seg targets

%% Try raw regress
% Runs but does not converge. Take up too much ram anyways. Leaveing off
% 
% diary off; delete(['Models/pcaReg',sfx,'.txt']); diary(['Models/pcaReg',sfx,'.txt']); 
% disp('Regress with all')
% tic
% 
% mdl = fitglm(DataTable, 'ResponseVar', 'region_max_jaccard')
% mdl.Rsquared
% 
% save(['Models/pcaReg',sfx,'.mat'],'mdl');
% 
% toc
% diary off
% clearvars -except DataTable sfx th

%% Try regress on PCA

diary off; delete(['Models/pcaRegPca',sfx,'.txt']); diary(['Models/pcaRegPca',sfx,'.txt']); 
disp('PCA')
tic

d = table2array(DataTable);
[pc,~,~,V,~,~] = tablePCA(d(:,1:end-1), 1:4, th(1)); % Dont include output var in PCA, use only most important components
% V_ = sum(V,2); [~,idx] = sort(abs(V_), 'descend');

tp = array2table(pc);
tp.region_max_jaccard = d(:,end); % Bring back output var

% Display important components
varNames = DataTable.Properties.VariableNames;
disp('Important Componets');
important = abs(sum(V,2)) > 0;
% important = false(size(V_));
% important(idx(1:90)) = 1;
disp({varNames{important}});
    
toc
disp('Regress with PCA dimentions')
tic

mdl = fitglm(tp,'interactions', 'ResponseVar', 'region_max_jaccard')
mdl.Rsquared

save(['Models/pcaRegPca',sfx,'.mat'],'mdl');
toc
diary off
clearvars -except DataTable important sfx th

%% On reduced important components from PCA only 
% Helps reduce complexity and cues needed for end user run time

diary off; delete(['Models/pcaRegImpt',sfx,'.txt']); diary(['Models/pcaRegImpt',sfx,'.txt']); 
disp('Regress with most important dimentions from PCA')
tic

important = [important;true];
DataTableImp = DataTable(:,important);

mdl = fitglm(DataTableImp, 'ResponseVar', 'region_max_jaccard')
mdl.Rsquared
save(['Models/pcaRegImpt',sfx,'.mat'],'mdl');

save(['Models/DataTablePCARegImp',sfx,'.mat'],'DataTableImp');
toc
diary off
clearvars -except DataTableImp sfx mdl th

%% Select best thus far and remove insig or low effect components
% Helps prevent over fitting

diary off; delete(['Models/pcaRegSig',sfx,'.txt']); diary(['Models/pcaRegSig',sfx,'.txt']); 
disp('Regress with most sig dimentions')
tic

terms = mdl.PredictorNames;
model = mdl.Coefficients; model = model(2:end,:);
terms = terms(abs(table2array(model(:,'Estimate'))) > th(2) & table2array(model(:,'pValue')) < th(3) & ...
    ~isnan(table2array(model(:,'Estimate'))) & ~isnan(table2array(model(:,'pValue'))));
DataTableSig = DataTableImp(:,terms');
[modelString, nTerms] = initModel(DataTableSig, 'region_max_jaccard');
disp(['Terms: ', num2str(length(terms)), ', ', num2str(nTerms)]);
DataTableSig.region_max_jaccard = DataTableImp.region_max_jaccard ; % Bring back output var

mdl = fitglm(DataTableSig, modelString)
mdl.Rsquared

save(['Models/pcaRegSig',sfx,'.mat'],'mdl');
toc
diary off
save(['Models/DataTablePCARegSig',sfx,'.mat'],'DataTableSig');
clearvars -except DataTableSig mdl sfx th

%% Find outliers

diary off; delete(['Models/pcaRegOut',sfx,'.txt']); diary(['Models/pcaRegOut',sfx,'.txt']); 

plotDiagnostics(mdl); try print(['Models/Outputs/pcaRegLeverage',sfx],'-dpng'); end
plotDiagnostics(mdl,'cookd'); try print(['Models/Outputs/pcaRegCookDist',sfx],'-dpng'); end
larg = find(mdl.Diagnostics.CooksDistance > 4*mean(mdl.Diagnostics.CooksDistance));
disp(['Large Cooks Distance: ',num2str(length(larg)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

plotResiduals(mdl); try print(['Models/Outputs/pcaRegResid',sfx],'-dpng'); end
plotResiduals(mdl,'probability');  try print(['Models/Outputs/pcaRegResidProb',sfx],'-dpng'); end
outl = find(abs(mdl.Residuals.Raw) > 0.5);
disp(['Large Residuals: ',num2str(length(outl)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

plotResiduals(mdl,'lagged'); try print(['Models/Outputs/pcaRegResidLag',sfx],'-dpng'); end
plotResiduals(mdl,'fitted'); try print(['Models/Outputs/pcaRegResidFit',sfx],'-dpng'); end
disp(['SubTotal Outliers: ',num2str(length([larg;outl])/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

load('I_.mat');
[outliers, nImgs, imgOut] = modelImgOut(DataTableSig, I, [larg;outl]);
disp(['Total Image Outliers: ', num2str(nImgs), ', ', num2str(length(nImgs)/length(I)*100), '% to be removed']);
disp(['Total Outliers: ',num2str(length(outliers)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

save(['Models/pcaRegLie',sfx,'.mat'],'outliers');
close all
clearvars -except DataTableSig outliers sfx th

%% Run with no outliers
% Helps prevent over fitting

disp('Regress with most sig dimentions exclude outliers')
tic

mdl = fitglm(DataTableSig, initModel(DataTableSig, 'region_max_jaccard'), 'exclude', outliers)
mdl.Rsquared

save(['Models/pcaRegOut',sfx,'.mat'],'mdl');
toc
diary off

%% View model stats plots

% plotSlice(mdl);
% plotInteraction(mdl,'Weight','Cylinders')
% plotInteraction(mdl,'Cylinders','Weight','predictions')
% plotAdded(mdl,'Weight^2')

%% Apply model to train
% TODO Add energy/info difference after histograms (model2pri, model2af1)

load(['Models/pcaRegOut',sfx,'.mat']);
load(['Models/DataTablePCARegSig',sfx,'.mat']);
load('I_.mat');

disp('Predict outputs on training')
tic

[regProb, pred] = model2Images(mdl,DataTableSig,I);
histogram(pred, -0.5:0.01:1.5); axis([-1, 2, 0, 6e6]);
title('Histogram of predicted output data');
print(['Models/Outputs/pcaRegPredTrain',sfx],'-dpng'); close all;

save(['Models/pcaReg',sfx,'.mat'],'regProb');
toc
clearvars -except regProb sfx th

%% Apply threshold ranges & thinning

th = -0.5:0.01:1.5;
hister = 0:0.01:0.5;

% TODO 

%% Score train
% Get PR curve on threshold range

%% Apply model, best threshold, & thining to Test

%% Score test
% Get PR point on threshold range








Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/regressPCASeg.m

function regressPCASeg(form)

%% Load data and show histogram of output var
% TODO remove thresholds replace with number of terms target, might help

switch lower(form)
    case 'raw' % Raw data % Not good generally skiped
        % PCA, Effect, P-value thresholds
        th = [2e-2, 8e-3, 0.001]; % [2e-2, 8e-3, 0.001]; 
        sfx = ''; % File suffix
    case 'norm' % Normalized data
        th = [1e-1, 1e-1, 0.001]; % [1e-1, 6e-2, 0.001];
        sfx = 'Norm';
    case 'trim' % Standardized data (outliers trimmed)
        th = [1e-1, 1e-1 0.001]; % [1e-1, 1e-1, 0.001];
        sfx = 'Trim';
    case 'lie' % Standardized data (outliers remved from regression stage)
        th = [1e-1,2e-1, 0.001]; % [1e-1, 2e-1, 0.001];
        sfx = 'Lie';
end

load(['Models/DataTable',sfx,'.mat']);
DataTable.local_edge_gt_i = []; DataTable.local_edge_gt_s = []; % Ignore line stuff
DataTable.region_max_jaccard = []; DataTable.segment_texture = [];% Ignore Reg targets

%% Try raw regress
% Runs but does not converge. Take up too much ram anyways. Leaveing off
% 
% diary off; delete(['Models/pcaSeg',sfx,'.txt']); diary(['Models/pcaSeg',sfx,'.txt']); 
% disp('Regress with all')
% tic
% 
% mdl = fitglm(DataTable, 'ResponseVar', 'segment_max_jaccard')
% mdl.Rsquared
% 
% save(['Models/pcaSeg',sfx,'.mat'],'mdl');
% 
% toc
% diary off
% clearvars -except DataTable sfx th

%% Try regress on PCA

diary off; delete(['Models/pcaSegPca',sfx,'.txt']); diary(['Models/pcaSegPca',sfx,'.txt']); 
disp('PCA')
tic

d = table2array(DataTable);
[pc,~,~,V,~,~] = tablePCA(d(:,1:end-1), 1:4, th(1)); % Dont include output var in PCA, use only most important components
% V_ = sum(V,2); [~,idx] = sort(abs(V_), 'descend');

tp = array2table(pc);
tp.segment_max_jaccard = d(:,end); % Bring back output var

% Display important components
varNames = DataTable.Properties.VariableNames;
disp('Important Componets');
important = abs(sum(V,2)) > 0;
% important = false(size(V_));
% important(idx(1:90)) = 1;
disp({varNames{important}});
    
toc
disp('Regress with PCA dimentions')
tic

mdl = fitglm(tp,'interactions', 'ResponseVar', 'segment_max_jaccard')
mdl.Rsquared

save(['Models/pcaSegPca',sfx,'.mat'],'mdl');
toc
diary off
clearvars -except DataTable important sfx th

%% On reduced important components from PCA only 
% Helps reduce complexity and cues needed for end user run time

diary off; delete(['Models/pcaSegImpt',sfx,'.txt']); diary(['Models/pcaSegImpt',sfx,'.txt']); 
disp('Regress with most important dimentions from PCA')
tic

important = [important;true];
DataTableImp = DataTable(:,important);

mdl = fitglm(DataTableImp, 'ResponseVar', 'segment_max_jaccard')
mdl.Rsquared
save(['Models/pcaSegImpt',sfx,'.mat'],'mdl');

save(['Models/DataTablePCASegImp',sfx,'.mat'],'DataTableImp');
toc
diary off
clearvars -except DataTableImp sfx mdl th

%% Select best thus far and remove insig or low effect components
% Helps prevent over fitting

diary off; delete(['Models/pcaSegSig',sfx,'.txt']); diary(['Models/pcaSegSig',sfx,'.txt']); 
disp('Regress with most sig dimentions')
tic

terms = mdl.PredictorNames;
model = mdl.Coefficients; model = model(2:end,:);
terms = terms(abs(table2array(model(:,'Estimate'))) > th(2) & table2array(model(:,'pValue')) < th(3) & ...
    ~isnan(table2array(model(:,'Estimate'))) & ~isnan(table2array(model(:,'pValue'))));
DataTableSig = DataTableImp(:,terms');
[modelString, nTerms] = initModel(DataTableSig, 'segment_max_jaccard');
disp(['Terms: ', num2str(length(terms)), ', ', num2str(nTerms)]);
DataTableSig.segment_max_jaccard = DataTableImp.segment_max_jaccard ; % Bring back output var

mdl = fitglm(DataTableSig, modelString)
mdl.Rsquared

save(['Models/pcaSegSig',sfx,'.mat'],'mdl');
toc
diary off
save(['Models/DataTablePCASegSig',sfx,'.mat'],'DataTableSig');
clearvars -except DataTableSig mdl sfx th

%% Find outliers

diary off; delete(['Models/pcaSegOut',sfx,'.txt']); diary(['Models/pcaSegOut',sfx,'.txt']); 

plotDiagnostics(mdl); try print(['Models/Outputs/pcaSegLeverage',sfx],'-dpng'); end
plotDiagnostics(mdl,'cookd'); try print(['Models/Outputs/pcaSegCookDist',sfx],'-dpng'); end
larg = find(mdl.Diagnostics.CooksDistance > 4*mean(mdl.Diagnostics.CooksDistance));
disp(['Large Cooks Distance: ',num2str(length(larg)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

plotResiduals(mdl); try print(['Models/Outputs/pcaSegResid',sfx],'-dpng'); end
plotResiduals(mdl,'probability');  try print(['Models/Outputs/pcaSegResidProb',sfx],'-dpng'); end
outl = find(abs(mdl.Residuals.Raw) > 0.5);
disp(['Large Residuals: ',num2str(length(outl)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

plotResiduals(mdl,'lagged'); try print(['Models/Outputs/pcaSegResidLag',sfx],'-dpng'); end
plotResiduals(mdl,'fitted'); try print(['Models/Outputs/pcaSegResidFit',sfx],'-dpng'); end
disp(['SubTotal Outliers: ',num2str(length([larg;outl])/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

load('I_.mat');
[outliers, nImgs, imgOut] = modelImgOut(DataTableSig, I, [larg;outl]);
disp(['Total Image Outliers: ', num2str(nImgs), ', ', num2str(length(nImgs)/length(I)*100), '% to be removed']);
disp(['Total Outliers: ',num2str(length(outliers)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

save(['Models/pcaSegLie',sfx,'.mat'],'outliers');
close all
clearvars -except DataTableSig outliers sfx th

%% Run with no outliers
% Helps prevent over fitting

disp('Regress with most sig dimentions exclude outliers')
tic

mdl = fitglm(DataTableSig, initModel(DataTableSig, 'segment_max_jaccard'), 'exclude', outliers)
mdl.Rsquared

save(['Models/pcaSegOut',sfx,'.mat'],'mdl');
toc
diary off

%% View model stats plots

% plotSlice(mdl);
% plotInteraction(mdl,'Weight','Cylinders')
% plotInteraction(mdl,'Cylinders','Weight','predictions')
% plotAdded(mdl,'Weight^2')

%% Apply model to train
% TODO Add energy/info difference after histograms (model2pri, model2af1)

load(['Models/pcaSegOut',sfx,'.mat']);
load(['Models/DataTablePCASegSig',sfx,'.mat']);
load('I_.mat');

disp('Predict outputs on training')
tic

[segProb, pred] = model2Images(mdl,DataTableSig,I);
histogram(pred, -0.5:0.01:1.5); axis([-1, 2, 0, 6e6]);
title('Histogram of predicted output data');
print(['Models/Outputs/pcaSegPredTrain',sfx],'-dpng'); close all;

save(['Models/pcaSegEdg',sfx,'.mat'],'segProb');
toc
clearvars -except segProb sfx th

%% Apply threshold ranges & thinning

th = -0.5:0.01:1.5;
hister = 0:0.01:0.5;

% TODO 

%% Score train
% Get PR curve on threshold range

%% Apply model, best threshold, & thining to Test

%% Score test
% Get PR point on threshold range








Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/regressPLS.m

function regressPLS()

%% Load data and show histogram of output var

load('Models/DataTableNorm');
DataTable.local_edge_gt_i = []; DataTable.segment_texture = [];
DataTable.region_max_jaccard = []; DataTable.segment_max_jaccard = []; % Ignore Reg/Seg targets

d = table2array(DataTable);
X = d(:,1:end-1);
Y = d(:,end);
clearvars -except X Y

%% PLS Regression

diary off; delete('Models/pls.txt'); diary('Models/pls.txt'); 
disp('Regress with pls')
tic
nComp = 10;

[~,~,~,~,beta,PCTVAR,~,~] = plsregress(X,Y,nComp, 'CV', 3);

plot(1:nComp,cumsum(100*PCTVAR(2,:)),'-bo');
xlabel('Number of PLS components');
ylabel('Percent Variance Explained');
print('Models/pls','-dpng');

save('Models/pls.mat','beta');

close all









Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/regressPLSreg.m

function regressPLSreg()

%% Load data and show histogram of output var

load('Models/DataTableNorm');
DataTable.local_edge_gt_i = []; DataTable.local_edge_gt_s = []; % Ignore line stuff
DataTable.segment_max_jaccard = []; DataTable.segment_texture = [];% Ignore Seg targets

d = table2array(DataTable);
X = d(:,1:end-1);
Y = d(:,end);
clearvars -except X Y

%% PLS Regression

diary off; delete('Models/plsReg.txt'); diary('Models/plsReg.txt'); 
disp('Regress with pls')
tic
nComp = 10;

[~,~,~,~,beta,PCTVAR,~,~] = plsregress(X,Y,nComp, 'CV', 3);

plot(1:nComp,cumsum(100*PCTVAR(2,:)),'-bo');
xlabel('Number of PLS components');
ylabel('Percent Variance Explained');
print('Models/plsReg','-dpng');

save('Models/plsReg.mat','beta');

close all









Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/regressPLSseg.m

function regressPLSseg()

%% Load data and show histogram of output var

load('Models/DataTableNorm');
DataTable.local_edge_gt_i = []; DataTable.local_edge_gt_s = []; % Ignore line stuff
DataTable.region_max_jaccard = []; DataTable.segment_texture = []; % Ignore Reg targets

d = table2array(DataTable);
X = d(:,1:end-1);
Y = d(:,end);
clearvars -except X Y

%% PLS Regression

diary off; delete('Models/plsSeg.txt'); diary('Models/plsSeg.txt'); 
disp('Regress with pls')
tic
nComp = 10;

[~,~,~,~,beta,PCTVAR,~,~] = plsregress(X,Y,nComp, 'CV', 3);

plot(1:nComp,cumsum(100*PCTVAR(2,:)),'-bo');
xlabel('Number of PLS components');
ylabel('Percent Variance Explained');
print('Models/plsSeg','-dpng');

save('Models/plsSeg.mat','beta');

close all









Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/regressS1L.m

diary off; clear; clc

%% Load data and show histogram of output var

load('Models/DataTableNorm');
DataTable.local_edge_gt_s = [];
DataTable.region_max_jaccard = []; DataTable.segment_max_jaccard = []; % Ignore Reg/Seg targets

%% Try raw regress
% Runs but does not converge. Take up too much ram anyways. Leaveing off
% diary off; delete('Models/s1LLin.txt'); diary('Models/s1LLin.txt'); 
% disp('Regress with s1L')
% tic
% 
% mdl = fitglm(DataTable, 'ResponseVar', 'local_edge_gt_i', 'Distribution', 'binomial', 'link', 'logit')
% mdl.Rsquared
% 
% save('Models/s1LLin.mat','mdl');
% toc
% diary off
% clearvars -except DataTable

%% Try regress on PCA

diary off; delete('Models/s1LLinPca.txt'); diary('Models/s1LLinPca.txt'); 
disp('PCA')
tic

d = table2array(DataTable);
[pc,~,~,V,~,~] = tablePCA(d(:,1:end-1), 1:4, 1e-1); % Dont include output var in PCA, use only most important components
tp = array2table(pc);
tp.local_edge_gt_i = d(:,end); % Bring back output var

% Display important components
varNames = DataTable.Properties.VariableNames;
disp('Important Componets');
important = abs(sum(V,2)) > 0;
disp({varNames{important}});
    
toc
disp('Regress with PCA dimentions')
tic

mdl = fitglm(tp,'interactions', 'ResponseVar', 'local_edge_gt_i', 'Distribution', 'binomial', 'link', 'logit')
mdl.Rsquared

save('Models/s1LLinPca.mat','mdl');
toc
diary off
clearvars -except DataTable important

%% On reduced important components from PCA only 
% Helps reduce complexity and cues needed for end user run time

diary off; delete('Models/s1LLinImpt.txt'); diary('Models/s1LLinImpt.txt'); 
disp('Regress with most important dimentions from PCA')
tic

important = [important;true];
DataTableImp = DataTable(:,important);

mdl = fitglm(DataTableImp, 'ResponseVar', 'local_edge_gt_i', 'Distribution', 'binomial', 'link', 'logit')
mdl.Rsquared
save('Models/s1LLinImpt.mat','mdl');

save('Models/DataTableS1LImp.mat','DataTableImp');
toc
diary off
clearvars -except DataTableImp mdl

%% Select best thus far and remove insig or low effect components
% Helps prevent over fittings

diary off; delete('Models/s1LLinSig.txt'); diary('Models/s1LLinSig.txt'); 
disp('Regress with most sig dimentions')
tic

terms = mdl.PredictorNames;
model = mdl.Coefficients; model = model(2:end,:);
terms = terms(abs(table2array(model(:,'Estimate'))) > 8e-1 & table2array(model(:,'pValue')) < 1e-3 & ...
    ~isnan(table2array(model(:,'Estimate'))) & ~isnan(table2array(model(:,'pValue'))));
DataTableSig = DataTableImp(:,terms');
[modelString, nTerms] = initModel(DataTableSig, 'local_edge_gt_i');
disp(['Terms: ', num2str(length(terms)), ', ', num2str(nTerms)]);
DataTableSig.local_edge_gt_i = DataTableImp.local_edge_gt_i ; % Bring back output var
clearvars -except DataTableSig modelString

mdl = fitglm(DataTableSig, modelString, 'Distribution', 'binomial', 'link', 'logit')
mdl.Rsquared

save('Models/s1LLinSig.mat','mdl');
toc
diary off
save('Models/DataTableS1LSig.mat','DataTableSig');
clearvars -except DataTableSig mdl

%% Find outliers

diary off; delete('Models/s1LLinOut.txt'); diary('Models/s1LLinOut.txt'); 

plotDiagnostics(mdl); print('Models/s1LLeverage','-dpng');
plotDiagnostics(mdl,'cookd'); print('Models/s1LCookDist','-dpng');
larg = find(mdl.Diagnostics.CooksDistance > 4*mean(mdl.Diagnostics.CooksDistance));
disp(['Large Cooks Distance: ',num2str(length(larg)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

plotResiduals(mdl); print('Models/s1LResid','-dpng');
plotResiduals(mdl,'probability');  print('Models/s1LResidProb','-dpng');
outl = [];
disp(['Large Residuals: ',num2str(length(outl)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

plotResiduals(mdl,'lagged'); print('Models/s1LResidLag','-dpng');
plotResiduals(mdl,'fitted'); print('Models/s1LResidFit','-dpng');
disp(['SubTotal Outliers: ',num2str(length([larg;outl])/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);
disp(['Total edges: ', num2str(sum(DataTableSig.local_edge_gt_i > 0)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '%']);
disp(['Total outliers as edges: ', num2str(sum(ismember(find(DataTableSig.local_edge_gt_i > 0),[larg;outl]))/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '%']);

load('I_.mat');
[outliers, nImgs, imgOut] = modelImgOut(DataTableSig, I, [larg;outl]);
disp(['Total Image Outliers: ', num2str(nImgs), ', ', num2str(length(nImgs)/length(I)*100), '% to be removed']);
disp(['Total Outliers: ',num2str(length(outliers)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

save('Models/s1LLinLie.mat','outliers');
close all
clearvars -except DataTableSig outliers

%% Run with no outliers
% Helps prevent over fitting

disp('Regress with most sig dimentions exclude outliers')
tic

mdl = fitglm(DataTableSig, initModel(DataTableSig,'local_edge_gt_i'), 'exclude', outliers, 'Distribution', 'binomial', 'link', 'logit')
mdl.Rsquared

save('Models/s1LLinOut.mat','mdl');
toc
diary off

%% View model stats plots

% plotSlice(mdl);
% plotInteraction(mdl,'Weight','Cylinders')
% plotInteraction(mdl,'Cylinders','Weight','predictions')
% plotAdded(mdl,'Weight^2')

%% Apply model to train
% TODO Add energy/info difference after histograms (model2pri, model2af1)

load('Models/s1LLinOut.mat');
load('Models/DataTableS1LSig.mat');
load('I_.mat');

disp('Predict outputs on training')
tic

[edgProb, pred] = model2Images(mdl,DataTableSig,I);
histogram(pred, -0.5:0.01:1.5); axis([-1, 2, 0, 6e6]);
title('Histogram of predicted output data probability');
print('Models/s1LPredTrainS','-dpng');

histogram(double(pred > 0.5), -0.5:0.01:1.5); axis([-1, 2, 0, 6e6]);
title('Histogram of predicted output data');
print('Models/s1LPredTrainI','-dpng');  close all;

save('Models/s1LEdg.mat','edgProb');
toc
clearvars -except pred

%% Put predicted into datatable for next stage

load('Models/DataTable.mat');
mi = min(pred);
ma = max(pred);
DataTable.local_void_s = (pred-mi)/(ma-mi);
DataTable.local_void_i = pred > 0.5;
save('Models/DataTableS1L.mat','DataTable');







Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/regressS1S.m

diary off; clear; clc

%% Load data and show histogram of output var

load('Models/DataTableNorm');
DataTable.local_edge_gt_i = [];
DataTable.region_max_jaccard = []; DataTable.segment_max_jaccard = []; % Ignore Reg/Seg targets

%% Try raw regress
% Runs but does not converge. Take up too much ram anyways. Leaveing off
% diary off; delete('Models/s1SLin.txt'); diary('Models/s1SLin.txt'); 
% disp('Regress with s1S')
% tic
% 
% mdl = fitglm(DataTable, 'ResponseVar', 'local_edge_gt_s', 'Distribution', 'binomial', 'link', 'logit')
% mdl.Rsquared
% 
% save('Models/s1SLin.mat','mdl');
% toc
% diary off
% clearvars -except DataTable

%% Try regress on PCA

diary off; delete('Models/s1SLinPca.txt'); diary('Models/s1SLinPca.txt'); 
disp('PCA')
tic

d = table2array(DataTable);
[pc,~,~,V,~,~] = tablePCA(d(:,1:end-1), 1:4, 1e-1); % Dont include output var in PCA, use only most important components
tp = array2table(pc);
tp.local_edge_gt_s = d(:,end); % Bring back output var

% Display important components
varNames = DataTable.Properties.VariableNames;
disp('Important Componets');
important = abs(sum(V,2)) > 0;
disp({varNames{important}});
    
toc
disp('Regress with PCA dimentions')
tic

mdl = fitglm(tp,'interactions', 'ResponseVar', 'local_edge_gt_s', 'Distribution', 'binomial', 'link', 'logit')
mdl.Rsquared

save('Models/s1SLinPca.mat','mdl');
toc
diary off
clearvars -except DataTable important

%% On reduced important components from PCA only 
% Helps reduce complexity and cues needed for end user run time

diary off; delete('Models/s1SLinImpt.txt'); diary('Models/s1SLinImpt.txt'); 
disp('Regress with most important dimentions from PCA')
tic

important = [important;true];
DataTableImp = DataTable(:,important);

mdl = fitglm(DataTableImp, 'ResponseVar', 'local_edge_gt_s', 'Distribution', 'binomial', 'link', 'logit')
mdl.Rsquared
save('Models/s1SLinImpt.mat','mdl');

save('Models/DataTableS1SImp.mat','DataTableImp');
toc
diary off
clearvars -except DataTableImp mdl

%% Select best thus far and remove insig or low effect components
% Helps prevent over fittings

diary off; delete('Models/s1SLinSig.txt'); diary('Models/s1SLinSig.txt'); 
disp('Regress with most sig dimentions')
tic

terms = mdl.PredictorNames;
model = mdl.Coefficients; model = model(2:end,:);
terms = terms(abs(table2array(model(:,'Estimate'))) > 6e-1 & table2array(model(:,'pValue')) < 1e-3 & ...
    ~isnan(table2array(model(:,'Estimate'))) & ~isnan(table2array(model(:,'pValue'))));
DataTableSig = DataTableImp(:,terms');
[modelString, nTerms] = initModel(DataTableSig, 'local_edge_gt_s');
disp(['Terms: ', num2str(length(terms)), ', ', num2str(nTerms)]);
DataTableSig.local_edge_gt_s = DataTableImp.local_edge_gt_s ; % Bring back output var
clearvars -except DataTableSig modelString

mdl = fitglm(DataTableSig, modelString, 'Distribution', 'binomial', 'link', 'logit')
mdl.Rsquared

save('Models/s1SLinSig.mat','mdl');
toc
diary off
save('Models/DataTableS1SSig.mat','DataTableSig');
clearvars -except DataTableSig mdl

%% Find outliers

diary off; delete('Models/s1SLinOut.txt'); diary('Models/s1SLinOut.txt'); 

plotDiagnostics(mdl); print('Models/s1SLeverage','-dpng');
plotDiagnostics(mdl,'cookd'); print('Models/s1SCookDist','-dpng');
larg = find(mdl.Diagnostics.CooksDistance > 4*mean(mdl.Diagnostics.CooksDistance));
disp(['Large Cooks Distance: ',num2str(length(larg)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

plotResiduals(mdl); print('Models/s1SResid','-dpng');
plotResiduals(mdl,'probability');  print('Models/s1SResidProb','-dpng');
outl = find(abs(mdl.Residuals.Raw) > 0.7);
disp(['Large Residuals: ',num2str(length(outl)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

plotResiduals(mdl,'lagged'); print('Models/s1SResidLag','-dpng');
plotResiduals(mdl,'fitted'); print('Models/s1SResidFit','-dpng');
disp(['SubTotal Outliers: ',num2str(length([larg;outl])/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);
disp(['Total edges: ', num2str(sum(DataTableSig.local_edge_gt_s > 0)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '%']);
disp(['Total outliers as edges: ', num2str(sum(ismember(find(DataTableSig.local_edge_gt_s > 0),[larg;outl]))/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '%']);

load('I_.mat');
[outliers, nImgs, imgOut] = modelImgOut(DataTableSig, I, [larg;outl]);
disp(['Total Image Outliers: ', num2str(nImgs), ', ', num2str(length(nImgs)/length(I)*100), '% to be removed']);
disp(['Total Outliers: ',num2str(length(outliers)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

save('Models/s1SLinLie.mat','outliers');
close all
clearvars -except DataTableSig outliers

%% Run with no outliers
% Helps prevent over fitting

disp('Regress with most sig dimentions exclude outliers')
tic

mdl = fitglm(DataTableSig, initModel(DataTableSig,'local_edge_gt_s'), 'exclude', outliers, 'Distribution', 'binomial', 'link', 'logit')
mdl.Rsquared

save('Models/s1SLinOut.mat','mdl');
toc
diary off

%% View model stats plots

% plotSlice(mdl);
% plotInteraction(mdl,'Weight','Cylinders')
% plotInteraction(mdl,'Cylinders','Weight','predictions')
% plotAdded(mdl,'Weight^2')

%% Apply model to train
% TODO Add energy/info difference after histograms (model2pri, model2af1)

load('Models/s1SLinOut.mat');
load('Models/DataTableS1SSig.mat');
load('I_.mat');

disp('Predict outputs on training')
tic

[edgProb, pred] = model2Images(mdl,DataTableSig,I);
histogram(pred, -0.5:0.01:1.5); axis([-1, 2, 0, 6e6]);
title('Histogram of predicted output data probability');
print('Models/s1SPredTrainS','-dpng');

histogram(double(pred > 0.5), -0.5:0.01:1.5); axis([-1, 2, 0, 6e6]);
title('Histogram of predicted output data');
print('Models/s1SPredTrainI','-dpng'); close all;

save('Models/s1SEdg.mat','edgProb');
toc
clearvars -except pred

%% Put predicted into datatable for next stage

load('Models/DataTable.mat');
mi = min(pred);
ma = max(pred);
DataTable.local_void_s = (pred-mi)/(ma-mi);
DataTable.local_void_i = pred > 0.5;
save('Models/DataTableS1S.mat','DataTable');







Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/regressS2L.m

diary off; clear; clc

%% Load data and show histogram of output var

load('Models/DataTableS1L');
DataTable.local_edge_gt_i = [];
DataTable.region_max_jaccard = []; DataTable.segment_max_jaccard = []; % Ignore Reg/Seg targets

%% Try raw regress
% Runs but does not converge. Take up too much ram anyways. Leaveing off
% diary off; delete('Models/s2LLin.txt'); diary('Models/s2LLin.txt'); 
% disp('Regress with s2L')
% tic
% 
% mdl = fitglm(DataTable, 'ResponseVar', 'local_edge_gt_s')
% mdl.Rsquared
% 
% save('Models/s2LLin.mat','mdl');
% toc
% diary off
% clearvars -except DataTable

%% Try regress on PCA

diary off; delete('Models/s2LLinPca.txt'); diary('Models/s2LLinPca.txt'); 
disp('PCA')
tic

d = table2array(DataTable);
[pc,~,~,V,~,~] = tablePCA(d(:,1:end-1), 1:4, 3e-4); % Dont include output var in PCA, use only most important components
tp = array2table(pc);
tp.local_edge_gt_s = d(:,end); % Bring back output var

% Display important components
varNames = DataTable.Properties.VariableNames;
disp('Important Componets');
important = abs(sum(V,2))' > 0 | ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(varNames(1:end-1),'local_void')); % Ensure stage 1 is kept
disp({varNames{important}});
    
toc
disp('Regress with PCA dimentions')
tic

mdl = fitglm(tp,'interactions', 'ResponseVar', 'local_edge_gt_s')
mdl.Rsquared

save('Models/s2LLinPca.mat','mdl');
toc
diary off
clearvars -except DataTable important

%% On reduced important components from PCA only 
% Helps reduce complexity and cues needed for end user run time

diary off; delete('Models/s2LLinImpt.txt'); diary('Models/s2LLinImpt.txt'); 
disp('Regress with most important dimentions from PCA')
tic

important = [important,true];
DataTableImp = DataTable(:,important);

mdl = fitglm(DataTableImp, 'ResponseVar', 'local_edge_gt_s')
mdl.Rsquared
save('Models/s2LLinImpt.mat','mdl');

save('Models/DataTableS2LImp.mat','DataTableImp');
toc
diary off
clearvars -except DataTableImp mdl

%% Select best thus far and remove insig or low effect components
% Helps prevent over fitting

diary off; delete('Models/s2LLinSig.txt'); diary('Models/s2LLinSig.txt'); 
disp('Regress with most sig dimentions')
tic

terms = mdl.PredictorNames;
model = mdl.Coefficients; model = model(2:end,:);
terms = terms(abs(table2array(model(:,'Estimate'))) > 6e-3 & table2array(model(:,'pValue')) < 1e-3 & ... effect 1e-2 -> 22 pred
    ~isnan(table2array(model(:,'Estimate'))) & ~isnan(table2array(model(:,'pValue'))));
DataTableSig = DataTableImp(:,terms');

[modelString, nTerms] = initModel(DataTableSig, 'local_edge_gt_s');
disp(['Terms: ', num2str(length(terms)), ', ', num2str(nTerms)]);

DataTableSig.local_edge_gt_s = DataTableImp.local_edge_gt_s ; % Bring back output var

mdl = fitglm(DataTableSig, modelString)
mdl.Rsquared

save('Models/s2LLinSig.mat','mdl');
toc
diary off
save('Models/DataTableS2LSig.mat','DataTableSig');
clearvars -except DataTableSig mdl

%% Find outliers

diary off; delete('Models/s2LLinOut.txt'); diary('Models/s2LLinOut.txt'); 

plotDiagnostics(mdl); print('Models/s2LLeverage','-dpng');
plotDiagnostics(mdl,'cookd'); print('Models/s2LCookDist','-dpng');
larg = find(mdl.Diagnostics.CooksDistance > 4*mean(mdl.Diagnostics.CooksDistance));
disp(['Large Cooks Distance: ',num2str(length(larg)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

plotResiduals(mdl); print('Models/s2LResid','-dpng');
plotResiduals(mdl,'probability');  print('Models/s2LResidProb','-dpng');
outl = find(abs(mdl.Residuals.Raw) > 0.5);
disp(['Large Residuals: ',num2str(length(outl)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

plotResiduals(mdl,'lagged'); print('Models/s2LResidLag','-dpng');
plotResiduals(mdl,'fitted'); print('Models/s2LResidFit','-dpng');
disp(['SubTotal Outliers: ',num2str(length([larg;outl])/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);
disp(['Total edges: ', num2str(sum(DataTableSig.local_edge_gt_s > 0)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '%']);
disp(['Total outliers as edges: ', num2str(sum(ismember(find(DataTableSig.local_edge_gt_s > 0),[larg;outl]))/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '%']);

load('I_.mat');
[outliers, nImgs, imgOut] = modelImgOut(DataTableSig, I, [larg;outl]);
disp(['Total Image Outliers: ', num2str(nImgs), ', ', num2str(length(nImgs)/length(I)*100), '% to be removed']);
disp(['Total Outliers: ',num2str(length(outliers)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

save('Models/s2LLinLie.mat','outliers');
close all
clearvars -except DataTableSig outliers

%% Run with no outliers
% Helps prevent over fitting

disp('Regress with most sig dimentions exclude outliers')
tic

mdl = fitglm(DataTableSig, initModel(DataTableSig), 'exclude', outliers)
mdl.Rsquared

save('Models/s2LLinOut.mat','mdl');
toc
diary off

%% View model stats plots

% plotSlice(mdl);
% plotInteraction(mdl,'Weight','Cylinders')
% plotInteraction(mdl,'Cylinders','Weight','predictions')
% plotAdded(mdl,'Weight^2')

%% Apply model to train
% TODO Add energy/info difference after histograms (model2pri, model2af1)

load('Models/s2LLinOut.mat');
load('Models/DataTableS2LSig.mat');
load('I_.mat');

disp('Predict outputs on training')
tic

[edgProb, pred] = model2Images(mdl,DataTableSig,I);
histogram(pred, -0.5:0.01:1.5); axis([-1, 2, 0, 6e6]);
title('Histogram of predicted output data'); axis([-1, 2, 0, 6e6]);
print('Models/s2LPredTrain','-dpng'); close all;

save('Models/s2LEdg.mat','edgProb');
toc
clearvars -except edgProb

%% Apply threshold ranges & thinning

th = -0.5:0.01:1.5;
hister = 0:0.01:0.5;

% TODO 

%% Score train
% Get PR curve on threshold range

%% Apply model, best threshold, & thining to Test

%% Score test
% Get PR point on threshold range








Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/regressS2S.m

diary off; clear; clc

%% Load data and show histogram of output var

load('Models/DataTableS1S');
DataTable.local_edge_gt_i = [];
DataTable.region_max_jaccard = []; DataTable.segment_max_jaccard = []; % Ignore Reg/Seg targets

%% Try raw regress
% Runs but does not converge. Take up too much ram anyways. Leaveing off
% diary off; delete('Models/s2SLin.txt'); diary('Models/s2SLin.txt'); 
% disp('Regress with s2S')
% tic
% 
% mdl = fitglm(DataTable, 'ResponseVar', 'local_edge_gt_s')
% mdl.Rsquared
% 
% save('Models/s2SLin.mat','mdl');
% toc
% diary off
% clearvars -except DataTable

%% Try regress on PCA

diary off; delete('Models/s2SLinPca.txt'); diary('Models/s2SLinPca.txt'); 
disp('PCA')
tic

d = table2array(DataTable);
[pc,~,~,V,~,~] = tablePCA(d(:,1:end-1), 1:4, 3e-4); % Dont include output var in PCA, use only most important components
tp = array2table(pc);
tp.local_edge_gt_s = d(:,end); % Bring back output var

% Display important components
varNames = DataTable.Properties.VariableNames;
disp('Important Componets');
important = abs(sum(V,2))' > 0 | ~cellfun(@isempty,strfind(varNames(1:end-1),'local_void')); % Ensure stage 1 is kept
disp({varNames{important}});
    
toc
disp('Regress with PCA dimentions')
tic

mdl = fitglm(tp,'interactions', 'ResponseVar', 'local_edge_gt_s')
mdl.Rsquared

save('Models/s2SLinPca.mat','mdl');
toc
diary off
clearvars -except DataTable important

%% On reduced important components from PCA only 
% Helps reduce complexity and cues needed for end user run time

diary off; delete('Models/s2SLinImpt.txt'); diary('Models/s2SLinImpt.txt'); 
disp('Regress with most important dimentions from PCA')
tic

important = [important,true];
DataTableImp = DataTable(:,important);

mdl = fitglm(DataTableImp, 'ResponseVar', 'local_edge_gt_s')
mdl.Rsquared
save('Models/s2SLinImpt.mat','mdl');

save('Models/DataTableS2SImp.mat','DataTableImp');
toc
diary off
clearvars -except DataTableImp mdl

%% Select best thus far and remove insig or low effect components
% Helps prevent over fitting

diary off; delete('Models/s2SLinSig.txt'); diary('Models/s2SLinSig.txt'); 
disp('Regress with most sig dimentions')
tic

terms = mdl.PredictorNames;
model = mdl.Coefficients; model = model(2:end,:);
terms = terms(abs(table2array(model(:,'Estimate'))) > 5e-3 & table2array(model(:,'pValue')) < 1e-3 & ... % Effect 5e-3 -> 21 pred
    ~isnan(table2array(model(:,'Estimate'))) & ~isnan(table2array(model(:,'pValue'))));
DataTableSig = DataTableImp(:,terms');

[modelString, nTerms] = initModel(DataTableSig, 'local_edge_gt_s');
disp(['Terms: ', num2str(length(terms)), ', ', num2str(nTerms)]);

DataTableSig.local_edge_gt_s = DataTableImp.local_edge_gt_s ; % Bring back output var

mdl = fitglm(DataTableSig, modelString)
mdl.Rsquared

save('Models/s2SLinSig.mat','mdl');
toc
diary off
save('Models/DataTableS2SSig.mat','DataTableSig');
clearvars -except DataTableSig mdl

%% Find outliers

diary off; delete('Models/s2SLinOut.txt'); diary('Models/s2SLinOut.txt'); 

plotDiagnostics(mdl); print('Models/s2SLeverage','-dpng');
plotDiagnostics(mdl,'cookd'); print('Models/s2SCookDist','-dpng');
larg = find(mdl.Diagnostics.CooksDistance > 4*mean(mdl.Diagnostics.CooksDistance));
disp(['Large Cooks Distance: ',num2str(length(larg)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

plotResiduals(mdl); print('Models/s2SResid','-dpng');
plotResiduals(mdl,'probability');  print('Models/s2SResidProb','-dpng');
outl = find(abs(mdl.Residuals.Raw) > 0.5);
disp(['Large Residuals: ',num2str(length(outl)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

plotResiduals(mdl,'lagged'); print('Models/s2SResidLag','-dpng');
plotResiduals(mdl,'fitted'); print('Models/s2SResidFit','-dpng');
disp(['SubTotal Outliers: ',num2str(length([larg;outl])/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);
disp(['Total edges: ', num2str(sum(DataTableSig.local_edge_gt_s > 0)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '%']);
disp(['Total outliers as edges: ', num2str(sum(ismember(find(DataTableSig.local_edge_gt_s > 0),[larg;outl]))/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '%']);

load('I_.mat');
[outliers, nImgs, imgOut] = modelImgOut(DataTableSig, I, [larg;outl]);
disp(['Total Image Outliers: ', num2str(nImgs), ', ', num2str(length(nImgs)/length(I)*100), '% to be removed']);
disp(['Total Outliers: ',num2str(length(outliers)/size(DataTableSig,1)*100), '% to be removed']);

save('Models/s2SLinLie.mat','outliers');
close all
clearvars -except DataTableSig outliers

%% Run with no outliers
% Helps prevent over fitting

disp('Regress with most sig dimentions exclude outliers')
tic

mdl = fitglm(DataTableSig, initModel(DataTableSig), 'exclude', outliers)
mdl.Rsquared

save('Models/s2SLinOut.mat','mdl');
toc
diary off

%% View model stats plots

% plotSlice(mdl);
% plotInteraction(mdl,'Weight','Cylinders')
% plotInteraction(mdl,'Cylinders','Weight','predictions')
% plotAdded(mdl,'Weight^2')

%% Apply model to train
% TODO Add energy/info difference after histograms (model2pri, model2af1)

load('Models/s2SLinOut.mat');
load('Models/DataTableS2SSig.mat');
load('I_.mat');

disp('Predict outputs on training')
tic

[edgProb, pred] = model2Images(mdl,DataTableSig,I);
histogram(pred, -0.5:0.01:1.5); axis([-1, 2, 0, 6e6]);
title('Histogram of predicted output data'); axis([-1, 2, 0, 6e6]);
print('Models/s2SPredTrain','-dpng'); close all;

save('Models/s2SEdg.mat','edgProb');
toc
clearvars -except edgProb

%% Apply threshold ranges & thinning

th = -0.5:0.01:1.5;
hister = 0:0.01:0.5;

% TODO 

%% Score train
% Get PR curve on threshold range

%% Apply model, best threshold, & thining to Test

%% Score test
% Get PR point on threshold range








Code/Simplification/FeatureDims/regressStep.m

clear; clc;

%% Try stepwise from first of two step logical

load('Models/DataTableS1LSig.mat');
mdl = stepwiselm(DataTableSig, initModel(DataTableSig,'local_edge_gt_i'), 'Criterion', 'sse', 'Verbose', 2); %change criterion to  bic









Code/Simplification/GCVision/Encoder/base64decode.m

function output = base64decode(input)
%BASE64DECODE Decode Base64 string to a byte array.
%
%    output = base64decode(input)
%
% The function takes a Base64 string INPUT and returns a uint8 array
% OUTPUT. JAVA must be running to use this function. The result is always
% given as a 1-by-N array, and doesn't retrieve the original dimensions.
%
% See also base64encode

error(nargchk(1, 1, nargin));
error(javachk('jvm'));
if ischar(input), input = uint8(input); end

output = typecast(org.apache.commons.codec.binary.Base64.decodeBase64(input), 'uint8')';

end








Code/Simplification/GCVision/Encoder/base64encode.m

function output = base64encode(input)
%BASE64ENCODE Encode a byte array using Base64 codec.
%
%    output = base64encode(input)
%
% The function takes a char, int8, or uint8 array INPUT and returns Base64
% encoded string OUTPUT. JAVA must be running to use this function. Note
% that encoding doesn't preserve input dimensions.
%
% See also base64decode

narginchk(1, 1);
error(javachk('jvm'));
if ischar(input), input = uint8(input); end

output = char(org.apache.commons.codec.binary.Base64.encodeBase64Chunked(input))';

end







Code/Simplification/GCVision/GCVision.m

function responce = GCVision(path, imageFile)
% Matlab Json Toolbox Required 
% Requires Cygwin and Curl


%% Setup

GKey = ''; % <<-- Put key here
reqFile = [pwd,'\JSONObj-',imageFile,'.json'];
resFile = [pwd,'\JSONObjResp-',imageFile,'.json'];
cleanupObj = onCleanup(@()cleanup(reqFile, resFile));

%% Build Google Request

fileIO = fopen([path,imageFile]);
A = fread(fileIO);
fclose(fileIO);

if ~isempty(A)
    B = base64encode(A);

    S.requests{1}.image.content = B;
    
    S.requests{1}.features{1}.type = 'LABEL_DETECTION';
    S.requests{1}.features{1}.maxResults = 5;
    
    S.requests{1}.features{2}.type = 'TEXT_DETECTION';
    S.requests{1}.features{2}.maxResults = 3;
    
    S.requests{1}.features{3}.type = 'FACE_DETECTION';
    S.requests{1}.features{3}.maxResults = 3;
    
    S.requests{1}.features{4}.type = 'LANDMARK_DETECTION';
    S.requests{1}.features{4}.maxResults = 3;
    
    S.requests{1}.features{5}.type = 'LOGO_DETECTION';
    S.requests{1}.features{5}.maxResults = 3;
    
    S.requests{1}.features{6}.type = 'IMAGE_PROPERTIES';
    S.requests{1}.features{6}.maxResults = 3;

    savejson('',S,reqFile);

    %% Get Google Response
    
    [status,cmdout] = system(['C:\cygwin64\bin\bash -c "curl -v -k -s -H \"Content-Type: application/json\" https://vision.googleapis.com/v1/images:annotate?key=', GKey, ' --data-binary @\"', reqFile, '\" -o \"', resFile ,'\""']);
    
    responce = loadjson(resFile);
    
end
end

%% Clean up files
% Using cleanup function ensures files deleted even if function fails

function [] = cleanup(reqFile, resFile)
    delete(reqFile, resFile);
end







Code/Simplification/Helpers/simpTestSheet.m

function mat = simpTestSheet(nSubject,nImageGroup,nImageMult,nAlgorithms)
%USERTESTSHEET Generates random user testing sinarios
% UserTestSheet(12,27,3,3)
% 
% nsubjects - Number of subjects
% nImageGroup - Number of image groups
% nImageMult - Number of image multiples (normaly same as nAlg)
% nAlgorithms - Number of algorithms

mat = cell(1,length(nSubject));

for i = 1:nSubject
    mat_ = zeros(nImageGroup,nAlgorithms);
    for j = 1:nImageGroup
        mat_(j,:) = randperm(nImageMult,nAlgorithms);
    end
    
    mat_ = mat_(:);
    order = randperm(length(mat_));
    [I,J] = ind2sub([nImageGroup,nAlgorithms],order);
    mat{i} = [I',J',mat_(order)];
end

headers = {'Image Group', 'Algorithm', 'Image Multiple', 'Score'};

if nargout < 1 % Make excel sheet from mat
    for i = 1:nSubject
        data = [headers;[num2cell(mat{i}),cell(length(mat{i}),1)]];
        xlswrite('simpTest.xlsx',data,['Subject ', num2str(i)]);
    end
end

end








Code/Simplification/Helpers/simpTestSheet2.m


% Generates random user testing sinarios grouped by algorithm and class

% If these numbers are changed then the aggregate and files workbooks 
% will need to be changed too.
nSub = 12;          % Number of subjects
nAlg = 4;           % Number of algorithms (Block, counter balence)
nClass = 2;         % Number of classes (Block, counter balence)
nGroup = [13, 14];	% Number of groups in each class (Random)
nVar = 3;           % Number of variants in each group (>= nAlg) (permutation lock to algorithms, counter balence)

% Exclude images - Class, Group
training{1} = [1,2,4,5,6,7,9,11,13];
training{2} = [2,3,5,6,8,9,10,11,12,14];

mat = cell(1,length(nSub));

% Create Subject numbers
data = {};
data{1} = zeros(nAlg*sum(nGroup),4);
data = repmat(data,1,nSub);
subs = 1:nSub;

% Create Algorithm numbers
algs = 1:nAlg;
%algs = [0,2,4,5];
algs = perms(algs);

% Create Class numbers
classes = 1:nClass;
classes = perms(classes);
classes = repmat(classes,ceil(nAlg/nClass),1);

% Create Group numbers
groups = cell(1,nClass);
for i = 1:nClass
    groups{i} = 1:nGroup(i);
    groups{i}(training{i}) = [];
    nGroup(i) = length(groups{i});
end

% Create Variant numbers
vars = perms([1:nVar,1:nVar]);
vars = vars(randperm(length(vars)),:);

for s = subs
    data{s} = zeros(nAlg*sum(nGroup),4);
    
    % Build algorithm column
    alg = algs(1,:);
    alg = repmat(alg,sum(nGroup),1);
    alg = alg(:);
    
    % Build class and group column
    class = [];
    group = [];
    for a = 1:nAlg
        for c = 1:nClass
            idx = classes(algs(1,a),c); %__
            class = [class; ones(nGroup(idx),1)*idx];
            group = [group; groups{idx}(randperm(nGroup(idx),nGroup(idx)))'];
        end
    end
    
    % Collect data
    data{s}(:,1) = class;
    data{s}(:,2) = group;
    data{s}(:,4) = alg;
    
    % Build Variant column
    vars_ = vars;
    for c = 1:nClass
        for g = groups{c}
            for a = 1:nAlg
                m = find(data{s}(:,1)==c & data{s}(:,2)==g & data{s}(:,4)==a);
                data{s}(m,3) = vars_(1,a);
            end
            vars_ = circshift(vars_,-1,1);
        end
    end
    
    % Rotate counter balenced for next subject
    algs = circshift(algs,-1,1);
    classes = circshift(classes,-1,1);
    vars = circshift(vars,-1,1);
end

% Blank answers/scores to "-" for excel to ignore in aggreggate
score = {'-'};
score = repmat(score, nAlg*sum(nGroup), 8);

% Create Excel file
headers = {'Class', 'Group', 'Multiple', 'Algorithm', 'ScoreShape', 'AnswerShape', 'Perceptual', 'Cognitive', 'Frustration', 'Confident', 'Time', 'Comment'
};

for s = 1:nSub
    data_ = [headers;[num2cell(data{s}),score]];
    xlswrite('simpTest V3.xlsx',data_,['Subject ', num2str(s)]);
end










Code/Simplification/Helpers/texturize2.m

function [I, Is] = texturize2(edge,seg,text,th,k,v,e)

%% Reorder segment numbers with largest as lowest number
% Will be leaving the largest textureless assuming it is background
% Allocate textures till all consumed then leave small segments without
% th score threshold
% k num of textures
% v void around edges with no texture
% e edge threshold to include



[m,n] = size(seg);
u = unique(seg(:))';
c = 0;

% Get region sizes
score = zeros(1,length(u));
area = zeros(1,length(u));
for i = u
    c = c + 1;
    area(c) = sum(seg(:)==i);
    score(c) = sum(text(seg(:)==i))/area(c);
end

[score,idx] = sort(score,'descend');
[~, maxidx] = max(area);
idx(idx == maxidx | score < th) = [];
c = 0;
tempI = zeros([m,n]);

% Relabel
for i = u(idx)
    c = c + 1;
    if c > k
        break;
    end
    tempI(seg==i) = c;
end

%% Re-enlarge image
I = imresize(tempI, 3, 'nearest');
edge = imresize(edge, 3, 'nearest');
Is = I;
[m,n] = size(I);

%% Load texture tiles
% Repeat texture tiles to needed size then crop crop matix
% Percent lighten textures

textures = {'B2.png', 'H1.png', 'A4.png', 'A10.png', 'A14.png', 'D3.png', 'E1.png'};
percent = [0.60, 0.50, 0.60, 0.60, 0.80, 0.50, 0.45]; % Dimmed
% percent = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]; % Full weight
t = max(I(:)); t = min(t,length(textures));
texture = cell(1,t);

for i = 1:t
    texture{i} = im2double(imread(['Textures/', textures{i}]));
    [tm,tn] = size(texture{i});
    texture{i} = repmat(texture{i}, ceil(m/tm),ceil(n/tn));
    texture{i} = max(texture{i}(1:m,1:n),1-percent(i));
end

%% Apply textures

tempI = ones([m,n]);
for i = 1:t
    tempI(I==i) = texture{i}(I==i);
end
I = tempI;

%% Cleartexture near edge

se = strel('disk',v);
accE = imdilate(edge,se);
I(accE>e) = max(I(accE>e),accE(accE>e));

%% Add region outline
I(edge>e) = -edge(edge>e)+1;

end
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